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PREFACE

O ne of the surprisingrewardsof the AmericanExcavationsin the Agoraand its vicinity

was the comparativewealth of early or "prehistoric"
material.Althoughthe excavations
wereprimarilyconcernedwith elucidatingthe historyand topographyof ClassicalAthens,these
early findsconstitutea most importantadditionto our knowledgeof Athensin the Neolithic
and BronzeAges and the place she occupiesin the widerfield of Aegeanarchaeology.Of the
nearly one thousandinventorieditems of a date prior to about 1150 B.C.(roughlythe end
of the Mycenaeanperiodand the date at whichthe Submycenaeanmaterialbegins),by far the
greateramountis pottery, both whole vases and potsherds.But, in addition,the Agorahas
producedobjects of stone, bone and ivory, bronze,lead, and more rarely silver and gold,
glass and semi-preciousstones,some of these of real artisticmerit.
The very quantityof materialis a strikingproofof the habitationof the Agoraand the surroundingslopesof the Acropolis,Areopagusand the neighboringhills fromat least the fourth
millenniumB.C. This had been in part deducedfromearlierexcavations,notablythose of the
Greeksand Germanson the Acropolis,the Americanson the North Slope,the Italianson the
South Slope, and it is currentlybeing supplementedby Greekexcavationsin severalareas,
particularlythe South Slope,the Hill of Philopappos,the Olympieion,and Plato's Academy.
theevidenceso full and the seriesso completeas in he Agora.Although
Nowhere,however,isenand
no actual prehistoricsettlementhas been laid bare, nor has any buildingof this periodbeen
thecontinuoushabitationandusageof the areafrom
uncovered,thisis not surprisingconsidering
GeometricthroughClassical,Roman,medievalandmoderntimes.Manyof the buildingprojects
of these later periods entailed a cutting down and levellingof bedrock,so that only those
depositsthat cut deeplyenoughinto virginrockor thosethat wereusedto fillin naturalpockets
and declivitieshave survived.Thus, our greatestsourceof informationfor the Neolithicand
the Early and MiddleHelladicperiodscomes from wells, pits and bothroi,and for the Late
Helladicperiodfromover forty chambertombsand graves.Numbersbasedon the Agoragrid
have been assignedto almost eighty such prehistoricdeposits,which are listed alphabetically (followedby items in the Cataloguein boldface)in the Index of Deposits; these are
locatedwith appropriatesymbolson the Plan (PI. 91).

Since there is little real stratigraphy,the materialfrom the Neolithicthroughthe Middle
Helladic period has not been presentedaccordingto deposits,but selectively accordingto
types and fabrics.408items have beenchosento illustratethe rangeof findsfromtheseperiods,
and they have been arrangedin the Catalogueunder two main headings,"Neolithic"and
"Earlyand MiddleHelladic,"eachprecededby a generaldiscussionof the types of deposit,the
main characteristicsof the pottery and other finds, and conclusionsas to date and cultural
affinities.For the Mycenaeanperiod,the tombs and gravesare discussedindividually,each
followedby the publicationof its completeinventory.The tombs are designatedby Roman
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numerals,and are arrangedin a topographicsequence,beginningwith the large ones on the
North Slope of the Areopagus.Te objects within each tomb are given a separateseries of
Arabicnumerals;thus each item from a tomb has a doublenumeral,Romanplus Arabic(for
exampleI-16 for the largeivory pyxis fromthe chambertomb N 21-22:1). In addition,somewhat less than 100 other Mycenaeanobjects,not from tombs, continuethe runningsequence
of Arabicnumeralsfrom the first part of the book (409-504). The Mycenaeansection is
precededby a discussionof the tomb types, burialcustoms,offerings,and an appraisalof the
AgoraMycenaeanpottery,its chronological
range,characteristicshapesand motives,and local
This
section
with
an
concludes
idiosyncracies.
attempt to place the Agoramaterialwithin the
broadercontext of the Mycenaeanremainson the Acropolisand the North Slope, and to
synthesizea briefhistoryof MycenaeanAthens.

Thisstudywasbegunin 1961undera fellowshipfromthe AmericanAssociationof University
Women,whichenabledme to spendthe summermonthsin Athensworkingwith the objectsand
using the excavationnotebooks.A furtherperiodof study in Athens,from Januaryto July
1964,was assistedby a grant-in-aidof the AmericanPhilosophicalSociety.Meanwhilelibrary
researchhas beenpursuedat the Universityof NorthCarolinaat ChapelHill and at the Institute for AdvancedStudy at Princetonduringseveralsummers.To all these institutionsI owe
my thanks.
Of the many peoplewho have encouragedand contributedto this volumeI shouldlike to
thank especiallyHomerA. Thompsonfor makingthis materialavailableto me, for answering
many questionsand explainingmany problems,and Lucy Talcott for her interest and her
knowledgeof the objects.Ofthe variousAgoraexcavatorsoverthe yearswho dugand recorded
significantdeposits of prehistoricmaterial,the followingdeservespecial mention: the late
ArthurW. Parsonsfor the prehistoricwellsin SectionOA, EugeneVanderpoolfor the Mycenaean chambertombs on the North Slope of the Areopagusand for supervisingthose discoveredunder the Stoa of Attalos, and Emily TownsendVermeulefor her excavationand
study of the tomb underthe Templeof Ares (TombVII) found in 1951 and the new tomb
with the coffinsdiscoveredin 1965 (TombXL). Thanksare also due the variousmembersof
theAgorastaff,especiallyPoly Demouliniand SpyroSpyropoulos.Thenew groupphotographs
of fragments(Pls. 2-13; 15-20; 24) and of Mycenaeanshapes (Pls. 65-67) were taken by
James Heyle in the springof 1964; most of the others are by Alison Frantz. The plans are
mainlythe workof John Travlosassistedby his daughterNina, who has also drawnmost of
the potteryprofiles.Thedrawingsof the Mattpaintedpotteryfoundin 1936weremadeby Piet
de Jong when the decorationwas still fresh;otherdrawingsare by HeroAthanasiades.Without the help and patienceof these people,this book couldnot have been completed.

To my colleaguesin the field of prehistoricstudiesmy debt is great: to the late Alan J. B.
Waceand the late MaryH. Swindlerfor furtheringmy interestin Mycenaeanstudies,to Carl
W. Blegen for his inspirationand guidance,to Saul S. Weinbergand CohnRenfrewfor discussingspecificNeolithicand Cycladicproblemswith me, to John L. Caskeyfor applyingthe
wisdomof Lernaand Keos, and to Evelyn L. Smithsonfor manyhelpfulsuggestionswith the
laterMycenaeanmaterial.Ourspecial debt to OscarBroneer,who first revealedthe full importance of MycenaeanAthens with his excavation of the MycenaeanFountain, will be
apparentin the third sectionof this publication.To the potteryexperts,FrederickR. Matson
andMarieFarnsworth,I am indebtedfor muchhelpfulcounsel,althoughin not all instances
was the verdictunequivocal.I shouldalso like to thank membersof the GreekArchaeological
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pecially GeorgeDontas and NicholasPlaton for potteryin the AcropolisMuseum,and Semni
Karouzouand Agnes Sakellarioufor objectsin the NationalMuseum.
Thisbookwas finishedin the summerof 1967, and it has not been possibleto includesubsequent bibliography.It was possible to add the new chambertomb (TombXL) and the
Mycenaeangrave(XLI) foundduringthe clearingof the South Squarein the summerof 1965,
but the manuscriptwas too far along to incorporatein the Catalogueother fragmentsof
prehistoricware found that summer;these are referredto by their inventorynumbersunder
similarobjects.
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA

AT CHAPEL HTTTLL

JUNE, 1968

SARA A. IMMERWAHR
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I. THE NEOLITHIC

PERIOD

INTRODUCTION
1. DEPOSITS

(Plate 91 and pp. 274-275)
O ur main evidence for the Neolithic periodcomes from the fill of twenty wells dug by the late
Arthur W. Parsons from 1937 to 1939. These were not in the Agora proper but high up on
the northwest slope of the Acropolis in an area below and to the east and west of the classical
Klepsydra, and also not far from the famous caves and Long Rocks of the North Slope.1Here
the water table was so high that the natural springs which fed the Klepsydra in classical times
could be reached with a minimum of digging, and the caves may once have served as rock
shelters or places of burial or worship. Of such usage, however, all vestiges have disappeared
and we have merely the fill of the adjacent wells to indicate the period and type of occupancy.
From the number of wells one must surely surmise some near-by settlement, but perhaps
farther down the slope in the area of the later Eleusinion where miscellaneous Neolithic sherds
have been unearthed.
Since these wells have received only scant treatment in the preliminary reports,2it may
be advisable to describe one or two individually as well as to indicate their general characteristics.3 On the whole, the wells were roughly circularor irregularin plan with an average diameter
of about 1.0 m. at the top, often tapering toward the bottom. They were crudely cut with the
primitive tools at the disposal of the diggers, and reach an average depth of only 3 to 4 m.
Whenever a too large or intractable boulder was encountered, the well was either abandoned
before water was struck (T 24:2, T 26:4, T 26:5 and probably R 28:2, T 26:1, U 25:1) or the
shaft was deflected so as to avoid the boulder.
This was the case with U 24:2, the deepest of the Neolithic wells. It was unusually neatly
cut with a diameter of 1.0 to 1.10 m. down to a depth of 6.0 m. when a ledge of harder rock
projectingfrom the northeast was met. This necessitated an undercutting of the southwest side,
and beyond that point the well continues another 1.70 m. on the new axis, but the scooped
out depression at the bottom is made to fall approximately beneath the center of the upper
shaft for convenience in drawing water. With a total depth of 7.70 m. this well yielded the
1 The widening and improvement of the modem peripatos (Odos Akropoleos = Section Omicron Alpha) by the Greek
government led to the excavation of this area (Shear, Hesperia, VII, 1938, pp. 330f.).
2 Also Shear, Hesperia, VIII, 1939, p. 221; IX, 1940, pp. 297-298.
3 This information comes from the carefully kept notebooks of the excavator, Arthur W. Parsons, who unfortunately did
not live to publish these prehistoric wells. Although often supervising the digging of four or five at the same time (ranging
from Neolithic to Archaic), he kept an admirablerecord, and with few exceptions the finds had been mended and sorted before
World War II closed the excavations. In the spring of 1957 when this material was being transferred to the Stoa of Attalos,
Miss Margaret Crosby reexamined it and noted those wells which seemed in need of additional sorting and mending. This
work was given priority in the summer of 1961, when the author began study of the Agora prehistoric material, and she
wishes to thank her daughter Mary for many patient hours of joining and mending, resulting in a number of significant new
fragments which were inventoried, and the practically complete pot 5.
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largest inventory of catalogued objects as well as eleven containers of sherds, one of stone and
obsidianfragments, and one of bones. Although the material was divided by the excavator into
an upper and a lower fill, there is no apparent stratification or distinction in material between
the two lots, and the whole seems to representa single dump fill rather than a period of use or
gradual accumulation plus dump. The pottery from this well covers fairly completely the full
range of types from the other Neolithic wells, and it also contained seven obsidian flakes, one
blade, several fragmentaryhandaxes, pieces of mortars and millstones, as well as animal bones.
Unlike some others it yielded no human skeletal material and no whole pots.
Human bones and complete vases were found in several wells, although the association is not
consistent enough to suggest disturbedgraves as the source of both. T 26:3 producedthe intact
biconical jar 3, along with a human humerus, whereas S 27:4 yielded the skull of a child and
the coarse wide-mouthed bowl 171, likewise complete except for chips. However, the two wells
with the most abundant skeletal material, which has been published by Angel,4 namely the
child's skull from U 25:1 and the three skulls from U 26:2, yielded only fragmentary pottery.
From U 26:5 came the beautiful intact Red Burnishedjar 1, and no skeletal material. Therefore, it seems better to reject the idea that the whole pots, which are mostly the Red Burnished
biconical jars, came originally from graves.
In U 26:5 the biconicaljar 1 was found beneath a projectingbouldernear the bottom, along
with the usual assortment of animal bones and fragmentary pottery. The well is very neatly
cut and, apart from the boulder, almost perfectly circularwith a diameter of 0.85 m. It had a
preserveddepth of only 2.40 m. and there is no certainty that water was reached. Nonetheless
the position of this jar and its intact condition may well indicate a use fill, and the possibility
exists that the Red Burnished biconical jars served as containers to draw water.5 Although
their size and capacity in general are small and the surface far finer than would be expected
for such utilitarian pots, one should perhaps not reject this possibility. The vertically pierced
lug handles of 1, 2, 3, etc. would have been ideal for inserting strings or thongs to let down
the pot, and if the cord snapped when the pot was at the bottom or snagged under a boulder,
an intact vase would be the owner's loss and the archaeologist's reward. This may explain
why the Red Burnished jars are far more nearly complete than most other types; whole or
nearly whole examples are found in seven wells. The scrappiermaterial may then be considered
dump fill, used to fill in the wells once they ran dry, and with this latter might be associated
some skeletal material from neighboringgraves as well as animal bones and other household
refuse. If we can accept this conclusionas a workingpremise,it may furnish some chronological
guidance, although the time differenceneed not be great, when one considers the shallowness
of the wells.
Thereare few certain Neolithic finds from the Agora proper,although stone celts and obsidian
flakes which may be Neolithic have turned up in a number of miscellaneouscontexts, perhaps
having travelled far from their original location. This is the case also of the unique marble
statuette of a recumbent woman 219, a stray find among the demolition marbles of N-Q
19-22, which has probably worked down from the northwest corner of the Acropolis. Although
its location tells us nothing, it is of rare importance as proof of settlement at a somewhat
earlier period than indicated by the wells.6 A few Neolithic sherds have turned up in miscellaneous contexts (36, 48, 66). The two prehistoric fills associated with ancient roads (E-G 2-4
and O-Q 16-17), which are discussed below (pp. 52, 113), producednothing that is distinctively
Neolithic; there are some coarse and nondescript sherds below the Middle Helladic stratum,
4 J. Lawrence Angel, Hesperia, XIV, 1945, p. 291, pl. XLI, 1, pp. 292-293, pl. XLI, 3, 4, 5.
5
Suggested to me by Lucy Talcott on the analogy of whole pots in later classical wells. Against this theory, however,
is the occurrence of such jars in wells which were apparently not completed (e.g. T 26:4 which yielded 2 and 5).
6 See below, pp. 16f.
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but these may well be Early Helladic. The early grave in the Metroon drain-cut (I 9:2) was
published by Shear as a Subneolithic burial,7but it is more likely Middle Helladic and will be
discussed in the next section. There is thus no certain evidence for Neolithic occupancy in
the Agora proper, but one must assume a settlement on the Northwest Slope not far from
the wells.
The other main area of Athens which has produced Neolithic material is the South Slope.
Here Skias in 1899 had found a prehistoric burial which was at first considered Neolithic but
is more probably MiddleHelladic.8Then, in 1922, excavations conducted by the Italian School,
under Della Seta and Doro Levi, revealed near the Stoa of Eumenes the foundations of a
Neolithic hut of rectilinear or slightly curved plan with a central hearth.9 This was apparently
a stratified site with four layers comprising construction fill, use accumulation, destruction,
and post-destruction fill, followed by a sterile layer dividing the Neolithic from the Early Helladic. It should therefore be of prime importance in establishing a relative chronology for our
wells near the Klepsydra. Unfortunately, however, the resemblancesare not close, since painted
ware of both Sesklo and Dimini types and their imitations are dominant in the Neolithic hut
and almost completely absent in the Agora material.10Some red and dark burnished monochrome ware was also found, but again the similarities are not striking,"lalthough Milojcic
has used this material to assign the Agora biconical jars to his Period III or Late Sesklo
period.12We shall return to this problem when we consider the outside connections and the
chronology of the Agora material.
In 1923 the Italians continued their excavations on the South Slope by exploring a small
grotto with several entrances above the Asklepieion.13This contained habitation material in
part assigned to the beginning of the BronzeAge. Some of the pottery is clearlyEarly Helladic II
with sauceboats and Urfiris ware,14but much of it is earlier monochromeware, either coarse
or burnished, with lug handles, plastic bands with thumb impressions, etc. not far removed
from some of the fragments in our wells.15Whether it should be termed Neolithic or Early Helladic I is a problem to which we shall return. To such an intermediate position belongs the
Neolithic material from the lowest level of the prehistoricarea of the North Slope investigated
by Hazel Hansen in 1937.16
Recent Greek excavations on the hill slope below the Odeion of Herodes Atticus and in the
area of the Asklepieion have uncovered several small Neolithic pits which provide close parallels for the Agora Red Burnishedjars and for the Coarseware from our wells.17
7 Hesperia, V, 1936, pp. 20-21.
'Ep. 'ApX., 1902, pp. 123ff.
9 Levi, Abitazioni
pp. 411-498. Also Boll. d'Arte, IV, 1924-1925, pp. 88ff.
10
Levi, Abitazioni, pi. XXVII.
11Ibid., pl. XXVI, A-L. Through the kindness of Mr. Dontas, then ephor of the Acropolis, I saw this material in 1961, but
could find no close parallels.
12 See below, note 41.
13
Levi, Abitazioni, pp. 450-491.
14 Ibid.,
pp. 479-480, figs. 64-65.
15 Ibid., pp. 464-474, figs. 49-55, pl. XXVI,
M-v. Note the sherd of a globular jar with offset neck-ring and rosy red
monochrome surface (pl. XXVI, N = fig. 49, o); also the profiles of jars on p. 476, fig. 62, some of which seem to have
Early
Cycladic affinities (especially fig. 62, a = fig. 55, a; fig. 62, b = fig. 52, f; fig. 62, c = fig. 49, g).
16
Hesperia, VI, 1937, pp. 539ff. Cf. pp. 540-541, figs. 1, 2 with Levi, Abitazioni, p. 467, fig. 50 (bottom row).
17
Through the kindness of Dr. Nicholas Platon, then Director of the Acropolis, I examined this material in the Acropolis
Museum in 1964 and was struck by the very close parallels to our Red Burnished jars, including such details as the elaborate
lug handles with inverted U-attahments comparable to 1, 8, 7 and traces of stripe-burnished or white painted patterns. The
coarse ware included rims of cooking pots or baking pans like 185 and 186, and bases with grass or straw impressions like
180 and 181. The material from two Neolithic pits below the Odeion of Herodes Atticus excavated by Mrs. Sakelleraki
(1955-1960) includes several Red Burnished fragments with pierced lugs and a bowl with vertical ribs like 84. I wish to thank
Mr. Travlos and Miss Maro Tsoni for making arrangements for me to see this pottery which is stored in the Fetihe-Tzami
(Mosque in Roman Market). See also the pottery from the Late Neolithic well west of the Boule Gate (AETr., XXI, 1966,
B' [1968], pp. 42-43, pl. 63).
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Thus our knowledge of Neolithic Athens comes essentially from the slopes of the Acropolis,
particularly the South, the North and the Northwest.18How this material relates to the Neolithic from the rest of Attica and other parts of Greecewill be consideredlater, after we have
evaluated the pottery.
2. POTTERY
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(P1s.1-13)
The pottery from the Neolithic wells divides itself into two main classes, fine ware and
coarse, with the former coming in general from small or medium-sized pots, the latter from
larger storage-containers,cooking pots, and the like. There is, however, no absolute dividing
line between the two, and some of the incised ware (especially the scoops and related fragments, 111-124) seems to occupy an intermediate position.

RED BURNISHED WARE (Pls. 1-5,

68, 69)

Of the finer wares, the most characteristic ware and indeed the hallmark of the complex
is our Red Burnished class. It occurs in every well, though not always in its best quality,
and it is often the only finer ware present. Furthermore, it makes up to a number of fairly
complete pots, which as we have suggested above may represent the use fill of the wells. There
is no question that it should be considereda local specialty, and this is confirmedby the gray
misfired sherd of a biconical jar (84) found in T 26:3.
FABRIC AND TECHNIQUE

This is a heavy ware with fairly thick walls ranging from ca. 0.005 to 0.01 m. or even thicker
in the largest examples (8). The clay is gritty with some sand and impurities,l9reddish brown
in color, usually fired with a gray core. It seems to have been coated by a rather thick red
slip on all parts that would be visible.20The surface ranges in color from a clear orange-red
(1, 4) to a darker cherry-red (19), and is sometimes mottled in firing, though usually not on
the best and presumably earlier examples. In 5, the mottling, ranging in color from buff to
dark gray, looks deliberately produced by the application of coals. In 19 we have quite a
different, and probably unintentional, effect with a sharp line of demarcation between a red
and a brownish black zone, where the vase was in contact with another pot in the kiln.21
After the application of the slip, and before firing, the pots were burnished with a blunt instrument and polished with a cloth to achieve a luster, which in the best examples is very

18
Schachermeyr, Die dltestenKulturenGriechenlands,p. 70, believes that the distribution of Neolithic material on different
sides of the Acropolis would lead to the conclusion that the Acropolis itself was occupied, and if so it would have surpassed
in size all other Neolithic settlements in the Mediterranean,even Knossos. However, we do not have the lengthy sequence
of the Thessalian sites or Knossos represented in our material.
19
Unpublished botanical studies by Dr. Hopf have revealed the use of various seeds for tempering: leguminous seeds in 3
and 8; naked barley (HordeumvulgareL. var. nudum) in 6, the latter important as up until now its cultivation was not known
from Neolithic Greece, and scarcely known in the Bronze Age. See now Appendix, pp. 267-269.
20 The
question of an applied or of a technical slip (i.e. one which results by smoothing and working the damp surface)
is one on which archaeologists disagree. I have consulted two pottery experts, Frederick R. Matson of Pennsylvania State
University and Marie Farnsworth of New York, on a number of technical problems and have profited greatly from their observations. There are, however, cases where they disagree or where one cannot be certain of the exact technical procedure. On
the Red Burnished class a separate application of slip seems likely because the deep red color stops abruptly on the interior
of biconical jars just below the collar (fragments 13 and 14), nor does it occur under the foot-ring (16). Furthermore, it is
apparently related to a Red Slipped class where there are clear traces of a separate application and no burnishing (see some
incised ware 104, 112, 113, 114, 117, 118, 119, 122, etc. and some of the finer plain ware 125-127).
21Restored painting by Piet de Jong, Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 297, fig. 38.
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high.22Sometimes a pattern was produced by having the burnishing strokes go obliquely or at
right angles and reserving an unburnished area between them, a technique related to a large
Pattern Burnished group of the Late Neolithic period, where the patterns are usually confined
to a narrow zone and the remainder of the pot uniformly polished.23Our examples are rather
different with a coarser all-over pattern, in one or two cases composed of meandroid or labyrinthine elements (35 and 36), and they resemble fragments from the Kephala graves on Keos
(see below, p. 20).
Most of the patterns on our Red Burnished group were produced, however, not by partial
burnishing but by the application of a matt white (?) paint, which has flaked off, dulling the
originally burnished surface, sometimes only imperceptibly, at other times gouging it out in
deep furrows.24Paint was certainly the source of the elaborate pattern of opposed oblique lines
framed by vertical and horizontal bands on 9, for these are dull rather than shiny and therefore the negative effect of a true pattern burnishing. It is likely that more traces of white
paint survived at the time of excavation, for Shear25comments on the fact that "linear decorations made by white painted stripes are fairly well preserved" on our 1 and 2, whereas
today only the pattern is perceptible, and that barely so on 1. On 19 a design of oblique lines
can be detected only within the brown reduced area where the bowl was in contact with
another pot.26These occurrencesshow the fugitive and elusive nature of the white paint and
thus make any separation of the Red Burnishedware into Plain, Painted or Pattern Burnished
a risky business. We have accordingly grouped them all together with the exception of a few
small fragments on which the painted design rather than the vase-shape is important (8792).27

The interiors of some biconical jars (7 and 8 for example) show that they were built up by
hand coilwise, and they still bear traces of thumb impressions,and some horizontal scoringwith
a blunt instrument. Bases, lug handles, etc. were added separately. On several of the larger
examples with a flattened base (6 and 8) there are traces of a mat impression, which would
suggest a relatively late horizon and the anticipation of the slow wheel.28
SHAPES

There are two main shapes: the biconical or ovoid jar and the hemisphericalor shallow bowl.
Among the examples of each there are differenceswhich suggest a stylistic development.29The
biconical jars which we presume to be of the earlier type are more clearly biconical in shape,
22

In only one or two examples (20 and less certainly 21) do we seem to be dealing with a real glaze, i.e. a slip which fires to a
naturally glossy surface (for this distinction see Caskey, Hesperia, XXVII, 1958, p. 137, note 22). In both cases the sherds
are roughly rectangular in shape and show wear on one or two edges, having been deliberately cut down for use as burnishers.
They might thus be considered relics of a somewhat earlier period, as their Urfirnis surface would indicate.
23E.g. Orchomenos,II, pls. X, XII, 1, c, e, f (gray or black); Prosymna, II, fig. 635 (Red Burnished).
24 Professor Matson has examined these vases
carefully and is of the opinion that paint was the source of the dulling of
the surface. He likens the eating away of the surface of 12, 27, etc. to the effect of Scotch tape when peeled from a painted
surface.
25Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 298.
26
Apparently the paint adhered better on the area that was reduced; this explanation seems preferable to the possibility
of the design being a "ghost" from the adjacent pot.
27 87
might perhaps have been better grouped with the Red Burnished open bowls (19-55), but for the others (88-91) the
uniqueness of the pattern and the smallness of the sherd justify our separation, even though there is no separation in
technique.
28 6
only clearly shows traces of a mat impression, which however does not approach the regularity or complexity of those
on Early Cycladic (Phylakopi, pl. VI).
29 Since we do not have a stratified
sequence nor do our wells provide a chronologicalsequence, our observations on stylistic
evolution must be regarded as tentative. They are based primarily on the premise of artistic decline at the end of the Neolithic
period, and this seems supported by the comparative material from Kephala, Palaia Kokkinia, Aegina and the cave at Patissia
(see below, pp. 8f.) which does not exactly parallel our finest examples and which is certainly close to the beginning of the
Early Cycladic period. There seems no good reason to doubt that the best Red Burnished biconical jars are earlier, and the
real problem is how much earlier (see below, p. 21).
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have a straight low collar and a ring foot of about equal height (1-4). Ornamentallug handles
are set on opposite sides of the shoulders and their double piercings are usually matched
with correspondingpairs of holes in the ring base (1, 2, 3). The characteristic form of lug
is an elongated horizontal, with two vertical piercings and two depending vertical ridges
(the "inverted U-attachment") seen on 1, 3, 7, 12 and 13. It assumes its most elaborate
form on 4 where there are two horizontally pierced lugs set one above the other and connected by vertical ridges each pierced four times horizontally. This is a unique example, but
the type with inverted U-attachments is exactly matched elsewhere in Athens (see above,
note 17), and has some affinity to lugs on some of the Late Neolithic material from the Kephala
graves on Keos (see below, p. 8).
A further development of the biconicaljar apparently produceda more ovoid shape with flat
or slightly concave base (6, 8, 10, 18) and protruding tubular lugs piercedhorizontally (5) which
develop into regular ribbon handles (8). Although the red burnish remains good on some (10),
it is often mottled in firing (8) or thin (5), and it rarely attains the high even luster of the
presumablyearliershape. Furthermore,painted patterns are rare. No. 9 is an exception to this
statement, but it does not exactly fit into this later group. It is more angular than the others,
has a lower rim, loop handles set from rim to shoulder, and an excellent deep red burnished
surface, on which an elaborate pattern (see drawing, P1. 69) of opposed oblique lines set off
by horizontals and bounded by vertical panels on either side of the handles is just barely
detectable. No. 6 also stands outside the main line of development. It is large and coarse with
a dull burnished slip, and has horizontal lugs pierced vertically at the widest part of the body,
two sets of stringholes in the collar rim above the handles, and traces of a mat impression on
the flattened base. It seems to connect with the Coarse ware pithoi and baking pans, and is
almost certainly ery late in the series.
The Red Burnished bowls are mostly of a simple hemispherical shape with a flattened or
lightly concave base (19, 52, 53), in one case only (55) with a developed conical foot. The best
preserved and most elegant example is 19 with a tapering and slightly flaring lip, which occurs
also with even more flare on 23. Many bowls are deeper, quite large and more strictly hemispherical in shape, sometimes with a lug pierced horizontally (28-30), which develops into a
real handle on the shallower bowl 31 and into a horizontally set loop handle on 32. Some were
decorated with painted patterns of oblique parallel lines, etc. (19 and 27) which relate them
to the biconical jars. Other examples are more straight-walled, and in two cases (33-34) are
decorated with applied ridges which recall the lug-attachments of the jars (1, 3, 7, etc.). In
another (37) the wall is lightly concave with flaring lip and the remnants of a handle-attachment. Other bowls (39-43) are shallower with incurved rim, in at least one case of a shape
which would normally be ascribed to the Early Helladic period'.30
The carinated bowls (44-47)
with outturned lip, while not numerous, sometimes attain great elegance as in 47 with its
delicately profiled ribbon handle with a slight knob at the bottom suggestive of a metallic
derivation. Such is also true of the fragmentary bowl with offset collar-neck and slightly
flaring rim (48) which closely parallels the shape of one of the gold bowls from Euboia in the
Benaki Museum.31At any rate, with some of our Red Burnished bowls we seem already to have
entered a Chalcolithichorizon.
Other shapes present in Red Burnished are less easily identified because of their rarity and
the fragmentarynature of the material. The fruitstand is, however, certain, because of two base

30Cf. the bowl from the First Meter Deposit at Eutresis (Eutresis, p. 84, pl. V, 1).
Segall, Katalog Museum Benaki, no. 1 (741), pp. 11-14, pls. 1-3, which is dated by Miss Segall to the first half of the
third millennium and for which she cites Anatolian parallels. Two other Cycladic metal bowls in the Benaki Museum are
closely related: no. la (1986), p. 211, pls. 67-68 (gold) and no. lb (264/61), p. 212, pl. 69 (silver). See also Colin Renfrew,
"Cycladic Metallurgy and the Aegean Early Bronze Age," A.J.A., LXXI, 1967, pp. Iff., esp. p. 7.
31
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fragments. One (66) is almost cylindrical and preserved to its full height, the other (57), a
mere fragment, has clear traces of two triangular cutouts like those found on fruitstands and
spit supports from Thessaly and Central Greece in the Late Neolithic period.32A bowl fragment
with flaring wall and lip drawn up to a point (59) may well come from a fruitstand of wellknown Thessalian B type, although it could be from a related bowl type with flat bottom.33
Moreenigmatic are the fragments of enormousribbonhandles (60-64) for which we have little
comparative material. They range in width from 0.06 to over 0.10 m. (60), an example which
curves at both ends and preserves the stump of a strut on its unburnished concave side.34
Another type seems to be sharply bent or folded (62-64), in one case with three horned protuberances at the top. It seems likely that 62-63 belong to one handle, 63 being part of the
folded apex, 62 near the lower attachment to a curving rim (P1. 5 for reconstruction).35
Parallels to these handles occur in the Coarseware to be discussed below.
Small fragments of knobs or feet suggest other shapes: 65 is apparently the truncated foot,
probably one of three, from a large closed pot which would thus have had affinities with the
Troy I and Anatolian tripod-footed pots.36 On the other hand, 66 seems to be the knob from
a large lid; 67 and 68 are less easily diagnosed.
DECORATION

The only decoration, as we have seen, consists of ornamentallugs, plastic ridges, and fugitive
traces of painted patterns (probably originally in matt white) or occasional examples of
pattern-burnishing(35). On the whole, the patterns are rather careless and amorphous, and
can hardly have improved the appearance of such satisfying shapes as 1 and 19. They consist
mostly of opposed groups of parallel lines, which cover the whole vase in an untectonic way
(the pattern can be made out in the photographs of 2 and 27). There is a general resemblance to the incised patterns of Early Cycladic, where however the design is usually better
organized.37The tectonic arrangement of 9, where the decoration is confined to the shoulder
and takes account of the handle positions, is exceptional. Other motives, used more sparingly,
are the interlocking squares of 35 and 36, and the tangent S-quirk of 88, which we have
classified under Painted ware. In their meandroid and spiral affinitiesthese last examples show
connections with the Late Neolithic Dimini culture.
AFFINITIES

As our most important and characteristic group, Red Burnished has received a detailed
analysis; furthermore its dating is difficult. At first glance it bears a superficial resemblance
to the A 1 Red Monochromeware, which is now dated to the Middle Neolithic period.38
These resemblances are, however, confined to a very few simple shapes, notably the ovoid or
biconical jar and the hemispherical bowl, and even here the shapes do not coincide exactly, for
the jars lack our characteristiclugs and stringholes, and the bowls usually have a raised base.39
32

D.S., pls. 10, 30 (B 3 p ware); Orchomenos,II, pi. II, 3 and stand with triangular cutouts mentioned by Weinberg,
Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 502, note 2. The closest comparison to ours is with a Red Monochrome stand with a radiating arrangement of four triangular cutouts from the Cave of Pan near Marathon (Naissance, II, fig. 840), shown upside down.
33 D.S., pl. 10 (fruitstand), pl. 22 (bowl).
34 It
might be from a handle like that on the Late Neolithic jug from Lerna which originally had two struts set crosswise
within the opening (Hesperia, XXVIII, 1959, p. 205, pl. 41, b) or again it may have had some relation to the broad ribbonhandled scoops discussed on pp. 12-13. If so, it would be a unique example in Red Burnished ware.
35Although they come from two wells not very close together,
they agree remarkably in fabric and width.
36
Troy, I, Type C 34, pp. 72, 102, fig. 230 (35.539); also Thermi, pls. VIII, 114, IX, 506, 201, XII, 126, 63, 115.
37Cyclades, figs. 86-87 (Naxos), 88 (Antiparos).
38 P. T., pp. 13, 87-90, figs. 40, 41, 42, b-d
(from Tsangli). For dating of the A 1 Red Monochrome,see Weinberg, "Aegean
Chronology: Neolithic Period and Early Bronze Age," A.J.A., LI, 1947, pp. 165-182 (also C.A.H., I, Oh. X, pp. 16-19, 34-35)
and Holmberg, Neol. Pot., pp. 15-16, 34-36.
39 P.T., pp. 87, 89, figs. 40, a, 42, c (jars); p. 87, fig. 40, b
(bowl).
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FurthermoreA 1 Red Monochromeis a finer ware with a bright orange-redsurface and occurs
in a much more sophisticated repertory of shapes-carinated bowls, pear-shaped jugs, bellshaped mugs-none of which are found in our Red Burnished. It is rarely decorated, except
occasionally by applied pellets of clay, but there is a related class (A 3a) with patterns in matt
white which are simplified versions of the A 3 p Red-on-White Sesklo ware.40
Despite these striking differences,Milojcichas assigned the Agora Red Burnishedjars to his
Period III (advanced Sesklo) and considers them "beautiful products of the old Chaironeia
folk." For confirmationof this early date he uses the stratification of the Neolithic Hut on the
South Slope where Sesklo ware fragments were found in the lower strata.41This conclusion
does not seem tenable because of the obviously late features which occur in our repertory of
shapes, notably fruitstands with cutouts, bowls with pulled up rim, wide folded ribbon handles,
all of which have affinities with the B wares of the Dimini period. Furthermore, the more
complicatedpainted and burnishedpatterns of a few pieces, such as the incipient spiral and the
meandroid elements of 35, 36 and 88, point to the same horizon. The dating of our biconical
jars was complicated by the fact that until recently no close parallels had been found for our
elaborate lugs with inverted U-attachments. These have now been found in identical form in a
Neolithic pit near the Asklepieion and in a related form on one of the burial jars from the
Kephala cemetery on Keos.42The latter is most significantin suggesting the chronologicalrange
and cultural relations of our biconical jars. Although all too little is known about the Cyclades
in the Late Neolithic period, one may suggest that our Red Burnished class shows new elements
coming from this direction at the end of the Neolithic period, perhaps amalgamating with an
older indigenous Red Burnished class which may have been the descendant of A 1 Red Monochrome.43A Late Neolithic and Cycladic-orientedhorizon is suggested by two other sites in
Attica which have yielded a related, but not identical, Red Burnished ware in company with
Early Cycladic imports. One is the site of Palaia Kokkinia near Peiraeus which produced Red
Monochromehemisphericalbowls with concave bases and heavy vertical lug handles along with
fragments of very early Early Cycladic pyxides and frying pans.44This is obviously a somewhat later complex than our wells, and to such an intermediate period should be assigned
a group of vases found accidentally in March, 1964 in a cave near Patissia, where likewise
Cycladic elements were present although in less canonical Early Cycladic form.45
40 For the more
complicated shapes in Red Monochrome see P. T., p. 87, fig. 40, c, f, h and Holmberg, Neol. Pot., pp. 16f.,
pl. V, 1. For the painted patterns see P.T., pp. 89, 92, figs. 42, a, 44, a; Naissance, I, figs. 220-222.
41 V. Miloj6ic, "Zur Chronologieder jiingeren Steinzeit Griechenlands,"Jahrb., LXV-LXVI, 1950-1951, pp. 33ff., fig. 12,
nos. 8 and 12 = our 1 and 2. The presumed parallels with the South Slope Hut material are probably to Levi, Abitazioni,
pp. 439-440, fig. 25, b-d and especially fig. 26, which, however, is described (p. 494) as coarse monochrome "bruno-caffe."
In our opinion the closest published parallel to the Agora biconical jars is the fragment (fig. 25, d) which is described as
"levigato in rosso cupo" and comes from the fill of the Hut, namely the fourth or top stratum, directly beneath the sterile
layer separating it from Early Helladic.
42 For the
parallels from the Neolithic pit near the Asklepieion, see above, note 17. The Kephala example is unpublished
but was shown me in 1964 by J. L. Caskey. It is a large mottled Red Burnished jar, used for the burial of a small infant,
and had two horizontal lugs doubly pierced, from which depend three ridges, the outer ones longer than the central ones.
These were set on opposite sides of the shoulder and were matched with vertical ribbon loop handles, like those of 8, on the belly.
43 The preference for lug handles (perhaps from an area where stone vases were prevalent), the skeuomorphic arrangement
of the painted patterns, and a general resemblance to Early Cycladic Red Burnished pyxides (Cyclades,figs. 59-60, 63-64, 67,
71-72) suggest Cycladic affinities, although our material must be somewhat earlier than the beginning of Early Cycladic. The
Neolithic period on the Cyclades is only beginning to be recognized; the excavations at Kephala on Keos have contributed
much. Note the occurrence of an early stone vase with pierced lugs in one of the graves (Hesperia, XXXI, 1962, pl. 92, d,
p. 265), the proto-Cycladic terracotta head discussed below (p. 17, note 92), etc. The recent excavations of Colin Renfrew on
Saliagos near Antiparos (Antiquity, XL, 1966, pp. 87, 218-219) should shed further light on the period. Mr. Renfrew spent
considerable time going through the Agora material for Cycladic connections, and I have profited from discussions with him.
44 npaKIKic, 1951 (1952), pp. 102ff., figs. 8-14, which compare closely with our hemispherical bowls 19, 28, 29, 40, 52,
53. Cycladic imports: pp. 110-113, figs. 24-27. A few fragments may be from the later type of biconical jar like our 5 and 8;
cf. ibid., p. 104, fig. 15 E, . See now also the comparable Red Burnished pottery from Thorikos (Thorikos,1965, III, pp. 25-29).
45These were brought by the Archaeological Service for cleaning and mending to the Stoa of Attalos, where they were seen
by the author.
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Accordingly, we reject a Middle Neolithic or Late Sesklo date for our Red Burnished jars
and feel that they belong to the end of the Neolithic period at a time when new impulses from
the East, traveling across the Cyclades, were to introduce the Copperor Bronze Age.46Such a
conclusion is bore out by the metallic shapes of certain bowls and handles (47 and 48) and
the near Early Helladic profile of the bowl with incurved rim (43). Furthermore, this is the
horizon suggested by the rest of the material from the wells, and although the intact jars may
represent a use fill, as we have suggested, the interval between them and the dump fill can
scarcely have been the millennium that intervenes between Late Sesklo and the end of the
Neolithic period.47
GRAYOR BLACKBURNISHED WARE (Pls. 6, 69)

This ware forms only a small proportion of the material, and with few exceptions (84, misfired example of biconical jar like 5, etc.) is totally different from Red Burnished in shapes
and decoration. Furthermore, aside from a small group of distinctive fluted fragments (70-75),
there is no great homogeneity among the material.
TECHNIQUE

All fragments are gray throughout, and thereforethe color is the result of firingin a reducing
kiln. The surface is usually burnished, and in only a few cases (72, 76, 82) does the color seenl
to have been enhanced by the application of a carboniferoussubstance.48Some fragments are
thinner-walled and finer than any examples in our Red Burnished group (see especially 72,
76, 79 and 80).
SHAPES

Only three shapes can be recognized: a deep open bowl (77-78), a shallow pot with offset
collar rim (70), and a low bowl or plate with rim rolled inward (81) or thickened and pulled
out to a point (82). The bowl profiles are different from those of Red Burnished, being
steeper (78) or straight-walled (77) and in one case with a high splaying lip (76). The pot with
offset collar rim (70) occurs in the most complete of the fluted ware fragments, and is probably
represented in the others (71-75). Here there is a parallel among the Red Burnished bowls,
namely 48 for which a metallic prototype has been noted. In the present group both shape and
decoration suggest a Chalcolithichorizon. The small Gray ware ribbon handle (79) reminds one
of the Neolithic Gray ware from Corinth; if this parallel is valid, it would be considerably
earlier than the rest of this class.49
DECORATION

There is a unique sherd with fine incision (80) which seems to belong here rather than with
the larger group of coarserincised ware (101-124). Otherwise the only decoration is the fluted
or reeded treatment of the surface of the group 70-75. On the finest example (72), where
the surface has an obsidian-like brilliance, the flutes are very sharp and a deep groove sets
off the junction of neck and shoulder. The same treatment, but more blurred, is used on
70, 71 and 73. On 74 and 75 blunt incisions with flat planes between give a reeded rather than
46This is also the opinion of Saul
Weinberg (C.A.H., I, Ch. X, p. 49), and I have been aided by his suggestions.
Holmberg's chronology (Neol. Pot., p. 38) would give an interval of 1200 years, from 4200 to 3000 B.C.
For the latest discussion of Neolithic Black Burnished, see E. Holmberg, "The Appearance of Neolithic Black Burnished
Ware in Mainland Greece," A.J.A., LXVIII, 1964, pp. 843-348 and S. Weinberg, "A Note of Correction,"A.J.A., LXIX,
1965, pp. 160-161.
49Possibly from a carinated bowl like
Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 508, fig. 23, g.
47
48
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This ware, probably imported for the most part, is important in suggesting the chronological
range of our deposits. No. 82 has been recognized as a Western Anatolian import by David
French, who has shown its close affinities to Kumtepe I b and to the earliest subphase of
Troy I.50 No. 81 should also come from a Kumtepe I b bowl, of a type also found on the
North Slope, some of which have broad horizontally pierced lug handles.51The color of these
is mottled brown to black.
The other sherds resemble more generally the Gray and Black Burnished wares of Central
and Northern Greece referred to by the designations Larissa (Milojcic and Grundmann) or
r la (Tsountas and Wace-Thompson).Although certainly current at the end of the Dimini
period and just prior to the beginning of the Bronze Age, these wares are not entirely Chalcolithic, and their first appearancemust go back to the beginning of the Late Neolithic period,52
if indeed not earlier. Our material is unstratified and much too scanty to contribute anything
to the chronologicaldebate. It is our opinion, however, that apart from the Gray ware sherds
(79 and 80) and the nondescript hemispherical bowl fragment (78) our fragments are late and
probably Chalcolithic, with Anatolian parallels for the fluted ware. Exact parallels for this
distinctive group are hard to find, but it is certainly related to the Thessalian r la3 "rippled or ribbed ware" and the ribbed ware from Servia in Macedonia.53A bowl with collar neck
similar in shape to our 70 occurs in black Pattern Burnished ware at Orchomenos,and seems
to continue into the latest stage of Neolithic in the burial urns at Soufli Magoulain Thessaly.54
None of these, however, gives quite the same sense of elegance conveyed by our finest fragments,
which in shape and to a lesser extent in decoration call to mind the gold and silver bowls in
the Benaki Museum,which are almost certainly Anatolian imports to Euboia at the beginning
of the CopperAge.55The implication of these metallic prototypes for dating our Agora Neolithic
material will be discussed more fully below (pp. 20-21).
PAINTEDWARES(Pls. 7, 69)

The paucity of painted ware from the Agora deposits is striking and contrasts markedly
with the material from the Neolithic Hut on the South Slope excavated by the Italians, where
Late Sesklo Red-on-White painted ware occurred in the lower strata, and with it later Mattpainted and polychrome Dimini-type ware, which predominate in the upper strata.56Whether

David French, "Late Chalcolithic Pottery in North-West Turkey and the Aegean," Anat. St., XI, 1961, pp. 99-141,
especially pp. 111, 140, fig. 15, 24. See also Troy, I, pp. 58-59, Type A 6, figs. 224, 266, 3-6. Close to our sherd is fig. 243,25.
51 Hesperia, VI, 1937, pp. 540f., figs. 1, c, d, 2, a-b, d = French, Anat. St., XIV, 1964, p. 136, fig. 9,1-5. The Kumtepe I b type
50

is shown in Anat. St., X,

1961, p. 124, fig. 5, 10-49. It seenls to lead directly to shape A 12 at Troy, which is characteristic

of the earlier subphases of Troy I (Troy, I, pp. 60-61, figs. 258-261).
52 See above references in note 48 to Holmberg and Weinberg.
53 P. T., p. 105, fig. 55, m and D.S., cols. 239-240, figs. 138-139. Pr. Mac., pp. 141-143, nos. 19-36, fig. 11, pl. VII. Cf. also
the Larissa ware at Otzaki (Jahrb. z. Mus. Mainz, VI, 1959, p. 24, fig. 18, 6, 10).
54Biesantz, Arch. Anz., 1959, cols. 63-65, figs. 10, 11, a = Naissance, II, figs. 434, 436.
55 See the remarks of Miss
Segall, Katalog Museum Benaki, pp. 11ff., 211f. with parallels cited both in clay and in metal at
Ahlatlibel and Alaga Htiyiik. Even the reeded pattern of 74 recalls the pattern of verticals framing diminishing triangles on
the gold bowl no. 1 (pls. 1-3). A similar fluting is also found on the black polished ware pyxides from Towns I-II at Thermi
on Lesbos (Thermi, pi. VIII, 10, 98, 138).
56Levi, Abitazioni, pp. 438ff., figs. 29-31, 34-37, pl. XXVII, A, D, G: Late Sesklo Red-on-White painted ware; pp. 442ff.,
from
figs. 32, 33, pl. XXVII (remaining fragments): Mattpainted and trichrome Dimini type ware. One of the earliest pieces
the South Slope Hut is the A 3 p ware fragment (p. 451, fig. 35, pl. XXVII, A) which has parallels at Sesklo and other East
Thessalian sites. The even saw-tooth edges of the "flames" suggest a fairly early date (cf. Holmberg, Neol. Pot., p. 18, who
summarizes Miloj&i6'sdivision into Sesklo I, II, and III).
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these Sesklo-related sherds represent dump-fill in the construction of the Hut or whether a
Late Sesklo-type pottery was still in vogue during the occupation of the Hut is not clear from
the publication. Its main occupancy, however, seems to belong to the Late Neolithic period
in which Mattpainted and the various B 3 wares were in vogue.57 There is nothing really
comparablein our material.
Our main decorated ware was, as we have seen, the Red Burnished with patterns painted in
a fugitive matt white, which has mostly flaked off. These were discussed above, p. 7, but here
are cited five additional fragments on which the design or the paint is better preserved (87-91):
87, a fragment of a very fine little bowl with indrawn but flaring lip, has a neat pattern of
horizontal and vertical lines; 88, from a closed pot, has a connected band of S-quirks on the
shoulderabove parallel oblique lines; 89-91 have a pattern of horizontals and verticals vaguely
recalling brickwork. Of these, the incipient spiral of 88 is important and may confirm the generally late date and Cycladic affinities of our material.
One unique sherd (86) of Red-on-White painted ware appears to come from a considerably
earlier phase. Technically, it differs greatly from the rest of our sherds, for it was covered with
a thick creamy white slip on which the design has been painted in orange-red, presumably
with a multiple brush, after which the whole was polished. Coming from a closed pot, it bears
a neat pattern of opposed parallel diagonals, which do not cross or abut to form the typical
zigzag pattern of Chaironeiaware; instead they interlock and give the impression of an overall
skeuomorphicpattern. The closest parallelwe have found is a fragment of a Red-on-White ware
jug from Sotira on Cyprus. The resemblancemay be fortuitous, but its date would accord better with the rest of our material than would the much earlier Chaironeiaware.58
One typical sherd of Neolithic Mattpainted ware (93) bears a pattern in black on a buff
ground, of elongated triangles depending from two horizontal bands. Comingfrom the shoulder
of a small closed pot, it has parallels both at Orchomenosand in the Hut on the South Slope.59
The other sherds with dark paint on a buff ground (94-97), and in one case red on a gray
burnished slip (98), are too scrappy and nondescript to classify exactly, but all seem to belong
to the B 3 classification.In no case, however, do we have polychrome or typical Dimini decoration. The fact that everything from our wells with even a trace of red or black painted decoration was catalogued, and that the total adds up to merely eight sherds, suggests that the
widespreadLate Neolithic painted wares were no longer popular in the context of our deposits,
although they were in the Hut on the South Slope. The chronologicalimplications of this will
be discussed below (pp. 19-20).
WHITE SLIPPED WARE (Pls. 7, 69)

Two small fragments (99-100) plus a few more sherds (e.g. P 13980) of this distinctive
fabric occur in our wells. The ware is thin and covered with a hard creamy slip which is less
white and more permanent than on the typical E.H. II White Slipped and Polished ware which
occurs exclusively in our MiddleHelladic deposits. Thus there seems to be no possible confusion
in context. No. 99 is from a small fairly high flaring foot decorated with incised lines at right
angles framing a panel filled with fine incised dots, a pattern which may be related to one
group of the B 2 wares.60No. 100 is from the rim of a straight-walled bowl and shows two
neatly bored holes which may be mendholes.
57 For a brief discussion of the subdivision of the Late Neolithic painted wares with an account of the Arapi, Otzaki, and
Classic Dimini terminology of Miloj6i6, see Holmberg, Neol. Pot., pp. 28-33.
58 P. Dikaios, Sotira,
pl. 78, 511, o (dated about 3500-3200 B.C. from C-14 samples).
59 Orchomenos,II,
pl. XXV, 2 (hatched triangles and more elaborate); Levi, Abitazioni, pl. XXVII, p.
60
D.S., col. 202, figs. 113-115.
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FINEINCISED
WARE(P1S.8, 69)
A small group (101-104) comes from the rims of fairly heavy straight-walled pots (104
perhaps biconical). All are characterizedby a thin red to brown slip with clear traces of the
burnishingtool. Nos. 101 and 102 are decorated on the wall with parallel diagonal lines incised
with a blunt tool; 103 and 104 are decorated on the rim only with a pattern of parallel zigzags
or filled triangles.61There is no trace of white filling in the incisions.
SCOOPFRAGMENTS
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Only generally related to the above is a much larger group of fragments (111-124) characterized by blunt or grooved incision, sometimes taking on curvilinear or meandroid forms and
apparently covering the whole surface. The fragments are small of rather heavy gritty clay,
often with traces of a red slip; they consist of enigmatic shapes, such as "legs" and fragments of double curvature, which at first defied classification.62Through the realization that
111 was part of the branching strut of a broad-handled scoop like that found by Tsountas
at Sesklo, and here illustrated again,63the other fragments began to fall into place as parts
of similar scoops, coming from the struts (111-116), the broad ribbon handle (116, 120, 121),
the bowl (117), or the flaring base (123), of four or five different examples.64
Until very recently the scoop from Sesklo was a unique piece. It was found unstratified on the
side of the mound, and assigned by Tsountas to his Thessalian B period, because of its general
affinities with a group of B 2 incised vases with decoration composed of spiral and meandroid
elements and thus loosely associated with the Dimini-type painted wares.65It has now been
joined not only by our Agora fragments but by several more nearly complete examples from
the Kephala graves on Keos.66None of our Agora fragments preserves any trace of burnishing
or of white filling in the incisions, both of which are found on the Sesklo scoop; otherwise our
finest fragments agree with it remarkablywell in style, and the same may be said of the handle
fragment from Keos. Furthermore,both in Athens and in Keos we seem to have some inferior
imitations, for the restoredKephala scoop and our fragments120 and 123 are noticeably simpler.
The greater number of examples from Athens and Keos certainly raises the question of nonThessalian origin for the Sesklo scoop, although it is the finest piece of the lot and does have a
close association with a larger group of Late Thessalianincised ware. At any rate, the presence
of this rare shape in southeast Thessaly, in the Cyclades and in Attica is proof of their close
intercommunication in the Late Neolithic period.

61
They bear a general resemblance to the Late Neolithic incised ware from Prosyuna (Prosymna, II, fig. 627), without
furnishing very close parallels.
62
Philip Auerbach, a member of the Keos excavations in 1961, first suggested that scoops were represented in our
Neolithic material, while he was examining it for possible parallels with the vases from Kephala.
63
D.S., pl. 16, 3. Cf. Naissance, II, figs. 383-384. Our photographs were taken by James Heyle through the kindness of
the National Museum.
64In view of the rarity of this shape, it may be worthwhile to speculate on the number of examples represented in our
fragments. Our thirteen fragments from six different wells seem to divide into four or five different groups: 1) an excellent
group composed of 111, 11, 114, 116, 117, 119 and 121 which approachesthe Sesklo scoop in elaboration of design; 2) a smaller
and rather debased imitation represented by fragments 120 and 128; 3) two fragments (112 and 118) with less deeply incised
and more curvilinear decoration; 4) the coarse strut 115 which seems to come from a larger example; and 5) the less certain
example 122. (124 is certainly not from a scoop but related in technique and style.) This should yield a total of at least four,
and probably several more, examples, for of the finest group only four (111, 116, 117 and 121) are homogeneous enough to
assign to one example, even though they come from three different wells situated in the same general area (T 26).
65 D.S., cols. 206-207. For the related ware, see Naissance, II,
figs. 379-381. Holmberg distinguishes between an Otzaki
and a Classical Dimini phase in the incised ware and assigns the scoop from Sesklo to the former (Neol. Pot., p. 31,
pl. XIV, 2).
66 The
Kephala graves have now produced a fine handle (Grave X, inv. 2, Hesperia, XXXI, 1962, p. 265, pl. 92, f), a more
or less complete example (Grave XX, inv. 10, Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, pl. 46, e, f), and "fragments of several others" (ibid.,
p. 316).
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That the vase shape was actually a scoop for grain, as Tsountas suggested, seems doubtful,
for the base would be awkward. Furthermorethe Sesklo example preservesclear traces of black
discoloration, as if from burning, at the base and inside the bowl, both of which are very
thick.66aThere is also a row of diamond perforations along the top of the bowl and down the
center of the broad ribbon handle (found also on our 120 and 121). Such holes, along with the
blackening, suggest a brazier or incense burner, more ritual than practical. Both Caskey and
Holmberg have noted a resemblance of the scoop shape to the curious four-legged vessels
from Elateia and Corinth, which Weinberg has shown derive from a class of Jugoslav cult
vessels datable to Vin6a A.67 Although dating to a late stage of the Middle Neolithic, they
continued in a brownish ware with curvilinear incisions into the Late Neolithic period, and
these later examples are thus not far removed in time from our scoops. The location of the
Kephala examples in tombs suggests a religious significance(and in this connection one should
not forget that skeletal material in our wells might likewise connote disturbed burials). In brief,
a ritual rather than a practical function seems most likely for the scoops.
A small group of incised sherds with simple angular patterns (105-110) bears no relation to
the group we have just discussedbut seems ratherto be an inferiorversion of the group101-104.
FINE UNDECORATED
WARE (Pls. 9, 69)

A small group fits into none of the above categories, the ware being fine and slipped, but not
burnished or otherwise decorated. In 125-127 there are clear traces of a red slip, in 128 it was
white, and in 129 it seems to be merely the buff technical slip of the fabric.
The charming diminuitive whole pot, 125, seems to be the latest evolutionary stage of our
Red Burnished biconical jars. It has acquired a piriform shape with a continuous flaring foot,
a wider mouth and two small horizontally pierced lugs on the shoulder. It is a well-made
miniature with close parallels in the Red Burnished or slipped ware from Palaia Kokkinia and
perhaps in the Cyclades.68
No. 127, the fragment of a small spoon with straight handle, has a good parallel in the
complete spoon from Early Helladic Lerna (Lerna III).69 Whether such terracotta spoons
antedate the beginning of the Bronze Age is uncertain; the fragment of a larger specimen from
Sesklo is apparently unstratified.70

COARSEWARE (Pls. 9-13, 69)

Next to the Red Burnished, the largest proportion of material from our Neolithic wells
consists of Coarse ware. Indeed these two classes make up to 90-95%, of the total, which is
suggestive of the local origin of both. The Coarse ware is thicker, has considerably more grit
and tempering material (in some cases chopped straw or chaff), is usually only wet-smoothed,
and rarely shows any applied slip or burnishing.Few shapes can be made up, although the two
wide-mouthed bowls 171-172 were found virtually intact and may come from the use fills of
their respective wells. Despite the fragmentarynature of most of the material, many pieces show
interesting decorative treatments and unusual handles, which enable the ware to be compared

The scoop was examined outside the case in 1964 through the courtesy of Mrs. Sakellariou.
S. Weinberg, "Excavations at Prehistoric Elateia, 1959," Hesperia, XXXI, 1962, pp. 190-195, fig. 12, pls. 63-65 ("Fourlegged Vase"); Caskey, Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, p. 317; Holmberg, Neol. Pot., p. 31.
68
1951 (1952), p. 104, fig. 13 (outline at bottom perhaps wrongly restored).
rTpoKTriK(,
69Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, p. 45, pl. 23, c, which must be of E.H. II date because of the associated sauceboats
(pl. 21, a-c).
Cf. also the spoons with loop handles from E.H. levels at Eutresis (Eutresis, p. 87, fig. 106).
70 D.S., col. 348, fig. 285; cf. P. T.,
p. 73.
66a

67
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with Late Neolithic to Early Helladic pottery from other sites. The following classification is
based on type of decoration.
INCISED WARE
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A number of heavy fragments, mostly rim or wall pieces of large open jars or pithoi, bear
fairly elaborate incised decoration, applied either directly to the surface or to a raised band
(132, 133, 136, 137). This consists for the most part of opposed parallel oblique lines, which
are arranged in bands of interlocking triangles (131-134) or simpler zigzags (136-137). The
incision varies from the very sharp and neat (130-133) to a broader grooved (134-135) or
careless and scratchy (136-138) treatment.
We now have some idea of what these pithoi must have looked like as a result of the Kephala
excavations on Keos, where they were sometimes used as burial jars. Here two types were in
vogue: a large bulbous jar with collar neck and a wide-mouthed type with straight upper wall
tapering toward the flattened bottom.71 At Kephala the decoration consisted primarily of
plastic bands with thumbmarks, and incised decoration was rare and inferior to that on our
best fragments.72Although the closest parallel to our fragment with the raised band and alternating hatched triangles (132) occurs on several large pithos fragments from Troy II (where the
motive occurs in a more elaborate context),73it seems hardly necessary to postulate so late a
date for the simpler occurrence.74
IMPRESSED WARE

Another decorative treatment resulted from impressing the wet surface with a series of short
strokes made by a sharp tool (139-143). The pattern was usually arranged in one or more
horizontal or curving bands, and was in one case (143) combined with regular incision.
Sometimes the tool was pushed in vertically, leaving the impression of its circular (144 and
148) or triangular section (145 and 146); in one case (147) a thumbnail was clearly the tool.
Some of the impressed ware fragments come from thick-walled pots or pithoi (142-148), but
a smaller pyxoid bowl with incurved rim (139-141) also occurs.75
RELIEF-DECORATED WARE

Eight fragments, all except one (154) from largeheavy pithoi, bear relief decoration of applied
strips or pinched out ridges, not treated plastically by thumbmarks but left plain. These bands
are usually arranged in an angular fashion, as verticals, horizontals, diagonals, or in combination, but in one case (153) a rudimentary spiral occurs, which suggests Dimini affinities.
This ware is matched closely among sherds from the Cave of Pan near Marathon, where the
spiral as well as the crossing diagonals of 160 also occurs; it is also found in Thessaly among
the B and r wares.76On 167 the decoration is produceddifferently, namely by impressing with
a circularimplement from the back and causing bosses to stand out in relief.77
Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, p. 316, pl. 46, h, i.
Ibid., pl. 47, a.
73
Troy, I, p. 237, fig. 411, 37.998, 37.999.
74 The motive itself is common on both Pattern Burnished and Incised ware in the Late Neolithic
period (Orchomenos,II,
pls. X, 1, b, e, g, VI, 1, b, IX, 4) and raised bands with incised or plastic decoration occur in the First Meter Deposit at
Eutresis (Eutresis, p. 88, fig. 109). Cf. also Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, p. 145: "numerous fragments of very large storage jars ...
top of rim with bands of incised hatching and a row of punched circles. Fragments with applied plastic strips or bands."
(Group IV, E.H.I).
75 The
shape is surprisingly like one found in the Neolithic Gray ware from Corinth (Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 510, figs. 2627) where even the nicking of the rim of 139 is found; however, ours is a coarser ware, and from its context should be later.
76 Cave of Pan: Naissance, II, figs. 834-836. Thessaly: P.T., p. 29, fig. 8, a (Rakhmani), p. 156, fig. 101, b (Zerelia);
D.S., col. 233, fig. 130 (Sesklo) = Naissance, II, fig. 473.
77 A similar
technique was used on the earlier and finer pedestal from Lera (Hesperia, XXVII, 1958, p. 138, pl. 38, e-f).
71

72
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With one exception (158), a low pyxoid bowl rather like 139-141, this decorationis restricted
to pithoi. The wide-mouthed, straight-walled type occurs in the rim fragments (169, 161-164),
several of which have horizontal or arched lugs slightly below the rim. An alternative form
with slightly indrawn mouth and vertical loop handle is represented by 160, but there is
no certain indication of the collared type found at Kephala.78The bands are nicked with
horizontal or diagonal gouges (168, 169, 160, 164, 166, 170), impressed with a circular tool
(162, 163, 169), or crimped with the thumb like piecrust (161, 166, 167, 168). All give the
general impression of ropes bound around the jars. Some run obliquely to the lugs or handles,
while others are in a parallel or right-angled arrangement (165, 167). Such plastic bands imitative of ropework are common in Early Helladic contexts, but they also occur in the Late
Neolithic period, where they are often more elaborate and have closer resemblancesto ours.79
UNDECORATED

Very few shapes can be reconstructed,and some of the handles included in this group may
well belong with the decorated pithos fragments discussed above.
We have evidence for: wide-mouthed deep bowls or cooking pots (171-174), shallower bowls
with inturned rim or carinated shoulder (176-177), an open saucer (178), flat baking pans
tempered with chaff and sometimes having internal lugs and stringholes below the rim
(180-182,184-188),80 fragments of pithoi, in one case with four vertical dashes which may be a
numeral (183), and many coarse handles of both vertical ribbon and horizontal lug varieties.
The latter occur in many forms, some of which are paralleled in the Thessalian r 3 wares: the
projecting horizontal ledge with rounded corners (199-200), with downturnededges making an
inverted U (201), with semicircularindentation (202) or with thumbhole (203). The vertical ribbon handles have closer affinities with our Red Burnished ware, particularly in the few coarse
equivalents to the large folded handles (206-206); however, in many of these vertical handles
the addition of a plastic knob (189, 194, 196) or vertical grooving (193, 196, 207, 208) suggests a Chalcolithic horizon. Once again the Kephala graves have provided helpful parallels: 196
is similar to the "elephant-head" lugs and 206-207 resemble some unpublished examples.81
Furthermore, this material has shown that the same pithos could be equipped with both
horizontal lugs and ribbon handles.82 The horned handles, 204-205, suggest Thessalian
parallels.83
Of the miscellaneous shapes represented by single fragments the following may be noted: a
high stand (213) recalling the Red Burnished fruitstands (66-58), a shallow plate or lid (214)
which should perhaps be associated with the baking pans as the upper part of an oven, the

Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, pl. 46, h.
examples: Korakou, p. 5, fig. 3, 4; Zygouries, p. 121, fig. 113; Eutresis, p. 111, fig. 147, p. 114, fig. 149 (E.H. II);
D.S., col. 282, fig. 222 (F3 from Sesklo). Neolithic examples: Asea, pp. 58-59, figs. 61, a-d, 62, c, e (pure Neolithic or mixed
Neolithic-Early Helladic layers); Ayios Strategos, Lakonia in B.S.A., LV, 1960, pl. 19 a, 1, 5, 7, 8 (surface finds but with
other Neolithic material); Prosymna, II, fig. 626 (pyres on East Yerogalaro Ridge); Kephala, Keos in Hesperia, XXXIII,
1964, pls. 46, i, 47, e.
80The fullest discussion of this
shape is in Asea, pp. 55-56, figs. 57-58 (reconstruction as an oven). Characteristic among
our sherds are the flat bases with straw or grass impressions, perhaps the result of chaff tempering (180-182) (cf. a similar
fragment from the Hut on the South Slope, Levi, Abitazioni, p. 435, fig. 22, c), flat wall pieces with stringholes (184-186), and
some indication of internal lugs (186-188). We have no clear indication of the cut-down rim found at Eutresis and Asea
(Eutresis, p. 107, fig. 141; Asea, p. 56, fig. 58), but our rim fragments are small. A heavy grayish fragment, 215, smoothed
inside but roughened and with straw impressions on the base, must be from a pan with thickened rim and sloping sides like
Eutresis, p. 108, fig. 142, 1-2.
81
Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, p. 316, pl. 47, b-d.
82 Ibid.,
pl. 46, i.
83
D.S., col. 279, figs. 215 (Dimini), 217 (upside down?).
78

79 E.H.
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baking pan or basin (215) of alternative form, and the knobs or feet (216 and 217), the latter
probably from a tripod-footed pot, the former more likely from the wall of a pithos.84
The general picture conveyed by our Coarse ware is of a somewhat later milieu than was
suggested by the fine. Many pieces have parallels in E.H. I, and some even in E.H. II material
from other sites. On the other hand, there are equally strong, if not stronger, comparisonswith
the Late Neolithic Coarse ware from Asea and with that from the Kephala graves on Keos:
these would suggest that our material need not be later than the latest Neolithic or the transition to Early Helladic.

3. SCULPTURE AND OTHER ARTIFACTS
(Pls. 14-15)

SCULPTURE

Three examples of Neolithic sculpturehave been recognized among the Agora material. One,
a large and handsome marble statuette of a reclining woman (219), was found unstratified in
the general area of the Eleusinion; the other two (220-221), both of terracotta, came from the
Neolithic wells T 26:3 and T 26:6.
The statuette85is important evidence for Neolithic occupation at a period considerablyearlier
than the fill of our wells. Although her recumbent and twisted position, with head and chest
elevated and the lower torso twisted to the right with knees drawn up, is not easily paralleled
in other examples, she conforms in general to the well-known nude steatopygous type which
was rendered with great fondness and naturalism in the Sesklo period, both in terracotta and,

occasionally, in marble. Especially close is the resemblanceto a group of seated statuettes with
folded legs published by Weinberg.86These all show an obesity restricted to the area below
the waist, and an angularabdominal protrusion,and all have the hands folded across the chest,
characteristicswhich are also to be found on our statuette. She may be compared especially
with the marble statuette in the Fitzwilliam Museum which is reported to be from Patissia
near Athens.87In this example, although the surface is less well preserved and the pose less
complicated, one may note the same broad square shoulders and folded arms, the overdeveloped buttocks, and the deep incisions below the abdomen and between the thighs. Because of
the fracture of our statuette at the base of the neck we cannot be certain that it had the long
neck and undevelopedhead which are characteristicof this type. Weinberghas derived the type
from the Near East and dated it to the end of the Middle Neolithic period. At the time of his
writing (1951) the closest parallels came from Adalia and the Amuq plain and were dated to the
end of the Anatolian Chalcolithic period, shortly before Troy I. James Mellaart's recent excavations in the Konya plain at Hacilar and?atal Hiiyiik have confirmedthe general correctness
of Weinberg'sconclusions,while pushing back the date of such steatopygous figurinesby several
millennia. Curiously,the closest parallel for the complicated pose of the Agora statuette occurs
84 Cf. Eutresis, p. 88, fig. 110, 2-3 (from First Meter Deposit and therefore E.H. I).

85
Hesperia, VIII, 1939, p. 235, fig. 33, where the statuette is shown upright, although Shear rightly conjectured that "the
best interpretation of the pose seems to be that of a figure lying on its stomach." Newer photographs on Plate 14 reveal
the complexity of the twisted position: from the front, the right side, above and below. A second fragmentary marble
statuette of more conventional type was found by Broneer below the west entrance to the Mycenaean Fountain (Fountain,
p. 406, fig. 88).
86 S.
Weinberg, A.J.A., LV, 1951, pp. 121-133, pls. 1-3. Also A.J.B. Wace, Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, 1949, pp. 423-426.
Excellent illustrations can now be found in Naissance, I, figs. 113-114, 119-120, 138-139, 163 (all from near Sparta); 145
(Patissia); 203-204 (Attica); 215-216 (Avaritsa). Add now the new "Fat Lady of Saliagos" (Antiquity, XL, 1966, pp. 218-219,
pl. XXXVI) which Renfrew believes is Late Neolithic.
87
Weinberg, op. cit., pl. 1, C and Naissance, I, fig. 145.
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in a terracotta from Hacilar VI.88 Here a recliningfemale with pendulous abdomenis portrayed
with much the same double twist-shoulders and head raised frontally, hips and thighs turned
almost 90 degrees-but the pose is renderedwith greater finesse and more naturalistic'transitions in the Hacilar example which must nevertheless be considerably older.89Can we assume
that the reclining female type was part of the general repertory of steatopygous figurines introduced from Anatolia and the Near East by the bearers of the Old Sesklo culture? In this
case our marble statuette would be a late survival of a type otherwise unknown on the Greek
mainland. Chronologicallyit must belong at the end of the Middle Neolithic period, a period
attested for Athens by the Sesklo-type pottery found in the construction fill of the Hut on the
South Slope.
The type, or types, of statuettes current in the later period of the wells on the Northwest
Slope are revealed by two small terracottas (220-221), at first not easily recognized as such,
one being a head broken off from a good-sizedstatuette, the other a small but complete figurine.
This latter (221), suggestive of a profiled knob but clearly finished at the bottom and with a
cuplike hollow underneath,has general affinitiesto the terracottas from the Thessalian B period
at Sesklo, Dimini and Tsangli.90It also finds a parallel in a crude little figurinefrom Kephala,91
which is, however, nude and ithyphallic whereas ours seems clearly female and wears a kind of
bell-shaped skirt. Points of similarity are the dumpy proportions,the unformedhead, and the
knoblike arms formed by the application of a roll of clay which encircles the back.
The head (220), which must be from a good-sized statuette perhaps 25 to 30 cms. tall, is of
considerably greater artistic importance and is also paralleled at Kephala.92Not only its size
but its flatness, simplicity and backward inclination relate it to the well-known class of Early
Cycladic marble statuettes.93At first glance, the only humanized feature is the triangular nose
set rather high, but on further scrutiny lightly incised verticals or perforations at either side
suggest ears, and remnants of a broken lump at the top of the back may have representedhair
or merely the bulge of the cranium.All these features are paralleledon the Kephala head, which
is a little coarser,having been made of the local clay. Our head is perforatedvertically through
the cylindrical neck, and must have been made separately for setting into a statuette.

ARTIFACTS

A number of stone celts without boring and of the primitive handaxe type were found in the
Agora in unstratified contexts. Only one (222), a complete and perfect specimen of dark red
stone agreeing in form with Tsountas' Type A,94is here included, along with two fragmentary examples (223 and 224) from Neolithic wells, the former of dark steatite and broken
at both ends but apparently of Type B,95 the latter a coarse specimen agreeing in general
with 222. No.225, a bored celt of double-hammeror battle-axe type, comes as a surprise in

88 Anat.
St., XI, 1961, pp. 56-57, fig. 18, pl. X, b. I am indebted to Professor Machteld Mellink of Bryn Mawr for calling
to my attention the occurrence of the same pose in stone in Anatolia: a small'statuette in the Alistair B. Martin Collection
in New York which was said to have come from Hacilar and is to be published by her in the forthcoming catalogue of this
collection, and secondly a miniature green stone statuette found on the surface at Sukurkent near Hacilar. Both have the same
twisted recumbent pose as the Agora statuette. See now Peter J. Ucko, AnthropomorphicFigurines, London, 1968, p. 397,
who makes the same Hacilar comparison for the Agora statuette. Steven Diamant brought this book to my attention.
89 Carbon 14 dates
give the destruction of Hacilar VI at about 5400 B.c., cf. Anat. St., XI, 1961, pp. 74-75.
90 D.S., pls. 35, 6-7; 36, 3, 4, 6; P.T.,
pp. 127-128, figs. 76, d, 77, f (the first from Stratum III at Tsangli and therefore
from late Thessalian A).
91 Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, p. 31e
pl. 46, a-b.
92Ibid., p. 316, pl. 46, c-d.
93 See also
Gaskey, ibid., p. 317.
94D.S., cols. 308-309, figs. 231-232; P. T., p. 23. The type continued to be used in
Early Helladic and even later periods:
Zygouries, pl. XXII, 7 (E.H.); Asea, p. 123, fig. 115, 13 (M.H.).
95D.S., col. 310, fig. 233.
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the Neolithiccontext of U 24:3, since this type has usuallybeen thoughtto markthe arrival
of new peoplesat the end of the Early Helladicperiod.96
However,our exampleof hardgray
not
a
in
the
finds
close
well polished,
earliestsubphaseof TroyI, whichbringsit
schist,
parallel
withinthe culturalhorizonof ourBlackBurished ware and the WesternAnatolianLate Chalcolithic importsdiscussedby French.97No. 226, from a Neolithiccontext (S 27:4), seemsto
be a naturalformationadaptedfor use, the tang perhapsinsertedinto a bone handleand the
blade showingsignsof wear.No. 227 is a fragmentarydome-shapedgrinder,agreeingwith some
fromE.H. levels at Zygouries,98
but of too simpleand widelydiffuseda formto drawchronThe
or
cultural
sameis true of the fragmentarymillstonesor saddle-querns
ological
parallels.
(228-230)whichturn up in severalof our Neolithicwells.99
More significantis the occurrenceof obsidian. A small matrix (231) and a fragmentary
blade(233)werefoundin S 27:3, a completeblade(232)plusseven additionalflakesin U 24:2,
and uncataloguedflakesalso in T 24:4, T 26:6, U 24:3, and U 26:5. Theserepresentclearevidenceof tradeconnectionswith the Cyclades,particularlyMelos,and supplementthe Cycladic
parallels,especiallyto Kephalaon Keos,we have noted in the pottery.The contrastwith Troy,
whereonly one blade was found in Troy I and two in Troy II,100is noticeable,especiallyif
one addsto the Agoramaterialthe wealth of obsidianfoundin the Italianexcavationson the
South Slope.101
The occurrenceof obsidianhas, however,little chronologicalsignificance,since
Melianobsidianis foundon all the Thessaliansites, even in the earlieststrata.102
Twoshallow-domed
objectof terracotta(236)
spindlewhorls(234-236)and a conical-shaped
whichmay be a heavierwhorl,less likely a loomweight,completeour inventoryof Neolithic
objects.
4. RELATIVEAND ABSOLUTECHRONOLOGY

Ourknowledgeof the GreekNeolithic periodhas undergoneprofoundchangesin the past
decade.With the Germanexcavationsof Milojcicat the Thessaliansites of Otzaki,Arapiand
and the Greekexcavationsof Theocharesat a numberof sites, both old and new,l?4
Argissa103
the picturehas becomefar more complex than the simpledivisioninto ThessalianA and B
proposedby Tsountasand followedby Waceand Thompson.Not only has the sequencebeen
lengthenedconsiderablyby the discoveryof preceramicremainsandotherwell-markedceramic
phasesthat precedethe typicalSesklowareof Tsountas'ThessalianA but the use of radiocarbon
dating has shown that Thessalydid not lag far behind the Near East as a center of early
villageculture.Dates in the sixth millenniumfor Early Neolithicpotteryin Greeceare now a
with their
possibility.Mellaart'sexcavationsat Hacilarand(atal Hiiyik in centralAnatolial05
earlyC-14 dates, steatopygousfigurinesand a potterystyle relatedto the Seskloculturehave
confirmedthe bridgewherebythis essentiallyNear Eastern culture travelledto Greece,as

96
Eutresis, pp. 206-207, fig. 278, 6-8 (M.H.). But see Asea, p. 122, note 1 with reference to occurrence of bored celts in
E.H. contexts at Asea and Malthi as well as in Early Bronze Age Macedonia.
97
Troy, I, fig. 217, 36.366, p. 87. Cf. Blegen's statement that "this form of weapon was known from the beginning of the settlement" (p. 45).
98 Zygouries, p. 200, fig. 188, 2, 5, 7.
99 See Troy, I, p. 46.
10o Troy, I, fig. 217, 37.108; fig. 362, 37.65, 37.257.
101
Levi, Abitazioni, pp. 481, 483, figs. 66-67.
102 P.T.,
p. 226. Also pp. 43, 51, fig. 27, k-n (Rakhmani); D.S., pl. 42, 19-20 (Sesklo). See now the recent study by Colin
Renfrew, B.S.A., LX, 1965, pp. 225-247.
o10 Milojpi6, Arch. Anz., 1954, cols. 1-28; 1955, cols. 157-182; 1956, cols. 141-183; 1959, cols. 36-56; Neue DeutscheAus.
grabungen,1959, pp. 225-236; Jahrb. z. Mus. Mainz, VI, 1959, pp. 1-56. For a convenient summary of the newer Thessalian
excavations, see F. Schachermeyr, Arch. Anz., 1962, cols. 177-186.
104 Theochares, Thessalika, I, 1958, pp. 70-86; II, 1959, pp. 29-68.
106 Anat. St., XI, 1961, pp. 39-75; XII, 1962, pp. 41-65; XIII, 1963, pp. 43-103.
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Weinberg and Schachermeyrhad earlier postulated.106Not all agree on the reliability of radiocarbon dates'07nor on the relative length and terminology of the various pottery phases, but it
is clear that the old division into two periods is an oversimplification.Weinbergin 1947 proposed
a tripartite division into Early, Middle and Late Neolithic and this is followed by Holmberg in
his recent monograph.108
If we accept this division as a working hypothesis, our material is confined to a relatively
narrow compass, and does not involve us with the first, and scarcely at all with the second,
phase. We have nothing from the Agora typical of Early Neolithic with its softly baked Rainbow
or "Bunt-Keramik,"l09or the Proto-Sesklo Early Painted or Pre-Sesklo Barbotine classes of
Thessaly, nor do these seem to be present among the Neolithic material from the Hut on the
South Slope. Attica, however, should not be ruled out for this early period, since Theochares'
excavations at Nea Makri on the east coast near Marathon have revealed a fine collection of
Early Neolithic pottery, both Rainbow and Black Monochrome,some with white-filledincisions
paralleled in the Early Chalcolithicfrom Mersin.110Some Early Neolithic is also found in the
Cave of Pan near Marathon,partially excavated by Papademetriou in 1957.111The position of
Nea Makrion the east coast may indicate the direction from which these early settlers came.12
From the Middle Neolithic period characterized by the Red-on-White Sesklo ware, the Red
Monochromewares from Central Greece, and the Urfimis and Patterned Urfinis wares from
the Peloponnesos, we have nothing, or practically nothing, unless we accept our Red Burnished
ware as a branch of the A 1 Red Monochromeware, a conclusionwe have seen reason to reject.
The South Slope Hut, however, has produced some Sesklo-type painted ware, and our excavations have yielded the marble statuette of a reclining woman, 219, with Middle Neolithic
affinities, so that one must assume occupation of Athens in this period. Less certain ascriptions
to a Middle Neolithic horizon might be our Red-on-White painted sherd (85), the red glazed
sherd (20),113and possibly the small Gray ware fragments (79-80); but with these exampleswe
are dealing with very fragmentary material.
It is the Late Neolithic period that provides most of our parallels, yet, curiously, the striking
Dimini-type painted wares of Thessaly are completely lacking, and there is only one small
recognizable sherd (93) of the related Mattpainted ware of Central and Southern Greece. The
fact that these B 3 Painted wares were found abundantly in the Hut on the South Slope suggests a still different, and probably later, horizon for our material. What we do have that can
be paralleled elsewhere are: 1) a medium fine Incised ware with all-over curvilinearand meandroid decoration (the B 2 ware of Thessaly) which was here in Athens apparently confined to
scoops of the Sesklo type and which was perhaps imitated in a coarser variant; 2) a Black
Burnished and sometimes fluted ware which seems to have been partially imported from the

106Weinberg, A.J.A., LV, 1951,
pp. 132-133; C.A.H., I, Ch. X, pp. 32ff.; Rel. Chron., pp. 285-320. Schachermeyr,
Die altestenKulturenGriechenlands,1955, especially Ch. V, pp. 49-66. Also Das AgdischeNeolithikum, a convenient summary
of the newest evidence.
107 Schachermeyr (Das Agdische Neolithikum, p. 9) thinks these dates are 600 to 1000
years too high, and Miloj6ic is apparently of the same opinion. Both had presented shorter chronologies in their earlier books (Schachermeyr, Die altesten
Kulturen, 1955, pp. 30-31, and Miloj6i6, Chronologieder jungerenSteinzeit, 1949, table at back) with Pre-Sesklo ending somewhere in the mid fourth millennium and Dimini and Larissa put in the first half of the third millennium. Weinberg, on the
other hand, has always favored a longer chronology, and welcomed the early dates of Carbon 14 samples from Elateia
(Hesperia, XXXI, 1962, pp. 207-209), which put Early Neolithic or Pre-Sesklo in the sixth, Middle Neolithic and Sesklo in
the fifth, and Late Neolithic in the fourth millennium.
108 S.
Weinberg, A.J.A., LI, 1947, pp. 165-182; also C.A.H., I, Ch. X, 1965, pp. 16-19. Holmberg, Neol. Pot., pp. 34-36.
109Orchomenos,II, pp. 25-26.
n0 Ath. Mitt., LXXI, 1956, pp. 1-29.
111Cf. Schachermeyr, Arch. Anz., 1962, cols. 170-171.
112 See also
Weinberg, C.A.H., I, Ch. X, p. 20.
113 Cf.
Caskey's remarks on the naturally lustrous red glazed ware in the upper Neolithic levels at Lerna (i.e. Lera II which
seems to be Middle Neolithic) in Hesperia, XXVI, 1957, p. 159; XXVII, 1958,. 137, note 22.
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Troad in the Kumtepe I b period and to have had general affinities with northwest Anatolia at
the end of the Chalcolithic period, as indeed the metallic shapes and decoration would suggest; 3) much Coarse ware, some with quite elaborate incised or plastic decoration, which in
shapes-pithoi, baking pans, etc.-as well as in decoration presages the Early Helladic repertory, but is nevertheless paralleledin Late Neolithic contexts at Asea and at Kephala on Keos.
Accompanying these classes is our Red Burnished ware which in its finest specimens is not
exactly duplicated anywhere else, but which has general affinities to a more widely diffused
class of heavy, heavily burnishedred ware found at Palaia Kokkinia near Peiraeus, on Aegina,
and at Kephala on Keos at the transition from the Neolithic to the Early Bronze Age. Furthermore, the complicated lugs, stringholes and generally pyxoid shapes of ourjars suggest Cycladic
affinities,even though these cannot as yet be exactly matched. The appearanceof the fruitstand
shape, of bases with triangular cutouts, and wide ribbon handles, sometimes horned, suggests
the incorporationof Thessalian B elements (as does also the occurrenceof the scoop shape and
the spiral-meanderpatterns of the incised ware, patterns which also occur, but more incipiently,
on some few of the painted or burnish-decoratedsherds). The tripod-footed pot as evidenced
by 65 and 217 points rather to northwest Anatolia and to Troy I114but at Athens it occurs
in the local Red Burnished rather than in the dark burnished wares of that region.
In conclusion, our Red Burnished, as well as the whole context of the wells, seems to point
to a transitional period at the very end of the Late Neolithic when immigrants were arriving
who were to be the introducers of metal. That they came by way of the Cyclades, perhaps incorporatingcertain specifically Cycladic features, seems likely because of the number of parallels between the Kephala material and that from the Agora wells. In this connection the ProtoCycladic terracotta head, 220, should be cited. It is uncertain how the Thessalian elements
reached Athens. There must have been a ready exchange back and forth between the Gulf of
Volo and the Cyclades, as shown by the profusion of Melian obsidian at Thessalian Neolithic
sites and occurrenceof scoops of Sesklo type on Keos; perhaps the Thessalian elements arrived
late along with the northwest Anatolian and the Proto-Cycladic.ll5On the other hand, these
Thesslian features may in part have been a legacy of an earlier contact, since Dimini-type
Painted ware was present in the South Slope Hut and in the Cave of Pan near Marathon.116
The question may be asked why our material should be considered Neolithic if it already
presages the beginning of the Bronze Age. This is because it is still primarily of a Neolithic
character-witness the fruitstands, the Incised ware scoops, etc. The so-called Chalcolithicfeatures seem to occur in imported or foreign-inspiredware. Furthermore, there is nothing distinctively Early Helladic from our Neolithic wells, with the possible exception of the bowl with
incurved rim 43. There is no sign of typical E.H. shapes such as the askos and the sauceboat
nor of E.H. Urfirnis; and the general fabric is a thicker, heavier ware than is typical for this
period. It might be arguedthat this phase should be designated E.H. I, and indeed our Neolithic
wells must contain the only material that can be assigned to this stage in Athens.117
The site which ought to provide the closest informationabout the stratigraphic context of our
well deposits is Eutresis in Boeotia, where in 1958 the Caskeysreopenedand enlargedthe deeper
114Troy, I, fig. 223 a-b, B 14 and C 34, pp. 67, 72, where Blegen cites parallels with Protesilaos, Thermi and Yortan, showing
its essentially Chalcolithic origin.
115
Weinberghas recently proposedthe theory of Cycladicinfluence on Dimini ware (C.A.H., I, Ch. X, pp. 47-48), elaborating
on the earlier view of Sylvia Benton (B.S.A., XLII, 1947, pp. 165-170).
116 Arch. Anz., 1962, cols. 170f., figs. 18-19. Still later material from the Pan Cave more closely parallels our material,
cf. Naissance, II, figs. 834-837, 840.
117 The
relatively small quantity of verifiable Early Helladic material from the Agora comes almost entirely from wells and
rubbish deposits laid down in the Middle Helladic period, and from these the pottery is E.H. II and III with parallels in
Lerna III and IV. Lerna has unfortunately furnished very little evidence for the Late Neolithic period and there was perhaps a break in habitation in E.H. I (see Caskey, "The Early Helladic Period in the Argolid," Hesperia, XXIX, 1960,
pp, 285-303, especially pp. 286-288).
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soundings of Miss Goldman's excavations.l18Of their nine stratigraphic groups (ranging from
Neolithic of Group I through E.H. III of GroupIX) our material correspondsbest with Groups

II and III, both characterizedby a thick-slippedand burnishedware, sometimesdecorated
with matt white, with some parallelsin the easternAegeanand TroyI. Althoughshapesand
details do not agree exactly, both the Agora Red Burnished and the dark burnishedware from

Eutresisare markedby horizontallugs and rudimentaryhandles;furthermore,thereis a close
parallelto ourflutedwarein a smallribbedjar from GroupIII.119Of GroupII the Caskeyssay
that it is provisionallyto be dated in a very early, perhapspreliminary,stage of the Early
BronzeAge. GroupIII they regardas representingfurtherchangeand developmentwith the
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Red-slipped ware of E.H. I the typical and distinctive fabric.120However, the red jugs and
jars of this level do not closely resemble our best Red Burnishedjars, which we prefer to con-

to GroupII.
sidera localAtticdevelopmentof a somewhatearlierperiod,probablycorresponding
From the foregoingdiscussionit must be clear that for an absolutedate one is dependent
not on Neolithicchronologies,but on the date of TroyI and the introductionof the Bronze
Age, for we are approaching very closely this period. There are two schools of thought-the
higher chronologychampionedby Weinbergand Caskey, who would put the beginning of Troy I
about 3200 B.C., and the lower of Schachermeyrand Milojcicwho would make it about 500 years
later.l21In the absence of any additional evidence, we might propose a date of about 32003000 B.C. as the closest dating we can give for the fill of our wells. Although there may be a
few earlier pieces, on the whole they seem to represent a unified complex.
118
Hesperia, XXIX,
119
120

1960, pp. 126-167.
Ibid., p. 140, pl. 47, III. 10.
Ibid., p. 162.

Weinberg, C.A.H., I, Ch. X, p. 48. See also references above and notes 46, 47. A recent C-14 date of 3021 B.C. ? 57 from
Kephala supports this earlier dating (communication from J. L. Caskey).
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CATALOGUE
1. POTTERY

Coarsereddish clay, gray at core; red burnished
slip, somewhatworn;on one side only, cleartracesof
BICONICAL JARS (1-18; Pis. 1-2, 68-69)
stripeddecoration,probablyoncein matt whitepaint:
1.
1. Intact Red BurnishedJar.
P1.
Frontispiece,
groupsof parallelvertical and obliquelines.
Biconical shape, a little less angular than 1 and
P 14871. Well, U 26:5 (beneathprojectingboulder
near bottom). Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 298, fig. 39; approachingthe more ovoid type of 3; straight low
A.J.A., XLIII, 1939, p. 579, fig. 2; Jahrb.,LXV- neck and high ring foot. On either side, just below
LXVI, 1950-1951, p. 84, fig. 12, 8. H. 0.196 m., neck,a rectangularlug piercedtwice vertically(cf. 3);
D. belly 0.214 m., D. mouth 0.087 m., D. foot 0.085 m. correspondingpiercingsin foot-ring.
See also pp. 5-6.
Intact except for chips.
Late
Neolithic.
with
red
to
brown
high
clay; orange-redslip
Gritty
burnish;on one side evenly smoothed,on othertraces
P1. 1.
of patternof verticaland obliquelines, probablyonce 3. Red BurnishedJar.
P 10851.Well, T 26:3. Hesperia,VII, 1938, p. 334,
in matt white paint.
Broad biconicalshape with straight low neck and fig. 16; I.L.N., 1937, p. 432, fig. 13. H. 0.15 m.,
high ring foot. On either side just belowneck a hori- D. belly 0.156m., D. mouth 0.07 m. Mended,but
zontal lug with two vertical piercingsand a lightly completeexcept for small chips.
Coarsereddishbrownclay with gray core; red slip
raisedridgedependingfromeachend.Twopairsof corwith a mediumhigh burnish,mottled in firing (grayrespondingpiercingsin the base.
Althoughthis ware bearsa generalresemblanceto ish brown at greatest diameter on one side). Lethe Red MonochromeA 1 ware from Thessaly and guminousseed for temperingmaterial(Hopf, BotaniCentral Greece (see above, p. 7, notes 38-39), the cal Report,pl. II, 1; see below p. 267). Inside rough,
parallelsarenot convincing,andit is impossibleto con- with traces of originalclay coils.
Somewhatovoid in shape with low ring foot and
sider this jar a product of the old Chaironeiafolk,
as Miloj6ic does (Jahrb., LXV-LXVI, 1950-1951, straight low neck. On either side, high on shoulder,
pp. 32f.). The only close parallelsare from Athens, a smallhorizontallug with doublepiercingsand lightparticularlyfrom a Neolithicpit on the South Slope ly raised ridges dependingfrom either end, forming
near the Asklepieion (see above, note 17), but the an inverted U-attachmentas in 1. Two pairs of corgeneral chronologicalrange and cultural affinities respondingpiercingsin the foot-ring, one pair not
have now been clarifiedthroughthe excavations at quite piercedthrough.
Late Neolithic.
Kephala on Keos, where a Late Neolithic cemetery
has produceda related but less fine Red Burnished
4. Red BurnishedJar.
P1. 1
ware with similarlug handles(see above, pp. 8-9).
P 13898.Well, T 26:3. H. as rest. 0.155 m., D. belLate Neolithic.
ly 0.191 m. Base, about one-half of rim, both han1.
2. Red BurnishedJar.
P1.
dles, and much of upperwall preservedin four nonFrontispiece,
P 14872. Well, T 26:4. Hesperia,IX, 1940, p. 298, joining fragments;restoredin plaster.
Gritty red-brown clay, gray at core; red slip,
fig. 39; A.J.A., XLIII, 1939, p. 579, fig. 2; Jahrb.,
LXV-LXVI, 1950-1951,p. 84, fig. 12, 12. H. 0. 204m., evenly burnishedall over.
D. belly 0.205 m., D. mouth 0.089 m., D. foot 0.082 m.
Squatterbiconicalshape than 1-3. Slightly raised
Mendedfromseveralpieces;completeexceptfor small base, lightly concave beneath; low vertical rim, not
so sharply set off as in 3. Elaborate compositelug
fragmentof lip and upperwall.
RED BURNISHEDWARE (1-69; P1S.1-5, 68-69)

POTTERY: RED BURNISHED WARE
handles, each made up of two horizontally pierced
lugs, one above the other, connected by vertical
parallel ridges, pierced 4 times horizontally, making 6 pairs of holes on each side. No piercings in
base-ring.
This elaboratetype of lug is unique in the Agora
and elsewhere, and seems to have been a fanciful
elaborationof the type with inverted U-attachments
(see 1, 3, 7, 12, 13).
See also p. 6.
Late Neolithic.

23

rim immediatelyabove handles,on either side. Base
roughenedfrom impressionof mat on which pot was
shaped (see P1. 1).
This pot is somewhat outside the regular line of
development;the mat impressionsuggests that we
are close to the Early Helladic period.
See also pp. 5-6.
Latest Neolithicor E.H. I?
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P1. 1.
7. FragmentaryRed BurnishedJar.
P 13897. Well, T26:3. P.H. 0.197m., D. belly
0.198 m. About one-thirdof circumferencepreserved,
P1. 1. without base and only beginningof rim.
5. Red BurnishedJar.
P 26977.Well, T 26:4. H. 0.153m., D. 0.152 m., D.
Gritty brownclay, largelyfiredgray; red slip outm.
Mended
from
mouth 0.075
many pieces; side, partly fired black, with medium high burnish,
(in 1961)
much worn. Traces of thumb impressionsand some
small
for
fragments.
completeexcept
with
thin
buff
red
burnished
reddish
slip, coilworkinside.
Gritty
clay
More ovoid shape like 3. Inverted U-type lug,
mottledblackand buffas if deliberatelyfromcoals.
Ovoidbiconicalformwith greatestdiameterhigher doubly pierced,as on 1, 3, 12, and 13.
Late Neolithic.
than in 3; low vertical neck and flattenedbase. Two
set
on
shoulder.
lugs piercedhorizontally high
P1. 1.
8. LargeFragmentaryRed BurnishedJar.
See also p. 6.
P 13879.Well, S 27:4. Est. H. ca. 0.35 m., D. base
Late Neolithic.
0.10 m. Threefragmentsmendedfrommany preserve
P1.1. most of base and lower wall and part of upper wall
6. Poorly BurnishedJar.
P 14563. Well, U 24:2. H. 0.172 m., max. D. 0.154 with one handle.
Hard gritty red-brownclay, gray at core; red slip,
m. Mended from many pieces; about half of rim,
in
and
half
of
wall
one
handle
of
missing.
part deliberately fired to give a mottled effect,
parts
with a high burnish.Leguminousseed for
to
dull
red
burnished
red;
slip,
originally
Gritty clay, gray
brown in part, except on base and inside of neck. temperingmaterial(Hopf,BotanicalReport,pl. II, 2).
Shape probably close to 5 but much larger. Flat
Temperingmaterialnakedbarley(HordeumvulgareL.
var. nudum), up to now not known in Neolithic base with some trace of mat impression;broadhoriGreeceand scarcely in the Bronze Age (Hopf, Bo- zontally piercedlug, or loop handle,high on shoulder.
Interior shows traces of coilwork and some horitanical Report,pl. I, 1; see below p. 267.).
Ovoid body on flat bottom; high vertical neck. zontal scoringwith a blunt tool.
This is our largest example of a Red Burnished
Horizontallughandles,piercedvertically,set at widest
part of body. Two large piercings(0.008m.) through biconicaljar. Thewallsmeasurefrom0.007to 0.01+m.

8 (1:4)
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thick. P 13894, a small fragmentpreservingpart of
the rim of an equally large biconicaljar, comes also
from Well S 27:4, but it does not seem to belong to
the same pot.
See also pp. 4ff., 267.
Late Neolithic.
9. Fragment of Red Burnished Jar with Painted
Decoration.
Pls. 1, 69.
P 13896. Well, T 26:3. P.H. 0.145 m., est. D. of
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rim ca. 0.125 m. About one-halfof rim and body preservedwith one handleand nothing of base.
Gritty brown clay, gray core; well-burnishedred
slip, partly mottled in firing, and preservingtraces
of elaborate pattern on shoulder, probably once
renderedin matt white paint.
Squat sharp-shoulderedbody with plain low vertical rim, and short ribbon handle from lip to just
below rim. Shape not exactly duplicatedin our Red
Burnishedjars, but handle close to 8; body more
angularthan 1.
Decorationconfinedto shoulder:panel of diagonal
lines framed by two verticals below handle; panels
of opposed diagonals on either side framed by six
parallel horizontal lines (see drawing, P1.69). Our
only really tectonic decorative scheme on Red
Burnished,it connectswith some of the incised patterns on our Coarseware (130-133).
See also pp. 5, 7.
Late Neolithic.

north of Paved Building),and two joining fragments

from Well, T 26:3. P.H. 0.133 m., P.W. 0.115 m.

Fragment from mouth and shoulder of a widemouthed pot with a lug handle with two vertical
piercings.

Gritty reddishclay with gray core; burnishedred
slip on neck and shoulder.Tracesof a diagonalpattern on the shoulder,rectilinearpatterns on lower
body, and a framed panel of diagonals beneath
handle,all probablyonce in matt white paint.
Thetype of lug with invertedU-attachmentis close
to 7. The pattern bears some resemblanceto that
on 9, but seems less well organized.
Late Neolithic.
13. Fragmentof Red BurnishedJar.
P1.2.
P 26978. Well, T 26:4. P.H. 0.056 m., est. D. ca.
0.155 m., D. lip 0.10 m. Fragment preserves about
one-halfof rim and one handle.
Gritty gray buff clay; bright red slip outside and
on inside of lip, with good burnish.
Low slightly flaring rim with straight lip; horizontal lug piercedtwice vertically set high on shoulder;parallelridgesextenddownwardmakinginverted
U-attachment,as on 1, 3, 7, and 12.
Late Neolithic.
14. Fragmentof Red BurnishedJar.

P1.2.

P 10641. Well, T 26:1. P.H. 0.05 m., est. D. lip

ca. 0.11 m. Fragmentof shoulderand neck of jar like
no handle preserved.
1;
10. FragmentaryRed BurnishedJar.
P1.2.
Coarsebrown clay; fine evenly burnishedred slip
P 13018. Well, U 25:1. P.H. ca. 0.095m., D. outside and on inside of neck.
0.143 m., est. D. rim ca. 0.08 m. Body, put together
Rim
formedwith a convex surfaceint. and
from many pieces, preservedto curve of shoulder; ext. nicely
one fragmenthas part of plain nearly vertical lip.
Late Neolithic.
Coarsereddish brown clay, a little soft; orangered slip, with an even mediumburnish.
Ovoidshapewith flattenedbase, like 5. No handles 15. Fragment of Red Burnished Jar with Ledge
P1. 2.
Handle.
preserved.
P 14750. Well, U 24:2, upper fill. P.H. 0.043 m.,
Late Neolithic.
est. D. 0.22 m. From upperwall of biconicaljar with
handle, doubly pierced,high on shoulder.
ledge
11. FragmentaryRed BurnishedJar.
Pls. 2, 68.
brownclay; good red burnishedslip.
Gritty
P 13038. Well, T 25:1. P.H. 0.12 m. Three fragLate
Neolithic.
ments, the largest preservingmuch of roundedwall
and start of flattenedbottom, as well as one pair of
16. Fragmentof Base of Red BurnishedJar.
lug handles at top.
Pls. 2, 68.
Coarsered clay, gray at core; outside red slipped
and polished with an even burnish of high quality
P 13911. Well, T 26:3. P.H. 0.037 m., est. D. base
wherewell preserved.
ca. 0.10 m. Smallsegmentof base and start of flaring
Apparentlyovoid shape like 5, but handlesare set wall of closed pot.
lower on shoulder and consist of a pair of longish
Gritty red-brownclay; red slip with mediumhigh
burnishoutside but not underneathfoot.
lugs piercedvertically.
False ring foot raised high on ext. with flaring
Late Neolithic.
profile,but surfaceonly slightly concavebeneath; a
12. Fragmentof Red BurnishedJar.
P1.2. pair of stringholes pierced diagonallythroughbase.
P 10640. North Slope, Trench6 (scrapingbedrock
Late Neolithic.

POTTERY: RED BURNISHED WARE
17. Fragmentof Baseof Red BurnishedJar. Pls. 2, 68.
P 13912. Well, T 26:3. P.H. 0.036 m., est. D. base
ca. 0.10 m. One-quarterto one-thirdof circumference
of high foot-ringand bottom of closed pot.
Gritty brown clay, gray at core; poorly burnished
red slip outside and below.
Foot-ringhigh and thin and nearly straightin profile. Cf. P 14752 from Well, U 24:2.
Late Neolithic.

25

Neolithic complex, and might owe somethingto the
MiddleNeolithic Urfiris ware. The fact that it may
have been used as a burnishermight support this
earlierdating.
See also p. 19.
MiddleNeolithic?
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P1.3.
21. Fragmentof OpenBowl.
P 13884.Well, S 27:4. P.H. 0.055m., P.W. 0.052m.
Fragmentfrom wall of large open vessel.
Pls. 2, 68.
18. Base of Red BurnishedJar.
Grittybrownishbuffclay, grayat core;outsideand
a lustrous red surface which may be a real
inside
m.
About
24:2.
Max.
dim.
P 14753. Well, U
0.078
rather
than a burnishedslip.
a
of
small
flat
one-half
base, very slightly concave, glaze
The carefulrectangularshape and the wear on the
from a closedjar with a squat profile.
Gritty brown clay, partly fired black, with well edges show that the sherd has been deliberatelycut
down and used, perhapsas a burnisher.
burnishedred slip outside.
See remarksunder20. In 21 the evidencefor glaze
Late Neolithic.
is less certain,and we may have merelyan extremely
well preservedburnishedslip.
OPEN BOWLS (19-55; Pls. 3-4, 68-69)
Middleor Late Neolithic.
19. HemisphericalBowl.
Pls. 3, 68.
P1.3.
P 14562. Well, U 24:2. Hesperia,IX, 1940, p. 297, 22. Rim Fragmentof OpenBowl.
P
P.H.
D.
0.22
H.
About
m.
17297.
Late
27:7.
0.07
38
0.10
est.
S
Well,
m.,
Mycenaean
fig. (restoration).
one-half circumferencepreserved in three joining m., est. D. rim 0.29 m. Rim fragment from hemisphericalbowl with plain taperinglip.
pieces, giving completeprofile.
burnished
fired
Coarsepinkish clay, gray at core; dull burnished
Grittyclay mostly
gray; excellently
slip firedred to brown,with sharpline of demarcation red slip interiorand exterior.
Cf. P 13904from T 26:3.
as if from contact with anotherpot in kiln. Tracesof
Late Neolithic.
a pattern of opposeddiagonals,visible only in brown
areaof exterior,probablyremainsof matt white paint.
Pls. 3, 68.
Almost hemisphericalshape, with small slightly 23. Rim Fragmentof Open Bowl.
P 25859.Well, T 26:6. P.H. 0.055m., P.W. 0.077m.
concave base and plain tapering lip with suggestion
of a flare.
Fragmentof rim and side wall of open bowl.
Gritty clay, gray at core; excellently burnished
Althoughthe simple hemisphericalbowl shape can
be traced back to an earlierperiodin such examples slip, brownishred.
as the black burnishedbowl from a late phase of the
Froma hemisphericalbowllike 19, but with slightly
Early Neolithic period at Lerna (Hesperia,XXVII, more flare.
Late Neolithic.
1958, p. 138, pl. 38, a) or the Middle Neolithic bowl
from Katsaba, Crete (Arch.Anz., 1962, col. 123,
P1.3.
fig. 7), a more cogent parallelis furnishedin the Red 24. Rim Fragmentof OpenBowl.
P 13878.Well, T 26:1. P.H. 0.044 m., P.W. 0.04 m.
Burnishedware from Palaia Kokkinianear Peiraeus
Smallfragmentfromplain lip and wall of open bowl.
1951, p. 103, figs. 9, 5 and 10, a).
(TTpawcrnKa,
Brown clay, gray at core; well burnishedpale red
See also p. 4.
Late Neolithic.
slip.
Inside, well below rim, a good-sizedhole has been
20. Rim Fragmentof OpenBowl.
P1.3. partially bored through wall, possibly an intended
P 13927. Well, S 27:5, upper fill. P.H. 0.063 m., mendhole.
P.W. 0.069 m. Rim fragmentfromwall of open bowl.
Late Neolithic.
Reddish gritty clay, gray at core; exceptionally
lustrousred slip, probablya real glaze.
25. Rim Fragmentof OpenBowl.
P1.3.
Rim and one of brokenedges much worn; perhaps
P 14584. Well, U 24:3. P.H. 0.082 m., est. D. 0.24
used as a burnisheras in 21.
m. Fragmentfrom wall of open bowl with plain lip.
Although in shape this fragmentallies itself with
Gritty brownishclay; burnishedslip, brown out19, technicallyit appearsdifferentand may well have side, bright red int. with traces of diagonalpattern
been coatedwith a real glaze ratherthan a burnished (frommatt white paint?).
Cf. P 13937from T 24:2.
slip (see Caskey,Hesperia,XXVII, 1958, p. 137, note
Late Neolithic.
22). In this case it should be earlier than our Late
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26. Rim Fragmentof OpenBowl.
P1. 3.
P 14741.Well, U 24:2. P.H. 0.15 m., P.W. 0.10 m.
Fragment from wall of open, almost hemispherical,
bowl with plain lip.
Gritty brownclay, gray at core; poorly preserved
red slip inside and out, with pattern of diagonal
or herringbonelines on ext., groupsof three to seven
horizontal lines on int., apparently the result of
flaked-offmatt paint.
Late Neolithic.

a, 12, 15), and Thorikos(Thorikos,1965, III, p. 26,
figs. 23, 26).
See also p. 6.
Late Neolithic.
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30. Fragmentof OpenBowl, Lug Handle.
P1.3.
P 14592.Well,U 24:3. P.H. 0.058 m., P.W. 0.05 m.
Fragment from wall of a large open bowl with lug
handlehorizontallypierced.
Gritty brownishclay, gray at core; red slip with
mediumhigh burnishinside and out.
27. Fragmentof OpenBowl.
From the lower edge of the lug a raised rib exP1.3.
P 13985. Well, S 27:3. Max. dim. 0.12 m. Large tends obliquelydownwards.
Late Neolithic.
fragmentfrom near base of bowl.
brown
at
red
burnished
core;
Gritty
clay, gray
slip inside and out, with radiatingpanels of parallel 31. Fragmentof ShallowBowl, VerticalHandle.
diagonallines, probablyonce paintedin matt white.
Pls. 3, 68.
Of the pattern only the wearingaway of the surface
P 14742. Well, U 24:2. P.H. 0.056 m., est. D. rim
wherethe paint has flakedoff remains.
ca. 0.28 m. Rim fragment from bowl with plain lip
Fragments of similar bowls with decorationof and small vertical handlebelowrim.
obliquelines: P 14588fromU 24:3 and P 13881from
Gritty brownclay, mostly fired gray; dark red to
S27:4.
brownslip with light burnishinside and out.
Late Neolithic.
Rim slightly thickened; handle no longer a horizontally piercedlug as in 28-30, but a small strap
handle.
28. Rim Fragmentof OpenBowl, Lug Handle.
Similar:P 18941from T 25:1.
Pls. 8, 68.
Late Neolithic.
P 14784. Well, U 24:2, bottom fill. P.H. 0.11 m.,
est. D. ca. 0.21m. Fragmentpreservespart of rim and
32. Rim Fragmentof OpenBowl, HorizontalHandle.
fairly steep wall.
Grittybrownclay, mostlyfiredgray;redslip, mostPls. 3, 68.
P 13986.Well,S 27:3. P.H. 0.046m., P.W. 0.067m.
ly firedbrown,int. and ext., with mediumhigh burnish.
From rim of open bowl with plain lip.
not
incurved
rim
with
small
Brown gritty clay fired gray; thick dull red slip
Lightly
lug,
pierced
a
little
below
through,
with
mediumburnish,unevenlyfired,insideand out.
completely
lip.
Similardeepbowlswith piercedlugsarefoundin the
Just below lip a small horizontal handle, set
South Slope Hut (cf. Levi, Abitazioni,pp. 429, 487, slightly obliquely.
Late Neolithic.
figs. 19, a and 23, b, which comes from superficial
stratum).
Late Neolithic.
33. Fragmentof OpenBowl with Plastic Ridge.
Pls. 4, 68.
29. Rim Fragmentof Open Bowl, Lug Handle.
P 13883.Well, S 27:4. P.H. 0.07 m., P.W. 0.078m.
Pls. 8, 68. Fragmentfromrim and wall of large open vessel.
P 14791.Well,T 24:4. P.H. 0.125m., P.W. 0.075m.
Gritty brownclay; thick, burnishedred slip, much
Fragment from deep bowl with plain lip and hori- worn.
The wall has slight inward curvatureat top and
zontally piercedlug just below rim.
Grittybrownclay, gray at core;well burnishedred bottom, plain lip slightly flattened on top. On outslip inside and out, worninsidewith tracesof pattern side a high ridge, almost vertical, ends in a slight
of crosshatching, apparently once in matt white protuberanceat rim, makingit not quite horizontal.
Such plastic ridgeson open bowls are knownfrom
paint.
Lug is completelypiercedthroughand moredevel- earlier phases of the Neolithic, for example a red
monochromebowlfromOtzaki(Naissance,I, fig. 124)
oped than in 28.
Similar: P 14585 from U 24:3, and P 18976 from where the vertical ridge pulls up the rim as on our
R 28:2. Cf. the vertical lugs on the Neolithic ware, example,and a bowl fragmentfrom Katsaba, Crete,
Class A 5, from Asea (Asea, p. 89, fig. 87, b, c) and with a diagonalridge (B.C.H., LXXXI, 1957,p. 627,
morespecificallythe Red MonochromewarefromPa- fig. 24).
laia Kokkinia (TTpOncTIK,
Late Neolithic.
1951, pp. 101ff., figs. 11,

POTTERY: RED BURNISHED WARE
Pls. 4, 68.
34. Fragmentof Straight-sidedBowl.
P 14582. Well, U 24:3. P.H. 0.07 m., est. D. rim
0.18 m. Fragment from rim of large deep straightsided bowl.
Gritty gray clay, brownat surface;red slip inside
and out, with mediumhigh burnish.
Lip somewhatthickened,from which depend two
ribs not quite vertical. Rim horizontalin contrast
to 33.
Late Neolithic.

27

39. Rim Fragmentof OpenBowl, IncurvedLip. P1.4.
P 13987. Well, S28:1, upper fill. P.H. 0.07 m.,
P.W. 0.06 m. Threejoining fragmentsfrom rim and
wall of open bowl with slightly incurvedlip.
Gritty clay, gray throughout;burnishedslip, red

int., mottledredto blackext.
Late Neolithic.
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40. Fragmentof Bowlwith IncurvedRim. Pls. 4, 68.
P 13873. Well, T 26:1. P.H. 0.055 m., P.W. 0.072
m. Fragment from rim and wall of a small roundbodied bowl with incurvedlip.
35. Fragment of Open Bowl, Stripe-burnished.
Brownclay, firedgray almostthroughout;red slip,
Pls. 4, 69.
P 18905.Well,T 26:3. P.H. 0.049 m., P.W.0.056 m. largelyfiredblack, burnishedonly on ext.
Considerablydeeper and with less indrawn lip
Fragmentof plain lip and straightwall of open bowl.
than
43.
Gritty brown clay, largely fired gray; burnished
P 18882 from S 27:4, which has thinner walls
Cf.
slip, dull red to black, with an elaboratepattern of
and
is
finer. Cf. bowl from Palaia Kokkinia (lTpaKTcKd,
enclosedsquares,suggestiveof a labyrinth.
1951,
p. 103, fig. 9,L).
Onthis sherdthe patternwas almostcertainlyproNeolithic.
Late
ratherthan paint. Cf. the
ducedby stripe-burnishing
fragments from Kephala, Keos (Hesperia,XXXIII, 41.
P1.4.
Fragmentof Bowl with VerticalRim.
1964, pl. 47, h, i), and fromThorikos(Thorikos,1965,
P 14743.Well,U 24:2. P.H. 0.046m., P.W. 0.035m.
III, p. 25, fig. 21).
Fragmentpreservespart of wall and low verticalrim.
See also pp. 5, 7.
Brownclay, grayat core;redslip int. and ext., with
Late Neolithic.
light burnishext. only.
Thisseemsto belongto the type with incurvedrim,
36. Sherd from Bowl with Painted or Burnished
it is more angularthan 39, 40, 43.
although
Pls. 4, 69.
Pattern.
Neolithic.
Late
P 22365. Miscellaneousfind in Section H. Max.
dim. 0.046 m. Sherdbrokenall aroundfrombowlwith 42.
Fragment of Bowl with Sharply Incurved Rim.
fairly straightwall.
Pls. 4, 68.
Brownishclay; redburnishedslip, int. with pattern
P 14744. Well, U 24:2. P.H. 0.055 m., P.W. 0.037
of vertical and horizontal parallel lines, ext. with m.
Fragmentpreservespart of wall and low sharply
paralleldiagonals.
incurved rim.
Here the pattern was probablyproducedby matt
Gritty clay, largely fired gray; red burnishedslip
white paint, although the int. decorationis some- int.
andext., muchworn.
what like that on 35.
Late Neolithic.
Late Neolithic.
43. Fragmentof Bowl with IncurvedRim. Pls. 4, 68.
37. Fragmentof Bowl with SplayedLip. Pls. 4, 68.
P 27031.Well, S 27:3. Max. dim. 0.08 m., est. D.
P 14580.Well,U 24:8. P.H. 0.051 m., est. D. lip ca. rim ca. 0.24 m.
Fragmentpreservesabout one-fourth
0.14 m. Fragmentfrom rim and upper part of open of rim and
complete profile to start of base.
bowl.
Gritty gray-buff clay; smooth red slip int.; ext.
Coarseclay, gray to brownishbuff,with somemica; red burnished
slip, mottled black in firing.
dull red slip with poor burnishinside and out.
Low flaringbowlwith incurvedrim, not quite horiSlightly concave wall with splayed lip; at bottom zontal.
of fragmenttrace of handle attachment.
This, our most advancedexampleof the bowl with
See also p. 6.
incurved rim, leads directly to the Early Helladic
Late Neolithic.
shape. Cf. a bowl from the First Meter Deposit at
Eutresis (Eutresis,p. 84, pl. V, 1) which is also mot38. Rim Fragmentof OpenBowl.
PI. 4. tled black in
firing.
P 27010. Well, T 26:5. P.H. 0.045 m., P.W. 0.042
Latest Neolithic or E.H. I?
m. Small fragmentof thin-walledbowl with slightly
44. Fragmentof Pseudo-CarinatedBowl. Pls. 4, 68.
flaringrim.
buff
brown
burnished
int.
P 14746. Well, U 24:2. P.H. 0.038 m., P.W.
Gritty
clay;
lightly
slip
and ext. (slightlymore red on int.).
0.022 m. Rim fragmentfrom low bowl with slightly
Late Neolithic.
splayedrim.

28
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Gritty brown clay, gray at core; orange-redslip
inside and out, with high burnish.
The wall is thickenedto form a carinationon ext.
only. Cf. profilewith that of stripe-burnishedbowl
fromOrchomenos(Orchomenos,
II, p. 23, fig.19)which
is deeperbut also has a pseudo-carination.
Late Neolithic.
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49. Fragmentof ClosedBowl with VerticalLip. P1.4.
P 14581.Well,U 24:3. P.H. 0.053m., P.W.0.066m.
Fragmentpreservespart of squat bulging wall with
plain, nearlyvertical lip.
Coarseclay, brownishto buff,with somemica. Dull
red burnishedslip, ext. only; traces of herringbone
pattern, probablyremainsof matt paint.
The shapeseemstoo squat to be part of a biconical
45. Fragmentof CarinatedBowl.
Pls. 4, 68. jar, but it is far less elegant than 48.
Late Neolithic.
P 14745. Well, U 24:2. P.H. 0.047 m., est. D. rim
ca. 0.185 m. Fragment preservespart of wall with
50. Fragmentof Deep Bowl with VerticalRim. P1.4.
angularshoulderand low slightly splayedlip.
Brown clay, mostly fired gray; burnishedslip red
P 13901.Well,T 26:3. P.H. 0.034m., P.W. 0.041m.
to orangeinside and out.
Rim fragmentfromsmallvessel with wide mouthand
Carinationcarriedthroughon inside. Rim notched low roundedrim, nearly vertical.
on edge. Shapesimilarto 47.
Gritty brown clay, gray core; burnishedred slip,
Late Neolithic.
much flaked.
Late Neolithic.
46. Fragmentof CarinatedBowl, Lug Handle. P1.4.
P 13903. Well, T 26:3, upper fill. P.H. 0.04 m., 51. Fragmentof Base of Heavy Bowl.
P1.4.
P.W. 0.055 m. Fragmentfromrim and shoulder.
P 27006. Well, T 26:5. Max. dim. 0.17 m., est. D.
Gritty brown clay; red slip int. and ext. without base ca. 0.135 m. Mendedfrommany fragments,preany preservedtrace of burnishing.
serving about one-half the flattened base and part
Low slightly flaringrim and angularshoulder;hori- of the flaringwall of a large open bowl.
Thickgritty buff clay; thick red slip int. and ext.,
zontally piercedlug at shoulder.
Late Neolithic.
mottled in firingand rangingfromred to brownand
darkgray; fair burnishon ext.
Probabletracesof grassimpressionson base,which
47. Rim Fragmentof Cupwith VerticalHandle.
is
completelyflat and unfinished.
Pls. 4, 68.
Late
Neolithic.
P 25856.Well,U 24:4. P.H. 0.052m., P.W.0.039m.
Small fragmentof rim and side of cup with vertical
Pls. 4, 68.
52. Fragmentof Base of Bowl.
strap handle.
P 14589. Well, U 24:3. P.H. 0.028m. Fragment
Brownishgray clay; red-brownslip, with fair burnish.
preservespart of flat bottom and flaringwall of open
Very neat fragment with thin walls, offset rim, bowl.
and carinationat handleattachment.Verticalhandle
Gritty red clay, gray at core; well burnishedred
rolledout fromrim,lightly groovedin middleandwith slip inside and out.
Base slightly countersunkas on 19.
a slight knob at bottom.
Cf. P 18906from T 26:3.
This, the most developed of our handles, is sugCf. the bowls from Palaia Kokkinia (TtpacnKT&,1951
gestive of a metallic prototype.
See also p. 6.
pp. 102-103, figs. 8,a and 10,a).
Late Neolithic.
Latest Neolithicor E.H. I?

48. Fragmentof ClosedBowl with VerticalRim.
Pls. 4, 68.
P 22817. MiddleStoa filling, Layer 3, H-K 12-15.
P.H. 0.045 m. Fragment of rim and upper part of
small bowl.
Brownishred clay with many impurities;red slip,

Pls. 4, 68.
53. Fragmentof Base of Bowl.
P 27002. Well, T 26:4. Max. dim. 0.053m. Fragment preservespart of circularcountersunkareaand
flaringwall of large bowl.
Gritty brown clay with gray core; red burnished

slipint. andext.

Moredeeply countersunkthan 62.
Late Neolithic.
The shapeis similarto one of the gold bowls in the
Benaki Museum (Segall, Katalog Museum Benaki,
Pls. 4, 68.
no. 1, pp. 11-14, pls. 1-3) and suggestsa Chalcolithic 54. Fragmentof Base of Bowl.
P 14785.Well, U 24:2..P.H. 0.06 m., est. D. of base
horizon.Possibly an importfrom the Cyclades?
ca. 0.065 m. Fragment preservesabout one-thirdof
See also pp. 6, 9.
base and part of lowerwall of open bowl.
Latest Neolithicto Early Bronze.

burnished
int. andext.

POTTERY: RED BURNISHED WARE
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Gritty brown clay, gray at core; thin red slip
Gritty brown clay, gray at core; red slip outside,
with light burnishinside and out.
without any traces of burnishing.
Low false ring foot, straight on ext., only slightly
Two deep horizontalgroovesaroundoutside.
concave beneath. Wall somewhatdented.
Late Neolithic.
In fabric this is midway between fine and coarse
ware.
59. Fragmentof Flaring Bowl, Fruitstand(?).
Late Neolithic.
Pls. 5, 68.
P 14583. Well, U 24:3. P.H. 0.10m. Fragment
55. Fragmentof ConicalBase of Bowl.
P1.4. from
large bowl with walls flaring to a plain lip
P 27008. Well, T 26:5. P.H. 0.07 m., D. base which is drawn into a blunt
up
point.
0.09 m. Fragment preservesflaringconical base and
Gritty brownishclay with gray core; red slip with
part of flaringwall of rathercoarsethick-walledopen fair burnishon int., not well preservedon ext.
bowl.
Flaring shape and drawn-uprim, as well as heavy
Gritty red clay with gray core; traces of poorly fabric suggest the bowl of a fruitstand (cf. D.S., pl.
burnishedred slip ext. and int.
10, 1).
Late Neolithic.
Late Neolithic.
60. Fragmentof GiantRibbon Handle. Pls. 5, 68.
P 13909. Well, T 26:3. P.L. 0.125 m., W. 0.102 m.
A very thin object, brokenat both ends but preserving completewidth.
Gritty orange-brownclay; thick orange-red slip
ext., with high even burnish.
Object, which begins to curve sharply at one end
and preservesthe stump of a small strut on underside, seems best explained as an enormousribbon
handle.
With the exceptionof the Late Neolithicscoops(see
below, 111-123), which are in a differentfabric and
have inciseddecoration,suchwide ribbonhandlesare
unparalleled.Althoughone might theorizethat 60 is
an Attic adaptation of such vases, there is little to
indicate that it did come from a scoop and the strut
seems to be in the wrongplace.
Cf. the smaller (ca. 0.04 m. wide) ribbon handle
57. Fragmentof Base of Fruitstandwith Cutout.
from
the South Slope Hut (Levi, Abitazioni,p. 441,
Pls. 5, 68.
P 14591. Well, U 24:3. P.H. 0.067 m. Fragment fig. 29, o).
See also pp. 7-8.
from wall of cylindricalstand.
Neolithic.
Late
Gritty gray clay, red at surface;red slip outside,
with fair burnish.
P1.5.
One edge each of two diagonal cutouts preserved. 61. Fragmentof LargeRibbon Handle.
P 14594.Well, U 24:3. W. 0.088 m. The full width
Cf. the cutouts on Thessalianfruitstandsand "spitsupports" (D.S., pls. 10, 2; 30), the base of a fruit- preserved,ends broken.
stand with oval cutouts from Orchomenos(Orchome- Gritty gray to brown clay; rather dull light red
nos, II, pl. II, 3), the stand with triangularcutouts burnishedslip ext. only.
On the undersidetraces of two attachments.
from Orchomenosmentionedby Weinberg(Hesperia,
Cf. P 27016 from U 26:5, which is 0.075 m. wide
VI, 1937, p. 502, note 2), and the fragment of a
fruitstand base in Red Monochromeware from the and has no trace of attachments.
Late Neolithic.
Cave of Pan near Marathon(Naissance,II, fig. 840).
See also pp. 7, 20.
Late Neolithic.
62. Fragmentof Broad Ribbon Handle.
P1. 5.
P 13938.Well,T 24:2. P.L. 0.059m., W. 0.059m.
58. Fragmentof Red Slipped Stand.
P1.5. Lower end of a broadribbon handle, curved at botP 13913. Well, T 26:3. P.H. 0.053 m., est. D. ca. tom.
0.08 m. Fragmentapparentlypreservesfull height of
Browngritty clay with gray core; red slip int. and
a high foot-ringor stand.
ext. with mediumburnish.
FRUITSTANDS, HANDLES, AND MISCELLANEOUS

(56-69; Pls. 5, 68)
56. Base of Red BurnishedFruitstand. Pls. 5, 68.
P 14590. Well, U 24:3. P.H. 0.084 m., est. D. base
ca. 0.08 m. Mendedfromseveralfragments;standpreservedto full height with traceof start of bowlabove.
Grittyredclay with heavy gray core;redburnished
slip outside, with faint traces of herringbonepattern
(fromdecorationin matt paint).
Nearly cylindrical stand, spreading slightly to
plain edge below; traces of two small holes pierced
throughwall near bottom, probablymendholes.
Similarfruitstandbases were popularin the Late
Neolithic period in Thessaly, occurringgenerallyin
paintedwares (e.g. P.T., p. 98, fig. 50, d-j).
Late Neolithic.
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On convex side the stump of a small horn or attachment (cf. however60, where strut is clearly on

concaveint.).

For a general parallel cf. the Late Neolithic pot
from a grave in Tr. JC at Lerna (Hesperia,XXVIII,
1959, pl. 41, b) which has a wide ribbonhandlewith
a horn on top and traces of two struts set crosswise
in the circularopening.If 62 and 63 belongtogether,
our handle was folded ratherthan curved.
Late Neolithic.

Solid; very heavy orange-brownclay with some
grit; burnishedred slip outside, inside unburnished.
Possibly reused,after breaking,as a grinder.
Late Neolithic?
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PI. 5.
67. Leg or Strut.
P 13990. Well, S 28:1. P.H. 0.039 m. A roughly
cylindricalobject taperingtowardbottom, eitherthe
leg of a pot, or the strut of a branchinghandle like
111.
Browngritty clay, gray at core; traces of red slip,
Pls. 5, 68. with little or no burnish.
63. Top of Folded Ribbon Handle.
The absenceof parallelsto pots on such tall, thin
P 13930.Well, S 27:5. W. 0.057 m. Probablytop of
ribbon handle rising to sharp apex above rim of an legs and the general resemblanceto certain of the
struts associatedwith scoops (particularly114-115)
open pot. Largechip missingfrom one side.
make this latter suggestionmore likely. Here, howred
red-brown
well-burnished
clay;
slip.
Gritty
Couldbe top of handle 62 or a similar one. Clay, ever, there is little if any remnant of the characdimensionsand burnishedsurfaceremarkablyalike. teristic groovedincision.
Late Neolithic.
Cf.206 which is a coarserexampleof same type.
Late Neolithic.
68. Lug or Foot of Pot.
P1.5.
P 14755. Well, U 24:2, upper fill. P,L. 0.028m.,
64. Fragmentof FoldedHornedHandle. Pls. 5, 68.
P 14598. Well, U 24:3. P.H. 0.065 m. W. 0.079 m. W. 0.02 m. A square-endedlug or projectionthickenHeavy vertical handle, made in two pieces, joined ing towardwall of object from which broken.
towardsthe top, the upper edge with three rounded
Gritty light brownclay, gray at core; much worn,
slightly burnishedred slip. Similarfabricto 67.
projections.
Late Neolithic.
Gritty gray to brownclay, ratherdull red to black
burnishedslip.
Late Neolithic.
P1.5.
69. Fragmentof IncenseBurner(?).
P 13928. Well, S 27:5, upper fill. P.H. 0.082m.,
Pls. 5, 68. P.W. 0.085m. From wall or floorof open pot.
65. Knob or Foot of ClosedPot.
P 14754. Well, U 24:2, upper fill. P.H. 0.04 m.,
Gritty pinkish clay, gray at core and blackened
P.W. 0.062m. Part of a large closed pot with a on outside; thick, slightly burnishedred slip int. and
ext. (muchworn).
cylindricalknob.
Two luglike attachmentsset close together which
red
fired
burnished
brown
gray;
clay, partly
Gritty
int.
much
on
ext.,
worn;
may form feet or sledge legs. FrederickMatsonhas
rough.
slip
The knob is probably a foot, presumablyone of suggested to me a general resemblanceto the Cycladic incense burnersfrom Naxos in the National
three.
Cf.217 from S 27:4, whichis similarbut in coarser Museum (N.M.6118) which have larger sledge legs
and are piercedwith a row of holes. The fact that
ware.
If correctlyanalyzed as from a tripod-footedjar, our sherd is blackenedon ext. seems significantin
this would suggest a connectionwith the Anatolian- this connection.
Late Neolithic.
Troy I culture: see Troy, I, Type C 34, pp. 72, 102,
fig. 280 (35.589);also examplesfromThermi(Thermi,
pls. VIII, 114, IX, 506, 201, XII, 556, 126, 68, 115)
and Yortan (B.M.Cat.,I, 1, pls. I, A 25, 27, 28, 30, GRAY ORBLACKBURNISHEDWARE(70-84; Pls. 6, 69)
31, 32; II, A 46, 48, 50-54), someof whichare beaked FLUTED WARE(70-75; Pls. 6, 69)
jugs.
See also pp. 7, 20.
70. Fragment of Jar with CollarRim.
Late Neolithic.
Frontispiece, Pls. 6, 69.
P 18907. Well, T 26:3. P.H. 0.056 m., est. D. rim
PI. 5. ca. 0.10 m. Fragmentfrom squat jar with high col66. Knob from Heavy Pot.
P 24230. Miscellaneousfind, pocket in bedrock larlikerim.
south of Churchof Holy Apostles.P.H. 0.07 m., P.W.
Gritty gray clay; gray slip with good burnishext.
0.08 m., D. of knob0.045 m. Projectingknob, broken and int. rim; inside black; the color certainly intentional and producedby reduction.
from wall of pot or lid.

POTTERY: GRAY OR BLACK BURNISHED WARE
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Onthe body neat diagonalribs suggestiveof metalwork,with sharparrisesand concaveflutes.
Although exact parallels are not plentiful, this
ware seems certainly to have been imported and to
belong to a Chalcolithichorizon with Anatolian affinities. A black ribbed or rippled ware is found
in TownsI-II at Thermiin a pyxis shape not unlike
ours but with piercedlugs (Thermi,pl. VIII, 10, 98,
138) and at Servia in Macedonia(Pr. Mac., pp. 141143, nos. 19-36, fig. 11, pl. VII), where the designs
are more elaborate. It is certainly related to the
Larissastage of Late Neolithic Thessalianwares (the
r la 3 and r3 wares of P.T., pp. 105, 152, figs.
55, m., 96, e; D.S., col. 278, fig. 211) and the latest
Neolithic from Soufli Magoula, where the fluting
consists of painted lines (Arch.Anz., 1959, cols. 6365, figs. 10, 11, a; Naissance, II, figs. 434, 436). Our
examplesseem later than those from Servia and the
best Larissaware,and are probablymoreakin to the
pyxides from Thermi. The shape and the type of
decorationare suggestive of the metal bowls from
Euboiain the BenakiMuseum(see48) but theseshould
belongto the true BronzeAge ratherthan to a Chalcolithic horizon (see Renfrew,A.J.A., LXXI, 1967,
pp. 1-18, especiallyp. 7).
See also pp. 9-10.
Latest Neolithic.
P1.6.
71. Fragmentof Fluted Bowl.
P 13942.Well,T 25:1. P.H. 0.032m., P.W. 0.046m.
Fragment of open bowl with nearly vertical rim,
well set off from shoulder.
Gritty dark gray clay; brownishto gray slip with
high burnishint. and ext.
Verticalfluting on shoulder.
Similar to 70, but finished on int. and therefore
more open shape.
Latest Neolithic.

31

Gritty reddishclay with gray core, fired gray int.
and ext.; slight traces of burnishingext. only.
Light fluting runs almost vertically on a, more
obliquelyon b.
These two fragmentsprobablycome from a single
pot, similarto 70, but much inferior.
Latest Neolithic.
74. Fragmentof Fluted Jar.

P1. 6.

P 13908.Well,T26:3.P.H. 0.064m.,P.W.0.069m.

Twojoiningfragments,fromshoulderpreservingstart
of neck.
Gritty clay, gray throughout;burnishedgray slip,
ext. only.
From a pot with a much wider shoulderthan 70,
and with wider, flatter and less careful fluting, arrangedin panels of opposeddiagonals.
Latest Neolithic.
P1. 6.
75. Fragmentof Fluted Jar.
P 13984. Well, S 27:3. Max. dim. 0.036 m. Small
fragmentfrom wall of a closed pot.
Gritty clay, gray throughout;gray burnishedslip,
much worn, outside.
Decoration here is reeded rather than fluted,
and consists of vertical broad flat ridges framed by
narrowgrooves.
Latest Neolithic.
OTHER GRAY WARES (76-84;

Pls. 6, 69)

76. Fragmentof High FlaringRim.
Pls. 6, 69.
P 14792.Well, T 24:4. P.H. 0.033 m., P.W. 0.028m.
Fragment preserveshigh flaring rim with plain lip
from open bowl.
Fine clay, gray throughout; well burnishedslip,
gray to black, int. and ext.
A fine fragment, this seems earlier than 70-76
and should probably be connected with the Black
Burnishedwarewhichcomprisesone of the new wares
toward the end of Middle Neolithic and which continues into Late Neolithic in Central Greece (see
Holmberg,A.J.A., LXVIII, 1964,pp. 343-348; Weinberg, A.J.A., LXIX, 1965, pp. 160-161).
For possibleshapecf. Orchomenos,
II, p. 14, fig. 12.
See also pp. 9-10.
Middleto Late Neolithic.

P1.6.
72. Fragmentof Fluted Bowl.
P 14596.Well,U 24:3. P.H. 0.026m., P.W. 0.036m.
Small fragmentpreservingpart of roundedwall and
start of vertical rim.
Gritty dark gray clay; slip with high black polish
of almost obsidianappearanceint. and ext.
Neatly spaced vertical flutings on wall; sharply
profiledgroove sets off shoulderfrom rim. Burnish!ng on int. indicatesopen bowl with vertical rim.
Pls. 6, 69.
Cf.P 14595from U 24:3 and P 14757fromU 24:2, 77. Fragmentof Deep Bowl.
P 14586. Well, U 24:3. P.H. 0.075 m., est. D. rim
neither of which is so fine. 72 is in fabric by far
ca. 0.19 m. Fragmentfrom bowl with markedlylow
the best exampleof this class.
Latest Neolithic.
shoulder,upperwall flaringslightly to plain lip.
Grittygray clay; grayishblackslip, well-burnished
73. Two Fragmentsfrom Fluted Pot.
P1.6. int. and ext.
P 26981. Well, T 26:4. Max. dim. a, 0.13 m.,
Cf. profilewith that of Black Polished bowl from
b, 0.04 m. Two non-joiningfragmentsfrom a closed Orchomenos(Orchomenos,
II, p. 10, fig. 3).
Middleto Late Neolithic.
pot.
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82. Fragment from Rim of Flaring Bowl, Pierced
Horn.
0.078m.,
Frontispiece,Pls. 6, 69.
P 13874.Well, T 26:1. Anat.St., XI, 1961,pp. 111,
0.083 m., est. D. rim ca. 0.14 m. Fragmentpreserves
140-141, fig. 15, 24. P.H. 0.052 m., P.W. 0.055 m.,
greaterportionof profileof deep bowl.
D. ca. 0.33 m. Fragmentfrom a large dish with
est.
burnished
rather
to
poorly
Grittyclay, gray brown;
thickenedrim pinchedup into a low horn.
blackto brownslip,int. andext.
Gritty clay, brownto gray; highly burnishedslip,
Hemisphericalshape with slightly outturnedrim;
mottled black to gray.
thin-walledbut careless.
Piercedbelow horn at junction of wall and rim.
Middleto Late Neolithic.
This sherd has been recognizedas an Anatolian
79. Fragmentof Ribbon Handle, GrayWare. PI. 6. Chalcolithicimport by David French (Anat.St., XI,
P 13979. Well, R 28:2. P.H. 0.037 m., P.W. 0.046m. 1961, p. 111). With it must go 81 and the fragments
Lower end and attachment of a wide, thin, ribbon from the North Slope cited above.
Cf. also bowls from Troy I (Troy, I, fig. 243, 25,
handle.
A 6).
with
some
to
beige
gray
shape
polished
grit,
clay
Gray
See also pp. 10, 20.
slipint. andext.
Latest Neolithic.
Thin and fine, this is very differentfrom the Red
Burnishedribbon handles (60-64) and may perhaps
P1.6.
be connected with the Neolithic Gray ware from 83. VerticalLug Handlefrom LargePot.
P 14751.Well,U 24:2. P.H. 0.047 m., P.W. 0.07m.
Corinthwhereribbonhandleson carinatedbowls occur (see Weinberg'sClass II C, Hesperia,VI, 1937, Short lug-like handle and bit of wall from a large
vessel.
p. 508, fig. 23, g).
Coarsegritty clay, brownto black; burnishedslip,
See also pp. 9, 19.
black to brownish,with high luster where well preMiddleNeolithic?
served.
PI. 6.
Late Neolithic.
80. Incised GrayWare Sherd.
0.029m.
P 14790.Well,U 24:2. P.H. 0.032m., P.W.
Small fragment from wall of a closed vase; no 84. Fragmentof GrayBiconicalJar, Misfired? P1.6.
P 13899.Well,T 26:3. P.H. 0.084 m., P.W. 0.057m.
finishededge.
burnished
slip Fragment preservesrim, part of shoulder,and one
Gritty clay, gray throughout;gray
closewith
filled
Incised
decoration:
outside.
horizontallypiercedlug of biconicaljar.
triangle
triof
second
and
set fine parallel lines,
Gritty clay, firedgray throughout;burnishedslip,
beginning
No
traces
of
pale gray.
filling.
angle.
This fragmentseems to belong with the Red BurA uniquesherdat the Agora,this should probably
be connected with the Gray and Black Burnished nished biconicaljars (cf. 5 and 8) and is probably
ware with white filledincisionsof centraland south- gray merely through an accident in firing. Surface
ern Greeceat the end of the MiddleNeolithic period very friable with the appearance of a Fehlbrand
(MarieFarnsworthconcurs in this opinion). If so,
(see Holmberg,Neol. Pot., pp. 26-27).
this is importantconfirmatoryevidencefor the local
See also pp.
manufactureof the Red Burnishedjars, a fact which
Middleto Late Neolithic.
seems clearlyindicatedby their distribution.
Late Neolithic.
81. Fragmentof FlaringBowl, RolledRim. Pls. 6, 69.
P 14756.Well,U 24:2. P.H. 0.022m., P.W. 0.033m.
Small fragment preservingpart of straight flaring PAINTED
WARES(85-98; Pls. 7, 69)
wall with rim rolledtowardint.
Gritty clay, gray throughout;well burnishedslip, RED PAINT ON WHITE SLIP (8586; Pls. 7, 69)
mottled brownto blaek, int. and on rim.
Cf. with profiles of Anatolian Late Chaleolithic 85. Fragmentfrom ClosedPot. Frontispiece,P1.7.
P 14740.Well, U 24:2. P.H. 0.09 m., P.W. 0.095m.
basins of Kumtepe I b type (David French, Anat.
Two joining fragmentsfrom wall of closed pot.
St., XI, 1961, pp. 102, 124, fig. 5, 26-49).
This heavy dark mottled ware is almost certainly
Gritty reddishbrown lay, gray at core;int. rough
and
to be regardedas an Anatolianimport (cf. also 82).
reddish; ext. covered with thick creamy white
have
slip, on which design painted in reddishbrownwith
Fragmentsof similarbowlsof KumtepeI b type
been found on the North Slope (Hesperia,VI, 1937, multiplebrush;afterwardsburnished.
The pattern consists of parallelgroupsof opposed
pp. 540 f., figs. 1, c d, 2, a b, d).
See also pp. 10, 20.
diagonals, giving an allover scheme of interlocking
hatched triangles.
Neolithic.
Latest
78. Fragmentof Deep Bowl.
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P 14599. Well, U24:3.

Pls. 6, 69.

P.H.

P.W.
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have any exact parallelsbeen found. The nearest is
a Red-on-Whiteware jug fragment from Sotira in
Cyprus, which is decorated with parallel zigzags
coveringthe wholesurface,also paintedwith multiple
brush (Sotira,p. 183, pl. 78, 511, o). Although geographicallydistant, it seems closer stylistically than
the Red-on-WhiteChaironeiaware, wherethe parallel lines either cross to form a lattice pattern or
make paralleltriangles (cf. Orchomenos,
II, pls. XVThe
effect
as well as
general skeuomorphic
XVIII).
the Late Neolithic range of our wells accordsbetter
with the Sotirafragmentthan with Chaironeiaware.
See also pp. 11, 19.
Late Neolithic, perhapsimported.

Pls. 7, 69.
86. Rim Fragmentfrom LargePot.
P 13885.Well, S 27:4. P.H. 0.049m., P.W. 0.047m.
Sherd from rim of a large pot with a horizontal
boringfor a lug at bottom.
Gritty coarsepink clay, gray at core;white slip (?)
int. and ext., with horizontalbands of red and white
ext., and traces of red int.
This has no stylistic connectionwith 85, and indeed it is difficultto determinewhether the red has
been painted on a white slip or whether we have a
red burnishedslip with traces of matt white paint.
Late Neolithic.
RED BURNISHED

WITH WHITE PAINT

Part of a small pierced hole to r. on fragment
a (mendhole?).
The curvilineardecorationsuggests a connection
with either the Dimini or Early Cycladic cultures.
See also pp. 7, 11.
Late Neolithic.
89. Sherdfrom Round-bodiedPot.
P 13880. Well,

S 27:4.

P.H. 0.057 m.,

P1.7.
P.W.

0.043 m. From wall of round-bodiedclosed bowl or
pot.
Gritty brown clay, largely fired gray; burnished
slip eggplantpurpleext. only; int. black and inferior.
Tracesof decoration,probablyin white paint.
Two horizontalbands and one diagonal.
This is the only sherd of Red Burnishedware in
a purplecolorfrom the Agora.
Late Neolithic.
90. Two Sherdsfrom Heavy Bowl.
P1.7.
P 27012. Well, T 26:5. Max. dim.: a, 0.056 m.;
b, 0.052 m. Two non-joiningfragments,possibly not
from same pot.
Thick gritty pinkishbuff clay, gray core; red burnished slip ext. with traces of oblique parallellines
(matt white paint?); int. smoothed but not burnished.
Possibly from bowl of a fruitstand.
Late Neolithic.

(87-92; Pls. 7, 69)

87. Fragmentof OpenBowl with OutturnedLip.
Frontispie e. Pls. 7, 69.
P 10642. Well, T 26:1. P.H. 0.054 m., est. D. rim
ca. 0.24 m. Fragmentof wall and lip of an open bowl
with plain lip slightly outturned.
Coarsebrownclay with gray core; highly polished
cherry red slip int. and ext.; remains of painted
decoration,probablyonce in matt white.
On ext. rim 3 horizontal bands; on wall groups
of 10 or morenarrowvertical stripes.
While somewhatbrighterin colorand with a more
delicate profile,this fragment seems to belong with
our Red Burnishedbowls (19-55).
Late Neolithic.

88. ThreeFragmentsof Red BurnishedPot. P1.7.
P 26979. Well, T 26:4. Max. dim. a, rim and up-

91. Fragmentof OpenBowl.
P1.7.
P 26980. Well, T 26:4. Max. dim. 0.065 m. Fragment from a thick-walled open bowl, possibly a
fruitstand.
Gritty light buff clay; int. and ext. coveredwith
purplish red slip; design either traces of paint or,
more likely, reserved.
On ext. three paralleldiagonalswith traces of perpendicularsgiving a brickworkeffect.
In shape and type of design this goes with 90, but
the patternseemsto have been producedby reserving
areas from the burnishingtool.
Cf. sherd from Arapi (Arch.Anz., 1955, cols. 185186, fig. 1, 6) which Milojoicassigns to Arapi stage
of ThessalianB and describesas Red Polished with
matt lines reservedwhen pot was burnished.
Late Neolithic.

per wall 0.098 m.; b, rim fragment 0.045 m.; c, wall

fragment0.025 m. Threenon-joiningfragmentsfrom
a globularor biconicalpot, the largestpreservingpart
of low flaringrim and a considerablepart of shoulder.
Gritty red clay; burnishedsurface with remains
of painted decoration,originallyin matt white (?).
Two horizontallines below rim framinga band of
S-quirks connected by tangents; parallel diagonals
on wall below.

92. Red and White Painted Sherd.
P1.7.
P 13931. Well, S 27:5. Max. dim. 0.03 m. A tiny
chip from the surfaceof a flat-walledvessel.
Pinkish brown clay; oblique lines of white on red
ground.
Stylistically this seems to go with 90 and 91, although the techniqueis not absolutelycertain.
Late Neolithic.
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DARK MATT PAINT ON BUFF GROUND(93-97;

Pis. 7, 69)
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93. Painted Sherd from ClosedPot.
Frontispiece, PI. 7.
P 13983.Well, S 27:3. P.H. 0.089m., P.W. 0.086 m.
From shoulderof a small closedpot.
Fine, gritty pinkish clay, buff slip; matt black
paint ext.
Two horizontalbands at base of neck; from lower
elongatedtrianglesdepend.
This seems to be standard Late Neolithic Mattpainted ware. For pattern cf. Orchomenos,II, pl.
XXV, 2, and a sherd from the South Slope Hut
(Levi, Abitazioni,pl. XXVII, P).
See also pp. 11, 19.
Late Neolithic (probablyearlierthan bulk of material).

RED MATT PAINT ON GRAY

98. Painted Sherd.
P1.7.
P 13977.Well,R 28:2. P.H. 0.041m., P.W. 0.037m.
From shoulder(?) of a closed vase.
Gritty pinkish clay; gray burnishedslip ext. with
matt purple paint; int. in color of clay and lightly
burnished.
Two horizontalbands.
Late Neolithic.
WHITESLIPPEDWARE (99-100; Pls. 7, 69)

99. Fragmentof FlaringFoot. Frontispieee.Pls. 7, 69.
P 13914. Well, T 26:3. Max. dim. 0.035 m. Fragment apparentlyfroma small fairlyhigh flaringfoot,
preservingloweredge.
Orange-brown
clay, fairlyfinewith little grit; traces
P1.7. of lustrouscreamyslip.
94. Painted Sherd.
P 13978. Well, R 28:2. Max. dim. 0.034 m. From
Outsidedecoratedwith incisedlines at right angles,
wall of closedpot.
framinga panel filled with pinholedots.
buff
burnished
somewhat
pale
Gritty pink clay;
Possibly related to the incised ware of Thessalian B with bands filled with fine dots (D.S., col.
ext.; darkmatt paint.
A single band on ext.
202, figs. 113-115).
Late Neolithic.
See also p. 11.
Late Neolithic.
P1.7.
96. Fragmentof Bowl with Plain Lip.
m. 100. Sherdwith Mendholes(?).
T
24:2.
0.054
0.038
P.H.
P 13939.Well,
P1.7.
m., P.W.
of
P 14738.Well,U 24:2. P.H. 0.089m., P.W. 0.084m.
Fragmentpreservespart of plainlip and wall open
bowl.
Rim fragmentfromstraight-walledvessel with plain
Hard gritty clay, gray at core, pinkishat surfaces; flattenedlip.
Brownishbuff clay, gray at core;hard creamyburlight buff slip; gray matt paint.
A band of paint at lip int. and ext.
nishedslipint. andext.
Late Neolithic.
A neat hole preservednearrim, and part of another
lower down on wall (mendholes?).
For similar fabric cf. P 18980 from R 28:2. This
P1.7.
96. Two Painted Ware Sherds.
is quite differentfromthe E.H. II WhiteSlipped
ware
P 14739.Well, U 24:2. Twonon-joiningfragments:
and
Polished
(241-244); here the fabric is coarser,
a, P.H. 0.049 m., P.W. 0.045 m.; b, P.H. 0.042 m.,
and more permanent.
the
less
white
slip
P.W. 0.044 m. From wall of large pot.
11.
also
See
p.
Gritty coarse clay, pinkish to buff; buff slip ext.
Late Neolithic.
with fair polish; reddishbrownpaint.
Broad horizontalbands.
Late Neolithic.
Pls. 7, 69.
97. Painted Sherd.
P 13982.Well, S 27:8. P.H. 0.037m., P.W.0.046 m.
Fragment preservesplain lip, flattened on top, and
handleattachmentof large open vessel.
Grittypinkishclay, gray core;burnisheddeep buff
slip int. and ext.; matt dark paint.
Paintedbandcoverslip and extendsdownca. 1 cm.
on ext., only slightly on int.
This resemblessome of the Neolithic sherds from
the Hut on the South Slope (cf. Levi, Abitazioni,
pl. XXVII, R,from superficialstratum).
Late Neolithic.

FINE INCISEDWARE(101-124; Pls. 8, 10, 69)
SLIPPED

AND

BURNISHED

WITH

NEAT

ANGULAR

INCISIONS
(101-104; Pls. 8, 69)

Pls. 8, 69.
101. Rim Fragment.
P 14736. Well, U 26:2. P.H. 0.062 m. Rim fragment from high straight-neckedor straight-walled
vase, curvingoutwardslightly at bottom.
Gritty brown clay, gray core; slipped int.; burnished red to brown slip ext. with marks of burnishingtool.
Four incised lines below plain lip; five oblique
lines on wall.

POTTERY: FINE INCISED WARE

85
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Cf. in generalthe Late Neolithicincised warefrom 107. Fragmentof CoarseJar.
P1.8.
P
24:2.
0.055
P.W.
m.
14787.
P.H.
0.037
U
m.,
Well,
II,
Prosymna(Prosymna, fig. 627).
See also p. 12.
Fragmentfrom a jar with convex wall and very low
roundedrim.
Late Neolithic.
Coarsegritty clay, darkgray throughout.
Two roughly horizontallines below rim; oblique
102. Small Fragmentfrom Rim.
P1.8.
P 13981.Well, S 27:3. P.H. 0.036m., P.W. 0.028m. incisionson body, sharpand rathercareless.
Late Neolithic.
Small fragmentfrom plain rim of an open vessel.
Gritty brown clay, fired gray almost throughout;
Pls. 8, 69.
streaky reddishbrownburnishedslip inside and out. 108. Fragmentof Basket Handle.
P 14604. Well, U 24:3. P.W. 0.043 m. Fragment
Incised decorationoutside: at least three oblique
fromrim of vessel preservingwhat is apparentlypart
lines and two large dots.
of a band basket handle rising from the plain rim.
In same techniqueas 101.
Late Neolithic.
Gritty red clay, gray at core.
Deep diagonalgouges on handle and wall.
103. Rim Fragment,Red Burnished.
Late Neolithic.
P1.8.
P 14587.Well,U 24:8. P.H. 0.042m., est. D. rimnot
less than0.25m. Rim fragmentfromlargeopenvessel. 109. Fragmentfrom Small OpenBowl.
P1.8.
P
13991.
brownish
at
"Prehistoric
Section
OA
over
Heavy fabric, gritty
clay, gray core;
Region,"
bedrock(pureNeolithic).P.H. 0.022m., P.W. 0.033m.
wornredburnishint. andext.
Straight wall, roundedlip with a band of deeply Rim fragment of small open vessel, preserving
incisedgroupsof opposeddiagonallines aroundouter vertically piercedhorizontallug handle.
face.
Gritty pinkish brown clay, gray at core; slight
Late Neolithic.
traces of red slip.
Incised decorationon outside: two horizontallines
104. Rim Fragment.
Pls. 8, 69. below lip; herringbonebelow handle.
P 13902.Well, T 26:3. P.H. 0.032 m., P.W. 0.06 m.
Late Neolithic.
Rim fragmentprobablyfrom a biconicaljar.
Gritty brown clay, gray core; traces of a red slip, 110. Base of Bowl, once with ConicalFoot.
Pls. 10, 69
perhapsburnished.
Plain vertical rim decoratedwith incised chevrons
P 26985. Well, T 26:4. Max. dim. 0.08 m., D. foot
and horizontallines.
0.055 m. Fragmentpreservesfloorand part of wall of
Late Neolithic.
small bowl with tracesunderneathwhereconicalfoot
has been brokenoff.
Thin gritty buff clay, fired buff inside, gray outUNBURNISHED AND LESS FINE (105-110; Pls. 8, 10, 69)
side.
105. Rim Fragmentfrom LargePot.
Pls. 8, 69.
Row of sharp diagonalincisionsaroundbase-ring.
P 14759.Well, U 24:2. P.H. 0.068m., P.W. 0.065m.
Possibly from a fruitstand.
From upperincurvingwall of a largevesselwith plain
Late Neolithic.
roundedlip.
Grittydarkbrownclay; brownslip ext. only, some- FRAGMENTS OF

whatmottled;int. rough.

Pls. 8, 69)

SCOOPS AND RELATED WARE (111-124;

Below lip ext. a single horizontalline from which
depend opposed parallel diagonals making chevron 111. BranchingStrut fromHandleof Scoop.Pls. 8, 69.
P 26982.Well,T 26:4. P.H. 0.07 m. Brokenat both
pattern.
Cf. profile with Neolithic Urfirnisbowl from Or- ends; lowerend roughlycircular;upperend separates
chomenos(Orchomenos,
into three branches.
II, p. 34, fig. 32).
Late Neolithic.
Gritty gray clay; pinkishbuff slip.
Broad vertical grooves, branchingat top. Lower
106. Rim Fragmentfrom Bowl.
P1.8. part of diamondcutout at top.
P 13918.Well,T 26:3. P.H. 0.057 m., P.W. 0.04 m.
This curiousfragment, with a finished edge at 1.
of
and
wall
of
bowl.
and
a curving finished edge two-thirds of the way
Fragment plain lip
open
Brown clay, largely fired gray; traces of brownish up at r., broken above, must surely come from the
redslipint. andprobablyext.
upper part of a strut, where it branchesand turns
Wall decoratedwith diagonalincisions fading to- back sharplyto form part of a broadribbonhandle,
ward rim.
as on the scoop from Sesklo (D.S., pl. 16, 3; here
Late Neolithic.
P1.8).
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Cf. also the completehandle from Kephala, Keos
(Hesperia, XXXI, 1962, pl. 92, f) as well as the
completescoop (Hesperia,XXXIII, 1964,pl. 46, e-f)
and numerousother fragments.
See also pp. 12-13, 19.
Late Neolithic.
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Pink clay, gray at core; incised lines: diagonals
framedby two parallellines at r., on ext.
Until it was realized that scoops were present in
our material, this fragment defied identification.It
is now clearly recognizableas one side of a broad
band handle where it bends to subdivide into two
struts (the beginningof the strut is at the bottom r.,
112. Strut from Handle of Scoop.
P1.8. the archedopeningat the bottom 1.).
P 14763. Well, U 24:2. P.H. 0.072 m. Broken at
Cf. the Sesklo scoop and the handlefrom Kephala
both ends and thereforemorelikely a strut than the (above,111).
See also p. 12, note 64.
leg of a pot.
Coarsegritty clay, mostly gray-brownat surface;
Late Neolithic.
traces of red slip.
The outside face decorated with broad incised 117. Fragmentfrom Bowl of Scoop.
P1. 8.
groovesrunningobliquelyand terminatingat top in
P 27246. Well, T 26:3, upper fill. P.L. 0.054 m.
a kind of pothookspiral or meandroidpattern.
Fragmentbrokenat all sides with exceptionof small
Such meandroidpatterns,but in a sharperincision finishededge at r.; from upperpart of bowl of scoop
with white filling. are characteristicof the Sesklo with attachmentfor one of handlestruts.
scoop. A broadgroovedtype of incisionwith spiraliGritty buff clay; traces of red slip.
form patterns occurs in Central Greece (Schiste
Two deep incisedgroovesparallelto rim; diagonal
Odos:'Ep. 'Apx., 1908, cols. 63-96, pl. 3, 21-22).
incisionsat base of strut.
Late Neolithic.
This fragmentis of the same high quality as 111,
116, and 121, all of which could conceivablyhave
113. Fragmentof Strut (?) from Scoop.
P1.8. come from the same scoop.
P 27244. Well, U 24:2, bottom fill. P.H. 0.031 m.
Late Neolithic.
Small fragment broken at both ends and chipped
along one side.
118. Fragmentof Rim of Scoop Bowl (?).
P1.8.
Gritty buff clay, gray core; abundanttraces of red
P 13940. Well, U 25:1. P.H. 0.023 m., P.W.
slip.
0.042 m. Plain rim fragmentfroma thick-walledpot,
Neat inciseddecorationof obliquelines and squares
possiblybowl of scoop.
ext. face only.
Gritty clay, pink at surface, gray core; traces of
Four additionalfragmentsin same container.
red slip.
Late Neolithic.
Incised decorationof broadshallowgrooves:horizontal band parallelto rim and two curvinglines.
114. Strut from Handle of Scoop.
P1.8.
Late Neolithic.
P 27017. Well, U 26:5. P.H. 0.04 m., D. 0.014 m.

Strut, almost circular in section, broken at both
119. Small Fragmentfrom Rim or Handle of Scoop.
ends, apparentlyfrom scoop.
P1.8.
Hard, slightly gritty buff clay; traces of red slip.
P
26984.
26:4.
T
Max.
0.04
m.
L.
Well,
Fragment
Two blunt diagonalgroovesrun up outside of fragbroken on three sides, preservingone finished edge
ment.
and slight curvature.
Late Neolithic.
Buff clay; traces of red slip.
Broad
groovedincision of diagonallines with two
115. Fragmentof Strut (?).
P1.8.
verticals
to edge.
parallel
P 26983.Well,T 26:4. P.H. 0.04m., max.D. 0.024m.
is
It
difficult
to
decide whether this comes from
Brokenat both ends.
the
rim
a
of
or
fromone edge of the broadband
scoop
Gritty gray clay; traces of red slip.
handle.
Althoughhavinga diametersomewhatgreaterthan
Late Neolithic.
the otherstruts, this fragmentis finishedin the same
way with diagonalincisionson the front face only.
120. Fragmentfrom Rear of Scoop Bowl.
P1.8.
Late Neolithic.
P 27243.Well, U 24:2, upper fill. P.H. 0.057 m.,
116. Fragmentfrom Top of Broad Handle of Scoop. P.D. 0.062 m. Fragmentpreservesbackof scoopbowl
P1.8. with lowerattachmentof a broadribbonhandle.
P 13924.Well,T 26:3. P.H. 0.031 m., P.W. 0.05 m.
Gritty buff clay, gray core; no tracesof slip.
Tworoughincisedlines at base of handleand lower
A curving fragment broken at top, at 1. and at
bottom; finishededges at r. and 1. near bottom.
part of a diamondcutout.
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This is coarserin technique and smaller in scale
Althoughcertainlynot froma scoop (possiblyfrom
than our best groupof fragments(111,116, 117, 121). a terracottafigurine),this fragmentboth in technique
Late Neolithic.
and in type of incision seems related to the scoop
fragmentsof the better class.
121. Fragmentof Band Handle from Scoop. P1. 8.
Late Neolithic.
P 25860.Well,T 26:6. P.H. 0.027m., P.W. 0.045m.
Fragmentbrokenall aroundexcept at left, preserving FINE UNDECORATEDWARE (125-129; Pls. 9, 69)
the bottom and left side of a broad ribbon handle,
125. MiniatureRed Slipped Jar.
P1.9.
probablyfrom a scoop.
P 10852. Well, T 26:3. H. 0.07 m., D. 0.073 m. InGritty gray clay; no traces of slip.
Sharply incised decoration: diagonal lines and tact.
meandroidsquares.
Orange-buffclay; considerableremainsof red slip,
Note the lower 1. side of a diamond cutout pre- but no traces of burnishing.
served at upper r. This makes the ascription to a
Small pot with round body; fairly high foot,
scoop almost certain. In decorationthis fragmentis concavebelow;wide mouthwith low verticalrim and
very close to the handle of the Sesklo scoop (P1.8). plain lip; two small horizontally pierced lugs high
Late Neolithic.
on shoulder.A well made miniature, as if intended
for a child.
122. Fragmentof Band Handle(?).
Pls. 8, 69.
Technicallythis is similar to 46, which is larger
P 13923.Well, T 26:3. P.H. 0.038 m., P.W. 0.03 m. and has a slipped int. and which we have classified
Fragment broken at both ends and along right side with the Red Burnishedbowls.
fromwhichtwo attachmentshave been brokenaway.
This pot may perhapsbe consideredthe final stage
Brown clay, gray core; traces of red slip.
of the Red Burnishedbiconicaljar in the Late NeoThe back is quite rough, the face decoratedwith lithic period.Cf.the pot fromPalaia Kokkinia(1TpoKa pattern of neat incised lines: groups of opposed TIK&,1951,p. 104, figs. 12-13) whichis twice as large
diagonalsframedby two parallellines on either side. as ours and should perhapsbe restoredwith a foot.
The sherd widens slightly toward the top, and alSee also p. 13.
little
curvature
is
it
the
Neolithic.
Late
though
preserved, suggests
it
that
is
a
one-half
of
broad
band
handle
possibility
Pls. 9, 69.
broken in the middle at the line of the openwork 126. Small GroovedHandle.
P
The
the
24:2.
P.H.
0.031
0.018m.
is
P.W.
similar
to
that
14749.
of
U
m.,
Well,
design.
design very
handle of the Sesklo scoop (P1.8).
Handlebrokenfrom small straight-sidedpot.
Late Neolithic.
Brown clay, mostly fired gray; traces of red slip
123. Fragment of Flaring Foot(?), perhaps from
P1.8.
Scoop.
P 14761. Well, U 24:2, upper fill. P.H. 0.048 m.,
est. D. ca. 0.07 m. Fragmentpreservesthe full height
of a high flaring base (?) without any sign of the
bowl.
Coarsegritty brown clay, largely fired black; no
traces of slip.
Incised decorationof parallelchevrons and diagonals.
Since this is higher than the usual scoop base and
no part of the floorof the bowl is preserved,it should
conceivablybe turned the other way and considered
the flaringrim of a pot.
Late Neolithic.

int. andext.

Handle attached at rim and neatly groovedvertically.

In fabric rather similar to 112 (also from U 24:2)
which we have suggestedwas the strut of a scoop.
Late Neolithic.

127. Fragmentfrom Small Spoon.
P1.9.
P 13936.Well, S 27:5. P.L. 0.038m. Stumpof thick
handleand about one-thirdof shallowbowlpreserved.
Fairly fine brownclay, gray core;tracesof red slip.
Fire-blackenedbelow.
A larger terracotta spoon was found at Sesklo
(D.S., col. 348, fig. 285), and they are fairly common in the earliest Early Helladic stratum at Eutresis (Eutresis,p. 86, fig. 106, 1-4) and at Lerna in
a level antedating the House of the Tiles (Hesperia,
124. Fragmentwith IncisedDecoration.
PI. 8. XXIV, 1955, pl. 23, c). They occurboth with a loop
P 13922.Well, T 26:3, upperfill. Max. dim. 0.05 m. handleor with a short solidhandleas in our example.
One projecting end preserved (bottom), the other They are also knownfromTroy (Samml.Troj.Altert.,
two broken.
nos. 8836-8843)whichmay representthe regionfrom
which this more sophisticatedshape entered at the
Gritty pink clay, gray core; traces of red slip.
Blunt grooved incisions run spirally around ob- transitionto the BronzeAge.
Late Neolithic to Early Helladic?
ject.
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128. Horn-likeEar, Lug, or Foot.
Pls. 9, 69. 132. Sherdwith Raised Band, Incised.
P1.9.
P 13920. Well, T 26:3. P.H. 0.10 m., P.W. 0.12 m.
P 14781.Well,U 24:2. P.H. 0.045m., P.W. 0.025m.
Fragment preserving high narrow horn-like object From wall of large vessel, perhaps a pithos; no
brokenfromrim (?) or foot (?) of pot.
finishededge.
buff
white
and
Soft clay, brownishbuff at surfaces,gray at core;
Gritty pinkish
clay;
slip
perhaps
traces of paint.
unslipped.
Aroundbody a broadraisedbandwith a very neat
Nicely profiledwith mouldedverticalridgesgiving
a somewhatmetallic effect.
incised pattern of opposed diagonal lines, creating
It is difficult to decide whether this should be alternatehatchedtriangles.
restoredas a horned lug at the rim of an open pot
Cf. P 14605 from U 24:3 for a similar fragment
or as the foot of a small pot or pyxis, of which, how- with a raisedband with less neat incision.
The same scheme in a more elaborate context is
ever, there is no trace of the floor.
Late Neolithic.
applied to a pithos from Troy II (Troy, I, fig. 411,
137.998, 137.999), which must be considerablylater
129. SmallFragmentof Handleor Lug (?).
P1.9. than our examples.
P 27001. Well, T 26:4. P.H. 0.03 m. Top of fragSee also p. 14.
ment with scalloped edge preservedintact; broken
Late Neolithic.
at bottom, at 1.and possiblyat r.
Very fine buff clay with gray core.
133. Rim FragmentfromLargeOpenPot. Pls. 9,69.
Alternativelythis fragmentmay be fromthe rim of
P 25857.Well,T 26:5. P.H. 0.053m., P.W. 0.066m.
a fairly straight-walledbowl with an oblique rib Rim
fragmentfrom a large open pot or pithos.
endingin a scallopas in the Red Burnishedbowl 33.
Clay dark gray at core, light brown at surface;
Late Neolithic.
tracesof redint.
Plain rim with raisedband having incised decoration
on ext.: opposedgroupsof diagonalsframedby
COARSE
WARE:DECORATED(130-170; Pls. 9-11, 69)
two horizontallines just belowrim.
FRAGMENTS WITH BANDS OF INCISED DECORATION
Cf. with a coarse ware sherd from Orchomenos
II, pl. IX, 4). The same pattern,
(Orchomenos,
(130-138; Pls. 9, 69)
but with deep excisions, occurs on a sherd from
130. Sherdfrom Wall of Heavy Pot.
P1.9. the Cave of Pan near Marathon (Naissance, II,
P 13876.Well,T 26:1. P.H. 0.053m., P.W. 0.045m.
fig. 837).
Sherdfrom wall of vase with very slight curvature,
Late Neolithic.
preservingno finishededge.
Clay brownto buff at surfaces,partly fired gray;
134. Rim Fragmentfrom CoarsePot.
P1.9.
traces of red slip int.
P
14758.
24:2.
P.H.
U
0.072
P.W.
0.058
m.
Well,
m.,
Decorated ext. with opposed groups of diagonal
From
wall
of
vessel
with
rounded
plain
large
lip.
lines carefullyincised.
Coarse gritty clay, brown to gray; unpolished
The decorationresemblesthat on the raisedbands
brownishslip ext.
of 132 and 133, which probablycome from pithoi.
Below lip ext. a band of horizontaland oblique
Cf. in general the type of incision on a jar fragincisions
done with a blunt instrument, making a
ment fromKephala(Hesperia,XXXIII, 1964,pl. 47,
of
hatched triangles as in 132 and
a), where the design is less neat, owing perhapsto pattern opposed
133.
the coarserand moremicaceousclay.
Thispot was almoststraight-walledand had an est.
See also p. 14.
D.
of at least 0.30 m.
Late Neolithic.
Late Neolithic.
131. CoarseSherdwith ElaborateIncision. P1.9.
P 14606. Well, U24:3. P.H. 0.075m., P.W. 135. CoarseSherdwith GroovedIncision.
P1.9.
0.048m. Wall fragmentfromheavy vase, preserving
P 13921.Well,T 26:3. P.H. 0.076m., P.W. 0.084m.
no finishededge.
Fragmentfrom wall of a large vessel, preservingno
Gritty gray clay; surfacelight pinkishbuff inside, finishededge.
outsideconsiderablyblackened;somesliporsurfacing.
Gritty brown clay; no slip; somewhat blackened
Wall decorated by a horizontal band of incised int.
hatched alternatingtriangles, framed by horizontal
Decoration consists of a broad band of rounded
lines.
grooves done with a blunt instrument. Similar to
Cf. P 14760from U 24:2.
134, but broaderincisions.
Late Neolithic.
Late Neolithic.
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inth may be fortuitous,as they must be considerably
earlier(cf.Hesperia,VI, 1937,p. 510,figs.26 c, 27 a, d).
Late Neolithic.

P1. 9.
138. Rim Fragmentfrom CoarsePot.
P 26993.Well, T 26:4. P.H. 0.08 m., P.W. 0.065 m.
Rim fragmentfroman almoststraight-walledpot with
small ribbon handle set below rim.
Coarsegrayish brownclay; no slip.
Diagonalscratchyincisionson rim, framedby two
horizontals;diagonalincisionsbelow handle.
Tracesof a pierced hole (mendhole?) at lower 1.
Late Neolithic.

143. Rim FragmentfromStraight-walledPot. P1.10.
P 26994.Well,T 26:4. P.H. 0.054m.. P.W. 0.055m.
Rim fragmentfrom large coarsepot.
Thick gritty buff clay with gray core; slip on exterior.
Incised decoration:two rows of obliquedashesbelow rim; opposed diagonal lines below, neatly incised.
Cf. a somewhat similar coarse ware sherd from
Soteriades'excavationsin Phokis ('Ep. 'Apx., 1908,
cols. 91-92, pl. p, 17, from Chaironeiaor Elateia).
Late Neolithic.
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136. Fragment of a CoarsePot with Handle. P1.9.
P 14737.Misc.findfrom SectionOA.P.H. 0.117 m.,
P.W. 0.142 m. Fragmentfrom wall of a large closed
pot or pithos with vertical ribbon handle.
Brown coarse clay with much white grit; no slip.
At level of handle attachment, a raised horizontal
band with carelessly incised chevrons; traces of
another raised band at right angles running upwards (?).
This is apparentlyan inferiorversionof the pithoi
with raisedbandswith neater and moreelaborateincision (cf. 132 and 133). A similar type of careless
incision is found at Sesklo in theF 2 ware (D.S., col.
250, fig. 151).
For the shapecf. the pithoifromKephala(Hesperia,
XXXIII, 1964, pl. 46, h, i).
Late Neolithic.

140. Rim Fragmentof CoarseBowl.

Pls. 10, 69.

P 27015. Well, U 26:5. P.H. 0.043 m., P.W. 0.09 m.

Fragmentpreservesrim and part of shoulderof a low
bowl with rounded shoulder and contracted rim.
Gritty gray clay with mica.
Slightly rolled rim. Row of obliqueincised dashes
on shoulder.
Late Neolithic.

141. Fragmentfrom Shoulderof ClosedPot.
Pls. 10, 69.
P 13919.Well,T 26:3. P.H. 0.039 m., P.W.0.051m.
Fragment from shoulder of a shallow bowl with
strongly contractedrim (not preserved).
Gritty clay, darkbrownto gray; unslipped.
137. Fragmentof a CoarsePot with Handle.Pls. 9,69.
shoulder two rows of short vertical incised
On
P 14603.Well, U 24:3. P.H. 0.11 m., P.W. 0.105m.
strokes.
Wall fragmentfrom a large coarse pot with vertical
In shape this must have been more pyxoid than
strap handle.
140.
Heavy gray clay with brownishsurfaces.
Late Neolithic.
Extending upward from handle attachment a
broad slightly raised band decorated with heavily
142. Rim Fragmentfrom Straight-walledPot. PI. 10.
gouged herringbones;at level of upper handle atP 14762. Well, U 24:2. P.H. 0.041 m., P.W.
tachment a rounded plastic band with diagonalin0.041
m. Rim fragmentfroma largepot with straight
cisions.
wall
and
slightly flattenedrim.
Cf. a similar pithos from Sesklo (D.S., col. 280,
Gritty darkbrownclay with some mica.
fig. 222), and in general the pithoi from Kephala
Two oblique bands of short incised strokes below
(Hesperia,XXXTTT,1964, pl. 46, h, i).
rim.
Late Neolithic.
Late Neolithic.

FRAGMENTS WITH STROKE INCISIONS OR IMPRESSIONS

(139-148; Pls. 10, 69)
Pls. 10, 69.
139. Rim Fragmentof CoarseBowl.
P 14602. Well, U 24:3. P.W. 0.049 m., est. D. rim
not less than 0.22 m. Fragment from wall and rim
of carinatedbowl.
Gritty gray to brownclay; smoothedint. and ext.
Mockrolled rim; wall thickenedat carination.On
rim and at shoulderangle a series of short deep vertical strokes.
The resemblancein shapeand in the nicking of the
rim to the much finer Gray ware bowls from Cor-

144. Rim Fragmentfrom Heavy Pot.
P1.10.
P 27000.Well, T 26:4. P.H. 0.05 m., P.W. 0.065m.
Rim fragment from heavy pithos with slightly incurvingwall and rolledrim.
Coarsegritty micaceousclay, gray to brown.
Two verticalrows of impresseddots belowrim.
Cf. the similar use of vertical rows of impressed
dots on a jar from TroyII (Troy, I, pp. 284-285,
fig. 403, 36.849). Since the pattern is a simple one
and the gray and black polished ware "hardly dis-
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tinguishablefromthe waresof Troy I" (ibid.,p. 284) FRAGMENTS WITH PLAIN RELIEF DECORATION
the chronologicalimplicationsof this comparisonare (149-167;P1.10)
not disturbing.
Late Neolithic.
149. FragmentfromWallof Heavy Pot.
P1. 10.
P 13877.Well,T 26:1. P.H. 0.083 m., P.W. 0.085m.
145. Rim Fragmentfrom CoarsePot.
P1.10. Fragmentfrom wall of large heavy vase, no finished
P 26995.Well,T 26:4. P.H. 0.044 m. Rim fragment edge.
from large coarse pot, preserving slightly curving
Coarseclay, pinkish to gray; possibly slipped on
ext.
upperwall.
Relief decoration consisting of linear pattern of
Gritty brown clay with gray core; brown slip on
ext.
pinched- out ridges: an invertedtriangle with apex
On rim low relief band with thumb impressions resting on a horizontal.
Cf. a similar fragmentfrom the Cave of Pan near
(which connect with 168-170); at base of fragment
a horizontalrow of neat triangularimpressions,re- Marathon(Naissance,II, fig. 834). Also cf. the Neolating it to 146. The impressionsapparently made lithic CoarseWarefrom Asea (Asea,p. 57, fig. 60, a).
with the end of a cut stick.
Late Neolithic.
Cf. the circularand diamond-shapedimpressions
on coarse ware from Troy I (Troy, I, figs. 242, 12; 150.
P1. 10.
FragmentfromWall of Heavy Pot.
248, 1).
P 27003. Well, T 26:4. Max. dim. 0.08 m. FragLate Neolithic.
ment fromwall of largeheavy vase, no finishededge.
Hardgritty gray brownclay; int. and ext. surfaces
146. SmallWall FragmentfromCoarsePot. P1.10. smoothed.
P 27023. Well, T 26:6. Max. dim. 0.045 m. Small
Exteriordecoratedby two reliefbands,less angular
wall fragmentpreservingno finishededge.
in section than on 149, which cross to form an X.
Brick red coarseclay.
Neatly boredhole almost at crossing.
Broadshallowincisedline and three rows of trianCf. a similarNeolithicsherdfrom Ayios Strategos,
gularimpressions,staggered.Impressionsapparently Lakonia(B.S.A., LV, 1960, pl. 19, a, 8).
made with the end of a cut stick as on 145.
Late Neolithic.
Late Neolithic.

147. Sherdwith ThumbnailImpressions. Pls. 10, 69.
P 27024. Well, T26:6. Max. dim. 0.045 m. Wall
tragment from a large coarse pot, no exterior edge
preserved.
Coarseclay, pinkishbuff ext., gray int.
Parts of three rows of thumbnailimpressionspreserved. Clear evidence that clay was impressedby
potter'sthumbnailwhilestillwet and pushedup somewhat betweenimpressions.
Although nail impressionswere used in the preSeskloperiodat Argissaand Otzakiin a specialclass
of Barbotineor Cardium-impressed
ware (Arch.Anz.,
1954, cols. 19-20, figs. 19-20), our fragmentis more
closelyrelatedto the NeolithiccoarsewarefromAsea
(Asea, p. 58, fig. 61, n).
Late Neolithic.

151. FragmentfromWall of Pithos.
P1.10.
P 13932.Well, S 27:5. P.H. 0.046m., P.W. 0.082m.
Fragmentfromwall of heavy vase, probablya pithos.
Orange-buff clay, gray at core; orange-red slip out-

side.
Decoratedon exterior with a horizontalridge in
high relief and two paralleldiagonalridges in lower
relief.
Late Neolithic.
152. Rim FragmentfromLargePot.
P1.10.
P 14786.Well,U 24:2. P.H. 0.047m., P.W. 0.046m.
Rim fragmentfrom a largejar with low roundedrim.
Fairly fine, gritty brick red clay. Thinner walls
than usual in coarseware.
A sharp vertical rib on wall, ending just below
rim.

148. Fragmentof CoarseBase.
Pls. 10, 69.
P 14610. Well, U 24:3. P.H. 0.036 m., est. D. base
ca. 0.15 m. Fragment of heavy base, flat beneath.
Gritty buff to gray clay with a stone-likefeel.
Aroundthe outer face, a band of small roundholes
punchedin a slightly raisedband.
Cf.the raisedbandswith impressedcircleson Thessalian B pithoi (D.S., cols. 230ff., figs. 124, 126, 127,
129).
Late Neolithic.

Late Neolithic.
153. Wall FragmentfromPithos.
P1.10.
P 14768.Well, U 24:2. P.H. 0.065m., P.W.0.061m.
Fragmentfrom wall of pithos.
Gritty darkbrownclay, gray at core.
Elaboratepattern of mouldedridges: spiral,vertical, and one diagonalband.
Apparentlypart of an elaboratespiraliformcomposition, this fragment is unique among the Agora

POTTERY: COARSE WARE, DECORATED
material. However, such spirals are found elsewhere
in Late Neolithic Coarseware; cf. a sherd from the
Cave of Pan near Marathon(Naissance,II, fig. 835);
a Late Neolithic sherd from the East Yerogalaro
Ridge at Prosymna (Prosymna,II, fig. 626, 9); and
a pithos fragment from Zerelia in F 3 ware (P.T.,
p. 156, fig. 101, b). Also, from the middle period of
Troy I (Troy, I, fig. 247, 1).
Late Neolithic.
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FRAGMENTS WITH PLASTIC BANDS WITH SLASHES OR
THUMBMARKS (158-170; Pls. 11, 69)

158. Rim FragmentfromCarinatedBowl. Pls. 11, 69.
P 25865.Well, U 26:5. P.H. 0.042 m., P.W. 0.05 m.
Rim fragmentfrom a small pot with sharplycurved
wall and thickenedlip.
Gritty reddish brown clay, gray core, with some
mica; surfacingext.
On ext. two diagonalplastic bands with neat horizontal slashes.
Similarin shapeto 139 (withshortstrokeincisions).
This is finerthan most of the fragmentswith ropework bands.
Late Neolithic.
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154. Wall Fragmentwith VerticalHandle. P1.10.
P 14769.Well,U 24:2. P.H. 0.123m., P.W. 0.085m.
Fragmentfroma pithos with straightwall and vertical ribbonhandle,rim not preserved.
Coarse gritty brown clay, gray at core; well
smoothed inside.
P1.11.
Fromupperand lowerattachmentsof handleplastic 159. Rim Fragmentfrom Heavy Pot.
P
26998.
T
26:4.
m.
P.L.0.055
Well,
P.H.0.033m.,
ridgesrun into wall, both horizontallyand obliquely.
rolled
of
rim
and
Fragment
preserves
part
slightly
Late Neolithic.
straightwall from a fair-sizedpot.
Hard brownishclay with grit, gray core.
155. Wall FragmentfromPithos.
P1.10.
Fromrim dependsa smallobliqueplasticbandwith
P 27018. Well, U 26:5. Max. dim. 0.055 m. Wall neat
diagonalslashings.
fragmentof pithos, no finishededge preserved.
Cf. P 14609from U 24:3 for similarband.
Coarsegritty buff clay, smoothedint.
Cf. also the Thessalian example (D.S., col. 281,
Relief pattern of parallel and opposed diagonal
fig. 219).
ridges, sharplypinchedup.
Late Neolithic.
Cf. a similar decorationon pithos fragmentsfrom
Sesklo (D.S., col. 233, fig. 130 = Naissance, II, fig.
160. Rim Fragment from Small Pithos, Vertical
473).
Handle.
P1.11.
Late Neolithic.
P 27007. Well, T 26:5. P.H. 0.135 m., est. D. rim
ca. 0.25 m. Fragmentpreservespart of rim, curving
156. Wall FragmentfromPithos.
P1.10. wall and vertical strap handle from small pithos.
P 27014. Well, U 26:2. P.H. 0.07 m., P.W. 0.075m.
Gritty red-buffclay, gray core.
Wall fragmentof pithos, no finishededge preserved.
A plastic band with small slash impressionsruns
Coarsegritty buff clay, fairly well smoothed inobliquelydownwardfrom upperhandle attachment.
side.
The best parallelsfor our pithos fragmentsare now
Relief pattern consistingof one horizontaland five furnished the
by
gravesat Kephala,Keos, wheretwo
vertical ridges,triangularin section.
types, one with a collared neck, the other with a
Cf.155. The arrangementof ridges here is even wide
plain rim (as on 160-165) occur (Hesperia,
closerto the Sesklo example.
XXXIII, 1964, pl. 46 h, i). Both vertical loop hanLate Neolithic.
dles, as here, and horizontalunpiercedlugs, as on
161-163, are found; also plastic bands with thumb157. Small Rim Fragmentfrom CoarsePot. P1.10. marks occur. At least one of these was used as a
P 26999.Well,T 26:4. P.H. 0.045 m., P.W. 0.042m. burialjar (Kph. 7 = Hesperia,op. cit., pl. 46, i).
Rim fragmentfrom coarsepot, smallerand thinnerSee also pp. 14-15.
walled than pithos.
Late Neolithic.
Hard gritty gray-brownclay, fired black inside.
Relief decorationconsists of at least two rows of 161. Rim Fragmentfrom Pithos.
P1.11.
knobsformedby impressingwet clay from back with
P 13933. Well, S 27:5. P.H. 0.082 m., est. D. rim
a round implement. In at least two cases tool has ca. 0.32 m. Two joining fragmentsfrom a large open
piercedthrough,formingholes.
pot, probablya pithos, with small rolledrim.
For a similar technique cf. the much finer Middle
Very gritty purplishred clay, thick gray core.
Neolithicstand from Lerna (Hesperia,XXVII, 1958,
A plastic band with a row of thumb impressions
p. 138, pl. 38, e-f), where the knobs are smaller and runs obliquelyupwardsto end in an unpiercedhorizontal lug set a little below rim.
arrangedto form a pattern.
Late Neolithic.
Late Neolithic.
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162. Rim Fragmentfrom Pithos with Lug. PI. 11.
P 14765. Well, U 24:2. P.H. 0.084 m., est. D. rim
ca. 0.043 m. Rim fragmentfrom a large open vessel
with straightwall and plain lip.
Coarsegritty dark brown clay, gray at core,with
much sand and mica.
Just below lip an unpiercedhorizontallug, from
which dependobliqueridges. Edge of lug and ridges
decoratedwith circularimpressions.
Cf.P 13887fromS 27:4, whichhas a curvingplastic
band with broadergouges.
Cf. also the Coarseware sherd from Asea (Asea,
p. 58, fig. 61, d).
Late Neolithic.

Coarsegritty clay, red-brownto gray, with some
mica; the inside rough and much worn.

Fragmentpreservesthe ends of two verticalridges
with thumb impressions,terminatingjust below the
shoulder.
Late Neolithic.
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167. SmallWall FragmentfromPithos.
P1.11.
P 14607.Well, U24:3. P.H. 0.09m., P.W. 0.087m.
Wall fragmentfrom a coarseheavy pot, no finished
edge preserved.
Extremelygritty brownishgray clay.
Outsidedecoratedwith a plasticband, turningat a
right angle, and decoratedwith small impresseddots
or thumb impressions.
P1. 11.
Cf. P 14608, also from U 24:3, which is decorated
163. Rim FragmentfromPithos.
P 13917.Well, T26:3. P.H. 0.054 m., P.W.0.055 m. with a similarplastic band.
Late Neolithic.
Rim fragmentfrom upperwall of a large open vessel
with plain rim.
Verygritty purplishbrownclaywithsandandmica; 168. Small Wall
PI. 11.
Fragment.
unslipped.
24:2.
P.H.
0.06m.
U
P.W.
P
14767.
0.066m.,
Well,
Close beneath rim an inverted U-shaped lug, its
Small fragmentfromwall of a large coarsepot.
legs decoratedwith circularimpressions.
Coarsegritty pinkish buff clay, gray inside; buff
Late Neolithic.
surfacingoutside.
Outsidepreservesplastic ridge with carefulrow of
thumb
164. Rim Fragmentfrom OpenPithos.
P1.11.
impressions.In this examplethey seemactualP 27020. Well, T26:6. P.H. 0.065m., P.W.0.098m. ly to have been producedby the thumb, pushedfrom
Fragment preserves part of slightly flaring rim of right to left.
Cf. a similar fragment from Ayios Strategos, Lalarge open pot.
and
buff
konia
smoothed
ext.
int.
clay;
(B.S.A., LV, 1960, pl. 19, a, 1).
Gritty grayish
Late Neolithic.
Fromrim dependtwo almostvertical plasticbands
with small nicked impressions.
Cf. fragments of Thessalianr ware pithoi (D.S.,
P1. 11.
169. SmallWallFragment
col. 281, figs. 219-220). Cf. also a fragmentfrom the
P 18886.Well, S 27:4. P.H. 0.066m., P.W.0.068m.
Grotto on the South Slope (Levi, Abitazioni,p. 474,
Fragmentfrom wall of large open vase.
fig. 55, d), which is consideredEneolithic.
Gritty clay, dark brown to gray; perhaps some
Late Neolithic.
grayishbrownslip or surfacingoutside.
Outsidedecoratedwith three parallelplasticridges
P1.11. with small circularimpressions.
166. Rim Fragmentfrom OpenPithos.
Cf. Neolithic Coarseware with similar decoration
P 25861.Well, T26:6. P.H. 0.061 m., P.W.0.076m.
from Ayios Strategos(B.S.A., LV, 1960, pl. 19, a, 7),
Fragmentfromrim of large open pot.
Asea (Asea, p. 58, fig. 61, a), and Sesklo (D.S., col.
Coarsegritty tan clay.
On ext. plastic rope-likeridges, both vertical and 232, fig. 129).
Late Neolithic.
horizontal, those at r. decoratedwith small nicked
impressions.

Cf. P 14766 from U 24:2 and P 26996 from 170. Small Wall
P1.11.
Fragment.
T 26:4.
P 14764.Well, U24:2. P.H. 0.068m.,P.W.0.112m.
Cf.also a CoarsewaresherdfromAsea (Asea,p. 58,
Fragmentfrom wall of large open pot.
fig. 61, c).
Coarse gritty brownish buff clay, gray at core.
Late Neolithic.
Outside decoratedwith low vertical and diagonal
ridges, notched with long thin incisions, sharp and
PI. 11. extendingbeyondridge in some cases.
166. Wall FragmentfromPithos.
Cf. a similar treatment on a sherd from Ayios
P 13989.Well, S 28:1. P.H. 0.162m., P.W.0.175m.
One large fragment,mended from many, preserves Strategos,Lakonia(B.S.A., LV, 1960, pl. 19, a, 5).
Late Neolithic.
part of the wall of a largeheavy pot.
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COARSE
WARE:PLAIN(171-218; Pls. 12-13, 69)

SHALLOW BOWLS
(176-178;

WIDE-MOUTHED BOWLS OR COOKING POTS (171-174;

175. FragmentfromRim and UpperWall. Pls. 12, 69.
P 13891.Well, S27:4. P.H. 0.051m., P.W.0.058m.
Fragmentpreservesrim and upperwall of a shallow
bowlwith a low nearlyvertical rim, slightlyincurved;
roundedshoulder.
Grittyclay, brownto gray; brownishslip (?) on ext.
Late Neolithic.

P1.12)
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171. CompleteGlobularBowl.
P1.12.
P 10849. Well, S27:4. H.0.115m., D. lip 0.145 m.
Completeexcept for small chips.
Open pot with flat bottom, wide mouth with low
thickenedlip. Two small band handles,hardly more
than boredvertical lugs, from lip to shoulder.
Coarseclay, gray to brick red, full of white bits
and pebbles;some slip or finishingon ext.; unevenly
firedproducinga distinctly mottled effect.
Cf. P 13900 from T 26:3, a fragmentof a similar
rim and handlefroma finerwide-mouthedbowl with
traces of red burnishedslip.
See in general the round-bodieddeep bowls with
thick walls and slightly concavebottoms, "with vertical ribbonhandles,oftenrudimentary,or lugs"from
Tsangliassignedto r 3 by Wace (P.T., p. 112, fig. 59,
a-b).
Late Neolithic.
172. GlobularBowl.
P1. 12.
P 14549.Well, T 24:4. H. 0.12 m., D. 0.16 m. Part
of rim and small piece of wall and of floor missing.
Open pot with small flat bottom, plain rim and
small vertical band handlesfrom rim to shoulder.
Coarse clay with much extremely coarse grit
(quartz?);unslipped;fired mostly black throughout
with some brown patches. Much coarserfabric and
less well made than 171, althoughclose in shape and

Pls. 12, 69)

176. Rim FragmentfromCarinatedBowl Pls. 12, 69.
P 14598. Well, U 24:3. P.W. 0.08 m., D. rim not
less than 0.31 m. Fragment preservespart of steep
wall and short shoulderwith sharpangle.
Grittygray clay, somesurfacing,firedblackinside.
Sharp angle of wall is false carination,but this is
morepronouncedthan in Red Burnishedexample44.
Bowls with a similarprofileare foundearlierat the
end of the MiddleNeolithicperiodin both Gray ware
and Urfirnisat Corinth(Hesperia,VI, 1937, p. 510,
fig. 26, d, p. 503, fig. 14, a).
Late Neolithic.
177. Rim FragmentfromBowl.
Pl. 12.
P 14597.Well, U 24:3. P.W. 0.089 m., est. D. rim
ca. 0.27 m. Rim fragment from bowl with rounded
shouldertopped by small rolledrim.
Gritty gray to brownclay, the surfacesblackened
in part; unsurfaced.
A small knob on the shoulderat the curve.
Late Neolithic.

178. CrudeShallowBowl.
PI. 12.
P 13929.Well, S 27:5. H. 0.024 m., D. rim. 0.06 m.
Late Neolithic.
A small crudelymade bowl with plain rim and hint
of foot-ring.Chippedbut otherwiseintact.
173. FragmentaryCookingPot. P1. 12 (baseonly).
Browngritty clay; with brickred surfacesint. and
P 27026. Well, T26:5, Est. D. base 0.12 m., P.H. ext., not slipped.
0.28 m. Threelargenon-joiningfragments,madeup of
Cf. similar crude shallow bowls from a Neolithic
many pieces,froma wide globularpot with flat base; house at Katsaba, Crete (B.C.H., LXXIX, 1955,
rim and handlesnot preserved.
p. 295, fig. 4), which should, however, be somewhat
Grittygray-buffclay, firedred on interior,mottled earlier(MiddleNeolithic).
Late Neolithic.
gray to red on exterior.
In shape probablysimilarto 171 and 172, but several times larger,and more suitable in size for cook- BASES WITH MAT OR STRAW IMPRESSIONS
(179-182;
ing pot.
P1.12)
Late Neolithic.
179. FragmentaryBase from CoarsePot.
P1.12.
174. FragmentfromRim of CoarsePot.
P1.12.
P 13992. Misc. find, Section OA, "Prehistoric
P 25862. Well, T26:6. P.H.0.065m., P.W.0.079m. Region."P.H. 0.048 m., est. D. base ca. 0.13 m. Two
Fragment preservesrim and part of wall of coarse joining fragmentsfrom flat base of large coarse pot
closed pot.
with flaringwalls.
Plain vertical rim. Horizontallug handle pierced
Gritty putty brownclay with quartz,gray at core
vertically;knob to left of handlepiercedhorizontally. and blackenedby fire.
The edge of the pot preservesmarkswhich closely
Gritty brown clay with white bits, gray at core;
no slip or surfacing.
resemblemat impressions,but the baseitself,although
Late Neolithic.
not concave,is smooth.
size.
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Similarpot-marksoccur on the later pottery from
Phylakopi (Phylakopi,pp. 177-180). Our sign is the
four vertical strokes of A 6 on the table of signs
(p. 179). Since this is such an obvious sign, it seems
hardlynecessaryto make a connection.However,the
use of a sign or numeralshould connote a fairly advanced periodand may suggest Cycladicinfluence.
Latest Neolithic.

180. TwoFragmentsof Base with StrawImpressions.
P1.12.
P 27005. Well, T 26:4. a, Max. dim. 0.055 m., b,
Max. dim. 0.063 m. Two small fragments of bases
with groups of irregularimpressions;possibly not
from the same pot.
Gritty buff clay, soft with gray core.
The impressions do not seem regular or deep
enough to have been made by a mat (as on 179).
They are probably straw impressions,as on bases
fromSotira,Cyprus(Sotira,pl. 85, 631 v, 514y, 756 p,
501 i) or on a fragment of a baking pan from the
Neolithic Hut on the South Slope (Levi, Abitazioni,
p. 435, fig. 22, c). Possibly they were temperedwith
chaff.
Late Neolithic.

PI. 12.
184. Rim Fragmentwith BoredHole.
P 14777. Well, U 24:2. P.H. 0.038 m., est. D. rim
ca. 0.26 m. Fragment from vertical rim of a large
pot.
Gritty pinkish brown clay, gray at core; roughly
slippedinside and out in pale orange-buff.
A neatly boredstringholeat base of rim.
Late Neolithic.
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The later Early Cycladic mat impressionsfrom
Phylakopi (Phylakopi,pl. VI) are much more elaborate, but simpler ones have now been found from
Kephala(Hesperia,XXXIII, 1964, pl. 46, g).
If our vase werefashionedon a mat, it is not quite
clear why the flat base itself preservesno trace of
impressions.
Latest Neolithic.

185. Rim Fragmentwith ThreeBoredHoles. P1.12.
P 26997. Well, T26:4. P.H.0.06m., P.W.0.085m.
Rim fragmentfromlarge almost straight-walledvessel with little curvatureat rim.
Coarsegritty clay with large grits, brownto gray,
the surfacevery roughand striated.
Three almost evenly spaced perforationsbelow
rim.

This,as perhaps184, probablycomesfroma baking
pan. Cf.Holmberg'sdiscussionof the examplesfrom
Asea (Asea, pp. 55f., figs. 57, c, 58). Although often
consideredtypical of Early Helladic (Korakou,p. 13,
fig. 15; Zygouries,p. 117; Eutresis,pp. 106 ff., fig. 141;
Tiryns, IV, p. 63, figs. 48-49), they seem also to occur alreadyat the end of the Neolithic.
Cf. also the row of bored holes below the rim of
Coarseware from Orchomenos(Orchomenos,
II, pl.
P1.12. XII, 1, a, d).
182. Fragmentof Base with Impressions.
See also p. 15.
P 27004. Well, T 26:4. Max. dim. 0.043 m. Small
Neolithic.
Late
of
base
from
coarse
pot.
fragment
(?)
with
core.
brownish
clay
gray
Gritty
Pls. 12, 69.
On one side remains of red slip; on other groups 186. Rim Fragmentwith InsideLug.
P 26992. Well, T26:4. P.H.0.065m., P.W.0.088m.
of five or six parallel strokes, as if produced by
brush in wet clay or perhapsthe marks of the bur- Fragment preservespart of rim and upper wall of
large straight-sidedpot with a horizontallug below
nishing tool.
Cf.Zygouries,p. 117, fig. 109, 7.
rim, apparentlyon inside.
Coarsereddishbrownclay, gray core; striatedsurThis is apparentlydifferentfrom 180-181.
face rathersimilarto 185.
Late Neolithic.
Unless vase was very badly warped the doublescalloped
lug was placedinsideand apparentlyserved
FRAGMENTS OF PITHOI AND BAKING PANS (183-188;
a
for cover.
as
flange
Pls. 12, 69)
Threeclosely set perforationsbelowrim.
Cf.Holmberg'sreconstructionof a Neolithicbaking
183. Rim FragmentfromPithos with Graffito.P1.12.
P 25863. Well, T 26:6. P.H. 0.093 m., P.W. 0.14 m., pan oven from Asea (Asea, pp. 55-56, fig. 58) where
est. D. rim ca. 0.25 m. Twojoiningfragmentspreserve the inside lugs serve to support a second inverted
plain rim with long horizontal lug just below it. pan as cover. Similar inside lugs also occur in the
Late Neolithicwarefrom Kephala.
Buff clay with mica, light gray at core.
See also p. 15.
To r. of lug four verticals deliberately scratched
Neolithic.
Late
beforefiring,possiblya numeral.

181. Fragmentof Base with Straw Impressions.
P1.12.
P27019. Well, U26:5. Max. dim. 0.08m. Flat
fragment presumablyfrom floor of coarse pot, one
side smoothed,other with irregularimpressions.
Gritty buff clay, smoothed brown surface inside.
These are probablystraw impressionsas on 180.
Late Neolithic.
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187. Rim Fragmentwith Inside Lug.
Pls. 13, 69.
Pls. 12, 69. 192. VerticalHandlefromLarge Jar.
P 13934. Well, S27:5. P.H. 0.051m., P.W.0.095m.
P 14775. Well, U 24:2. P.H. 0.055 m., est. D. rim
Rim fragment from large open vessel with splayed ca. 0.26 m. From upper wall of a large jar with low,
rim.
thick vertical rim, flattened above. Small vertical
brown
at
and
core;
handle,unusuallyneatly shapedand rising to a trianVery gritty
clay, gray
sandy
micaceousespeciallyon exterior.
gular upperattachment,placedjust below rim.
Frominneredgeof rim two lug-liketongues project
Gritty brownclay, thick gray core.
Late Neolithic.
inward,perhapsto supporta lid.
Late Neolithic.
193. VerticalRibbed Handle.
P1.13.
P 26990. Well, T 26:4. P.H. 0.04 m. Fragment
Pls. 12, 69.
188. Rim Fragmentwith Inside Lug.
P 14783. Well, U24:2. P.H.0.051m., P.W.0.097m. preservesvertical ribbedhandle from coarsepot; atFrom wall of large open pot with lug-like arrange- tachment at rim complete,brokenat bottom.
Coarsegritty brown clay; traces of red slip (ext.
ment, mostly broken away, rising from rim and
pierced by five holes. Inside, below the lug, a only ?).
Late Neolithic.
projectingledge, double, unpierced.
at
Gritty red-brownclay, gray core.
Althoughsomewhatdifferentin arrangementof lugs 194. VerticalLoop Handle with Knob. Pls. 13, 69.
and stringholes, this seems to belongwith the other
P 26991. Well, T 26:4. P.H. 0.05 m. Vertical loop
handle complete with both attachments to wall;
baking pan fragments(184-187).
Late Neolithic.
slightly ribbedwith projectingknob near top.
Coarsereddishclay, gray core.
Late Neolithic.
HANDLES (189-212; Pls. 13, 69)
P1.13.
189. VerticalHandlefrom CoarsePot.
Pls. 13, 69. 195. NarrowStrap Handle.
P 13916. Well, T26:3. P.H.0.06m., P.W.0.037m.
P 13890.Well, S27:4. P.H.0.073m., P.W.0.067m.
Handle with part of rim and wall of a large open Fragmentfromwall of vase preservingnarrowribbon
handle. Rim not preserved; at top where handle
pot.
to
joins, it curvessharplytowardint.
Very gritty clay, pinkish gray.
Dark browngritty clay; traces of red slip ext., perThe vertical strap handle is attached at top to the
and
ends
below
its
lower
athaps once burnished;int. well smoothed.
slightly flaring rim,
tachment in a tongue-likehorn.
Possibly from an open cooking-potshape like 171
Cf. P 14773 and P 14788 from U 24:2, which are and 172.
Cf. Neolithic handle from Ayios Strategos, Lasimilar handles but without the projecting horn at
konia (B.S.A., LV, 1960, pl. 19 a, 3).
bottom.
Late Neolithic.
Late Neolithic.
190. VerticalHandle from CoarsePot.
P1.13.
P 14600. Well, U 24:3. P.H. 0.065 m., est. D. rim
ca. 0.18 m. Fragmentof coarsepot preservespart of
nearly vertical upperwall with plain lip and start of
slopinglowerwall. Verticalstraphandleon lowerpart
of upperwall.
Gritty gray clay, surfaces fired red to brownish
black; ext. slipped.
Late Neolithic.

196. VerticalRibbon Handle, Wideningat Top.
Pls. 13, 69
P 13910.Well, T26:3. P.H.0.051m., P.W.0.035m.
Verticalribbonhandlewideningtowardthe top.
Gritty gray clay; traces of a red slip.
Profiledsurface with shallow central groove widening toward top and brokenby a small bump. The
wall is nearly straight in profileso far as preserved.
Cf. in general with the so-called "elephant-head"
lugs from Kephala, Keos (Hesperia,XXXIII, 1964,
191. Rim Fragmentwith VerticalLug.
P1.13. pl. 47, b-d). Other similar but uncataloguedexamP 14776.Well, U24:2. P.H. 0.054m., P.W.0.059m. ples have been noted in other Neolithicwells.
Late Neolithic.
Fragment from wall of large open vessel with plain
a
below
made
vertical
lip; just
lip clumsily
lug, not
197. Small Handle from CoarsePot.
Pls. 13, 69.
piercedthrough.
brown
at
P 13889. Well, S 27:4. Max. dim. 0.049 m. Handle
Very heavy gritty pinkish
clay, gray
core, disproportionatein thickness to rather small and fragmentof wall of a closedpot.
Small handle nearly round in cross-sectionwith
lug.
Late Neolithic.
squarisharrangementof attachments. The curve of
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the wall suggests that this was a vertical handle, lug with semicircularindentationin center giving a
doublescallopedeffect.
althoughit projectsat an angle from wall.
Coarsegritty micaceousclay, pinkishbuff.
Coarsegritty dark brown clay; int. patched up
Cf. the scalloped lugs in r 8 ware from Thessaly
with pieces of clay (as a result of attaching the
handle?).
(D.S., cols. 268-269, figs. 183-185).
P 13943 from T 25:1 is a broken example of a
Late Neolithic.
similarlug.
Late Neolithic.
198. BroadVerticalLoop Handle, Red Slip. PI. 13.
P 13875.Well, T 26:1. P.H. 0.078 m., W. of handle
0.064 m. Fragmentfrom a large closed pot, probably 203. Lug Handlewith Thumbhole.
P1. 13.
a biconical jar, preservinga short vertical ribbon
P 26989. Well, T 26:4. Max. dim. 0.058 m. Lug
handle, developedfrom a lug.
handle, with thumbhole,broken away from wall of
at
red
brown
core;
slip large coarsepot; chippedon one side.
clay, gray
Heavy gritty
in
mottled
worn
outside, largely
firing.
away;
Gritty gray clay, traces of orange-brownslip.
Cf. handleof Red Burnishedjar 8, fromS 27:4, for
For similar lug with bored thumbhole, cf. the
similar type of handle, which is identical in size. examplefrom Sesklo (D.S., col. 268, fig. 182).
Cf.also Late NeolithicCoarsewarefromProsymna
Late Neolithic.
625,
8,
II,
12).
(Prosymna, fig.
Late Neolithic.
P1. 13.
204. CoarseHornedHandle.
P 14779.Well,U 24:2. P.H. 0.07 m. Probablyfrom
P1. 13. a vertical handle with a horn rising above upperat199. Rim Fragmentwith Ledge Handle.
P 14771. Well, U 24:2. P.H. 0.068 m., est. D. rim tachment;attached at one end and by a strut in the
ca. 0.20 m. Fragment from bowl with convex walls middle;horn chippedat top.
and plain rim, small ledge handle or lug at lip.
Gritty brownishbuff clay, gray at core.
Coarsegritty dark brown clay, partly fired gray,
Cf. the horned handles found in Thessaly (D.S.,
inside smoothed.
cols. 229-233, figs. 123ff.; 271 ff., figs. 189ff.). Ours
Cf. P 14772,also from U 24:2, which has a square- is particularlyclose to D.S., col. 279, fig. 215.
ended lug a little below the lip, which is slightly
Cf. also the discussion by Weinberg of horned
roundedand offset.
handlesfoundin Samos,Crete,Macedoniaand Thrace
Late Neolithic.
(A.J.A., LI, 1947, pp. 178-179).
Late Neolithic.
200. Fragmentof CoarsePot with Ledge Handle.
P1.13. 206. HornedRibbon Handle.
P1.13.
P 14774. Well, U 24:2. P.H. 0.048 m., est. D. rim
P 26986. Well, T 26:4. P.H.0.085m., W.0.06m.
ca. 0.28 m. Fragmentfroma large open vessel with a Fragment preserveswhole of broad vertical ribbon
long narrow ledge or lug just below the slightly handle,top rolledinwardto rim, with a flaringhornlike excresencein middle.
splayedroundedrim.
Dark browngritty clay, gray at core.
Soft gritty orange-buffclay.
Below lug, perhapstraces of plastic ornament.
Cf.64, a Red Burnishedribbon handle with three
Cf. the Late Neolithic Coarseware from the East horns at top. P 13925 from T 26:3 is perhapspart
YerogalaroRidge at Prosymna (Prosymna,II, fig. of such a hornedhandle, althoughof the folded ribbon type of 64.
625, 2, 4, 6, 9, 10).
Late Neolithic.
Late Neolithic.

201. Lug Handlefrom CoarsePot.
P1.13.
P 26987. Well, T 26:4. Max. dim. 0.105 m. Fragment preservesflat horizontallug with short vertical
ridgesdescendingfromeitherend, makinginverted-U
attachment.
Sandy soft orange-buffclay, gray core.
From a large coarsepot or pithos.
Late Neolithic.

PI. 18.
206. Folded Ribbon Handle.
P 14611. Well, U 24:3. P.H.0.055m., W.0.055m.
A flat band handlebent back on itself.
Grittygrayclay; smoothred-brownto graysurface,
slippedand lightly burnished.
Althoughless fine, this relates closely to the broad
strap handles of Red Burnishedware (60-64), which
are wider, ranging from 0.057 to 0.102m.
Cf.also the broadribbonhandlesin Late Neolithic
PI. 18. Coarse ware from the East Yerogalaro Ridge at
202. Rim Fragmentwith HorizontalLug.
P 26988. Well, T 26:4. Max. dim. 0.083 m. Rim Prosymna(Prosymna,II, fig. 625, 3, 11).
Late Neolithic.
fragmentfrom large coarsepot preservinghorizontal
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P1.18.
207. Broad Ribbed Handle.
P 18888. Well, S 27:4. P.H.0.041m., W.0.058m.
Fragment preserves full width of a broad arched
handle,decoratedwith high roundedribs, lengthwise,
separatedby narrowgrooves.
Coarsegritty clay, dark brown,gray at core.
A rather similar wide and longitudinallygrooved
handle in the local coarse ware was noted in the
apotheke at Keos among the material from the
Kephalagraves.Thisfragmenthasnot beenpublished.
Late Neolithic.
P1. 13.
208. Fragmentof Broad Ribbed Handle.
P 27009. Well, T 26:5. P.W. 0.07 m. Fragment
preserves rim and downward curvature of broad
vertical loop handle (hardlymore than a lug pierced
horizontally);edge brokenaway at right.
Gritty gray-brownclay, with traces of surfacing.
Threevertical ridges, and probablya fourth, give
a ribbed effect.
Cf. referenceto Kephalaexampleunder207.
Late Neolithic.

The finishing marks on the int. seem to indicate
that the lug went vertically or obliquelyratherthan
horizontally.
This is more closely related to the piercedlugs on
Red Burnishedbiconicaljars (especially4) than to
most Coarseware lugs.
Late Neolithic.
MISCELLANEOUS COARSE FRAGMENTS

Pls. 13, 69)

(213-218;

213. Fragmentof High Foot.
P1.13.
P 13935. Well, S 27:5. P.H. 0.057 m., est. D. base
ca. 0.07 m. Nearlyhalf of wall of high, slightly flaring
foot and whole circle of bottom of pot preserved.
Reddishbrowngritty clay, gray core;surfacemottled in firing.
Cf. the Red Burnishedstands 56-58.
Late Neolithic.

214. Fragmentfrom CoarsePlate or Lid.
P1.13.
P 13892. Well, S 27:4. Max. dim. 0.069 m., est. D.
ca. 0.22 m. Fragmentfrom rim of very shallowplate
209. SmallPointed Handlewith Knob. Pls. 13, 69. or lid.
Coarse brownish gritty clay; ext. rough, int.
P 14782.Well, U24:2. P.H.0.029m., P.W.0.045m.
smoothed
and has traces of red slip.
in
a
bored
center
Apparently slightly pointed lug,
Near the rim two (and part of a third)stringholes.
with a small knob at base, brokenfromrim of vessel
The fabric and the stringholesresemble185 and
of unknownshape.
186
whichwe have suggestedcomefrombakingpans;
dark
at
core.
brown
Gritty
clay, gray
Late Neolithic.
however,this fragmenthasa smootherfinishon the int.
Late Neolithic.
P1. 13.
210. CoarseHandle (?) brokenfromWall.
P 14789.Well,U 24:2. P.H. 0.064m.,P.W.0.065m. 215. FragmentfromFloorof Heavy Basin. Pls. 13, 69.
P 27021. Well, T 26:6. H. 0.025 m., est. D. rim
Oneend of an oval object brokenfromwall of vessel,
ca. 0.56 m. Fragmentpreservingthe completeprofile
brokenat top and at r.
Browngritty clay, gray core,the outsidesmoothed. and part of floorof a large heavy basin with slightly
This is perhaps the lower outer attachment of a outturnedlip.
foldedribbonhandlecomparableto the Red Burnished
Heavy gritty gray clay, smoothedsurfaceint. and
on
62
and
63.
rim; bottom reddish brown with some grass imexamples
Late Neolithic.
pression.
Threediagonalslashesat junction of base and wall
211. Handle (?) from CoarsePot.
P1. 13. ext.
P 14778. Well, U 24:2, upper fill. P.H.0.079m.,
Cf. profilewith rims of Early Helladicbakingpans
P.W. 0.056 m. A heavy object, tapering and deeply from Eutresis (Eutresis, p. 108, fig. 142, top and
groovedtowardbottom,attachedat bottomto wall of middle),which are about the same diameter.
Late Neolithicor Early Helladic?
coarsepot.
Gritty brownclay, gray core.
216. Knob from Lid or Pithos.
Finished flat edge at top of fragment.
PI. 13.
P 27013.Well,U 26:2. P.H. 0.03m., D. knob0.04m.
Late Neolithic.
Fragment preservescomplete knob and part of sur212. Pierced Lug Handle from ClosedPot. P1.13. roundingwall.
P 13915.Well, T 26:3. P.H. 0.079m., P.W.0.069m.
Gritty gray buff clay; traces of red slip ext.,
a
from
wall
of
closed
smoothed
int.
pot, preserving
Fragment
large
all but the extremities of a vertical or oblique lug,
Perhapsfrom the wall of a pithos; cf. a fragment
from
the First Meter Deposit at Eutresis (Eutresis,
doubly pierced.
a
red
brownish
traces
of
88,
Gritty
p.
fig. 110, 2-3).
clay, gray core;
never
burnished.
Late
Neolithicto Early HeUadic?
ext.,
slip
probably
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217. Fragmentwith Knob (Foot?).

Pls. 13, 69.

218. Fragmentof HornedHandle or Foot (?). PI. 13.
P 14780. Well, U24:2, upper fill. P.H. 0.054 m.
knob ca. 0.013 m. Fragment probablyfrom base of Brokenat top and at edge of strut.
large open pot with short heavy projectingknob.
Gritty pinkishbrownclay, gray core.
It is not at all clear how this fragmentshould be
Gritty brownishclay, gray core; ext. slipped and
mottled red to gray, int. also slipped.
restored. It bears a general similarity in shape to
This knob was probablyone of three to supporta 124, which has incised decorationrelating it to the
large globularpot.
scoop fragments.
Cf. the finer Red Burnishedexample 65 and the
Late Neolithic.
Trojanand Anatolianparallelsthere cited.
Late Neolithic.
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P 13893. Well, S 27:4. Max. dim. 0.088 m., H. of

2. SCULPTURE
(219-221;PI.14)

219. MarbleStatuette of RecliningWoman. P1.14.
S 1097. Stray find, "Demolition Marbles,"N-Q
19-22. Hesperia, VIII, 1939, p. 236, fig. 33. P.H.
0.09 m., P.L. 0.137 m., P.W. 0.132 m. Head, forearms,

lowerlegs and feet missing.
Pentelic (?) marble.
Female figurein twisted position with upper part
of body facing front and legs shown in profile;arms
placedhorizontallyacrossthe body with handsmeeting in the center; knees drawn up. Nude and steatopygouswith incisionsindicatingthe vagina and the
division of the buttocks. Gouges on upper torso
probablyaccidental.
The positionis unusuallycomplexwith the upper
torso twisted 90 degreesto the left and bent back at
right angles at the waist. The most satisfactory interpretationof the poseseemsto be that of a reclining
female resting on her stomach with knees drawnup
and head and shoulderselevated.
Thisis the only Neolithicmarblestatuette fromthe
Agora,but the lower part of a female figureof more
conventionaltype was found in the North Slope excavationsbelow the west entranceto the Mycenaean
Fountain(Fountain,1939,pp. 405-406,fig. 88). There
is also a marblestatuette of a seated womansaid to
come from Patissia, Athens, and now in the Fitzwilliam Museum (Naissance, I, fig. 145), which, althoughin a differentpose, showsa similarstylization
and steatopygyrestrictedto the areabelowthe waist.
It and six other figurinesof the steatopygous type
with folded legs have been published by Weinberg
and dated to the end of the MiddleNeolithic period
(A.J.A., LV, 1951, pp. 122-123). There is no close
parallel in Greecefor the complicatedtwisted pose
of our statuette, but a terracotta example found at
Hacilar (Anat.St., XI, 1961, pp. 56-57, pl. X, b) and
two miniaturestone examplesfrom the same general
region (see above, note 88) show a twisted recumbent
pose renderedwith greaterfinessethan in our female.

The Anatolianexamplesare considerablyolder(sixth
millennium),but suggest the prototype.
See also pp. 16-17.
End of the MiddleNeolithic.
220. Head of TerracottaFigurine of CycladicType.
P1.14.
P 25864. Well, T 26:6. P.H.0.045m., W.0.035m.,
T. 0.016m. Broken at neck and chip missing in
center top, especiallyat back.
Gritty brownclay, gray core.
Almost cylindricalat neck with a hole in center,
showingthat head was madeseparatelyfor insertion.
The backwardcurvaturetowardthe thin edge at top
is similarto the inclinationof heads of later Cycladic
marblefigurines.Nose, an oblong bump in relief on
front, is the only facial feature.L ghtly incised lines
from top on either side may representears. Slightly
raisedsurfaceat edgeof missingchip on back,hair(?).
The Cycladic appearance of this head is now
strengthenedby the discoveryof a similarhead in a
Late Neolithic tomb at Kephala, Keos (Hesperia,
XXXIII, 1964, pl. 46, c-d). For the practice of insertinga separatehead in a statuette, cf. the marble
heads from Seskloand Dimini of ThessalianB (D.S.,
pl. 38, 6-9).
See also p. 17.
Late Neolithic.
221. TerracottaFigurine.
P1.14.
P 13926. Well, T 26:3, bottom fill. H. 0.042 m.,
W. 0.037 m. Chippedbut otherwiseintact.
Gritty clay, dark brownto gray.
A figure consisting of a long cone-shapedobject
with a cuplikehollow at the bottom. A thick coil of
clay, extending about two-thirdsof the way around
the middle, forms arms. The head consists of a narrow flattened projection on top. The front surface
smoothedand flattened.

ARTIFACTS: STONE
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Cf.a somewhatsimilarfigurine,but probablymale, 36, 3, 4, 6). Cf. also the figurinesfrom Tsangli III
from a Late Neolithic tomb at Kephala (Hesperia, (P.T., pp. 123, 127, figs. 73, 76, d) and Tsangli VII
XXXIII, 1964, pl. 46, a-b).
(P.T., p. 128, fig. 77, f).
See also p. 17.
This is roughly of the type of the later terracotta
Late
Neolithic.
and
Dimini
from
Sesklo
6-7;
85,
pls.
(D.S.,
figurines
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8. ARTIFACTS

OBJECTS OF STONE

(222-236; Ps. 15, 77)

(222-233;P1.15)

CELTS AND OTHER ARTIFACTS (222-226; P1. 15)

222. Stone Celt.
P1.15.
ST 427. Misc. find from modern fill in triangular
cutting, A-B 16-17. L.0.09m., W.0.055m., T.0.04m.
Completeexcept for small chip on cutting edge.
Dark red stone.
A handaxe,smooth-polishedtowardscutting edge,
roughenedand roundedat other end.
Probably Neolithic.
223. Steatite Celt.
P1.15.
ST 711. Well, U24:4. P.L.0.062m., max. W.
0.043 m., max. T. 0.02 m. Polished steatite celt, broken at both ends, apparently tapering toward one
end. The bottom is approximatelyflat, the upper
surface convex making the cross-section almost
hemispherical.
Both 222 and 223 are examples of polished stone
handaxes without any boring for a handle, and are
closelyparalleledby examplesfoundin Neolithic contexts in Thessaly (D.S., cols. 308-310, figs. 231-233;
P.T., p. 23). Whereas222 belongsto Tsountas'Type
A, 223 is apparently an example of the slenderer

flattened on both faces, and piercedsomewherenear
the center with a hole which shows signs of wear;
aboutone-halfmissing.Apparentlya doublehammer.
Hard brownishgray schist.
Althoughthe doublehammeror battle axe is usually associatedwith the migrationsat the end of the
Early Helladic period (Eutresis, pp. 206-207, figs.
278, 6-8), it does have earlier occurrences(in E.H.
contexts at Asea and Malthi as well as in Early
Bronze Age Macedonia,see Holmberg,Asea, p. 122,
note 1). In the context of this well a connectionwith
Western Anatolia in the Late Chalcolithicperiod
seems likely. A double hammer closely resembling
ours was found in the earliest subphase of Troy I
(Troy, I, fig. 217, 36.366).
See also pp. 17-18.
Late Neolithic.
226. Stone Celt.
P1.15.
ST 265. Well, S 27:4. L. 0.115m., max. W.0.034m.
A naturalpebble,roughlythe shape of a thick knifeblade with a tang, which seems to have been worn
smooth throughuse.
Grayschist-likestone.
Late Neolithic.

Type B (cf. D.S., col. 310, fig. 233). Such handaxes
continuedinto the Early Bronze Age: cf. Zygouries,
pl. XXII, 7 and Troy, I, fig. 217, 35.87 (StratumIb). GRINDER AND MILLSTONES (227-230; P1.15)
See also p. 17.
227. Stone Grinder.
P1.15.
Late Neolithic.
ST 283. Well, U 24:3. H. 0.048m., max. W.0.078m.
224. FragmentaryCelt.
P1.15. Roughly dome-shapedgrinder, with one side broST 266. Well, T 26:3. P.L. 0.103 m., max. W. ken away, the flat side worn smooth.
Graylimestone.
0.049 m., max. T. 0.022 m. Stone celt, broken at both
Cf. the sphericaland dome-shapedgrindersfrom
ends.
A long oval piece of gray schist-like stone, con- Early Helladic contexts at Zygouries (Zygouries,
siderablyworn; muchless well workedand smoothed p. 200, fig. 188, 2, 5, 7).
Late Neolithic.
than 223, but apparently belonging to the same
classification.
general
Cf. Troy, I, fig. 217, 35.87 from Stratum Ib.
228. Fragmentof Millstone.
P1.15.
Late Neolithic.
ST 264. Well, S 27:4. P.L.O.lOm., P.W.O.llm.,
T. 0.026 m. Apparently from one end of a saddle225. FragmentaryDouble Hammer.
P1.15. shaped quern, domed on one side, slightly concave
ST 284. Well, U 24:3. P.L. 0.091 m., max. W. and worn smooth on the other.
0.053 m., max. T. 0.025 m. A roughly oval object,
Grayvolcanicstone.
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Cf.the saddlequernsfromTroyI (Troy,I, fig. 218)
A narrowblade, triangularin section, the cutting
and Zygouries(Zygouries,p. 200). As Blegen points edges lightly serrated.
out (Troy, I, p. 46) these familiarsaddle quernsare
Late Neolithic.
knowneverywherethroughoutthe NearEast and the
Aegean and since "volcanicformationsare usually
fairly near at hand to supplylocal needs,"millstones OBJECTSOFTERRACOTTA
(234-236; Pls. 15, 77)
are of little value as evidence of trading relations.
Late Neolithic.
SPINDLE WHORLS, WEIGHTS (234-236; Pls. 15, 77)
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Pls. 15, 77.
229. Fragmentof Millstone.
P1.15. 234. Spindle Whorl.
P 25858. Well, T26:5. D.0.044m., H.0.Olm. Chip
ST 289. Well, U 24:2. P.L.0.07m., P.W.0.069m.,
T. 0.039m. One corner of a millstone of gray vol- missing from one side.
canic stone; flat below, convex above.
Light brownclay, gray at core; traces of red slip.
Flat bottom with shallow convex top; pierced
Late Neolithic.
throughcenter.
This is a simple type of whorl, differingmarkedly
230. Fragmentof Millstone.
PI. 15.
ST 285. Well,U 24:3. H. ca.0.08m., P.L. ca.0.11m. from the more elaboratebiconical or spherical TroFragmentfrom edge of millstone, preservingpart of jan exampleswhich sometimes have incised decoration (cf. Troy, I, figs. 128, 221-222, examples from
flat bottom and of high dome-shapedtop.
with
stone
small
of
TroyI; figs. 366-368, examplesfrom TroyII). It reparticles quartz.
Gray
many
semblesmorecloselythe plain whorlsfromZygouries
Late Neolithic.
(Zygouries,p. 190,fig. 179),althoughoursis shallower
than most (height about one-fourthinstead of oneOBSIDIAN(231-233; P1. 15)
half the diameter).
Late Neolithic.
P1.15.
231. ObsidianMatrix.
ST 267. Well, S 27:3. Max. dim. 0.022 m. A small
and fragmentary obsidian matrix, yet showing
Pls. 15, 77.
236. Spindle Whorl.
clearlywherethe bladeshave been chippedoff.
MC545. Well, U24:3. D.0.043m., H.0.019m.
The occurrenceof obsidian in the Neolithic wells
Piece from side and chips around edges missing.
of the Agora points to direct relations with Melos
Gritty gray clay, the top surfacesmooth, gray to
(cf. now Renfrew, Cann and Dixon, "Obsidianin brown.
the Aegean," B.S.A., LX, 1965, pp. 225-247, where
A shallowdome,flat beneath,piercedthroughcenMelos is shown to have been the only significant ter.
Somewhat higher in proportion to diameter
sourcethroughoutthe prehistoricperiod). Note also than 234.
the abundanceof obsidianin the Grottoon the South
Late Neolithic.
Slope (Levi, Abitazioni,pp. 481-483, figs. 66-67). Cf.
by contrast the scarcity of obsidian at Troy: one
blade in Troy I (Troy, I, fig. 217, 37.108), two in 236. SpindleWhorlor Loomweight.
P1.15.
T
P.D.
D.
of
MC
26:4.
0.05
hole
1078.
m.,
Well,
Troy II, (ibid.,fig. 362, 37.65, 37.257).
0.013 m., P.H. 0.028 m. Conicalshape,brokenat botSee also p. 18.
Late Neolithic.
tom; boredlongitudinally.
Gritty gray-brownclay; hard surface,mottled in
232. ObsidianBlade.
P1.15. firing.
If this is a whorl, it is much higher and coarser
ST 282. Well, U 24:2. L.0.05m., W.0.0125m. Obsidian blade, apparently complete. It is very thin than the other examples.However,the loomweights
and forms a shallow S-curve. One side is worked from Troy I and II are flatter and are piercedhorismooth,the other has two lengthwiseridges. Cutting zontallyabove the center(cf. Troy,I, fig. 221, 36.365,
35.458,fig. 369)instead of vertically.Whencomplete
edges sharpwithout serration.
this may have resembledthe terracottaobject from
Late Neolithic.
the Early Helladic stratum at Korakou (Korakou,
233. Fragmentof ObsidianBlade.
P1. 15. p. 104, fig. 129, 3) which is referred to as a pearST 268. Well, S 27:3, upper fill. P.L. 0.022 m. shapedspindlewhorl.
Late Neolithic.
Brokenat both ends.
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II. EARLY AND MIDDLE HELLADIC
INTRODUCTION

are no pure Early Helladic fills from the Agora and very little material that can be
There
definitely assigned to this period. Some material from the twenty Late Neolithic wells previously discussed may be transitional to Early Helladic, or might even be termed E.H. I, as
we have suggested above (p. 20). On the other hand, the fill of deposits laid down in the
Middle Helladic period contains scraps of pottery of well-definedE.H. II types, as well as a few
whole pots that are E.H. III or transitional to Middle Helladic. Because of the difficulty of
isolating the Early Helladic material, we have kept it in its separate mixed contexts.
1. DEPOSITS
(Plate 91 and pp. 274-275)

The area of the Northwest Slope below the Klepsydra contained five wells which were filled
up in Middle Helladic times (R 28:1, S 27:1, S 27:2, T 24:1, T 26:2). These are interspersed
among the Late Neolithic wells, but show a clear distinction in the deposits.' In general, the
MiddleHelladic wells are a little deeper, but are not any more carefully cut or regular in shape
than the Neolithic. In T 24:1, the deepest example with a depth of 8.80 m., the center of the
shaft was shifted when a hard ledge of rock was struck, as had been done in the Neolithic well
U 24:2. T 26:2 was shallow (2.30 m.) with no apparent water, but a thin layer of sand at the
bottom. In no instance was there clear evidence for a use fill, and the intermingling of Early
Helladic with MiddleHelladic material suggests that we are dealing mostly with dump fill. However, the number of complete or restorable pots is surprising, fifteen in R 28:1, twelve in
T 24:1; furthermoreeight were intact except for chips (250, 252, 328, 338, 360, 361, 353, 354).
Of the two quite elegant specimens 328 and 338, one wonders why a chipped spout was sufficient reason for their being discarded. Although there are copious remains of animal bones,
the absence of any human skeletal material would seem to preclude the possibility of disturbed
graves. For the other intact specimens which are heavier and coarser, especially the pitchers,
360-361 and 353-364, a connection with the actual use of the wells seems likely.2
Unlike the Neolithic period where our evidence comes primarily from the slopes of the
Acropolis, the Middle Helladic finds suggest widespread occupancy over the entire area of the
Agora. In almost every spot where bedrock was reached sherds of characteristic Gray Minyan
ware came to light, and it even appears that MiddleHelladic pottery was so generally available

1 Hesperia, VII, 1938,
pp. 335-338.
Lucy Talcott assured me that evidence for a clearly stratified use fill is frequently absent and does not mean that none of
the pottery found was connected with the use of the well.
2
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(probably offerings in small cist graves which were disturbed) that it sometimes found its way
into or around Geometric graves (see 283, 292 and 346). Natural clefts and declivities in
bedrockwere filled in and levelled in MiddleHelladic times, providing us with dump fill roughly
comparable to the material from the five wells but producing no whole pots. The two pits
(B 21:15 and G 19:1) off the North and West Slopes of the Areopagus are of this type, more
irregularand shallowerthan the wells, with no evidence for artificial shaping or water, and the
presence of household refuse (cinders, ash, fragmentary pithoi) shows that they were used like
bothroi. The gully R 21:4 was larger and more irregular and presupposes general levelling
operations in Middle Helladic times. This likewise was the nature of the M.H. fill beneath the
archaichouses to the east of the Tholos (G-H 11-12). But in none of these areas were there any
extant architectural remains, either house walls or pavements, to be associated wTithMiddle
Helladic occupancy.
Two stratified deposits, one at the extreme northwest cornerand across the Athens-Peiraeus
railroad track (E-F 2),3 the other in the southeast central area near the Mint and Southeast
Fountain House,4 point to the existence of ancient roads which were in use at least as early,
and probably considerably earlier than, the Middle Helladic period. The former road was the
main thoroughfareleading from the area of the later Dipylon to the Agora, the latter the main
South Road acrossthe area. The routes of both areindicated on Travlos' plan, Plate 91. For the
South Road, excavated by MargaretCrosbyin 1955 and 1956, Homer Thompson comments on
the extraordinarythickness (1.50 m.) of the stratified deposit of the Middle and Late Helladic
periods and on the fact that "the volume of pottery was enough to attest habitation ... it
provides the most ample and indeed almost the only evidence yet available for habitation, as
distinct from burial, within the area later occupied by the Agora or its immediate environs.
Even within the thickness of the prehistoricdeposit appeared traffic-beaten,gravelled surfaces
which implied the existence of a thoroughfare."5
With this widespreadMiddle Helladic occupation of the Agora area, one must assume that
there were also characteristic intramural burials, although no trace of any has been found
intact, doubtless due to the fact that the burials were in shallow cist graves that fell prey to the
later users of the area as a cemetery in Mycenaeanand subsequent times. Indeed the only preMycenaean burial found in the Agora is of a deeper and rather extraordinarytype, and is not
easily datable. In 1935 during the excavation of the civic buildings along the west side of the
Agora a circularcutting in bedrock 0.73 m. in diameter came to light slightly to the east of the
facade of the Metroon(1 9:2; P1.78).6 It provedto be the top of a shaft going down 8.0 m. and then
opening out toward the southeast into a small rectangularchamber, quite rough and irregular,
with an adult burial. The chamberwas small, 0.80 m. in length, and the body was laid in a contracted position on its side with knees drawn up. Two small handmade vases were the only
offerings (384-385). The Metroonburial was published by Shear as Subneolithic and compared
with the prehistoricburial found by Skias on the South Slope of the Acropolisin 1899,7although
3 Hesperia, IX, 1940, pp. 299-300. Layer XIII produced hardpacked road gravel and clear M.H. material (Minyan and
Mattpainted); the underlying layer XIV was also M.H., XV mixed E.H.-M.H., XVI probably only E.H., and the pockets in
bedrock (XVII and XVIII) possibly Neolithic. Since the pre-MiddleHelladic material is very scrappy and nondescript, one
can merely note that it is heavy and handmade and could be either Late Neolithic or Early Helladic.
4 Hesperia, XXV, 1956, pp. 47ff., pl. XII, b.
5 Ibid., p. 49. From three separate roadcuts (two in Section Tau and one in Psi) there is nothing distinctively earlier than
Middle Helladic. The bottom strata and pockets in bedrock produced much Minyan, both Gray and Yellow, Mattpainted
and Coarse wares; the upper prehistoric strata yielded Mycenaean, in some cases mixed with Classical.
In 1965 during further clearing of the South Square, evidence was found for the existence of a third road across the Agora
in prehistoric times (see Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, p. 45); this road must have been the "remote ancestor of the familiar
Panathenaic Way." Several interesting fragments of prehistoric pottery (P 27397-27399) from M 12:2 have been inventoried,
but it has not been possible to incorporate these in the Catalogue;they are, however, referredto under appropriatecomparisons.
6
Hesperia, V, 1936, pp. 20-21. Skeletal analysis, Angel, Hesperia, XIV, 1945, pp. 291-292, no. 2 (27 AA).
7 'Ep. 'Apx., 1902, cols. 123-130. See also, P. T., p. 221.
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the latter seems to have been lined with crude brick and to have contained six bodies. It is no
longer possible to uphold a Neolithic date for either grave, since the fill of our shaft was entirely
Middle Helladic, and Minyan, Red Burnished and incised sherds were found in the South Slope
grave along with a small handmadejug. Another point of similarity is the occurrenceof a small
obsidian arrowtip (386) in the fill of I 9:2, and eight obsidian arrowheadsof the hafted type
plus three flakes in Skias' tomb. Although the arrowheadscould equally well be Late Neolithic,
the pottery in the fill of both graves is clearly Middle Helladic, and therefore the burials and
the crude handmade pots should also be of this period. The actual form of our grave may be
roughly compared with the double grave at the bottom of a shaft discovered many years ago
at Corinth.8Here, however, the offeringspoint to an Early Helladic date with strong Cycladic
influence in the pottery.
From other excavations in Athens one can draw much the same conclusion of widespreadand
long-lasting occupation in Middle Helladic times, preceded by clearly attested but more fragmentary evidence for the Early Helladic period. From the Acropolisitself a few sherds may be
Early Helladic,9whereas there is ample evidence for MiddleHelladic in both Minyan and Mattpainted wares.l0 The North Slope excavations of Broneer" and Hazel Hansen12yielded some
Early Helladic but far more Middle Helladic pottery.
The South Slope had presented a somewhat misleading picture from the older excavations,
since Early Helladic predominated over Middle Helladic. The Grotto above the Asklepieion,
excavated by the Italians in 1923, contained not only the heavy, burnished monochromeware
with Anatolian Chalcolithic parallels, which we have already cited in connection with our
Neolithic (see above, pp. 10-11), but also the best and largest assortment of developed Early
Helladic pottery so far published from Athens.13It consists of a number of sauceboat fragments, Urfirnis ware as well as White Slipped and Polished, and a few decorated sherds which
should be E.H. II Painted ware.l4 With this material was found a large collection of obsidian
blades and several matrices.'5Therewas nothing MiddleHelladic in this grotto, but not far away
and somewhat closer to the Odeionof Herodes Atticus, Skias had found the early tomb we have
discussed above, which now seems more properly to be Middle Helladic. Recent Greek excavations have added substantially to the evidence and have shown the importanceof the South

8 A.J.A., I, 1897,
pp. 313-332.
9
Mylonas, Aghios Kosmas, p. 4, note 17, refers to Early Helladic found by Leicester Holland within the Erechtheion (cf.
Korakou, p. 110, note 5 and James Morton Paton, The Erechtheum,Cambridge, Mass., 1927, p. 581). The sherds figured in
Graef, Ant. Vasen, I, pl. I, 2-4 appear to be Early Cycladic III with affinities to our 253-254. Similar vases were found in
the earliest MiddleHelladic or transitional stratum at Eutresis (Eutresis,pp. 182-183, figs. 253-254) and are thereforenot really
evidence for the Early Helladic period.
10 Graef,Ant. Vasen, I,
p. 1 refers to "six sherds of monochrome Trojan ware of the Sixth City" of which one is of "fine Gray
Ware" (Minyan?) as well as no. 6, a fragment from a "Gray Ware cup with handles." The Mattpainted are more fully illustrated (pl. I, 10-25). In addition to the various classes found among the Agoramaterial, they include polychrome Mattpainted
(nos. 14-17) and sherds of cups with running spirals (pl. II, 27-29) resembling those from the upper M.H. level at Korakou
(Korakou, p. 26, figs. 35-36).
11 Hesperia, II, 1933,
pp. 356-363. Figs. 26 and 27 are labelled Early Helladic, but a few fragments seem to be Middle
Helladic (namely fig. 26, a, cf. with our 263; and fig. 27, b, cf. with 383). Among the E.H. material there are "sherds of
sauceboats" (fig. 26, i-m), one of Light-on-Dark Patterned ware (fig. 26, f), and some incised ware of Cycladic origin including a duck vase (fig. 27, h). Unfortunately, the illustrated material from the 1931-1932 excavations is not now available for study in the Agora Museum, nor could its whereabouts be ascertained. Most of the prehistoric material illustrated is
Middle Helladic (ibid., figs. 28-33) or Late Helladic (figs. 34-45).
12
Hesperia, VI, 1937, pp. 542-557. Figs. 3 and 4 are called Early Helladic, but include many Middle Helladic (see below,
notes 57 and 133). Fig. 3, a-d and f are E.H. II White Slipped and Polished ware, and a few sherds of E.H. were found in
the fill of the Mycenaean Fountain (Fountain, p. 349, fig. 23, e-j). The pottery from the 1937 and 1938 campaigns on the
North Slope is housed in the Stoa of Attalos and was available for study and comparison; specific comparisons are cited in
our Catalogue according to the A.P. (Acropolis Pottery) numbers. See Index of Acropolis Pottery, pp. 285-286.
13 Levi,
Abitazioni, pp. 479-480, figs. 64-65.
14
Ibid., fig. 64, b, 1-2. Caskey (Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, p. 292) has made a distinction between E.H. II Painted ware and
E.H. III Dark-on-Light Patterned ware on the evidence of the material from Lerna III and IV respectively.
15 Levi,
Abitazioni, pp. 481-483, figs. 66-67.
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Slope in Middle Helladic times. In 1959 Miliadis, excavating below the Odeion of Herodes,

foundboth Earlyand MiddleHelladicsherdsand a bothroswith pureMiddleHelladicfill.6 In

1961 during salvage operations on the Angelopoulos property south of the Street of Dionysios
the Areopagite, two small cist graves and traces of two Middle Helladic houses were excavated
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by Dontas.17Thelatterareimportantas the firstarchitecturalremainsof this periodso far discoveredin Athens.Furthereast and nearerthe Asklepieiona MiddleHelladicbothroshas more
recentlybeen dug by Platon.18
Especiallyin the MiddleHelladicperiodwe have evidenceforoccupationsomedistanceaway
from the Acropolis.Far to the south in the area of the Olympieion,excavationsin 1959 by
Travlosand the late JohnThrepsiadesdiscloseda deep prehistoricdepositwith both Middle
and Late Helladicpottery,but apparentlynothing of Neolithicor Early Helladicdate.19And
to the southwest on the Hill of Philopappos Threpsiades in 1962 found an interesting Middle

Helladicdepositin a rockcuttingwhichwas later used as a Geometricgrave.20To the northwestin the KerameikosGermanexcavationsbeforethe war had discloseda MiddleHelladiccist
grave with three interestingpots,21 as well as other pre-Mycenaeansherdsfrom the general
area.Still fartherto the northwestexcavationsby Stavropoulloshave shownthe importancein
prehistorictimes of the region later occupiedby Plato's Academy.Especiallysignificantare
the mentionof Early Helladicsherdsand the presenceof an Early Helladicstratumbeneath
the mud-brick"sacredhouse"of Geometrictimes.22
In orderto drawdefiniteconclusionsonemust await fullerreportsfromthe new excavations.
It wouldseem,however,that Athens,both the Acropolisand its slopesand also the Academy,
was inhabitedin EarlyHelladictimes,but that this materialhas beendisturbedandtelescoped
by the far denserandmorepervasiveMiddleHelladicoccupation.We have nothingcomparable
to EarlyHelladic coastal sites in Attica like Askitario3on the east coast or AghiosKosmas24
on the south, both of which escapedthe superpositionof a MiddleHelladicstratumand are
thus moreor less intact. Moreover,it is unlikelythat Athenshad the importancein the Early
Helladicperiodof thesecoastalsites whichmay have beenCycladicfoundationsand musthave
drawntheirlivelihoodfromtradeand seafaring.
16Excavated by Mrs. Sakelleraki during excavations conducted by Miliadis from 1955-1960; to be published in a forthin
coming AeAriov.Through the kindness of Dr. Platon, Mr. Travlos, and Miss Maro Tsoni I was able to examine this material
1964 in the Fetihe-Tzami (Mosquein Roman Market). The bothros contained Gray and Yellow Minyan, M.H. Red Burnished,
Mattpainted and Coarse, and it seemed to be purely Middle Helladic.
17 Reported briefly in AEAr.,XVII, 1961-1962, pp. 83-86, esp. pp. 85-86, 90; see also B.C.H., LXXXVI, 1962, p. 640. The
graves contained few offerings, and no pottery is illustrated in the preliminary report. However, material from a near-by
stratified deposit on the Angelopoulos property was shown me in the Fetihe Tzami. It ranged from M.H. through early
Mycenaean (Myc. II-III A:1) and included a fragment of an E.C. frying-pan, Gray and Yellow Minyan, Red Burnished and
Fine Mattpainted, but nothing specifically Early Helladic.
18 Excavated in 1963 or 1964. The pottery was examined in the storeroom of the Acropolis Museum through the kindness
of Dr. Platon. It consisted of two fragmentary Mattpainted pithoi, a Gray Minyan kantharos, and a Cycladic duck vase
without decoration.
19B.C.H., LXXXIV, 1960, p. 634; J.H.S. Arch. Reports1960-1961, p. 3; Arch. Anz., 1962, col. 210, Some of this material
was shown me in 1964 in the Apotheke of the Library of Hadrian.
20 I examined this material in 1964 in the Apotheke of the Library of Hadrian through the kindness of Miss Kaloudi. It
consisted of a large M.H. Red Burnished bowl like 260, a complete Cycladic duck vase and three fragmentary ones like 256,
as well as a coarse handmade jug. The good condition of the pottery would suggest that they came from a grave rather than
a bothros.
21 Arch.
Anz., 1936, cols. 197-203, figs. 18-19.
22
J.H.S. Arch. Reports 1962-1963, p. 6; Arch.
npCoKIK&, 1955 (1960), pp. 53ff.; J.H.S. Arch. Reports 1960-1961, p. 4;
a
Anz., 1962, col. 191. I have not been able to examine this material, and it has not been published with the exception of
a
of
and
the
of
excavations
earlier
prehistoric
also
See
report
Aristophron
bowl
10,
a).
(npctKd&, 1955, pl.
fragmentary Minyan
settlement south of the gymnasium (A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p. 138; Arch. Anz., 1937, col. 117).
23
1951 (1952), pp. 77-92, 95-109; 1952 (1955), pp. 129-151; 1953 (1956), pp. 105ff.; 1954 (1957), pp. 104ff.;
TTpaKTIK&,
1955 (1960), pp. 109ff.; 'ApX'Ep., 1953-1954, III (1961), pp. 59-76.
II date of the destruction of
24
Mylonas, Aghios Kosmas, 1959. See also Caskey, Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, p. 300, for the E.H.
this site.
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With the MiddleHelladic period there is apparentlya change of sites in Attica. Aghios
Kosmasand Askitariowere abandoneduntil Late Helladic times, but at Brauron25
a strong
MiddleHelladicstratumwith a fortificationwall succeededthe EarlyHelladicsettlement,and
a largeMiddleHelladicfoundationwas made at SkalaOropou26
to the north.Theslightlyinland
of
two
is
these
last
sites
of
position
probablysymptomatic changedconditions.Athens,which
is even furtherinland,showsa comparabledominanceof MiddleHelladicoverEarly Helladic,
but coastalEleusishas revealedno clearEarlyHelladic stratum and showsa remarkablecontinuity fromMiddleto Late Helladic.27

2. POTTERY
(Pls. 16-27)

Becauseof the unstratifiednatureof our material,one must dependon outsideparallelsfor
establishingeven a relative chronology.For this the carefully stratifiedsite of Lernain the
Argolidis of great importance.Our materialfrom the wells and bothroifilled up in Middle
Helladictimes coversthe threeperiodsof Lera III, IV, andV, with the last dominantandwith
a few pieces coeval with the period of LernaVI. Thesestrata have been equatedby the excavator, J. L. Caskey,with the periodstraditionallyknown as E.H. II, E.H. III and M.H.28
AlthoughAthens and Lernalie some distanceapart and the developmentmay not have been
exactly the samein the two regions,Lernais now the basic referencesite for Earlyand Middle
Helladic,and we have thereforedividedour potteryinto three main groupswhichseem to be
roughlycontemporarywith the Periodsof LernaIII, IV, and V.29
THE PERIOD OF LERNA III OR EARLIER

HEAVILYBURNISHED WARE (Pls. 16, 70)

The three small fragments 237-239 are clearly early, but only for 239, the pared open
spout of a bowl or sauceboat, do we have good Early Helladic parallels.30No. 237 is more
enigmatic; its deliberate and artistic mottling differs from anything in our Neolithic Red
Burnished ware, but the shape is not easily ascertained (probably a closed pot with a flaring
base and the remnants of a stringhole). It may conceivably be Late Neolithic,31and the same
is more likely for 238, which has parallels among our Red Burnishedbowls with lug handles, for
example 29 and 30. If so these two would represent the only Neolithic material in their
respective wells, T 26:2 and T 24:1.
SLIPPED AND POLISHED WARE (Pls. 16, 70)

No. 240 is from a shallow bowl with incurved rim, and is covered with a highly polished
orange-redslip, somewhat flaked and showing striations from the burnishing tool. It seems to
26

nlpaK-rK&,1955 (1960), pp. 118-120, pl. 38, b; Arch. Anz., 1962, cols. 211-212.
Loc. cit.

27

See

25

Mylonas, Aghios Kosmas, p. 4, note 16;'pacnlKa, 1952, pp. 58-72; 1953, pp. 77-87; 1954, pp. 50-65; 1955, pp. 67-77.
23 See excavation reports by J. L. Caskey in
Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, pp. 3-30; XXIV, 1955, pp. 25-49; XXV, 1956, pp. 147-

173; XXVI, 1957, pp. 142-162; XXVII, 1958, pp. 125-144; XXVIII, 1959, pp. 202-207. Also Caskey, "The Early Helladic
Period in the Argolid," Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, pp. 285-303.
29
John L. Caskey, C.A.H., I, Ch. XXVI, pp. 1-38, especially 15-20.
30Eutresis, pl. I, 7.
31 This was the opinion of
Caskey, although he could cite no exact parallels and considered the attribution uncertain. I
should like here to acknowledge my thanks to Prof. Caskey for sharing with me his expert
knowledge of Early and Middle
Helladic material, and I take full responsibility for the few cases where I have not followed his
opinion.
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correspond to the A II ware from Zygouries, which was characteristic of the earlier part of
Early Helladic,32and it cannot under any circumstancesbe confused with Neolithic. However,
it may conceivably be MiddleHelladic, since its surfacetreatment closely resembles258 and 268,
and the sharply carinated profile of the former seems to lead directly into the Middle Helladic
Red Burnished bowls 260-261.33
Fortunately for 241-244 there is no difficulty in recognizing the fine Slipped and Polished
ware, usually creamy white, yellow or mottled, so well described by Blegen and known from a
number of Early Helladic sites.34This is our best index for Early Helladic in Athens, not only
in the Agora, but also for the North Slope and the Grotto above the Asklepieion on the South
Slope.3 From stratigraphic evidence elsewhere this fabric seems to be typical of the earlier
part of E.H. II, for it decreased at the very end of Lerna III.36 Being very brittle and fine, it
occurs only in small fragmentsin our deposits; 241 seems to be part of the spout of a sauceboat
and 244 the flaring foot-ring of an open bowl or sauceboat.
URFIRNIS WARE (P1. 16)

There is a surprisingabsence of typical E.H. II Urfirnis from the Agora deposits,37and no
this ware. Small scraps were noted in the context
in this
fragments of the ubiquitous sauceboat Smallin
the
of
stratified deposit at the northwest corner of the
T
from
XV
from
26:2,
layer
pottery
Agora (E-F 2), and from a mixed layer of the fill of the area of the Tholos (G-H 11-12). The
only piece that has been catalogued (245) is atypical: the fragment of a heavy lid with a
flange; it is coated with a crackly black glaze resemblingUrfinis, but of poor quality and therefore perhaps E.H. III in date.
INCISEDWARE (P1. 16)

Only one sherd of our incised ware, which is presumablyimported from the Cyclades, would
appear to be early. No. 246 has a lustrous black burnished slip and neat fine incisions which
can be paralleled by a sherd with stamped spirals from the First Meter Deposit at Eutresis.38
One should note the extreme scarcity and fragmentary nature of this material, which is all
that we have which can be paralleledwith the period of Lera III.
THE PERIODOF LERNAIV

The fortunate occurrenceof a burnt stratum markingthe end of the House of the Tiles and of
Lera III has enabled Caskey to draw a sharp distinction between E.H. II and E.H. III and
to reappraisethe Early Helladic material from other sites. Patterned Ware, both Dark-on-Light
and the reverse Light-on-Dark or "Aghia Marina" style, makes its first appearance, and new
shapes such as the tankard and the two-handled bowl replace the askos and the sauceboat of
E.H. II.39
Blegen, Zygouries, pp. 77-78, pls. V, VII, 1.
and 268 are considered Middle Helladic by Caskey.
34 Zygouries, pp. 78-83, pl. IX; Eutresis, p. 97, pl. VI, 1. Also Asine, pp. 219-220, fig. 161, 5, where it is dated to E.H. III
(but see Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, p. 801).
35 In addition to eight inventoried sherds, several dozen more were noted in the storage containers from S 27:2, T 24:1,
and T 26:2. Our material is covered uniformly with a creamy white slip, and does not show the range of colors or mottling
found at Zygouries. From the North Slope: A.P. 1801-1304 and 1306 (Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 542, fig. 3, a-d, f). From the
South Slope, see Levi, Abitazioni, pp. 479-480, figs. 64-65.
36Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, p. 289.
37 Urfirnis was
apparently found in the Grotto on the South Slope (see note 35) and has been reported from Plato's
Academy (see note 22), so its absence among our material is probably accidental.
38
Eutresis, p. 81, fig. 97, 2.
39See Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, pp. 295-297.
32

33 258
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PATTERNEDWARE (Pis. 16, 70)

Three small fragments (247-249) have been recognized. They are all in the Light-on-Dark
style, apparently more characteristic of Central Greece than the Peloponnesos, and if one can
judge from the splaying lips of 248-249, they presumably came from the characteristictankard
shape.4 Only on 247 is there a clear remnant of the pattern of hatched triangles,41but on the
other two there are certainly traces of horizontal lines in white.
BLACKBURNISHED WARE (Pls. 16, 70)
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Three more or less complete vases (250-262) in a brick red clay with a gray or black burnished
surface come from three different Middle Helladic wells (T 24:1, S 27:2, and R 28:1). They
seem to form a group by virtue of their foreign affinities and their probable dating to the
period of Lera IV. No. 250, a globularjar with flattened bottom, vertical lugs, and flaringrim
with stringholes, bears a general resemblance to our Neolithic Red Burnished biconical jars,
but is surely from a different horizon. The fabric suggests Trojan-Anatolianconnections, and
the shape is roughly paralleled by Type C 28 characteristic of Troy II, although no exact
parallels have been found.42The paired stringholes in the rim are found in a brownish black
pot fromAsine, for which Persson has also found a parallel in Troy II.43No. 21, a graceful bowl
with incurved rim and silvery gray burnished surface, has closer affinities with the Cyclades,
and is probably to be associated with Black Burnished bowls from Eutresis and Aegina, where
they appear in a transitional Early to Middle Helladic context.44
No. 252 is also unique among the Agora material and stands out as an import by reason
of its mammiformbosses, ear-shapedhandles and irregularshape. Northwest Anatolia seems to
have been the ultimate origin of this shape, for it is found there as early as Thermi I and occurs
in a variant form with single bosses and horizontal handles in Troy IIg.45The closest counterparts to our example come, however, from Early BronzeAge Macedonia,46where they are found
in the company of tankards and cups of the depas shape which show Trojan influence. These do
not always have knobs, but one from Gon&is remarkablylike our example in shape and has a
single boss on either side. A less direct connection may be noted with the black Slipped and
Polished bowls which are ubiquitous in Lerna IV, occurringboth in a handmade form and in a
gray wheelmade variant which is indistinguishablefrom Minyan ware.46a
40

Light-on-Dark: Eutresis, pp. 116-117, figs. 155-156, pi. VIII. Dark-on-Light: Zygouries,pi. XIII; Korakou,p. 10, fig. 10;
Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, pi. 10, b (Lema). Note Caskey's remark that the "Aghia Marina style" is well attested but relatively
scarce in Lerna IV (Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, p. 295).
41 The
pattern appears to be darker than the ground because the paint has flaked off, but has preserved the surface from
incrustation. Cf. the similar effect on the Mattpainted jar 328.
42
Troy, I, fig. 401, 37.1117 (Phase IId) and 35.479 (Phase IIg), both with different types of lugs. Cf. also Schliemann's
from the Burnt City and Troy IV (refs. in Troy, I, p. 236). The Trojan examples often have a higher more
Schnurosengefapefi
cylindrical neck.
4" Asine, p. 265, fig. 184, 8 compared with Schmidt, Samml. Troj. Altert., p. 64, no. 1489. Its M.H. I date need not make
it later than Lerna IV (see Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, p. 297). Note also the Trojan jar of bizarre form imported into a late
stage of Lena IV (Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, pl. 11, b), the general resemblance of the tankards of Troy II (Troy, I, fig. 380) to
the Patterned ware tankards of E.H. III, and the occurrence of the depas amphikypellonshape (Troy, I, figs. 381-382) in a
modified version in Patterned ware at Lerna (Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, pl. 21, i). All these show a close connection between
E.H. III and Troy III-V.
44 Cf.
Eutresis, fig. 177, p. 134 ("found in a stratum where Early Helladic sherds still outnumbered the Middle Helladic").
Perhaps to be connected with the Black Burnished bowls from Phylakopi I (Phylakopi, p. 154, pl. XXXIII, 2 and p. 163,
"seventh layer contained a good many fragments of black polished bowls").
45Cf. Thermi, pl. XIII, no. 30, p. 100; Troy, I, fig. 398, 35.424, p. 333.
46
Heurtley, Pre. Mac., pp. 81-82, no. 190, pl. XI, from Haghios Mamos; p. 186, no. 271, pl. XIV, from Gona (nos. 272
and 316 are somewhat similar, but without knobs). I examined no. 271 in the Museum at Thessaloniki, through the courtesy
of the director, and was struck with its resemblance to 252 in the heavy fabric and the somewhat warped shape. It is a

little smaller (H. 0.112 m.).
4ca

Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, pp. 296-297, pl. 70, i (refs. to Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, pl. 9, a-b; XXV, 1956, pl. 43, e; XXVI,
1957, pl. 42, f).
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INCISED WARE (Pis. 16, 70)

Nos. 263-264 come from imported Early Cycladic pyxides, and 266 from the lid of such a
pyxis. No. 263 is a fragment of the cylindrical type with tapering sides and has parallels in the
First City of Phylakopi; No. 264 comes from the higher type with curved wall and is also
matched at Phylakopi I.47Not only the currentlater dating of Phylakopi I but the occurrence
of similar pyxides at Eutresis "on the floors of houses of the first (M.H.) building level or in
the transitionalstratum just precedingit"48confirmsour assigningthese fragmentsto the period
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of LernaIV.

The small quantity and the imported nature of this material should be noted, but the three
whole pots contrast with the earliermaterial contemporarywith Lerna III.
THE PERIODOF LERNAV

It is natural that most of the pottery from the Agora fills laid down in the Middle Helladic
times should be ascribed to this period. The five wells on the Northwest Slope have provided
an excellent series of whole or restorablepots, but even with the additional cataloguedfragments
from them and from the other deposits, one has no real conception of the quantity of Middle
Helladic material from the Agora unless one has examined the uninventoried context pottery,
which runs into a far greater bulk than for the Neolithic or even the Late Helladic period.49
CYCLADICIMPORTS(Pls. 17, 70)

No. 266 is a fragmentary ribbed askos or duck vase of well-known Cycladic type. Such
vases, often with incised decoration, were common in the mature phase of Phylakopi I50and
were exported as far afield as Troy,51but they turn up in considerablenumbers at Aegina and
on the Greek mainland, often in company with other Cycladic or Cycladic-inspiredmaterial,
particularly the Red Burnished carinated bowls like our 260-263. The closest parallels to our
ribbed example come from Aegina,52Eutresis,53and from the recently found deposit on the
Philopappos hill.54Whether these duck vases should really be assigned to a later period than
is not absolutely clear; however, the incised pyxides are late survivals
the late pyxides 23of an older tradition, whereasthe duck vases are usually found with ware that can more properly
be called Middle Helladic.55
No. 267, a miscellaneousfind from the area of the later Eleusinion,was recognizedas prehistorand interpretation are difficult. Of coarse heavy fabric with a
ic but its exact classificreation
47 Phylakopi, p. 87, Section 4, p. IV, 1, 2 (double), 3. Caskey now makes Phylakopi I contemporarywith Lema IV (C.A.H.,
I, Ch. XXVI, p. 26).
48
Eutresis, pp. 182-186. For 253 cf. fig. 253, 2; for 255, fig. 254.
bulk of it made up into whole pots which
from tombs and
49 This is because the Mynaean
material came ieflythey
were inventoried.
50 Phylakopi, pp. 88-89, pi. IV, 6, 8. Cyclades, figs. 92-93 (misprinted 99-100), 95. These form part of Edgar's Group 4
and with the later pyxides belong to the mature phase of the First City (see Phylakopi, pp. 249 f.).
51 Schmidt, Samml. Troj. Altert., p. 92, no. 2066.
52 Welter, Aigina, p. 14, fig. 15. Figs. 12-13 have incised decoration; fig. 14 is apparently plain. Welter places these in
his Early Bronze period.
53 Eutresis, pp. 183-184, figs. 255, 2; 256, 1. They were found on the floor of House X assigned to the first building level
of Middle Helladic (ibid., pp. 36-37), and a ribbed black jar (pl. XII, 2), probably also of Cycladic origin, was found in the
same context.
54 See above, note 20: a complete incised duck vase and three fragmentary ribbed examples. In 1909 an incised example
was found on the South Slope (EAT. , 1, 1915, HapapT.,p. 34, fig. 1, 1); another comes from the North Slope (Hesperia, II, 1933,
p. 357, fig. 27, h).
55At Lerna the sole duck vase that has been illustrated comes from the first stratum of Lerna V (Hesperia, XXVI, 1957,
pl. 42, d and referred to in XXIX, 1960, p. 298) whereas there are fragments of lids with stamped spirals and incised patterns from the lowest E.H. II stratum (Hesperia, XXVII, 1958, pl. 35, d-f; XXIX, 1960, pl. 69, e).
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lightly burnished gray surface and traces of incised decoration, it may be part of a ring-shaped
vase similar to one found at Phylakopi in the company of duck vases.56
RED BURNISHED WARE (Pis. 17, 70)
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One of the most pleasing fabrics of the Middle Helladic repertory, this is well represented
by the fine bowl, 260, and the fragments of related examples 261-263. It also occurs in the
material from the North Slope, where it is not always correctly designated.57It runs the gamut
from a thin, transparent, but easily flaked slip with a high polish (258 and 268) to an evenly
high red burnish on a brick red clay (260) and can be fired partly red and partly black with an
almost vitreous surface (263 and numerous uncatalogued fragments from the North Slope). This
last, when fired predominantlyblack, approaches,if it is not identical with, the fabric of Argive
Minyan, and indeed some of the shapes of MiddleHelladic Red Burnishedare strongly carinated
or reproducewell-known Minyan types.58This is not true, however, of many examples from the
Agora,59which are mostly shallow bowls with carinated shoulder and slightly incurved (258-261)
or offset (262-263) rim. They are often provided with lug handles, in 260 and 261 horizontal
with double piercings, in 262 a small vertical lug pierced once. Such shapes are found also at
Eutresis, but are especially common on Aegina and in Melos, as Miss Goldman notes.60More
examples like 260 and 261 are turning up in fair numbers in the new Greek excavations
on the South Slope and on the Hill of Philopappos, sometimes in company with Cycladic
duck vases suggestive of their foreign origin and a dating near the beginning of the Middle
Helladic period. The more strongly carinated profiles and the fabric resembling Argive
Minyan of 262 and 263 may represent a mainland development under the influence of
Minyan ware.
No. 264 is somewhat different,coming from a large bowl with upstanding rim splayed toward
the inside and decorated on the upper surfacewith short parallel strokes of matt black. The red
slip is unusually lustrous and seems to be a real glaze. Here, there is the likelihood of another
Cycladic import, as the only parallels I know come from the islands.61
Nos. 266 and 267 are rim fragments of large bowls with slightly carinated profiles and have
traces of white mattpainted decoration on the upper wall. They seem to belong with the Red
Burnished ware with white patterns from Eutresis62rather than with the Light-on-Dark Matt-

painted ware (324-330).

No. 268 has the flaked transparent slip characteristic of 258, and for both of these there is
some question whether they should be consideredMiddleHelladic. With 258 goes 259 which has

56
Phylakopi, p. 91, pi. IV, 9 and Cyclades, fig. 94. A similar but more complete ring-shaped object with a narrow aperture
throughout was found on the Angelopoulos site along with Middle Helladic material. In neither case, however, does the
"spout" veer at the angle of the Phylakopi example. Similar vases, but with feet, are found in Troy II (Troy, I, pp. 240241, Shape D 30, fig. 406, a) and in Aegina (Welter, Aigina, p. 13, fig. 11), presumably under Cycladic influence.
57 Goldman, Eutresis,
pp. 126-132, gives perhaps the fullest account of this fabric. North Slope examples: Hesperia, II,
1933, p. 360, fig. 30; VI, 1937, p. 547, fig. 5, a, g, k, 1 and also p. 543, fig. 3, g, k, 1 which are labelled E.H.
58 E.g., Eutresis,
pp. 132-133; examples pl. X, p. 127, figs. 170, 8-11; 171, 3-4. See also Phylakopi, p. 154, fig. 137; B.S.A.,

XVII, 1910-1911,pl. VII, 4, 201 (fromPhylakopi).

$9269 comes from a stemmed goblet and 265 is a debased version of a Red Minyan goblet rim covered in a rather matt
red paint (cf. Miss Goldman'sremark, Eutresis, p. 125, on the "unpleasant dull appearancelike that of a
sticky surface" of some
of her Red Burnished). Caskey considers this latter fragment contemporary with Lerna VI.
60
Eutresis, p. 128. For examples see p. 127, figs. 170, 1-7, 172, 1; p. 130, fig. 174, 2-3. For Melian examples cf. B.S.A.,
XVII, 1910-1911, p. 20 and reference to bowl shapes of Phylakopi, pl. XXXIII, most of which are painted in the Geometric
style of early Phylakopi II, and resemble but do not exactly correspond in shape to our 260. Similar bowls are displayed in
the Aegina Museum.
61 Shape does not
exactly correspond, but perhaps similar to a standed plate from Phylakopi with short strokes of white
on the rim (B.S.A., XVII, 1910-1911, pl. VII, 167). Cf. also the fragment of a wheelmade Red Burnished bowl from
Siphnos
witn traces of groups of strokes in matt purple on rim (B.S.A., XLIV, 1949, p. 32,
fig. 6, 5) and a fragment from Aegina with
groups of vertical strokes in matt white on a highly polished red surface (sherd collection of the British School at Athens).
62
Eutresis, pp. 129-130, figs. 174, 5; 175, 1, 4, 7.
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a similar profile but is coarserand has no trace of a burnishedslip.63No. 268, which comes apparently from a closed pot, has a rathernicely profiledbase comparableto those on some Middle
Helladic Red Burnished bowls from Eutresis.64
No. 269, which is heavier than most Middle Helladic Red Burnished and in this respect
resembles Neolithic, comes from Well R 28:1; it is almost certainly the stem of a large M.H.
goblet or fruitstand.65
ARGIVEMINYAN(P1. 18)
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We have mentioned the affinity of certain mottled Red Burnishedfragments like 263 to Argive
Minyan, and the same shape is found almost completely black among the North Slope material.
We have only one fragment (270) in this fabric which reproducesa well-knownMinyan shape,66
but there are additional fragments from the North Slope.67
The handsome water jar 271, of a shape which occurs in Middle Helladic Mattpainted (301,
325-326), is an excellently fashioned pot, large, wheelmade, with profiledhandles having raised
edges. It is covered with a highly polished black slip which is similar to the surface of Argive
Minyan, although probably later than most examples of this ware.
GRAYMINYAN(Pls. 18-19, 70)

Although not many whole pots could be made up, Gray Minyan was found in great quantity
in all Middle Helladic deposits and almost everywhere that bedrock was touched. The total
number of vases representedby the inventoried fragments plus the uninventoried sherds must
have run to several hundredor more.68Our examples belong to the types well-knownfrom other
Middle Helladic strata and can be discussed briefly.
Our catalogue includesfourteen fragmentaryexamplesof stemmedgoblets (272-285). The type
with ribbon loop handles set vertically on the carinated shoulder (272-273) and the type with
rolled loop handles set horizontally and rising from the rim (275) are represented, as they are
in the North Slope material.69The preserved stems are of the high type with many rings (280)
or with a few at the top of a plain flaring column (281-282), but the low type with a single
ring (283) also occurs.70No. 284 is from the base of a very large goblet, while 285 is a much
smaller unfluted stem apparently in a kind of imitation Minyan.71
Only two other shapes are represented in our Minyan material. Nos. 286-289 come from
63The carinated upper wall seems higher and straighter than in certified E.H. examples (e.g., Zygouries, p. 82, fig. 68;
similar
106,
fig. 90, 107) and 258 resembles 260, for which there is a sure early M.H. dating through the occurrence of
p.
Helladic.
259
Middle
were
and
that
258
felt
certain
vases.
duck
with
in
contexts
bowls
Caskey
imported
64Eutresis, p. 127, fig. 172, 1-2.
6 Cf. Eutresis, pl. X; B.S.A., XVII, 1910-1911, pl. VII, 4, 167 (Phylakopi). Cf. also the smaller stem from the North
Slope (A.P. 1331, Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 547, fig. 5, k, which is shown upside down in the photograph).
66Eutresis, pp. 132-135, figs. 178-181. Our fragment seems to have come from a goblet with handles set below the rim and
Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, pl. 7, c).
closer to the Gray Minyan type (cf. the Black Minyan example from Lernma,
67A.P. 1324, 1329, 1330 (Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 547, fig. 5, d, i, j).
few
68 The
following rough count of fragments stored in the context pottery may give some idea of the total, although
vases could be made up. R 28:1 (stems of 2 or 3 ring-stemmed goblets plus smaller scraps); S 27:1 (at least 2 ring-stemmed
8
goblets and 2 kantharoi); S 27:2 (at least 12 goblets with rim and handle fragments; some smaller cups); T 24:1 (6 or
goblets, wall fragments, carinated rims and handles of both types); T 26:2 (about 12 fragments); R 21:4 (about 80 fragments);
I 9:2 (21 fragments); E-F:2 (55-60 fragments); G-H 11-12 (about 70 fragments); O-Q 16-17 (at least 45 fragments). The
some
durability and unmistakable character of Minyan ware may have led to a greater preservation of sherd material than for
of the less distinctive wares (this was pointed out to me by Homer Thompson).
8,
69
Loop-handled type: Eutresis, pp. 136-137, figs. 184, 1, 5; 185, 2, 4; A.P. 1338 and 1341 (Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 551, fig.the
a, d). Ring-handled type: Eutresis, p. 136, fig. 184, 3-4; A.P. 1340 (Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 551, fig. 8, c). Cf. also from
North Slope, Hesperia, II, 1933, p. 358, fig. 28, e, h. For a discussion of the two types of goblets and their occurrence in
the Cyclades in imported and locally produced ware, see Scholes, B.S.A., LI, 1956, pp. 15-16.
A.P.
70 For the
high-stemmed or "northern type" cf. Eutresis, pp. 136-137, figs. 183-184, 185, 6. Also from North Slope,
1348-1349 and 1351 (Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 551, fig. 8, k, 1, n). For the low-stemmed or "southern type" cf. Korakou, p. 16,
fig. 20. No examples of this type noted among the North Slope material.
71 Cf. Miss Goldman's remarks on gray slipped fabrics, Eutresis, p. 144.
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carinated bowls or kantharoi with high-swung handles; No. 286, a diminutive and restorable
specimen, is of the low sharply carinated variety, as is 287, whereas 289 was larger, straighterwalled and taller.72The other shape, representedby 290 and the fragment 291, is a fairly deep
rounded bowl with flat bottom and sharply outturned lip. It may have had one loop handle,
but scarcely two, since no trace of attachment is preserved.Perhaps a later development of the
Black Burnished bowls of Lera IV which also continue into Lerna V,73 it occurs with a single
ribbon handle from the rim at Asine and with a high-swung handle at Krisa.74
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YELLOWMINYAN(Pls. 19, 70)

The catalogue of Yellow Minyan is comparatively small, since our classificationis restricted
to ware which resembles Gray Minyan in technique and which reproduces many of the same
shapes or shows an evolution from the more strongly carinated forms of the gray ware. We have
not included the finer buff ware, as does Miss Goldman,75since its shapes are more closely allied to those of undecorated coarse ware.76
Nos. 292-293 are small fragments of stemmed goblets with ring handles like the Gray Minyan
example 275, whereas 295 is the Yellow Minyan version of the type with vertical strap handles
(cf. 272-273).77In these there is no essential differencein shape between the Gray and Yellow
Minyan versions and they may be contemporary,but in 296, the stem of a goblet with curving
bowl, we are well on the way to the Ephyraean shape of Myc. I-II.78 Nos. 297-298 are profiled bases of fine buff ware with polished surface, apparently from closed pots, and may be
compared with similar examples from Eutresis.79
Nos. 299 and 300 are Yellow Minyan ware with Mattpainted decoration, and could be put in
either classification.80No. 299 is the rim of an open bowl with carinated upper wall, probably
like the examples from Korakou,81but with a simplerpattern of crossing diagonal lines creating
open lozenges. No. 300, the fragment of a splayed rim with angular Minyan profile and an
interior flange, is decorated with loops on top of the rim. It is wheelmade of fine buff clay,
and seems to come from a closed shape, possibly a small storage jar.82
MATTPAINTED
WARE (Pls. 20-23, 71-74)

This, the most interesting MiddleHelladic pottery groupfrom the Agora excavations, includes
several first-rate and unusual whole pots (e.g. 328 and 338) which have been cited by Robert

72 For the first
type cf. Eutresis, p. 139, fig. 187, 3; for the second, Korakou, p. 15, figs. 18-19. No specimens of this shape
noted in North Slope material.
73Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, pp. 296-297, pl. 70, i and references. Also Korakou, 16,
p.
fig. 22.
74Asine, p. 265, fig. 184, 4; B.C.H., LXII, 1938, 114,
p.
fig. 3, 2 (perhaps related to the round-bodied kantharoi, Kirrha,
pl. XXXV, 10-12).
75 Eutresis, pp. 165ff.
76Although the evolution from Gray to Yellow Minyan to Mycenaean has been correctly analyzed by Blegen (Korakou,
pp. 116-117), there was also involved the influence of Mattpainted and Coarseware shapes, as well as the strong influence of
Minoanimports. For this reason the jug with cutaway neck, 351, the ancestor of the well-known Mycenaean shape (cf. VII-19),
although of fine buff ware, is scarcely to be considered Yellow Minyan in the restrictive sense. Its shape occurs in Middle
Helladic Coarse ware 349, and belongs to the Mattpainted repertory (Robert J. Buck, "Middle Helladic Mattpainted Pottery," Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, pp. 231-313, shape B8 who, p. 286, refers to this shape as "a 'Minyanized'version of the older
shape, i.e. made by potters used to Minyan techniques").
77 Cf. the
larger fragment from the North Slope, A.P. 1398 (Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 558, fig. 13, m).
78 Cf. Eutresis, p. 169, fig. 238, 1 for the existence of this shape already in Middle Helladic. Our
fragment 296 came from
a predominantly M.H. fill, R 21:4, which however did contain some Late Helladic material. For Ephyraean goblets see
Korakou, pp. 54-57, pls. VI, VII.
79Eutresis, p. 165, fig. 231 (ower row).
80 Miss Goldman
keeps her examples with Yellow Minyan (Eutresis, pp. 167-174), but Buck includes these in a special
group under Fine Wares (Buck, p. 241). Since we have only two examples, which are more interesting for their shapes, we
have kept them under Yellow Minyan.
81 Korakou, p. 28,
fig. 39. This is Buck's shape A4, for which he suggests Cycladic rather than Yellow Minyan derivation
(Buck, p. 284).
82 Cf. Buck's
shape C9 (Buck, pp. 249, 296), which occurs in polychrome Mattpainted ware with Yellow Minyan connections.
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Buck in his recent and definitive study of Mattpaintedware.83From-the standpoint of technique
the Agora examples can be divided into five classes which correspond closely to all but two
of Buck's seven classes. In the coarse ware we have: I) dark paint on light clay (Buck's "BuffGreen ware"); II) dark paint on a white-slipped red clay (Buck's "White-Slipped ware");
III) light paint on red clay (Buck's "Light-on-Dark Mattpainted"), and we lack only his "Red
Ware" (with black matt paint) which had a more restricted, and particularly Central Greek
and Thessaliandistribution.84In fine ware we have: IV) dark paint on a fine creamywhite fabric
(Buck's "Green-Yellowware") and V) Yellow Minyan, but we lack any examples of his "Polychromeware," which did, however, occur in Athens.s8The material in the Catalogueis presented
according to these classes, of which we have already considered two fragments in the Yellow
Minyan group.

(301-317; Pls. 20-21, 71-72)
The material is quite fragmentary with the exception of the small amphora with shoulder
handles, 301, which is almost complete and had been mended in antiquity with lead clamps.
Buck uses it as the type example for his shape C8, and, because of its pendant triangle decoration (Mot. 38) which occurs on spouted bowls of early date from Korakou and Lerna, dates it
early in the series.86It may also be related to the larger water jar type, which has another set
of horizontal handles lower down on the belly and occurs in a fragmentary example with the
same decoration from Korakou.87
Nos. 302-306 are rim fragments from large open bowls of various shapes. All except 306 are
of the earlier type Al, probably with pierced horizontal lug handles like 304.88 No. 306 seems
rather to belong to type A5, characterizedby a defined shoulder and a treatment of the lip
"showing a close relationship to Minyan ware"89with which the wheelmade technique of our
example accords. The flanked saltires (Mot. 30) of 303 and multiple zigzags (Mot. 7) of 302,
in each case arrangedin a horizontal band in the handle zone, are characteristicof such bowls,
whereas the curving festoons of 306 may imitate the incised festoons of Argive Minyan.90
two fragments from a large pithos o barrel jar (Type Cl) with offset rim
No. 313 consists of tr
with stringholes and flange for lid, a type well-known from Aegina and other sites.91 No. 314,
a large wall fragment, and 315, a pierced horizontal lug, come from similar pithoi. The wheel
patterns (Mot. 100), stars (Mot. 122), and crosshatched lozenges (Mots. 20-21) belong to
the well-known decorative repertory of these pithoi, a group which may have originated in
CLASS I-COARSE

LIGHT CLAY WITH DARK MATT PAINT

Aegina.92

83
See above, note 76. Like Furumark's study of Mycenaean Pottery (Ame Furumark, The Mycenaean Pottery, Stockholm,
1942) Buck concentrates on a typological arrangement of shapes and motives, and refers to, but does not illustrate, specific
vases.
84
Cf. Buck's remarks on the Lianokladhi style (Buck, p. 301).
85 A few
examples come from the North Slope (Hesperia, II, 1933, p. 361, fig. 32, d-g and A.P. 1403, Hesperia, VI, 1937,
p. 560, fig. 14, e) and others from the Acropolis (Graef, Ant. Vasen, I, p. 3, nos. 14-17, pi. I, 15-16).
86 Korakou, p. 21, fig. 29; Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, pl. 8, a. The latter example is from the original floor of House M which
succeeded House D of the transition from Lema IV to V (cf. ibid., p. 16, and Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, p. 298). See also Buck,
p. 288 for early dating.
87
Korakou, p. 23, fig. 33.
88 See Buck, p. 284. Nos. 302-803 closely resemble in decoration the pedestalled example from Lerna (Hesperia, XXVI,
1957, pl. 42, a) which is early.
89
Buck, p. 284.
90 E.g., Black Minyan bowl from Lerna (Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, pl. 7, c, from House D). See also Buck, p. 284.
91Welter, Aigina, p. 17, figs. 19-20. For further examples see Buck, pp. 247-248. He considers (p. 287) the ultimate origin
of this shape the E.C. III pithos type as seen at Phylakopi (Phylakopi, pls. VII, 1, VIII, 4).
92The greenish white clay of our examples is suggestive. Buck does little in using fabrics as an indication of place of
origin, but it seems unlikely that the red Athenian clay could have produced the fabric of this class. Our excavations have
yielded far more examples, including uncatalogued material, of Classes II and III, the White Slipped and the Light-on-Dark
ware, for which Attic clay was suitable.
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Nos. 307-312 are sherdsfrom pots of uncertain shape, 312 having been cut down into a button
or whorl with a central piercing. They are interesting chiefly for their decoration, 307 having
a certain affinity to the decorated Yellow Minyan of Eutresis and the Fine Mattpainted of
Zygouries.93Nos. 308-309 are of standard type, but 310-311 are different, and in their parallel
diagonal lines and less adhesive paint resemble the Dark-on-LightMiddle Helladic Glazed ware
from Asine and Lerna.94
The jug fragments, 316-317, seem to anticipate Mycenaean, and may well be from the end
of the period or even from the time of Lerna VI. The wheelmade neck with flaring rim is paralleled in the coarse undecorated pitchers 353-354, and is similar to a jug from the penultimate
phase of Lerna V.95

(318-323; Pls. 21, 71-73)
While not so large as the preceding class, the small number of examples in the catalogue is
perhaps misleading. Because of the poor preservation of the slip, which has often flaked off
removing the painted decoration, there are not many examples worth including, but nearly
every Middle Helladic well contained fragments of large pots in this technique.96It is tempting
to considerit an Attic substitute for the more standard coarse Mattpainted of Class I, but if so
its occurrencewas not restricted to Athens.97
No. 318 is a large pithos of Cl shape with an elaborate panelled decoration of hatched lozenges, opposed latticed triangles, and interlocking triangles, but the whole poorly preserved.
No. 319 is the better part of a large conical lid with small loop handle and the bottom edge
bevelled to fit against the interior flange of a pithos of about the same size as 318. It is similar
CLASS II-DARK

PAINT ON LIGHT SLIP

to the undecorated example 369. The remaining examples are sherds: 320 from the rim of a

pithos like 318, 321 the rim and handle of an open bowl like 302-305 of Class I, and 322 from
a large closed pot of indeterminate form. No. 323, from a carinated bowl with vertical loop
handle, shows the influence of Minyan ware and is of Buck's Shape A6.98With the exception of
318 the patterns are not noteworthy.
It is possible that 371, from a beak-spouted bowl of coarse gritty red clay with traces of
creamy white slip, once bore Mattpainted decoration, no trace of which is preserved.99
CLASS III-LIGHT-ON-DARK

(324-330; Pls. 22, 73-74)

Once again the number'of items in the catalogue minimizes the occurrence of this class at
Athens, where most Middle Helladic deposits yielded a considerable quantity.100Coming from
large heavy pots, badly broken and with only a few simple patterns, they add nothing to the
better preserved examples. Theirsimplicity and their resemblancein clay and technical d etails to
the coarseundecoratedwarewould suggest that a good proportionof this class was made locally.
Nos. 324-327 are fairly complete amphoras of three different types. Nos. 325-326 of the
same shape as 301 (Buck C8) have simpler decoration, almost obliterated, but the long rays of
326 relate the pattern to the more canonical pendant triangles of the Class I example. No. 326
could thus well be a local imitation of an imported early amphora such as 301. No. 324 with
93 Eutresis, p.
94

168, fig. 235, 3; Zygouries, p. 132, fig. 126, 12.
Asine, p. 275, fig. 190, which Persson considers a possible import from Phylakopi. Cf. Caskey's remarks (Hesperia, XXIX,
1960, p. 298) and the example from Lerna V (pl. 70, k) which also has a similar decorative scheme.
95
Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, pl. 7, b (right).
96Examples noted in R 28:1, S 27:1, S 27:2 and T 26:2.
97 Pithoi in the same fabric
have been found at Eutresis and elsewhere (Eutresis, pp. 145, 149, fig. 205, pl. XIV). The pottery from an early tholos tomb in Messenia seems also to have been of this White Slipped variety (Hesperia, XXIII, 1954,
pp. 159-160, nos. 1-5, pl. 37).
98 Buck,
pp. 243, 284. Asine, p. 273, fig. 189, 2 is a particularly good parallel for our fragment.
99Cf. vases 2 and 3 from the
cited above, note 97.
early tholos tomb near
100Especially from R 28:1, S 27:1, S 27:2, T 24:1. Pylos
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horizontally set loop handles is really a small version of the pithos type vith indrawn mouth
Its decoration, a zone of zigzag lines and another of concentric arcs tastefully arranged
(C5).101
above the handles, is a simplified version of the scheme on a Light-on-Dark jar of the same
shape from the upper Middle Helladic stratum at Lerna.02 The latter in turn is related to the
Light-on-DarkGlazedwarejars from Aegina andAsine,l03which are of Cretan or,more probably,
Cycladic inspiration. No. 327 with vertical handles from just below the rim may be an early
version of the small two-handled jar (D6), although the rim which is pulled out into two pour
channels is unusual.104Its pattern is almost obliterated.
No. 329 is a large hydria with two sets of handles (7), the upper ones vertical and placed on
the shoulders as in the C8 tye amphora, the lower horizontal lugs resembling those of the
closed jar or pithos (C5). Little trace of decoration remains, but it seems to have consisted
mainly of large pendant triangles. A similar example comes from the North Slope.105No. 330
is a pithos or barreljar (Cl) resembling the fragmentary examples of Class I and II (313-315
and 318) we have already discussed. Its decoration is simpler, consisting merely of crossing
diagonal lines and concentric arcs.
The most interesting vase in this class is 328, an intact deep bowl with tubular spout and
vertical handle. It is listed by Buck under his B4 shape, although most have the basket handle
of our undecorated version 370. He claims a Cycladic origin for the shape and points out that
the Cycladic examples "have a more exaggerated protrusion at the tip (of the spout) .. None
from the Cyclades is reported as having a basket handle."106Ours is thus more Cycladic than
most of the mainland examples, and is very likely an import. Only the pattern of short vertical
strokes on the rim is preservedin the original matt white paint; the zone of pendant triangles
on the shouldernow appearsin the originalred surfaceagainst the lighterincrustation of the wall.
CLASS IV-FINE

DARK-ON-LIGHT

MATTPAINTED (331-341;

Pls. 23, 71)

This fine ware was first describedby Blegen in his publication of the Korakou material."7
The clay, ranging from greenish yellow to buff or almost white, is well refined, and the vases,
which are usually handmade, have thin delicate walls. The patterns in dull black, gray or
brown are made up of fine linar motives, with occasional spirals or concentric circles. In some
cases (e.g. 333) the panel arrangementand the fine geometric detail anticipate a later Mycenaean (particularlyMyc. III B) style in a remarkablemanner, as Buck also points out.108Occasionally (333, 336) the vases are wheelmade, and then the attribution to decorated Yellow
Minyan or to Fine Mattpainted is purely academic.
Nos. 331-336 belong to deep one- or two-handled cups of Buck's shapes All and A12,
which constitute the majority of examples in this ware at other sites as well. Only 336 has the
strongly carinated profile of All, which was usually equipped with one or two high-swung rib-

101This example, although published (Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 338, fig. 20), is not included by Buck and differs somewhat
from the other examples of his shape C5.
102
Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, pl. 17, e (from Grave B. 12, almost certainly belonging to "later phases of the period," p. 35).
103 Welter,
Aigina, figs. 17-18 (fig. 17 has polychrome decoration with red details superimposedon the white); Asine, p. 277,
191.
Persson
argues for mainland manufacture under Cycladic influence.
fig.
104 The
examples cited under D6 by Buck (p. 249) are all late and show the influence of Yellow Minyan in their flat ribbon
handles and offset rims (cf. Prosymna, I, p. 383, II, fig. 646).
105 Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 555, fig. 11, a.
106
Buck, p. 286. Phylakopi, pl. XIX, 8 has a spout much like ours. Cf. Aberg, Bronzezeitlicheund FriiheisenzeitlicheChronologie, IV, p. 130, fig. 240 (Thera).
107 Korakou,
p. 27, type 6.
108 Buck,
p. 303. There can, of course, be no question of direct continuity as there is a time gap of 200-300 years, and Buck's
hypothesis of a resurgence of native preferences in later Mycenaean seems the only possible explanation. The resemblance
between M.H. Mattpainted and Myc. III B does require caution in assigning sherds from unstratified contexts, and of the
North Slope material classified as Mycenaean the following seemed to me to be almost certainly Fine Mattpainted: A.P.
1399, 1405-1406, 1416 (Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 560, fig. 14, a, g, h, r).
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bon handles under the influence of the Minyan kantharos.109A12 is less strongly carinated and
is distinguished by a rather heavy rolled handle. It was certainly more popular than the three
examples cited by Buck would indicate;110to this type belong 331-332 and probably also 333335. The patterns of 331-332 are badly effaced, but a water color of 331 made soon after its
discovery showed a pattern of concentriccircles with a double hatched lozenge between. No. 332
preserves a circle filled with dots near the handle. Vertical framing lines near the handle and
curving arcs on the interior of the lip are characteristic of these cups.
The most interesting example is 333, not only because its well-preserved panel decoration
anticipates Mycenaean,ll but also because certain technical peculiarities suggest that it may
have been a Fehlbrand.The larger fragment has been deeply indented, either accidentally while
in leatherhard condition or intentionally to form a pour channel, and the smaller fragment
has been burnt to a dark greenish gray color.ll2
The finest example of this class from Athens is the intact hole-mouthed jar 338, which reproduces in Mattpainted technique the well-known Middle Minoan shape,"13although its immediate ancestry should perhaps be sought in the Cyclades.l4 The fine zonal pattern below the
rim is Buck's Mot. 8, found only on this vase and on a sherd from Eleusis,ll5 but the S-spiral
band descending below the spout occurs in more elaborate form on a jar of similar shape from
Grave Beta at Mycenae.l6 This latter should give the general chronological range toward the
end of Middle Helladic. I know of no parallel for the melon-like arrangement of vertical lines
on the body.l7 The presence, on the wall a little above the base, of a potter's mark lightly
incised before firing, which in form is closely paralleled by those on Middle Cycladic pots from
Phylakopi, might suggest a Cycladic origin, although somewhat similar marks occur on Coarse
ware from Lerna and Asine.18 No. 339, the rim fragment of a rounded pot with plain mouth,
may have come from a similar but less globularjar, also with fine linear patterns on the shoulder and vertical lines on the body.
No. 340, a series of non-joining fragments from a larger closed pot, shows a pattern of
pendant loops similar to that of 339, repeated on a larger scale on the wall and with horizontal bands framing a hatched zigzag pattern.l9

109Buck, pp. 244, 284-285.
Aigina, p. 21, fig. 24; Asine, p. 268, fig. 186,1; Eutresis, pl. XV, 1; Korakou,p. 28, fig. 38 (Gonia);
Hesperia, XXVI, 1957, pl. 43, b, f (Lerna).
110Buck, p. 244. In addition to the
Agora examples, add Eutresis, pl. XV, 3-4 (which are called "small jugs" by Miss
Goldman, pp. 154-155); North Slope A.P. 1399 (Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 560, fig. 14, a).
lu See above, note 108. All motives of the
composition can be matched in other examples of Fine Mattpainted (Buck's
Mots. 49, 118A, 123, pls. 43, 44), and it is the arrangement rather than the details that suggest Myc. III B.
112Shear, Hesperia, VII, 1938, 338, consideredit
p.
certainly a Fehlbrand,but Homer Thompsoninclines to the view that the
indentation was intentional (cf. the pour channels on 827 and perhaps more conclusively the rims of Eutresis, pl. XV, 4,
p. 158, fig. 220, 1 which are described as "trefoil-mouthed jugs"). In this case the burning of the smaller fragment might
be regarded as accidental after breakage. If 333 could be regarded as a certifiedFehlbrand,it would be an important argument
for local production of this class of Fine Mattpainted, but in the author's opinion the evidence is not conclusive either way.
113 Also Buck, p. 246, B6, where he cites
only the Agora vase and some fragments from Korakou (Korakou,p. 26, fig. 35, 8,14)
in Mattpainted ware. An imported Middle Minoan jar was found in the M.H. Grave J 4 at Lera along with Argive Minyan
and Fine Mattpainted (Hesperia, XXVI, 1957, pl. 43, c), and by the time of Lerna VI this shape had been incorporated
into the L.H. I repertory (Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, pl. 16, c).
4 See also Buck, p. 294. Aberg, IV,
p. 136, fig. 255 (Thera); Phylakopi, pi. XXV, 1-3 (probably later) but cf. pi. XVIII,
11-12 (fragments of same shape in earlier Mattpainted ware of Group 9, see pp. 116-117).
15Pr. Eleusis, p. 102, fig. 82, 15, where the lines are doubled.
116Mylonas, Anc.
Myc., fig. 43, b.
U7 There is a general resemblance to the White-slipped II Cypriote milk bowls (cf. S.C.E., I, pl. CXIV). A few fragments of
such imports were found at Phylakopi (Phylakopi, pp. 158-159, fig. 148), in a deposit which should be contemporary with the
Shaft Graves at Mycenae.
118
Phylakopi, pp. 177-180 and table. Our mark is closest to C6 and 09 (but the latter is reversed). Hesperia, XXIV, 1955,
p. 34, pl. 15, o-f (Lera); Asine, pp. 283-284, fig. 195, for which Frodin and Persson also draw Cycladic parallels. The occurrence of these potter's marks may merely indicate close cultural interrelations at the close of the Middle Helladic period,
rather than their being proof of Cycladic imports.
19Perhaps a variant of Buck's Mot. 9; of. Eutresis, pl. XV, 2. Conceivably a North Slope sherd comes from the same pot
where it narrows for the neck: A.P. 1416 (Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 560, fig. 14, r).
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No. 341, also from a closed pot, has horizontal ribs, perhaps under Minyan influence, combined with fine mattpainted hatching in a style that is found elsewhere.120
CLASS V-YELLOW

MINYAN WITH MATTPAINTED DECORATION (299-300)

See above under Yellow Minyan (p. 61).
COARSEWARES (Periods of Ler a IV-VI; Pls. 24-27, 71-74)
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It is unlikely that our material includes anything earlier than E.H. III or the period of
Lerna IV. The repertory ranges from very coarse handmade pots, some so crude they are difficult to date out of context (e.g. 384-385) through ordinarycoarse domestic ware (the pitchers,
amphoras, pithoi, etc. 363-359) to finer wheelmade and well-shaped vases of light buff clay
(350-351) which are influenced by Yellow Minyan and are the immediate ancestors of undecorated Mycenaean.Unlike the Late Neolithic-E.H. I material of the preceding section, there is
only a small group with incised or plastic decoration, and that is of a careless and inferiororder
(379-383).

The material in the Catalogue is presented typologically accordingto shapes: large bowls and
cooking pots (342-346), jugs and pitchers (347-354), amphoras(355-357), pithoi (358-368), and
a miscellaneous group (369-383) which includes two fragments with potter's marks (377-378)
and five with incised and plastic decoration (379-383).
The two pots (384-385) from the well shaft burial (I 9:2) are published separately at the end,
but in view of their Subneolithic attribution, it seems advisable to consider them first.
POTTERY
FROMBURIALI 9:2 (Pls. 27, 71)
The two small vases, 384-385, are made of coarse, unusually gritty clay, with a dull orange-

red slip, rudely burnished. They do not at all resemble our Neolithic Red Burnished either in
technique or in shape. In form they are carelessand warped, the conical foot of 384 being higher
on one side and the rim of 386 far from a perfect circle. The handles which rise from the rim,
small loops with vertical wall attachments on 384 and cleft lugs on 385, have no parallelsin our
Neolithic material, but are roughly matched in a group of crude Middle Helladic vases from
other sites.121We have presented the evidence of the fill of the shaft, which was predominantly
Gray Minyan and Coarse ware, in support of a Middle Helladic date for the burial. On the
other hand, the occurrenceof a crude pot with a similar handle in Lerna IV,122as well as the
resemblanceof the type of burial to the Early Helladic double tomb at Corinth, might suggest
that this deposit should be dated somewhat earlier, i.e. to the time of Lema IV or transitional
to Middle Helladic.
The crudesmall handmade pitchers347-348 and the fragmentarycup 376 have a resemblance,
if only in their coarseness and irregularities, to the pots from the Metroon burial, but they
lack the surfacing and may be consideredmore standard Middle Helladic Coarseware.123
COOKINGPOTS (P1. 24)

The cooking pots, 343-346, represent a specialized group. They are all handmade of coarse
micaceous clay, heavy but well-fashioned. Nos. 343 and 346 show a blackening of the exterior
through use. The latter, although found in a Late Geometriccontext, agrees more closely with
120 A.P. 1372 and 1373
(Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 554, fig. 10, e-f); Asine, p. 290, fig. 199, 16; Eutresis, pp. 161-162, fig. 225.
m See Miss Goldman's remarks on the deterioration of MiddleHeladic household pottery (Eutresis, pp. 175 f.) and of. the
handles of fig. 245, 5-6 with those of 84.
2 Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, pi. 9, e, which was found in House A, of the period of Lema IV.
123 No. 848 has fairly close parallels at Eutresis (Eutresis, p. 178, fig. 246, 2) and Asine (Asine, p. 281, fig. 193, 1). For 876,
cf. Eutresis, p. 179, fig. 248.
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Middle Helladic cooking pots, and may be considered a survival along with the fragmentary
Minyan ware (283 and 292) found in the same area.124The raised base of 344 and the highswung handle (or handles?) of 345 are found in Middle Helladic cooking pots from Asine125
and suggest the influence of Minyan ware.
STANDARD DOMESTIC WARE

(Pls. 24-27, 71-74)
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Much of the standard domestic ware finds parallels in the Mattpainted repertory of shapes.
This is true of 342, a large open bowl of Buck's shape Al, of the spouted bowl, 370 (B4), which
closely resembles ourLight-on-Dark example, 328, of the pithos cover 369 (D3), which parallels
the white-slipped example 319, and the belly-handled amphoras or storage jars, 366-357 (C5).
This last shape becomes the customary form for undecorated pithoi, occurringin numerous
fragmentary examples (359-361 and 363-365) and in the outsize example, 358, where the handles are above the greatest circumference. The barrel jar (Cl), which was the popular Mattpainted pithos shape, is not found in an undecorated version, but the wide-mouthed storage
jar (C2) occurs in several examples. These may not have had handles, and are distinguished
by small decorative bosses,'26 on 362 associated with a small incised chevron and on 377 with a
more elaborate potter's mark.127Of plastically decorated pithos fragments, 366 has a simple
raised band with thumbmarks below the neck and 367 has one or more bands with diagonal
slashes imitating ropework, both much inferior to the comparable Late Neolithic examples
(compare 161, 165-169 with 366; 159, 164 and 170 with 367). No. 368, a squat knob with a
cuplike depression, may be from the wall of a very large pithos.l28
The large pitchers, 353-354, and the amphora with vertical handles, 355, are probably less
directly connected with Mattpainted shapes. Their closest parallel is the large hydria with
vertical handles (C6) found in the Shaft Grave period and in later Middle Helladic levels, for
which Buck assumes an evolution duringMiddleHelladic with some influenceof Minyantypes.129
The small jug with cut-away neck, 349, of coarse heavy fabric, looks early and has some
parallels in early Mattpainted ware,130but its development into 350-351 is surely due to the
influence of Yellow Minyan ware, and one must assume a considerable time span.l31 No. 350
is handmade with a rolled handle, whereas 351 is wheelmade of fine orange-buff clay with a
metallic ribbon handle. It is one of the most pleasing shapes evolved in the Middle Helladic
period and it leads directly into Mycenaean; whether one terms it Yellow Minyan or finer
Coarseware is a matter of choice.132
The fragments 373-375 also occupy an intermediate position between fine and coarse, and
373 might well be called an imitation of Yellow Minyan. It is wheelmade of light orange-brown
clay covered with a thin orange wash; in shape it is an imitation of the Minyan goblet (cf.
295 in Yellow Minyan).

124
Hesperia, Suppl. II, 1939, p. 33, fig. 20 (VII, 9). Published with the Geometric offerings, although Young comments:
"The rolled handle is unusual for coarse pitchers at this period, as also the tall shape and shallow neck." The way in which
the rolled handle has been thrust through the wall and finished off in a lumpy fashion agrees with other Middle Helladic
examples. For the Minyan ware and an obsidian blade from the same cemetery, see ibid., pp. 115-116, fig. 83, B 22-B 25.
125Asine,
p. 283, fig, 194, 2-3.
126 Cf. the complete examples from Asine (Asine, p. 281, fig. 193, 8-9), of which the second is also distinguished by "three
small bosses set vertically" on the shoulder.
127 General similarity to G 12 and 13 of
Edgar's list from Phylakopi (Phylakopi, p. 179). 378, the base of a small closed
pot, has a graffito of three parallel strokes (Edgar's A 5 or A 12) which resembles those on Coarse ware from the filling of
Shaft Grave I at Lerna (Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, pl. 15, c, f).
128 Cf. the Middle Helladic knobbed pithoi from Eutresis (Eutresis, p. 34, figs. 35, 1; 41); also the
complete E.H. knobbed
pithos from Zygouries (Zygouries, p. 120, fig. 112). Neither has the hollowed interior of our knob which could perhaps have
been used for a thumbhold when shifting the empty pithos.
129
Buck, p. 296.
130
Buck, p. 246, Shape B9 and references.
131So also Buck for his Shape B14, 295.
p.
132 The surface is
unpolished and rather soft, so that the vase is less Yellow Minyan in texture than in shape.
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Little need be said about the incised or plastically decorated fragments 379-383 which show
the customary deteriorationof this class in Middle Helladic. Similar coarse scratchy incisions
are found at Eutresis, as well as on the North Slope, and are related to Valmin's "Adriatic"133
ware.
3.

ARTIFACTS
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(Pls. 28, 77)
There are no statuettes or works of sculpture in the Middleielladic deposits, but this is not
unexpected. The Early and Middle Helladic periods represented a decline in such works after
the Neolithic floruit, and not until Mycenaeantimes does production become common.134
The artifacts are all purely utilitarian: oval and spherical grinders(387-390), oval millstones
or querns of the well-known saddle shape (391-395) which do not differ from those found in
Neolithic contexts, and obsidian blades (400-401). Worth noting is the flint blade with serrated
edge, 399, the obsidian arrow-tip of hafted type, 386, from the fill of the Metroon burial shaft,
and the large obsidian matrix, 398.135No. 396 is apparently a paving stone, our only bit of
architectural evidence for Early to Middle Helladic times, and 397 is a worked stone of uncertain purpose.
From S 27:2, one of the Middle Helladic wells, came five large pieces of staghorn, sawn and
whittled, or bored vertically or transversely, for use as handles (402-406). No. 406 shows the
branching of the antler, which has been cut off neatly above its root. Such objects do not
occur in our Neolithic wells, and may be comparedwith the worked antler fragments found in
transitional Middle Helladic contexts at Asine (i.e. contemporary with Lerna IV), for which
Fr6din and Persson claim an Indo-Europeanorigin.136
Nos. 407-408 are small conical terracotta spindle whorls, undecoratedand differinglittle from
the Neolithic examples, 234-235.

4. RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE CHRONOLOGY

As we have indicated above (p. 51), the absence of any real stratigraphy for the Early and
Middle Helladic deposits necessitates an evaluation of our material in terms of what has been
found stratified at prehistoric habitation sites in the Argolid and in Central Greece. Among
these sites Korakou, Zygouries, Asine, and Eutresis especially furnish valuable parallels, but
the newest excavations by J. L. Caskey at Lerna have proved most valuable because of the
clear separation of typical Early Helladic (E.H. II) from a later intrusive culture, sometimes
called E.H. III, sometimes M.H. I or "transitional to Middle Helladic" at other sites.137At

m Eutresis, p. 179, fig. 250; A.P. 1315-1317, 1320 (Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 545, fig. 4, a-c, f) wrongly called, in my opinion,
Early Helladic. See also discussion under 881 below.
1m For Early Helladic statuettes, see fragment from Lerna IV (Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, pl. 22, j-k); Zygouries, p1. XXI,
1-3; Eutresis, p. 197, fig. 269, 2, 4, 5. They are even rarer in Middle Helladic contexts: e.g. Eutresis, fig, 269, 8 (the head of an
animal attached to a ring handle in Gray Minyan clay). A Middle Helladic fragmentary statuette (T 3710) was found in
1965 in the prehistoric deposit in the South Square, M 12:2, and will be discussed by Richard Nicholls in the Agora publication. It has an incised dotted and chevron pattern and does not closely resemble any of the published statuettes.
135This find consisted of a large piece of obsidian (0.14 x 0.14 x 0.05 m.) and four smaller chunks found in an unstratified
context in the central area of the Agora (Section Lambda, which has produced little prehistoric but is not far removed from
the prehistoric deposits of the South Road in Sections Tau and Psi). Four small prehistoric sherds were found in the area;
they are not clearly Neolithic and may more probably be considered Middle Helladic. Although its exact period cannot be
vouched for, it has seemed appropriate to include this enormous matrix.
1m Asine, pp. 253-254, fig. 178. But against this theory, cf. Blegen's red deer antler fragments from Zygouries, House D,
which is apparently of the period of Lema III (Zygouries,p. 193, fig. 182).
137 J. L.
Caskey, Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, pp. 285ff., especially pp. 299-303.
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Lema the burning of the House of the Tiles at the end of Lema III and the designation of its
area as taboo by a covering tumulus suggest that the culture of Lerna IV was that of a different
people.138This conclusion is supported by a new house type, the apsidal megaron, ubiquitous
bothroi, and new classes of pottery, among them Patterned ware, "Smear Ware," deep bowls
with two handles ranging from dark slipped and burnishedhandmade examples (cf. our 252) to
gray wheelmade ones which are in fabric indistinguishablefrom Gray Minyan, and some exotic
pieces with Trojan connections (cf. our 250). There was no break between Lema IV and V,
which represents the developedMiddleHelladic stratum with the full complement of characteristic features: intramural burials in cist graves, Gray Minyan in the usual ring-stemmed goblets
(cf. our 272-285), kantharoi (286-289), etc., the first appearance of Mattpainted ware, along
with many examples of imported pottery, such as Cycladic duck vases (cf. our 256) and
Middle Minoan I and II pots. With Lerna VI we come to the end of Middle Helladic, the time
of the Royal Shaft Graves at Mycenae and Late Helladic I.
Although the Agora material apparently covers the entire range from Lerna III through
VI, the first and last phases are represented only minimally, Lerna IV somewhat more fully,
and it is only with Lera V that we have a more or less complete inventory of types. Several
questions arise. Should one assume a chronological gap between the Neolithic wells and the
later wells? Only a few pieces from the latter (e.g. 238, 239) seem to evolve directly from the
former, and the material of Lerna III types is woefully meager. If, however, our Neolithic
material is in part contemporary with what has been called E.H. I elsewhere, the actual gap
may not be so great. At the lower end too there is an apparent gap between our latest Middle
Helladic and our earliest Mycenaean (e.g. Grave XVI, the Lily Bowl Grave), perhaps because
Middle Helladic forms may have lasted longer in Athens than in those centers which were to
provide the impetus for Mycenaean development (see below, pp. 149-150). Among the pieces
which may be coeval with Lerna VI or Late Helladic I in the Argolid, one may cite some
of the Fine Mattpainted (e.g. 336, 338), the Yellow Minyan goblet stem (296), and some of the
Undecorated and Coarseware (350, 351, 363, 354, 378).
In terms of absolute dates for these deposits we are likewise dependent on other excavations,
where externally datable objects such as fragments of Minoan pottery or material susceptible
to C-14 analysis have been found. Here again Lerna is especially helpful. Radioactive carbon
dates from the destruction of the House of the Tiles range from the twenty-third to the twentyfirst century B.C.139 LernaIII was, however, a long period with at least six architecturalphases,
its beginnings probably going back to middle Troy I and its floruit coeval with Troy II. Weinberg'40postulates dates ca. 2800 to 2300 or 2200 B.C. for E.H. II. Lerna IV would then comprise the last two or three centuries of the third millennium with the beginnings of LernaV and
Middle Helladic dated by the imported M.M.Ia fragments, which ought to be about contemporary with the beginning of the XIIth dynasty or the early second millennium.141Lerna V must
have been a fairly long period of perhaps four centuries, since it is not until Lerna VI that we
pick up parallels with the Royal Grave Circles at Mycenae and attendant synchronisms with
the end of the Second Intermediate Period and the beginnings of the XVIIIth dynasty
(1580 B.C.).With this, however, we are dealing with Mycenaean chronology.
Ibid., p. 301; J. L. Caskey, C.A.H., I, Ch. XXVI a, 1964, pp. 16-17. Also Weinberg, Rel. Chron., p. 305.
189Weinberg, Rel. Chron., p. 311 and Caskey, C.A.H., I, Ch. XXVIa, p. 18. See also E. Kohler and E. K. Ralph, "C-14
Dates for Sites in the MediterraneanArea," A.J.A., LXV, 1961, pp. 363-366.
140
Weinberg, Rel. Chron., pp. 304-305.
141 Helene Kantor's
equation of M.M. II A with the reign of Amenemhet II (1929-1895 B.C.), based on the Tod Treasure
(see "The Relative Chronology of Egypt and its Foreign Correlations,"in Ehrich, Chronologiesin Old World Archaeology,
1965, pp. 19-21) would push back the beginnings of Middle Minoan at least to the start of the XIIth dynasty and the early
years of the second millennium. See also Weinberg, Rel. Chron., p. 308.
188
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CATALOGUE
1. POTTERY
PERIODOF LERNAIII OREARLIER(E.H.I-II)

HEAVILYBURNISHED
(237-239; Pls. 16, 70)

Pls. 16, 70.
237. Fragmentof MottledPot.
P 10745. Well, T 26:2. Max. dim. 0.098 m. Fragment from wall of good-sizedclosed pot, preserving
beginningof flaringbase.
Coarseclay, brownishwith red core; ext. lustrous
slip firedin deliberatepatchesof red,yellowishbrown
and black; int. unfinishedwith striations.
The wall is comparativelythin, and the mottled
surface differs from that on some of our Neolithic
Red Burnished(e.g. 5); furthermorethe shape is not
found in our Neolithic repertory,althoughit is difficult to ascertainexactly what shape is represented
by this fragment.The intentional and colorfulmottling resemblesthat of E.H. II ware from Zygouries
(Zygouries,pls. VII, 2, IX, 1), and the contemporary
mottled ware from Vasiliki in Crete(Seager, Trans.
Dept. of Arch., Univ. of Penna., 1905, Vol. I, Part
III, pp. 215ff.).
Cf. a somewhatsimilar fragmentfrom the North
Slope (Hesperia,VI, 1987, p. 548, fig. 3, n).
See also p. 55.
ProbablyE.H. II.

Gritty reddish clay with mica; burnishedreddish
brownslip outside.
This fragmentis handmadeand shows clear marks
of paringof the surfaceon the exterior.
Cf. paredspout of a sauceboatin White warefrom
the First Meter Deposit at Eutresis (Eutresis,p. 83,
pl. I, 7). Also sauceboatspout in CreamSlippedand
Polished ware from the North Slope (A.P. 1302 =
Hesperia,VI, 1937, p. 543, fig. 3, b).
See also p. 55.
E.H. I or II.
SLIPPED AND POLISHED
(240-244;

Ps. 16, 70)

240. Fragmentfrom Bowl with IncurvedRim.
Pls. 16, 70.
P 17545. Gully, R 21:4. P.H. 0.035 m., est. D. ca.
0.20 m. Rim fragmentfroman openbowl,with partof
plain upturnedrim and a bit of lowerwall preserved.
Buff clay; highly polished orange-redslip inside
and out, somewhat flaked. Apparently handmade,
although some trace of horizontallines which are
perhapsthe result of the burnishingtool.
In shape not exactly like the bowl from Zygouries
(Zygouries,pl. VII, 1) with fine horizontallines on
polished ext. (see p. 78, note 1) and crackledblack
Urfirnison int. That examplewhichis certainlyE.H.
II has a more incurvedrim and a raised base; ours
has a straighter,more upturnedrim and may possibly be MiddleHelladic (cf. 268, 260-261).
See also p. 56.
E.H. II or M.H. I?

PI. 16.
238. Rim Fragmentwith Lug Handle.
P 9751. Well, T 24:1. Max. dim. 0.049 m. Small
fragmentfromrim (?) of a largebowl with broadlug
handleset just below the plain lip. Red to gray clay,
slippedand burnishedext., mottled in firing.
This fragment can be comparedwith our Red
BurnishedNeolithic bowls with lug handles (e.g. 29
and 30), and may possibly be Neolithic. If so, it is
the only Neolithicfragmentin this well.
P1.16.
241. Fragmentfrom Sauceboat.
See also p. 55.
P 14844. StratifiedDeposit at E-F 2-3:2, Layer
Late Neolithic or E.H. I?
XVb. P.H. 0.089 m. Fragment preserves part of
239. ParedSpoutfromOpenBowlorSauceboat.P1.16. plain lip and start of spout of a round-bodiedvase,
P 13955. Well, R 28:1. P.L. 0.07m., P.W. 0.04 m. probablya sauceboat.
Fine hard pinkishbuff clay; hard polishedcreamy
Fragment of long open spout from open bowl or
white
sauceboat.
slip int. and ext., very well preserved.
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244. Fragmentof Foot-ringfrom OpenPot.
Pls. 16, 70.
P 13974. Well, T 26:2. P.H. 0.017 m. Fragmentof
a neat flaringfoot-ringfrom an open pot.
Fine hard pinkish buff clay, polished creamy slip
on ext. of foot and int. of pot; underside of foot
reserved.
Perhaps from a sauceboat on a high flaring foot
(cf. Eutresis, p. 94, fig. 118), or from a flaring bowl
(cf. Zygouries,p. 81, fig. 67, 298).
E.H. II.

242. Rim Fragmentfrom OpenBowl or Sauceboat.
Pls. 16, 70.
P 13954. Well, R28:1. P.H.0.042m., P.W.0.03m.
Rim fragmentfrom open bowl with plain lip.
Fine hard dark-buffclay; lustrous polished slip,
creamy yellow int., streaky and silvery ext., somewhat peeled.
E.H. II.

URFIRNIS(245; P1.16)
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This is the Fine Slipped and Polished ware (Class
A II) of E.H. II so well described by Blegen (Zygouries,pp. 78-83) and knownfroma numberof sites
(Eutresis,pp. 97f., fig. 127, pl. VI, 1; Asine, p. 220,
fig. 161, 5; Lerna,Hesperia,XXIX, 1960, p. 289). At
Athensit occurson the North Slope (A.P. 1301-1304,
1306, Hesperia,VI, 1937, p. 542, fig. 8, a-d, f) and in
the Grotto above the Asklepieion on the South
Slope (Levi, Abitazioni,pp. 479-480, figs. 64-65).
See also p. 56.
E.H. II.

245. Fragmentof Lid with Flange.
P1. 16.
P 13950. Well, S 27:1. P.H. 0.028m., est. D.
flangeca. 0.08 m. Fragmentof a lid with flange,about
one quarterpreserved,but outer edge and loweredge
of flangebrokenand chipped.
Fine clay, pinkish to gray, buff at surfaces;thick
fabric; much worn cracklyblack glaze above, which
resemblesUrfirnis.
See also p. 56.
E.H. II?

243. Rim Fragmentfrom OpenBowl or Sauceboat.
P1.16.
P 14843.Prehistoricfill in TholosTrench Q, Room
A, layer IV, G-H 11-12. P.H. 0.026 m. Fragment INCISED WARE
(246; P1.16)
from rim of round-bodiedvase with plain lip, proba246. Small Fragmentfrom ClosedPot.
P1.16.
bly a sauceboat.
Fine hard pinkish buff clay, polished creamy slip
P 13958.Well,R28:1. P.H. 0.022m.,P.W.0. 024m.
int. andext., wellpreserved.
Small fragmentfrom wall of a closed pot.
Cf. similar rim fragmentP 25716 (O-Q 16-17) on
Fine clay with grit, even pale gray throughout;
which the slip is less well preserved; also sherds lustrousblackburnishedslip outside.Deepincisionin
P 13949 (S 27:1), P 15699 (R 21:4) and P 13895 (S a pattern of hatched triangles.
Much finer than 253-255. This is closest to the
27:4) with no ext. edge preserved.The last, from a
Neolithic context, resembles E.H. II Slipped and sherdsof Early Cycladicorigin from the First Meter
Polished more closely than it does Neolithic White Deposit at Eutresis (cf. Eutresis,p. 81, fig. 97, 2).
See also p. 56.
Slippedand Polished (99-100).
E.H. II.
E.H. I or II.

PERIOD OF LERNA IV (E.H. III)

PATTERNEDWARE (247-249; Pls. 16, 70)

247. Fragmentfrom Tankard(?)
Pls. 16, 70.
P 13957.Well, R 28:1. P.H.0.025m., P.W.0.036m.
Small fragmentfrom wall of closed pot.
Pale buff clay with fine grit; dark brownishglaze,
crackled,with decorationof lozengesand crosshatching, presumablyonce in matt white, whichhas flaked
off leaving the glaze darkerunderneath.
This seems clearlyto be a small fragmentof Lighton-DarkPatternedware(Blegen'sClassCII, Korakou,
p. 10), perhaps from a tankard such as Eutresis,
pl. VIII, cf. pp. 117-118, fig. 155, 2, 5.
See also p. 57 and note 40.
E.H. III.

248. Sherdfrom Rim of Tankard(?).
P1.16.
P 13963. Well, R 28:1. Max. dim. 0.023 m. Small
sherdfrom a widely splayedrim.
Gritty darkpinkishbuff clay; dull black glaze int.
and ext. Decorationin white on flaring,inner surface
of rim: crosshatchedlozenges between2 thin bands;
one band at base of rim on ext.
Techniquethe same as on 247 and 249. Perhaps
only one or two vases are represented,since all are
from the same context.
See also p. 57.
E.H. III.
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249. FragmentfromNeckof Tankard(?). Pls. 16,70.
P 13956.Well,R 28:1. P.H.0.032m., P.W.0.035m.
Fragmentpreservesstart of neck from shoulderof a
closed pot.
Pale buff clay with fine grit; dull thin brownish
glaze ext. and on int. of neck; on ext. neck, thin
horizontalbands in added white. Crackledglaze resemblesUrfirnis.
Perhapsfrom the neck of a tankardlike Eutresis,
pl. VIII.
See also p. 57.
E.H. III.
BLACKBURNISHED(250-252; Pls. 16, 70)

252. Intact Two-handledJar with Bosses. P1. 16.
P 10523.Well, R 28:1. J.H.S., LVII, 1937, p. 121,
fig. 1, middle; Arch.Anz., 1937, cols. 105-106, fig. 6,
middle.H. 0.145 m., D. 0.162 m. Two-handledround
jar; chip missingfrom lip, otherwiseintact.
Brickred clay, rathercoarse;black burnishedslip,
considerablyworn, mottled red to black in firing.
Squat pot with wide mouth and flaring rim, angular body sloping to small depressedbottom, not
quite symmetrically placed; two ear-shaped band
handlesset vertically on shoulder. Two button-like
knobs on shoulderfront and back. Very irregularly
made; one side much higherthan the other.
The closest parallels to this pot are from Early
BronzeAge Anatoliaand Macedonia,whereexamples
of globularpots with knobsof Black Burnishedware
are common.Cf.Troy,I, p. 333, fig.398, 35.424,which
has horizontalhandles and only one knob on each
side, from Phase IIg; Thermi, pl. XIII, 30, same
generalshape as our examplefromTownI; Pr. Mac.,
p. 82, nos. 190, 271-2, 316. No. 271 (p. 186, pl. XIV)
from Gona was examined in the Museumat Thessalonikiand is particularlyclose to ours in its fabric
and warpedshape.
Cf.also the M.H. I (E.H. III ?) pot fromAsinewith
3 pairs of nipple-likepellets (Asine, p. 265, fig. 184,
11) and note also a generalresemblanceto the blackslippedtwo-handledbowlscharacteristicof LernaIV
(Hesperia,XXIX, 1960, pp. 296-297, pI. 70, i and
referencesto other Proto-Minyanexamples). These
are more Proto-Minyanin appearance,some being
wheelmade, and none seem to have had applied
bosses.
See also p. 57.
E.H. III, probablya Macedonianimport.

250. Intact Jar with Lug Handles.
P1. 16.
P 9394. Well, T 24:1. Hesperia,VII, 1938, p. 335,
fig. 17; A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p. 178, fig. 1. H. 0.15 m.,
D. 0.145 m. Handmadejar, intact except for chips
missingfrom lip and one lug broken.
Coarseclay, brickred to brown;grayishbrownto
black burnishedsurfaceext. and on int. of neck.
Goodshape with flat bottom, ovoid body and low
neck curving concavely into flaringrim. Two small
piercedvertical lugs on shoulder.Above each lug a
pair of small holes is piercedin the rim.
This pot is somewhatreminiscentof the Neolithic
RedBurnishedbiconicaljars (1-18),with whichit was
associatedby Shear (Hesperia,VII, 1938, p. 337). It
is, however, certainly later, and probably of the
periodof LernaIV. The black burnishedfabric suggests Trojan-Anatolian
connections,but no very close
been
found.
See Blegen, Troy, I, fig.
parallelshave
401, 37.1117, a black burnishedpot from Troy IId,
which has double lugs with vertical stringholes.Cf.
the M.H. I examplewith 2 pairsof stringholesat rim
and no lugs (Asine,p. 265, fig. 184, 8) for whichPersson also cites Trojanparallels.
INCISEDWARE(253-255; Pls. 16, 70)
See also p. 57.
Pls. 16, 70.
E.H. III, probablyimportedfrom the Troad.
253. Fragmentof CycladicPyxis.
P 25719. From sand in bedrockcutting S. of W.
Pls. 16, 70. part of SoutheastFountainHouse, O-Q 16-17. Max.
251. GrayBurnishedBowl.
P 10853. Well, S 27:2. H.O.10m., D.lip0.18m. dim. 0.05 m. Fragmentpreservessome of flat bottom
Gray polished bowl about one half preserved;wall and obliquewall, presumablyfrom a pyxis.
Handmade of gritty micaceous gray clay with
fragmentsand most of base restoredin plaster.
Handmadeof gritty red clay; surfaceslipped and traces of a dark polishedslip. Incised decorationon
burnishedto a silvery gray-black,with irregularbur- wall: 2 parallellines and apex of triangle or lozenge
with puncheddot.
nishingstrokesvisible on int.
Gracefulshape with flat base, steep sides curving
Probablyan Early Cycladicimport: cf. the pyxis
in from well-definedshoulderto plain lip, thickened type with taperingsides (Phylakopi,pl. IV, 1). Note
the pyxis fragmentfrom the transitionalE.H. III to
on int.
Cf. the Black Burnishedbowls from Eutresis and M.H. I level at Eutresis (Eutresis,p. 182, fig. 253, 2).
Aegina which occur in a transitional E.H.-M.H. Sherdsof Cycladic-typepyxidesfromthe NorthSlope
context (Eutresis,p. 134, fig. 177). Also Phylakopi, (Hesperia,II, 1933, p. 357, fig. 27, c, i, j; VI, 1937,
p. 545, fig. 4, d).
pp. 154, 163, pl. XXXIII, 2.
See also p. 58.
See also p. 57.
E.H. III or M.H. I.
E.H. III, perhapsimportedfrom the Cyclades.
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P1.16.
264. Fragmentof CycladicPyxis.
P 17404. Pit, B 21:15. Max. dim. 0.035 m. Fragment from wall of coarsepot.
Micaceousdark red clay with grits, brown at surface. Incised decorationon the outside: an oblique
line of short, parallel diagonal strokes, a circle of
dots within a ring, and an incised line at left.
Probablyfrom the wall of an E.C. II pyxis: cf. the
pyxis type with curvingwall (Phylakopi,pl. IV, 3).
See also p. 58.
E.H. III or M.H. I?
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255. Fragmentof Lid from CycladicPyxis. P1.16.
P 16654. Pit, B 21:15. Max. dim. 0.06 m., est. D.
ca. 0.08 m. Rim fragmentof a nearly flat round lid,
slightly convex on top.
Coarsemicaceousdark reddish brown clay, handmade. Incised decorationon outside: elongateddots
or short strokesaroundedge; single and doublerows
of same betweenstraightlines radiatingfrom center.
Probably from the lid of an E.C. II pyxis: cf.
Eutresis,p. 183, fig. 254. Possibly from the lid of the
pyxis representedby the fragment254.
See also p. 58.
E.H. III or M.H. I?

PERIOD OF LERNA V (MIDDLE HETT,LADIC)

CYCLADICIMPORTS
(256-257; Pls. 17, 70)

256. FragmentaryCycladicDuck Vase. Pls. 17, 70.
P 9742. Well, T 24:1. P.H. 0.12 m. Fragment of
small ribbed askos, mendedfrom many pieces; all of
bottom and most of lower wall and back part mis-

above note 56) which occurredwith M.H. A parallel with the Cycladicring vases (Phylakopi, p. 91,
pl. IV, 9) seems likely althoughits exact reconstruction is uncertain.
See above. pp. 58-59.
M.H. I?

sing.

Rounded upper body ornamentedwith horizontal
ribs; lower wall, set at an angle, plain; straight
neck, rising obliquelyfrom near top, finishedwith a
projectinglip flat on top. Very small vertical handle
from below lip to top of pot, now missing.
Very darkred coarseclay; black slipped surface.
Clearly a Cycladic import; note the duck vases
from Phylakopi (Phylakopi, pl. IV, 6, 8), without
ribbing and with incision which was probably the
originaltype.
Similarduck vases are found in early M.H. strata
at Eutresis (Eutresis,p. 184, figs.255, 256, 1), Aegina
(Aigina, p. 14, figs. 12-15) and Lerna (Hesperia,
XXVI, 1957, pl. 42, d).
Other examplesfrom Athens: South Slope (AFAr.,
I, 1915, liappTr., p. 34, fig. 1, 1); North Slope (Hesperia,II, 1933, p. 357, fig. 27, h; A.P. 1305,Hesperia,
VI, 1937, p. 543, fig. 3, e); PhilopapposHill (4 examples, see note 20).
See also p. 58.

M.H.I.

257. FragmentfromRing-shapedVase (?).
P1. 17.
P 26779. Misc. find from Eleusinion. Max. dim.
0.075 m. Base and part of ring-shapedvase brokenat
two ends, chippedat base. Hollow aperturein ring.
Coarsefabric, buff to dark red; lightly burnished

RED BURNISHED
WARE(258-269; Pls. 17, 70)
258. FragmentaryRed BurnishedBowl. Pls. 17, 70.
P 16657. Pit, B 21:15. P.H. 0.092m., est. D. rim
ca. 0.29 m. Severaljoining fragmentsfrom body and
rim of bowl with sloping wall and short upstanding
rim; two floorfragmentsdo not join.
Soft buff clay; highly polishedred transparentslip,
much worn.
Here thereis a real difficultywhetherone is dealing
with an E.H. specimen (cf. profilewith the Urfirnis
bowl from Eutresis,Eutresis,p. 99, fig. 128, 5, or the
example from the Isthmia, Hesperia,XXVII, 1958,
pl. 12 b, b) or whetherthis is an early M.H. example
leading directly to such bowls as 260-261. J. L.
Caskey favors the attribution to Middle Helladic,
with which the morestronglycarinatedprofileseems
better to accord.
See also pp. 59-60.
MiddleHelladic?

259. Rim Fragmentfrom Bowl.
Pls. 17, 70.
P 24754. Gully area of SoutheastFountain House
and Mint,bedrockbottom, 0-Q 16-17.P.H. 0.073 m.,
est. D. ca. 0.21. Five joining fragmentsfrom a bowl
with verticalrim, similarin shape to 258.
gray surface.
Grittyorange-brown
clay,somewhatdarkerat core,
Inciseddecoration:triangulargroupsof flaringlines. scatteredwhite bits.
Cf. more completering-shapedobject, Black BurSee also p. 59.
MiddleHelladic?
nished, from Greekexcavations on South Slope (see
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260. Red BurnishedBowl with Lug Handles.
Pls. 17, 70.
P 10527.Well, R28:1. H. 0.095m., D. 0.25m. Fragmentary low carinated bowl with base ring. All of
base and about half of circumferenceof wall preserved,includingone obliquelyplacedlug just above
carination.
Coarse brick red clay, red throughout; highly
polishedred slip inside and out; handmade.
The shape, with a low neat foot-ring, a strong
carinationat shoulderand small lug handlespierced
twice vertically, is one of the most pleasing Middle
Helladic creations.
Similarexamplesoccur elsewhere:Korakou,p. 18,
fig. 25 (with offset lip); Eutresis, p. 127, fig. 170, 7
(profile identical to ours) and p. 130, fig. 174, 3;
Argos (B.C.H., XXX, 1906, p. 19, fig. 22); Aegina
(examplesseen in Museum),often in company with
duck vases. A Cycladicorigin is probable(see above
p. 59 and note 60).
OtherexamplesfromAthens:a largeexample,very
similar to 260, from the M.H. deposit on the Hill
of Philopappos (see above note 20) and fragments
from the North Slope excavations (A.P. 1807, 1312:
Hesperia,VI, 1937,p. 543,fig. 3, g, 1, wronglylabelled
E.H.), and from the recent Greekexcavationson the
South Slope (not yet illustrated).
See also p. 59.
MiddleHelladic.
261. FragmentaryRed BurnishedBowl.
P1.17.
P 9395. Well, T 24:1. A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p. 178,

fig. 1, H. 0.097 m., est. D. rim ca. 0.26 m. About one

half of low carinatedbowl preservedin threejoining
fragments.
Grayclay with largegrits; surfaceslippedwith red
and burnished;firedunevenlyred to brown.
Small low foot, slightly concave below; flaring
sides almost without curve; upturnedrim with plain
lip. Horizontallug handles,doublypierced,just below
lip.
Shape and dimensionsalmost identical with 260,
but fabric less red throughout.
Cf. examplescited above, and a M.H. I bowl from
Asine (Asine, p. 261, fig. 183, 13).
MiddleHelladic.

262. Rim Fragmentof Red BurnishedBowl.
Pls. 17, 70.
P 10583.Well, S 27:1. Est. D. lip ca. 0.23 m. Fragment from rim and wall of low angularbowl.
Coarseclay, brown to red with gray core; highly
polishedred slip ext. and int.
Sharplycarinatedshoulder,with straight rim and
flat flaring lip; vertical lug on shoulder below lip,
piercedthroughlip from top to bottom.

For a similar carinated profile with flaring lip
cf. Eutresis,p. 127, fig. 170, 9-10.
See also p. 59.
MiddleHelladic.
263. Rim Fragmentfrom ShallowBowl or Goblet.
P1.17.
P 15101. Gully, R 21:4. P.H.0.035m., max. dim.
0.105m. Fragmentfromshallowbowl (or pedestalled
goblet) with angularwall and outturnedflat-topped
lip (profilesame as 262).
Gritty red clay, brown at core; polished red slip
inside and out, partiallyblackenedin firing.
Cf. a very similar fragmentfrom the North Slope
excavations(Hesperia,II, 1933,p. 360, fig. 30, a) and
uncataloguedexamplesfromwhat seemsto be a pure
Middle Helladic deposit. These are fired partially
blackand approachthe appearanceof ArgiveMinyan.
A.P. 1311 (Hesperia,VI, 1937,p. 543, fig. 3, k) shows
a horizontally pierced lug which may have been
standardto this shape.
See also p. 59.
MiddleHelladic.
264. Rim Fragmentfrom OpenBowl or Plate.
Pls. 17, 70.
P 10744. Well, S 27:2. P.H. 0.03m., est. D. rim ca.
0.28m. Fragmentfrom rim and wall of a large open
bowl with sharply upturned rim with a flat top
projectinginward.
Grittyreddishclay with gray core;highly polished
red slip, decoratedin matt black paint with closeset vertical lines across top of rim, in panels; bands
withverticallines on wallbelowshoulder.Wheelmade.
This sherdis uniqueamongthe Agoramaterialby
virtue of its highly lustrous surface and dark matt
paint. It is apparentlyan import.
Cf. fragmentof similarwheelmadeRed Burnished
bowl from Siphnos (B.S.A., XLIV, 1949, p. 32,
fig. 6, 5) which also, according to the description,
had tracesof groupsof strokeson rim in purplematt
paint. Thereis furthermorea fragmentfrom Aegina
in the sherdcollectionof the British Schoolin Athens
with groups of vertical strokes in white matt paint
on a highly polished red surface; it comes from a
similar, but not identical, open carinated bowl.
Perhapsall should be restoredon a pedestalledfoot:
cf. standed plate from Phylakopi (B.S.A., XVII,
1910-1911,pl. VII, 167).
See also p. 59.
MiddleHelladic (Cycladicimport?).
265. FragmentfromRed MinyanGoblet. Pls. 17, 70.
P 15082.Gully,R 21:4. P.H. 0.07m., P.W.0.057m.,
est. D. ca. 0.20 m. Fragmentfrom a large bowl with
flaringrim, almostverticalneckand angularshoulder,
probablya goblet.

POTTERY: PERIOD OF LERNA V, ARGIVE MINYAN
Orange-buff clay with particles in it; covered
inside and out with red matt paint, somewhat
flaked, especially on top of rim, no trace of burnishing; wheelmade.
Probably from a goblet like Eutresis, p. 127, fig.
170, 11. Similarred gobletswith dull surfaceoccurin
LernaVI (informationfrom J. L. Caskey).
Cf. complete specimen in Red Monochromeware
from the North Slope (A.P. 1387, Hesperia, VI,
1937, p. 549, fig. 7).
End of MiddleHelladic.
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Heavy fabric, coarsegritty brownishto gray clay;
brightred burnishedslip, much worn. Handmade.
From a large vase, probablya fruitstand, with a
hollow foot. Although the fabric bears a superficial
resemblenceto our NeolithicRed Burnished,the context is M.H. and the shape is more sophisticated,
agreeingbetter with M.H. Red Burnished.
Cf.Eutresis,p. 127,fig. 170,11 for a Red Burnished
gobletof GrayMinyanshapeand pl. X for a carinated
fruitstand on a high flaring pedestal. Cf. also the
fruitstandfromPhylakopi(B.S.A., XVII, 1910-1911,
pl. VII, 4).
266. Rim Fragmentfrom Bowl, White Matt Paint.
Cf. the similar but smaller stem from the North
PI. 17. Slope excavations (A.P. 1331, Hesperia, VI, 1937,
P 15695. Gully,R 21:4. P.H. 0.072m.,P.W.0.06m. p. 547, fig. 5, k) which lacks a base and is pictured
Fragmentfrombowlwith angularside,outturnedrim. upsidedown.
See also p. 60.
Gritty clay, gray-brownat core, orange-brownat
MiddleHelladic.
surface, apparently with some slip or burnishing;
decorationin matt white paint on upperwall: oblique
parallellines opposedby anothergroup.
ARGIVEMINYAN(270-271; P1. 18)
Technically 266 and 267 belong with the Red
Burnishedgrouprather than with the coarserLight- 270. Fragmentfrom CarinatedBowl or Goblet.
on-DarkMattpainted(324-330).
P1.18.
For shape and technique,cf. Eutresis,pp. 130-131,
P 27032. Well, S 27:2. P.L. 0.08m., P.H. 0.04m.,
figs. 174, 1, 5; 175, 1, 3; for general similarity of W. of handle0.035 m. Fragmentpreservesupperwall
of openbowlwith slightlycarinatedrim (nowmissing)
pattern, fig. 175, 1, 4.
See also p. 59.
and a broadvertical loop handle.
MiddleHelladic.
Grittyred clay; blacksurfacingint., glossyblack
burnishedslip ext.
267. Rim Fragment from Bowl, White Matt Paint.
This fragmentis a fine exampleof ArgiveMinyan,
PI. 17. from a carinatedbowl or possibly a stemmedgoblet.
P 13966. Well, S 27:2. P.H.0.042m., P.W.0.07m. Cf.Eutresis,pp. 132f., figs.178-181,andthe bowlfrom
Rim fragmentfrom large open bowl with lip slightly Lerna (Hesperia,XXIII, 1954, pl. 7, c).
thickenedand flattened towardinner side.
Cf.sherdsfromNorthSlopeexcavations(A.P.1324,
Very gritty pink clay; red burnishedint. and ext.; 1329, 1330, Hesperia,VI, 1937, p. 547, fig. 5, d, i, j).
See also p. 60.
geometric decoration in soft matt white, almost
MiddleHelladic.
obliterated, but apparently consisting of groups of
vertical and oblique lines, pendant from horizontal
band below rim.
271. Black BurnishedWater Jar.
P1.18.
Cf. Eutresis,p. 130, fig. 174, 7.
P 10435.Well,R 28:1. H. 0.337m., D. 0.29m. Large
MiddleHelladic.
water jar mended from many fragmentswhich preserve completeprofileand muchof body; partsof lip,
268. Base of Red BurnishedPot.
P1. 17. walls, and one handlerestoredin plaster.
P 13944. Well, T 24:1. P.H. 0.021 m., D. base
Excellently fashionedpot with small bottom irreg0.047 m. Low base, concave beneath, probablyfrom ularly flattened, swelling body, rounded shoulder,
a closed pot.
wide neck with plain projectinglip. Two small verHandmade; thick fabric of gritty pale buff clay, tical handles, with raised edges, on shoulder. Two
slightly micaceous;traces of lustrous red burnished smallholes, one on eitherside, underlip for attaching
slip orglazeext. andunderfoot. Surfaceresembles268. cover (?).
For profilecf. Eutresis,p. 127, fig. 172, 1, 2.
Coarsebricklikefabric with highly polishedblack
See also pp. 59-60.
slip, comparableto ArgiveMinyanin finish. Mended
MiddleHelladic.
with lead in antiquity. Wheelmade.
Thisis a M.H.amphorashapeoccuringin the Matt269. Base of Red BurnishedFruitstand.
P1. 17. painted examples, 301, 325-326 (Buck's Type C8),
P 10434. Well, R 28:1. P.H. 0.078m., D. base whichlack,however,the finishand articulationof this
0.152 m. High flaringstand, with centerof bowl only jar. I knowof no otherArgiveMinyanexample.
Very
preserved.
likely it was used to draw water from our wells and
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was sufficientlyprizedto have been mendedin antiquity.
See also p. 60.
MiddleHelladic (probablylate).
GRAY MINYAN(272-291; Pls. 18-19, 70)
STEMMED GOBLETS (272-286;

Pls. 18-19, 70)
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272. Fragmentfrom Rim and Handle. Pls. 18, 70.
P9734. Well, T 24:1. P.L. 0.15m., P.W. at rim
0.04 m., est. D. ca. 0.26m. Fragmentpreservespart of
wall and rim of a largebowl with a sharplycarinated
profileand a high angularconcaverim finishedwith
a small projectinglip, triangularin section.
Light gray clay throughout; typical wheelmade
GrayMinyanfabric; surfacebadly encrusted.
Broadverticalbandhandle,fromwall carinationto
middleof rim, not rising to lip. Mouldedring halfway
down bowl as preserved.
Apparentlyfroma deep-bowledMinyangoblet like
Eutresis,pp. 136-137, figs. 184, 1, 185, 4.
Cf. rim of similar but larger goblet from North
Slope (A.P. 1338,Hesperia,VI, 1937,p. 551, fig. 8, a).
See also p. 60.
MiddleHelladic.

273. Wall and Handle Fragment.
P1.18.
P 9735. Well, T 24:1. P.H. ca. 0.07m., P.W.0.10m.
Wall fragmentof a Minyangoblet similarto 272 but
straighterand higherabove carinationand with none
of rim preserved.
Broadverticalbandhandle from carinationof upper and lower wall to near top of upperwall.
TypicalMinyanfabric: fine gray clay throughout;
surfaceencrusted.
Cf. fragmentsfrom North Slope excavations (Hesperia, II, 1933, p. 358, fig. 28, f, i).
Similarfragmentsfromdisturbedcontexts: P 2488
(H 8-10) and P 19196 (A-B 16-17).
MiddleHelladic.

Light gray clay throughoutwith traces of darker
gray surfacing.
Sharplyconcaverim set at an angle to wall. Horizontal handle,roundin section,risingverticallyfrom
rim and extending downwardin vertical ridges to
carination.

This is the secondtype of Minyanstemmedgoblet
with upright ring handles set on rim; cf. Eutresis,
pp. 136-137, figs. 184, 3-4, 185, 6.
Cf. P 5082, found in fill over GeometricGrave17,
G 12:18 (Hesperia,Suppl.II, p. 116, fig. 83, B 23),
and several more uncataloguedfragmentsof similar
rims and handlesfrom Well, T 24:1.
Cf. fragmentsfrom North Slope excavations (Hesperia, II, 1933, p. 358, fig. 28, e, h; A.P. 1340, Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 551, fig. 8, c).
See also p. 60.
MiddleHelladic.
276. Rim Fragmentfrom Goblet.
Pls. 18, 70.
P 24788. Miscellaneousfind, on bedrock,probably
to be associatedwith stratifieddeposit O-Q 16-17.
P.H. 0.059 m. Rim fragmentof GrayMinyancup or
stemmedgoblet.
Dark gray clay throughout;smooth and polished
surface;wheelmade,typical Minyanware.
Stronglycarinatedshoulderwith flaringrim; horizontalgrooveson uppershoulder,less definedon rim.
Cf.ribbedrim piece from North Slope excavations
(Hesperia,II, 1933, p. 358, fig. 28, c).
MiddleHelladic.
Pls. 18, 70.
277. Rim Fragmentfrom Goblet.
P 15203. Gully,R 21:4. P.H.0.05m., P.W.0.07m.,
est. D. lip not less than 0.18 m. A single fragment
preservingpart of the angular shoulderand flaring
rim of a deep bowl or stemmedgoblet.
Typicalgray clay throughout,with darkgray surfacing.
MiddleHelladic.
278. Rim Fragmentfrom Large Goblet. Pls. 18, 70.
P 22149. Miscellaneousfind, J-L 9-10. Max. dim.
0.065 m. Fragmentpreservesrim from pot with high
flaringrim and projectinglip like 272 and 274,
Wheelmadeof gray clay with gray to buffpolished

274. Rim Fragmentfrom Goblet.
Pls. 18, 70.
P 9732. Well, T 24:1. P.H.0.073m., est. D. rim
0.255 m. Single fragmentpreservespart of rim and
wall of angularbowl, probablyfromstemmedgoblet.
Wheelmade. Light gray clay throughout, with
darkergray surface,badly encrusted.
Probablyfrom a Minyangoblet similarto 273 but
with a higher shoulderand shallowerbowl; cf. Eutresis,p. 137, fig. 185, 1.
MiddleHelladic.

Cf.fragmentsof gobletrimswith outwardlysplayed
lips from North Slope (A.P. 1342 and 1345,Hesperia,
VI, 1937, p. 551, fig. 8, e, h).
Cf. P 17552from Gully, R 21:4.
MiddleHelladic.

Pls. 18, 70.
276. Rim and Handle Fragment.
P 9733. Well, T 24:1. P.H. (includinghandle) ca.
0.07 m., max. W. 0.11 m. Fragmentpreservespart of
rim and handleof Minyangoblet.

279. Fragmentfrom CarinatedBowl.
P1.18.
P 25575. Miscellaneousfind, M-N 13-15. P.H.
0.04 m., P.W. 0.088 m. Sherdfrom side of bowl with
angularshoulder,lip missing.

surface.
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Wheelmade;gray clay throughout. Rather more fewer rings. Cf. Korakou,p. 16, fig. 20, which has
micaceousand not as smooth as typical Minyan.
two rings. Cf. also P 27397 from 1965 excavationsin
a
from
carinated
shoulder
of
stemmed
South Square,M 12:2.
Apparently
MiddleHelladic.
goblet.
MiddleHelladic.
284. Fragmentfrom Base of Goblet.
P1.19.
280. Ringed Stem from Goblet.
P9738. Well, T24:1. P.H. 0.048 m., D. base
P1. 18.
P9736. Well, T 24:1. P.H. 0.09 m., D. top as 0.148 m. Fragment of base of Minyan goblet, prepreservedca. 0.07 m. Stem only, with none of lower serving more than one-half the circumferenceof the
foot and the start of the lightly ribbed stem.
edge and nothing of bowl preserved.
Light gray fabric throughout; surface badly enGray fabric throughout, without much polish;
crusted.
surfacebadly encrusted.
Broadnearlyflat foot, slightlyupturnedat the edge
Flaring,heavily wheel-ridgedstem of a largegoblet,
with at least six rings. Possibly stem of 274.
with a single groove at the bottom of the outer face.
Cf. also P 22887, miscellaneous find from K-P
Cf. Eutresis, p. 136, fig. 183, 8, which tapers towards bottom.
16-17.
Cf. stem with at least six rings from North Slope
MiddleHelladic.
which preserves inside of bowl at top (A.P. 1349,
285. Stem from Small Goblet.
P1. 18.
Hesperia,VI, 1937, p. 551, fig. 8, 1).
P 10536. Well, S 27:1. P.H. 0.048m., D. near
MiddleHelladic.
middle0.02 m. Stemof goblet,brokentop and bottom
281. Ringed Stem from Goblet.
P1. 18. but with part of finished surface preservedat both
P 9737. Well, T 24:1. P.H. 0.08 m., D. top as pre- ends.
served ca. 0.07 m. Stem of Minyangoblet, with part
Claydeep buff to gray, micaceous;gray slip highly
of floorof bowl preserved.
polished,perhapsin imitation of Minyan.
fabric.
Stem unringed and pierced from top to bottom
Typical GrayMinyan
a small hole taperingin diameter.
of
from
stem
somewhat
with
Fragment
goblet
flaring
smaller than 280 and concave in profile, with four
Cf. Miss Goldman's remarkson the imitation of
ribs placed at upperpart of stem only.
Minyangoblets in slipped ware,Eutresis,p. 144.
Cf. similar stem from North Slope (A.P. 1351,
Cf. the unringedgoblet stem from Lerna (B.C.H.,
VI,
1937,
LXXVII,
1953, p. 212, fig. 14, Red Minyan?); also
551,
8,
Hesperia,
p.
fig. n).
MiddleHelladic.
the larger stem from the North Slope (A.P. 1350,
Hesperia,VI, 1937, p. 551, fig. 8, m) which is in true
282. Fragmentfrom Minyan Goblet.
P1.18. Minyanware.
P 10534. Well, S27:1. Hopf, Botanical Report,
MiddleHelladic.
pl. III, 4. P.H. 0.125 m. Fragmentof Minyangoblet
preservingpart of floor and high flaring stem, base KANTHAROI
(286-289; P1.19)
missing.
Wheelmade, gray throughout; excellent Minyan 286. GrayMinyanKantharos.
P1. 19.
fabric. Grape seed (Vitis vinifera L.) with part of
P 13968. Well, S 27:2. H. (without handles)
stem for temperingmaterial.
0.035 m., D. ca. 0.122 m. About one-half of rim and
Cf. Eutresis,p. 136, fig. 184, 4 which has only two much of wall missing; handle attachmentpreserved;
restoredin plaster.
rings and a somewhatless pleasingcurve.
MiddleHelladic.
Hard very fine slightly micaceous clay, silvery
gray throughout;thin-walledand delicate.
283. Base of Low-stemmedGoblet.
P1.19.
Wide low cup on small flat bottom, sharply cariP 5075. G 12:17, Grave 16 (Geometric),possibly nated wall and splayed lip. Two high-swungribbon
connectedwith an earlierburial.Hesperia,Suppl.II, handlesattached at lip and shoulder.
p. 116, fig. 83, P.H. 0.06 m., est. D. base 0.115m.
TypicalGrayMinyanshape,cf. Eutresis,p. 139,fig.
base
of
low-stemmed
Fragment preserves
Minyan 187, 3.
See also p. 61.
goblet.
MiddleHelladic.
Wheelmade;fine gray.clay throughoutwith dark
gray surface,smooth and polished.
P1. 19.
High hollow base with a mouldedring aroundthe 287. FragmentaryKantharos.
outside at junction of bowl and stem.
P 10855. Well, S 27:2. H. 0.04m., est. D. ca.
This representsthe so-called "Southern type" of 0.105m. Fragmentof small carinatedcup, less than
Minyan goblet, i.e. with a much lower stem with one-halfpreserved.
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Fine standard Gray Minyan fabric, rather badly
encrusted.
Flat base, very shallow sides, sharp shoulderand
splaying lip. At one side part of handle attachment.
Almost identical in shape and dimensions with
286, but apparentlyfrom a differentcup.
MiddleHelladic.
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288. High-swungHandle from Kantharos. P1.19.
P 16655. Pit, B 21:15. P.H. 0.055m., W. handle
0.024 m. Handle and fragmentof adjacentrim from
carinatedbowl with two high-swunghandles.
Typical GrayMinyanfabric.
Rising band handle, tilted outward at an angle;
offsetrim; shortverticalwall, slightly convex; nearly
flat floor. Nearly complete profile preserved,which
agreeswith 286, but in size is intermediatebetween
small examplesand 289.
MiddleHelladic.

289. Fragmentfrom LargeKantharos.
P1.19.
P 14500. Pit, G 19:1. P.H. 0.059 m., est. D. rim
ca. 0.18 m. Fragment,muchmended,preservesabout
one-halfof upperbody and rim of kantharos.
Very fine wheelmadefabric,gray throughout,with
typical soapy feel.
Upper and lower body meet at an angle. Straight
rim, sharply offset; stump of vertical band handle
set againstouterface of rim, apparentlya high-swung
handlelike those of 286.
Somewhathigher body and much largerdiameter
than 286 and 287; cf. Eutresis, p. 189, fig. 187, 4;
Korakou,p. 15, fig. 19.
MiddleHelladic.

bodied pot with plain, slightly outturnedrim, probably quite similarto 290.
Gray clay throughout;polished surface; not certainly wheelmade,roughand dented on int.
Possibly from a more closed pot like Eutresis,
pp. 140-141, figs. 190, 4-5, 7, 194, 2.
MiddleHelladic.

MINYAN(292-300; Pls. 19, 70)
YELLOW

292. Rim Fragmentfrom Goblet.
P1.19.
P 5083. G12:18, in fill over Grave 17 (6th c.),
Hesperia, Suppl.II, p. 116, fig. 83. P.L. 0.057 m.
Rim fragmentfrom stemmedgoblet with horizontal
ring handle.
Fine yellowish buff fabric with polished surface;
wheelmade.
Similarin shape to GrayMinyanexample275.
See also p. 61.
MiddleHelladic.
293. Rim Fragmentfrom CarinatedGoblet. P1.19.
P 10856. From Well, S 27:2. P.L. 0.045 m. Small
fragmentof angularrim and start of horizontalring
handlelike 292.
Fine buffclay, rathersoft, with slippedand polished
surface;wheelmade.
Cf. handle from North Slope (Hesperia,II, 1933,
p. 363, fig. 34, b).
MiddleHelladic.

294. Sherdwith Stump of Handle.
P1.19.
P 22160. Miscellaneousfind, K-Q 14-17. P.H.
0.05 m., P.W. 0.037 m. Sherdbrokenall aroundfrom
ROUND BOWLS (290-291; P1. 19)
side of cup or goblet with stump of vertical rolled
PI. 19. handle.
290. Deep Round Bowl.
Light buff clay with creamypolishedslip int. and
P 9731. Well, T 24:1. A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p. 178,
ext.
fig. 1. H. 0.077 m., D. rim 0.121 m. Fragmentary
Possibly from a deep cup like Eutresis,p. 163, fig.
smallMinyanbowl;abouthalf the rimandsides miss1.
226,
ing; restoredin plaster.
Middle
Helladic.
Fine fabric, wheelmade of light gray clay, with
darkergray surfacing;surfaceencrusted.
Flat-bottomedbowl with roundedsides and small 295. Fragment from Carinated Goblet with Strap
PI. 19.
Handle.
sharply outturnedlip. Possibly with one handle, of
P 15696. Gully, R 21:4. P.H. 0.076 m., P.W.
whichthereis no traceof attachment;but scarcelytwo.
Cf. Asine, p. 265, fig. 184, 4 (with one ribbon 0.072m. Fragent of carinated bowl or stemmed
handle); and the round bowl with offset lip and goblet with wide vertical strap handle below rim;
roundedbase with one high-swunghandlefromKrisa shoulderintentionallyridged.
Gritty clay with white bits in it, gray at core,
(B.C.H., LXII, 1938, p. 114, fig. 3, 2).
See also p. 61.
orange-brownat surface; polished interior; wheelmade. Not the best Yellow Minyantechnique,but a
MiddleHelladic.
typical Minyanshape.
Cf. Eutresis, p. 163, fig. 228, 3, a Yellow Minyan
291. Rim Fragmentfrom Round Pot.
P1.19.
P 17551.Gully,R 21:4. Max.dim. 0.052m., est. D. fragment with a broad strap handle and an intenrim ca. 0.06 m. Rim fragment from small round- tionally ridgedshoulderabove the carination.
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Cf. larger fragment from the North Slope (A.P. A4 "Angular Bowl," for which he sees Cycladic
1398, Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 558, fig. 13, m) which ratherthan Minyaninfluence(Buck, p. 284).
Cf. Korakou,p. 28, fig. 39 and the example from
is assigned (wrongly?) to Late Helladic period.
Lerna (Hesperia, XXVI, 1957, pl. 42, a), both of
MiddleHelladic.
which seem heavier and more clearly allied to MattP1.19. painted than our fragment. More similar are the
296. Stem from Later Form of Goblet.
P 15697. Gully, R21:4. P.H. 0.07m., P.W.0.105m. fragmentsfromthe North Slope (A.P. 1368and 1369,
VI, 1937, p. 554, fig. 10, a-b).
Fragmentof stemmedgoblet, preservingpart of floor Hesperia,
also
See
p. 61.
and wall, with short stem and start of projecting
Helladic.
Middle
foot.
Gritty clay, dark gray to brown at core; light 300.
Fragmentfrom SplayedRim with Flange.
grayishbrownpolishedsurface;wheelmade,but surPls. 19, 70.
int. andext.
facehand-smoothed
Max.
0.063
m. Fragdim.
P
13967. Well, S 27:2.
This is the later form of Yellow Minyan goblet
a
rim
with
ment
from
angular, typically
splayed
(cf. Eutresis,p. 169, fig. 238, 1) which leads directly
and
interior
flange.
Minyan
profile,
ware
to Ephyraean
(Korakou,pp. 19, 54ff.; pls. VI,
buff clay, buff at surfaces;
Wheelmadeof fine,
VII) and ultimately to the Mycenaean stemmed traces of decorationpale
in dark matt paint, almost
goblets.
obliterated:a horizontalband at junction of rim and
End of MiddleHelladic.
wall outside, wide loops on top of rim.
from a small storagejar of Buck's Shape
Pls. 19, 70. C9Possibly
297. ProfiledBase from Pot.
(Buck, pp. 249, 296) which has Yellow Minyan
P 15698. Gully, R 21:4. P.H. 0.02m., D. foot connections
and occurswith polychromeMattpainted
0.057 m. Disc foot broken off from pot, preserving decoration
I, pl. IV, 1-2).
(Prosymuna,
short stem and center of floor; depressionin bottom
See also p. 61.
of foot.
MiddleHelladic.
Wheelmade; buff clay with purplish gray core;
polishedsurface.
Cf. Eutresis, p. 165, fig. 231, lower left, which MATTPAINTEDWARE (301-341; Pls. 20-23, 71-74)
lacks the countersunkarea; also Zygouries,p. 127,
CLASS I -COARSE LIGHT CLAY WITH DARK MATT PAINT
fig. 120, 1.
Pls. 20-21, 71-72)
(301-317;
MiddleHelladic.
301. Amphorawith ShoulderHandles.
P1.20.
Pls. 19, 70.
298. Fragmentof Flaring Foot-ring.
P 10524.Well, R 28:1. Hesperia,VII, 1938,p. 336,
P 14508. Pit, G19:1. P.H. 0.023m., D. foot fig. 18; I.L.N., Sept. 11, 1937, p. 432, fig. 16. H.
0.039 m. Lower part of small pot with high slightly 0.227 m., D. 0.214 m. Mendedfrommany fragments;
bits of rim and body missing, otherwisecomplete.
flaringfoot-ring.
Fine hard buff clay, apparentlyhandmade.
Yellowbuff clay; decorationin matt gray; mended
Cf. the moreelaborateYellow Minyanflaringfoot- in antiquityby lead clamps,one of whichis preserved
ring from Eutresis (Eutresis,p. 165, fig. 231, lower in its entirety; neck of pot wheelmade.Decoration
right), which Miss Goldman thinks may be Late consistsof short strokeson top of lip; two horizontal
Helladic.
lines below rim, three at junction of neck and shoulMiddleHelladic.
der; large pendant trianglesmade up of paralleldiagonal lines on shoulder (Buck's Mot. 38, p. 259,
299. Fragment from Bowl, MattpaintedDecoration. pl. 42).
Thisis the type exampleforBuck'sShapeC8(Buck,
Pls. 19, 70.
P.H.
0.03
D.
249
andreferences).Someof his examples(Korakou,
est.
ca.
P 10532. Well, S 27:1.
m.,
p.
lip
0.16 m. Part of rim and wall of small open bowl with p. 27, fig. 37) have a more articulatedprofileor have
the handles set horizontally (Mylonas,Anc. Myc.,
angularprofileand splayed lip.
Fine darkbuff micaceousclay with good buff slip; figs. 43, a, 64, a-b, 81, a-b) and are obviously later.
decorationin matt paint: outside, a band at lip and The Athens exampleis dated early by Buck (p. 288)
lozengesformed by single zigzag lines crossingeach and the same decorationoccurs on a spouted bowl
and a small pithos from the originalfloor of House
other on rim and body (Buck'sMot. 12).
Thisfragmentmight equallywell be classifiedwith M at Lerna (Hesperia,XXIII, 1954, pl. 8, a, b). Cf.
the Fine MattpaintedGroup(331-341)althoughit has also the spouted bowl, Korakou,p. 21, fig. 29.
a more strongly articulated profile than most. FolSee also p. 62.
is
the
his
Helladic.
recent
Middle
Buck's
classification,
shape
lowing
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302. Rim Fragmentfrom OpenBowl.
P1.20.
P 13882. Well, U 25:2 (Archaic). P.H. 0.075 m.,
est. D. rim 0.42 m. Fragment from rim and wall of
a largeopenvesselwith mouthslightlyincurving.Flat
slightly projectinglip.
Gritty buff to pinkishbuff clay, greenishbuff slip.
Decorationin matt grayishblack: two widely spaced
horizontalbandsframinggroupsof fourto six parallel
diagonallines which form triangles.
Buck's Shape Al (Buck, p. 242 and references);
Mot. 7, multiple zigzag lines (p. 253, pl. 42).
For type of handle to be restored, cf. Korakou,
p. 22, fig. 80. For generalarrangementof decoration,
cf. pedestalledMattpaintedbowl from Lerna (Hesperia, XXVI, 1957, pl. 42, a).
See also p. 62.
MiddleHelladic.

and upper wall only preserved.Rounded shoulder
with flaringlip, thickenedto inside.
Mediumfine greenishbuff clay; decorationin lavendar gray matt paint: tongues on int., horizontal
bands on ext. of lip; pendant triangles formed by
paralleldiagonallines, widely separatedand not so
regularas in 302.
This vase was apparently wheelmadeand has a
good shape; deeperthan 302. ProbablyBuck's Shape
A5 (p. 242 and references).Cf.Korakou,p. 29, fig. 40.
MiddleHelladic.
307. Sherdfrom ClosedPot.
P1.20.
P 17548. Gully, R 21:4. Max. dim. 0.084 m. Sherd
from wall of closed pot.
Gritty buffclay, cream-coloredsurfacingext.; possibly wheelmade.
Decorationin darkbrownmatt paint:bandof crosshatched triangles,then solid inverted triangles,two
horizontalbands below; trace of paint at bottom of
fragment.
Combinationof Buck's Mots.47 and 48, crosshatched triangles in row and solid-filledtriangles
in row (p. 261, pl. 48). Cf.Eutresis,p. 168, fig. 235,3
(Yellow Minyan) and Zygouries,p. 182, fig. 126, 12
(Fine Mattpainted).
MiddleHelladic.

Pls. 20, 71.
303. Rim Fragmentfrom OpenBowl.
P 17547.Gully,R 21:4. P.H. 0.055m.,P.W.0.045m.
Fragmentof a deep bowl preservingpart of rim and
upperwall. Plain rim flat on top.
Gray buff clay, cream-coloredsurface;decoration
in dark brown matt paint: short strokes across flat
top of rim; on outside a band at top, two wide vertical lines and a diagonalmade up of three narrower
lines preserved.
Buck's Shape Al (see 302); Mot. 30, flanked
308. Sherdfrom LargePot.
PI. 20.
saltires (p. 257, pl. 42).
P 23746.Miscellaneousfind,H-K 12-16. Max.dim.
MiddleHelladic.
0.062 m. Wall fragmentfrom a large pot.
P1.20.
Handmadeof gritty light buff clay with some sur304. Rim Fragmentwith Lug Handle.
P 18970.Well, S 27:2. P.H. 0.089m.,P.W. 0.113m. facing; linear decorationin gray matt paint: a broad
Large horizontallug handle, vertically pierced, set band framedby two narrowerbands,opposeddiagojust below the plain flattenedlip of a large open ves- nals. Related to Buck's Mot. 80, flanked saltires
sel.
(p. 257, pl. 42).
Cf.Welter,Aigina,p. 17, fig. 20 for possiblerestoraPinkish buff clay, some grit, buff at surfaces. A
band of matt black below lip outside and cross bars tion of pattern.
MiddleHelladic.
on lip.
Probably from a bowl of Buck's Shape Al (see
309. Sherdfrom LargePot.
P1.20.
302).
P 22148. Miscellaneousfind, J-K 8-11, trial cut
MiddleHelladic.
above bedrock.Max. dim. 0.061 m. Sherdbrokenall
around
from wall of vessel.
Incurved
Rim.
Bowl
with
305. Fragment from
Pale greenishyellow clay with lots of grits; handPls. 20, 71.
P 23503. Miscellaneousfind, K-Q 14-18. Max. made. Decoration in brown matt paint: hatched
dim. 0.08 m., est. D. rim not less than 0.16 m. Rim trianglesoutlinedabove, with broadhorizontalband
and diagonalbelow.
fragmentfrom a large bowl with inturnedrim.
Buck's Mot.46, hatched triangles in row (p. 261,
at
to
brown
reddish
Handmade;gritty clay, gray
with
wide
curvdecorated
on
core,light gray surface;
pl. 43).
MiddleHelladic.
ing bands of dark brownto black paint.
Buck's Shape Al (p. 242 and references).
P1.20.
310. Sherdfrom ClosedPot.
MiddleHelladic.
P 24747. Miscellaneousfind, K-Q 14-17. P.H.
Pls. 20, 71. 0.062 m., P.W. 0.046 m. Sherd from a large closed
306. Rim Fragmentfrom Deep Bowl.
P 10581. Well, S 27:1. P.H. ca. 0.10 m., est. D. pot, having marked curvature of shoulder or wall
lip ca. 0.20 m. Fragmentof a deep bowl, part of rim below.
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Thickhandmadefabric(over1 cm. thickness),gray
at core, light gray surface; decorationin dark gray
matt paint: broadband with fine paralleldiagonals.
Cf.fragmentfromNorthSlope(A.P.1366,Hesperia,
VI, 1937, p. 553, fig. 9, o).
The pattern is not matchedin Buck's repertoryof
Mattpaintedmotives and seems more closely related
to designs on M.H. pottery with lustrous paint: cf.
the jar fromLerna(Hesperia,XXIX, 1960, pl. 70, k).
However, the fabric of our sherd does not accord
with the "brittle quality of the hard biscuit" describedby Caskey(ibid.,p. 298).
See also p. 63.
MiddleHelladic.

jar used as burial urn from Lerna (Hesperia,XXIV,
1955, pl. 12, b).
MiddleHelladic.

Pls. 20, 72.
313. Two Fragmentsfrom Pithos.
P 9741. Well, T 24:1. P.H. a, 0.07m., b, 0.16m.,
est. D. rim ca. 0.52 m. Two non-joiningfragments,
one from the wall, the other from the rim of a large
pithos.
Coarsegreenish white clay with lighter surface;
heavy fabric; decoration in brownish gray matt
paint.
Nearly vertical wall; broad horizontal projecting
rim (ca. 0.06 m. wide) set just below plain lip, making flangefor lid, and piercedwith two large holes.
Decoration:on the rim, a band just below the lip,
and groups of broad strokes radiating from it; on
the wall vertical and diagonal bands, and a circle
enclosinga cross,made up of three parallel crossing
lines.
From a barrel jar, Shape Cl (Buck, p. 247 and
references);Mot. 100, single circle enclosing saltires
(p. 272, pl. 44). Cf. Korakou,p. 21, fig. 28, with a
decorativeschemeroughlythe same; cf. also pithoid

joining fragmentsof an oinochoe:a, preservingpart
of flaringneck and plain rim; b, preservingpart of
the base of the neck and the wide shoulder.
Apparentlywheelmade;clay irregulargray to pink
at core; cream coloredsurfacingon outside; brown
matt paint for decoration:two unevenwide bandsof
brown around lower part of neck; at base of neck
anotherband and parts of three others on shoulder.
Buck's Shape B7 or B8 (Buck, p. 246 and references). Cf. Eutresis,p. 158, fig. 220, 2; the jug from
Lerna (Hesperia,XXIII, 1954, pl. 7, b, right).
MiddleHelladic.
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314. Wall Fragmentfrom Pithos.
P1.20.
P 10854.Well, S 27:2. P.H. 0.235m., P.W.0.245m.
Large wall fragmentof pithos, no finishededge preserved.
Handmade; coarse grayish buff clay with many
white particles; decorationin grayish black paint:
wheels (Buck's Mot. 100, p. 272, pl. 44) bars,
crosshatchedlozenges or triangles (Buck's Mot. 21,
p. 255, pl. 42) and 3 star-like rosettes preserved
(Buck'sMot. 122, p. 276, pl. 44).
From a barreljar, Buck's Shape C1 (see 313).
P1.20.
For parallels for the wheel and star-like rosette
311. Sherdwith Painted Decoration.
P 24752.BedrockSouthof Gully, StratifiedDepos- cf. Eutresis, p. 150, fig. 206, 1, 4; cf. also Aigina,
it O-Q 16-17. P.W. 0.072 m., P.H. 0.052 m. Sherd p. 17, fig. 19.
Cf.fragmentsfromthe North Slope (A.P. 1359and
brokenon all sides.
buff
at
decoraHandmade;yellow
1367, Hesperia,VI, 1937, p. 553, fig. 9, h, p).
clay, gray core;
tion in dark gray-brown:broadhorizontalband and
MiddleHelladic.
narrowdiagonals.
Cf. dark-on-lightglazed ware from Asine (Asine, 315. PiercedLug Handle from Pithos.
P1.21.
with
find.
Max.
from
P2431.
Miscellaneous
dim.
m.
0.17
275,
paralleldiagonalsdiverging
p.
fig. 190)
broadband. This sherdis even morelikely to be con- Pierced horizontallug and part of the side wall of
nected with the M.H. Glazedware (see 310).
pithos.
Thick fabric. Coarsegritty pinkish clay, buff at
MiddleHelladic.
core; creamy buff ext.; grayish matt paint; trans312. Fragmentof Disc cut down from Sherd. P1.20. verse bars on upper surface of lug, horizontalline
P 14005. Well, S 27:2. T. 0.009m., est. D.0.055m. below handle on the outside.
About one-third of a small disc pierced in center,
Probablyfroma pithos or barreljar, Buck's Shape
Cl: cf. Eutresis,pl. XIV.
the outer edge shaved off obliquely.
MiddleHelladic.
Gritty buff clay; mattpainted cross lines on top.
It seems to have been carefullycut from the wall
316. Two Fragmentsfrom Jug.
of a pot, for use as a lid, button, whorl?
P1.21.
MiddleHelladic.
P 17554. Gully, R 21:4. a, P.H. 0.068 m., est. D.
top ca. 0.14m.,

b, max. dim. 0.125 m. Two non-

317. Base of ClosedPot.
PI. 21.
P 17541. Gully, R 21:4. P.H. 0.03 m., est. D. base
ca. 0.075 m. Fragment from closed pot preserving
flat base with straight side and widely flaringwall.
Pinkish buff clay; handmade; a band of dark
brownpaint aroundbase.
MiddleHelladic.
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what flaked; decorationin dark brown matt paint:
two diagonal lines on top of rim; on ext., band at
junction of rim and wall, three diagonallines below.
Pls. 21, 73.
318. FragmentaryPithos.
From a pithos or jar of Buck's Shape Cl (see 313).
P 14501.Pit, G19:l. P.H. 0.386m., D.rim 0.361m.
MiddleHelladic.
Large fragmentarypithos preservedfrom rim about
halfway down, lower part missing. One horizontal 321. Rim Fragmentfrom Bowl with Lug Handle.
lug handle preserved,piercedby roundhole through
P1.21.
middle; flaring rim convex on its upper face with
P 13971.Well, S 27:2. P.H.0.054 m., P.W. 0.127m.
an inner vertical flange; two small holes, close to- Rim fragmentof a large open bowl with large horigether, through rim, probably matched by another zontal lug handle set just below the flattened and
pair on oppositeside.
slightly projectingrim.
Coarseclay with white bits, gray at core, red at
Gritty coarsered clay; thick creamyslip int. and
the surface;thick creamyslip all over int. and ext.; ext.; decoration in red-brown matt paint: short
decorationin black matt paint over the slip: double parallel strokes on rim and a band outlining the
band below lip, the body divided into long panels handle.
by double and triple vertical bands; in the panels
Cf. P 13970 also from S 27:2, a similar fragment
chains of latticed lozenges (Buck's Mot. 20, p. 255, of Dark-on-LightMattpaintedwithout slip.
pl. 42), opposed latticed triangles, flanked saltires
Buck's Shape Al (see 302-305).
(Buck'sMot. 30), and interlockingteeth.
MiddleHelladic.
Buck's barrel jar, Shape Cl (Buck, pp. 247-248
and references).
P1.21.
322. Sherdfrom Neck of LargePot.
Cf. the pithoi in this techniquefrom Eutresis (EuP 22161. Miscellaneousfind, K-Q 14-17. P.H.
tresis, p. 149, fig. 205, pl. XIV). Also the fragments 0.062 m., P.W. 0.06 m. Sherdbrokenall aroundfrom
from the North Slope (A.P. 1377 and 1378, Hesperia, neck of large pot.
VI, 1937, p. 555, fig. 11, b-c).
Micaceousred clay with gray core;outside covered
MiddleHelladic.
with cream-coloredslip, much of which has flaked
off; horizontalstripes in black matt paint near top
319. Lid from Pithos.
Pls. 21, 72. and bottom of sherd.
P 10433. Well, R 28:1. H. to top of lid 0.125 m.,
MiddleHelladic.
H. including handle 0.175 m., D. ca. 0.40 m. Large
conicallid, morethan one-halfpreserved,chips miss- 323. Rim andHandleFragmentfromCarinatedBowl.
Pls. 21, 71.
ing.
Handmadebut well fashioned;coarsegritty clay,
P 10535. Well, S 27:1. P.H. 0.05 m. Fragment
red with gray core; cream slip int. and ext.; linear from wall and lip of a pot with sharp shoulder,
decorationin black matt paint, faded to gray, on flaringlip, and small broadvertical handle.
ext.
Coarsered clay; on outside traces of light slip and
Flattened on top, a small loop handle rising from dark bands on handle and hatchings on shoulder;
the flattened area. Bottom bevelled to fit against decorationpoorly preserved.
Buck's Shape A6, small carinated bowl (Buck,
flangeof a pithos like 318.
Decoration:lid divided into four quadrants,each p. 243 and references).Cf. Asine, p. 273, fig. 189, 2.
radius formingthe axis of dimishingchevrons;flat- Note the similarity of profile to the Gray Minyan
tened areasurroundedby a circle,and handleframed goblets 272, 274-277), an influencenoted by Buck
by two parallel lines with perpendicularrunning (p. 284).
underhandle.
MiddleHelladic.
Buck's Shape D3 (p. 249 and references).Cf. the
coarseundecoratedlid 369.
Pls. 22, 73-74)
CLASS III--LIGHT-ON-DARK (3243;
MiddleHelladic.
324. Jar with HorizontalHandles.
P1.22.
P 10235.Well, S 27:1. Hesperia,VII, 1938, p. 338,
320. Rim Fragmentfrom SmallPithos. Pls. 21, 71.
P 17546.Gully,R 21:4. P.H. 0.057m.,P.W. 0.081m., fig. 20. H. 0.26 m., D. 0.21 m. Abouthalf of rim missest. D. rim ca. 0.25 m. Rim fragmentfrom a small ing, otherwiseintact.
Handmade;brick red coarse clay (without slip);
pithos with wide flat rim, set at right anglesto almost
vertical side wall; small vertical flangeat inner edge decorationin creamywhite matt paint, ratherworn.
Small slightly convex bottom; ovoid body with
of rim.
Gritty clay, gray at core, red-brownat surface; widest diameter about at center of vase; shoulder
coveredinside and out with cream-coloredslip, some- taperingup to mergeinto plain flaringlip. Two small
CLASS II--DARK
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Pls. 21, 71-73)

PAINT ON LIGHT SLIP

(318-323,
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horizontalhandlesat point of greatestcircumference,
their ends pushedthroughwall of pot.
Decoration:horizontalbands at bottom of rimand
at handle zone, and one between; upper zone has
groupsof three diagonallines makinglarge triangles;
lower zone has large concentricarcs made by double
lines.
Probably a small example of Buck's Shape C5,
closed jar, although our example has less of a neck
and a more offset rim than most of the examples
cited (Buck, p. 248). Very close in shape and decoration to the examplefrom the filling of a Shaft Grave
at Lerna,cf. Hesperia,XXIV, 1955, pl. 17, e; neither
of these is cited by Buck. Cf. A.P. 1362 (Hesperia,
VI, 1937, p. 553, fig. 9, k) which seems to have a
hatched racket design.
MiddleHelladic (probablylate).

325. Amphorawith ShoulderHandles.
P1.22.
P 13961.Well, R 28:1. H. 0.223 m., D. as restored
0.182 m. Very fragmentarybut profileis complete;
restoredin plaster.
Gritty micaceousclay, red to brown,gray at core;
tracesof Light-on-Darkdecorationon neckand shoulder, now all but obliterated.
Flat bottom, ovoid body; wide neck with plain
splayedlip; one archedhandle,roundin section,high
on shoulder,is preserved;secondrestored.
The shape and dimensionsare roughly the same
as the Dark-on-Lightamphora301, from the same
context. Buck's Shape C8 (Buck, p. 249 and references).

MiddleHelladic.

326. FragmentaryAmphorawith ShoulderHandles.
Pls. 22, 74.
P 10530. Well, S 27:1. P.H. 0.253m., D.0.256m.
Mostof lowerbody and one verticalhandlepreserved.
Coarse red clay, decoratedsparingly in well-preserved creamy matt paint: bars on handle, a loop
aroundhandle;on wall bottoms of longrays pointing
downwardsare preserved.
Egg-shapedwith small flat bottom; handle,round
in section, set on the shoulder as in 325, its ends
pushedthroughwall of pot.
MiddleHelladic.

327. Small Amphorawith NeckHandles,PourChannel.
P1.22.
P 13960.Well, R28:1. H. 0.18m., D.0.147m. Many
wall fragmentsmissing,restoredin plaster.
Gritty micaceous orange-redclay, gray at core;
traces of yellowishwhite decoration:bands on neck,
triangles (?) on shoulder, almost completely obliterated.
Small flat bottom, squat roundedbody; wide short
neck with plain flaringlip pressedinto a pour chan-
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nel at eitherside; two roundverticalhandlesfromjust
below lip to shoulder.
Apparently a variation of Buck's D6, small twohandled jar (Buck, p. 249 and references). Cf. the
amphora with pinched out mouth for pouring in
MelianMattpaintedware (Phylakopi,pl. XI, 5-6).
MiddleHelladic.
328. SpoutedPot.
P1.22.
P 10522.Well, R 28:1. Hesperia,VII, 1938, p. 339,
fig. 21; A.J.A., XLII, 1938,p. 6, fig. 5; J.H.S., LVII,
1937, p. 121, fig. 1 (left); Arch.Anz., 1937, cols. 105106, fig. 6, left. H. 0.158 m., D. 0.205 m. End of spout
chipped,otherwiseintact.
Handmade of coarse red clay, gray at core; red
surfacing. Mattpainted decoration of large double
triangleson the shoulderhas disappeared,its pattern
remainingin red where paint protected the surface
from white incrustationof lime deposit. A few short
white strokes remain on the top of the lip, and it
seems reasonableto concludethat the entire decoration was in the somewhatelusive creamywhite matt
paint customaryto this class.
Flat bottom; walls flaringto sharp shoulder,then
sloping inwards to plain lip, bevelled toward int.;
large round spout, its lip somewhat cut away, set
at an angle to the shoulder; at the back, a single
small vertical handle, round in section, set on the
shoulder.
Cited by Buck as an example of his Shape B4,
deep bowl with tubular spout (Buck, p. 245 and references)althoughmost exampleshave a basket handle. Ourshas morein commonwith Cycladicexamples
(Phylakopi, pl. 19, 8 and one from Thera, Aberg,
IV, p. 130, fig. 240) and may well be an import.
See also p. 64.
MiddleHelladic(perhapsimportedfrom Cyclades).
329. Hydria.
Pls. 22, 74.
P 13959. Well, R 28:1. H. 0.41 m., D. as restored
0.312 m. Many fragments,including one horizontal
handle, missing; restoredin plaster.
Gritty clay, red to brown; decoration in matt
white: groups of vertical strokes on inside of lip;
a band around top of neck and one at junction of
neck and shoulder,fromwhich dependlargehanging
triangles.
Flat small bottom, ovoid body; concave-profiled
neck with plain splayedlip. Two largehorizontallug
handles, pierced, at greatest diameter; two vertical
handles, round in section, on shoulder.All handles
pushedthroughwall of pot.
This is the second type of M.H. water jar described by Blegen (Korakou,p. 23; Buck's ShapeC7,
pp. 248-249 and references). It is intimately connectedwiththe somewhatsmalleramphorawith shoulder handles,301 and 325.
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Cf. the example of this shape, incompleteat base,
Cf. fragmentof a very similar cup from the North
from the North Slope, which is also in the Light-on- Slope excavations (A.P. 1399, Hesperia, VI, 1937,
Darktechnique(A.P. 1376,Hesperia,VI, 1937,p. 555, p. 560, fig. 14, a) wronglycalled Late Helladic.
See also p. 65.
fig. 11, a).
MiddleHelladic.
MiddleHelladic.
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Pls. 22, 73.
330. Pithos.
P 10529. Well, S 27:1. H. as restored 0.60m.,
D. lip 0.35 m. About one-half of the upper part
preservedand many non-joiningfragments,including part of handle attachment;restoredin plaster.
Coarse clay, red to black; decoration in matt
white: diagonallines and concentricarcs near bottom.
Bulgingwalltapersgraduallyto somewhatcontracted mouth; flaring offset lip with almost horizontal
interior flange. In lip a hole has been punched,but
core never removed.
Buck's Shape C1, barreljar (pp. 247-248 and references). Cf. Korakou,p. 21, fig. 28, which is decorated with dark paint on a light ground. Also 313
and 318.
This is the only pithos in this techniquethat has
been restored and catalogued, but there are many
largesherdsin storageof a coarsebrickred clay with
a few lines in creamywhite matt paint, someof which
probablyrepresentpithoi, others hydriai (especially
from Wells R 28:1 and S 27:2).
MiddleHelladic.
CLASS IV-FINE

DARK-ON-LIGHT

(331341;Pls.23,71)

331. Deep Cup.
P1.23.
P 9739. Well, T 24:1. A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p. 178,
fig. 1. H. 0.076m., D. lip 0.122m. Mended from
many pieces; small fragments of wall missing, restoredin plaster.
Handmade;pale yellow-buffmicaceousclay with
very thin walls; decorationin grayish black matt
paint, now almost completelyobliterated.
Small flattened bottom; rounding walls merging
into gentlyoutturnedlip. Singleverticalhandle,round
in section, fromrim to middle of wall.
Decoration(see the reconstructionof Piet de Jong
made soon after its discovery): a frieze of alternating concentric circles (Buck's Mot. 98, p. 272,
pl. 44) and paired lozenges with interior crosshatching(a variationof Buck'sMot. 21 and 22, p. 255,
pl. 42); two verticallines by handle. Two horizontal
linesbelowrimand opposeddiagonalsfromriminside.
This is a fine specimenof the specialclass of Mattpainted ware, first describedby Blegen (Korakou,
p. 27, type 6, fig. 38, cup from Gonia)whichis found
especiallyin cups of this shape (Buck's Shape A12,
p. 244 and references).Cf. also Welter,Aigina, p. 20,
fig. 23; Taylour,MycenaeanPotteryin Italy, pl. 16,
1 (MonteSallia, Sicily).

332. FragmentaryDeep Cup.
Pls. 23, 71.
P 9740. Well, T 24:1. P.H. to rim 0.065 m. From
a cup in shapeand fabriclike 331, mendedfromthree
pieces; handleand part of rim and wall preserved.
Fine buff fabric; handmade with very thin lip;
decoration in brownish matt paint, mostly faded:
next the handle, two vertical stripes, then a circle
with dots inside; int., a band at the lip, and three
concentriccurvingarcs from the lip acrossthe point
of handleattachment.
See also p. 65.
MiddleHelladic.
Pls. 23, 71.
333. Two Fragmentsfrom Deep Cup.
P 10743.Well,S 27:2. a, H. 0.072m, P.W. 0.115m.,
b, P.H. 0.042m., P.W. 0.048m. Referred to by
Shear,Hesperia,VII, 1938, p. 338. Two non-joining
fragmentspreserveaboutone-thirdthe circumference
of a deep bowl with plain lip.
Fine buff clay, with hard buff surface (morelike
YellowMinyanthan 331-32); probablywheelmade;
decorationin matt black.
Upper wall bent in sharply; perhapsdamagedin
manufacture,but cf. pourchannelsof 327. No handle
preserved,and shouldprobablybe restoredwith one
ratherthan two on analogywith 331 and 332.
Decoration:two bands below lip, two at shoulder
and one above base; shoulderdecoratedby a panel
patternconsistingof a centraltriglyphof herringbone
pattern (Mot.49, Buck, p. 262, pl. 43) framed by
S-spirals (Buck's Mot. 118, p. 275, pl. 44) and dot
rosettes (Mot. 123, p. 276, pl. 44). Decorationvery
neatly and carefullydone.
The smallerfragmentis burnt to a greenishgray.
If this pot was definitelydamagedin firing,it would
be an importantindication of local manufactureof
this Fine class of Mattpaintedware.
ProbablyBuck's ShapeA12 (see 331 and 332).
The S-spiral is found on numerous examples of
Fine Mattpainted:Eutresis,pl. 15, 3; Zygouries,pl.
14, 1; Prosymna, II, fig. 648, 573, 522, 569, 586,
590; Hesperia,XXVI, 1957, pl. 43, d (Lerna).It also
occursin fragmentsfrom the North Slope (Hesperia,
II, 1983, p. 362, fig. 33, b and A.P. 1405, Hesperia,
VI, 1937, p. 560, fig. 14, g). Rarely, if ever, does the
syntax of ornament so strongly anticipate a Myc.
III B composition as on our cup with its central
triglyphflankedby antithetic spirals(seeabovep. 64
and note 108).
See also pp. 64-65.
MiddleHelladic.
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334. Fragments from Bottom of Deep Cup.
Pls. 23, 71.
P 15205.Gully,R21:4. P.W. a, 0.063m., b, 0.045m.
Two fragments from flat bottom which curves up
without sharpbreakinto sides, probablyfrom a deep
cup like 331 and 332.
Fine handmadefabric; pinkish buff clay at core,
cream-coloed at surface.Bands of dark brownmatt
paint about bottom of wall.
MiddleHelladic.
P1.23.
335. Fragmentfrom Rim of Deep Cup.
P 24753. Gully in bedrock,stratifieddeposit O-Q
16-17. P.H. 0.043 m. Three joining fragments from
outturnedrim of deep bowl.
Thin light gray fabric, apparently wheelmade;
decorationin matt brownpaint. Probablyfroma deep
cup like 331 and 332.
Decoration:two horizontallines below lip and a
rosette of four ovals with a dot in each (Mot.124,
petal pattern, Buck, p. 276, pl. 44); on inside three
paralleldiagonalarcs fromrim.
Cf. the rosette with Eutresis,pl. XV, 3; also Asine,
fig. 200, 5, Prosymna,II, fig. 648, 590.
MiddleHelladic.
Pls. 23, 71.
336. Fragmentfrom CarinatedCup.
P 15204. Gully,R 21:4. P.H. 0.055m., P.W.0.56m.
Two joining fragmentspreservepart of angularwall
with markedly concave upper half, flaring to plain
rim, of which a trace may remain.
Fine gray-buffclay with light surface;handmade;
decorationin brownmatt paint.
Shape more carinatedthan 331 and 332; probably
Buck's Shape All (Buck, p. 244 and references).
Decoration:row of dots between two bands, each
made up of 3 horizontal lines (Buck's Mot. 68,
p. 265, pl. 43); from upper band groups of diagonal
lines rise to rim; beneath lower band a pendant
triangle and part of curved pattern filled with opposed diagonals (relatedto Buck's Mot. 92, hatched
semicircle,p. 270, pl. 43).
Cf. Eutresis, pl. XV, 1, 2, the latter similar in
pattern; a Yellow Minyanfragmentfrom Krisa with
the same pattern dependingfrom the rim (B.C.H.,
LXII, 1938, p. 122, fig. 13, 9).
Cf. also the fragmentsof cups of the same shape
from North Slope (A.P. 1405 and 1422, Hesperia,VI,
1937, pp. 560, 563, figs. 14, g, 16, b) wrongly (?)
called L.H. I and L.H. III.
MiddleHelladic (probablylate).
337. Fragmentfrom AngularCup (?).
P1.28.
P 25718. Bedrock cutting, stratified deposit O-Q
16-17. Max. dim. 0.03m. Fragment, broken all
around,from wall of pot with angularbody.
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Fine fabricof creamybuffclay; handmade;decoration in gray matt paint: pairs of oblique lines running from the carination.
Probably from a carinated cup of Buck's Shape
All (p. 244, pl. 39). See 336.
MiddleHelladic.
PI. 23.
338. Intact Hole-mouthedJar.
P 10521.Well, R 28:1. Hesperia,VII, 1938,p. 337,
fig. 19; A.J.A., XLII, 1938, p. 5, fig. 4; J.H.S.,
LVII, 1937, p. 121, fig. 1; I.L.N., Sept. 11, 1937,
p. 432, fig. 15; Arch. Anz., 1937, cols. 105-106,
fig. 6, right. Vermeule, Gr.B.A., pl. IX,D. H.
0.12 m., D. 0.15 m. End of spout chipped,otherwise
intact.
Handmadeof pale greenishbuff clay, fine buff surfacing;decorationin brownishgraymatt paint, badly
effaced.A graffito(P1.23), incised beforethe firing,
occursnearthe base directlybeneathhandleto left of
spout.
Round-bodied,flat-bottomedpotwith plainlip; two
horizontalhandlesround in section at the shoulder.
Spout, roughly triangularin section, bridgedat the
lip, projectshorizontally,very finely shaped.
Decoration: at rim, neat band of triangles, subdivided by vertical strokes, between two horizontal
lines (Buck's Mot. 8, p. 253, pl. 42); then band of
running S-spirals (Buck's Mot. 106, p. 273, pl. 44)
curvingdownwardsbelow attachmentof spout; narrow vertical stripes, widely spaced, reachingto bottom of pot.
The shape, Buck's B6 (pp. 246, 294) has Middle
Minoan parallels (P.M., I, p. 268, fig. 199, a), but
occursalso on the Cyclades(Thera:Aberg,IV, p. 136,
fig. 255, Phylakopi, pl. XVIII, 11-12) and in the
Argolid (Korakou, p. 26, fig. 35, 8, 14) in Mattpainted ware. The Agorajar is the best preservedof
these. An importedM.M.jar in Kamaresware was
foundin GraveJ 4 at Lerna (Hesperia,XXVI, 1957,
pl. 43, c) and the shapeoccursin an earlyMycenaean
(L.H. I) jar found in the fill of a Shaft Grave at
Lerna (Hesperia,XXIV, 1955, pl. 16, c).
TherunningS-spiralis fairly commonon the mainland towardthe end of MiddleHelladicunderMinoan
influence(Korakou,pp. 24-26, figs. 34, 8; 35, 4; 36,
17; Eutresis, pl. 15, 4). A similar usage, below the
rim and descendingbeneath the spout, occurs on a
spouted bowl of Shape B4 from GraveBeta at Mycenae (Mylonas,Anc. Myc., fig. 43, b).
The potter's mark, consisting of one vertical and
two upward oblique strokes to right, is close to
Edgar's signs C 6 and C 9 (Phylakopi,table p. 179)
and is the only exampleI know in Fine Mattpainted
from the Mainland,although this is the period of
similarmarkson coarsewarebasesfromAsine (Asine,
p. 284, fig. 195) and Lerna (Hesperia,XXIV, 1955,
pl. 15, c-f). The location on the wall immediately
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above foot resemblesthat of the flat-bottomedpot
from Lerna (ibid.,pl. 15, d).
This is one of the finest Mattpainted vases in
existence and should probablybe consideredan import.
See also p. 65.
MiddleHelladic (end of period).
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339. Rim FragmentfromHole-mouthedJar. P1.23.
P 25012. Miscellaneousfind. Max. dim. 0.047 m.
Fragmentof pot with plain rim and roundedshoulder, perhapsfrom a hole-mouthedjug like 338.
Handmadeof finepinkishclay with yellowishgreen,
slightly polished surface; decorationin black matt
paint: at rim three parallellines, then a row of hanging loops (Mot.85, p. 269, pl. 43), two more parallel
lines, and the beginningof widely spaced uprights,
as in 338.
For decorationof pendantloops, cf. Zygouries,pl.
XIV, 1; Eutresis, p. 169, fig. 236, 1; Asine, p. 290,
fig. 199, 8; fragment from North Slope (A.P. 1416,
cited under340).
MiddleHelladic.
340. Fragmentsfrom LargePot.
P1.23.
P 13969. Well, S 27:2. Largest fragment, P.H.
0.086 m., P.W. 0.12 m. Seven non-joiningfragments,
one mended from two, from wall of a large closed
pot.
Very fine quality handmadefabric of gritty micaceous clay, buff to pinkish buff, well surfaced on
outside; decorationin matt brownpaint; the scheme
approximatelythus from top down: a band of pendant loops (Buck's Mot. 85, cf. 339), three horizontal
bands, a zone of doublezigzags,filledwith hatchings,
three horizontalbands, a zone of pendantloops, four
or more horizontalbands.
Cf. the hatched zigzags to the dot-filledzigzags of
Eutresis,pl. XV, 2.
The sherd A.P. 1416 from the North Slope (Hesperia,VI, 1937, p. 560, fig. 14, r) may well be a fragment from this vase nearer the rim, for the fabric
and thickness of the wall are very similar and the
loops are drawnin the same slightly lopsidedway.
See also p. 65.
MiddleHelladic.

Cf. the fragmentswith broad rills and hatchings,
Eutresis, pp. 161-162, fig. 225; also Asine, p. 290,
fig. 199, 16. A small handlelessjar from Lerna (Hesperia, XXVI, 1957, pl. 40, b) has hatchings between
paintedbands.
Thefragmentsfromthe North Slope(A.P. 1372and
1373, Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 554, fig. 10, e-f) with
raised bands and groups of vertical lines are clearly
relatedto 341.
MiddleHelladic.
COARSE
WARE(342-383; Pls. 24-27, 71-74)

342. Large Bowl, Two Lug Handles.
Pls. 24, 72.
P9744. Well, T 24:1. Hopf, Botanical Report,
pl. III, 1, 3. H. ca. 0.20 m., D. 0.367 m. Mended
from many pieces; a few small fragmentsof rim and
walls missing,restoredin plaster.
Handmade;coarsered micaceousclay; red to buff
slip, much worn. Rim imperfectlyshaped, but good
pot forlargesize. Barleyand grapeseedfor tempering
material. (See now p. 267.)
Deepwidebowlwith smallprojectinglip; wallsflare
from flat bottom, then curve inward slightly to the
lip. Two horizontallug handles,piercedvertically,at
point of greatestcircumference.
Close in shape to Buck's Mattpainted Shape Al
(see 302-304).
Cf. P 17549 from R 21:4, a fragment preserving
part of the rim and one horizontal pierced handle
from a similarcoarsebowl.
MiddleHelladic.

343. CookingPot.
P1.24.
P 9745. Well, T 24:1. H.0.25m., max. D.0.268m.,
D. rim 0.252 m. Mendedfrommanypieces;fragments
of body missing,restoredin plaster.
Handmade,but well fashioned;micaceousredclay;
blackenedoutside from use.
Large deep-bodiedpot; short flaring rim; small
flat bottom. Just below rim a single small vertical
handle,roundin section.
Cf. the cooking pots and householdpottery from
M.H. Eutresis (Eutresis,pp. 175-177, figs. 244-245)
none of which is exactly the same as ours. Most are
smallerand less well fashioned.
Cf. P 17543 from R 21:4, a rim and handle fragment
from a similar cooking pot of gritty red clay.
341. Two Fragmentsfrom ClosedPot. Pls. 28, 71.
P
Also
17540fromR 21:4 whichhas a somewhatdifP 13972.Well, S 27:2. a, P.H. 0.07m., P.W.0.08m.,
handle
with a protuberanceat top.
ferent
b,P.H. 0.033 m., P.W. 0.042 m. Twonon-joiningfragMiddle
Helladic.
ments from wall of a closed pot.
Very fine quality handmadefabric of gritty micaP1.24.
ceous clay, pale buff, well surfaced on outside. At 344. DomesticPot.
P 13962.Well,R 28:1. H. 0.135m.,D.0.125m.Much
least threehorizontalribs aroundbody with tracesof
Mattpaintedhatchingsin grayishblack betweenribs of wall missing, parts of lip and most of handle;
and a horizontalband below.
restoredin plaster.
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Handmade;very coarsepale buff clay with many
red and black bits; no surfacingor decoration.
Flat-bottomedjug, the body irregularlybulging,
the neck slightly drawn in, the lip apparently a
large trefoil. Handle round in section from rim to
shoulder,with end thrust throughwall.
See also p. 66.
MiddleHelladic (early ?).

345. Domestic Pot with One or Two High-swung
P1.24.
Handles.
P 10742. Well, S 27:2. About one-half preserved,
restoredin plaster. H. to rim 0.12 m., H. to top of
handle 0.147 m., est. D. ca. 0.15 m.
Handmade; very coarse clay with large grits,
brown to black; outside smoothed and fired with
a mottled effect.
Flat bottom; deep round body; wide mouth with
low splaying lip. One high-swunghandle, lip to midbody; secondrestored,perhapswrongly.
Cf. Eutresis,p. 177, fig. 245, 1, which is somewhat
broaderand has a less offset rim; also Asine, p. 283,
fig. 194, 2-3, and the examplefromHouse A at Lerna
(Hesperia,XXIII, 1954, pl. 9, d). None of these has
two handles.
MiddleHelladic.

348. Small Jug.
P1.24.
P 9743. Well, T 24:1. H.0.095m., D. ca. 0.072m.
Mendedfrom many pieces; much of the body and
most of the lip with the upper part of the handle
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Handmade; gritty micaceous clay, red to brown
and black; some surfacing.
Neat fairly high flaringfoot; ovoid body with high
shoulder; wide mouth with plain collar-like rim.
Single handle, roundin section, from shoulderto lip.
Cf. Eutresis,p. 177, fig. 245, 3, which has a somewhat less indrawnlip and definedfoot.
MiddleHelladic.

346. Domestic Jug.
PI. 24.
P 4770. G 12, to be associated with P 4763 and
possibly with Grave 2 (Late Geometric).Hesperia,
Suppl.II, 1939, p. 33, fig. 20 (VII. 9). H. 0.185 m.,
D. 0.143 m. Mendedfrom many pieces; front of lip
and wall missing.
Micaceouspinkish gray clay; heavy fabric somewhat blackenedfrom use; unslipped.
Flat-bottomed jug. The loop handle, which rises
above lip slightly, protrudes inside at points of
attachment in a bumpy fashion, having been thrust
throughwall.
Althoughfrom a probableGeometriccontext, this
pot is very coarse and crudely made; it agrees in
generalwith the cookingpots above, althoughit has
more of a knob at the handle (but cf. P 17540 cited
under343). The possibility exists that it is a Middle
Helladic survivorinto Geometrictimes; cf. the fragmentary Minyan vases (283, 292, and P 5082 cited
under275) found near the GeometricGraves16 and
17 in the same general area; on the other hand it
may merely represent the conservatismof cooking
pot designs.Lucy Talcott knewof no exact Geometric
paralleland favoredan attributionto MiddleHelladic.
See also pp. 66-67.
MiddleHelladic?

347. Small Jug.
Pls. 24, 71.
P 10637.Well,S 27:2. H. 0.087m.,D. 0.065m. Front
part of lip and neck missing.

missing.

Handmade;gray buff clay, coarsewith impurities,
considerablyblackenedinside; traces of light slip.
Slightly concave bottom; eggy body forming a
continuouscurvewith the neck; plain lip apparently
somewhatcut away behind.Handle,roundin section,
from lip to shoulder.
Cf. generalshape with Eutresis,p. 178, fig. 246, 2;
also Asine, p. 281, fig. 193, 1.
MiddleHelladic.
349. Small Jug with Cut-awayNeck.
Pls. 24, 71.
P 9501. Well, T 24:1. A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p. 178,
fig. 1. H. 0.103 m., D. 0.071 m. Verticalhandle,chips
from lip, and small bits from wall missing.
Handmade;coarsemicaceousgray to brownclay;
no surfacing.Rather thick and heavy for small size,
but considerablybetter fashionedthan 347-348.
Round-bodiedjug with small flattened bottom.
Straight neck, lip slightly outturned at the front,
cut away at the back.
Cf.similarjug from GraveD 5 at Lerna(Hesperia,
XXIII, 1954,pl. 7, a, middle),whichlies immediately
below the first Late Helladic deposits (ibid., p. 11).
See also p. 67.
MiddleHelladic.
350. Jug with Cut-awayNeck.
PI. 24.
P 10741. Well, S27:2. H.0.228m., D.0.175m. Lip
considerablychipped,small hole in shoulder;otherwise intact.
Handmade(?) of coarse red micaceous clay;
smoothedsurface,somewhatmottled in the firing.
Round-bodiedjug on flattened bottom; neck narrowing slightly to plain lip, outturned in front, cut
away behind. Rising handle, round in section, from
back of lip to well down on shoulder.
Verymuchthe sameshapeas 351, but seemsearlier.
See also p. 67.
MiddleHelladic.
351. Intact Jug with Cut-awayNeck.
P1.24.
P 10526. Well, R 28:1. H. 0.245m., D.0.175m. Intact save for chip from lip and small hole in wall.
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Wheelmade;fineorange-buffclay; tracesof whitish
slip.
Plumpovoid body, small flat bottom; narrowneck
flaring slightly to plain cut-away lip. Rising band
handle,lip to shoulder.
Similar to 350 but more sophisticated,especially
in treatment of handle. Cf. MattpaintedShape B14
(Buck,pp. 247, 295) and probableinfluenceof Yellow
Minyan.
See also p. 67.
MiddleHelladic (late).

Cf. Eutresis, p. 164, fig. 230,1 for Yellow Minyan
jug of much the same shape but with a profiledlip.
See also p. 67.
MiddleHelladic (late).
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355. Amphorawith Neck Handles.
P1.25.
P 10525. Well, R 28:1. H.0.345m., D.0.255m.
Fragmentsof body and much of lip missing.
Coarsered clay, with some surfacing,similar to
353 and 354.
Ovoid body; small flattened bottom (not very
steady); straight neck flaring slightly to plain out352. Jug with Straight (?) Lip.
P1.25. turnedlip.
P 9747. Well, T 24:1. H.023m., D.0.165m. Lip
Two vertical handles, round in section, from just
broken
from
below
largely
away; fragments
lip to middle of shoulder.
body missing,
restoredin plaster.
See also p. 67.
MiddleHelladic (late).
Handmade;coarsemicaceousclay, buff at surface,
at
smoothed
somewhat
mottled
core;
surface,
gray
in firing.
356. Amphorawith HorizontalHandleson Belly.
Bottomirregularlyflattened;ovoidshapewith neck
P1.25.
into
wide
P
T
max.
24:1.
9746.
shoulder;
neck,
Well,
H.0.33m.,
D.0.25m.,
curving
slightlyflaringplain
lip. Handle, roundin section, fromjust belowrim to D. lip 0.135m. Many fragments of wall and most
shoulder.
of one handlemissing; restoredin plaster.
In shape this jug seems intermediatebetween the
Coarsemicaceous red clay; red to buff surface,
crude small jug 348 and the more developed large probablynot slipped,but comparableto 35355.
jugs 353-34.
Plumpovoid body, neatly flattenedon the bottom;
MiddleHelladic.
wide neck, plain flaringrim. Two horizontalhandles,
round in section, at point of gieatest circumference.
353. Large Ovoid Jug.
This shape, the amphora with belly handles, is
P1.25.
P 9502. Well, T24:1. Hopf, Botanical Report, really a smaller version of one form of pithos (cf.
pl. III, 5. H. 0.295 m., D. 0.223 m. Completeexcept 358). For shape,cf. Eutresis,p. 179, fig. 247, whichis
for part of lip.
called a pithos, althoughonly 0.30 m. high.
Coarsemicaceousbrick red clay; some surfacing,
MiddleHelladic.
but no slip. Snail shell for temperingmaterial.
Ovoidbody taperingto small irregularlyflattened 357. FragmentaryAmphoraor SmallPithos. P1.26.
P 14506.Pit, G 19:1. P.H. 0.156 m., P.W. 0.204 m.
bottom; broad neck; plain, round, slightly flaring
Part of neck, lip, and shoulderpreservedfrom an
lip.
Similarin shape to 354 but bottom less flat.
amphoraor small pithos similarto 356.
Cf.P 16656fromB 21:15, a fragmentaryjug of the
Coarsereddish clay with large grits; handmade;
same type; and P 14504from G 19:1, fragmentpre- neck made separatelyand attached; some surfacing
serving about half the base and part of the side wall on exteriorand on interiorof neck.
of a similarjug.
MiddleHelladic.
See also pp. 67, 267.
MiddleHelladic (late).
358. Pithos.
P1.25.
P 13965. Well, R 28:1. H. as restored 0.985 m.,
354. LargeOvoid Jug.
P1.25. D. ca. 0.65 m. Manyfragmentspreservingflat slightly
P 9503.Well,T 24:1. I.L.N., Sept. 11, 1937,p. 432, raised base, one lug handle, pierced, high narrow
fig. 14. H. 0.343 m., D. 0.26 m. Chips from lip and neck and much of the walls; the rim is missing.
Restoredin plaster.
body missing.
Neckapparentlywheelmade,andperhapswholepot,
Gritty slightly micaceousclay, red to brown,gray
micaceousbrown clay, with well smoothedexterior. at core.
Goodovoid shape with small, slightly convex botBody tapers to small flattened base; high gently
tom; broad,fairly high neck; flaringlip. Short han- roundedshoulder;slightly concave neck, flaringtodle from high on shoulderto just below lip, upper ward lip. Horizontal lug handles, pierced, on wall
attachmentpushedinto flaringrim makingknob on above point of greatest circumference.
inner surface.
This shape seems to be a large-scaleversionof the
Similarto 353, but largerand steadier.
amphorawith belly handles (356 and 357), but the
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handles have been moved up beyond the point of
greatest circumferenceand are disproportionately
small. I know of no other example exactly comparable.
See also p. 67.
MiddleHelladic.
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In shape this bearssome resemblanceto the Mattpainted wide-mouthedstoragejar (Shape C2, Buck,
p. 248, pl. 41). However, ours and others like it are
taller and seem not to have had handles: cf. Asine,
p. 281, fig. 193, 8-10. They are often decoratedwith
small bosses on shoulder(ibid.,fig. 193, 9-10).
Cf.P 14503from G 19:1, the upperbody of a pithos
359. Upper Part of Pithos.
P1.26. very similar in shape, dimensions(D. rim 0.38 m.),
P 14505.Pit, G 19:1. P.H. 0.354 m., D. lip 0.224 m. and fabric to 362, and with two bossesbelow the rim
so spaced as to suggest that there were originally
The bottom third of the pot missing.
Handmadeof coarsereddishbrownclay with plen- three. These bossesare muchtoo smallto have served
tiful grits and mica; the surface brown and very a functionalpurposefor securingropes, etc. Cf. also
slightly smoothed. Neck made separately and at- the decorative bosses, usually three below the rim,
on M.H.coarsewarecups (Asine,p. 283, fig. 194,3-5).
tached.
Handles as in 356, but total size of vase larger, Cf. also 377, a wall fragment from a pithos with a
and apparentlybroaderand squatterin proportionto boss and graffito.
See also p. 67.
height.
Middle
Helladic.
Cf. Eutresis,p. 179, fig. 247.
MiddleHelladic.
363. Neck Fragmentfrom Large Pithos. Pls. 26, 73.
P 13952.Well, S 27:1. P.H. 0.26 m., D. lip 0.51 m.
360. FragmentaryPithos.
P1.26.
P 14507. Pit, G 19:1. P.H. 0.201m., P.W. 0.274m. Somethingover one-halfthe neck and lip, with one
Fragmentof a pithos similar to 359, preservingpart smalljoining fragmentof shoulderpreserved;several
of the body and one of pierced horizontalhandles. small non-joiningfragments.
Pinkish buff clay with much very coarsegrit; the
Very coarse clay with large grits; handmade;
inside
where
on
handles
of
traces
originalsurfaceinside is completelydestroyed.
attached;
lumps
black int.; reddishbrownsurfacingon ext.
High neck with concave profile, flaring to plain
MiddleHelladic.
lip, flattened on top. Clampholes, for mending, in
two wall fragments.
Although fragmentary,this is the largest Middle
361. FragmentaryPithos.
P1.26.
Helladic
pithospreservedfromthe Agoraexcavations.
P 9748. Well, T24:1. P.H. 0.83m. Fragment,
The
diameter
of the rim approachesthe greatest dimended from many pieces, preservingpart of wall
ameter
of
358
(0.65m.) which had a height of almost
with one piercedhorizontallug handle.
meter
one
(0.985
m.). The neck is lower and more
Micaceous red clay, red surfacing; bright red
than
in
concave
but it is closerto these than
358-359,
interiorthroughfiring.
the
to
362.
represented
type
by
Cf.P 9752,also fromT 24:1, a fragmentpreserving
Helladic.
Middle
part of flat bottom and flaringwall of a large coarse
pot, with a mending hole and part of lead clamp in
364. Rim Fragmentfrom Small Pithos. Pls. 26, 72.
place, probablyfrom a pithos or coarseamphora.
MiddleHelladic.
P 13951.Well, S 27:1. P.H. 0.09 m., D. rim est. ca.
0.29 m. Fragmentfrommouth of small pithos with a
Pls. 25, 73. slightly bulging neck and a very wide splayed rim,
362. Pithos.
P 14502. Pit, G 19:1. H. as restored 0.545 m., D. slightly upcurvedto an angularlip.
Gritty reddish to brown clay, gray at core. Outat rim 0.382 m. Muchof the body missing and all of
and on rim, traces of thick soft creamy white
side
the bottom; restoredin plaster.
identical
with that used as base for Mattpainted
Coarseclay, brownishto red,with muchmica;hand- slip,
decoration.
Rim
apparentlywheelmade.
made with considerableevidence of scrapingon inHelladic.
Middle
terior; outside much burnedon one side.
Deep ratherpointedbody, wide mouthwith flaring
Pls. 26, 72.
lip. Just below lip, front and back, nearly opposite 365. Neck Fragmentfrom Pithos.
each other, a small boss, one marked by an incised
P 13948. Well, T 24:1. P.H. 0.11 m., est. D. rim
chevronimmediatelybelow. A non-joiningfragment, ca. 0.35 m. About one-third of mouth and neck
not made up, has three similar bosses so arrangedas preserved.
to require a fourth; it may come from the missing
Gritty micaceous red clay, gray at core. Neck
wall of the pithos, just below lip. No handles pre- possibly wheelmade;attached separately. Tracesof
served.
creamywhite slip (?).
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Neck almost straight,flat outturnedlip. On shoulHigh domed lid with small flattened top; rolled
der just below neck, a raisedhorizontalband.
baskethandle,set on the top, its ends pokedthrough;
MiddleHelladic.
bevelled edge at bottom.
Cf.the Mattpaintedlid, 319, fromR 28:1, whichis
in shape, but must have formedthe cover of
similar
366. Neck Fragment from Pithos with Plastic Dea
with a somewhatbroadermouth. Note also
pithos
Pls. 26, 74.
coration.
P 13964. Well, R28:1. Hopf, Botanical Report, the differencesin the bevellededge,319 being designed
pl. III, 2. P.H. 0.221m., est. D. rim ca. 0.48 m. Frag- to fit against a flangeas in pithos 318, 369 designed
ment mendedfrommany pieces,preservesabout one- to fit over the lip as in 366.
MiddleHelladic.
third of neck and lip with part of shoulderof large
pithos.
P1.27.
Coarsegritty micaceousclay, brownishred; orange- 370. SpoutedPot with Basket Handle.
P 10528. Well, R 28:1. H. to rim 0.12 m., H. to
buff surfacingext. Naked barleyfor tempering.
Wide shoulder,short neck curving out to thick- top of handle 0.197 m., W. of body 0.149 m., L. of
ened lip with angularprofile.Aroundshoulder,just body 0.157 m. Fragmentsof wall, smallbit of rim and
below neck, an applied ridge with neat thumb im- tip of spout missing.
Very coarse brick red clay; brownish at surface.
pressions.
Plump jug on small flat bottom; wide mouth with
In shape the pithos rim is most like that of 366.
The plasticbandwith thumbmarkshas a long history lip slightly inturned, bridgedfrom back to front by
going back into the Late Neolithic period (cf. 161, a high-risingbasket handle,roundin section. At the
front, just below the handle attachment,is a rather
166-169).
largespout,with cut-awaylip, set at an angle,similar
See also pp. 67, 267.
to spout of 328.
MiddleHelladic.
The shape occurs in Mattpainted (Buck's Shape
245-246 and references); cf. under 328.
367. Fragmentfrom Pithos with Plastic Decoration. B4, pp.
Miss Goldman(Eutresis,p. 155) calls attention to a
P1.26.
diminutive example, coarse and undecorated,from
P 13973.Well, S 27:2. P.H. 0.072m., P.W.0.155m.
Chalkis,which has a smaller handle and a higher
Fragment from junction of shoulderand neck of a more
flaring spout. Cf. the Mattpainted examples
largeheavy pithos decoratedwith a plasticbandwith from an
early tholos near Pylos (Hesperia,XXIII,
diagonalincisionsimitating ropework.
1954,
37,
pl.
2-3).
Coarsegritty clay, red at surfaces, gray at core.
Cf. the coarse spout from the North Slope (A.P.
Such plastic bands with diagonalincisions also go
which
back into the Late Neolithicperiod(cf. 169,164,170). 1382, Hesperia,VI, 1937, p. 556, fig. 12, d)
might better be turned 450 in the photograph.Cf.
MiddleHelladic.
also the spout with strainerin the wall of the vessel,
P 27399, found in 1965 in the prehistoricdeposit in
Pls. 26, 72- the South Square,M12:2.
368. Hollow Knob from Pithos.
P 13953. Well, S 27:1. P.H. 0.077 m., D. of knob
MiddleHelladic.
0.047 m. A squat knob with a cup-like hollow in it
projects from the wall (?) of a vessel which, so far 371. Long Open Spout from ClosedPot. Pls. 27, 71.
as preserved,is quite flat. The back is very worn
P 24787. Mixed fill, stratifieddeposit O-Q 16-17.
and rough.
P.L. 0.10 m., P.H. 0.063 m. Long open spout, end
Very heavy bricklike fabric of gritty brownish chippedoff and brokenaway from pot.
buff clay, unslipped.
Coarsegritty red clay, gray at core with small
Perhapsfrom the toe, or more probablythe wall, white bits; gray surfacewith flaky creamywhite slip,
of a large pithos. Knobs for securingropes are fairly bothext. andint. of spout.
common,and the hollowin the centermight facilitate
Possiblywith Mattpainteddecorationwhichis now
lifting. Note the M.H. pithos with knobsfrom House effaced.Cf. examplesfrom an early tholos tomb near
C at Eutresis (Eutresis,p. 34, figs. 35, 1, 41).
Pylos (cited under370).
MiddleHelladic.
MiddleHelladic.
Pls. 27, 72.
369. Domed Lid with Handle.
P 13975.Well, T 26:2. H. without handle 0.11 m.,

Pls. 27, 71.
372. Bridged(?) Spout from Bowl.
P 13947. Well, T 24:1. P.H. 0.065 m. Two joining
with handle 0.152 m., D. 0.295 m. Somewhat over fragmentspreservingbit of rim and wall and part of
one-halfpreserved;restoredin plaster.
spout.
Pinkish red clay, very gritty and micaceous;
Handmade; thick fabric of gritty micaceousred
unslipped.
clay; fairly good surfacing.
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Largeshallowbowl with rim turningsharplyup to
flattened slightly projectinglip; the spout seems to
have been bridged.
For shape, compare the Yellow Minyan spouted
bowl fragments (Eutresis,p. 167, fig. 234). Probably
related to Buck's Shape B3 (p. 245 and references).
MiddleHelladic.
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377. FragmentfromPithos with Graffito.Pls. 27, 72.
P 9749. Well, T 24:1. Max. dim. 0.18 m. Wallfragment from a large handmadepot, pithos (?).
Coarsegreenish buff clay with many black bits
and mica; surfacingoutside.
On the outside a small raised knob, from which
springs a potter's mark or sign, incised in the clay
beforefiring.
Cf. the small boss with that on pithos 362 which
373. Rim Fragmentof CarinatedBowl. Pls. 27, 71.
P 15202. Gully,R 21:4. P.H. 0.074m.,P.W.0.13m., has a smallincisedchevronimmediatelybelow.Here,
est. D. rim ca. 0.21 m. Rim fragmentpreservesangu- however,the mark seems more a definitesign and is
lar shoulder, flaring rim, and short vertical strap closely paralleled at Phylakopi (Edgar's G 12,
handle from shoulderto underside of rim.
Phylakopi,p. 179). Cf. also the signs on 338 and 378.
MiddleHelladic.
Wheelmade;light orange-brownclay, thin orange
wash (?).
P1.27.
This would seem to be a poor imitation of Yellow 378. Base with Graffito.
P
17550.
R
21:4.
P.H.
0.028
D.
base
m.,
Gully,
Minyan(cf. 295).
m.
0.07
base
and
start
Flat-bottomed,slightly flaring
Cf. also the local Minyan fragment from Keos
of wall from closed pot.
(B.S.A., LI, 1956, p. 16, fig. 1, 6).
Coarsegritty brownclay.
See also p. 67.
Threeshortlines scratchedon centerof bottom beMiddleHelladic.
fore firing;volumetric?
Cf.the potter'smarksfromPhylakopi(Edgar'sA 5
374. Handle and Wall Fragmentfrom ClosedPot.
or
A 12, Phylakopi,p. 179). Cf. the bases with grafPls. 27, 71.
fiti
from filling of a Shaft Graveat Lerna (Hesperia,
P 17542. Gully, R 21:4. P.H.0.08m., P.W.0.06m.
XXIV,
1955,pl. 15, c-f) to be datedto the end of M.H.
Fragment from wall of closed pot with short verMiddle
Helladic (end).
tical handle, round in section, and beginning of
spring for rim preserved at edge of break above 379. Sherdwith Pie-crust
Pls. 27, 71.
Edge.
handle.
P
17544.
R
21:4.
Max.
dim.
0.049
m. Sherd
Gully,
Handmade;ratherthin clean fabric,yellow-brown
a
flat
from
wide
curve
at edge
rim;
probably
beginning
at core, light buff on surface; lightly burnishedon
of
break
on
inside.
Three
dents
on
outer
rim
face.
deep
outside.
Coarse
dark
brown
with
white
darker
at
bits;
clay
Althoughhandmade,this seems closerin fabric to
on
interior.
Like
core;
lightly
polished
cooking
pot
Yellow Minyanthan do 373 and 375.
fabric.
MiddleHelladic.
Thicknessof fabricwouldindicatethat sherdcomes
fromthe rim of a heavy pot ratherthan a small bowl.
375. Fragmentwith Lug Handle.
P1.27.
MiddleHelladic.
P 17553.Gully,R 21:4. P.H. 0.052m.,P.W.0.048m.
Fragment with bit of almost vertical, slightly inset 380. FragmentfromStrapHandle,PlasticDecoration.
rim and part of body of shallow bowl; small lug
P1.27.
handle at angle of body and rim.
P 17555.Gully,R 21:4. W.0.041m., P.H. 0.057m.,
Clay, gray at core, light brown and micaceous T. 0.013 m. Fragment preservingoriginal edges on
at surface.
both sides, possiblyfrom a vertical strap handle.
MiddleHelladic.
Gritty clay, gray at center, dull orangeat surface.
Tracesof thick red paint (?) on front.
376. Fragmentof Small Crucible(?).
Pls. 27, 71.
Side edges turn up on front surfacewith diagonal
P 13945. Well, T 24:1. H. 0.06 m., est. D. rim ca. indentations;raisedband downmiddlewith diagonal
0.08 m. Aboutone-quarterpreservedwith full profile, gougesgiving cable effect.
of a small deep cup.
MiddleHelladic.
Handmadeof gritty micaceousclay, red to brown;
not much surfacing.
381. Fragmentwith VerticalIncised Handle.
Thickflat bottom and plain lip, slightly flattened.
Pls. 27, 72.
Cf. the crudehandmadecups fromEutresis (EutreP 9750.Well, T 24:1. P.H. ca. 0.13m., W. of handle
sis, p. 179, fig. 248), which Miss Goldmancompares 0.035m.Fragmentfroma large,steep-walledbowlwith
with crucibles.
a verticalband handlerisingwell abovethe rim, and
MiddleHelladic.
decoratedon the outsidewith coarselyincisedgrooves.
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Very coarsebrownishred clay with largegrits; surfaced.
A low knob-like projection on the inside of the
wall at the lower handle attachment (wherepushed
through?).
For type of incision, cf. Eutresis,p. 179, fig. 250;
for shape cf. ibid., fig. 250, 1, 6-7, which come from
a deep bowl with a single, high-swunghandle.
Cf. also the fragmentsof such handlesfromMalthi
(S.M.E., p. 261, fig. 60, 18-19, pl. XXI, D,1-11).
Nos. 381383 belongto Valmin'sso-called"Adriatic"ware(S.M.E., pp. 239f., 256ff., pls. 1, 1, III, 3-21,
XVI, 1, 103, XXI, p. 261, fig. 60) which was found
in copiousquantity at Malthi. Accordingto Valmin
(pp. 239-240) it occurred unchanged in all strata
from the Neolithic period through Late Helladic.
However, its occurrencewith "Proto-Minyan,"also
assigned to Neolithic (pp. 290-291), is suspicious(as
noted by Weinberg,A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,pp. 157-158)
and would rather suggest E.H. III-M.H. I or the
Period of Lerna IV.
E.H. III or early MiddleHelladic.

rim. Deeplyincisedlines on wall endinga little below
lip.

Reddish micaceous clay, gray at core; surface
blackened.

Cf. Eutresis, p. 179, fig. 250, 1, 4; also S.M.E.,
p. 261, fig. 60, 1-5, 9.
Cf.similarfragmentsfrom North Slope (A.P. 1317
and 1320, Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 545, fig. 4, c, f),
classifiedas Early Helladic.
Transitionalto MiddleHelladic.
383. Two Fragmentsfrom Incised Bowl with Strap
Handle.
PI. 27.
P 27025. Well, T 26:2. a, max. dim. 0.055 m., b,

P.H. of handle 0.04 m., W. of handle 0.032 m. Two
non-joiningfragments preservingbase and start of
side-wall(a) and part of broadstrap handle (b).
Gritty orange-redclay, coarse diagonal incisions
on wall of pot and on handle.
Cf. Eutresis, p. 179, fig. 250, 6; S.M.E., pl. XXI,
D, 6-7, J, 1-5.
Cf.fragmentsof similar coarse incised ware from
North Slope (A.P. 1315and 1316, Hesperia,VI, 1937,
382. Rim Fragmentfrom Wide-mouthedJar.
p. 545, fig. 4, a-b), here classifiedas E.H.
Pls. 27, 71.
See also p. 68.
Transitionalto MiddleHelladic.
P 13946. Well, T 24:1. P.H. 0.037 m. Fragment
from wide-mouthedbowl or jar with wide splayed

2.

EARLY BURIAL IN METROON DRAIN CUT: I 9:2
Pls. 27-28, 71; Plan, P1. 78

Hesperia, V, 1936, pp. 20-21, figs. 17-18; A.J.A., XXXIX, 1935, p. 441, fig. 3; I.L.N.,
Oct. 19, 1935, p. 647, fig. 2.

burial discoveredintact in the Agorawas found in April, 1935,
The only pre-Mycenaean

during excavations to the east of the Metroon. The grave was of an unusual type: a small
side-chamberat the bottom of a circular shaft 0.73 m. in diameter which reached a depth of
3.00 m. below the surface of the bedrock (P1. 78). This shaft was apparently originally cut
as a well, since it tapped a generous vein of water. The side-chamber extending 0.80 m. from
the side of the shaft to the southeast seems to have been an afterthought, as it was much more
roughly and irregularlycut. Within this chamber,his head toward the main shaft, lay an adult

male skeletonin crouchingposition,much crushedand disarrangedby the stones and earth.1
The only graveofferingsweretwo simplehandmadepots: 385 by the head and 384 by the feet.
The shaft had beenfilledwith clay and rocksandbrokenpottery,whichis uniformlyof Middle
Helladic date.2 It also contained the small obsidian arrow tip, 386.
In the preliminary publication, Shear dated this burial to the Neolithic period prior to
3000 B.C. (a date also accepted by Angel for the skeleton). This was presumably on the basis

1 For an anthropological study of this skeleton (27 AA), see J. Lawrence Angel, "Skeletal Material from Attica," Hesperia,
XIV, 1945, pp. 291-292, fig. 1, pl. XLI, 2, also pp. 319-320. His conclusion of a hybrid mixture "of all four elements,
Mediterranean, 'Megalithic,' Dinaric-Iranian and Alpine" (p. 320), is not conclusive evidence for dating the skeleton to the
Neolithic period.
2 Twenty-one
fragments of Gray Minyan, three of Mattpainted, and several Coarse ware fragments were counted. Shear
explained the presence of M.H. pottery in the shaft as due to its use as a well in M.H. times (A.J.A., XXXIX, 1935, p. 441).
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of the pots found with the skeleton and did not take account of the uniform Middle Helladic
character of the filling of the shaft. Furthermore, the pots have no close parallels among the
Neolithic pottery from the Agora, and although at first glance they seem much cruder than the
more standard Middle Helladic fabrics of the filling, they have some fairly close parallels
among the coarse handmade pottery from Eutresis and other sites. Consequently, a Middle
Helladic date is to be preferred.
The type of burial is, however, not the characteristic Middle Helladic cist grave.3 It has its
closest parallel in a double grave at the bottom of a shaft discovered many years ago at Old
Corinth,4where, however, the considerablegrave offeringswere exclusively of the Early Helladic
period with some possible Cycladic imports. Such an early date does not seem to be indicated
for our burial, since the grave goods correspondbetter with those from the prehistoric tomb of
unbaked brick with upper and lower burials, on the South Slope of the Acropolis, excavated by
Skias.5 This also contained obsidian arrowheads (11 of them) and several sherds of Minyan
ware; a rough handmade jug was found near by. Although the date of the grave on the South
Slope has also been considered Neolithic by some,6 it seems wiser to regard both as unusual
grave forms of the earlier Middle Helladic period, perhaps of the transitional phase from
Early Helladic (i.e. period of Lerna IV).
See also pp. 52-53.
OFFERINGS
(384-386; Pls. 27, 71)

Coarseclay, fired ash gray; slipped and polished
both
int. and ext.; slip much flaked and does not
384. HandmadeBowl on ConicalFoot. Pls. 27, 71.
resemble
Neolithicburnishedware.
P 6072. At foot of skeleton. Hesperia, V, 1936,
Round bottom, gently outturnedlip. On one side a
p. 21, fig. 18; A.J.A., XXXIX, 1935, p. 441, fig. 3; cleft
lug rises from the rim (opposite one restored).
I.L.N., Oct. 19, 1935, p. 647, fig. 2. H. 0.095m., The vase
had been brokenin antiquity and mended:
D. 0.102 to 0.112 m. Upperpart of handlesand fragthree
pairs of holes drilled alongside the fracture.
ments from side wall missing, restoredin plaster.
Middle
Helladic (early).
Coarseunusually gritty clay with gray core; dull

orangeslip int. and ext.; rudelyburnishedbothint.

and ext., but very coarse compared to Neolithic
burnishing.
Deep bowl on high conical foot; plain rim with
two vertical loop handlesrising above rim, their attachments running well down the side wall. Handmade and crude,the rim not a perfect circle.
Cf. the crudehandmadepottery of M.H.: Eutresis,
p. 177, fig. 245, 5, 6 (with a handle somewhat like
ours); Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, pl. 9, e (from House
A at Lerna, apparentlyearly in M.H.).
MiddleHelladic (early).

FILLING OF SHAFT(386; P1. 28)

386. ObsidianArrowTip.
P1.28.
ST 103. From filling of shaft. P.L. 0.028 m., W.
0.026 m., T. 0.006 m.

Black obsidian.
Triangular,flat; roughly flaked, with no tang or
barbs.
Cf.the barbedtriangularobsidianarrowheadsfrom
M.H. strata at Korakou and Eutresis (Korakou,
p. 105, fig. 130, 4-5; Eutresis,p. 208, fig. 280, 2); also
the E.H. example,Zygouries,pl. XX, 23. Thosefrom
385. Handmade ShallowBowl.
Pls. 27, 71. the grave on the South Slope ('Ep.'Apx., 1902, col.
P 6073. At head of skeleton. Hesperia, V, 1936, 128, fig. 3) had tangs; somewereshort and triangular
p. 21, fig. 18; A.J.A., XXXIX, 1935, p. 441, fig. 3; like ours, others longer and narrower.Both types,
I.L.N., Oct. 19, 1935, p. 647, fig. 4. H. 0.09 m., D. with and without tang, occurredat Asine (Asine,
ca. 0.175 m. Fragmentsmissingfromwall, restoredin pp. 243f., fig. 175, 4).
MiddleHelladic.
plaster.

3 Cf. Eutresis, p. 222, figs. 292-294; Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, pl. 14, d (Lerna), etc. However, the contracted
position, with
the skeleton laid on its side with knees drawn up, in a cutting too small for extended burial, agrees with M.H. practices.
4 A.J.A., I, 1897, pp. 813-332,
figs. 1-2.
5 'Ep. 'Ap., 1902, cols. 123-130, figs. 1-4. Mentioned also by Wace, P.T., p. 221, who notes the sherds of Minyan ware
implying a M.H. date. See also H. Bulle, Orchomenos,I, p. 68, who comparesthe mud-brickform to examples from Orchomenos
of the "older Mycenaean layer" (i.e. M.H.) and comments on the contracted burial and the "Lydian" gray ware sherds (i.e.
Minyan).
GShear, Hesperia, V, 1936, 21; Levi,
p.
Abitazioni, p. 411 (Eneolithic).
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3. MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS

OBJECTS OF STONE
GRINDERS

(387-390; P1. 28)

387. Oval Grinder.
ST277.

Pit,

G19:1.

P1.28.
L. 0.117m.,

W.0.078m.,
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T. 0.024 m. Nearly oval flat piece of gray stone; one
side much worn fromgrinding;chippedat top.
Cf. the oval-shapedpoundermentionedas coming
fromthe M.H.stratumat Korakou(Korakou,p. 105).
Also note the occurrenceof oval-shapedgrindersin
TroyVI (Troy, III, fig. 299, 32.205).
See also p. 68.
ProbablyMiddleHelladic.

Triangularin section;the upperface slightlyconcave,
and much wornfrom being groundupon.
Reddish volcanic stone with much mica and large
white bits.
MiddleHelladic?
393. Fragmentof Oval Millstone.
PI. 28.
ST206. Well, S27:1. Max. dim. ca. 0.14m., T.
0.055m. One end of an oval millstone of ordinary
type, the concaveside much worn.
394. Fragmentof Oval Millstone.
P1.28.
ST 212. Well,T 26:2. P.L.0.176m.,W.0.154m.One
end of an ordinarymillstone, oval in shape; convex
on one side, flat and slightly concaveon the other.
Grayvolcanicstone.

388. FragmentaryGrinder.
P1.28.
ST 183. Well, T 24:1. P.L.0.057m., P.W. 0.06m.
Fragmentof whitishstone, one end broken,the other 395.
P1.28.
Fragmentof Oval Millstone.
worn smooth and rounded(fromuse as grinder?).
T 24:1. P.L.0.16m., W.0.196m., T.
175.
ST
Well,
ProbablyMiddleHelladic.
0.056 m. The end of an oval millstone, concave on
other. The concave
PI. 28. one side, irregularlydomedon the
389. FragmentaryGrinder.
much worn.
side
ST 211. Well, T 26:2. P.L. 0.026m., P.W.0.08m. A
Grayvolcanicstone.
fragmentof hardblackstone, perhapsoriginallyoval.
Theunbrokensurfacesarepolishedextremelysmooth.
396. Paving Stone (?).
P1.28.
Apparentlypart of a celt or grinder.
205. Well, R 28:1. L.0.875m., W.0.365m., T.
ST
ProbablyMiddleHelladic.
0.05 m. Thin, roughly squareslab of gray stone, flat
on one side wherefractured;muchwornon the other.
390. SphericalGrinderor Pounder.
P1.28.
Apparentlya paving stone; if so, the only archiST 276. Pit, G 19:1. Max. dim. 0.052 m. Limetecturalremainderof this periodwhichhas beenfound
stone (?) beach pebble, nearly spherical in shape.
in the Agoraexcavations.
Oneside much wornand polishedfrom grinding.
See also p. 68.
Cf.the sphericalgrindersfromthe E.H. stratumat
MiddleHelladic?
Zygouries(Zygouries,p. 200, fig. 188, 4, 9, 15). The
shape is apparentlythe result of nature which pro- 397. CurvedPiece of Limestone.
P1.28.
vided ready-made a convenient hard pebble for
ST 182.Well,T 24:1. Max.dim.0.245m.Thinpiece
grinding.
of white limestone, rough on one side, smootheron
Early or MiddleHelladic.
the other, worked down to a finished edge forming
part of an elliptical curve.
MILLSTONES, ETC. (391397; P1.28)
Purposeuncertain.
MiddleHelladic?
391. RectangularQuern.
P1.28.
R
28:1.
204.
ST
L.0.323m., W.0.195m.,
Well,
T. 0.075 m. Roughly rectangular stone, preserving OBSIDIAN AND FLINT
(398-401; PI. 28)
full size of quern; back worn and roundedat edges;
P1.28.
398. Large ObsidianMatrix.
face concaveand worn smoothfrom grinding.
K-N
11Find
646.
Miscellaneous
ST
stone.
volcanic
unstratified,
Gray
This is a well-preservedexample of the familiar 14. L. 0.14 m., W. 0.14 m., T. 0.05 m.
Largeblackobsidianmatrixfound with foursmallsaddle-shapedquern, which occurs also in Neolithic
er chunks.
contexts from the Agora(228 from S 27:4).
Not certainlyprehistoric,althoughfour small preMiddleHelladic?
historicsherds,not easily identifiable,were found in
392.Fragmentary
P1.28. the same area.
Quern.
For the uses and sourcesof obsidianin prehistoric
ST 278. Pit, G 19:1. L.0.416m., max. W. pres.
0.118 m., max. T. 0.116 m. Broken along one side. and classical times, cf. C. Renfrew, J. R. Cannand
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J. E. Dixon, "Obsidian in the Aegean," B.S.A.,
LX, 1965, pp. 225-247. Our matrix appears to be
of the usual Melianobsidian.
See also p. 68 and note 135.
Early to MiddleHelladic?

one side. Piece of a horn, the surfaceworkedsmooth,
the inside hollowedout.
Possibly used as handle. See 402.
MiddleHelladic.

P1.28.
404. Sawn Piece of Horn.
BI 411. Well, S 27:2. P.L. 0.123 m., max. W.
ST 214. Well, S 27:2. H. 0.024 m., W. 0.033 m., 0.042 m.
Upper end broken away. Lower end of a
max. T. 0.007 m. A small bladewith straight toothed
horn, neatly cut off below, with three small holes
cutting edge and high rounded back. Cutting edge piercednear lower edge; surfacesmoothed.
much blunted.
Handle?
Madefrom a chip of red flint.
MiddleHelladic.
Cf. the flint blade from the L.H. III stratum at
Korakou(Korakou,p. 108, fig. 133, 10).
405. Sawn Piece of Horn.
P1.28.
MiddleHelladic?
BI 409. Well, S 27:2. L. 0.16 m., D. 0.048 m. Much
400. FragmentaryObsidianBlade.
P1.28. chippedat one end, but full length preserved.Neatly
0.01
m. cut off from length of large horn, piercedfrom side
B
21:15.
max.
W.
P.L. 0.022m.,
ST 340.Pit,
Brokenat both ends. Oneside flat; the otherin three at center; surfacesmoothed.
Handle?
planes with sharp cutting edges, lightly serrated,at
MiddleHelladic.
the sides.
Black obsidian,presumablyMelian.
406. Piece of BranchingAntler.
P1.28.
Early to MiddleHelladic?
BI 410. Well, S 27:2. L. 0.168m., max. W. 0.059m.
401. FragmentaryObsidianBlade.
P1.28. Frombaseof a branchingantler.FulllengthapparentST 269. Well, T 24:1. P.L. 0.026 m. Broken at ly preserved.Surfacehas been smoothed;one branch
both ends, the edges a little chipped.A very untidy cut off close; another cut off neatly above its root,
where there is a large horizontalpiercing.The lower
blade, a truncatedirregulartrianglein section.
Black obsidian,presumablyMelian.
end is worn very smooth.
?
Middle
to
Helladic
MiddleHelladic.
Early
P1.28.
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399. Red Flint Blade.

OBJECTS OF HORN (402-406;

P1. 28)

402. Horn Handle (?).
P1.28.
BI 412. Well, S 27:2. L.0.045m., max. W. 0.041 m.
Full length apparentlypreserved.Short section of a
horn,oneendneatly cut off,the otherroughlywhittled.
A vertical hole down the center may be artificial;
possiblyused as a handle.
Cf. the occurrenceof sawn fragmentsfrom antlers
of red deerin the E.H. stratumat Zygouries(Zygouries, p. 193, fig. 182) which Blegen assumeswere intended for use in smallerpieces as handlesfor knives
or socketedcelts.
Persson(Asine,pp. 253-254), discussingthe objects
of staghorn (fig. 178) and the actual stag's horn (fig.
179) found in the earliest M.H. stratum (i.e. period
of Lerna IV), comments on their CentralEuropean
connectionand thinks it probablethat Indo-Europeans broughtwith them the knowledgeof boredstaghorn implementsused with stone celts.
See also p. 68 and note 136.
MiddleHelladic.
403. Fragmentof Horn Handle (?).
P1.28.
BI413. Well, S27:2. P.L. 0.064m., max. W.
0.036 m. Fragment only, broken at one end and at

OBJECTSOF TERRACOTTA
(407-408;

Pls. 28, 77)

407. Whorlor Button.
Pls. 28, 77.
MC528. Well, S 27:2. H. 0.023m., D. 0.023m. A
chip missing from one side. A small roughly conical
object, vertically pierced.
Coarsereddishclay, gray at core.
With a height equal to its diameterthis is a higher
type of whorl than the flatter examplesfrom Neolithic contexts (234-236).It doesnot differperceptibly
in form or dimensionsfrom the terracottabuttons of
the earlierMycenaeantombs at the Argive Heraion
(Prosymna, I, pp. 256, 312f.; II, fig. 602), particularly Types 1 ("Short Cones")and 2 ("Standard
Cones"),and very possibly this should be regarded
as a button. If so, it might indicate continuity of
dress-typesfrom MiddleHelladic to Mycenaean.
MiddleHelladic.
408. Whorlor Button.
Pls. 28, 77.
MC527. Well, S 27:2. H. 0.017 m., D. 0.033 m. A
small squat dome, convex below, vertically pierced.
Coarsebrownishclay, firedgray at surface.
See 407.
Middle Helladic.
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III. THE MYCENAEAN PERIOD
INTRODUCTION

ven before the Agora Excavations more was known of the Mycenaean period in Athens
than of the precedingperiods. Monumentalstretches of Cyclopeanor "Pelasgian" walls, revealed during Greek and Germanexcavations of the Acropolisin the nineteenth century,' had
proved that here was the site of a Mycenaean citadel comparableto those in the Argolid, and
equalling them in the size of its walled area. Scantier traces of terrace walls had localized the
site of the palace megaron in the general area of the Erechtheion and the Old Athena Temple
but the two stone bases near the Porch of the Maidens are now suspected of being archaic.2
Fragmentary pottery published by Graef revealed contacts with the Argolid going back
at least as early as the period of the Palace style in Late Helladic II and made it clear
that Athens was part of the Mycenaean world from the late sixteenth or early fifteenth
century.3
In the 1930's Broneer's excavations on the North Slope produced important evidence for
the latter part of the Mycenaeanperiod. A Mycenaean stairway northeast of the Erechtheion
which led down through a postern gate was blocked off in a period of more intensive fortification, and squatters' houses were built over the staircase, but these too were abandoned, probably in haste. Even more indicative of the troubled times is the secret undergroundFountain
which Broneer discoveredingeniously constructed in a cleft of the Acropolisrock to the norththe
near the House of
etion
west o tethe Erechtheion
ArrephoriThe
pottery rom the houses, from
the construction of the Fountain, and from the fill after its collapse confirmsthat the development of Athens is parallel to that of the Argolid strongholdsin the later thirteenth century, at
a time when there was widespread refortificationfollowed by destruction and abandonment.5
At Athens there is no trace of conflagration, but Desborough6has recently developed the
theory of a shift of population and the gradual infiltration of new elements, a theory which
will be consideredbelow.
The pottery from Broneer'sexcavations on the North Slope, briefly but admirably published
in Hesperia, is for the most part stored in the Agora Museum, and has been carefully studied

1 P. Kavvadias and G. Kawerau, Die Ausgrabungenzu Akropolis, Athens, 1907. lakovides, Myc. Acrop., gives a complete
survey and re-evaluation of the evidence with good new plans. See also the review by 0. Broneer, Gnomon,XXXV, 1963,
pp. 707-711 and Mylonas, Myc. M.A., pp. 35-43, figs. 8-10 with full bibliography.
2 L. B. Holland, "Erechtheum Papers II: The Strong House of Erechtheus," A.J.A., XXVIII, 1924, pp. 142-169; "The Hall
of the Athenian Kings," A.J.A., XLIII, 1939, pp. 289-298. Iakovides, Myc. Acrop., pp. 173-178, figs. 30-31. The antiquity
of the column bases was first doubted by Friis Johansen, Studier fra Sprag-ogOldidsforaskwligNo. 175, Copenhagen, 1937,
p. 21. See also K. Nylander, Opus. Athen., IV, pp. 31-57 and Broneer, Gnomon,XXXV, 1963, pp. 708-709.
3 Graef, Ant. Vasen, I, pls. 2-8, nos. 32-236 (nos. 32-76 are Myc. I-II).
4 Northeast
stairway: Hesperiw,II, 1933, pp. 356-372; houses: Hesperia, IV, 1935, pp. 109-125; VI, 1937, pp. 539-570;
Fountain: Hesperi, VIII, 1939, pp. 817-433.
5 See below pp. 153-154 and notes 406-407.
6 Desborough, L. Mycs. See below, pp. 154-155.
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and compared with the material from the Agora excavations.7 Curiouslythere is little of our
pottery, and that chiefly from bothroi and rubbish deposits (J 10:1, 0 7:4, K 6:1), that resembles the material from the North Slope, and conversely very little from the North Slope
that parallels the pottery from the Agora tombs. How much this is due to the differentnature
of the deposits-the one essentially domestic, the other sepulchral-and how much to a chronological difference,the Agora material being in general earlier, are questions to which we shall
return.
1. THE MYCENAEAN CEMETERY

Until the advent of American excavations in the Agora in 1931 very little had been found of
a funerary nature to complement the architectural remains on the Acropolis. D6rpfeld had
found two small Mycenaean graves between the Areopagusand the Pnyx,8 and a few Mycenaean stirrup-vases had turned up in the Dipylon area, presumably from disturbed burials.9In
1931 a rich chamber tomb, unfortunately looted, was found below the Hill of Philopappos;
apparently belonging to Late Helladic II, it still contained a few gold oraments and a gem,
which have since disappeared.10The first evidence that the Agora area had been used as a
cemetery in Mycenaean times came from a badly disturbed tomb (VIII) in the central area,
which was discovered in 1933 and produced the only gold signet ring (VIII-6) so far found
in Athens." In 1935 a Mycenaean cist grave (XXXVII) containing a skeleton and two pots
was discovered to the north of the Middle Stoa.12
These earlierfinds, however, gave little indication of the richness that awaited the excavators
with the discovery in 1939 of the large chamber tombs on the north slope of the Areopagus.
The unplunderedTomb of the Ivory Pyxides (I) and a badly disturbed one (II) some 15 meters
to the west were discovered that year, while two more, the Tomb of the Bronzes (III) and
another badly destroyed one (IV) were excavated in 1947, when excavations were resumed
after the war.13
With the more intensive excavation of the deeper areas of the Agora in the post-war period
the number of Mycenaeantombs and graves increased greatly. Nearly every excavation report
from 1947 on records the finding of several, and during the engineering operations for the
rebuilding of the Stoa of Attalos in 1952 and 1953 it was difficult to keep up with the large
number of newly discovered burials, which were especially concentrated at the northeast corer
of the Agora. At present forty-six burial places which can be ascribedto the Mycenaeanperiod
have been recorded, but the very fact that two of these were found only in 1965 during final
clearing of the South Square14shows that the actual number must have been far greater. With

7 Parallels to the North
Slope pottery (with their A.P. numbers) are cited wherever pertinent. Although it has not seemed
necessary or desirable to republish this material, any historical conclusions about Mycenaean Athens must combine the
ceramic evidence from the Agora, the North Slope and the Acropolis. See below, pp. 147-157.
8 A.J.A., IX, 1894, p. 113.
9 Kraiker-Kubler, Kerameikos, I,
p. 89,pl. 62, inv. 534 (Myc. III A/B stirrup-vase found in P.G. grave). Other sherds
ibid., p. 109, pl. 38.
10 Arch.
Anz., 1931, col. 213; A.J.A., XXXVI, 1932, p. 64. Hill, Anc. C. Athens. p. 10.
11Hesperia, IV, 1935,
pp. 318-320. See below, pp. 190-193.
12
Hesperia, V, 1936, pp. 21-23. See below, p. 240.
13Hesperia, IX, 1940,
pp. 274-291; XVII, 1948, pp. 154-158. See below, pp. 158-178.
14
Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, pp. 45, 55-78. A word of explanation is needed to account for the apparent discrepancy
between the 45 burial places cited by Mrs. Vermeule (Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, p. 55) and our Roman numeral series of 41
(which includes N 14:3 not counted by her). We have assigned numbers only to those having an Agora deposit number, i.e.
those which yielded pottery or skeletal remains, usually both. Therefore, 5 additional presumed or intended Mycenaean
burial places are not included: the unfinished and collapsed chamber tomb on the Hill of the Nymphs (below, p. 178), the
two large tombs ontypes
of
the of
east
side we
of the Kolonos that had been scarped back and almost destroyed (below, pp. 181-183), and
burial,
use
only
41. make
two small pit graves in the central
area~~~~~_
which had been totally cleared out (below, p. 193). In the following
v analysis of
types of burial, we make use of only 41.
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a concentration at the northeast corner it is also likely that more tombs will be discovered
on the other side of the Athens-PeiraeusRailway when excavations take place there.
LOCATION AND GEOGRAPHICAL GROUPING
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The general location of the Mycenaean cemetery to the northwest of the Acropolis conforms with a fairly widespread Mycenaean practice, whether dictated by religious tradition or
some other cause.15Within this area the slopes of the larger hills seem to have determined the
location of the larger and more important chamber tombs, with the Areopagus in first place
because of its nearness to the Acropolis. Certainlythe four tombs discovered on its north slope
(Tombs I-IV) form a special group both in size and in wealth of contents. Another favored
location was apparently the east slope of the Kolonos Agoraios where, however, later building
operations on the west side of the Agora have all but destroyed at least two large chamber
tombs.16 The Hill of the Nymphs seems not to have been especially singled out, but served as

an ordinary small cemetery at a somewhat later period (V-VI and unfinished chamber tomb).
On the other hand, the Mouseion Hill (or Hill of Philopappos) was the location of an early
and wealthy chamber tomb, perhaps part of a larger cemetery now destroyed.l7
By and large, however, our tombs and graves are concentrated in the Agora proper, an
area which is now almost entirely level but which in Mycenaean times must have had small
rises and declivities which determined the orientation of the dromoi of chamber tombs. A
group of tombs and graves (VII-XII) along the west side of the Agora forms one part of this
cemetery, and the western orientation of the original dromos of Tomb VII should indicate a
slope in that direction and thus a level area or road between the Kolonos and these tombs.18
A much larger group occupies the northeast corner of the Agora. Although we have made a
distinction between those to the west of the Stoa of Attalos (XIII-XXI) and those lying
beneath and to the east (XXII-XXXVI), they all undoubtedly belonged to the same cemetery.
Here the prevailing direction of the dromoi is toward the north, and this would suggest that
the central Agora was somewhathigherin Mycenaeantimes and probablysloped toward the Eridanos and was skirted by a road running from west to east. A final group of burials (XXXVIIXLI) including the important additions of 1965 lies somewhat apart in the south central Agora,
separated today by the Panathenaic Way from the larger group to the northeast. In this connection the western orientation of the dromos of the only chamber tomb of this last group (XL)
is somewhat puzzling.19
CHAMBER TOMBS

Of the total 41 Mycenaean burial places only slightly more than half (21) were certainly

chamber tombs, evidenced by some preservationof the dromos or blocking wall or by multiple
burials. To these should probably be added five others (VIII-X and XXV-XXVI) where the
evidence is less nearly complete, owing to disturbancein the central Agora or under the Stoa of
Attalos. There are, however, at least 12 examples of the simpler pit or cist type of grave, in all
cases but one (VI) with a single interment, and two others (XXIX and XLI) of unusual types.l19
These other types of burial will be considered below (pp. 103-104), but it should be noted here

that the occurrenceof types other than the chamber tomb is unusual in a Mycenaeancemetery.
15 Is it accidental that other
great Mycenaean cemeteries (Mycenae, the Argive Heraion, Berbati, Dendra) lay to the west
of the acropolis? One is tempted to wonder whether the concept of the "islands of the blest" already goes back to Mycenaean
times.
16
Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 167; XX, 1951, p. 69. But see below, pp. 181-183.
17
Above, note 10.
18 This is the
only one of a group of tombs and graves (VII-XI) near the Temple of Ares with a preserved dromos, Ares
Tomb, pp. 187-219.
19Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, p. 56.
19aFor XXXV, a disturbed burial, it is impossible to hazard a guess whether it was a chamber tomb or a cist grave.
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(Plans, Pls. 79-90)
The Agora examples vary from the monumental Tombs I and III on the north slope of the
Areopagus, tombs which would have been noteworthy in any Argolid cemetery, down to the
miniature Tombs XIII and XX which have chambersof 1 square meter or less. The majority of
tombs that could be measured belong, however, in the classificationof "small," i.e. with chambers of less than 6 square meters, usually with a dimension of approximately 2.0 m. in each
direction. Only three exceeded these modest proportions:Tomb I with an area of over 24 sq. m.,
Tomb III somewhat over 13 sq. m., and Tomb XII just barely over the 6 sq. m. limit. The
first two were clearly tombs of important, if not princely, persons and the third was unfinished and seems to have collapsed during construction. Fear of such collapse may indeed
have been the main controlling factor in limiting the size of chamber in Athens, where the
softness of the rock (a friable marl without the conglomerateledges of the Argolid) precluded
the more spacious proportions found there.20The small scale of most of the Agora tombs thus
seems to have beenoftheresult of conditions of the terrain rather than of poverty or scarcity
of persons to be buried. (Tomb VII with 25 burials and many rich offeringsin an area of only
512 sq. m. is a good example.)
Despite the precaution of cutting small chambers, the ceilings collapsed early, sometimes
while the tomb was being constructed (XII), at other times immediately after an interment
(I) or during the course of a relatively short period of use (XL). No roofs were found intact,
but in most cases we have no real evidence of their fate, since the rock had been trimmed down
by the later Classicalbuilders often to within 10-20 cm. of the tomb floor. The relatively good
preservation of the burials, with less evidence for later disturbance than in most Argolid
cemeteries,21suggests, however, that the Agora tombs were sealed in early by fallen bedrockand
were not discovered until the building operations of the Classical period. How much rifling
was done then we do not know, but the two votive deposits of funerary lekythoi in the Ares
monument base was shifted so as to
a
Tomb (VII) and the evidence that
fourthat-century
avoid destroyingTombXV seem to indicate that they were in general respected,if not venerated.
In 10 examples the shape of the chamberwas well, or reasonablywell, preserved. In Tombs I,
III, V, XXIV and XL it was roughly rectangular with the transverse axis greater than the
longitudinal. Tomb XIV had a roughly square chamber, somewhat deeper than broad, whereas
Tombs XXI and XXIII had more deeply curved rear walls, resulting in a roughly semicircular
or stilted semicircularplan. Tomb XX was little more than the enlargementof the dromos into
a small cubbyhole, and in Tomb VII the chamber was very irregular,almost triangularin shape.
The position of the doorway and at least portions of the blocking wall were found in all the
above 10 examples except for Tomb XXIV, but the wall was preserved to a significant height
only in Tombs I, III, V, XIV and XL. In the first and last it was found intact, and both
exhibit the characteristic upward taper of Mycenaean doorways in Argolid tombs. A deep
stomion characterized only Tombs I and III; in other examples it was no deeper than the
blocking wall. The doorway was fairly accurately centered with respect to the chamber in
Tombs I, III, XIV and XL, but in Tombs V and VII it was quite unsymmetrically placed.
ANALYSIS
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ARCHITECTURAL

20
Rough statistics following the pattern of Blegen's study of the Argive Heraion tombs (Prosymna, I, p. 244) have been
compiled for Wace's chamber tombs at Mycenae (Ch.T.), the tombs at Dendra (R. T.D. and N. T.D.) and at Berbati (Berbati).
Of 50 tombs at Prosymna, 33 had chamberswith an area greater than 6 sq. m., 15 of these with an area greater than 10 sq. m.
Of Wace's 24 tombs at Mycenae, 18 chambers were greater than 6 sq. m., 7 of these greater than 10 sq. m.
Of 9 tombs at Dendra all were greater than 8 sq. m., 5 of them greater than 15 sq. m. They ranged up to the gigantic
proportions of Tomb 10 which had an area of about 33 sq. m.
The 7 chamber tombs so far published from Berbati all had an area of 9-10 sq. m.
21 Many Argolid tombs had
post-Mycenaean deposits, particularly Geometric. C. W. Blegen, "Post-Mycenaean Deposits
in ChamberTombs," 'ApX.'E9., 1937, pt. 1, pp. 377-390. See also now the Geometric grave in Berbati, Tomb III (Berbati,
pp. 81-90).
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The dromos was preserved to a significant length in only a few tombs (I, XIII, XIV, and
XL). The 11.0 m. preserved length in Tomb I need not have been much less than its original
measurement,22but in Tomb III the 3.80 m. length was obviously far short of the original.
Neither of these dromoi reveals much widening toward the doorway, a feature which characterized the tombs at Prosymna and Dendra and made possible wide jambs beside the doorway.23 The less well-preserved dromoi of Tombs V and XV seem also to have been of the
"straight" type, whereas those of Tombs XIII, XIV, and XL widen perceptibly. Of these
XIII and XIV are comparatively late, whereas XL is early and is the only clearly preserved
occurrenceof the stepped type of dromos. Tomb VII is unusual for its two dromoi, of which
one is clearly a later addition in the interests of expediency.24
The dromos of Tomb XIV, the Tomb of the Niches, one of the best cut and best preserved
of the ordinary chamber tombs, was equipped with two lateral niches symmetrically placed,
one on either side, giving it a cruciformplan. Although such dromos niches, with child burials
as here,25or with secondary burials,26occur elsewhere, they are rarely, if ever, used with the
same architecturalregularity. The neat angular cutting of the jambs and the centering of the
doorway also distinguish this tomb.
Only in the case of the large Tomb of the Ivory Pyxides (I) does the chamberitself have any
architecturalpretensions.Here not only the monumental size and costly offerings,but the rockcut benches along either side wall, the lightly hipped ceiling, and the deep rectangular floor
cist show that this tomb belonged to a family of quality. It is our only example with rockcut
benches, and although these are found in Argolid tombs, either for interments or for offerings,
they seldom display the same symmetry.27Likewise the burial cist with its single slate covering
slab is unusual, and is of quite a different order from the shallower and irregular bone pits
wvhichare common in the Argolid and in Athens.28 Such primary burial cists are usually restricted to tholoi or to the wealthiest chamber tombs, and even in these they seldom attain
the regularity of ours, nor is the single covering slab customary.29One is reminded rather of
the rockeut and built tombs of Crete in the last days of the Palace at Knossos, a period which
should be contemporarywith our tomb.30

22If one can draw conclusions from the
Argolid chamber tombs, dromoi from 11-12 up to 17-18 m. long are typical
for those having chambers measuring more than 20 sq. m., but of course the gradient of the hill is the actual controlling
factor.
23 At the Argive Heraion the divergence toward the doorway is especially marke ad d can readily be observed on the plans
(Prosymna, , pls. 2-40), the measurements often being in a 1:2 or 2:3 ratio (Tombs 34, 1.05-2.02 m.; 42, 1.05-1.98 m.;
7, 1.15-2.33 m.; 2, 1.30-2.02 m.; 3, 1.05-2.20 m.). This feature is less marked at Dendra, where only Tomb 9 has so marked
a widening (1.0-2.15 m.) and Tomb 10 (2.15-2.55 .)) is
er to our Tomb I (1.90-2.40 m.). At Myenae the dromoi appear
straighter, although Tombs 502, 515, 529, and 533 have marked widening. There is perhaps some relation of this feature
to the "broad" and "narrow" types as defined by Wace (Ch.T., pp. 124-125) and Blegen (Prosymna, I, pp. 232-233), where
however the terms apply to the overall proportions of length to width.
24 Ares Tomb,
p. 193.
25 Prosymna Tomb 30 (Prosymna, I, pp. 73, 235); Berbati Tomb 12 (Berbati,pp. 68-71, fig. 51); Perati, Tomb 23a (Epyov,
1957, p. 19, fig. 18); Asine, Tombs 1:3 and 4 (Asine, pp. 171-175, 391-392). See also Ch. T., pp. 128-19 and examples cited.
26
Prosymna, Tombs 6 and 37 (Prosymna, I, pp. 124, 154-155).
27
Occurringon one side of the chamber in the following: Prosymna, Tombs 6, 10, and 50 and built of masonry in Tombs 5,
11, 13 and 26 (Prosymna, I, p. 245); Mycenae, Tombs 505, 518 and 529 (Ch.T., p. 136); Dendra, Tomb 8 (N.T.D., pp. 3741, figs. 37, 40, 42). These benches were used either for an interment, often secondary, or for offerings as in our tomb.
28 See the discussion of such bone cists by Blegen (Prosymna, I, pp. 245-247).
Of the 87 cists found at the Argive Heraion,
22.
only two (both in Tomb 45) contained a primary interment.
29 See shafts I, II, and III of Tomb 9 at Dendra, which were rectangular but had multiple covering slabs (N. T.D.,
pp. 5156, fig. 61); shaft I of Tomb 10 without covering slabs (bid., pp. 59-68, figs. 75, 87); and the irregularly-shapedburial pits I
and III of the tholos at Dendra (R. T.D., pp. 13-18, figs. 11, 13, 15). The tholos at Vaphio contained a burial cist ('Ep. 'Apx.,
1889, pp. 130-172; also Mylonas, Myc. M.A., p. 126); there were two in the tholos at Myrsinochorion(B.C.H., LXXXI, 1957,
pp. 558-559) and others in the destroyed tholos at Pylos (A.J.A., LXII, 1958, p. 178, pl. 40, figs. 12-13; W. Taylour, The
Mycenaeans, Cambridge,1964, pp. 80-82, pl. 24). None of these was apparently roofed with a single slab.
30 The typical form of interment in the contemporaryWarriorGraves at Knossos was either directly on the floor or in wooden
coffins (Hood, B.S.A., LI, 1956, p. 86) and in terracotta larnakes in the slightly later chamber tombs at Zafer Papoura
(Evans, P. T.K., pp. 6ff.). However, neat and deep rectangular burial cists are characteristic of the vaulted tombs at Isopata,
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The burial cist of Tomb I, clearly a burial cist albeit empty, was unique among the Agora
tombs, with the possible exception of one in the badly destroyed adjacent Tomb II. Another
unusual method of burial is found in Tomb XL, where the first two burials had been placed in
wooden coffins.31Mrs. Vermeule has noted the significance of this practice in connection with
a small group of wealthy tombs in the Argolid and in Crete at approximately the time of the
fall of Knossos.32In the light of this new discovery, one is reminded of the traces of wood, acin the much wealthier Tomb III. Here,
inl
companied by blue pigment and ivory rosette inlays,
the
all
traces
of
wood
were
found
the
since
to
however,
right of the skeleton, the original suggestion of a low wooden table on which the bronze sword, razor and bowl (III-17 to 20) were
placed seems preferable.33
The majority of interments were placed directly on the floor of the chamber, the skeleton on
its back in an extended or only slightly contracted position. Single burials in diminutive
chamber tombs like XIII and XX were treated more like those in pit graves, the five-and-ahalf year old child in XX being in a curled-upposition. Surprisingin comparisonto the chamber tombs at Mycenae and the Argive Heraion is the large number of more or less intact
burials. Of the 68 skeletons recognized by Angel in 11 chamber tombs (III, V, VII, XIV, XV,
XVIII, XX, XXIII, XXIV, XXXIV, and XL) no less than 25 seem to have been in their
primaryposition, a contrast to the many bone piles in the Argolidwith their confusionof sweptup remains. This would certainly suggest that the individual tombs in Athens were used over a
shorter span of time, probably because of the tendency of the roof to collapse.
Where the burials were intact no consistency could be observed in the orientation of the
skeletons, either in respect to the doorway or to the cardinal points, and one must assume
that expediency of burial dictated position.
In tombs having a somewhat longer history, many of the same practices used in the Argolid
can be observed. Bone cists, or piles of swept-aside bones from previous interments, were noted
in Tombs IV, V,
and XXIV (at least 12 people,, 8 in two separate
VII, X, XIV,
VXXI,
X,
pits). The Argive system of spreading a layer of sand over previous interments34is found only
in the Ares Tomb (VII), where such a sterile stratum separates the later Myc. III C burials
from the earlier ones. This tomb, despite its modest size, contained the greatest number of
interments (25).35The practice of general fumigation with a thorough burning of earlier remains, noted at the Argive Heraion,36is not found in our tombs, although in Tomb XL there
is some evidence that a fire had been lit between the time of the coffin burials C and D and
that of burial A.37

A differenttype of burning, more directly connected with funeral rites than with purification,
was noted in Tombs I and III. The former presents many problems because of the empty

both the Royal Tomb and Tomb 1 (Evans, P.T.K., pp. 136-145, esp. pp. 143-144; T.D.A., pp. 6-13) as well as the rockcut Tomb of the Doube Axes (Tomb 2, T.D.A., pp. 33-59). The occurrence of rockcut benches on opposite walls enhances
the resemblance of this last tomb to ours.
31 Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, pp. 62ff., figs. 1, 2.
32 Ibid., pp. 69-72, notes 7-11 for references to other
examples, the best preserved coming from Katsaba in Crete (Alexiou,
VI, 1952, pp. lff.).
KplrT.XpovIK&,
33The alternative suggestion of a bier used for bringing in the corpse (cf. the examples at Prosymna, Tombs 29, 42, and
10, Prosymna, I, p. 249) and its re-use as a table for the offerings seems less likely, for it was apparently a fairly elaborate
piece of furniture with traces of blue paint and probably inlaid ivory rosettes, see below, pp. 171, 177.
34Ch.T., p. 137.
35
The number 14-16 given in the original publication (Ares Tomb, p. 189, note 6) must be raised to 25 in the light of
further skeletal analysis by J. L. Angel.
36 This was a more common practice than spreading a layer of sand and was noted in the
following tombs at the Argive
Heraion (2, 3, 7, 10, 14, 24, 34, 41, 42, 44 with especially great conflagrations in 7 and 14, Prosymna, I, p. 250).
37 Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, p. 61.
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burial cist and absence of human remains, problems which are best deferred until a full decription of the tomb is given (see below, pp. 158ff.). Here, however, we should note the presence of an ash pile in the center of the chamber, which had obviously been disturbed since a
quantity of ash was strewn over the lid of the cist and extended down into the grave cutting.
Furthermore,at the back of the chamber in the area of a group of small objects (1-17to19 and
1-23), which may have been removed from the cist, were found numeroussmall scraps of bone
and several large canine-looking teeth. Since these have proved to be animal rather than
human,38they cannot have anything to do with the actual burial, but must rather point to the
sacrificeof a pet dog39or the remnants of a funeral meal.40
In Tomb III we have clear evidence for a sacrificial pyre, probably in connection with the
last interment. Although no blackened area was found on the floor of the chamber or in the
extant part of the dromos, the contents heaped into the three-handled jar (III-15) found
opposite the door are clearly the remnants of such a pyre. Bits of carbonizedwood, blackened
ivory, vitrified sherds of pottery including a kylix stem, and a few scraps of bone from a small
animal reveal the type of sacrifice.41
From the Agora little information was obtained concerning the nature of the dromos fill,
since the cemetery had been so greatly encroachedupon by later builders and original fill was
found only in the dromoi of Tombs I, III, V, XII, XIV, and XL, and in a substantial amount
only in the first and last. However, in both these tombs fragments of pottery in the dromos
join fragmentary vases in the chamber and involve some difficulty with the canonical theory
that they represent a sweeping out of the chamber at the time of a later interment. Tomb I
was presumably used only once, and in Tomb XL fragments of the teacup (XL-9) were found
under the coffin of the first burial, suggesting a ritual smashing.42
Apart from the niche burials of Tomb XIV, where two children had been buried in the
right-hand niche and one in the left, primary interments which did not involve opening the
blocking wall of the doorway, no other skeletal material was found in the preserved dromoi.43
With the necessity for frequent re-opening of chamber tombs for subsequent burials, one
must assume some sort of tomb marker visible on the surface, once the dromos was filled in.
No proper grave stele was found in any of the 52 tombs at the Argive Heraion, but the use
of a large boulder above the door was suggested by Blegen.44Agora Tomb XL has revealed
the existence of a worked stone stele, which although broken and built into the upper filling
of the doorway, is the first yet recognized at Athens,45and it now seems likely that the rough
limestone slab (XXIV-24) with face and sides worked smooth, which was found in the chamber of Tomb XXIV, may be a fragment of another such stele.46
38 Examined
by William Phelps in August, 1966. He found evidence for pig, sheep or goat, and possibly dog (one split tooth).
It therefore looks more like the remnants of a meal than a sacrifice.
39 Noted
by Persson in the tholos at Dendra (R. T.D., pp. 39, 69-70) and in two of the chamber tombs at Mycenae (Ch.T.,
p. 145: Tombs 505 and 533).
40 See
Mylonas, Myc. M.A., pp. 94, 99, 109, 113, 133 and 183 for references to funeral meals, a custom which seems to go
back to the Shaft Grave period. Also Anc. Myc., pp. 132, 134, 146, 148.
41 See
especially the remains from Pit IV in the Tholos at Dendra (R. T.D., pp. 40-41) and Persson's remarks on the
sacrificial pyre (ibid., p. 70).
42The evidence for Tomb I will be discussed in detail under the tomb description (below, pp. 158ff.). Mrs.Vermeulesuggests
ritual or accidental smashing to explain the broken and incomplete vases (9, 11 and 12) in Tomb XL (Hesperia, XXXV,
1966, p. 67). Persson also assumed ritual smashing to explain a stirrup-vase and a beaked jug found partly in the King's
grave and partly in the dromos of the Dendra tholos (R.T.D., pp. 68-70). Wace and Blegen seem to have restricted this
practice to the kylikes used by mourners in drinking their farewell toast (Ch.T., p. 131; Prosymna, I, pp. 237-238).
43 A
Protogeometric cist burial of a child was, however, made in the original dromos of Tomb VII (Ares Tomb, pp. 200201). John Travlos has also suggested that the Mycenaean cist grave XIX was set down in the dromos of the adjacent
chamber tomb XVIII, but since the dromos has been completely destroyed, this remains at best conjectural.
44Prosymna, I, p. 237.
45
Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, pp. 59, 77-78, no. 15.
46It seems too small and too well-worked to have served as a covering slab for one of the bone cists.
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Over one-third of the Mycenaean burial places in the Agora were definitely not chamber
tombs. There were 12 certain, and 3 probable, examples of the simpler cist or pit type, where
a single body had been deposited in a rectangular or oval cutting often covered with slabs of
stone. These were scattered throughout the chamber tomb necropolis with the exception of the
Areopagus and Kolonos Agoraios areas, and it is difficult to make any chronologicaldistinction between the two types. Apart from the late Grave VI, which is clearly Myc. III C, the
others, like the chamber tombs, run from Myc. II B through III A or the transition to III B,
i.e. from the second half of the fifteenth century to somewhat after 1300 B.C.
One is consequently forced to examine the reasons for the occurrenceof the simpler type in
an era in which the chamber tomb with multiple burials was the dominant form, indeed at
most Mycenaean sites the only acceptable form, apart from occasional pit burials of children.47
However, in our cemetery only five pit graves (VI, XI, XVI, XXXVI, and XXXIX) contained
child burials, and an equal number contained adults (XVII, XIX, XXVII, XXVIII, and
XXXVII).48 Since this form of interment was clearly not restricted to children in Athens, one
may ask whether it represents a cheaper and poorer mode of burial. For adults the answer
would seem to be affirmative, if one can judge from the solitary pots deposited in Graves
XIX and XXVIII, or the two pots and bronze knife of Grave XVII. For children, however,
there was clearly no stigma attached to burial in a pit grave. The little girl of less than two
buried in Grave XVI had been showered with offerings: a necklace with a gold pendant, an
ivory comb and pin, ten vases including the beautiful Lily Bowl (XVI-1), and a group of
sea-shells. Together they constitute one of the richest inventories of a single burial in the Agora
cemetery. In GraveXXXIX the offeringswere fewer, but still considerable,three good pots and
a necklace of minute beads. In GraveVI, on the other hand, with two children crammed on
top of each other and a single Granary style cup as their only offering, we are clearly dealing
with an impoverished burial, which may be a reflection of the troubled times.
The question arises whether there is a genuine distinction between pit and cist graves and,
if so, what is the relation of the latter to the earlierMiddle Helladic cist graves and to the later
Submycenaean type found in the cemeteries of the Agora, Kerameikos and Salamis. Since
Desborough has recently proposed that the Submycenaean cist burials represent a new type
intrusive from the North which first comes in at the end of the Mycenaean period,49it seems
worthwhile to examine the evidence for Mycenaean cist burials in some detail. The distinction
between pit and cist graves made by Desborough is perhaps artificial: that cist graves were
covered with roofing slabs, pit graves were not and were furthermoreusually restricted to the
burials of children. I should prefer a distinction based on the shape of the cutting and the
relation of the body to the cutting. Pit graves are in general small and oval with the body
contracted, whereas the genuine cist, especially as used in the later cemeteries, was long and
narrowwith the body extended and filling practically the entire grave cutting. Thus, Grave VI
would be a good example of a pit burial, XXXVII of a cist grave (even though it had no
preserved cover slabs). With the child burials in Graves XVI and XXXIX we are dealing with
rectangular cuttings of considerably greater dimensions than the body; while they may represent a continuation of the wealthier cist or shaft graves at the end of the Middle Helladic
period, they seem to have little to do with the new type of cist grave discussed by Desborough.
47

Note the examples from Voula (Aliki Glyphada) cited by Desborough, L. Mycs., p. 33, note 13.
two other examples of the family cemetery (VIII-XI) the pits had been cleaned out. In three further
examples
(XXX, XXXV, and XXXVIII) the form of grave is too uncertain to count.
49
Desborough, L. Mycs., pp. 33, 37-38, 112-113 and passim. He admits the continuation of the MiddleHelladic cist grave
form at Eleusis and in a few other isolated examples, but seems to me to have minimized its usage in Athens.
43 In
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On the other hand, Graves XVII, XIX, and XXXVII seem true cist graves, and cover slabs
were preservedin XVII and XIX. The cuttings range from 1.40 to 1.90 m. in length and are
only 0.50 to 0.60 m. in width, with an adult burial in each case.50
Although Desboroughmay be right that the cemeteries of the Kerameikosand Salamis represent a new intrusive type of burial, the Mycenaean cemetery in the Agora shows the existence of single adult burials in long rectangular cuttings, sometimes-(perhaps always, if the
evidence were better preserved)-roofed with covering slabs, and going back to the beginning
of the fourteenth century.51Together with these were pit burials, both of children and adults,
and oversized rectangular cists for children. All of these are probably derived from Middle
Helladic types, and they should thus be compared with the Mycenaean graves at Eleusis52
rather than the Submycenaean cemeteries. Since there is nothing that distinguishes our cist
graves from contemporary chamber tombs in their contents, they should be regarded as the
survival of an older form rather than the introduction of a new one.53

UNIQUE TYPES

Two of our burials do not conform to either of the other two main groups. Grave XXIX
has been describedas a pit grave with one side closed off by a wall of fieldstones,54but several
features seem inconsistent with this explanation. Actually, there is an outer walled cist and
an inner rockcut cist as large as the chamberof many of our tombs (1.50 by 2.0 m.), and furthermore the interment and offerings have been tucked away against the far wall as if allowance
had been made for subsequent burials. One wonders whether this was intended for a chamber
tomb, with the dromos and blocking wall as wide as the chamber,or whether it was open above
and thus a kind of cist or shaft grave, comparable perhaps to the pit graves in the Zafer
Papoura cemetery,55or to the abortive chamber tomb XXXIX at the Argive Heraion.56Since
the rock had been trimmed down by the builders of the Stoa terrace, we have no information
about the roof.
Grave XLI is a simple burial in the mouth of a disused well, which was found in the summer
of 1965 at the south end of a trial trench dug through the South Square.57Its single offering,
the crookedkylix (XLI-1), suggests a late period roughly contemporarywith the upper burials
in the Ares Tomb (VII), with the children's pit grave (VI), and with the refuse fills in the
dromos of Tomb XII and the Kylix Pit 0 7:4.
OFFERINGS

All the Mycenaeantombs and graves with the exception of the cleaned-out tombs under the
Stoa of Attalos (XXX, XXXIII, XXXIV) and another in the central area (XXXVIII), were
equipped with at least one funeral gift.
POTTERY

Pottery constitutes the major part of the offerings,a total of 208 vases from tombs, with more
from disturbed areas adjacent to the cemetery. This material will be discussed more fully
50 Grave XXVIII, with an
exposed cutting of 1.30 by 0.60 m. and with three stone slabs tumbled in the grave and a
single interment, should be of the same type.
51Note the Myc. III A:1 ewer fragment XXXVl-2.
52 West
1952, pp. 58-70; 1953, pp. 77-87; 1956, pp. 57-62. See also Mylonas, Myc. M.A., pp. 110-111.
Cemetery: nppaccK&,
53 Perhaps the difficulty in cutting chambertombs that would not collapse led to the continuation of the olderform in Athens.
54
Actually a second wall was discovered a little further to the southeast, leaving a passage 0.45 m. wide between them
without any trace of covering slabs, bones or offerings, although the base of a kylix (XXTX-1) was embedded in the
stones of the north wall of the outer cist.
55
Evans, P. T.K., pp. 15-21, especially pp. 24-25, figs. 17-18.
56
Prosymtna,I, pp. 131-132; II, pl. 25, fig. 313.
57 N 14:3. See Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, pp. 45, 56.
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below (pp. 114ff.) in a separate section treating the Mycenaean pottery as a whole (both the
vases from the cemetery and the pottery from the rubbish deposits and North Slope wells),
but a few remarks may be made here about funeral usage.
The number of vases in individual tombs ranges from the single pots of GravesVI, XIX,
XXVIII, and XLI to large numbers in tombs with multiple burials (26 in VII, 21 in XXIV).
With the exception of the remains of a pyre in III-16, all pots were found empty, but one must
assume that they originally held substances thought useful to the dead in his journey to the
underworld.58The large vases (three-handledjars, kraters and amphoras) probably contained
wine, which could be poured from the ewers and pitchers into kylikes and cups for actual
drinking by the funeral party and for symbolic refreshmentfor the deceased. The open shapes
like the shallow handleless bowls and bowls with ribbon handles (III-12 and III-4) and the
kalathos (VII-24) may have contained offeringsof solid food,59whereasthe small squat alabastra
so frequent in our tombs doubtless held perfumed oil or unguent. A few other shapes seem to
have had a more specialized function: feeding bottles (XIV-6 and 7, XXXIX-3) and smaller
askoi (XVI-8 and 9) which were definitely associated with the burials of small children, and
the ritual vases from Tomb XXVI, which support Blegen's theory of the burial of a priest
in Tomb 44 at the Argive Heraion.60
None of our tombs contained vessels of precious metal, although the burial cist in Tomb I
may have been originally so equipped. However, in both this tomb and in the neighboring
Tomb of the Bronzes (III) a special class of imitation silver vases, where the surface of the
pot has been sheathed with a thin layer of tinfoil, has been recognized.61
BRONZES

Bronze vessels were found in three tombs: the long-handled "ladle" or more probably
lamp62found just inside the door of Tomb I (1-22), the poorly preserved shallow bowl found
on the table with the swords in Tomb III (III-20), and the small kalathos-shaped bowl with
wishbone handles in the diminutive Tomb XIII (XIII-1).
Costly bronze weapons which were associated with the Mycenaean warrior aristocracy
occurred in only one tomb. In Tomb III a long horned rapier (III-17) and a short sword or
dagger (III-18) were found on a wooden table beside the third burial, and the gold-plated rivets
near by show that these were luxury pieces of the same general type as those current at the
time of the fall of Knossos.63The fragmentary bronze sword or dagger (409) from the Bouleuterion Plateia, which probably came from one of the large destroyed tombs along the east
side of the Kolonos, is of a different type. Although poorly preserved, it seems to belong to a
shorter slashing weapon with flanged hilt and without a midrib.64
Other weapons from our tombs are a badly corroded dagger (XV-4) and the tip of another
(VII-28), a simple bronze knife (XVII-3), and a monumental spearhead, perhaps used for
boar-hunting, found in the Tomb of the Coffins(XL-5).65 To these might be added the collec58 The alabastron
XL-2 was filled with a pale crumbly earth, possibly unguent. Prosymna, I, p. 259; Ch. T., p. 143,
note 1. Cf. the excellent survey of burial customs in Mylonas, Myc. M.A., pp. 132-135, especially p. 134 with the distinction
made between equipping the dead for the journey to the other world (i.e. until the flesh decayed) and permanent tendance
which he thinks did not exist in Mycenaean times (ibid., pp. 176-186).
59 Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, p. 386 and note 21.
60
Prosymna, I, pp. 213-214; II, figs. 538-539.
61See Immerwahr, "The Use of Tin
on Mycenaean Vases," Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, pp. 381-396.
62 See the discussion
by Persson on the evolution of Minoan and Mycenaean lamps (N.T.D., pp. 102-111) and note the
similar example from Tomb 8 (p. 46, fig. 49, 1), which was also found just inside the chamber.
63See N. K. Sandars, "Later
Aegean Bronze Swords," A.J.A., LXVII, 1963, pp. 117-153; for a list of Type C swords, to
which our examples belong, see pp. 144-146.
64 Cf.
Blegen's Type d daggers from Prosymna (Prosymna, I, pp. 336-338; II, figs. 485, 377, 198). Sandars, op.dt., pp. 132133, 149 assigns these to her Class E i daggers.
85 See discussion of
this piece by Mrs. Vermeule, Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, pp. 74-75.
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tion of bronze and obsidian arrowheads,once contained in a quiver, which were found in the
Ares Tomb (VII-29 and 30), and the three so-called "cleavers" (III-19, VII-27, and XIV-9),
for which the old terminology of "razor" seems preferable.66
Other bronze objects seem more strictly feminine: two circular mirrors (1-23 and XXI-13)
with no trace of handles, a needle (XI-6), and a curious implement or possibly a straight pin
once crowned with a separate head (XXI-14).67 A long piece of copper wire (1-24) from the
Tomb of the Ivory Pyxides has been tentatively identified as part of a small symbolic balance
like those found in some Mycenaeantombs.68
IVORIES

In Mycenaean tombs this material was used for offerings usually associated with wealthy
female burials, objects such as carved cosmetic boxes, mirror handles, combs, etc. For this
reason the splendid ivories from Tomb I constitute the strongest argument that this tomb
served as the burial place of a woman of high station.
The large ivory pyxis (1-16), decorated with a spirited and savage scene of two winged
griffins of Minoan type attacking two deer and two fawns amid a rocky landscape, was well
described and illustrated by Shear in the original publication of this tomb and has already
earned a place with the finest Mycenaeancarved ivories.69Whether one emphasizes the Minoan
inspiration of the theme or the Mycenaean transformationalong more abstract lines, the style
clearly represents the fusion that resulted from the presence of Mycenaeansat Knossos in the
last days of the palace, a period which coincides in time with the date of our tomb.70Whether
it was something of an heirloom brought back from Knossos or originated in the Argolid
workshop which seems to have been responsible for most of the pottery found in this tomb,
it has a strongly metropolitan character and can hardly be claimed for local Athenian work.7'
The small ivory pyxis (1-17), only slightly more than two inches in height and decorated
with three zones of nautili with dotted tentacles, has a goldsmith-like delicacy. The handles,
in the shape of figure-eight shields, were three in number and were dowelled on separately.
Perhaps because of its small size it lacks such technical refinements as the double bottom
and tin lining of the large example.72It also must have originated in a metropolitan workshop
and seems to have been of a more traditional type, for the same combination of nautili and
handles in the form of figure-eight shields occurs in an alabaster example, at twice the scale
of ours, from a thirteenth-century tomb at Antheia in Achaia.73
66
Blegen, Prosymna, I, pp. 347-348, suggested the possibility that these were offensive weapons or meat cleavers. If so, we
are left with no candidate for a razor.
67For
pins with crystal heads, cf. Blegen, Prosymna, I, pp. 293-294 and examples cited; II, fig. 575, 13, 14.
68Prosymna, I, pp. 351-352; II, figs. 215, 6, 7; 543, 5; 196; 443, 2; 485, 3. These are all small scale pans, usually pierced
at the rim with four holes, and with no remains of the balance, which it is conjectured may have been of wood. In our
example no trace of the pans survives, suggesting more a symbolic balance like the gold examples from Shaft Grave III at
Mycenae (Schliemann, Mycenae, p. 197, nos. 301-302, Karo, S.G., pp. 55-56, pl. XXXIV). The more functional pans, like those
from the Argive Heraion, may have served a practical purpose like the weighing out of cosmetics; they often accompany mirrors and other feminine equipment.
69 Shear, Hesperia, IX, 1940, pp. 283f., figs. 27-29; Helene Kantor, "Ivory Carvingin the MycenaeanPeriod," Archaeology,
XIII, 1960, pp. 14-25, fig. 3; Vermeule, Gr.B.A., p. 219, pl. XXXVI, B-C; Mylonas, Myc. M.A., fig. 141.
70Miss Kantor's date of possibly before 1400 B.C.,and the suggestion that the pyxis was something of an heirloom when
it was buried, is I think preferable to Mrs. Vermeule's dating after the fall of Knossos. Since the pottery in this tomb is
clearly Myc. II A :1, it is difficult to make the pyxis any later; and whatever absolute dates are assigned, it is generally
The
recognized that the fall of Knossos is contemporary with the end of that phase (see Verneule, Gr.B.A., pp. 144-145).
new pyxis from Katsaba with the capture of a wild bull (B.C.H., LXXXVIII, 1964, p. 846, fig. 3) is earlier and apparently
in the pure Minoan style of the earlier fifteenth century.
71Less well preserved pyxides of similar scale and slightly tapering form, revealing the original section of the tusk as in
ours, were found by Tsountas in chamber tombs at Mycenae and are now displayed in the National Museum ('Eq. 'ApX.,
1888, pl. 8, 6). These have never been fully published, but will be the subject of a special study by Mrs. Agnes Sakellariou.
Vermeule, Gr.B.A., p. 343, note 18, refers to a pyxis fragment with griffin attacking a bull from Tsountas' Tomb 27.
72 See
description in Catalogue, below p. 166.
73
1937, p. 91, fig. 10. See also Vermeule, A.J.A., LXIV, 1960, pp. 12-13, pl. 5, fig. 34.
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From the same complex that produced the small pyxis came a set of large and unusual
ivory pins (1-18) resemblingmodem barrettes, although their exact mechanism and purposeare
uncertain,74three straight pins (1-19) and a small oblong plaque (1-20) with two holes and faint
traces of low relief, which could possibly be part of the top of a comb.
The other ivories are less elaborate than those from Tomb I. From Tomb III came four
rosettes and several other small fragments of carved ivory (1-21) which were presumably
used as decorative inlays on the wooden table beside the third burial. The Ares Tomb yielded
an ivory comb with central medallion (VII-31) like some from the Argive Heraion75and also
six fragments of at least two bone pins or hair ornaments (VII-32) resembling the barrettes
from Tomb I. The Lily Bowl Grave (XVI) produced another type of comb (XVI-12) with a
straight top and simple mouldings, as well as fragments of a straight pin (XVI-13). A similar
ivory comb of simple form (XXIII-7) was found in Tomb XXIII.
JEWELRY

Of the more sumptuous offerings such as the gold necklaces, earrings, bracelets, rings found
in the wealthiest chamber tombs of the Argolid,76the Agora tombs produced little, although it
is probable that the body removed from the cist in Tomb I was richly bedecked. Nonetheless,
a badly disturbed tomb found in 1933 produced a gold signet ring (VIII-6), the only one so
far found in Athens. Although small and relatively unimpressive in comparison with the
finest Minoan-Mycenaeansignets, this ring has attracted considerable attention because of its
possibly mythological subject.77 A male figure striding to the right, either bull-headed or
wearing a bull mask, is followed by two flounce-skirtedwomen, the first seemingly attached by
two curving bands or "fetters" to the man. Shear immediately proposed a connection with the
legend of the Cretan Minotaur and the sacrifice of the Athenian maidens, but other scholars
have been less sure of the bull-headed characterof the man, and have proposedreligious rather
than mythological interpretations. The Reverend V. E. Kenna has recently examined the ring
with me, impressions have been taken, and a new drawing has been made which seems more
accurate than the one originally published.78His observations are described more fully in the
Catalogue (p. 192), but here one might note that he thinks that the bezel was re-engraved,
which accounts for a certain carelessnessof drawing and some peculiarities. The male figure, he
believes, is wearing a bull mask, comparable to those found on male ministrants on cylinder
seals in Cyprus,79 and although he disavows any connection with the Minotaur legend, the
presence of a bull-headed or bull-masked male on an Athenian ring is nonetheless provocative
of speculation (see below, p. 156). However, if our ring has any connection with the Theseus
legend, it constitutes an additional argument for pushing this back into an early period. The
context of the ring was clearly the first half of the fourteenth century B.C. and not about
1200 B.C.80

74 No exact
parallels for these have been found at other sites. The serration of the curved pieces looks suitable for keeping
the hair from slipping, but there is no visible means of fastening nor of attaching the plate to the
pin.
75Prosymna, II, fig. 419, 2 from Tomb 14.
76 Tomb 10 at Dendra was
exceptionally wealthy in gold jewelry (N.T.D., pp. 75ff., figs. 89, 92-93, pls. III, V, VII), but
enough has been found in other chamber tombs at Mycenae, the Argive Heraion, etc. to suggest that the early burials
were wealthy and that much of the gold has been removed (see Ch.T., p. 191).
77 Hesperia, IV, 1935,
pp. 319-320; T. B. L. Webster, From Mycenae to Homer,London, 1958, p. 48, fig. 11; Nilsson, M.M.R.,
p. 40, fig. 8; Geschichteder griechischenReligion, Munich, 1955-1961, p. 356, pl. 26,4; Persson, The Religion of Greecein Prehistoric Times, Berkeley, 1942, p. 101.
78 The style is not so heavy and coarse as in the drawing originally published, which was furthermore inaccurate in some
details such as the elimination of the feet of the women (according to the Rev. Kenna part of the
original engraving).
The new drawing was made in 1964 by Miss Hero Athanasiades.
79 H. B. Walters, British Museum
Catalogueof Gems, 1926, no. 116; Contenau, La GlyptiqueSyro-Hittite, 1922, nos. 198,
199, 200, 206.
80
Shear, Hesperia, IV, 1935, pp. 318-320. See below, p. 156 for arguments in favor of an earlier dating of the Cretan
exploit of Theseus.
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A gold pendant in the form of a stylized lily with the anthers rendered with granulation
(XVI-11) was found in the Lily Bowl Grave along with beads of quartz and glass paste, which
made up the rest of the necklace. This pendant compares favorably with the individual members of fine gold necklaces from Dendra and the Argive Heraion.81Simpler gold beads, either
elliptical and fluted (I X-2) or spherical and plain (XIV-10 and XXI-12), were found in single
examples in three other tombs, in two cases associated with necklaces of paste beads. The latter,
mostly in poor preservation,were found in seven tombs (VII, XIV, XVI, XXI, XXTTT,XXIV,
and XXXIX). These range in color from white to pale green, yellow and blue, and include
most of the well-known shapes found at the Argive Heraion: plain spherical, melon-fluted,
tubular, annular and small spherical.82In only one case (VII-33) was there a possible trace of
gold leaf. The paste beads were often accompanied by individual beads of quartz, carnelian,
or other semi-precious stone (XVI-11, XXI-12, XXIV-22). Three amethyst beads, all globular (VIII-7 and 8; XXIV-22) were probably imported from Egypt, and confirm the early
chronologicalrange of our tombs, at the transition from Late Helladic II to III.83There is only
one occurrenceof amber, an amygdaloid bead from the left wrist of skeleton D in Tomb XL
(XL-16). From the same skeleton came our only engraved sealstone, a carnelian with a flying
eagle (XL-17) which has been well described by Mrs.Vermeule.84Its context, not much after
1400 B.C., confirmsthe existence of a careless, linear style of engraving at a fairly early period.
EVIDENCE FOR FUNERARY COSTUME

Here may be considered three disparate types of object: gold leaf repousse ornaments,
lead wires, and steatite whorls or buttons.
Ever since Schliemann's discovery of countless gold foil ornaments in the Shaft Graves at
Mycenae, there has been little doubt that these served to bedeck the funeral shroud, those
with small holes sewed into position, those without either glued or merely laid in position.85
Such a practice seems to have been reserved for royalty or the nobility. Only in our two
wealthiest chamber tombs on the north slope of the Areopagus did such ornaments occur. In
Tomb I a total of 128 separate pieces (1-26 to 29) of five different types (ivy leaf, shell, two sizes
of rosette and plain discs) were found, concentrated near the cist and cover slab, where they
had presumablyfallen off the body as it was being removed. In Tomb III, 38 small gold rosettes
were found in the northeast corner of the chamber (III-22), not immediately connected with
any of the three skeletons. It has been conjectured that they may have decorated a cloak or
garment hung on a peg in the wall.86
More enigmatic are the pieces of lead wire found in three of our tombs (VIII-10, IX-3, and
XXVI-6 and 7) as well as in those of the Argolid, where they have been variously interpreted
as wires for trussing the corpse in position, for sealing the tomb or some particular deposit, or
most recently as dress weights to stiffen the flounces.87Unfortunately our three tombs were
too badly disturbed to contribute additional evidence, but elsewhere the proximity to the
bones makes the first or last theory preferableto the second. Holmberg88consideredthe evidence
81

Prosymna, II, figs. 577; 359, 2. N. T.D., p. 78, fig. 92, 1, pl. V, 2 (gold necklace of lily and shield-shaped beads from

Tomb 10).
82
Prosymna, I, pp. 296ff.; II, figs. 575, 579. Cf. also our mould for making glass beads (XXIX-8) and references cited.
83
Prosymna, I, pp. 292-293; Ch.T., p. 208.
84
Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, p. 78, fig. 4, pl. 24, f.
85 Schliemann,
Mycenae, pp. 165ff. Karo, S.G., 1930-1933, pp. 38-40,189-191. Persson, N. T.D., pp. 111-119 attempted to
revive the theory that they decorated wooden coffins (originally proposed by Stais, 'Ep. 'Apx., 1907, pp. 31ff.) but the
evidence from Grave Circle B is against this (see Mylonas, Myc.M.A., pp. 92-93).
86
Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 157.
87
Blegen, Prosymna, I, pp. 255; Persson, N.T.D., p. 50 with reference to the unpublished evidence from Berbati.
88
Thanks to A. Akerstrom I have been able to see photostats of the as yet unpublished manuscript of Holmberg dealing
with chamber tomb 1 of the N.E. Cemetery at Berbati. In this tomb lead wires (no. 70) about 5.0 m. in total length were
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from Berbati in favor of dress-weights, which would seem to imply the female court dress as
depicted in Mycenaeanfrescoes. However, they are not found in all female burials, and it therefore seems more likely that they represent a mortuary practice, used at the undertaker's discretion, in arranging the corpse and supporting the shroud. At any rate, they were evidently
confined to a relatively early period and to fairly wealthy interments.
Equally uncertain is the purpose of the steatite button-shaped objects found very frequently
in Mycenaeantombs. Originallycalled spindle whorls, they were recognizedby Blegen as more
probably buttons, since they are too numerous and universal to be connected exclusively with
woen's burials. He has liewise demonstrated the development of a new and improved
shanked type during the course of Late Helladic III; but no one has attempted to explain the
type of costume on which these buttons were used, occurringsometimes singly and sometimes
in groups of six or more.89The cut and sewn sleeved garment depicted in male representations
on frescoes does not indicate such buttons, nor do they seem to have a place in the traditional
female court costume, where steatite buttons would have been heavy indeed.90It seems to me
that the only likely place for such stone buttons, especially where single, would have been at
the shoulder of a heavy woolen cloak.91
Where a set of such "buttons," sometimes assorted in size or type, occurs, perhaps we should
best visualize them strung as a necklace of beads. Two small steatite objects (VII-34 and 442),
each pierced horizontally and having the form of a figure-eight shield, were almost certainly
beads. Both were found in relatively late contexts.
OFFERINGS
SPECIAT1TZIED

Three tombs (X, XX, and XXVI) yielded terracotta figurines of the well-known Mycenaean
female types, best referred to by Furumark's designations (Phi, Psi, and Tau).92All but the
first tomb, where the bones were disturbed and the evidence was incomplete, contained
the burials of children. The evidence thus confirms Mylonas' theory that female statuettes
served as symbolic "nurses"for the journey to the underworld.93Our statuettes will be studied
more fully by Mrs. Elizabeth French in connection with the complete corpus of Agora terracottas,94 but one might note here that they conform to Furumark's general classification and
confirmhlis dating. X-1 is an early type of Phi-figurine and occurs with a fine stippled teacup
of Myc. III A:l1; X XVI-4 and i are of more advanced Phi-type and occur with later Myc. III A
pottery; the Psi-type (XX-3) from the small chambertomb of a child is of late type and should
belong to the end of Myc. III B.95
It is possible that the occurrenceof sea-shellsin Mycenaeantombs likewise points to the burial
of a child. A group of shells (XVI-14) was found in the Lily Bowl Grave, where a little girl of

found. "Some of these were, without doubt, used in the edges of shirts or cloaks to improve the hang of the material and
of the pleats ... but it must also have been used in other ways." He mentions a piece found through the handle of a stemmed
goblet and probably used for suspension, and two others "bent in the form of rings and plated with thin gold."
89
Blegen, Prosymtna,I, pp. 256-257, 312-313. Single examples occurredin our Tombs VIII, XI, XIII, XVIII, XXI, XXIV,
XXVIII; 2 examples of different types in Tomb XIV and 2 of different sizes and color in Tomb XL; 3 examples of different
types (including 1 of terracotta) found near Burial 8 in Tomb VII; 4 examples of 2 different types of steatite buttons associated with the eastern skeleton in Tomb XXIII, as well as an earlier terracotta example from a bone pit; and finally 9
examples of two types in Tomb III, 6 of which were found near the head of skeleton B, a woman.
90The best discussion of Mycenaean clothing is to be found in Vermeule, Gr.B.A., pp. 178-180, 191ff. and passim under
frescoes.
91
Ibid., p. 179 for the evidence for heavy woolen cloaks.
92Furumark, C.M.P.,
pp. 86-89.
93Mylonas,
'Apx. 'Ep., 1953-1954, I, pp. 35-44; Myc.M.A., pp. 114-116.
94I have read the manuscript of the catalogue of Elizabeth Wace French dealing with all Mycenaean figurines found in
the Agora excavations, which will be incorporatedin the final publication of terracottas by Richard Nicholls and Dorothy Burr
Thompson.
95 Mrs. French dates this
"probably Myc. III C" but there is nothing distinctively III C in the pottery, which is however
rather nondescript.
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less than two had been buried,and in two othertombswith child burials(5 in XXI and 2 in
XXIV) individualshellsoccurred,althoughnot in a closedcontext.96
By far the most interestingspecializedgroupof offeringscame from the walled pit grave
XXIX whichyieldeda singlecoarsepitcher (XXIX-2) and a groupof implementswhichit is
temptingto associatewith the craft of the deceased.The most revealingof these is XXIX-3,
whichhas beenrecognizedas half of a stonemouldfor makingglassbeads.Althoughsmalland
simple,it conformsin type to the castingmouldsfor makingelaborateglass paste ornamerts
The other objectsfoundwith it are less inwhichhave been foundat Mycenaeand Thebes.97
formative:a stone celt (XXIX-4), a bone handle(XXIX-6), and a small bone chisel-shaped
tool with drilledholes (XXIX-5).
CEMETERY
RANGEOFMYCENAEAN
CHRONOLOGICAL

Althougha fuller discussionof Mycenaeanchronologyand the relationof the cemeteryto
the remainson the Acropoliswill be presentedlater when we have consideredthe pottery in
moredetail,a briefsummarymay be given here. Significantly,well over half the tombsfall in
the Myc. III A period,with a largenumberin the earlystages of that period,and only a few
belongexclusivelyto III B or III C.

Myc.II B: VII (1st 5 burials),XVI, and probablyXXXI (before1400B.C.).
Myc.III A:1: I, VII (middleburials),X, XXXVII, and XL plus the earlierburialsin III,
XIV, XXI, XXIII, XXIV, and XXXII (fromca. 1400to 1375B.C.).
Myc.III A:2: II, III, IV, XV, XVIII, and XXXIX plus some of the materialfrom XXI,
XXIII, and XXIV (secondquarterand mid fourteenthcentury).
Myc.III A:2 late: V, XI, XIII, XVII, XIX, XXVI, XXVII, XXVIII, and XXXVI plus
the later burialsin XIV (secondhalf of the fourteenthcentury,and probablyinto the
thirteenthcentury,see below,pp. 151-152).
Myc.III B: XX and XXV (thirteenthcentury).
Myc.III B/C: VI, VII (upperburialstratum),and XLI (end of thirteenthand early twelfth
century).
2. OTHER MYCENAEANDEPOSITS

In additionto fragmentaryMycenaeanvases which turnedup in miscellaneouscontextsin
variousparts of the Agora and almost certainlycame from destroyedtombs (410-412 from
those along the east side of the Kolonos;413-424 from othersbeneaththe Stoa of Attalos),
of Mycenaeanmaterialneedto be considered.Whilenot strictly"closed"
severalconcentrations
in the same senseas the tombs,these depositswerelaid downin Mycenaeantimes and afford
a differenttype of information.We have dividedthese into: 1) rubbishdeposits,2) wells, and
3) road fill. At the end of this sectionwe shall also brieflymention4) other Mycenaeandeposits outsidethe Agoraand the North Slope (i.e. those not dug in the AgoraExcavationsof
the AmericanSchool).

96 Shells were found in the following tombs at the Argive Heraion: Tombs 1, 3, 4, 19, 25, 26, 34, 35, 37, 38 and 44 (Prosymna, I, p. 465). No suggestion is given as to their purpose, but Vermeule, Gr.B.A., p. 300, refers to "lead-filled shells" for
children to play games with.
97
Mycenae: Schliemann, Mycenae, p. 108, figs. 162-163; Vermeule, Gr.B.A., pl. XLIV, E; 'Eq. 'Apx., 1897, cols. 97-98,
pl. 7, 1-2, Thebes: 'Apx. 'Ep., 1930, cols. 29ff. T. Haevernick, "Beitriagezur Geschichte des antiken Glases III, Mykenisches
Glas," Jahrb. d. Rom.-Germ.ZentralmuseumsMainz, VII, 1960. pp. 36-53, who mentions our mould on p. 41, note 26. Also
Haevernick, "Mycenaean Glass," Archaeology,XVI, 1963, pp. 190-193. For new mould from Mycenae see Arch.Rep. 1966-67,
p. 9, fig. 13.
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A deposit at the northeast corer of the Agora (0 7:14) yielded several fine but fragmentary
vases (425-427) which must have come from one or more destroyed tombs in the area, but with
these was a large quantity of what can only be termed "household refuse." Thus, this deposit
and the gully which extends southwardally themselves with the smallbothrosP 8:9. In both there
were legs of tripod cooking pots similar to 441 and to those from houses on the North Slope,98
fragments of pithoi and other large coarse pots, fragments of undecorated domestic kylikes
(like 433-438), as well as animal bones and a grinder (in 0 7:14), fragments of roof tiles and
a chunk of stone (in P 8:9). The same type of domestic refuse, but without the admixture of
earlier and finer material,99is found in two more homogeneous deposits: the so-called "Kylix
Pit" (O 7:4) which yielded fourteen or fifteen fragmentary kylikes as well as other material
which must be assigned to an advanced stage of Myc. III B, and the dromos fill of the unfinished chamber tomb XII, which likewise produced a dozen coarse kylikes and other fragmentary vases of an even later style, probably III C.
Clearlysome explanation for these deposits of a domestic characterin the immediate vicinity
of the Mycenaeancemetery is needed, although there is little to suggest that they overlapped
in time the use of the area as a cemetery.100On the other hand, it is surprising to find
evidence for habitation so far from theAcropolisaat the very period of intensive fortification,
when one would have expected Athenians to have gathered within the Pelasgian defenses of
the Acropolis. Still another explanation might regard these fills as rubbish brought from some
little distance, perhaps from destroyed or abandoned houses on the slopes of the Acropolis, in
connection with levelling operations in the Agora at a period when danger was no longer imminent. However, the few burials that are contemporary with these deposits (Grave VI, the
upper burial stratum of Tomb VII, and the well burial XLI) suggest a period of impoverishment, whereas the quantity of fill in the Mycenaean Fountain shows that the Acropolis remained the main area of habitation.101
WELLS AND WATER SUPPLY

If the Agora area, or even the region to the north of the excavated area, was inhabited
in the later Late Helladic III B period (as might be indicated by the rubbish deposits cited
above), there is surprisinglylittle evidence for wells or adjacent water supply. The Agora has
yielded only two small wells of the Mycenaean period, neither of which can be considered a
major source. H 11:2, in the area of the later Tholos, produced only a handful of sherds and
the pitcher 446, which is of advanced Myc. III C style and hardly applicable to the period
in question. K6:1, north of the Temple of Ares and thus in the region of the Mycenaean
cemetery, is even smallerbut produced three Mycenaeanpots (443-445) and some earliersherds.
If the well itself served some function in connection with funeral rites, as Mrs. Smithson'02
has suggested to me, its fill points to a date essentially later than the cemetery and closer to
that of the other rubbish deposits cited above.
98

Hesperia, II, 1933, pp. 365ff., fig. 45, a, b.

99 In addition to the catalogued items from 0 7:14 the gully produced about 20 fine painted sherds
badly worn including

a painted kylix stem, the scrap of a stirrup-vase with III A papyrus blossom, and a small scrap of a kylix (?) with a naturalistically drawn vertical murex. The decorated material in P 8:9 was even scrappier, but included two small sherds of a kylix
with vertical murex decoration of III B style. Curiously, these represent the very period that is most lacking in our material
(see below, pp. 151-152.)
100They would thus not contradict the Mycenaean custom of setting the cemetery some little distance away from the
settlement, often to the west (see above, note 15).
101See below, p. 154 and notes 413-414.
102 The
sequence of water supplies and the historical conclusions implicit in this sequence have been worked out jointly with
Mrs. Evelyn Smithson, who is publishing the Submycenaean and Protogeometric material.
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The main sources of water in the Mycenaeaen period seem to have clustered around the
northwest Acropolis slopes in the area of the later Klepsydra, and thus follow in the tradition
of their Neolithic and Middle Helladic predecessors.Two Mycenaeanwells were located during
the pre-war excavations of Arthur W. Parsons, and to these must be added Broneer's secret
"Fountain" and some evidence for the earliest exploitation of the Klepsydra spring. It is important to arrange these sources in a chronological sequence on the basis of their pottery,
in order to form some idea of the location and concentration of settlement in the various
periods.
Well V 24:, about 6.20 m. deep with a diameter of 1.10-1.40 m., was situated about 35
meters down the slope northwest of the exit of the Mycenaean Fountain. It seems clearly to
have been the earliest water supply for the area, with the bulk of pottery good Myc. III B
along with an admixture of III A (447-448, 451) and possibly earlier (465) material, and a few
pieces transitional to Myc. III C (465-466, 460). With the exception of the large amphora,464,
and the crumpledlead sheathing, 471, which may be connected with the actual use of the well,
the material seems to have been dump fill from neighboringhouses on the North Slope, houses
which were earlier than the squatters' houses built over the northeast staircase.'03
Although the fill of the Fountain, or undergroundcistern, contained some Myc. III A and
earlier material, it was essentially latest III B and III C in style, with those pieces that could
be associated with the actual construction and use dating to the very end of Myc. III B or close
to 1200 B.C.104This Fountain must have been the main water supply not only for the ruling
family on the Acropolis, but for the entire Mycenaeancity gathered within the Pelasgian walls
and the Pelargikon during a time of threatened invasion, and in this function it answers closely
to the so-called Perseia at Mycenae and the two recently discovered cisterns approachedfrom
within the walls at Tiryns.105Broneer has shown that the staircase with its wooden tie-beams
could not have lasted more than about twenty-five years in the damp environment of the
rock cleft, but that once the staircase had collapsed the secret Fountain had already served
its purpose and became a convenient dump for debris from the Acropolis.106
Our second well, S 27:7, which was situated considerablyfurther west and only a few meters
from the Klepsydra, belongs to approximately the same period as that in which the Fountain
was serving as a dump. From the large fragments of small vases at the bottom, which seem to
constitute a use fill, this well must be assigned to an advanced Myc. III C date (note the
Granary style skyphos, 472, and cup, 474), i.e. later than most of the fill from the Fountain.
To a still later period, either the very end of Mycenaeanor the beginning of Submycenaean,
belongs the first exploitation of the springs of the Klepsydra, if we may judge from the stratified deposit found beneath the paved court in front of the fountain (T 26-27:2). Although the
krater fragment, 479, is advanced Myc. III B and contemporary with much of the material
from Broneer's Fountain, the small hydria, 482, is close in style to some of the Perati vases'07
and there are other links with Submycenaean. The near-by well, U 26:4, which has been designated Submycenaean, must be only slightly later.108
The evidence for this sequence of wells and water-supplieshas been presented in full, because
of the historical implications to which we shall return in our last section (see below, pp. 147ff.).
Hesperia, II, 1933, pp. 365ff., figs. 37-45.
104See below, p. 116 and notes 126-127.
105 G.
Karo, "Die Perseia von Mykenai," A.J.A., XXXVIII, 1934, pp. 123-127, pis. XII-XIII; Mylonas, Myc.M.A.,
pp. 31-32, figs. 39-42. For two passages at Tiryns discovered by Verdelis in 1962, see AAT-., XVIII, 1963, B', cols. 66-73,
pls. 85-88; Mylonas, Myc.M.A., pp. 14-15, figs. 6-7.
106 Fountain,
pp. 317-433, especially pp. 422-423; Broneer,A.J.A., LII, 1948, pp. 111-114; Antiquity, XXX, 1956, pp. 9-18.
107 See
below, p. 125 and note 181; pp. 261-262.
108 This well, to be
published by Mrs. Smithson, contains some decorated Mycenaean pithos fragments which must represent debris from the Acropolis (see below, p. 141, note 298).
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We have had occasion to mention earlier (above, p. 52) the existence of certain stratified
deposits with traffic-beaten gravelled surfaces which imply the existence of ancient roads
leading into and across the Agora. There were three main areas in which such deposits were
found: 1) at the northwest comer of the Agora on the other side of the Athens-PeiraeusRailroad (E-F 2); 2) at the west side in the area of the Tholos (G-H 11-12); and 3) in the south
central Agora in the area of the Mint and Southeast Fountain House (O-Q 16-17) to which
may now be added another deposit somewhat to the north in the South Square (M 14:2).109
In all cases the greatest depth of deposit could be assigned to the Middle Helladic period, with
some underlying earliermaterial (Neolithic or Early Helladic) and some Mycenaeanrecognizable
in the upper strata, at least in the area of the Mint (O-Q 16-17).1ln
These deposits imply the existence of roads leading across the Agora: one running along the
north side roughly in an east-west direction, another running diagonally from northwest to
southeast in the general direction of the Panathenaic Way, and still another in an east-west
direction along the south side of the Agora. All antedated the Mycenaeanperiod, but doubtless
remainedin use during it, and all headed toward the northwest corner of the Acropolis,where,
as we have seen, the main sources of water were located.

EVIDENCE FOR MYCENAEAN OCCUPATION BEYOND THE AGORA AND THE ACROPOLIS

In addition to the slight evidence for the existence of Mycenaean tombs beyond the area of
the Agora (see above, p. 47), recent Greek excavations have contributed substantially to our
knowledge of Mycenaean occupation, particularly to the south of the Acropolis. Several Mycenaean wells yielded material running from Myc. II through III A: 1, i.e. roughly contemporary
with our earlier tombs and closer in style than most of the material from the North Slope,
and one produced an imported Late Minoan I B octopus stirrup-vase as well as fragments of
imported Ephyraean kylikes.111These would seem to indicate that the gentler and sunnierslopes
to the south of the Acropolis, especially below the Odeion of Herodes Atticus and the Asklepieion, were preferredfor habitation in the period of early Mycenaeansettlement.112But during
the subsequent Myc. III A and B periods, and presumably before the threat of invasion which
led to the construction of the Pelasgian walls and the underground cistern, habitation may
have been more widespread and scattered. This conclusion is suggested by the discovery of
two Mycenaean wells on the Hill of the Muses near the monument of Philopappos"3 and by

109
Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, p. 45.
110The
greatest amount of Mycenaean was found in the road cuts in Sections Tau and Psi (O-Q 16-17) where in general
it overlay a strong Middle Helladic stratum and was beneath the Classical stratum. Only two Mycenaean pieces (483-484)
have been catalogued, but there were numerous kylix stems, a few with painted decoration, fragments from large closed pots
and from some smaller closed pots. See below, pp. 262-263.
111Through the kindness of Dr. Platon, I was able to examine this material in the Acropolis Museum in the summer of
1964. One well yielded the L.M. I B octopus stirrup-vase, numerous fragments of Ephyraean kylikes (nautilus, lily, etc.),
fragments of decorated cups of Keftiu shape, several large squat alabastra with crested wave and wheel decoration, Myc. III
A:1 fragments of stippled teacups and sherds of three-handled jars with scale pattern. The range is in general earlier than
the material from our tombs, and the Myc. II ware appeared to be standard and imported. See now AE-^., XX, 1965,
XpoviK5(1967), cols. 23-33, pls. 25-31.
112 Other
Mycenaeanmaterial excavated by Miliadesbelow the Odeionof Herodes Atticus and by Dontas on the Angelopoulos
property was shown me in the summer of 1964 in the Fetihe-Tzami (Mosquein the Roman Market) through the kindness of
Miss Maro Tsoni. In general this is a little later than that from Platon's well near the Asklepieion (above, note 111) and agrees
more closely with the range of our tombs.
113 Two
Mycenaean wells were excavated in 1963 beneath a building on Chariatidon Street by J. Travlos, through whose
kindness I was able to examine the material in the apotheke of the Library of Hadrian. One well was essentially Myc. III A
with a few fragments of earlier material; in general it contained poorer pottery than that coming from our better tombs,
mostly what we have termed "provincial ware" (see below, p. 118.). The other was somewhat later (transitionalMyc. III A-B)
and again contained much plain dull glazed ware, no stirrup-vase fragments, no fragments of Panel style skyphoi, nor any.
thing that would relate it to the Mycenaean Fountain. In short it looks like a dreary continuation of the provincial style in
the thirteenth century.
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Until these excavationshave been
some Mycenaeansherdsin the area of the Olympieion.114
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go beyondthe generalconclusion
that therewas somesettlementbeyondthe Acropolisand its immediateslopes.
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Sincepotteryis the one commondenominatorof all our deposits-tombs, rubbishdeposits,
wells and road stratification-it providesthe best evidence for the history of Mycenaean
Athens, both for its internaldevelopmentand for its connectionwith the Argolidand with
otherpartsof the Mycenaeanempire.For this reasonwe have reserveda detailedstudy of the
potteryuntil the end.1l5

CHRONOLOGY

We have followedthroughoutthe typology and classificationof Furumark,and, although
we differin someminordetails,we acceptthe basic divisionsof his chronology,whichassigns
the Myc.III A style essentiallyto the fourteenthcentury,III B to the thirteenthand III C
to the twelfth century B.C.116
Furumarkrecognizeda Myc.III A:1 style which was transitional betweenMyc. II B (Ephyraeanand the later Palace style) and the Myc. III A:2 koine,
whichhe dividedinto an earlierand a later phase. Since III A:1 was contemporarywith the
latest phaseof the palaceat Knossos,the destructionof whichhad been set about 1400 B.C.,
Furumarkassignedthe last quarter of the fifteenth century to III A: , and the entire fourteenth

centuryto III A:2, makingthe dividing line betweenhis III A:2 early and III A:2 late at
1375 B.C., i.e. coeval with the beginning of the reign of Akhenaten and the closed context of

sherdsfromTellel Amarnain Egyptwhichcanbe assignedto the secondquarterof the century.

Myc. III B he equated with the reign of Rameses II (1800-1230 B.c.), through synchronisms
found at various Levantine sites to which Myc. III B pottery was exported and through a firm
relative chronology from stratified palace sites on the Greek mainland, the great architectural
oli
tof he
the ddissolution
phases of which belong to this period. Myc. III C was the period of

Mycenaeankoine, caused by the upheavalsof the Sea Peoples in the reigns of Merneptah
(1232-1224 B.C.) and Rameses III (1198-1166 B.C.), and of the destruction of the mainland

palaces and the Mycenaean way of life, probably by northern invaders. Furumark separated
Myc. III C into two main and distinct divisions, My. III C: 1, from ca. 1230 to 1150 B.C. before

the destructionof Mycenaeand Myc.III C:2, the periodof the Submycenaeancemeterieson
Salamisand in the Kerameikos.Althoughhe originallydividedIII C:1 into an earlyand late
phase,he later refinedthis into three divisions:C:la, a late continuationof III B, C:1 b, the
Closestyle, and C: c, the Granaryand wavy-linestyle."l7
In the twenty-fiveyears that have elapsedsince Furumark'sbasic worknew developments
naturallynecessitateslight modificationsof his divisionsand dates.Particularlyimportantare
the recentreappraisalsof the destructionevidencefromthe palacesat Knossosand Mycenae.
The materialfrom the first site, both the excavators'notebooksand the pottery from the
114 From mixed fill beside the
polygonal wall came at least one recognizable Mycenaean sherd, the stem of a kylix with
painted bands. This also was seen in the apotheke of the Library of Hadrian in the summer of 1964.
115 It must be remembered that most of our
pottery comes from tombs (over 200 items in the Catalogue) whereas only
somewhat over 70 items come from non-sepulchral deposits, a ratio of about 3:1. Although this latter material is scrappier
and scantier, it can be made more meaningful by reference to the fuller repertory from the North Slope and the Acropolis.
116Furumark, C.M.P.; M.P.
117

Furumark, Opus. Arch., III, 1944, pp. 194ff.
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destruction level, is being restudied"18in answer to Leonard Palmer's charge that the palace
was actually destroyed about 1200 B.C. or some two hundredyears later than Sir Arthur Evans'
date."9 Although Palmer has been proven wrong in his basic thesis, a careful sifting of the
pottery current at the time of the destruction has shown that the Late MinoanII Palace style
was already yielding to the simpler L.M. III A style, and that therefore the great confagration
must be set some time in the fourteeenthcentury rather than at the end of the fifteenth. The
fact that the destructionpottery does not yet presuppose the mainlandMycenaeandevelopment
of the Tell el Amama style would suggest that 175 B.C. must be the lower limit. Because of
this lowering of the date of the destruction of Knossos we no longer have 1400 as the dividing
line between III A:1 and III A:2, and it would therefore seem more sensible to combine the
last decade or two of the fifteenth century with the first quarter of the fourteenth century and
use the designation III A:l for the entire period that is contemporary with the last phase of
the Cretan palace and which is pre-Tell el Amarna in style.120Myc. III A: 2 would thus cover
the last 75 years of the century, with the earlier phase, the second quarter, restricted to the
Tell el Amarna material and its exact parallels elsewhere,l21 and with the later phase a more
decadent continuation in which some elements of Myc. III B appear toward the end.122
At Mycenae recent excavations both by the British School and by the Greek Archaeological
Service have helped to refine and subdivide Furumark's Myc. III B period, and have shown
that the city sufferednot just one catastrophe in the burning of the Granaryduring the twelfth
century, but was visited by at least three separate destructions.123The first, which destroyed
the houses outside the walls, occurred during the heyday of the III B style, perhaps about the
middle of the thirteenth century, and it affords a convenient demarcation of two phases Myc.
III B:1 and III B:2 (a division not used by Furumark). The burning of the Potter's Shop at
Zygouries may well have been roughly contemporarywith this catastrophe.124Following upon
this earlier destruction is a period of more intensive fortification of mainland palaces accompanied by a slacking off of trade with the Levant. Stylistically this phase is characterized
by deep bowls with developed Panel style decoration as evidenced in the earlier strata (I-V)
of the Lion Gate deposit.125

118 S.
Hood, "The Knossos Tablets: A Complete View," Antiquity, XXXVI, 1962, pp. 38ff.; "Stratigraphic Excavations
at Knossos 1957-61," KpiTr.XpoviK5d,
XV-XVI, 1961-1962, I, pp. 92ff. J. Boardman, "The Date of the Knossos Tablets,"
ibid., pp. 167-176; On the Knossos Tablets,1963; E. Vermeule, "The Fall of Knossos and the Palace Style," A.J.A., LXVII,
1963, pp. 195-199; M. Popham, A.J.A., LXVIII, 1964, pp. 349-354.
119L. Palmer, "The Truth about Knossos," ObserverWeekend Review, 3
July, 1960, p. 17; Mycenaeans and Minoans,
Aegean Prehistory in the Light of the Linear B Tablets,London, 1962 and 1965; "The Documentation of the Knossos Excavations," Kprrl.XpOVIK&,
XV-XVI, 1961-1962, I, pp. 162-166. Few scholars seem to have accepted Palmer's basic premise
(see this author's review, A.J.P., LXXXIV, 1963, pp. 304-308), and with the further study of the destruction pottery by
Popham (see above, note 118) it becomes increasingly unlikely.
120 Our
designation Myc. III A:l would thus include transitional II B/III A, III A:1 and whatever of Furumark's
III A:2 early is clearly pre-Tell el Amama.
121 One of the fallacies of Furumark's
Myc. III A:2 late period was that it did not make full use of the closed Tell el
Amarna deposit in sorting out the style of the second quarter of the fourteenth century (see review by J. F. Daniel, A.J.A.,
XLVII, 1943, pp. 252-253).
122 Elizabeth, Wace French is
doing a valuable service in presenting the evidence from closed pottery groups at Mycenae
(B.S.A., LVIII, 1963, pp. 44-52; LIX, 1964, pp. 241-261; LX, 1965, pp. 159-202). In the article dealing with Myc. III A:2,
some of the material, particularly from the dromos of Tomb 505 and from the terrace on the Atreus Ridge, seems to
overlap Myc. III B (at least the stage we would call III B:1). She herself admits that there is some overlap (ibid., pp. 159,
194ff.) and prefers to make the dividing line between III A and III B the advent of the deep bowl (Type 284) rather than
the vertical murex.
123 Desborough, C.A.H., II, Ch.
XXXVI; L. Mycs., 1964, pp. 73-75; Alin, Fundstatten, pp. 10-25. Mylonas doubts the
evidence for three destructions at Mycenae, and thinks that only the last was the result of enemy action (Myc.M.A., pp. 221229).
124 Zygouries, pp. 30-38, 143-167 and pls. 16-18. There seems to me some real
difficulty in connecting the burning of the
Potter's Shop with the destructions at the end of III B as Alin tentatively does (Fundstdtten,pp. 58-59) but perhaps one is
misled by the scarcity of decorated pottery and the restricted repertory of shapes in which no panelled bowls occurred.
See now Elizabeth French, "A Group of Late Helladic III B 2 Pottery from Mycenae," B.S.A., LXIV, 1969, pp. 71 ff.,
125 B.S.A., XXV, 1921-23, pp. 20-27, pls. V, b, d, e.
especially pp. 87ff.
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Thesecondand mostimportantcatastropheat Mycenaeresultedin the burningof the palace
on the acropolis,and occurredat a time when the latest III B style was still in vogue and
beforethe adventof the Myc.III C GranaryandClosestyles.It has beendatedaround1200B.C.
and has been shownto be contemporarywith a wave of destructionon the mainlandwhich
also burnt the palaces at Pylos and Tiryns and caused the abandonmentof a numberof
sites.26Thesecatastropheswere immediatelyprecededby last-ditchdefensiveeffortsat several
palaces,notably the walled extensions at Mycenae,Tiryns, and perhapsthe Pelargikonat
Athens,and the constructionof elaboratesecretwater supply systems to withstandsiege.127
This wave of destructionclearlymarks the end of an era, and it wouldthus seem perversein
the light of this new evidence to end Myc.III B with the reign of RamesesII in 1230B.C.
and to call this latest pre-destructionpottery Myc.III 0:1 early as Furumarkdid. Although
tendenciestowardthe new III C style are present,neitherthe Closestyle nor the Granary
class has appeared.At most it can be designated"transitionalB/C" as the end of the fourteenth centurycan be called"transitionalA/B."
The third destructionat Mycenaewas the one recognizedlong ago by Wacein the burning
of the Granaryandthe burntstratumbetweenVIII andIX of the adjacentLionGatedeposit.128
This occurredin the full bloomof both the Closeand the Granarystyles, i.e. well into Myc.
III C and probablytowardthe middle of the twelfth century. Not all Mycenaeansites are
characterizedby this periodor this destruction,for somehad alreadybeen abandonedat the
end of Myc.III B, and otherswere foundedonly in the Myc.III C period.The uniformdevelopmentof a pottery koinethroughoutthe Mycenaeanworldno longerexists, and we have a
break-upinto regionalstyles.'29
A comparativetabulationof the chronologyof Furumarkand the one proposedhere is as
follows:
1550 B.C.

1500
1450
1425
1400
1375
1350
1325
1300
1250
1230
1200
1150
1125

FURUMARK

IMMERWAHR

Myc. I

Myc. I

Myc.II A
Myc.II B
Myc.III A:1
Myc.III A:2 early
Myc.III A:2 late
Myc.III A:2 late
Myc.III A:2 late
Myc.III B
Myc.III B
Myc.III C:1 a
Myc.III C:1 b
Myc.III C:1 c
Myc.III C:2

Myc.II A
Myc.II B

Myc.III A:1 (1410?)
Myc.III A:2
Trans.III A/B
Myc.III B:1
Myc.III B:2
Trans.III B/C
Myc.III C:1
Myc.III C:1 and 2(?)
Myc.III C:1 and 2(?)

126 Ain, Fundstten. For the Myc. III B destruction of the Citadel House see I.L.N., 23 September, 1961, pp. 490ff.;
Arch. Rep., 1959-60, p. 9; 1960-61, pp. SOff.;M.T., III, pp. 35-46. See now Elizabeth Wace French, "The First Phase of
LH III C," Arch. Anz., LXXXIV, 1969, pp. 133-186.5
-7 See above, notes 105 and 106. Below, pp. 153-14.
" B.S.A., XXV, 1921-28, pp. 29-54, pls. V, f, VII-XL For the pioneer work in evaluating the late character of the
material from the Granary and the upper strata of the Lion Gate deposit, see the fundamental review of Fountain by
J. F. Daniel, A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, pp. 552-559.
I Desborough, L. Mycs., pp. 9-28 and passim. Add the new material from Lefkandi, Euboia; Arch.Rep., 1964-65, pp. 1618; B.S.A., LXI, 1966, pp. 60-61.
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Much of the Mycenaean pottery from the Agora is indistinguishable in fabric from the
finest Mycenaean products from the Argolid or from the standard ware of countless sites of
the Mycenaean empire. On the other hand, many vases are decidedly inferior in technique
with a dull glaze and less refined biscuit, and these certainly suggest local production. Between
these two extremes lies another more amorphousgroup which approximatesbut does not quite
measure up to the highest Mycenaean standards; furthermorein some cases idiosyncracies of
shape or decoration or both suggest the work of a local potter. Here, however, technique
alone cannot be the only basis for judgment. The following classification is based on fabric
only; in the discussion of shapes and decorative motives there will be some further attempt
to appraise the role of local Attic potters.

a) STANDARD WARE (fine)
The standard Mycenaean fabric has a fine well-purifiedbiscuit varying in color from creamy
yellow to pinkish buff, the amount of tempering material determined by the size of the vase
and the thickness of the walls. Nearly always wheelmade,130
it shows clear marks of the wheelrotation on the interior of closed pots, but has the surface well smoothed on the interior of
open shapes. The surface is lightly polished, often to a high lustre, the result not of an applied
slip but of the "technical slip" resulting from wet-smoothing and polishing.131Handles, feet,
necks, etc. were made separately, and one can often detect on the interior the junction of two
parts; such a join was sometimes concealed on the exterior by a plastic band (I-1, 4; III-14;
XXIII-1, 2; XXXI-1; etc.). Unusually thick and metallic handles were often pierced with
small vent-holes at top and bottom to allow for better firing (I-1; XXIII-2; XXXI-1), and
in one case the torus base has been pierced with eleven firing-holes(I-13).132In some examples
(e.g. II-1) the biscuit was too refined, with insufficienttempering material, and this resulted in
a laminated wall with an air-space between.
The glaze is lustrous and varies from a clear orange-redto mahogany-brownor even black,
depending upon firing conditions and thickness. The thick black variety often became crackled
and seems in general to have adhered less well than the thinner orange-red or brown. That
firing conditions also were responsiblefor changes in color is shown by the differencesoccurring
on the opposite sides of the same vase (e.g. 1-4), where it had been exposed both to oxidizing
and reducing conditions.
The surface could be treated in the following manners:
1. Smoothed and polished but otherwise undecorated: VII-14 (interior waterproofed with
glaze wash); XV-1; XXIV-16; XXXII-3; XXXIX-1; etc. An especially popular treatment for the stemmed kylix.
2. Covered completely with lustrous glaze, usually in reddish brown: 1-4; X-2; XXXII-1
(see below for provincial imitations).
3. Decorated with horizontal bands while vase was revolving on wheel and with free-hand
shoulder ornaments in lustrous glaze. The majority of Mycenaeanvases in fine ware are so
130

A few shapes were handmade, notably small mugs and baseless askoi which often resemble figurines in their decoration.
See below, p. 180 (XX-2 and 450).
131
Although the term slip is still commonly used, I have been assured by Frederick Matson that the surface was the result
of wet-smoothing.
132 I know of no other
example with so many firing holes, nor in this location; furthermore the fabric is not altogether
standard (see below, p. 118.).
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treated. Technically fine examples are I-1 to 3,

to 6, 14; 111-14; VII-16; XVI-1; XXVI-2;

425; 426. Some early examples have a stippled or "thrush-egg"surface, the glaze having
been applied thinly with a brush (X-4; XXIV-1; XL-7 and 9). Three examples (XXVI-1;
425; 426) have applied matt creamy white paint for subsidiary decoration, a practice
confinedto exceptional examples, often of the pictorial style, and apparently an indication
of quality rather than date.133
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b) IMITATION SILVER OR TIN-INCRUSTED WARE
In this class, which has been the subject of a separate study,134 the surface was only roughsmoothed and originally covered with a sheathing of tinfoil so as to produce the illusion of a
silver vase: I-l1 and 12; III-1, 4 to 13,16; possibly others (VII-15 ?) where no trace of the tinfoil
remains. This technique, which seems to have been relatively rare and restricted in time,135
was apparently limited to funeral usage among the well-to-do. It occurs also in the Argolid,
Crete, and Rhodes in the early fourteenth century; the twelve examples from our Tomb of
the Bronzes (Tomb III) show that Athens was indeed in the mainstream of metropolitan
practices.
c) PROVINCIAL WARE

(imitating STANDARD)
Here the fabric is apt to be coarserwith more-grit and tempering material, even in relatively
small vases (e.g. 412, XL-3, 9, 10, 11, 12), and the biscuit is often orangeto brick red, resembling
the characteristicAttic clay of later periods (1-7). Especially numerous and certainly provincial
is a group of vases, usually in a pinkish orange clay, covered with a dull thin glaze ranging
from brown to orange-redand occasionally black, obviously imitative of Class a 2. Especially
common are deep-bowled kylikes of Ephyraean shape (Type 263136:1-15; XXII-1; XXIII-4;
XXIV-12 to 14; etc.), pitchers with beaked spout (Type 144: XXIV-8 to 10), cut-away neck
(Type 136: VII-18) or straight mouth (Type 112: X-6), shallow bowls and cups of various

forms (V-6; X-3; XIII-2; etc.), askoi and feeding bottles (V-5; XIV-6; XVIII-8; XXIV-21),

amphoras and wide-mouthedjugs (VII-20; XIV-5; XV-2; etc.).
Harder to detect are provincial examples imitating Classes a 1 and 3. In examples of a fine
buff ware it is possible that a rough-smoothed surface (VII-13; XVIII-4 and 5) or warping

a
(XXXII-3 and X 7 and
2) suggests less than the high standards of the Argoid, and therefore
local production has been proposed.37 With the decorated vases the occurrence of abnormalities
and carelessness in the application of traditional decorative schemes aids one's assessment
919; XVI-3 to ; XXI-3 to 5 and 9). In other cases the clay is noticeably pinker
(VII-2, 3, 8, 9,

and the glaze less permanent (1-13; VII-17) or the fabric grittier. However, some examples of

excellent technique, indistinguishable from the finest products of Argolid workmanship, have
been suspected of local manufacture merely because their shapes are especially common in
Attica.138

133 The use of
applied white, which goes back at least as early as Myc. I (the applied dots on tangent spiral bands), appears in the pictorial style from the early Myc. III A Octopus Krater from Enkomi to the Myc. III C Warrior Vase from
Mycenae. This argues against Broneer's theory of lateness for this technique (Fontain p. 872, note 59) but in general see
his excellent description of fabrics based on the Fountain material (ibid., pp. 348-349 and passim).
1'4 Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, pp. 381-396.
135 Ibid., pp. 394-395 for list of known examples. While it is indeed probable that many more examples have gone unnoticed or have been lost through cleaning in hydrochloric acid (see p. 396), it is noteworthy that the known examples are
confined to a relatively narrow period in the early fourteenth century (ibid., pp. 388-392).
136 All references to
shape derive from Furumark's "Catalogue of Vessel Types" in M.P., pp. 583-643, the number preceded
by "Type."
137See Vermeule, Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, pp. 67, 77 (no. 12).
138Ibid., pp. 75-76 (no. 6). See below, pp. 133-134 for discussion of ewers.
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d) COARSE AND DOMESTIC WARE
Since most of our pottery comes from tombs, this is not a numerous class, and is represented
in the cemetery mainly by wide-mouthed amphoras and jugs (V-7 and 8; XX-1; XXXVI-3).
The rubbish deposits J 10:1 and 0 7:4 and the wells V 24:1 and S 27:7 furnish additional
examples, mostly of a somewhat later chronological range. In these examples the clay is in
general a warm buff, tempered with grit, usually unslipped and undecorated. In those shapes
also characteristicof fine ware the pot is treated with greater carelessness,only roughly turned
and without removing the rotating ridges and grooves, and is sometimes badly warped and
misshapen (note especially the kylikes 433-438, 444, 473). Here parallels to the domestic pottery of other Mycenaean provincial sites, particularly Pylos,139may be noted, for in general
the surface treatment at'the Argolid sites is better.l40 The big pots (XII-8 and 464) are usually
better technically, probably in the interest of serviceability.
A special fabric, sandy and micaceous with an almost stone-like feel, was used for tripod
cooking pots (represented by 441 and by uncatalogued fragments from P 8:9 and 0 7:14).
It is carefully handmade, has a dark gray core, and is somewhat blackened on the exterior
from use over an open fire.
e) NON-MYCENAEAN WARE

The Canaanitejar (1-8) from the Tomb of the Ivory Pyxides is the only import from outside
the Mycenaeanworld. Here not only the shape, which is paralleled in Egyptian tomb paintings
of the XVlllth dynasty and in examples from Canaanand the Near East,141but the coarsegray
fabric with numerous small pebbles testifies to its foreign origin.
Curiously, nothing can be ascribed to Crete, although a fine L.M. I B octopus stirrup-vase
was recently found in a well on the South Slope, and a Minoanbasket-shapedvase with dolphins
from Varkisa on the coast has been published.42
Two vases found in Mycenaeancontexts are not strictly speaking Mycenaean,but have closer
ties with MiddleHelladic: the handmade black-burnishedaskos (XVI-9) and the burnishedjar
(466) from Well V 24:1.
SHAPES

If we classify the Agora material
on
of Furumark'scatalogue of 336 types, or shape
the ibasis
variations,l43we may note that it contains the surprisingly high total of approximately one
hundred types, a substantial repertory when one remembers that the domestic series is very
incomplete and the chronologicalrange somewhat restricted.44 Two more or less unique shapes
(XVI-1 and XXVI-2) are not found in Furumark. The ensuing arrangementis an adaptation
of Blegen's classification according to function:45 a) vas sesfor storing; b) vases for eating and
drinking; c) vases for pouring; and d) specialized shapes.

139 See especially the kylikes from Pylos,
Pylos, I, 1, pp. 366ff., Shapes 27 ,29; 2, figs. 359-364. Pylos, however, has certain
variations not found in our kylix types.
140
Zygouries, p. 151, figs. 141-142.
141
V. Grace, "The Canaanite Jar," The Aegean and the Near East, pp. 80-109.
142
See above, note 111. Varkisa vase: Antiquity, 1960, p. 266 and Vermeule, Gr.B.A., p. 143, fig. 27.
143 M.P., pp. 585-643. His 336 types are arranged under 103 basic
shapes or "forms," such as the pithoid jar (Form 7) or
the stemmed cup or kylix (Form 79).
144 For the distinction between
pottery found in tombs and pottery from domestic deposits, see E. W. French, B.S.A.,
LVIII, 1963, pp. 44ff.
145 Troy,
I, pp. 56-76, which is also the basis for the arrangement of the Pylos pottery. Since our material is largely from
tombs with a greater incidence of closed shapes, we have begun with Troy, group c), vases for storing.
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VASES FOR STORING

1. The Pithoid Jar (Form 7)
(called Three-handled Jar in Catalogue)
P1. 65
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Types 18-19: large (above 30 cm. in ht.)146with three vertical handles, usually ribbed. Myc.
IIB to III A:1.
I-1, 2, and 13; III-2 and 15 (5 examples).

Type 23: medium (ca. 20-25 cm. in ht.) with three vertical handles, sometimes ribbed. Myc.
III A:1-2.
VII-11
I-3;
and12; VIII-3; XIV-1 and4; XVII-1; XXIV-3 toS; 419; 420; 491 (13examples).

Types 23 and 24: small (ca. 10-15 cm. in ht.) with three vertical handles, plain. Myc. III A: 1-2.
I-9 and 10; III-3; VII-10 and 13; 486 (6 examples).

Types 20-21: large with three horizontal grooved handles. Myc. II A-B.
I-7 (1 example).

Type 28: small (ca. 10-15 cm. in ht.) with three horizontal handles. Myc. II B-III A 1.
XVI-3 and 4; XXI-1; XXIV-6 (4 examples).
Types 44-45: small (ca. 10-15 cm. in ht.) piriform shape with three horizontal handles. Myc.
III A:2-B.
V-4; XIII-3; XIV-2; XVIII-1; XXIII-3; XXIV-7; XXXV-3; XXXVI-1;421; XXXVII-1;
XL-10; 457; 485; 492 (14 examples).

Next to the kylix the pithoid jar is the most prevalent shape in the Agora, accounting for
43 examples. Significantly,the type with three vertical handles outnumbers the alternative form
with horizontal handles 24 to 19, and is an indication of the early date or derivation of our
material, since this shape was especially characteristic of the Palace style and the Myc. III
A: 1 period. The perfection of this form with low concave neck separated by a plastic band from
the shoulder, broad piriform body, and profiled handles terminating in a plastic knob is best
seen in the two splendid specimens from Tomb I (1 and 2), which rank with the finest examples
from the Argolid and Rhodes and should certainly be regardedas imports.147III-15 is the only
other example which comes close in size and quality, although some of the medium range (Type
23: VII-12; XIV-4; XXIV-3, etc.) are close approximations of the type seen in 1-2. 1-3 represents a slightly different form with lower neck, taller and more concave body, less metallic
handles and narrower decorative zone (Type 23); it too is closely paralleled in the Argolid148
and occurs in other less perfect examples from the Agora (VII-11; XIV-1; XXIV-4 and 5).
1-13, a large specimen found in fragments in the dromos of Tomb I, has a torus base pierced
by 11 vent-holes, an uncanonical feature which along with its pinkish fabric is suggestive
of local manufacture. The large jar III-2 is undecorated, a practice also found in the
Argolid.149
146 The
heights of our examples are all somewhat less than the average heights given by Furumark: e.g., the large specimens of Types 18-19 (50-60 cm.), medium of Type 23 (30-50 cm.), etc.
147 See
below, pp. 146, 162 for discussion of nautilus jar (I-1). For 1-2 there are many close parallels in the Argolid,
particularly two examples from Tomb 10 at Dendra (N. T.D., pp. 67ff., figs. 79, 83).
148
Dendra, Tomb 10, nos. 7 and 8 (N.T.D., fig. 81, 1-2).
149 Prosymna, II, figs. 260, 1053; 438, 174; 536, 1038.
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The alternative form with three horizontally set loop handles also goes back to a Palace style
prototype but was especially popular in the Myc. III A:2 Amara koine. Of the early Types
20-21 we have only the large jar with ogival canopy decorationfrom Tomb I (7); its coarsefabric
and careless ornamentation suggest local manufacture.l50Three small jars of early shape (XVI3 and 4; XXI-1) belong to Myc. II-III A:l, the first two showing some affinity to the twohandled form seen in Shaft Grave I at Mycenae.151Of the later form (Types 44-45) which was
marked by small vases of advanced piriform shape with a narrowshoulderzone decoratedwith
simple linear patterns, we have 14 examples, a few of which areprobably still III A: 1 (X XIV-7;
XL-10). The fragment 457, if it comes from a piriform jar, is best ascribed to an advanced
Myc. III B date because of its decoration.152

2. TheKraterwithStrapHandles(Form3)

Types 6-7: conical to conical piriform. Myc. III A:1-2.
1-14; XL-3 and 11; 411; 412; 425 (6 examples).

Type 10: advanced piriform or stemmed. Myc. III B/C.
VII-25 (1 example).

This shape, often the vehicle for pictorial decoration, enjoyed a wide vogue in the earlier
Mycenaean period and was especially popular in Attica.l53In the Agora it occurs with pictorial
decoration in the fragmentary Altar Krater (425), which ranks among the finest Mycenaean
vases and was probably imported from some Argolid center (see below, pp. 248 ff.).Equally fine
technically is the fragmentary krater from the dromos of Tomb I (14). The shape to which
these should be restored-a graceful piriform to conical form with wide mouth and offset lip,
two broad band handles without metallic features-can be seen better in the newly discovered
complete example from the Tomb with the Coffins (XL-3), which although "extraordinarily
impressive," betrays certain technical defects and is therefore probably of local manufacture.154
XL-11 is far less perfect in shape and is technically poorer. All these vases should be dated to
Myc. III A:1 or earliest III A: 2. Nos. 411 and 412, miscellaneous finds from the west side of
the Agora, probably came from destroyed tombs along the Kolonos. No. 412 must have been a
handsome krater, local in manufacture, of about the same period and style as XL-3; 411 is
perhaps slightly later. Such kraters, as the evidence from Tomb XL has shown, were important
in funerary ritual.155
A later example, also fragmentary, was found in the top burial stratum of the Ares Tomb
(VII-25). It has parallels among the material from the fill of the Mycenaean Fountain and
should be dated to the end of Myc. III B or early III C.156
150There is almost no color contrast between the biscuit and the
glaze; the wave on the neck is carelessly drawn and the
ogival canopy much simpler than in the best examples from the Argolid (e.g. Dendra, Tomb 8, no. 2, N.T.D., p. 43, fig. 46).
151 If the double-axe
pattern should be restored on XVI-4 (as suggested by the Piet de Jong drawing made soon after its
discovery, see below, p. 206), this would strengthen the parallel (see Karo, S.G., pl. CLXVII).
152More likely of the amphoriskos
shape (Types 59 and 64); see discussion in Catalogue.
153
Markopoulo:'Ey 'Apx., 1895, pl. 10, 9, 9a; Vourvatsi: Attica, pl. 10, 1; other fragmentary examples cited by Stubbings,
Attica, p. 39.
154
Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, p. 74. One might note that it (as well as XL-11) lacks the characteristic loops beneath the
handles, which are found on the Altar Krater (425), the fragmentary krater from the dromos of Tomb I (I-14), and the early
pictorial style vases from the Levant such as the Window Krater from Kourion (Vermeule,Gr.B.A., pl. XXXIII A), and seem
to represent a kind of hallmark of excellence. Note Mrs. French's observation of this feature on the fragmentary kraters
from the Atreus bothros at Mycenae (B.S.A., LIX, 1964, p. 248).
155 Note its
position on top of the coffin of Burial D (Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, p. 58, fig. 2, pp. 63-64). For the probable
connection of pictorial-style kraters with funerary rites in Cyprus, see Vermeule, Gr.B.A., pp. 204-206.
156 Similar late
examples of the strap-handled krater were found by Broneer in the fill of the Fountain (Fountain, pp. 361362, fig. 39).
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3. KraterwithLoopHandles(Form80)
Types 281-282: deeproundedbowlwith diameterequalor greaterthanheight.Myc.III B-C.
440, 451, 452, 479, 498 (5 examples).
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This form is more characteristicof domestic than sepulchraldeposits,and is restrictedto
Myc.III B and C.157Both facts explainits rarityamongthe Agoramaterialin contrastto that
fromthe North Slopeand the Fountain.Indeedall five examplesare very fragmentary,four
comingfromwells or rubbishdepositsand one from a miscellaneouscontext. No. 479, a good
exampleof the developedMyc.III B :2 Panel style, finds close parallelsboth at Mycenaeand
440 has a late versionof the murexpatternseen in the Potamongthe Fountainmaterial;158
ter's Shop at Zygouries.159
Both could be importedpieces, althoughthe fabricof 440 seems
inferior.Nos. 451 and 452 are less canonical,the latter certainlylate III B, whereas498 with
a Myc.III B floweris perhapsearlier.l60
4. SquatJars of Alabastron
Shapeor withAngularProfile(pyxis)(Forms16, 17, 19)
P1. 65

Types82 and 84: largeflat shapewith threehandles.Myc.II B-III A:1.
I-5 and 6; VII-3 and 5; VIII-1; 413; 489 (7 examples).

Type 88: smallflat type with threehandles.Myc.II-III A:1.
VII-2, 4, 6-8; VIII-2; IX-1; XV-3; XVI-6; XXI-2 and 3 (11 examples)

Type 85: higherroundedtype. Myc.III A:2-B.

VII-9; XI-1 and 3; XVI-5; XVIII-3; XXV-4; XXXV-2 (7 examples).

Type 87: squatjug with one handle.Myc.II B-III A:1.
VII-1 (1 example).
squatjar or pyxis. Myc.III A:1-B.
Types93-94: angular-profiled
XXI-4 and 9; XXIV-20; XXVIII-1; XL-2; 414; 459 (7 examples).

Type 98: straight-sidedwith two handles.Myc. III C:1.
500 and 501(?) (2 examples).

Groupingtogetherthe curvedalabastra,the straight-sidedpyxides,and a solitarysquatonehandledjug, we have 35 examplesof this type of small containersuitable for offeringsof
perfumedoil or unguentsin tombs. Numericallyit is exceededonly by the pithoidjar and
kylix shapes.
Ourearliestexamplesof the large flat type (Types82, 84) are two fragmentaryvases from
beneaththe Stoa of Attalos(413anduncatalogued);on thesethe dot-outlinedcrestedwave and
wheelpatternon the baseareclearlyMyc.II B (seebelow,p. 237).Thelargestand bestpreserved
examplesare,however,the two alabastrafromthe East Benchof TombI (5 and 6), whichare
and are reminiscentof the alabaster
Myc.III A:1. Theyare closelyparalleledin the Argolid,161
Room
at
from
the
Throne
Knossos.l62
examples

B.S.A., LVIII, 1963, pp. 44-52; B.S.A., LX, 1965, p. 159.
B.S.A., XXV, 1921-1923, pl. V, c, d (not exact); Fountain, p. 355, fig. 29.
159Zygouries, p. 145, fig. 135, 1.
160Cf. Zygouries, p. 146, fig. 137, 4, 6.
161 Tomb 10 at Dendra
(N.T.D., p. 93, fig. 104, 1 a, b) yielded an example of approximately the same dimensions and
with the same decoration; B.C.H., LXXVII, 1953, p. 70, fig. 15, 1 (Argos, O.T. VI).
162
Evans, P.M., IV, 2, p. 939, fig. 910.
157 French,
158
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In the smallflat type (Type83) wherethe diameterrangesfromca. 0.07 to 0.095m. (comparedto 0.15 to 0.20 m.) the shapeis apt to look less flat and depressed.Especiallyinteresting
are the five examplesfromthe AresTombwhich rangefromMyc.II B to III A:1 and include

typical imported specimens (VII-4, 6 and 7) and careless local imitations (VII-2 and 8).163
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AlthoughXVI-6 is too badly preserved(undecorated?)to be closelydated,its context in the
Lily Bowl Graveindicatesan early date. XXI-2 and 3 seem a little later than the examples
fromthe Ares Tomb,as does XV-3.164
The higherroundedtype (Type85) is essentiallythe later Myc.III A:2 form,with a height
greater than half the diameterand the greatest volume set higher (cf. the rather prosaic
exampleswith wave patternXI-1 and 3; XXXV-2). Onthe otherhand,the examplesXVI-5
and VII-9 are clearlyearlierand shouldbe assigned to Myc. II B and III A:1 respectively;
they are quite uncanonicaland certainlylocal. XXV-4, gray and brittle throughoutwith
traces of glaze on the upperbody, seems to be an exampleof misfiring.The alternativepossibility of subsequentburningand vitrificationseemsless likely.
The straight-sidedalabastronor pyxis (Types 93-94) was the more prevalentlater type,
particularlyin the export trade to the Levant from the Amarnaperiodon. XXVIII-1 and
414, with bandson the lowerbody and a simple geometricornamenton the angularshoulder,
are typical of this phase, whereasXL-2 with its wavy line and degenerateivy leaf pattern
must be somewhatearlier.l6The angulartype has Myc.II B antecedents,whichusuallyhave
two decorativezones,and this treatmentseemsimitated in the rathercarelessexamplesfrom
TombXXI (4 and 9). Like the uncanonicalcurvedalabastrafromthe AresTomb,they should
be regardedas local productsof the Myc.III A:1 period. No. 459 fromWell V 24:1 is of the
laterMyc.III B formwith convexbottom,and has parallelsin the potteryfromthe Mycenaean
Fountain.l66
The fragments500 and 501(?) seem to belongto the still later III :1 developmentof the
angularshape into the largerpyxis with two handlesarchingabove the shoulderand often
appliedplasticallyto the side-wall.This type, 98, had a vogue in Athens at the time of the
constructionand fill of the Fountain.167
VII-1 is our only exampleof the squat jug type (Type87), whichhas an earlyancestryand
may have influencedthe developmentof the true alabastronshape.It was foundwith one of
the earliestburialsin the Ares Tomb,and, althoughbadly worn,has canonicaldecorationof
curve-stemmedivy leaves which relatesit to the examplefrom the MaketTombin Egypt'68
and othersof Myc.II date fromthe Peloponnesos169
and Thessaly.170
5. False-necked
Jar or Stirrup-Jar(Form46)

Type171: globularwith height equalto diameter.Myc.III A:2.
II-1; V-3; XXVI-3; 448; 487 (5 examples).

163 See Ares Tomb, pp. 202-204,
although Mrs. Vermeule does not consider that those of greenish clay and with close
parallels in the Argolid were valuable enough to have been imported.
164XXI-2 is in the tradition of the alabastra decorated with wave and
ivy leaf, although here parallel rows of dots have
been substituted for the leaf; XXI-8 with its tangential spiral band and open wave is earlier and less canonical; XV-8 with
wave and dot rosettes is apparently standard Myc. III A :1-2 work.
185Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, p. 78. Although XL-2 is associated with Burial A (the third in
sequence), all four burials took
place within a span of 25 or 30 years within the Myc. III A :1 period (ibid., p. 68).
I66For the earlier type with two decorated zones, cf. Prosymna, II, fig. 109, 212, 213. Fountain, p. 384, fig. 65, k-p.
167
Fountain, pp. 883f., shape 15.
168 H.
Kantor, The Aegean and Orient in the SecondMillennium B.C., 1947, pl. VIII B (Petrie, Illahun, Kahun and Gurob,
pl. XXVI, 44).
169
Korakou, p. 53, fig. 71, b; Prosymna, II, fig. 683, 137; 'Epyov, 1956, p. 100, fig. 102 (Monemvasia).
170"Epyov,1957, p. 35, fig. 35
(Volos and Neleia).
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Type 180: squatwith diametergreaterthan height. Myc.III B.
XXV-1 (1 example).

Type 176: Easterntype with height greaterthan diameter.Myc.III C:1.
603 (1 example).
Uncertaintype: 466.
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One of the surprisingfeaturesof the Agoramaterialis the infrequencyof the stirrup-vase,
a shapewhich seems well-nighubiquitousto Mycenaeancollections,indeedthe most characteristicMycenaeanshape.We haveonlythreecomplete(II-1; V-3; XXV-1)andonefragmentary
example (XXVI-3) from our tombs, the other four fragmentscomingfrom Well V 24:1 or
frommiscellaneousdeposits.II-1, V-3, XXVI-3, andprobablythe fragments448 and487, are
typical examplesof the smallglobularformwith bandeddecorationand simplegeometricarcs
or chevronson the shoulderwhichcharacterizesMyc.III A:2, whereasXXV-1 is an example
of the laterIII B squator "perked-up"
type (Type180), one of the few specificallyIII B forms
from the Agoratombs. It is parallelednot only in the Argolid,but also in the Mycenaean
pottery from chambertombs in Attica.171No. 603, a most interestingfragment,apparently
comesfrom a large stirrup-vaseof Late Easterntype (Type 176) decoratedwith an octopus.
andmorerecently
Althoughparalleledby numerousexamplesin Rhodesandthe Dodecanese,172
fromthe late tombsat Perati in east Attica,this type has not previouslybeennotedin Athens,
with the exceptionof the examplefromthe Dipylon.173
The fact that the Agoratombs have producedso few stirrup-vasesmay be explainedlargely
by their chronologicalhorizon.Manyof our tombs fall in the Myc. II to III A:1 period,the
heyday of the squat alabastronshape,beforethe greatrise in popularityof the stirrup-vasein
the Myc.III A:2 commercialexpansion.While the two shapes are not altogethermutually
exclusive,the stirrup-vaseand the straight-sidedalabastronor pyxis tend to supersedethe
roundalabastronas smallclosedcontainersfor perfumedoil or unguentsin tombs.'74Although
some of our tombs must certainlybe assignedto this later period,preferencesand styles seem
to reflectthe earlierperiodof contactwith the Argolid(see below,pp. 151-152).
6. Globular
Flask (Forms48 and 49)

Type 188: verticaltype decoration.Myc.III A :2.
III-14 (1 example).

Type 190: horizontaltype decoration.Myc.III A:2.
416 (1 example).
We have a singleexampleeach of these two relatedtypes, whichwereextremelypopularin
the exporttradeto the Levantfromthe Amarnaperiodon and gave rise to Levantineimitations.175III-14 is a particularlyfine exampleof the "verticaltype" or characteristicpilgrim171

Prosymna, II, figs. 115, 280; 141, 145; 354, 782; 507, 83; Zygouries, p. 168, fig. 161, 356; p. 172, fig. 167, 331; Attica,
pi. I, 2, 3, 4 (Vourvatsi).
172 E.g. C.V.A. Rodi, II Ac, pls. 2, 7-8; 10, 1-2; B.M. Cat. I, 1, A 932, pl. XIII; lalysos, pp. 120ff., figs., 39, 64, 90, pl. II;
Desborough, L. Mycs., pl. 6, b (Naxos).
173 For Perati see
TEpyov, 1954, p. 111, figs. 10-11; Desborough, op.cit., pl. 6, c, d. For the Dipylon vase see Ath. Mitt.,
XXXII, 1907, pl. 25, 1, p. 157; Kerameikos, I, pl. 5, 1, p. 131.
174 Cf. Hood's opinion of the alabastron shape as the typical container for unguent or perfumed oil in the period of the
Warrior Graves at Knossos (B.S.A., XLVII, 1952, pp. 254-255). For the stirrup-vase in the export trade with the Levant as a
container for perfumed oil, see Stubbings, M.P.L., p. 101, note 1, and Attica, p. 24. Also, Immerwahr, "Mycenaean Trade
and Colonization," Archaeology,XIII, 1960, pp. 5-6. See below, pp. 151-152.
175E.g., Type 191, a "Levanto-Mycenaean"form and the later Palestinian Iron Age pilgrim bottles (e.g. the examples from
Tell Abu Hawan, Q.D.A.P., IV, 1935, pl. XIV, 161-162).
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bottle with concentric circles; both the shape and the tangent spiral band beneath the handles
have exact parallels at Tell el Amarna,176and it should not be later than the second quarter
of the fourteenth century. Other specimens have been found in Attica.177The bottle 416, with
horizontal bands and somewhat careless lattice pattern on the shoulder, seems somewhat later
but still III A.
7. Hydria (Form 33)
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Type 129: small (10-20 cm. high), globular, wide-mouthed. Myc. III A: 2-B.
XXVI-1; XXXVI-2 (2 examples).
Type 128: tall (ca. 40 cm. high), domestic. Myc. III B-C:1.
XII-8; 460; 476 (3 examples).
Type 130: globular narrow-necked,medium (ca. 20 cm. high). Myc. III B.
482 (Myc. III C miniature).

Of the two examples from tombs,178XXVI-1 is a finely decorated specimen (see below,
p. 138) and is furthermore distinguished by a pierced hole about 6 mm. in diameter through
the resting surface and thereby communicating with the interior; this hole is located in the
exact center of the front directly beneath the largest octopus (P1. 75). It is clearly a ritual
vase, belonging to a class first noted by Stubbings in examples from Attica, Rhodes, and the
Argolid.179A similar vase from a tomb in Nauplia180suggests that ours was imported from
the Argolid. XXXVI-2 is coarser in both shape and fabric, has no pierced aperture, and is
covered with a dull glaze wash. It is presumably a local product, and from its context ought
not to be later than the end of III A.
The other small decorated hydria 482, found intact beneath the court of the Klepsydra, is of a
quite differenttype, with tall narrowneck and rolled rim. Although not easily paralleledamong
hydriai, it is best explained as a variant of a late jug type to which shoulderhandles have been
added. The same decorative scheme-tassel pattern on shoulderand wavy line in handle zoneoccurs on late III C:1 jugs from Perati18land Asine.182Indeed the vase might almost be termed
Submycenaean.
The other examples, all fragmentary, come from large coarse domestic hydriai, which have
parallelswith the pottery from the fill of the MycenaeanFountain.l3 They should thus be dated
to the end of Myc. III B or even III C. Nos. 460 and 476 may have been used to draw water
from their respective wells (V 24:1 and S 27:7), although they are too incomplete to be considered actual use-fill.
C.V.A. Br.Mus. III a, pi. 10, 16; B.M. Cat., I, 1, A 997, i, fig. 267.
Attica, pl. 16, 5, 6 (Vourvatsi).
178 XII-8 is from the dromos fill of an unfinished tomb and was
accompanied by other fragmentary and coarse domestic
ware.
179
Attica, pp. 56-57, pl. 18, 2 (Kopreza) with other examples cited: Athens, N.M 3566 (from Nauplia); Prosymna, II,
fig. 290, 702; B.M. Cat., I, 1, A 880 and 881 (Ialysos). Add now Ialysos, p. 130, fig. 51 (Ialysos) and B.C.H., LXXIX,
1955, p. 238, fig. 11 (Nauplia Museum). A new example in Hobart, Tasmania, which was acquired in Athens seems not to
preserve any trace of the pierced base, but otherwise belongs to the same series (A.J.A., LXXI, 1967, pp. 87-89, pl. 32, 1).
It is apparently early Myc. III B.
180 The new
example in Nauplia, cited in note 179, is decorated with an octopus, whereas the other cited by Stubbings
(N.M. 3566) is decorated with a stylized palm.
181
'Epyov, 1956, p. 23, fig. 22, 531, 512.
182Asine, p. 298, fig. 206 (House G, Room XXXII). This deposit is now dated
by Furumark, Opus. Arch., III, 1944, p. 209
to Myc. III C:I c. Desborough, L. Mycs., pp. 82-83.
183 Fountain, p. 398, fig. 79 may represent fragments of such hydriai, although no complete specimens of this scale were
found.
176

177
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8. Amphora(Form 11)

Type66: ovoid shape,low neck, handlesfromrim. Myc.II A-III B.
V-7 and 8; XIV-5; XXXV-5; XL-8 (5 examples).

Type 68: high wide neck,handlesfromrim. Myc. II B-III B.
XXIV-18 and 19; XXXVI-3 (3 examples).

Type 69: narrowerneck,handlesfromrim. Myc.III B-C.
XII-7 and 430 (2 examples).
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Type 74: small (10-15cm. high)with verticalhandleson body. Myc.II B-III A:2.
XVIII-7; XX-1; XL-1 (3 examples).

All examplescomefromtombswith the exceptionof XII-7 and430, whichare fragmentary
largedomesticamphorasfromrubbishdepositscontaininglate Myc.III B material.
Thesepulchralexamplesareabouthalf the size (rangingfrom ca. 12 to 20 cm. in height)and
are eithercoveredwith a thin glazewashor are left unglazed(V-7 and 8; XX-1; XXXVI-3).
Both types-with handlesfromthe rim (Types66 and 68) and with handlesset verticallyon
the shoulders(Type 74)-were in use concurrentlyas proved by the evidence from Tomb
XL.184
Theycertainlygo backto the earliestMyc.III A period,andindeedone shouldprobably
seek a MiddleHelladicancestryin Mattpaintedware.185
Therewas apparentlylittle development in type, althoughthe exampleswith a narrowerand moreclearlydefinedneck (Type68)
seem slightlylater.
Suchamphorascan be matchedin Mycenaeantombsin the Argolid,86but there they seem
proportionatelyless characteristic.Furthermore,our examplesin a coarsepinkishfabricwith
dull glaze belongto the "provincialware"of Classc we have noted above (p. 118) and were
clearlylocal products,perhapsreflectingthe strengthof MiddleHelladictraditionin Athens.
Not foundin our wealthiesttombs (I and III), the amphorashapemay have substitutedfor
the more elegant and importedpithoid jars as the largest containerfor wine and water in
poorerburials.
b) VASES

FOR EATING AND DRINKING

1. StemmedCupor Kylix (Form79)
Pls. 66-67

Type256: decorated,with roundedbowl and roundloop handle.Myc.III A:2 early.
426 (1 example).

Type 258: decoratedwith tall stem and shallowerbowl.Myc.III B.
424 (1 example).
Type 259 (?): decorated,principallyRhodo-Myc.Myc.III A:2-B.
VII-16 (1 example).

Type 263: plainor monochrome,with deep bowl and low stem. Myc.I-II B.

I-15; XXII-1; XXIII-4; XXIV-12 to 14; XXIX-1; 418; 483 (9 examples).

184
Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, pp. 72ff., nos. 1 and 8, see pp. 73, 76.
185For Type 74 of. our amphora 801 (Buck's Type C8), above, p. 79. For Type 66 cf. our amphora 827 (a variation of
Buck's Type D6), above, p. 83.
186Cf. the examples from the Argive Heraion (C. Waldstein, Argive Heraeum, II, Boston, 1902-1905, p. 93, fig. 25; Prosymna, II, figs. 109, 209; 177, 289, etc.).
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Type 264: plain or monochrome,with deep bowl and taller stem. Myc. III A:1-2.
III-8; IV-1; X-2; XXXII-1 (4 examples).
Type 266: plain or monochrome, shallow, high-stemmed. Myc. III A: -C.
XV-1; XXIV-15; XXXII-3; XL-12 (4 examples).
Type 267 (earlier): low one-handled type, plain. Myc. III A: 1-2.
III-6, 9, 10; XL-13; 428; 431 (6 examples).
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Type 267 (later): low one-handled type, plain. Myc. III B-C.
XII-1 (+11 exs.); 436; 437; 438 (+3 exs.); 444; 494 (6 + 14 examples).
Types 270-271: deep-bowled with 1 or 2 high-swung handles. Myc. I-II B (III A: ).
I-11 and 12; III-7; VII-14 and 16; XVI-2 (6 examples).

Type 272: taller stemmed with 1 or 2 high-swung handles. Myc. III A: 1-2.
III-5; XVIII-6; XXXIX-1 (3 examples).
Type 274: conical-bowledwith low handles, plain. Myc. III B-C.
XLI-1; 433-435; 473 (5 examples).
The kylix, with over 50 examples and many other uncatalogued fragments, was the most

prevalent shape in the Agora, because it occurred in both cemetery and domestic deposits

and runs through all chronologicalphases. From the multiplicity of types listed above, several
general conclusions may be noted. First of all, the almost complete absence of decorated
examples (only four: VII-16; XVI-2; 424 and 426) is unusual and in contrast to most parts of
the Mycenaean world. Our two excellent examples, the deep-bowled kylix with octopus (426)
and the kylix with spiral band from the Ares Tomb (VII-16), are best explained as imports
either from the Argolid or from Rhodes.l87 XVI-2, a deep-bowled kylix with high-swung
handle from the Lily Bowl Grave, is clearly early and a variant of the Myc. II Ephyraean type;
it too is probably an import, although the decoration is poorly preserved.188Of the developed
Myc. III A: 2-B decorated kylix types so numerous in both tomb and habitation deposits in the
Argolidl89as well as in chamber tombs in Attica90owe have only the small sherd 424 decorated
with a vertical murex of Myc. III A :2/B type.191The possible significance of this absence will
be discussed below (p. 152).
All other examples of the kylix shape are either smoothed, glazed, tin-incrusted, or left quite
rough in the late domestic examples of Types 267 and 274. For many, and particularly the
earlier examples, there is a strong metallic tendency seen in the offset lip and flat ribbon
handles.'92 This metallic effect was reinforced by a monochrome glaze (XXXII-1) or a lightly
polished surface (VII-14), and in a special class (see above, p. 118) imitated silverby the ap-

plication of tinfoil. The variety of metallic shapes prevalent in the earlier fourteenth century

is well illustrated by the six kylikes of this class from the Tomb of the Bronzes (Type 264:
III-8; Type 267: 111-6,9, 10; Types 271-272: III-7, with one handle, and III5, two-handled).
187 Ares Tomb,pp. 203, 210-211 (with Aegean rather than Argolid parallels for VII-16). I am not certain that Mrs.Vermeule
is correct in thinking this piece an import from Rhodes (?). Note Mrs. French's remarks on the fortuitous absence of the
Myc. III A:2 early kylix type from Mycenae (B.S.A., LX, 1965, p. 160). The Rhodian origin of 426 would seem more likely
in view of the popularity of the kylix decorated with octopus there (B.M. Cat., I, 1, A 870, pl. XIV, etc.) yet even here the
Rhodian type seems derivative rather than identical (see below, p. 250).
188 Cf. 3 examples of this shape from the Prehistoric
Cemetery at Mycenae (B.S.A., XLV, 1950, pl. 21 a, 2, 5, 7) dated to
L.H. I; also cup from Koronion near Pylos decorated with double axes (HpoKTclK&,
1952 [1955], p. 480, fig. 6).
189
B.S.A., LX, 1965, pp. 164ff., figs. 2, 3, 5.
190Attica, pl. 4, 7-12, 14-15,
pl. 5, 1.
191Cf. also the few additional
uncatalogued scraps from O 7:14 and P 8:9 noted above, note 99.

192Attica, pp. 62-63.
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This practice of tin-incrustation is found elsewhere,and in Tomb 10 at Dendra the same shapes
were duplicatedin silver.193There are few other examples from Athens equally elegant in shape,
although the goblet with one high-swung handle from the Ares Tomb (VII-15) is a somewhat
earlier version of III-7, and the two-handled type XXXIX-1 is perhaps also a little earlier
than III-. These are in a fine buff ware without any trace of tinfoil. Likewise the stemmed
type with two low handles (111-8) occurs without tinfoil in several buff monochromeexamples
(XV-1; XXIV-15; XXXII-3; XL-12), two of which are badly warped and may have been
made locally.94 The short-stemmed type with one handle and lightly carinated bowl (III-6,
9, 10) was more widely used and occurs both in glazed examples (428 and 431) as well as in an
early plain smoothed specimen (XL-13); furthermore,it became one of the characteristiclater
forms of the domestic repertory.
If one may consider the decorated kylikes and the "imitation silver" examples as de luxe
pieces,195the characteristickylix for more ordinaryburials is the deep-bowled short-stemmed
type (Type 263) covered with a dull monochromeglaze. Here the derivation of the shape from
the Myc. I-II kylix of Ephyraean form is unmistakable, and the inferior "provincial" fabric
and chronologicalrange suggest the perpetuation of the type into the Myc. III A:1-2 period
when the Argolid favored the taller stemmed types and decorated examples.196
Ourdomestic examples are all later, coming from wells and rubbishdeposits of the transitional
Myc. III B/C period. They are uniformly poor in quality, unglazed and undecorated, only very
rudimentarilysmoothed and often with broad wheel-marks.Frequently they are badly warped
and misshapen (434 and 435). Two main shapes occur: a late continuation of the carinated
one-handled type (Type 267) and a new conical-bowledform (Type 274) which, while perhaps
owing something to earlier deep-bowled Ephyraean forms, marks the advent of Myc. III B:2
and is particularly characteristic of domestic deposits at the end of that period.197Both forms
occur in the MycenaeanFountain, but neither is specificallyAttic, although our examples were
Broneer has suggested that the low-stemmed carinated type may
certainly locally produced.198
have served alternately as a lamp,199and several of our examples (437 and 438) show traces
of black accretion within the bowl. XLI-I (an example of Type 274) is the only instance of a
late domestic type associated with a grave in the Agora, and it came from the uncanonical
burial in the mouth of a well (N 14:3).
2. Cups (Forms 58, 78, 62, 63, etc.)
PI. 67

Type 219: shallow teacup with relatively high raised base. Myc. II B-III A:1.
X-4; XL-7 and 9 (3 examples).

Type 220: slightly deeper teacup. Myc. III A:2-B.
XXV-3; 439 (2 examples).
XVIII-2; XXIII-6;
193 N.

T.D., p.

XXXII-2

(3 examples with high handle).

, fig. 103, pp. 135-136.

194
Hespeia, XXXV, 1966, p. 67 with reference to XL-12.
195Heperia, XXXV, 1966, p. 388.
196See below,
pp. 151-152.

197 Cf.
French, B.S.A., LX, 1965, p. 159 for the introduction of the deep bowl (Type 284) and the conical-bowled kylix
(Type 274) as marking the upper limit of Myc. III B, which she sets somewhat later than most scholars (see above, note
122).
198 The numerous examples from the Kylix Pit 0 7:4 are about as poor specimens as one can make; and 436 shows the
interesting aberration of two handles on a one-handled type (Type 267). For examples from the Fountain see Fountain, p. 376,
fig. 58, a-c.

199Fountain, p. 377.
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Type 213: deep semiglobular.Myc. II B-III A:1.
V-6 (1 example).
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Type 215: deep-bowled with straighter sides. Myc. III C 1.
VI-1; VII-23; 474 (3 examples).
Type 253: shallow spouted cup with raised handle. Myc. II-III A:2.
410; XXIV-16 (2 examples).
Type 249: deep semiglobularspouted cup. Myc. III A:2-C:1.
XIII-2 (1 example).
Type 230: conical cup. Myc. III A: 2.
XXIV-2 (1 example).
Type 226: cylindrical cup or tankard. Myc. III A: 2-C:1.
XXV-2 and 429 (2 examples).

Type 240: cup with raised handles. (Myc. II)-III C:1.
XXXI-2 (1 example).
Types 126 and 205: handmade miniature cups and mugs.
X X-2 and 450 (2 examples).

We have grouped together here some 21 cups without stems, which represent ten or more
different types and reveal less uniformity than in the kylix types.
Of the teacups, the first three (Type 219) are typical examples of Myc. II-III A:1 cups with
stippled decoration.200The shape continued into the Myc. III B period, where it is found in a
simple banded example (XXV-3) and a late domestic undecorated version from the Kylix Pit
(439). An alternative form with raised handle, perhapsinfluenced by the early shallow cup with
ring handle (Type 237), occurs in several examples (XVIII-2; XXIII-6 and XXXII-2), the
last two covered with the monochromered wash of our "provincial"group.201
The deeper semiglobularcup is more characteristic of the later period, especially Myc. III C.
However, V-6, a deep cup on a conical foot in Red Monochromeware, cannot from its context
be later than the end of Myc. III A or transitional III B. It is best regarded as a kind of Attic
"sport," derived from the deep teacup with low conical foot of Myc. I-II times (Types 211212). The other examples (VI-1; VII-23; 474) are typical of the later development. They run
chronologicallyfrom the transitionalIII B/C example from the Ares Tomb (VII-23), undecorated
and somewhat ogival in profile,20 through the developed III C:1 cup from the Children's
Grave (VI-1), a cup which has good parallels in the Argolid,203
to the late example, 474, which
comes from well S 27:7 and should be dated to the end of Myc. III C:1.204
In the spouted cups (Types 253 and 249) the early form was shallow like the teacup and had
a raised handle and a spout at 90 degrees from the handle. The fragment 410 is typical; decorated with the canonical solid wave pattern pendant from the rim, it has close parallels from
the Argolid and Rhodes and is probably an imported piece.205The monochrome example
200

Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, p. 76, nos. 7, 9, the latter more carelessly made.
XVIII-2 may have been incorrectly restored with a high-swung handle; see discussion in Catalogue.
202 Indeed it differs
very little from the teacup 439 except in its somewhat greater height and higher base-ring. This ought
to establish the contemporaneity of the late burials in the Ares Tomb with the adjacent rubbish deposits (J 10:1 and 0 7:4).
203 Korakou, p. 65, fig. 92; B.S.A., XXV, 1921-1923, pl. XI, j (Granary).
204
Ibid., pl. XI, f, g, i (from Granary).
205
Prosymna, II, figs. 692-693; lalysos, p. 97, fig. 13; Asine, p. 368, fig. 239. See also the example from Kopreza, Attica,
pl.8, 11.
201

180
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XXIV-16, coated in a dull glaze wash, is almost certainly an Attic imitation. The later form,
with a deeper bowl and a low handle opposite the spout (Type 249), occurs in the handmade
miniature XIII-2 from the diminutive chamber tomb of a child.
Both the conical (Type 230) and cylindrical cup or tankard (Type 226) are related to the
famous Keftiu or Vaphio shape with metallic prototypes. XXIV-2 is our only example of the
first type with markedly concave walls and carinated offset foot. In a yellow monochromeware,
possibly handmade, it seems to owe something both to Yellow Minyan and to Fine Mattpainted,
although it is clearly of Myc. III A date.206The two tankards (XXV-2 and 429) are both
relatively late in the Agora sequence, probably Myc. III B. XXV-2 is more akin to the earlier
shape with a diameter greater than its height (Type 225); however, it lacks any reminiscenceof
the metallic midrib and is decorated with a grotesquely large row of retrogradeN's. No. 429
is a large specimen of the later shape with a height equal to or exceeding the diameter; it, however, preserves some trace of the midrib and is decorated in two zones.
The "kantharos" (Type 240) XXXI-2 is a rare early Mycenaean form which owes much to
its Gray and Yellow Minyan ancestry.207It occurred in one of our earliest closed groups along
with a large ewer of early type (XXXI-1), both datable to Myc. II B or earliest III A:1.
The handmade mug X X-2 found in a child's chambertomb must be dated to advanced Myc.
III B on the basis of the Psi-type figurine found with it. Only 4 cm. in height, it belongs to a
baggy type of handmadejug which showed little development from Myc. II to III C.208No. 450
from Well V 24:1 is a fragment of another handmade miniature, decorated in a style recalling
Mycenaeanfigurines.209
3. Bowls (Forms 57, 85, 80, 82, etc.)

Type 204: plain without handles. Myc. I-III B.
III-12, 13, and 16; XIV-3 (4 examples).
Type 207: shallow without handles, decorated. Myc. II B-III A:1.
X-3 (1 example).
Type 295: shallow bowl with 2 horizontal ribbon handles. Myc. III A: -C:1.
III-4, 11; XII-2; 499 (4 examples).
Type 304: deep bowl with conical base, 1 or 2 horizontal handles. Myc. III A: 1-2.
415 (1 example).
Type 288: small semiglobularbowl usually with one horizontal handle. Myc. III A:2-B.
X-5; 432 (2 examples).
Type 284: deep bowl or "skyphos" with two horizontal handles. Myc. III B-C:1.
XII-4; 453-455; 496-497 (6 examples).
Type 285: late Granarystyle skyphos. Myc. III :1 late.
XII-3 and 472 (2 examples).
Type 291: deep conical bowl or "kalathos." Myc. III C:1.
VII-24 (1 example).
206Cf. the Yellow
Minyan cup from the Argive Heraion (Prosymtna,II, fig. 281, 597). Painted examples from the same
site: Prosymna, II, figs. 415, 1214; 260, 625. Also from Mycenae (Ch.T., pl. XXII, Tomb 524, no. 8) and Attica (Attica,
pl. 8, 6-7). Furumark derives this shape from the Vaphio cup shape (M.P., p. 55, note 6).
07See also Furumark, M.P., p. 55.
208
Prosymna, II, figs. 376, 911; 476, 945; 508, 71, 66 (none of these an exact parallel).
209
Conceivably it had the basket handle of Type 317 (M.P., p. 67, fig. 20; Zygouries, p. 172, fig. 168, 330).
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Type 294: big shallow bowl with horizontal handles. Myc. III B-C:1.
XII-6 (+3 uncatalogued).
Deep open bowl with 3 loop handles on rim. Myc. II B.
XVI-1 (1 example).
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Here we have grouped together some 26 examples of 10 differentshapes. Significantly,several
of these shapes (e.g. Types 284, 285, and 294) are found only in our late domestic deposits.
The shallow handleless bowls of Types 204 and 207, which occur in several of our tombs,
were most likely simple containers for food offerings and have no pretensions beyond their
utilitarian function.210However, the three examples from the Tomb of the Bronzes (III-12, 13,
and 16) were sheathed with tinfoil to harmonize with the imitation silver kylikes, whereas
XIV-3 has a simple red glaze. X-3 with a flat projecting lip resembles Myc. II B saucers with
interior decoration,211 although ours is plain.
The shallow bowl with ribbon handles (Type 295) was apparently the more common form in
domestic deposits, XII-2 and 499 representing typical examples from late Myc. III B or C:1.212
The same shape, however, goes back to Myc. III A, and occurs with tin-incrustation in two
examples from the Tomb of the Bronzes (111-4 and 11), as well as in others from tombs at
Mycenae and Ialysos.213
Examples of deep bowls with one horizontal handle (Types 304 and 283), although not common, are significant, since they are clearly earlier than the advent of the typical deep bowl
or skyphos (Type 284) of Myc. III B. No. 415, which probably came from a disturbed grave
beneath the Stoa of Attalos, has a conical foot underneath and a deep bowl resemblingkylikes
of Type 263, and is covered with the monochrome red glaze so frequent in that form.214
X-5 is a rather ordinary example of Type 283, a deep bowl of semiglobularshape with one
handle, which may have contributed to the evolution of the Myc. III B krater and skyphos
shape.215Although especially popular in Attica in Myc. III A: 2 and transitional III B, the onehandled type is also found at Tell el Amarna, Rhodes and the Argolid and cannot be claimed
as specifically Attic.216The small fragment 432, from a bothros in front of the Stoa of Attalos
(P 8:9), is a rare and important piece. Although only a small part of the bowl with a curvestemmed spiral band of early type is preserved, the horizontally set handle is intact and is
distinguished by a vertical protuberancegiving it a wishbone-likeeffect.217The closest parallels,
however, are not with pottery but with the two silver and gold cups with inlaid bulls' heads
from Dendra and Enkomi, each of which has a button-like protuberancerising above the loop
handle.2l8Such cups, which were clearly the product of the same atelier and which can be dated
to the earlier fourteenth century, may well have given rise to ceramic imitations like our cup
which, on the basis of its ornament, ought not to be later than the first half of the fourteenth

century.
210
211

Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, p. 386 and note 21.
Korakou, p. 53, fig. 72.

212 Fountain,
pp. 379f., figs. 61-62, Shape 9.
213Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, 394
p.
(catalogue).
214 See also
Furumark, M.P., p. 66.
215 Also
Furumark, M.P., pp. 46ff., who emphasizes, I think correctly, the basic Middle Helladic origin of the deep bowl
with loop handles, leading to the large Myc. III B kraters (Types 281-282) and the more bell-shaped skyphos (Types 283284). In this development the hemispherical bowl with one handle (Type 283) seems more an offshoot than a direct link
from Types 279 to 281-282 and 284-285.
216 B.M.Cat., I, 1, A 996
(Tell el Amama); lalysos, p. 188, fig. 111 (Ialysos); Berbati,fig. 19, 7-9; B.S.A., LX, 1965, p. 176,
fig. 7, 22 (Mycenae). From Attica, however, we have more examples: Attica, p. 35, fig. 14, C and pl. 9, 1-3, 5, 7-8 (Vourvatsi,
14 examples); pl. 9, 13-15 (Kopreza, 3 examples).
217
Furumark, M.P., pp. 94-95, makes the distinction between a knobbed horizontal handle and a genuinely forked or
wishbone handle, deriving the former from metal prototypes, the latter from Levantine ware such as Cypriote Base-ring ware.
218
R. T.D., 1931, pls. I, XII-XV. C.F.A. Schaeffer, Enkomi-Alasiya, 1952, pl. C.
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None of our examples of the deep bowl or skyphos (Types 284-285) comes from a bonafide
tomb group, since the dromos fill of Tomb XII was clearly not sepulchral. Indeed this shape
has usually been associated with habitation levels, and even in the Argolid is usually confined
to late burials of a period that is hardly represented in the Agora.219With the possible exception of XII-3 and 4, our examples can all be connected with the occupation of the Acropolis
and its slopes in latest Myc. III B and III C:1, 43-4566 coming from Well V 24:1, 472 from
Well S 27:7, and 496-497 from miscellaneouscontexts. Our closest parallels are naturally with
Broneer's pottery from the North Slope and from the fill of the Fountain. Nos. 453 and 464
are good examples of Myc. III B:2 panel patterns,220whereas XII-3 and 472, which are completely covered with dark glaze inside and out except under the foot, are typical of the Granary
style.2 The others should be assigned to a transitional III B/C stage.222
A single example of the deep conical bowl or kalathos shape (Type 291) came from one of
the latest burials in the Ares Tomb (VII-24). This shape, which enjoyed a late vogue in the
Myc. III C0:1period, particularlyin Rhodes and the eastern Aegean,223has also been found in
the fill of the MycenaeanFountain224and more recently at Perati225in east Attica, where some
exampleshave plastic figurinesof mourningwomen attached to the rim.226Ourexample with its
interior frieze of carelessly drawn fish may show some influence from the Late Eastern pictorial
style227but is hardly to be considered an import. The metallic origin of this shape has been
and one should note that the Agora produceda diminutive bronze
pointed out by Furumark,228
example (XIII-1) of the earlier type with spout and wishbone handles terminating in a button.229
The fragmentaryexamples of large open bowls with thickened rim and low ring foot from the
dromos of Tomb XII (XII-6 plus 3 uncatalogued specimens) seem to belong to vessels of
Type 294. Such bowls, with pinched out ribbon handles set horizontally at the rim, are found
in domestic deposits at Korakou, Athens, and elsewhere in a late Myc. III B to C:1 horizon.230
This accords well with the general nature of the fill in this unfinished chamber tomb (see
pp. 197-199).
We have reserved until the last a consideration of our most handsome bowl, the beautiful
Lily Bowl from a child's grave (XVI-1), because this is not a standard shape in Furumark
and to the best of my knowledge is not exactly paralleled elsewhere. The flat projecting rim,
the semiglobularshape, and above all the naturalistic floral decoration relate it to a group of
Myc. II B-III A: 1 spouted cups with a vertical ribbonhandle rising above the rim (Type 253).231
In our specimen, however, the three handles rise horizontally from the rim and suggest that
219Cf. Wace (Ch.T., p. 172) on rarity of deep bowl in tombs, only 1 example coming from his tombs at Mycenae (pl. XLV,
5). Occasionalexamples have been found at Thebes (AE-r.,III, 1917, p. 191, fig. 186, 2); and from late burials at Asine (Asine,
pp. 397f., fig. 260) and Pylos (A.J.A., LXIII, 1959, pl. 25, fig. 18), which is a krater of Types 282-283.
220Fountain, pp. 365f., figs. 42, 45, b, d.
221
Fountain, p. 370, fig. 49, c, pp. 367, 421-422; B.S.A., XXV, 1921-1923, p. 33, fig. 9, a, e, f, pis. X, b, XI, m.
22 For 496 and 497 cf.
Fountain, p. 367, fig. 44, b; for XII-4 cf. ibid., p. 368, fig. 46, f, k, p. 369, fig. 47, o, q; for 455
cf. ibid., p. 368, fig. 45, a, e.
223
lalysos, pp. 86ff., figs. 38, 42, 43, 63; B.M.Cat., I, 1, A 1016 (Kalymnos).
224
Fountain, pp. 371f., figs. 53-54, shape 5.
225
EEpyov,1954, pp. 10f., fig. 9; 1956, pp. 21-25, figs. 21-23; 1961, pp. 13f., fig. 11; B.C.H., LXXXVI, 1962, pp. 658f.,
fig. 17.
226 The
mourning women are also found in Rhodes (lalysos, figs. 65, 31; 102, 13). Desborough, L. Mycs., pi. 7, a, b. See also,
Sp. E. Iakovides, "A Mycenaean Mourning Custom," A.J.A., LXX, 1966, pp. 43-50, pl. 15.
227
Furumark, M.P., pp. 456ff. Add Desborough, L. Myes., pp. 12f., 152ff. and the new examples from Naxos and Perati
(pl. 6, b-d).
228M.P., p. 52; also Fountain,
p. 372.
229 This tomb is
certainly not much later than 1300 B.C.and scarcely as late as that suggested in the preliminary report
(Hesperia, XXI, 1952, p. 107: "well on in Late Helladic III B or even C"). See below, pp. 199-201. The bronze bowl is little
more than half the size of VI-24 (H. 0.051 compared with 0.092 m.).
230
Korakou, p. 63, fig. 88; Fountain, p. 370, fig. 50.
231 M.P., p.
48, fig. 13; Prosymna, II, fig. 693.
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the bowl was intended for suspension.2 This feature relates the shape more closely to certain
two-handled basins from Phylakopi, which are however invariably decorated on the interior.233
Despite the uniqueness of our Lily Bowl it is of such superlative quality and so much in the
spirit of the Argive Ephyraean tradition that it is best regarded as an import.234
C) VASES FOR POURING
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1. Low BeakedJug or Ewer (Form 41)
P1. 67

Type 143: big, depressed ovoid with narrow neck, long beak, metallic handle, etc. Myc. II B.
VII-17; XXIII-2

(2 examples).

Type 144: big, ovoid, with generally shorter beak and less clearly metallic features. Myc. III
A:1.
XXIII-1; XXIV-8, 9, 10; XXXI-1; 417; XXXVII-2; XL-6 (8 examples).
Type 145: shape more globular with wider neck and shorter beak. Myc. III A:2.
XIX-1 (1 example).

Our 11 examples of this attractive shape give a distinctive characterto the Mycenaeanpotfrom Thebes, Chalkis
tery from the Agora. Although such ewers are-known from the Argolid,235
and Volos to the North,36 and from Ialysos and Cyprus,237
Attica has produced an astonishing
number of fine examples,38 a fact which naturally raises the question of local production. The
origin of the type, which at first had strong metallic features, must lie in the Myc. II B style of
the Argolid, e.g. the ewer from Korakou and early imported examples at Ialysos and Thebes,239
and this derivation may account for the Ephyraean-like arrangement of isolated motives
distributed usually three times over the polished clay ground of the vase. Furthermore, the
motives themselves, such as the nautili of XXXVII-2 and XL-6 and the more abstract triple
spiral of XXIII-1, were popular in Ephyraean ware.240Ours are clearly a bit later and somewhat less metallic in shape, although most preserve something of the plastic ridge at the junction of neck and shoulder and the knob termination of the handle; three (VII-17; XXXI-1
and XL-6) have a reminiscence of the foliate band. The first of these, the octopus and dolphin
ewer from the Ares Tomb (VII-17), is stylistically earlier in shape and allies itself to a ewer
with poorly preserved decoration of papyrus blossoms from Tomb XXIII (2); in fabric the
dolphin ewer seems local, whereas XXIII-2 may be imported. Neither, however, could be the
basis for the free-fieldarrangementof XXIII-1, XXXI-1, XXXVII-2 and XL-6. It is with this
232

See H. A. Thompson, Agora Guide2,1964, p. 145, for suggestion that this bowl served as a hanging flower pot.
Phylakopi, p. 110, fig. 77, pl. XV, 17-20.
234 Of the other vases in this
grave all but XVI-2 (possibly XVI-7) are probably local. See below, pp. 205-208.
235
Korakou, p. 51, fig. 69, pl. V; Berbati, pp. 40-41, figs. 20-23, pp. 64-65, figs. 43-46; Prosymna, I, pl. VIII, 413, II,
figs. 251, 667; 700-701; B.S.A., LIX, 1964, pl. 71, d (Atreus bothros, Mycenae).
236 AE^T., III,
1917, pp. 80ff., figs. 59; 68, 2; 143, 1 (Thebes); 'Eq. 'Apx., 1906, cols. 211-240, pl. XII (Volos); Chalkis,
pl. 24, 412.
237
lalysos, pp. 185, 211, figs. 108, 1; 134, 10; Myk. Vasen, pl. IX, 53-54; C.V.A. Br.Mus. IIIa, pl. 4, 3 (all from Ialysos).
At least one fine example from Cyprus: C.V.A. Br.Mus. II C b, pl. 4, 17 ( Hala Sultan Tekke).
238 Add to the 11
examples from the Agora the following: Kopreza ('Eqp.'ApX.,1895, pl. X, 8); Vourvatsi (Attica, pl. 14, 3):
Hymettos (C.V.A. CopenhagenIII A, pl. 63, 1); Brauron (B.C.H., LXXXI, 1957, p. 522, fig. 23); Salamis (A.J.A., LIV, 1950,
pls. I, V). These are all fine large early examples. There are others less spectacular, e.g. Attica, pl. 14,1, 4, 9. Cf. also Schefold,
Meisterwerke,p. 118, figs. 21-23 (probable Attic provenience).
239
233

Korakou, pl. V; lalysos, p. 185, fig. 108; AErT., III, 1917, p. 199, fig. 143, 1.

240 See below,
pp. 143, 146.
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last group that the question of origin is most acute, for they are technically very fine specimens.
Should they be regarded as "the kind of vase Athens does well"241or as proof of strong commercial contact with the Argolid in the Myc. III A: 1 period? Because of the widespread
distributionof similarewers2 and because of Athens' other Argolid connectionsin Myc. III A: 1
(see below, p. 151) I am inclined to the latter opinion.
The monochrome ewers XXIV-8, 9, and 10 are a different case. They belong to the dull
glaze-wash provincial ware of the deep-bowled kylikes (Type 263), and like them attest to the
strength of the Myc. II B-III A:1 tradition in Athens through the later fourteenth century.
Our latest ewer is XIX-1, a poor specimen obviously of local manufacture, of the later form
(Type 145) in which the metallic features have practically disappeared. Dating to transitional
Myc. III A/B, it shows the persistent popularity of this form in Athens for a period of over one
hundred years.
2. AmphoroidBeakedJug (Form 42)
P1. 67

Type 150: tall piriform with narrow neck and short beak, two vertical handles. Myc. II
B-III A:2.
I-4; III-1; XVIII-4 and 5; XXI-7; XXIV-11; XXXV-4 (7 examples).

These examples also provide an excellent series illustrating a type which was introduced
early in one or more imported examples (e.g. 1-4) and which was perpetuated with increasing
carelessnessduringthe fourteenth century. Perhaps metallic in origin and probably Minoan,243
it may derive from a simple functional copper shape like that found in the Tomb of the Tripod
which has a single arched ribbon handle of more purely metallic type and
Hearth at Knossos,244
the characteristicneck ring. The beautiful highly lustrous glaze varying from reddish brown
to black of the jug from the East Bench of Tomb I (4) furthers the illusion of a copper vase,
and a similar effect is found on two jugs from the Argive Heraion.24This treatment, along with
its granderscale and proportions,suggests that I-4 was an import from the same Argolid region
that produced the other vases on the East Bench.
Most vases of this shape are, however, left in a yellow-buff monochrome clay ground
resemblingYellow Minyan ware. This is true of our XVIII-4 and 5, as well as other vases of
the same shape from the Argive Heraion,24Thebes,247
Asine,4 and elsewherein Attica.249In our
or
is
not
well
smoothed
the
surface
polished, contrasting with the elegance of shape;
examples
yet there seems to be no trace of the tin-incrustation that was almost certainly used on III-1,
which formed part of the imitation silver service of the wealthier Tomb of the Bronzes.250
241
Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, p. 75. I am not convinced that Mrs. Vermeule is correct (with the exception of the monochrome
glazed examples and those that are obviously different, like VII-17 and XIX-1). Since there is such a widespread distribution of similar examples, is it not preferable to regard this as the result of Mycenaean trade in the Myc. III A:1 period?
Only if we could assume an Attic origin for the examples found elsewhere, which seems highly unlikely, would we be justified
in claiming the ewer as an Attic type.
242 See
examples cited above, notes 235-237.
243Furumark, M.P., p. 20, who thinks the form was originally ceramic but acquired a metallic appearance. Wace (Ch.T.,
p. 169) also cites Minoan ceramic parallels going back to M.M. (P.M., II, p. 371, fig. 206 e).

24 P. T.K.,
p. 41, fig. 37.

245Prosymna, II, figs. 703-704.
246 Ibid., figs. 194, 869; 252, 1055; 368, 908; 477, 919.
247

AAT-., III, 1917, p. 91, fig. 65, 1 (Ismenion, Tomb 3).
248
Asine, p. 364, fig. 236, 7.
249
1955
14, 6-7

Attica, pl.
(Vourvatsi); lnpaKTlK&,
250Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, p. 395 (catalogue).

(1960), pl. 27, a (Aliki Glyphada).
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This shape rarely bore painted decoration even in the Argolid.251We have one fairly large
and coarse example (XXIV-11) with simple banded decoration. The other two, XXI-7 and
XXXV-4, are in the provincial monochromeware.
3. Jugs with Cut-awayNeck (Forms 34, 36, 37)
Types 132-133: tall piriform shape. Myc. II B-III A:2.
XXXV-1 (1 example).
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Type 135: small early globular jug. Myc. I-III A:1.
VII-19; XVI-7 (2 examples).
Type 136: large globular or globular biconical. Myc. III A:2-B.
VII-18; VIII-5; XXVII-1; 427 (4 examples).

The above seven examples, six of which certainly come from tombs, do not form as unified
a series as do the ewers or beaked jugs. Several different shapes are involved, and in some we
seem to be dealing with local variants. The earliest is clearly XVI-7, a small globularjug, possibly with stippled decoration, from the Lily Bowl Grave; it has close parallels in Myc. II
examples from the Argolid.252The other small jug (VII-19) has been correctly diagnosed
as a "crude imitation in miniature of the 'oinochoe' form," an elegant type usually decorated
with vertical wavy bands.253Of this more conventional Myc. III A:1-2 form, which is known
in Attica,25 we have a fragmentary example, presumably once quite fine (XXXV-1).
Two other fragmentary examples (VIII-5 and 427) have painted decoration of good quality
and should belong to the earlier Myc. III A:2 period. Tantalizingly little of the lip of 427 is
preserved,but it must have been a handsome specimen with a plastic ridge at junction of neck
and shoulder, and plastic bosses arranged like a figure-eightshield probably near the handle.255
VII-18 and XXVII-1, both of rather micaceous clay with dull monochromered glaze wash,
seem clearly local products, the former earlier in shape,256
the latter approachingthe Myc. III B
form with abbreviated cutout at handle attachment and little flare to the rim.

4. Narrow-necked
Jug withStraightLip (Forms25, 29)

Type 112: small globular shape. Myc. III A:2.
X-6; XI-2 (2 examples).
Type 121: narrow-neckedwith handle from below rim. Myc. III B-C :1.
XII-5 (1 example).

The earlier specimens (X-6 and XI-2) are of gritty fabric covered with dull monochrome
glaze relating them to other local products. In a sense they are variations of the monochrome
ewers and jugs with cut-away necks.

251 Two
examples from the Argive Heraion have somewhat more decoration (Prosymna, II, figs. 166, 340; 256, 645). Also
Ch.T., pl. XLII, 42 and an almost identical example from Thebes (AeX-r.,III, 1917, p. 161, fig. 120, 2).
252
Korakou, p. 50, fig. 67, p. 57, fig. 79; Prosymna, II, fig. 681.
253 Ares
Tomb,p. 212. For standard versions cf. C.V.A., Br.Mus. III a, pl. 4, 6 (Ialysos); C.V.A., Br. Mus. II C b, pl, 4, 16
(Maroni); Prosymna, II, figs. 150, 1049; 372, 896; 472, 926-927.
254
Attica, pl. 14, 2 (Vourvatsi); Myk. Vasen, pi. XVIII, 133 (Aliki).
255 The bad
preservation of this vase is an unfortunate loss, for it must have been of a high order and comparable in
quality to the Altar Krater (425) and the octopus kylix (426) found in the same deposit, and like them datable to Furumark's
Myc. III A:2e period. There is enough of the rim with the root of the handle in a non-joining fragment to suggest that it
was cut away; however the location of the bosses with relation to the handle is not certain, and the decoration can be made
out only with the greatest difficulty (see below, p. 250).
256Ares Tomb,p. 212. Cf. Korakou, fig. 67.
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XII-5 from the dromos fill of the unfinished chamber tomb is entirely different. It has the
high narrow neck with splaying lip, the articulated shoulder and handle set below the rim of
the type current in latest Myc. III B to early III C,25 with which dating the pothook spiral
decoration accords.

5. SmallRoundJug withStraightLip (Form25)
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Types 113-115: globular to biconical. Myc. III A:2-C:1.
VII-22; XXI-8; XXXIX-2 (3 examples).
These are rather undistinguished small jugs, obviously related to the larger coarse widemouthed jugs, and like them show little stylistic development in shape. XXXIX-2, of rather
coarse fabric and covered with poor red to brown glaze, is undoubtedly the earliest since it
was found in a child's pit grave with a Myc. III A:2 kylix (XXXIX-1). The banded and more
biconical example XXI-8 may be as late as the beginning of Myc. III B,258 although nothing
else in the tomb would suggest so late a date.259VII-22 from one of the upper burials in the
Ares Tomb does not differ much from this last example, yet it must be about one hundred
years later,26 an indication perhaps of the conservatism of a simple type.
6. CoarseWide-mouthedJugs (Forms 23, 24, 26)
Type 109: plain globular. Myc. I-III B.
VII-20; XV-2; XVI-10; XVII-2; XXIX-2 (5 examples).
Type 105: globular biconical with splaying neck. Myc. III B.
XIV-8; 443; 478 (3 examples).
Type 116: globular with high neck. Myc. III B (-C).
446 (1 example).

These jugs are more than twice as large as in the preceding group (ca. 20 cm. in height
comparedwith 8 cm.) and are of coarse clay either covered with a thin glaze wash or with the
surface merely smoothed (XIV-8; 443 and 478). In one case (446) we have simple banded
decoration.261

In the early examples (VII-20; XV-2 and XVI-10) the neck is low and flaring, more or
less continuous with the shoulder, and the body capacious and well-formed with the greatest
diametersomewhat above the halfway point. XVII-2 with a taller and more sharply articulated
neck and a more ovoid body approachesthe Myc. III B type (Type 105). The heavily rolled rim
of 443 and 478 agrees more closely with specimens found in the fill of the Fountain62 and
should point to the end of III B or early III C.

257Type found in the houses on the North Slope of the Acropolis
(Hesperia, II, 1933, p. 368, fig. 40, b) but apparently not
in the fill of the Fountain, although the rest of the deposit J 10:1 accords closely with the Fountain material and the
pothook spiral decoration of our jug occurs there (Fountain, p. 374, fig. 56 a, p. 397, fig. 78, a, c, d, j). Cf. also a similar jug
from Tomb I: 7 at Asine (Asine, p. 409, fig. 268, 8) dated to Myc. III C:le by Furumark (C.M.P., p. 76).
258 Cf.
Korakou, p. 67, fig. 96, which Furumark assigns to III B.
259 See
below, pp. 213-214. for the sequence of burials in this tomb and the problem posed by the alabastron XXI-9 asso:
ciated with the latest burial by the doorway.
260 The
cup (VII-28), the kalathos (VII-24) and the fragmentary krater (VI-25) are all clearly of early Myc. III C style.
261 This seems to me somewhat different in
shape from the decorated examples of Type 110 (cf. Zygouries,p. 169, fig. 164,
361, 352) where the neck is lower and more articulated from the shoulder. It may show some influence of the Lev.-Myc.
Type 116 (M.P., p. 603) where the neck is about one-third the total height and more splaying. At any rate, it seems later
than the other examples.
262

Fountain, p. 396, fig. 77.
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d) SPECIALIZED SHAPES

Here we have grouped a variety of rarershapes, some of which seem to have had a primarily
ritual purpose, others to have been connected principally with the burials of children, whereas
a third group from domestic deposits concerns the preparation and storage of food.

1. Rhytaand Ritual Vases
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Type 77: small handleless jar. Myc. II B-III A: 1 (-2).
XXIV-1; XXVI-2 (2 examples).

Type 199: conical rhyton, or filler. Myc. I-III B.
445; 447 (2 examples).
Type 201: ostrich-egg rhyton, globular with funnel and vertical handle. Myc. III A-B.
XXI-6 (1 example).
Type 129: small hydria; variant with pierced base. Myc. III A:2-B.
XXVI-1 (1 example).

While one should probably not claim a ritual usage for all the above examples, they either
derive from what seems originally to have been a ritual shape, or have certain peculiarities
which suggest a ritual interpretation.263
XXIV-1 is an example of an early type of handleless globular pot with stippled decoration
which certainly derives ultimately from the rhyton made from a genuine ostrich-egg.24 The
earliest examples are more ovoid and one is still pierced at the bottom, whereas in our example
and in others of the same Myc. III A:1 period the shape is more depressed or globular and
the bottom is solid.265 Probably to be associated with this same shape is the unique and
unfortunately fragmentary pot from Tomb XXVI (2), where the lip flares and has been
serrated to give the effect of the blossom end of a pomegranate.266The shape (P1. 76)
was apparently more ovoid than globular, showing perhaps a conflation of the pomegranate
with the ostrich-egg;the bottom, which is incomplete, seems to have been flat and was probably
not pierced. Although we do not know of any Mycenaean association of the pomegranate with
the dead,267the discovery of this unusual pot in the same tomb with the octopus hydria with
pierced base (XXVI-1) strengthens the idea of a religious significance.
XXI-6 is an example of the piriformjug-like type of rhyton, which seems to have developed
from the Minoan pegtop variety.268Here the lower part is protracted into a hollow funnel
which would have facilitated filling smaller vases but could also have served for ritual drinking
263
Nilsson, M.M.R. discounts the ritual significance of the rhyton, and thinks the only shape for which we can claim a
ritual usage is the narrow-neckedlibation jug depicted on Minoan and Mycenaean signets (pp. 144-145). I fail to see how the
various vases with pierced base-rings and multiple orifices can be explained if they had no religious significance (see Attica,
pp. 55-58).
264
Karo, S.G., pl. CXLI-II. For derivation of this shape from ostrich-egg, see Prosymna, I, pp. 405-406 and M.P., p. 73.
265
The pierced example (Type 76) comes from Tomb 518 at Mycenae (Ch.T., p. 82, pl. I, 32). Furumark, M.P., p. 73,
note 5 points out that his Type 77 has been dated too early and belongs essentially to Myc. II B-III A :1.
266 A resemblance also noted
by A. Akerstrom who agrees that the pot, despite its uniqueness, is clearly Mycenaean and
probably Myc. III A. The technique is excellent, and although the motives of concentric semicircles and fine banding are
unusual at this period, they can be matched in other examples (see below, pp. 228-229). Even the serrated rim is found
on a small pithoid jar from a new Mycenaean chamber tomb on Karpathos, although its excavator Charitonides claims the
cutting to be moder (AT-r., XVII, 1961-1962, pp. 32ff., No. 97, pl. 26 a). This tomb is Myc. III A, and there is a
remarkable affinity between some of its pottery and the Agora material.
267 See the discussion under XXVI-2 with reference to the
Eighteenth Dynasty examples of pomegranate pots and the
revival of the shape in Late Geometric graves. Also A.J.A., LXXIV, 1970, p. 197.
268

M.P., pp. 71-73, fig. 20.
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or libations.269To Furumark's examples one can add a rhyton from Vourvatsi,270two from
Prosymna,271and the Agora vase, so the shape was not a rare one in Myc. III A:2-B.
Of the more common funnel-type of rhyton we have only two fragments (445 and 447), both
from rubbishdeposits. In 445 there is no doubt of the shape, but the surface is poorly preserved
and the decorationconsists merely of encirclingbands; it is probablylate Myc. III B. No. 447 is
much finer and is painted with some form of floral decoration. One might note the relative
popularity of this form in Athens272and in Attica,273a popularity which seems to extend to
ritual vases as a whole. Stubbings has collected a number of other ritual vase shapes, some of
quite elaborate and fantastic design.274Only one of these additional types occurs in the Agora,
the small hydria with octopus decoration and piercedresting surface(XXVI-1) we have discussed
above (p. 125). Furumark seems to have missed the piercings in the examples he cites and
to have combined them with a simpler and more serviceable type (Type 129).275 Those with
intentional holes are, however, all handsome vases with high-quality decoration, in one case
with a clearly ritual connotation: the Ialysos hydria with horns of consecration and double
axes.276Since all come from tombs, one should perhaps associate them with liquid offeringsto
the dead at the time of the funeral rites.277
2. Feeding Bottlesand Askoi

Types 160-161: side-spouted necked jar with basket handle. Myc. III A:2-B.
XIV-6, 7; XXXIX-3; 490 (3 examples).
Type 194: baseless askos. Myc. II B-III :1.
XVI-8 (1 example).
Type 195: based askos. Myc. II A-III C:1.
V-5; VII-21; XVI-9; XVIII-8; XXIV-21; 504 (6 examples).
Both shapes apparently derive from Helladic or Cycladic ancestry, and the askos never beFor the side-spoutedjar the
came standardizedto the same extent as other Mycenaeanforms.278
strong presumptionthat it was used for feeding childrenhas led to the name "feeding bottle,"279
a conclusion supported by the distribution of our examples in children's graves. Three of our
examples come from unequivocal contexts: XIV-6 from the west dromos niche of the Tomb
M.P., p. 71, note 8 and references.
Attica, p. 56, fig. 25, B, pi. 18, 3.
271 Prosymna, II, figs. 261, 1056; 726.
bulk
272 Four
fragments from the Acropolis: Graef, Ant. Vasen, I, pl. 3, 93-94; Fountain, p. 386, fig. 67, 1, m (earlier than
of material from Fountain).
273 Three from Vourvatsi
(Ae-r., XI, 1927-1928, lHapapT.,pp. 65-66, figs. 26, 27; Attica, pl. 18, 5); fragment from Spata
(Myk. Vasen, pl. XVII, 114).
274
Attica, pp. 55-59. In addition to the above types he cites the following:
1) Small jug or hydria with pierced base-ring like our XXVI-1.
2) Another of essentially the same form but with plastic figure-eight shields from Vourvatsi (pl. 18, 4).
also
3) Jug in Berlin from a cave on Hymettos with small replicas communicating with apertures to main vase which is
pierced (pl. 14, 8).
4) Rhyton from Trachones with hollow ring handles pierced to communicate with interior which is also pierced at bottom
(Myk. Vasen, pl. XIX, 137). A similar fragmentary example with pictorial decoration representing a procession has now
been found in the Bronze Age temple on Keos (Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, p. 332, pl. 62, 2).
5) Bucket-like pot from Vourvatsi with pierced base (pl. 18, 6).
275Zygouries,p. 173, fig. 170 (the hole visible in the photograph opposite the main handle is above the resting surface and
seems to be accidental).
276
Ialysos, p. 130, fig. 51.
277
Mylonas, Myc.M.A., pp. 176ff. makes a distinction between funeral rites and an actual cult of the dead.
278
M.P., pp. 34, 102 for feeding bottle; p. 68 for askos.
cist grave);
279
Prosymna, I, p. 444. Note other examples from children's graves, e.g. Asine, p. 355, fig. 232, 2-3 (child's
at
a
shaft
2
in
burial
Eleusis).
grave
4,
(child
'ApX. 'Ep., 1953-1954, pt. 1, p. 39, fig.
269
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of the Niches associated with the skeletons of two children, XIV-7 with the skeleton of a small
child introduced from above after the partial collapse of this tomb, and XXXIX-3 from the
small pit grave of a child. It is likely that the fourth example (490), from a sixth-century
well, came from a disturbed child's grave in the area of the Mycenaean tombs XVIII-XXI.280
Skeletal analysis points to the association of feeding bottles with somewhat older childrenthan
one might expect, namely the five to seven year range, suggestingperhapsthe desire to give some
infantile solace for their journey to the Underworld.281
Feeding bottles were seldom decorated, usually being glazed all over (XIV-7 and 490) or
merely painted with bands (XIV-6 and XXXIX-3), and their dating is therefore difficult.
Furumark282
endeavors to make some sequence from the shape and angle of the spout, whereas
Mrs. Hankey283uses the location of the spout in relation to the handle, but neither system works
too well for our examples, which from their context must be dated to later Myc. III A:2 and
early Myc. III B.284
The askos has an even earlier ancestry, deriving from Early Bronze askoid shapes which in
turn reflect the original skin prototype.285Our one example of the small baseless type (XVI-8),
which often developed along theriomorphic lines, comes from the pit grave of a small girl,
which also yielded a small black handmade askos (XVI-9) with high narrow spout that could
have served for feeding. Indeed, although there is less definite evidence than for feeding bottles,
the association of small askoi with children's burials seems likely.286XVI-9 is quite unstandardized in shape and not Mycenaean in technique; it most likely represents a continuation of
the Middle Helladic repertory into Mycenaean times.287
Our other askoi of the based type (Type 195) are somewhat more canonical, although the
askos never became a really standard shape and seems to have enjoyed a greater popularity in
Attica than in the Argolid.288Our earliest and most elaborate example (VII-21) combines the
vertical spout of the stirrup-vase with the basket handle of the feeding bottle and the vertical
wavy striped decoration of the oinochoe.289In XVIII-8 the high basket handle is retained,
but the shape is more depressedwith the spout obliquely placed; it is covered with a thin black
wash, perhaps in imitation of older examples (e.g. XVI-9). The same is true for V-5, which
comes closer to the more standard form (Type 195) with short oblique spout and loop handle
connecting spout to top of vase. These two examples are small (ca. 9 cm. high). In the larger
examples (ca. 16 cm. high) the handle is even more condensed and completely integrated with
the spout; XXIV-21 is covered with a thin orange wash, whereas 504 is merely smoothed.

280 This well also
yielded a Mycenaean figurine (T 1653) which should be further confirmation for associating 490 with a
child's burial.
281 See Mylonas on the use of terracotta
figurines in children's graves with much the same purpose in mind (Myc.M.A.,
pp. 115-116).
282
M.P., p. 609, Types 159-161.
283
Chalkis, p. 69, where a case is made for the type with spout at right angles to the handle being the earlier.
284 XXXIX-3 from its closed
context and association with a Myc. III A:2 kylix (XXXIX-1) of fairly early type ought
not to be later than the mid to third quarter of the fourteenth century, yet in shape the feeding bottle is closer to the late
example (XIV-7) introduced from above in the Tomb of the Niches than to XIV-6 from the west niche, which must be the
earlier in this tomb. In itself XIV-6 has the flaring spout and more angular handle of Furumark's later type, but the spout
at right angles to the handle which Mrs. Hankey considers the earlier form.
285
M.P., p. 68. See now the E.H. II askos from Lera III (Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, pl. 11, a) which shows that the based
form is also an early invention.
286
Korakou,p. 53, fig. 73, p. 102 (Grave I: "grave of a young girl" with bones poorly preserved); Zygouries,p. 172, fig. 169,
328 (from chamber tomb XXXV which yielded a number of terracotta figurines and a feeding bottle); B.C.H., LXXXII,
1958, p. 671, fig. 4 (child's grave at Aliki).
287 The
only other parallel to XVI-9 that I have found comes from Tomb 18 at the Argive Heraion (Prosymna, I,
p. 453; II, fig. 110, 225) which Blegen describes as "in an inferior kind of grey Minyan ware." He mentions another in crumbling fragments from Tomb 33.
288 Attica,
pp. 52-53 (Stubbings mentions 5 from Vourvatsi, 2 from Kopreza, 2 from the Acropolis and 1 each from Pikermi
and Aliki).
289 Ares Tomb,p.
213, no. 21.
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Type 320: tripod cooking pot or "cauldron."Myc. II-III C.
441 (1 example + uncatalogued fragments).
Type 236: ladle or semiglobular cup with raised handle. Myc. II B-III C.
458; 484 (2 examples).
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Type 334: handleless lid pierced with central hole. Myc. III A-C.
XII-9; XXI-6 (2 examples).
Type 335: conical lid with loop handle; often perforated.Myc. II B-III C.
461 (1 example).

Type 13: pithos with flat base. Myc. III.
462; 463; 464 (3 examples).

Most of our examples are fragmentary,comingfrom rubbish deposits or stratifiedfill, and they
thus have little to contribute to the fuller repertory found by Broneer on the North Slope.
The leg of a tripod cooking pot, 441, belongs to the form represented in more complete
examples from houses built over the northeast stairway and from the fill of the Fountain.290
Although most of our extant examples belong to the latest occupation levels, it is doubtful if
the form had changed much from earlier Mycenaeantimes.291
The ladle, represented by 458 and 484, is also known from the North Slope excavations.292
Characterizedby a high loop handle and a small bowl, which in the earlier examples had a
flat resting surface,293ours and the North Slope examples seem to belong to the later type
with rounded bowl which could only have been hung.
No. 461, of gritty clay like the cooking-pot fabric (see above, p. 119), is apparently part of
a domed lid, originally with loop handle, and perforated with holes about 1 cm. in diameter,
which suggest that it was used in connection with a brazier or incense burner.294
Our other two lids are of the flat-topped variety with a central hole instead of a handle.
XII-9, from the domestic deposit in the dromos of Tomb XII, is large and undecorated, and
would have provided a suitable lid for a large pot such as the coarse amphora XII-7.295An
earlier decorated example (XXI-5) comes from a tomb which had a fairly long history, but its
association in a pit with early alabastra suggests that it ought not to be later than Myc. III
A: 1.296

Of the pithos shape we have the fairly complete undecoratedexample, 464, which is relatively
small, apparentlyhandmade,and equipped with side handles in the mannerof the belly amphora
(Type 58); however, its generally lax shape connects it more closely with the standard pithos
form (Type 13) than with the more organic belly amphora shape. Nos. 462 and 463 are small

290Hesperia, II, 1933, pp. 365ff., fig. 45, a, b. Fountain, pp. 398f., fig. 81, a-b.
Blegen refers to three-legged cooking pots from the L.H. II stratum at Korakou (Korakou, p. 59). Cf. the Myc. III B
example from the House of the Sphinxes at Mycenae (B.S.A., XLIX, 1954, pi. 37, c) with the III B/C examples cited above
(note 290) and the III C examples from the Granary (B.S.A., XXV, 1921-1923, pl. 8, b).
292
Hesperia, II, 1933, p. 371, fig. 44, c; Fountain, p. 382, fig. 64, j-m.
293Zygouries, p. 154, fig. 144.
294 Similar lids without holes were found in the fill of the Fountain and have been associated
by Broneer with the cooking
pots (Fountain, pp. 398f.). Pierced braziersor incense burnersfound in tombs have been connected with fumigation (cf. Ch.T.,
p. 140; Prosymna, I, pp. 259, 455-456).
295 Cf.
examples from the North Slope painted with concentric circles (Fountain, p. 385, fig. 65, a-j) and the undecorated
examples from Zygouries (Zygouries,p. 154, fig. 146).
296 Cf. its decoration with the careless wheel
patterns on two early alabastra (VII-2 and 8: Ares Tomb, p. 205, fig. 5).
291
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fragments of decoratedpithoi, less elaboratethan the examples from the MycenaeanFountain297
or from the Submycenaean well U 26:4, which contained earlier debris from the Acropolis.298
The fragmentary burnished pot, 465, from Well V24:1, seems outside the Mycenaean
repertory and to belong better with the Middle Helladic pithos shape as seen in 362.299
DECORATION
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Although a discussion of the decorative motives can be more general,300even a cursory
tabulation of patterns supports the main conclusion reached on the basis of shapes. Both
repertories are essentially of early derivation going back to the Myc. II B or III A:1 period.
Whereas the deep-bowledkylix (Type 263), the pithoid jar with three vertical handles (Type23),
the beaked ewer (Type 143), and the squat alabastron (Type 82) are typical of the Agora
repertory of shapes, so are the wave or rock pattern (Mot. 32), the curve-stemmed (Mot. 49)
and running spiral (Mot. 46), floral patterns that have not yet become too stylized for recognition, such as the sacral ivy (Mot. 12), the palm (Mots. 14 and 15), the lily (Mot. 9) and the
papyrus (Mot. 11), and marine motives like the argonaut (Mot. 22) and the octopus (Mot. 21)
which came into being in the Late Minoan I B period and the subsequent Palace style. Just
as the stirrup-vase and certain other shapes which characterizethe Amarna koine are atypical
of the Agora material, so is the Myc. III flower (Mot. 18) and the whorl-shell or murex
(Mot. 23), both of which are representedby only a few examples.301Indeed much of the range of
patterns characteristicof developed Myc. III A: 2 and earlierIII B is missing from our material,
and one suddenly encounters later Myc. III B motives on our few fragments which connect
with the much fuller repertory from the North Slope and Mycenaean Fountain.302
A few patterns will be discussed in more detail to illustrate their early nature and to show
how, in some examples, they have been continued or altered along local lines.
The stipple pattern (Mot. 77) is chronologically restricted to Myc. II A-III A:1, and does
not lead to a further evolution. Significantly, our relatively small body of material yielded five
examples, several of which may have been locally produced.303These represent three teacups
(X-4; XL-7 and 9), a globular pot derived from the ostrich-egg rhyton (XXIV-1) and the jug
with cut-away neck (XVI-7).
Although the simple scale pattern (Mot. 70) admits of little development from Myc. II A
through III B, the way in which it is used on our examples (1-2, 9; VII-12; XIV-4; XVI-3;
XVII-1; XXI-1; XXIV-3, 7; XL-11) points to an early date. All are pithoid jars with the
exception of the last example, a strap-handledkrater, and the patterned zone is deep, covering
from one-third to two-thirds of the surface.304
With the exception of XVI-3, the scale is simple

without the interiorelaborationwhich sometimescharacterizesMyc.III A:2 and B scales,305
and this examplehas the simpledotted fillingwhich goes back to Myc.II306and is carelessly
renderedin an apparentlylocal style.

297 Fountain, p. 399, fig. 80. Also cf. the knob decorated with incised radial lines from the North
Slope (Hesperia, VI, 1937,
p. 567, fig. 19, a) with our 463.
98 P 17310-17314 will be discussed by Mrs. Evelyn Smithson in the publication of the Submycenaean and Protogeometric material.
29 Both in fabric and in shape this example seems closer to the Middle Helladic
pithoi discussed above, p. 67.
300 Well over half the vases are undecorated or have simple ornamentation of encircling bands, shoulder net or crosshatching, parallel oblique lines, etc. which of themselves contribute little to a stylistic analysis of decoration.
301

See below, p. 147.

E.g. the antithetic spiral (Mot. 50) on 454 and the panelled patterns (Mot. 75) on 463 and 479.
303 Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, pp. 67, 76.
304Most come closer to a 2:3 ratio, e.g. 1-2, etc.
305
M.P., p. 403, fig. 70, Mot. 70:5.
306
Despite Furumark's dating of this type to Myc. III A:1 there seem several other clear cases of earlier usage, e.g. on
the deep Myc. I-II teacup from Chalkis (Chalkis, pi. 20, 544).
302
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The tricurved arch (Mot. 62) fulfills much the same function as the scale when used to give
an all-over reticulated surface to the deep shoulder zone of pithoid jars. We have only one
example (1-13), but similar occurrencesare known from Rhodes307and the Argolid.308The filling ornaments vary, ours using the unstemmed "waz" papyrus which seems to have been the
original filling.309XII-4 illustrates a much later disintegrated version of the tricurved arch,
where it is used without interior filling and as an isolated motive.310
The ogival canopy (Mot. 13) was another torsional pattern used for deep zones on early
pithoid jars. Although perhaps of ultimate Minoan derivation,311this pattern was developed
especially on the mainland with a strong axial symmetry and was especially common on threehandled jars with horizontally set handles of the Myc. II A and B period (Types 20-21). Our
single example (1-7) is in fabric clearly local (see above, p. 118), and its very simplified and
careless rendering of the ogival canopy contrasts markedly with the best Argolid examples312
which must have been its prototype. The disintegrated version of the ogival canopy, taking
the form of an S-shaped streamer above a band of evenly roundedrock pattern, is found on the
two large squat alabastra (I-5 and 6) from the East Bench of Tomb I.313
Our most common single motive is the solid "wave" or rock pattern (Mot. 32) which occurs
on 23 examples, all squat alabastra with the exception of 410, a spouted bowl of Type 253,
where the pattern is used pendant from the rim. In the alabastra it rises from the curving
wall immediately above the base and frames the shoulder ornament: ogival streamers (1-5 and
6; 489), sacral ivy (VII-4, 5, and 7), rows of dots or dot rosettes (VIII-2; XI-1; XV-3; XXI-2).
In other examples the waves are larger and the shoulder is left blank (VII-6) or they are
treated uncanonically as an open wave (VII-8), in one case (XXI-3) framing a spiral band.
We have only two examples (413, actually one of a pair from the same context) of the elaborate
type of crested wave with dot-outlined border characteristicof the best Myc. II B examples,314
and on ours the fragmentary wheel pattern on the base confirmsthe early date.
Spirals of various types constitute the main decoration of a number of examples, with again
the main concentration of specific forms derivative from Myc. IIB to III A:1. We have no
examples of the early Myc. I-II A tangential spiral band with applied white dots so popular
in the Argolid (Mot. 46:9-13), although a few fragments of teacups with such decoration have
been found on the Acropolis and North Slope.315Our examples of the running spiral are of the
simpler Myc. III A type, the fine running band spiral with "Zwickel" of the kylix VII-16316
and the more conventional line spiral with abbreviated "Zwickel"of the pilgrim bottle III-14,
both careful imported pieces of Myc. III A:1 and III A:2 respectively. Other more carelessly
drawn spiral bands occur on examples which may well be of local workmanship: the straphandled krater, 412, with casual chevron fillings,317the alabastron XXI-3 which combines

Ialysos, p. 160, fig. 87, 1.
Prosymna, II, fig. 718, 157; Asine, p. 382, fig. 249, 1.
309 M.P.,
pp. 392, 261, fig. 33, b, d (Mot. 11, papyrus).
310
Single trefoil arches of earlier ancestry were often used in pictorial compositions to suggest a landscape setting, but the
row of isolated arches had a particularly florid late III B and C:1 development (M.P., p. 391, fig. 68, 19, 20, 28, 30, etc.).
311
M.P., p. 274, fig. 37. Furumark is probably correct in connecting this with the rock pattern and ivy leaf spray of
L.M. I B derivation: note the atrophied ivy leaves still present in some early examples (Mot. 13: 1-2) and the association
of the disintegrated form with the wave pattern on alabastra (Mot. 13: 6, 7, 8).
312
Prosymna, II, fig. 145, 255; N.T.D., p. 43, fig. 46; Ch.T., pl. XLI, 16.
313
N.T.D., p. 93, fig. 104, 1, a and b (same decoration and approximately the same dimensions). This tomb, No. 10, has
furnished especially close parallels to the pottery from our Tombs I (2, 8, 5, 6) and III (tin-incrusted vases 6, 7, 9, etc.).
314
Prosymna, II, figs. 207, 1167-1168; 345, 981, 985; 668, 399; Asine, p. 368, fig. 239, 9; Ch.T., pls. XXVII, 2-3, XLIII,
24, 26. It was also diffused to other parts of the Mycenaean world: lalysos, p. 128, fig. 49; Myrsinochorion,TEpyov,1956, p. 96,
fig. 97, Chalkis, pl. 15, 414 B'.
315 A.P. 392
(Hesperia, II, 1933, pp. 363f., fig. 36, c); A.P. 2960 (Fountain, p. 350, fig. 24, b).
316 This seems to be a combination of the broader band spiral of fresco and metal derivation (Mot. 46:2, 4; cf. Ares Tomb,
pp. 210-211) with the line spiral with "Zwickel" of ceramic derivation (Mot. 46:40-41).
307

308

317 M.P.,

Mot. 46:42-43.
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spiral band with an outline wave, and the kantharos XXXI-2 which does not correctly connect the tangents with the outer convolution of the spiral.318An even greater travesty of the
spiral band occurs on the straight-sided alabastron XXI-9 which has ineptly drawn spirals,
replaced in several cases by a circle with large central dot. The other two examples of running
spirals (452 and 455) are late Myc. III B; both reverse the direction of the spiral, having it
run from left to right, and 452 uses the large central eye of other late examples.319
The double and triple spiral (Mot. 47) forming an isolated motive in the manner of Ephyraean
is symptomatic of the Myc. II B/III A:1 character and influence on much of our
decoration320
material. We find it in triple form on the splendid ewer XXIII-1, a somewhat later version of
the II B ewer from Korakouwith double spiral motives,321and in doubleform on the fragmentary
strap-handled krater (1-14) from the dromos of Tomb I. The triple spiral could be easily pictorialized into a nautilus (Mot. 22), which may account for the popularity of the latter on ewers
of the same type as XXIII-1 (XXXVII-2 and XL-6).322The handle streamers of XXIII-1
and XXXVII-2 also point to an Ephyraean heritage. Just as the ewer shape was perpetuated
in debased monochrome examples (XXIV-8, 9, and 10), so the double spiral occurs on the
shoulder zone of a late Myc. III A/B ewer of local workmanship (XIX-1) as a reminder of
its original derivation.
The curve-stemmed spiral (Mot. 49) is a substitute floral pattern of early range, a kind of
abbreviated lily.323 We find it used either singly or doubly in the shoulder panels of pithoid
jars (1-3; XIV-1; XXIV-4 and 6; 420; and XL-10) in conventional Argolid fashion,34 once
on a squat alabastron (VIII-1) and again on the shallow cup with wishbone handle (432). On
the ewer XXXI-1 it has been pictorialized by the addition of feathery leaves and tendrils in
a bold rather careless style which may connote local manufacture.
The stemmed spiral (Mot. 51) has a later range, and occurs on only one example (XII-5),
the narrow-neckedjug from the dromosfill of the unfinishedchambertomb. Here the hanging or
"pothook" spirals confirmthe generally late III B/C:1 range of this material. Likewise we have
only one example (454) of the antithetic spiral (Mot. 50) which often accompanied the Panel
style in its later phase.
As we have indicated above, our floral patterns belong in most part to an early stage before
complete hybridization and conventionalization set in. Most popular of all is the sacral ivy
(Mot. 12), and in a sense its popularity is a corollary to the popularity of the squat alabastron
and the rock pattern (Mot. 32), for many examples are found in such combination, notably on
the alabastra from the Ares Tomb (VII-4, 5, 7). It also occurs without the wave pattern on
the early squat jug (VII-1) and on the Myc. II deep stemmed cup with high-swung handle
On the straight-sided alabastron
(XVI-2) where only the triple curving stems are preserved.325
XXI-4, the original pattern has been replaced with mere groups of curving triple lines.326
Several pithoid jars of early type make use of the sacral ivy as shoulder decoration: on VII-11
318 The nearest
parallel in Furumark is of Myc. III B date (Mot. 46:53), but both the kantharos shape and the association
in a closed group with the ewer XXXI-1 show that our example cannot be later than Myc. III A:1.
319
M.P., Mot. 46:54, 58-59 (changed direction) and 57 (central eyes). I wonder whether the reversed direction of many of
the late III B-C spiral bands (e.g. Fountain, p. 357, fig. 32, a, p. 368, fig. 45, e, g) was not due to the fact that such shapes
as the krater and the skyphos were inverted on their rims for decoration.
320 See also
M.P., p. 358.
321
Korakou, pl. V.
322 Other ewers with nautili or
triple spirals from Attica: Kopreza ('Eq. 'ApX.,1895, pi. 10, 8), Vourvatsi (Attica, pl. 14, 3),
Salamis (A.J.A., LIV, 1950, pls. I, V). See above, pp. 133-134 and below, p. 146.

323
324

M.P., pp. 361-362.

Prosymna, II, figs. 260, 624; 454, 125; N.T.D., p. 67, fig. 81, 1-2.
It seems likely, however, that these ended in ivy leaves, now obliterated.
326 This is one of the three uncanonical
and presumably local alabastra from this tomb, which seem to represent a slightly
later range than those from the Ares Tomb. The original source of the curving line motive is suggested by the Myc. III
A:1 tankard from Zygouries (Zygouries,p. 138, fig. 130, 1) with vestigial ivy leaves.
325
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it occurs as the main ornament above an abbreviated wave, on III-1 it is combined with
the palm also on curving stem, and on VI-10 it appears in one panel only, dwarfed between
two voluted lilies.
The lily (Mot. 9) appears twice on vases from the Agora. On the beautiful Lily Bowl which
has given its name to Grave XVI, one finds it in its original Myc. II B form as used on
on a spindle whorl from Mycenae,328
and on a fragmentary
Ephyraean goblets from Korakou,327
from
in
thick
As
the
volutes
are
without
fresco
cup
prototypes,
Argos.329
many convolutions,
but the anthers have acquiredseveral cross-barswhich become exaggerated in the later ceramic
style.3 Five lilies on this bowl are placed on triple stems curving to the right, whereas the
sixth has the fleur de lys arrangementwith opposed inward curving leaves or "roots." The total
effect is both graceful and varied. By contrast the lilies on the diminutive III A: 1 jar from the
Ares Tomb (VII-10) are fussy and crowded. Here the volutes have become a pair of opposed
spirals and the anthers have many cross-bars;in two panels the lilies lean to the right on curved
stems, in the third they are opposed with a dwarf ivy between.
Unfortunately, in our two examples of the papyrus (Mot. 11), XXIII-2 and 427, the glaze is
so nearly effaced that it is impossible to be sure of the exact form. Both vase shapes are, however, stylistically early, XXIII-2 a strongly metallic ewer close to the II B example from
Korakou, and 427, a jug with cut-away neck. In both examples the papyrus seems to have
had the openwork tuft of the fresco prototypes, in 427 with opposed volutes, in XXIII-2 the
unvoluted type with framing arcs.331
The ubiquitous Myc. III flower (Mot. 18) which seems to have been a specific III A:2 creation
from several elements (lily, papyrus, etc.),33 is hardly present in our material, and the examples
are late: the large tankard 429 from the bothros deposit 0 7:14,333and the small krater or
skyphos fragments 496 and 498, which have remnants of floral patterns of voluted type which
o to their Myc. III B date.334By including the North Slope and Acropolis
o
seem to correspond
material, one can considerably enlarge the corpus of Myc. III flowers from Athens; however,
these are almost all of late type, and there is little or nothing to indicate the evolution of these
motives on Attic soil from the earlier floral forms represented in the Agora tombs.3 Our few
stirrup-vases,all of which must be earlier than most of the Acropolis examples, are decorated
with concentric arcs (II-1 and XXV-1) or with parallel chevrons (V-3 and 487), both of which
Furumark derives from the multiple stem and tongue pattern (Mot. 19).336
One other floral pattern of more elaborate type remains to be discussed, namely the palm
(Mots. 14 and 15) which occurs on two examples. On III-15 it is used with a large curvestemmed ivy leaf and a Zwickelpapyrus as part of the handle decoration of a big three-handled
327

Korakou, pis. VI, 4, VII, 1.

Ch.T., pi. XXVIII, 16.
B.M.Cat., I, 1, A 782.
330 M.P., fig. 32, Mot. 9:11, 13, 16, 17 (all Myc. III A:l1). The lily does not outlast the Myc. III A:l period, becoming assimilated in the III A: 2 period with the papyrus to form the Myc. III flower of voluted type (Mot. 18). See Furumark, M.P.,
pp. 259, 284ff.
331 Both
belong to the general type of M.P., Mot. 11:23-43 (figs. 33, 34), 427 being probably something like no. 33. The
unpublished drawing (by Piet de Jong) of X Xl 11-2 shows a motive more like nos. 40-43 (Myc. III A:2e) which seems somewhat late for the vase shape. Could it have been more like nos. 23-29 (Myc. II A)?
332 M.P., pp. 284f.
333 Perhaps closest to Mot. 18:82-83 (M.P., p. 293, fig. 45), since it seems to have had a single V-shaped outline with a
curving arc of dashes and an internal anther. This would sugest a Myc. II A: 2 late date.
334For 498 of. M.P., Mots. 18:26 (fig. 42); 36, 39-41 (fig. 44) where some hybridization with the octopus has taken place.
335 Of the 11 stirrup-vases from the Acropolis which were shown me in the National Museum in August 1961, through the
kindness of Mrs. Semni Karouzou, not one had a floral pattern earlier than Myc. III B (Mot. 18:109, 117, 119, 123, 127, 157
were represented). The same conclusion can be drawn for most of the North Slope material (Fountain, p. 386, fig. 67, g, p. 389,
fig. 70, p, q). There are a few exceptions, notably A.P. 1412 (Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 560, fig. 14, n).
338 M.P., pp. 298f. Both the angular form (Mot. 19: 15-25) and the semicircular(Mot. 19: 26-31) seem to have shown some
attraction to the Myc. III flower, especially when used in its place on the shoulder of stirrup-vases.
328

329
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jar. On this vase the palm is relatively small, and is on a curved stem like the ivy; however, the
lower volutes and the knotted trunk are emphasized as in other examples of the Palm I type
(Mot. 14).337The palms on our second example, the Altar Krater (426), are completely different.
They have a triple component at the top, long pendant leaves and conventionalized"roots," and
belong to a type (Palm II) which Furumark derives from glyptic rather than ceramic prototypes.338Interestingly enough most examples of such palms occur on vases of the pictorial style,
of which our vase is an important new example. Because of the popularity of the pictorial style
in the Levant, Furumark suggests that this palm type may have originated in the Eastern
Mediterranean,but it should be rememberedthat such "orientalizing"motives had already entered the Minoan glyptic repertory long before the creation of the Myc. III A:2 pictorial style
and the Mycenaean commercialpenetration of the Levant.339
Our vase with its central altar with horns of consecration (Mot. 36) and probable double
axe (Mot. 35)340standing in an outdoor grove is not only an important addition to the growing
corpus of pictorial-style vases from the Greek mainland341but suggests the essentially ritual
nature of many of the earlier pictorial scenes, for which there may well have been prototypes
on signets.342The same combinationof palms, horns of consecrationand double axe occurs on a
small Myc. III A hydria from Ialysos which has the pierced base-ring of a special ritual class.343
Another Myc. III A krater of the strap-handled type, from Enkomi and now in the British
Museum, omits the palms, substituting boukrania with double axes between repeated representations of horned altars topped by double axes.344The Altar Krater, technically a superb
example, ranks with the finest products of the pictorial workshops,and is most likely an import
from the Argolid during the early III A: 2 period.345
Although the Altar Krater is the only true pictorial-style vase from the Agora, some marine
motives verge closely on the pictorial, particularly in the series with octopus representations,
whereas others like the nautilus or argonaut (Mot. 22) and the whorl-shell (Mot. 23) were used
more or less abstractly. We have already mentioned the close connection between the self337 There are no exact parallels to this palm, but the lower part agrees closely with Mot. 14:12 (Myc. II B) and the upper
part with Mot. 14:6, 8 (Myc. III A:2). Mot. 14:6 should probably be dated earlier than Furumark does; it comes from the
Kopreza krater ('Ep. 'ApX.,1895, pi. 10, 9). I think III-15 should be dated to Myc. III A:l and believe it was re-used from
one of the earlier burials as the container for the remnants of a pyre (see above, p. 102).
338M.P., pp. 278f.
339 See also Archaeology,XIII, 1960, pp. 12-13 with reference to the Enkomi GriffinKrater
(B.M. C 397). This same palm
type is found on the L.M. I Vaphio cup (Marinatos-Hirmer, fig. 178) as well as on ivories from Argos (B.C.H., XXVIII,
1904, pp. 364ff., figs. 21-22), Mycenae (Marinatos-Hirmer,figs. 220-221), and Rutsi (Marinatos-Hirmer,fig. 222) and gems
from Mycenae ('Ep. 'ApX., 1888, pl. 10, 43) and Ialysos (B.M.Cat., Gems, 1926, no. 71, pi. 2).
340 Mylonas (in conversation) has questioned the restoration of the central
object above the altar as a double axe because
he doubts the significance of the double axe for Mycenaean ritual, apart from purely Minoan borrowings (see Myc.M.A.,
pp. 169ff.). However, it is difficult to find something else to restore in this position; it could scarcely have been a palm of
the adjacent type, which would not have had a completely bare shaft.
341 Archaeology,XIII, 1960, p. 10, figs. 6, 8, 10.
To these should be added new material from Tiryns ('ApX.'Eqp.,1956, XpoviK(,pp. 5-8, figs. 10-12, 14), Mycenae (pcpaKT1Kd,
1951, pp. 195-196, fig. 6), Argos (B.C.H., LXXX, 1956, pp. 361ff., figs. 2, 5), the Pylos region (B.C.H., LXXXV, 1961,
p. 705, fig. 6); Aliki Glyphada (Epyov, 1954, p. 10, fig. 8) as well as important late material from Iolkos (B.C.H., LXXXV,
1961, pp. 768f., figs. 20-21) and Perati (B.C.H., LXXXIII, 1959, p. 598, fig. 32).
342 Cf. the
Homage Krater in the Louvre (Karageorghis, A.J.A., LXII, 1958, pl. 99; Vermeule, Gr.B.A., p. 206, fig. 36)
with the Mycenaean gold signet ring from Tiryns (Marinatos-Hirmer,fig. 207 above) where Ta-urt demons with jugs take the
place of the file of soldiers and priest. See also Vermeule on the funerary significance of the chariot kraters (Gr.B.A., pp. 204206).
343lalysos, p. 130, fig. 51. See above, pp. 125, 138.
344 B.M.Cat., I, 2, C 401, which has been
incorrectly described as a loop-handled krater (Type 281), an error which must
have been responsible for Furumark's date of Myc. III B. Through the kindness of Mr. Reynold Higgins, I was able to
examine this vase and can certify that it was a strap-handled krater and probably of Myc. III A :2 date. It apparently
had five boukrania and four altars on each side.
345 I would compare it with the Window Krater from Kourion
(Karageorghis, J.H.S., LXXVII, 1957, p. 269), the Maroni
chariot krater in the Metropolitan Museum (A.J.A., XLIX, 1945, pp. 544ff., figs. 8-10), and a few others of like quality
that I have handled. The krater from Kopreza with dancing women on one side and palms on the other is probably contemporary, but is disappointingly provincial ('E. 'ApX.,1895, pi. 10, 9), see below, p. 249.
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contained double or triple spiral (Mot. 47) and the nautilus, and they are often used interchangeably with much the same effect. One need only compare the ewer with spirals X XIII-1
with the nautilus ewers XXXVII-2 and XL-6, or the strap-handledkrater with double spiral
1-14 with the nautilus krater X L-3. These are all rathersimple "curtailed"versionsin which the
animal's body is minimized and the coils emphasized by many spiral convolutions (XL-3 and
6). Such nautili have good Myc. III A:1 pedigrees and were particularly popular in Attica,346
although known also in Rhodes,347Chalkis,348and Thebes, which has produced one of the
earliest examples.349
Despite their predominantlynorthern distribution, sherds of such nautilus
make it likely that at least the earliest examples
ewersfound in the Atreus bothros at Mycenae350
were imported from the Argolid. The nautili on the magnificent pithoid jar from the Tomb of
the Ivory Pyxides (I-1) are of a differenttype with well-definedbody and tentacles less tightly
coiled. They are not exactly matched in Furumark nor in any example known to me, being
midway between the Myc. II B nautilus on the Thebes ewer (Mot. 22:4) and the more elaborate
versions on the large III A: 2 jars from Rhodes (Mot. 22:11-12). The coil type is early, but the
spiral "eye" and the additional looping tentacle in front resemble the nautili on a jar from
Kameiros.351Ours are apparently the antecedent stage of a type which became popular in
Rhodes.
The octopus or "cuttlefish" (Mot. 21) is found on four of our examples which cover a wide
chronologicalrange and illustrate the development of this motive. Originatingin the L.M. I B
marinestyle, the octopus with its curving tentacles was well suited to the all-embracingtorsional
effect beloved by the Minoans.352Our earliest example, the ewer VII-17, has become more
conventionalizedalong Mycenaeanlines with an axial placement and symmetric tentacles; nonetheless the large naturalistic body, the flamboyant spread of arms and the inclusion of curlicues
suggestive of seaweed preserve something of the earlier marine style, which is enhanced by the
addition of two dolphins. The fabric, as well as the absence of exact parallels, suggests a local
Athenian product of the late Myc. II B period. The deep-bowledkylix, 426, with a large octopus
on each side belongs to a type especially common on Rhodes, where most examples are somewhat later.3 Ours has the large body with four tentacles on each side commonly found on
Myc. III A:1-2 rhyta and amphoroid kraters, rather than the abbreviated version of the
Rhodian kylikes.35 As in many of the Myc. III A:2 (and some III B) specimens, the suckers,
which had originally been suggested by the scalloped or fringed lower edge of the tentacle, are
here replaced by superimposedwhite dots. The same scheme, but with the body also covered
with white dots, is found on the small hydria XXVI-1, where each of the three creatures has
been abbreviated to the two-tentacled version of the stemmed cups.35 This vase, both in shape
and decoration,has close parallelsin the Argolid and should be dated to advanced Myc. III A :2

346 Attic ewers with nautili in addition to
Agora XL-6 and XXXVII-2 (which seems to have motive upside down):
1) Vourvatsi, nos. 141 and similar 143: Attica, pl. 14, 3.
2) Kopreza (Athens, N.M. 3765): 'Ep. 'Apx. 1895, pl. 10, 8.
3) Hymettos: C.V.A., Denmark, III a, pl. 63, 1.
4) Salamis: A.J.A., LIV, 1950, pls. I, V (now in Fogg Museum). See above, note 322.
347lalysos, pp. 211, fig. 134, 10; Annuario, XIII-XIV, 1933-1940, pp. 282, fig. 27; 299, fig. 44.
348
Chalkis,pl. 24, 468.
349AEkr.,III, 1917, p. 199, fig. 143, 1 (Kolonaki, Tomb 26, 7), which must be contemporary with the Korakou ewer (Korakou, pi. V). Others of Myc. III A:l date: AE-r., III, 1917, p. 83, fig. 59, p, p. 94, fig. 68, 2.
350
B.S.A., LIX, 1964, p. 251, pl. 71, d, 1, 2.
351 Myk. Vasen, p. 80, fig. 38. Four spirals (in addition to the "eye") are rare, since one of the upstanding tentacles is usually
dropped when the looping coil in front is introduced; but see lalysos, p. 213, fig. 136, 7 and an unpublished pithoid jar in
the Metropolitan Museum of Art of a size and shape similar to ours.
352For the imported Minoan stirrup-jar with octopus decoration found by Dr. Platon in 1964 in a well on the South Slope
col. 29, pl. 26, a.
of the Acropolis near the Asklepieion see above, p. 113 and AET., XX, 1965, XpovIK&,
353
B.M.Cat., I, 1, A 870-873, pl. XIV and C.V.A., Br. Mus. III a, pl. 5, 24, 26, 29-30.
354 MP., Mot. 21:3-6.
355Close to MP., Mot. 21:10 (without white), 12, 14.
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or transitional III B, i.e. the late fourteenth century. Ourfourth example, 603, is over a century
later, belonging to the Myc. III 0:1 period. Unfortunately, it is a mere scrap; however, there
seems little doubt that the dark heart-shaped form with reserved "eyes" comes from the body
of an octopus of the type commonly found on Late Eastern Myc. III C:1 stirrup-vases.356
The
fringed outline, as well as the end of a tentacle in the upper left, confirms this identification.
The fringed tentacles in this type are quite different from the Myc. III A-B dotted type and
probably reflect renewed Minoan influence in the creation of this late style.357Although known
from an unstratified find from the Dipylon cemetery358this is the only other evidence for a late
octopus stirrup-vase in Athens, compared to countless examples from Perati in eastern Attica,359and it thus does not preclude Desborough's theory of a basic distinction between
eastern Attica and Athens at the close of the Mycenaean period.360
Ourtwo examples of fish or dolphins (Mot. 20), although both occurringin the Ares Tomb, are
at opposite chronological points. Both, however, may reflect indirect Minoan influence. The
dolphins of the octopus ewer VII-17 belong to the L.M. I B-L.M. II marine tradition of the
frescoes and vases361although they have too many fins and curiously inverted forked tails. The
same juxtaposition of octopus and paired dolphins had a long tradition in Mycenaean art, for
they occur on alternate squares on the stucco pavements at Tiryns and Pylos.362The rather
crudely drawn outline fish with interior wavy lines on the kalathos VII-24 from one of the
latest burials of the upper burial stratum of this tomb ally themselves more closely to the Late
Eastern pictorial style, for which Minoan influence has rightly been assumed.363
Of the murex or "whorl-shell" (Mot. 23) which was one of the most popular motives in
Myc. III A:2 and III B we have
haonly two small scraps. No. 424 comes from a kylix decorated
with vertical murex; although incomplete, the relatively full and curved whorl suggests a transitional III A:2-B date rather than developed III B. No. 440, from a loop-handledkrater, has
the solid-tailed murex of advanced III B type.364The infrequency of the murex pattern at
Athens, where it also occurs only rarely in the Acropolis and North Slope material,365seems
to be of some significance in attempting a reconstruction of the history of Mycenaean Athens
and her relations with the Argolid.

4. HISTORICAL CONCLUSIONS

Despite the Athenian claim to being autochthonous,366our study of the Agora material
certainly suggests that changes or reinforcements of population took place within the two millennia we have considered. The dominantly Anatolian Late Neolithic population may have
356

Desborough, L. Mycs., pl. 6 (Mouliana, Naxos and Perati).

357M.P., pp. 192, 304.
358

Ath. Mitt., XXXII, 1907, pl. 25, 1, p. 187.

359Perati: 'Epyov, 1954, pp. 10f., figs. 10-11; B.C.H., LXXXV, 1961, pp. 631 ff., figs. 5-6, 8-9;
B.C.H., LXXXVI, 1962,

pp. 658ff., fig. 18, 892; Desborough, L. Mycs., pl. 6, c-d. Keratea and the Porto Raphti Road: Attica, p. 23, fig. 8, pl. 2, 3.
360 See
below, p. 154. and notes 416-418.
361
M.P., p. 193.
362Pylos, I, figs. 163-165; Tiryns, II, pp. 229-231, pls. XIX, XXI.

363M.P., pp. 456-459;
Desborough, L.Mycs., pp. 7ff.
M.P., Mot. 23:10, 18.
365 Four sherds with murex shells were
noted among the North Slope material: A.P. 1106 (Myc. III B kylix rim), 2790
(III B tankard fragment, Fountain, p. 374, fig. 56, f), 2977 (III A kylix fragment with diagonal murex, Fountain, p. 350,
fig. 24, g), 3208 (III B skyphos fragment with vertical murex). From the Acropolis one sherd only with murex is illustrated
(Graef, Ant. Vasen, I, pl. VI, 201: Myc. III A kylix with horizontal murex), but several more are mentioned: nos. 89 and 91
(rim fragments of kylikes with vertical murex shells), 93 (fragment of conical rhyton), 138 (skyphos). In short, the stylistic
range of the Agora material seems essentially earlier than the popularity of the murex, and the North Slope and Acropolis
material by and large later.
366Thucydides I, 2.
364
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remained during the Early Bronze Age, with some renewed influence from the Cyclades and
from the neighboringareas to the south and north.367Without stratified habitation layers, which
are entirely absent, we cannot tell whether the new elements that characterize Lema IV
(247-249; 252) were the result of infiltrationor representviolent upheaval as they did at Lerna.
A parallel with more near-by Eutresis36 would suggest that if there was a catastrophe at
Athens, it came with the introduction of Middle Helladic culture. Although here too we are
dealing not with a habitation stratum but with pottery found mostly in wells and rubbish
deposits, the abundanceof Minyanware and the depth of road metal associated with this period
in the central Agora support the conclusion that Athen was thickly settled and an important
site for the MiddleHelladic invaders. Accordingto the best informed opinion, these people were
Greek speakers and the basic substratum of the Attic language should have been introduced
at this time.36 Minyan ware has been found on the Acropolis370
and, if one can judge from the
other
at
to
acropolis sites, one may assume that the
continuity of Middle Helladic Mycenaean
Athenian Acropolis was already chosen for a ruler's house.371Of course, with the subsequent
alterations and denudations of the rocky outcrop this conclusion must remain conjectural.
We have far more evidence for the succeeding period when Athens became part of the
Mycenaeanworld and the Acropolisthe site of a Mycenaean palace, and yet here too a number
of problems remain. Although there need not have been, and indeed there probably was not,
any substantial change in population from Middle Helladic, Athens could not have developed
as she did without considerable outside influence. In order to appraise the nature of this
transformationfrom MiddleHelladic "burg"to Mycenaeanpalace and citadel, one must briefly
postulate certain basic premises about Mycenaean civilization as a whole. If we divide it
chronologicallyinto six critical phases,372we may note:
1. The Shaft Grave period which overlaps Middle Helladic and runs into or through Late
Helladic I. By no means characteristic of all sites, this period is mainly confined to the
Argolid, where it occurs most lavishly at Mycenae in the tombs of both grave circles.
However, a comparablephase seems representedin the western Peloponnesosin the earliest
tholoi. Throughcontact with the brilliant Minoancivilization, whether by trade piracy, or
exchange of population ata few centers, the simple Middle Helladic culture was suddenly transformed,and remained under its spell for the next four hundred years.
2. The Early Palace period, beginningin Late Helladic I but especially characteristicof Late
Helladic II, exemplified by Palace style pottery, by the foundation of a number of new
palaces far distant from Mycenae yet culturally linked, and by the occurrenceof tholos
for aristocracy and
individuals.
tombs
ha
tombs for royalty and chamber
toorddinary
3. The Mycenaean occupation of Knossos exemplified by the Linear B archives and a warrior aristocracy. This period which terminated in the final destruction of Knossos as a
palace seems to run from ca. 1450 to 1380 B.C.(i.e. Myc. II B-III A:1).

See above, pp. 20, 54.
Caskey, Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, pp. 285-303, especially, pp. 299-303.
with the Early Helladic
389 The pre-Greek place-names such as Lykabettos, Hymettos, etc. have usually been associated
stratum. See J. Haley and C. Blegen, "The Comingof the Greeks: The GeographicalDistribution of Pre-Greek Place Names,"
A.J.A., XXXII, 1928, pp. 141ff. For a convenient summary of the latest evidence and bibliography, see Vermeule, Gr.B.A.,
pp. 60-64, 70-72.
370 Graef, Ant. Vasen, I, pp. Iff. (See above, p. 53, note 10.) It is probably accidental that not more was saved.
371
E.g., Mycenae, Tiryns, the Argive Heraion, Berbati and most sites in the Argolid, as well as Brauron, Thorikos and
Athens in Attica. See Alin, Fundsqttten, passim.
72 For a recent
appraisal of the historical phases of Mycenaean, see Vermeule, Gr.B.A. Chapters IV and V (pp. 82-155)
deal essentially with our first three phases, ChaptersVI and VII (pp. 156-231) with our fourth, and ChapterVIII (pp. 232279) with our fifth and sixth. Although not divided and designated in quite the same way, the historical implications are
similar.
367

368
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4. The overseascommercialexpansionto Egypt, Cyprusand the Levant,whichwasprimarily
a phenomenonof the Argolidand involvedthe great potteries alreadyactive there. Beginningbeforethe destructionof Knossos,but gaining momentumthereafter,this expansionrunsfromthe Amana periodthroughmost of the reignof RamesesII (i.e. from
ca. 1400or 1880to 1240or 1230B.C.)and embracesthe Myc.III A:2 and the III B (with
the exceptionof its latest phase)potterystyles.
5. A period of retrenchmentof overseasactivities and concentrationon constructionof
elaboratecitadel defenses,including such features as undergroundcisternswithin the
walledfortressesto withstandsiege. Theseactivitiesfallprimarilyin the secondhalf of the
thirteenthcentury,and culminatedin widespreaddestructionor abandonmentof many
Mycenaeansites about1200B.C. whenthe Myc.III B potterystyle was givingway to III 0.
6. A periodof break-upof Mycenaeancivilizationinto regionalstyleswith somenewelements
comingin. Along with some reoccupationof old sites, there were new foundations,the
resultof dispersalof population.This periodshouldbe dated to the first half or most of
the twelfth century.

Beforeattemptingto evaluatethe Athenianevidencein termsof these criticalphases,a word
of caution should be voiced. One must rememberthat our conclusionsderive from an incompletelypreservedrecord,owingto the Mycenaeanlevels being more disturbedat Athens
than at purely"prehistoric"
sites. As we have mentionedearlier,ourinformationcomeslargely
fromtwo distinctsources,the Agoratombs and theirpotteryon the onehand,andthe Acropolis
architecturalremainswith associatedpottery on the other, and these two do not completely
dovetail. Furthermore,in evaluatingthe evidencefrom pottery, certainbasic tenets, which
resultnot merelyfroma study of Mycenaeanpottery in Athens,but fromotherregionalareas,
should be formulated.Althoughsubject to differencesin interpretation,373
the followingasseem
me
to
sumptions
justified:
1. The consistentdevelopmentof Mycenaeanpottery throughits manifoldstylistic phases
took placein the Argolid,and one cannotassumespontaneousoriginin variouscenters.
2. Tradecoulddiffusethese styles to distantregions,but unlesstrade relationswerekept up,
there wouldbe a gap in development.Tradepreferencescould also affect the frequency
of certaintypes, for examplethe pictorialkratersin the Levant.
8. Mycenaeancolonialoutposts,such as Rhodes and the northerncenterswe shall consider,
originallyimportedpotteryfromthe Argolid,and kept up the importationto some extent, but graduallyevolvedtheirown local pottery styles, which werebasedprimarilyon
potteryof the stage in whichthey were "founded."
4. Sucha local potterydevelopmentcouldbe reallyupdatedonly by renewedcontactswith
the Argolid,in a moreintimateway than by a few casualimports.

What historicalconclusionscan we now draw for MycenaeanAthens?It seemsself-evident
that Mycenaeanculturealreadyevolved(one might almost say like a full-grownAthenafrom
the head of Zeus)cameto a site whichwas still in a dominantlyMinyanMiddleHelladicstage.
Thereis no evidencefor an evolutionaryphasecorresponding
to the ShaftGraveperiod.Minoan
373 In general, opinions
vary between those who consider the Argolid unique in creating the style and controlling its
development down through the end of Myc. III B, mainly through the export of pottery (Archaeology,XIII, 1960, pp. 4-13,
and Desborough, L.Mycs., pp. 217ff.) and those who see regional styles developing within Myc. III A and B. While some of
the latter undoubtedly took place, it is my contention that such products can be recognized as provincial and that the full
range of shapes and motives could have been created only in one center and could not have developed simultaneously in
several independent regions. Recent technological studies are showing the identity of clay in vases found in Cyprus and in the
Argolid, even though some scholars have considered their pictorial decoration a Cypriote creation (see H. W. Catling and
A. Millett, "A Study in the CompositionPatterns of MycenaeanPictorial Pottery from Cyprus,"B.S.A., LX, 1965, pp.
212-224).
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imports are negligible, and there is little indication of Mattpainted imitations of Minoanshapes
and motives such as are known from Korakou, Aegina, and even Eleusis which seems to
follow a different pattern from Athens.374In fact, from our material one would conclude that
Athens remainedwithin a Middle Helladic horizon throughout the Shaft Grave period or most
of the sixteenth century.
There is nothing distinctively Late Helladic I from the Agora, and little or nothing from the
Acropolis which must be assigned to this stage.375Nonetheless, by the Early Palace period
(our second phase), enough imported Mycenaeanpottery of high quality has been found to indicate the establishment of a Mycenaean palace on the Acropolis,376and additional fragments
from the North Slope substantiate this conclusion.377Nothing of this stage has been found in
the Agora, but some of the earlier tombs have vases in a local style which presuppose the
existence of Palace style prototypes, notably the jar with ogival canopy decoration from the
Tomb of the Ivory Pyxides (1-7) and the marine-style ewer from the Ares Tomb (VII-17).
Where were these early dynasts buried? Surely not in any tomb that has so far been located
in the Agora, for none has material that goes back to this Myc. II A stage, and furthermoreon
the analogy of Argolid practice one would expect royalty to have been buried in a tholos tomb.
Unfortunately, no trace of one has ever been found, and if there was one (as I think likely),
it probably no longer exists, because of the intensive occupation of Athens. The likelihood of a
now-vanishedtholos tomb in Athens is strengthenedby the fact that easternAttica has produced
three tholos tombs of this period (L.H. I-II), two at Thorikos378and one at Marathon.379If
Athens was without a tholos, one would have to assume that she was backwardin comparison
with the east coast. This, however, may have been true for this period, since it seems quite
likely that the early Mycenaeannorthernexpansionwas a coastal phenomenon,involving settlers
making their way by sea from the Argolid or Corinthia across the Saronic Gulf and around
Cape Sounion and thence into the straits of Euboia and on into the Gulf of Volo. One can plot
along this route a string of early Mycenaeancoastal settlements-Thorikos, Brauron,Marathon,
and finally the harbor Neleia and the palace site Iolkos382in
Dramesi380in Boiotia, Chalkis,381
374 Our
Mattpainted derivatives of Minoan shapes, e.g. 328 and 888, seem to have come second-hand through the Cyclades
rather than through direct imitation of Minoan models, and their decoration is quite un-Minoan. Three sherds from the
Acropolis (Graef,Ant. Vasen, I, pl. II, 27-29) with runningspiralsare closerto Blegen's ClassB II and D I of MiddleHelladic III
(cf. Korakou, p. 26, fig. 36, p. 33, fig. 47, pl. II), but we have nothing that corresponds to the Keftiu cups and double axe
motives of Korakou, pl. III, 4, 7, and the transitional class where Minoan shapes and motives were rendered in Mattpainted
technique is completely lacking. This is not true at Aegina (Aigina, figs. 28-29) or Eleusis (lTpalcrK&,1953 [1956], pp. 77ff.,
1955 [1960], pp. 67ff.) which seem to have been more in the mainstream in the Shaft Grave period.
375 I noted three sherds from the North Slope which could be Myc. I, namely A.P. 2958, 2959 and 2960 (Fountain, p. 350,
is
fig. 24, a, f, b), of which only the last seems more likely Myc. I than II. Most of the earlier material from the Acropolis
Palace style (see below, note 376), but a few fragments may be transitional I-II A, notably the deep teacup with double axes
(Graef, Ant. Vasen, I, no. 67) and fragments with "hatched loop" or "tennis racket" pattern (ibid., pl. II, 36, 39 [unillustrated]).
376 Published in Graef, Ant. Vasen, I, some of which were inspected by me in the National Museum in August, 1961. It
is difficult to ascertain exactly where on the Acropolis given pieces were found. Important are the three-handled jars with
bands of curved stripes or tortoise-shell ripple (ibid., no. 32; pls. II, 42, III, 71), sherds with ogival canopy pattern (ibid.,
pls. II, 40, III, 60), fragmentary Palace style jars with palm trees (ibid., pl. III, 57, 58), fragment with an ivy leaf (ibid., pl. II,
marine
59), the shoulder of a large ewer comparableto the Marseillesewer with marine decoration (ibid., pl. II, 45) and similar
of a
a
walls
few
Graef.
cited
at
exact
have
by
Acrop.)
assigns
(Myc.
Several
Iakovides
Mycenae
parallels
fragments (46, 47).
single small building north of the Erechtheion to this period (L.H. I). See Broneer, Gnomon,XXXV, 1963, p. 709.
377
Hesperia, II, 1933, p. 364, fig. 36 and A.P. 341, 392, and 1275 (not illustrated); Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 560, fig. 14, p
(A.P. 1414: fragment from a large vase with foliate band); Fountain, p. 350, fig. 24, c, n, y (A.P. 2963. 2967, and 2978).
378 An oval tholos and a round tholos excavated by Stais between 1888 and 1893 ('Ep. 'Apx., 1895, cols. 221-234;rnpcktrKd,,
1893, pp. 12ff., pl. 2) which are dated by their pottery to Myc. I-II. See now the two new tombs discovered during recent
Belgian excavations: I, another oval tholos; II, a built rectangular tomb (Thorikos, 1963, I, pp. 27-46).
see
379
lnpcnnK&, 1932, pp. 28-43; 1933, pp. 31-46; 1934, pp. 29-30; 1935, pp. 102-106. For horses sacrificed in the dromos,
583ff.
'Epyov, 1958, pp. 23ff., and for dating of tomb to the end of L.H. II, see B.C.H., LXXXIII, 1959, pp.
380
B.C.H., LXXX, 1956, p. 295 (Aulis); Blegen, Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, 1949, pp. 399ff.

381Chalkis, pp. 49ff., pls. 15-25; B.S.A., LXI, 1966, pp. 59-60.

1956, pp. 43ff.; 1957, pp. 31f.; 1960, pp. 55ff.; 1961, pp. 51ff.; B.C.H., LXXXI, 1957, pp. 592f.; LXXXII,
749.
1958, p.
Archaeology,XI, 1958, pp. 13ff.
382TEpyov,
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the Gulf of Volo which must have been the goal. Most of these seem to belong to a slightly
earlier horizon than is attested for Athens, and one might argue that Athens first became important with the overland northern expansion to Boiotia and the foundation of the Kadmeion
in Late Helladic II.383Whether the east coast had priority or not, one certainly cannot claim
Athenian synoecism or even domination of Attica in early Mycenaeantimes.
The widespread "Mycenaeanizing"of Athens seems to have fallen in the second half of the
fifteenth century, when pit graves and chamber tombs with full Mycenaean inventories and
belonging to ordinary individuals are found in the Agora cemetery. These contain imported
Myc. II B vases (e.g. XVI-1 and 2; VII-1, 4 and 14) as well as local imitations of II B types
(e.g. some of the alabastra from the Ares Tomb, VII-2 and 3). Furthermore, the strength of
the II B-III A:1 ceramic tradition in Athens is attested by the popularity and persistence of
deep-bowled kylikes of Ephyraean shape, squat alabastra, pithoid jars of early form, ewers,
strap-handled kraters, etc. This period coincides with our third phase of Mycenaeanhistorical
development, namely the period of the Warrior Graves and militarist dynasty at Knossos. Is
it purely accidental that Athens is now drawn more fully into the mainstream of Mycenaean
affairs?
The Tomb of the Ivory Pyxides is here instructive, for it belongs precisely to the period
coinciding with the "last days of Knossos," and might suggest the tomb of an aristocratic
"princess" whose family had been deeply involved in the affairs of the Mycenaeans at Knossos. While most of the pottery is clearly imported from the Argolid, certain features suggest
more intimate connection with Crete at the end of Late MinoanII. This is particularly true
of the tomb itself with its regular planning, symmetrical rockcut benches and floor cist with
slate slab, features which are best paralleled in the rockcut Tomb of the Double Axes and the
built tombs at Isopata.384One might note furthermore the Minoan-Mycenaeaneclecticism
of the large ivory pyxis with its Minoan flying gallop, crested griffins, and wind-swept treeeither the work of a Mycenaean artist well-schooled in the Minoan tradition or less likely of a
Minoan artist producing for a Mycenaean client. A further link binding Athens to the Argolid
and to Knossos at this particulartime is the practice of tin-incrusted pottery, which occurs in
two fragmentary kylikes from Tomb I as well as in the full "imitation silver" service of a
dozen vases from the slightly later Tomb of the Bronzes. As we have suggested elsewhere,385
this practice is especially characteristic of aristocratic tombs of the warrior elite at mainland
palace sites as well as at Knossos in its latest palace period. Another parallel with this cultural
milieu is furnished by the two wooden coffins recently discovered in Tomb XL; as Mrs.Vermeule has noted, the use of coffins or larnakes has a longer and better attested tradition in
Crete and traces of wooden coffins have been noted in several of the new Warrior Graves at
Knossos.386Suggestive too is the man apparently wearing a bull mask on the gold signet ring
(VIII-6) from a disturbed tomb very little later than this period; to him we shall return
when we consider the legendary tradition.
In the period following the destruction of Knossos, our fourth phase, which saw Mycenaean
overseas expansion to the Levant, Athens seems to have taken little part. We noted the infrequency of developedMyc. III A :2 shapes such as the stirrup-jar,the straight-sidedalabastron,
the smaller pithoid jar, etc., shapes which form the mainstay of the Amarna koine, as well as
the decorated stemmed kylikes so popular in the Argolid and Rhodes, and the Myc. III flowers
and murex shells which form their characteristicornament. While one gets occasional examples
of these koine types, e.g. the pilgrim flask (III-14), the stirrup-jars(II-1 and V-3), the pithoid
383
'Apx. 'Eq., 1930, p. 32; TpaKtnK&,1929, p. 61. See Ain, Fundstetten, pp. 118f.
above, p. 100 and note 30.
385
Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, pp. 381-396.
386Ibid., pp. 69-72 and references to coffins in Warrior Graves.
384 See
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jars (XVIII-1, XXIII-3, XXXVI-1, etc.), the angularpyxis (XXVIII-1 and 414), these do not
representthe dominant Agora style, which is essentially a continuation of Myc. II B-III A: 1. In
the locally produced deep-bowled kylikes and ewers in an inferior "red wash" ware, it might
really be termed "sub-III A: ." Even more rarely do we get an example of the earlier III B
development, e.g. the flat-topped stirrup-vase (XXV-1) and a few kylix sherds with vertical
murex design (424).
If, however, one turns to Attica as a whole, the picture is radically and surprisinglydifferent.
Using the material collected by Stubbings,387one notes a widespread distribution of chamber
tomb cemeteries throughout Attica. While some of these contain pottery comparable to the
earlier stage represented in the Agora (deep-bowled kylikes,388teacups,389strap-handled kraters,390nautilus ewers391)these are concentrated at a few sites on the west coast392and in the
in the Mesogeia. But this is just the beginning of
earlier tombs at Vourvatsi393and Kopreza394
the series. Decorated kylikes of III A :2 types known from the Argolid and Rhodes are common
at Vourvatsi and Pikermi395
whereas they hardly occur in Athens.396Furthermore,the late III
A:2 and early III B type with vertical murex shells and stylized flowers is relatively common.397Even more striking is the widespreaddistribution of stirrup-vaseswhich run from early
III A :2 down to III C.398This fact, in conjunctionwith the almost complete absence of the squat
constitutes a radical difference between the Attic and Agora tomb series.
or round alabastron,399
In short, it appears likely that the Mycenaeanexpansion into central Attica took place largely
in the period followingthe destruction of Knossos, and brought with it the style of the Myc. III
A:2 koine. This, in turn, partially lapsed into local imitations (a kind of "sub-III A:2" style)400
but seems to have kept abreast of Argolid Myc. III B developments more fully than our
material from the Agora would indicate.401
Thus, from the mid-fourteenth to the mid-thirteenth century, there is ample evidence for
widespread Mycenaean settlement in Attica and little to indicate the overall domination of
Athens. The occurrence of a tholos tomb at Menidi,402with pottery that seems to run from
Myc. III A-B, reveals that Athens tolerated a rival prince only fifteen kilometers to the north
at the ancient site of Nemesis.403And to the same period apparently belongs the triple chamber
tomb at Spata404in the eastern Mesogeia, a tomb which in its elaborate plan and wealth of
ivories and other ornaments is surely not inferior to our Tomb of the Ivory Pyxides.
387

Attica, pp. 1-75.

Ibid., pl. 4, 4 and 6 (Vourvatsi); 6, 4 (Kopreza).
pl. 8, 1-2 (Vourvatsi).
390
Ibid., pl. 10 ,1 (Vourvatsi) and 'Ep. Apx., 1895, pl. 10, 9, 9 a (Kopreza).
391
Attica, pi. 14, 3 (Vourvatsi). See also references above, p. 146, note 346.
392 Aliki:
Myk. Vasen,pls. XVIII, XIX (from earlierunscientific excavations);TnpacnK&,1955 (1960), pp. 78-99, pls. 27-28;
'Epyov, 1954, p. 10; 1955, pp. 24f.; 1957, pp. 14f. Varkisa: Antiquity, XXXIV, 1960, pp. 266ff., pl. 35; B.C.H., LXXVIII,
1954, p. 110. Vari: C.V.A., Robinson Coll. III A, pl. 8, 2.
393See above, notes 388-391.
394 'E,.
'Apx., 1895, pl. 10; Attica, pls. 8, 11; 12, 7; 14, 4.
395Ibid.,
pls. 4, 7, 9, 10-12, 15; 5, 1 (Vourvatsi); 7, 5-6 (Pikermi).
396See above, pp. 127-128.
397
Attica, pls. 4, 8, 14 (Vourvatsi); 6, 11, 12 (Markopouloand Vari).
398
Ibid., pp. 12-24, pls. 1-3. Early specimens: pl. 1, 5, 7, 10-11 (Vourvatsi).
399Stubbings, ibid., pp. 42f. knew only one example of the flat type and "about eight" of the round. See pl. 11, 2, 5
388

389 Ibid.,

(Pikermi).
400
Ibid., pp. 35-36, fig. 15, pi. 9, 1-9, 15 (a deep cup with one horizontal handle, in shape related to our X-4, decorated
with a zone of debased Amama-type linear pattern, which relates it with our mug XXV-2).
401 The panelled
pl. 10, 5, 10-11) should be noted, although they
skyphoi from graves at Vourvatsi and Kopreza (ibid.,
need not be earlier than the earlier examples from the Mycenaean Fountain.
402
bei Menidi, 1880; Myk. Vasen, pp. 39-40, pi. XXI, 151; Jahrb., 1898, pp. 13ff.; 1899,
Das Kuppelgrab
pp.~
G. Lolling,
Myons
90f. H.
My...
pp. 18-14
~~~
pp. 103ff.; Mylonas, Myc.M.A., pp. 181-184.
403 R.
Hope Simpson, "Nemesis," B.S.A., LIII-LIV, 1958-1959, pp. 292f.
The
404 Ath.Mitt., II, 1877,
pp. 261-276; B.C.H., II, 1878, pp. 185-228, pls. XIII-XIX; Myk. Vasen, pp. 35-37, pl. XVII.
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When then did Athens become the most important Mycenaean site in Attica? I feel that
this took place essentially in our fifth phase. The Acropolis was the largest and most easily
fortified habitation site in Attica and therefore in the period of Mycenaean retrenchment and
fortification it became the citadel par excellencefor this region, rivalling in the strength of its
Pelasgian walls and in its enclosed area40 the citadels of the Argolid. Was this due merely to
Athenian initiative or was Athens chosen as part of a central Mycenaean plan to defend the
whole southeastern part of Greece north of the Isthmus from threatened attack? The parallel
development of fortifications at Athens and Mycenae,46with their specialized art of Cyclopean
or "Pelasgian" masonry, projecting bastions by the main entrance, and underground secret
water supplies at both sites,407might rather indicate a kind of pan-Mycenaeanstrategy, with
which the construction of a wall across the CorinthianIsthmus would accord.408This latter conclusion, that is, a master plan involving Athens, is suggested also by the suddenly renewed contact with the Mycenaean pottery of the Argolid in its developed Myc. III B phase, the Panel
style, which, if we read the evidence correctly from the Agora and the Acropolis,abruptly updates the Athenian ceramic development. Admittedly, some of our material may be missing
(such as a later part of the cemetery in the undug area to the north of the Athens-Peiraeus
Railway), but it is hard to envisage the development of the pottery from the Fountain without
assuming wholesale involvement with the affairs of the Argolid in its last period of fortification,
an involvement such as had not existed since the early fourteenth century and the last days
of Knossos.409
These defensive preparationswere of little avail as far as the Argolid citadels are concerned.
Both Mycenae and Tiryns show widespread destruction by fire at a time when Myc. III B was
giving way to III C, i.e. at the end of the thirteenth century, and other sites without fortifications were abandoned.410
Although Mycenaewas reoccupied and experiencedanother catastrosome
later
in
the burning of the Granary,the centralized Mycenaeanpalace era
phe
fifty years
had essentially closed and there had begun a dispersal of population to Achaia, Kephallenia,

of the tomb should go back to the early fourteenth century, if not earlier (see Furumark, C.M.P., p. 70 for two main periods of use). The gold ornaments, ivory pyxis lid (B.C.H., II, 1878, pl. XIV, 1), and bronze arrowheads comprise the
only
Attic parallels to the objects from our Areopagus Tombs I and III and the Ares Tomb (VII). Furthermore, there are
pieces
of genuine pierced boar's tusks as well as glass paste imitations, and the former at least should point to an early date. However,
the tomb undoubtedly continued in use well down into Myc. III B, and to this later period should be assigned the often
reproduced ivory plaques and warrior head (Marinatos-Hirmer,figs. 215-216).
405 Mylonas, Myc.M.A., gives the perimeterand walled area of the three main citadels as follows:
1) Mycenaeca. 30,000 sq. m.
and 900 m. perimeter (p. 16); 2) Athens ca. 25,000 sq. m. and 700 m. perimeter (p. 37); 3) Tiryns ca. 20,000
sq. m. and 725 m.
perimeter (p. 11). Gla (p. 43) was much the largest with a walled area of 200,000 sq. m. and a circuit of ca. 3,000 m., but it
seems to have served a different purpose from the others, "a common refuge in time of war or invasion" for the
people of
the Copaic basin (p. 44). This also, like Athens, seems to belong to one period, and could perhaps be construed as
part
of the same strategy that led to the fortification of the Acropolis and the construction of the Isthmian wall (see below,
note 408).
408 Iakovides, Myc.
Acrop., distinguishes three phases for the Mycenaean Acropolis with the fortification walls belonging to
the third: Phase I (pp. 69-70, figs. 5-6) with a small building near the Erechtheion which he dates to L.H. I-II; Phase II
with supporting walls for five terraces on which the palace was located and the northeast
stairway (pp. 71-105, fig. 16)
dating to Myc. III B; and Phase III (pp. 106-204, fig. 38) with the Cyclopean citadel walls, the blocking of the Postern Gate
and the construction of the Fountain all placed in the later III B period, i.e. the second half of the thirteenth
See
also Broneer, Fountain, pp. 416-429 (and articles cited above, note 106), who, however, assumed an earlier century.
stage of the
citadel wall connected with the postern gate. Also Alin, Fundstdtten,pp. 99-103.
407See above, 112, and note 105.
p.
Mylonas, Myc.M.A., pp. 11-45.
408
Broneer, Antiquity, XXXII, 1958, pp. 80ff.; Hesperia, XXVIII, 1959, p. 334. The fact that this wall was intended as a
trans-Isthmian defense has been doubted by some: Mylonas, Myc.M.A., pp. 219-220; Vermeule, Gr.B.A., p. 264. Its intended
purpose and dating to the late III B period have recently been reaffirmedby Broneer, "The Cyclopean Wall at the Isthmus
of Corinth," Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, pp. 346-362, who stresses the "co-operative action
implied in such an undertaking" and
the probability that this was prompted by the beginning of the Dorian Invasion
(pp. 357f.).
409 Although Broneer (Fountain, pp. 346ff.) has pointed out several specifically Athenian shapes (Shape 8: p. 378,
fig. 59,
and Shape 15: p. 384, figs. 65, 66, a), the dominant style depends upon the late
Myc. III B development in the Argolid, and
we have little reason to trace its organic development in Athens.
410
Desborough, L.Mycs., p. 9; lin, Fundsttten, pp. 148-150.
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the Aegean islands, etc. Much has been made of the fact that there is no evidence for a catastrophe at Athens, a fact which accords with the Athenian tradition that they were never
conqueredduring the Dorian Invasion or Return of the Herakleidai, and on which their historic
claim to being "autochthonous" may be partly based.411It is true that no burnt stratum has
in the
been found in connection with e Pelasgian walls
wora or in the fill
i of the Fountain
rubbish deposits of late Mycenaean times in the Agora,412and therefore Athens seems to have
been bypassed by the people who destroyed the Myc. III B strongholds in the Argolid. For a
period of perhaps fifty years, as indicated by the use of the Fountain, its collapse and gradual
fill with rubbish and pottery, some of which is related to the Myc. III C style of the Argolid,413
a sizable body of Mycenaeans must have remained within the Acropolis fortifications, using
first the Fountain and later Well S 27:7 which may have been situated within the Pelargikon414
as a water supply. There are so few burials in the Agora that can be assigned to this periodthe six interments of the upper burial layer in Tomb VII and the two children buried in the pit
grave on the Hill of the Nymphs (VI)-that one wonders whether burials may not have taken
place within the walled area of the Acropolis. However, this would be contrary to Mycenaean
practice, and of the fourteen cist graves mentioned by Iakovides all should apparently be assigned to the Submycenaeanperiod.415
Desborough has recently developed the theory of a general shift of population and wealth
from Athens and western Attica to the eastern coast in the period following the destruction of
Mycenaeanpalace culture at the end of Myc. III B.416The cemetery at Perati with its wealthy
chambertombs has been cited as a prime example of this phenomenon,yet it is scarcely a continuation of what we know for Athens in the precedingperiod, and it looks more like an extraAttic foundation with strong Aegean and Rhodian ties, perhaps a kind of halfway station
At any rate, the east
between the Argolid and Rhodes in the period of Myc. III C dispersal.417
coast seems to have been furtherremovedfrom the path of nvasion, or disturbance,than Athens
and western Attica, and thus to have preserveda purer Mycenaeanculture. Except for eastern
Attica, Perati and the Porto Raphti Road cemetery,418most of the Mycenaean cemeteries in
Attica show a falling off of burials after Myc. III B, and support Desborough's conclusion of
a general depopulation.
If the Acropoliswas not sacked and continued to be occupied during much of the Myc. III C
period, what then was responsible for the gradual disappearance of Mycenaean culture in
Thucydides, I, 2, 6; 12, 4; Herodotos, V, 76. See also N. G. L. Hammond, A History of Greece to 322 B.C., 2nd ed.,
Oxford, 1967, pp. 83-85.
412
Although no Mycenaean habitation stratum has been found on the Acropolis, if there had been a conflagration, one
would expect to find its effect upon the houses suddenly abandoned on the North Slope (Hesperia, II, 1933, pp. 351ff.) and
in some of the refuse thrown into the Mycenaean Fountain following its collapse.
413 Fountain, p. 368, fig. 46, n (A.P. 2724: Close style, probably imported); p. 390, fig. 71, b, c (A.P. 2932 and 2930: Close
style, probably imported); p. 370, fig. 49 (Granarystyle skyphoi); p. 376, fig. 57, f, g (Granaryclass kylikes). Broneer uses the
designation L.H. III C for most of the pottery from the Fountain (ibid., pp. 416ff.) yet clearly implies that it belongs to the
earlier stage "when the Granary class was just coming into vogue." Desborough (L.Myes., p. 9) uses this as evidence that the
Fountain and even the houses on the North Slope should be dated after the Argolid disaster, "but not long after." However,
I think this conclusion results from the difficulty in distinguishing between the construction and use fill of the Fountain on the
one hand, and its dump fill on the other, and unless Close or Granarypieces can be proved for the former,such a dating seems
unwarranted.
414 For the probable location of the Pelargikon below the northwest corner of the Acropolis, see Iakovides, Myc.Acrop.,
pp. 178-199; Mylonas, Myc.M.A., pp. 40-41.
415 Ath. Mitt., 1888, p. 228, fig.
and a single Submycenaean skyphos referred to in Graef, Ant.Vasen, I, col. xxxiv. I
am indebted to Mrs. Smithson for this opinion.
416
Desborough, L.Mycs., pp. 118ff., 226.
417 For the fusion of
Argive, Naxian and Dodecanesian elements in the Perati pottery, especially in the octopus stirrup-vases,
see Desborough, L.Myes., pp. 13, 115ff., pls. 6, 7. There may have been some influence of this style on the later Myc. III C
pottery from Athens, e.g. 482 and 508 (see above, pp. 124-125).
418
Probably the site of Ligori, inland from the bay of Porto Raphti, on the road to Markopoulo(Attica, p. 6; Alin, Fundstatten,p. 107).
411
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Athens? One Mycenaeanpalace could not survive in a rapidly changing world, especially since,
as Desboroughhas recently suggested,419the whole civilization had been based upon the interdependence of small kingdoms, each with its monarchical administration and requirements of
imported raw materials,particularlymetals. In this connection,the founders'hoards at Athens420
and Mycenae,421
which must be dated to Myc. III C, are symptomatic of conditions far different
from the free and easy exchange of commoditiesin Myc. III A and B. Furthermore,if Desborough
is correct in his theory that the cist grave form and the long bronze dress pins and arched
fibulae found in Submycenaeanburials in Athens and Salamis point to new elements from outside the Mycenaeanworld proper,422
then Athens and western Attica were in the path of invaders
who infiltrated during the course of the twelfth century.423And according to the oral tradition,
Athens at this time became the refuge for dispersed people, notably the Neleids from Pylos.4124
But with the disappearanceof Mycenaeanand the arrival of new elements, we have passed the
limits of this volume.
In conclusion, it is tempting to suggest a correlation of the archaeologicalrecord with the
Attic tradition. We have already noted that despite the Athenian claim of being the autochthonous settlers of Athens there were several periods in which substantial population changes
must have taken place, certainly in the Middle Helladic period, perhaps in the ruling caste in
the early Mycenaean period, and again in the newcomers who were responsible for the Submycenaean cist cemeteries. Yet there must have been enough continuity of settlement and
culture to have encouraged the belief in an unbroken tradition, to which the legends of the
earth-born kings Kekrops and Erichthonios are made to conform.425
The worship of Athena on the Acropolis is surely a legacy from Mycenaean times. A palace
goddess, whose position in the Mycenaeanpantheon is now assured from the a-ta-na po-ti-ni-ja
of the Linear B tablets,426she must go back to the days when the Acropolis was the site of a
Mycenaeanpalace. Although the direct connection between the so-called megaron column bases
and the Old Athena temple is no longer tenable, the megaron can hardly have been located
elsewhere than on the large Mycenaean terrace which later supported the earliest temple of
Athena.427Thus, Homer's association of the "goodly house of Erechtheus" with the temple of
Athena seems to have a basis of fact, and Erechtheus may therefore have been the name of
one of the Mycenaean rulers.428

419
Desborough, L.Mycs., pp. 241-244, gives a good summary of the dependence of Mycenaean civilization on its palace
economy. See also, Vermeule, Gr.B.A., pp. 232ff.
420
O.Montelius, La Gracepr6classique, 1924, p. 155, figs. 481-499. This hoard has been dated by Miss Sandars, A.J.A.,
LXVII, 1963, pp. 135ff. to the same time as the Mycenae hoards, i.e., not much before 1200.
421
'E,p.Apx., 1891, col. 25; B.S.A., XLVIII, 1953, pp. 6-7, pl. 2; Sandars, op.cit., pp. 135-136.
422 See
especially Desborough, L.Mycs., pp. 231ff.
423 It has been
suggested that there may have been a temporary Doric influence from these newcomers, an influence revealed
by certain Doric features in the dialect before its separation into Attic and Ionic (Desborough, L.Mycs., p. 245; J. Chadwick,
Greeceand Rome, 1956, pp. 38ff.; Risch, Museum Helveticum,1955, pp. 61ff.).
424
According to Hellanicus (F.Gr.H., 4 F 125) and Pherekydes (F.Gr.H., 3 F 155). J. M. Cook, C.A.H.2, II, Ch. XXXVIII,
pp. 10ff.
425
Harrison, Myth. and Mons., pp. xxi-xxxvii. The fertility rites of the Arrephoroi and the close association with the
caves and cult places on the North Slope might take this stratum of Attic myth back into a very remote period. Note the
abundance of prehistoric material, especially Neolithic and Middle Helladic, from this area (see above, pp. 1ff., 51ff.). See also
Broneer on the cult of Aphrodite in the Gardens (Hesperia, I, 1932, p. 52; Fountain, pp. 322, 428). Attic tradition dated
Kekrops to the sixteenth century and ascribed a tomb to him on the Acropolis by the later Erechtheion.
426 Ventris-Chadwick,Documentsin
MycenaeanGreek,1956, pp. 126-127, 311-312 (KN 208 = V 52); Morpurgo,Mycenaeae
GraecitatisLexicon, Rome, 1963, pp. 39-40. Even before the decipherment it had been suggested that the worship of Athena
(a palace goddess) and the name of the city as "the town of Athena" went back to Mycenaean times (Blegen, Athenian
Studies, p. 2; Nilsson, M.M.R., pp. 489-490).
427 Cf.
above, notes 2 and 406.
428 Erechtheus is the Athenian
king who leads the Athenian contingent of 50 ships in the Catalogue (Iliad, II, 546-556).
As Homer Thompson has pointed out to me, the very fact that the Athenian contingent of fifty ships is exceeded only by
the main centers of Mycenaean civilization (Argos and Tiryns, 80 ships; Mycenae, 100; Sparta, 60; Pylos, 90; etc.) suggests the
importance of Mycenaean Athens whatever her role in the poems.
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This raises the difficultquestionof the relative unimportanceof Athens in the Homeric
poems,whereshe is relegatedto a decidedlyminorrole, which,if the poet is accuratelyreflectingMycenaeanconditions,wouldseem to be contradictedby the size and strengthof the
A possibleexplanationof this
MycenaeanAcropolisand the wealth of the Agoracemetery.429
be
the
fact
that
Athens'
greatnesslay in periodsessentiallyoutdifficultymay suggestedby
side the narrativeof the TrojanWar.Morefrequentlyof late this warhas beenset backin the
mid-thirteenthcenturyat a time whenthe Mycenaeankoinewas intact and a commonundertakingin Asia Minorwouldhave beenhistoricallyfeasible,30but we have noted little evidence
that Athenstook a majorpart in the Myc.III B koine.On the otherhand,her closestassociations with the centralMycenaeankingdomlay in the late fifteenthto earlyfourteenthcentury
(ourphase3) and againin the periodof intensivefortificationand siege conditions(phase5).
Are there any Atheniantraditionsthat might reflectthese periods? Despite the obviously
late featuresof much of the Theseussaga,43one exploit takes him back into the earlierMycenaeanperiod.His Cretanexpeditionand slayingof the Minotaur,if basedon historicalfact,
must surely be set in the periodbeforethe destructionof the great Late MinoanII palace
in the early fourteenthcentury42instead of at the later date assignedTheseusin Athenian
tradition.3 Unfortunately,thereis little to indicateMinoansuzeraintyoverAtticaor Athensin
the fifteenthcentury,or indeedat any time, and such controlseemsimplicitin the story with
its tribute of Athenian youths and maidens. The only two certain Minoan vases of the period

that have have been found,one at Varkisaon the coast, the other on the South Slope of the
Acropolisin a Mycenaeancontext,34seemmuch moretokensof tradethan conquest.However,
even if we deny the tributepart of the story, we must admitthat Athensseemsto have been
closelyassociatedwith the Mycenaeanwarrioraristocracythat wasin controlof Knossosduring
the last daysof the palace.We have notedsimilaritiesin tomb formsand burialpractices,such
featuresas the rockcutbenchesandslab-coveredcist of TombI, the woodencoffinsof TombXL,
the swords and tin-incrusted pottery of Tomb III. May these features not admit the possibility
of an Athenian "Theseus" at Knossos who returned to Athens with new wealth and new ideas

aroundthe turn of the century.435
Althoughthe Theseusconnectionsof the gold signet ring
(VIII-6) have generally been denied since they were first proposed by Shear,36 it is indeed

shouldoccuron
of a maleministrantwearinga bull-mask37
curiousthat the onlyrepresentation
a Mycenaean ring from Athens if it does not recall some memory of Cretanrites which in turn

gave rise to the legendof the bull-headedMinotaur.

429
Blegen, Athenian Studies, p. 1; C. Whitman, Homerand the Heroic Tradition, 1958, pp. 46ff. and note 2 with reference to
Homeric scholarship on the difficulties implicit in the passages referring to Athens.
430 See
Desborough,L.Mycs., pp. 248-249. Also Blegen's earlierdate for the fall of Troy (ca. 1250 or even as early as 1270 B.C.:
C. W. Blegen, "The Mycenaean Age," Cincinnati, 1962, pp. 15, 27-28) which seems too early to some. Cf. Vermeule, Gr.B.A.,
pp. 277ff. and Mylonas, Myc.M.A., pp. 215ff.
431 As a kind of Attic Herakles, Theseus must have acquiredmany of his exploits in the period following the great invasions
of the twelfth century, a periodwhich projected Herakles as the Dorian hero par excellence.See Desborough,L.Mycs., pp. 246ff.
432M.P. Nilsson, The Mycenaean Origin of GreekMythology, 1932, p. 180; Blegen, Athenian Studies, p. 3; S. Dow, "The
Greeksin the Bronze Age," Xle Congresinternationaledes scienceshistoriques,Stockholm, 1960, pp. 12ff. all put this exploit in
the period before the destruction of the L.M. II palace and in the period of Minoan thalassocracy. For an opposing position
which would make the myth post-Mycenaean, see G. E. Mylonas, "Athens and Minoan Crete," Athenian Studies, pp. 11-36,
especially pp. 22ff.
433 The traditional date of Theseus is one
generation before the TrojanWar, he having been driven into exile by Menestheus,
Agamemnon's ally, but there exists the strong probability of two Theseus's, the earlier one being coeval with the Minos
dated by the MarmorParium to 1487 (Eratosthenes 1407), see J. L. Myres, Who Were the Greeks?,Berkeley, 1930, pp. 325ff.
434 See
above, pp. 113 and 119, notes 111 and 142. However, although tribute could be enacted without conquest, it seems
surprising that Athens which plays the dominant role in this tale of Cretan control shows fewer signs of Minoan contact than
the Argolid or Messenia.
435 This Athenian contact with Knossos cannot, however, be put back in the period of the Minoan thalassocracy (see above,
note 432) but would apparently have been made during the period in which the Mycenaean Greeks were in control.
436 See
above, p. 107, note 77.
43?See above, p. 107, note 79.
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For the other period of close involvement, that of the intensive fortification of the Acropolis
in the later thirteenth century, Athenian tradition recalled that the walls were built by the
Pelasgians, a foreign race of skilled artificers who were rewarded with a piece of land at the
foot of Hymettos for the service they had rendered.438For the Classical Athenians, however,
the name Pelasgian seems to have been equated loosely with anything very ancient and particularly with the older Aegean stock, and therefore its association with the Mycenaeanfortification is not particularly helpful. But according to another tradition439the walls were considered
the work of giants, a tradition that agrees more closely with the legend of the Cyclopesbuilding
the walls at Tiryns and Mycenae.440
Clearlythere is no differencein appearancebetween Pelasgian
and Cyclopean masonry, both being made of superhumanly large boulders, but otherwise the
Classicaltradition is not helpful in relating the fortifications to a historic phase of Mycenaean
civilization.
With the Athenian tradition of Kodros,441the last Athenian king and Neleid refugee from
Pylos who sacrificedhimself by the Ilissos to spare Athens from the Dorians, we are clearly at
the end of the gradual break-up and dispersal of Mycenaean civilization, perhaps as late as the
eleventh century.
488

Herodotos VI, 137.

Athenians of the Classical period seem also to have had an alternative tradition that the so-called Pelasgian walls
had been built by giants; see the red-figured skyphos in the Louvre (G 372) by the Penelope Painter (Beazley, A.R.V.2,
pp. 1300-1301; Jahrb., LV, pp. 149-152) which shows Athena and a giant shouldering a large boulder (his name riya inscribed) with the overseer Philyas. This has been interpreted as Athena commanding the building of the Pelasgian wall
on the Acropolis. See also Harrison, Prim. Athens, pp. 22-23, figs. 10-11.
440 Pausanius, II, 16, 5;
25, 8.
441
Pausanius, I, 19, 6.
439 The
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CATALOGUE

1. DESCRIPTIONOF TOMBSAND CATALOGUEOF OBJECTS
THE TOMBSON THE NORTH SLOPE OF THE AREOPAGUS(I-IV).

Thisgroupconsistsof fourlargechambertombscut into the northeastslopeof the Areopagus
(see Plan, P1.79). Althoughtwo (TombsII and IV) had been badly disturbedand yielded

relatively fragmentaryand poor offerings,the parallelalignment of the dromoiof all four and the
relative contemporaneity of offerings suggest that they were part of one complex to be dated
soon after 1400 B.C. and comprising the burial places for aristocratic or "princely" persons.
Probably the cemetery originally consisted of more tombs, all traces of which have been lost
in the subsequent re-use of the area. It is here that one might suspect the location of a tholos
tomb, long since destroyed.1
TOMBI: TOMB OF THE IVORYPYXIDES(N 21-22:1)

Pls. 29-83, 65, 67, 75, 77; Plan, P1. 80
Hesperia, IX, 1940, pp. 274-291.

By far the largest and wealthiest of the Agora chamber tombs, Tomb I was the first to be
discovered more or less intact. Coming to light in May, 1939, it was excavated during the following month by Eugene Vanderpooland received a preliminarypublication by T. Leslie Shear
in his Annual Report. The discovery received wide publicity, and it is thus the best known of the
Agora tombs.2Although typical in its chronologicalrange of material, it is exceptional in size,
architecturalform, and quality of offerings.Furthermore,it offers well-nigh insoluble problems
in the reconstruction of its history and that of the occupant whose body was not recovered.
The tomb (Plan, P1. 80) was approached by a long dromos, at least 11 meters in length, running from north to south, with walls tapering lightly inward, with a width ranging from 2.0 m.
at the bottom to 1.50 m. at the top.3 The dromos had been cut at the north end by a late
Roman wall; it contained a filling of earth undisturbed since Mycenaean times, except at the
north end where a Geometric grave (N 21:6)4 had been sunk into its upper part and two pits
had been dug in the Turkishperiod (PI. 29, a). At the south end the dromos,which sloped downward and widened slightly, led to a doorway 1.20 m. wide and 2.40 m. deep, which had been

1 See also p. 150, and note the location of the tholos tomb at Dendra in a necropolis of wealthy chamber tombs
(N. T.D., p. 18, fig. 17), one of which has many features in common with our Tomb I (see below).
2
I.L.N., July 22, 1939; A.J.A., XLIII, 1939, pp. 578-586, figs. 3-16; J.H.S., LIX, 1939, pp. 189-190, fig. 1, pl. XIVa;
Arch. Anz., 1940, cols. 155ff., figs. 26-29.
3 See discussion of dromos proportions and length in relation to size of chamber, above p. 100.
4 See
Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, pp. 412-413.
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blocked by a wall of carefully packed fieldstones (P1.29, b). This wall was 1.40 m. thick and was
set in the outer face of the stomion. It was preservedto its entire height and, in the excavator's
opinion, had never been opened.
The large rectangularchamber (5.90 m. wide by 4.80 m. deep) was set at a slight angle to the
dromos. The roof of the chamber had collapsedin the Mycenaeanperiod, presumablybecause its
height approached too closely the highest point of firm bedrock (see section, P1. 80). The
chamber was largely filled with broken pieces of bedrock, but also on the west side with some
heavy boulders of limestone placed near the top of a crude wall. This extraneous material must
have been introduced after the roof had collapsed, but still fairly early in the Mycenaeanperiod
because of the fragmentary kylix (1-15; P1. 31) and sherds of several other similar ones found
in the fill. The maximum preserved height of the chamber was 2.75 m., and a small portion of
the northwest corner suggested that the roof was not horizontal, but rose slightly toward the
center with a gently hipped effect (see Model, P1. 30).5
A rockcut bench, 0.75 m. wide and 0.60 m. high, extended along each side wall, that on the
east holding the best preserved funeral offerings, the vases I-1 to 6 and the large ivory pyxis,
1-16. The vases had been crushed by the collapse of the roof, but had not been subsequently
disturbed, and it was possible to fix their positions with certainty (P1.29, d). It seems likely that
the western bench was also the repository of offerings (1-9 to 12), but here they have suffered
much more disturbance. Other offerings in their original position were the large pithoid jar
(1-7) and the Canaanite amphora (1-8) leaning against the north wall to the east of the doorway, and the bronze "ladle" or lamp (1-22) lying on the floor near the door (P1.29, c).
Beside the West Bench in the southwest corner of the chamber was a deep cist grave cut into
bedrock; it measured 1.80 m. by 0.60 m. by 1.20 m. deep (P1.29, f). This had been originally
covered by a slate slab, which was found in a diagonal position beside the grave, having been
lifted and shoved to one side (P1.29, e). The grave contained neither bones nor offerings,except
for one small scrap of gold (J 79, perhaps of the type representedby 1-25). A group of offerings,
probably from the cist, was found on the floor beside the cover of the grave. These consisted
of the bronze mirror (1-23), a set of ivory pins (1-19), two ivory hair ornaments (1-18), a small
ivory pyxis (1-17), and copper wire (from a balance?, 1-24). As Shear pointed out, these
feminine articles prove that the burial was that of a woman. The other offerings consisted of
128 ornaments of thin gold sheet, of several different types (1-25 to 29) found mostly heaped
together in three groups near the north end of the grave. Most of these have small holes perforated along the edges, presumably for attachment to the shroud. They had apparently been
collected for removal from the tomb, but were then abandoned near the cover.
The only other evidence from the chamber consisted of fragments of carbonized wood and
ash found near the center and running in part down into the grave cutting, and a few scraps of
bone and canine-lookingteeth found near the pile of offeringsby the cist (1-17 to 19, 23-24).
Since these are not human,6they suggest either the remnants of a sacrifice or a funeral meal.7
However, the ash pile was disturbed and somewhat scattered at the time the cover slab was
moved, and one fragmentary vase (1-9), of which a joining sherd came from the West Bench,
was found in the ash pile but without traces of burning.
There is a real enigma presented by this handsome tomb, since there is no trace of the occupant who had been provided with these costly offerings.The tomb has clearly been disturbed
and the cist opened, the body apparently removed but much of value left behind. The excavator

5 An attempt was made to reconstruct the roof of the chamber and
doorway, but this was only partially successful and
the tomb was again filled with earth in July, 1953, as the best means of preserving it. The scale model in the Agora Museum
gives a good idea of its appearance.
6 See above, p. 102, note 38.
7 See above, p. 102, notes 39-40.
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concluded that the tomb was used only once, for the burial of a woman, and that soon after,
before another interment could take place, the roof collapsed. This occasioned re-entry from
above by a trench dug exactly over the site of the cist grave for the specificpurposeof removing
the body and offeringsfrom the cist to another tomb, "an act of family piety." Presumably
the offeringson the East Bench were already sealed off by the fall of rock, and the pile of small
objects by the cist was perhapsabandonedin haste when further collapse of the roof threatened.
Then the hole was filled with earth, split bedrock and heavy chunks of limestone, which
effectively sealed off the tomb from later pillagers. The date is indicated by the fragmentary
kylikes (I-16 and other fragments) found in this fill.
Ingenious and romantic as is the theory proposed by the excavator, it is perhapsnot the only
solution, for it does not seem completely consistent with what we know of Mycenaean burial
practices elsewhere and with certain other evidence from the tomb, particularly the dromos.
Clearly the tomb had been re-entered from above and the body removed, perhaps also with
valuable jewelry and gold cups from the cist grave, not necessarily an act of piety but possibly of avarice, although most cases of tomb-robbingtook place in the post-Mycenaeanperiod.8
But was this the only time the tomb had been entered since the original interment?
In the excavator's opinion the dromos had never been reopened. Certainlythe blocking wall
of the doorway was intact and shows no clear evidence of rebuilding, but this does not prove
that it could not have been rebuilt from the bottom up, as seems to have been the earlier
practice.9Apparently the dromos revealed no clear stratification, but it did contain a sizable
quantity of significant sherd material which can be divided into the three classes of dromos
material describedby Wace and Blegen:10earliermaterial in the soil through which the dromos
was cut,11fragments of broken kylikes and other pottery used by the funeral party in drinking
a farewell toast,12and fragmentary larger vases which may once have stood in the chamber
and have been swept out at the time of a later interment. To this last class the two handsome
vases, a large pithoid jar with reticulated shoulder zone (I-13) and a strap-handledkrater with
nautilus decoration (1-14), seem to belong, especially as in each case a fragment was found in
the chamberin the area of the West Bench. However, these are not appreciably,if at all, earlier
than the material from the East Bench. Possibly they were part of the equipment of the
original and only burial and were broken either accidentally or ritually during the funeral, and
were then swept out during a tidying up of the tomb before the dromos was filled in.13Our
knowledge of Mycenaean funeral rites may be defective on this point, and the assumption of
more than one burial only compounds the difficulty of no skeletal remains.
As to the likelihood of the body being removed to another tomb when the roof collapsed,
here too our understanding of Mycenaean practice may be inadequate. Attention has been
8 It
might be argued that the body had been richly bedecked with gold jewelry comparable to that from the burial cist
of Tomb 10 at Dendra (N. T.D., pp. 74ff., reconstruction,fig. 105; pls. III-V) and that what was left behind seemed insignificant
in comparison. Removal of valuable objects by members of the family is assumed by most scholars, e.g. Wace (Ch. T., p. 145),
Blegen (Prosymna, I, p. 247), and Mylonas (Myc.M.A., p. 113), but this is somewhat differentfrom the systematic tomb looting
of post-Mycenaean times.
9 Wace concluded for the chamber tombs at Mycenae that the earlier practice was to dig out the dromos and unblock
the doorway completely (Ch.T., pp. 132-133), whereas later the shorter expedient of digging out the dromos in front of the
was used. The latter practice
doorway to a depth of ca. 1.50 m. and removing only the upper part of the blocking wall
leaves a clear stratification in both dromos and blocking wall, such as was noted by Persson at Dendra in Tombs 8, 9 and 10
(N. T.D., figs. 37-39, 54-57, 66-70).
10 Ch.T., pp. 130-131; Prosymna, I, pp. 237-238.
1 Several Gray Minyan sherds, some coarse ware, and one Red Burnished sherd uncatalogued and in storage container.
12 Several fine rim fragments from kylikes, undecorated in smooth polished yellow-buff fabric; rim fragment from shallow
bowl with ribbon handle like III-11, but with no traces of tin.
13 For the Royal Tomb at Dendra Persson assumed a ritual breaking and smashing of the stirrup-vase, fragments of which
were found in three pits in the chamber as well as in the dromos (R. T.D., p. 70, fig. 46). For the fragmentary vases 8, 6
and 9, with part of the last found in the dromos, all three of which were associated with the first burials in Tomb XL, see
E. Vermeule, Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, p. 67.
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focused, particularly by Mylonasl4 on the absence in Mycenaean times of a cult of the dead,
or even of much respect for the bones of a relative, since a common practice in chamber tombs
was to sweep aside previous interments or cram them into bone pits. However, the same author
emphasizes the importance of funeral rites and the provision of the deceased with what he
would need, either symbolically or actually, in the way of food and drink, for the journey to
the other world which presumably lasted as long as the flesh had not decomposed. Only, I
think, if the roof of our tomb collapsed almost immediately after the burial would the removal
of the body as an act of family piety be consistent with what we know of Mycenaean funeral
practices.
Interestingly enough, there are other cases where skeletal material is lacking or inadequate to
account for the apparent number of burials.15One of these was the wealthy ChamberTomb 10
at Dendra, a tomb which has many points of similarity with ours and belongs in part to the
same chronological stage.16 Here, although the blocking wall shows clearly two periods of
construction and the filling of the stomion was stratified with two layers of charcoal, only one
body was discovered.Persson believed that only one burial took place, despite the range of time
that seems indicated between the burial gifts in the chamber and the fragmentaryPalace style
jar in the dromos,l7 and he suggested that the tomb was opened either for a subsequent burial
that did not take place because the roof had already begun to collapse or, on the analogy of the
Agora Tomb, to remove the dead to another tomb.18In any case, the tomb there was surrounded with a rectangularwall at ground level, suggesting a continuing respect for the area.19
Persson inclined to the view that Tomb 10 was a Royal Tomb,20and Shear voiced the same
opinion with regard to our tomb, even going so far as to associate it with the wife or daughter
of Erechtheus.21Both tombs are clearly more than ordinary chamber tombs, and the wealth
of jewelry and cups of preciousmetal at Dendra are comparableto finds in tholoi, yet there was
also a royal tholos tomb at Dendra as part of the same cemetery and in use concurrentlywith
Tomb 10, and I suspect that the same conditions would be found to have prevailed at Athens
if our evidence were more complete. In my opinion one should consider these tombs those of
wealthy noble families, and reserve the term "royal" for the beehive or tholos type.22
Although we may never know the full history of our tomb or who its original occupant was,
one should not minimize its importance as one of the finest chamber tombs ever discovered.
Architecturally, with its symmetrical rockcut benches and deep burial cist with a single covering slab it has no close parallels on the mainland, but is reminiscent rather of some of the
tombs at Knossos in the last palatial age,23and to this period the evidence of the pottery,
ivories and other objects points.
The pottery belongs almost entirely to Furumark'sMyc. III A:1 stage (beforethe destruction
of Knossos), good examples being the jars (1-2 and 3) and the alabastra (1-5 and 6) from the
East Bench, all of which have almost exact duplicates in Tomb 10 at Dendra. The nautilus
jar (I-1) may be slightly earlier, transitional from Myc. II to III A:l, and the local jar with

14Mylonas, Myc. M.A., pp. 113, 178ff.
15 See
Blegen on the absence of the remains of any "last" burial in eight tombs at the Argive Heraion, in which there seems
to have been no later molestation (Prosymna, I, p. 249). He assumes that the bones "must have been peculiarly subject to
decay, or that they were those of infants or very young children."
16N.T.D., pp. 59-95. Nos. 5, 7, 8, 11 and 46 are
paralleled by our vases 1-2, 3, 6, and 6.
17 N.T.D., p. 65, fig. 77, which should be a
half-century or more earlier (Furumark's Myc. II A; cf. M.P., p. 353, fig. 59,
Mot. 46:1). Earlier also than anything in our tomb would seem to be the alabastra Nos. 9, 10 and 12 (ibid., pp. 69-71,
figs. 82, 84).
18 Ibid.,
pp. 94-95.
19Ibid., p. 63, fig. 73.
20 Ibid., p. 95.

21 Hesperia, IX,

1940, p. 289.

22 For the argument that Athens did have a tholos tomb, see above, p. 150.

23 See above, p. 100 and note 30.
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ogival canopy (1-7) reflects a still earlier tradition. Likewise the large ivory pyxis (1-16) may
be a work of the late fifteenth century, and the ivy leaf on the gold ornaments (1-25) is paralleled on jewelry from tombs of the late fifteenth to early fourteenth century. The same is true
of the use of tin-incrustation on the kylikes (I-11 and 12), a practice found in Tomb 10 at
Dendra and in our neighboringTomb III, as well as at Knossos, Mycenaeand lalysos. Therefore
a date of close to 1400 B.C.seems likely.
See also pp. 97-102, 151.
Myc. III A:1.
POTTERY

VASES ON EAST BENCH (I-1 to 6; Pls. 30, 65, 67)

I-1. Three-handledJar with Nautili.

P1.30.

P 15234.Hesperia,
IX, 1940,p. 281,fig. 18;A.J.A.,
1939,p. 582,fig.8; J.H.S.,LIX, 1939,p. 190,
XTJTTI,

fig. 1; I.L.N., July 22,1939, p. 162, fig. 7. H. 0.48 m.,

D. 0.39m. Three-handled
piriformjar, mendedfrom

many pieces; small fragments,chips and flakesmissing.
Buff clay, rather gritty with pits and impurities,
but surface well smoothed and somewhat polished.
Decorationin rather streaky orange-brownto black
glaze, badly flakedin two panels.

Lowconcaveneckwithbroadflatlip anda narrow

plastic band separatingneck from shoulder. Three
vertical loop handles on upper part of body with
central ridge terminating in plastic knob at lower
attachment,each handle piercedby a small diagonal
vent-holeat upperand lowerattachment.Broadpiri-

formbodywithflat bottomandfalsetorusfoot.
a bandof runningS-quirksnearinner
Decoration:

edge of flat lip; neck glazed with one narrowband
below; handles glazed and surroundedwith a tailed
figure-8ornament,outlined. Deep shoulderzone with
a large nautilus in each panel and reservedrosettes
surroundedby circle above. Lower body decorated
with threeencirclinglines and two deepzonesof glaze
separatedby a reservedbandwith five encirclinglines.
Furumark,M.P., Types 18-19 (p. 22, fig. 3),
Myc. II B-III A:1; Motive 22, nos. 4, 8, 11 (p. 307,
fig. 50), Myc. II B-III A:1.
The shape is not far from the jar, Prosymna,II,
fig. 685 (datedL.H. II). Theargonautsarenot exactly
matchedin Furumark,having the open-coiltentacles
characteristicof Myc. II B but adding the extra
looping tentacle in front which becomes a common
feature on jars from Rhodes (Myk. Vasen, p. 80,
fig. 38; lalysos, p. 203, fig. 126, p. 213, fig. 136;
C.V.A., Br. Mus., III a, pl. 3, 13, etc.).
See also pp. 120, 146.

Three-handledpithoidjar. Mendedfrommanypieces;
a few fragmentsand chips of mouth and body missing; surfacebadly flakedon one side.
Hardcreamybuffclay, wellsmoothedandpolished;
lustrous crackledbrownish black paint, rubbed off
in places.
Low concave neck with broad flat lip and a narrow plastic band at base of neck. Threevertical loop
handles on upper shoulder with central ridge and
plastic knob at base. Broad piriformbody tapering
to a small torus foot.
Neck and handlescoveredwith darkglaze. A deep
wavy line on upper face of flat lip. A deep zone of
scalepatternon upperhalfof body; lowerhalf covered
with darkglaze with two broadreservedbands near
top, each subdividedby threenarrowencirclinglines.
Furumark,MA.P.,Types 18 and 19 (p. 22, fig. 3),
Myc. II B-III A:1; Motive70, no. 1 (p. 403, fig. 70),
Myc. II A-III B.
This is a fine specimenof a more common type:
cf. Prosymna,II, fig. 456, 111; B.M. Cat.,I, 1, A 825,
pl. X; etc. Ourexampleis closestin shape and in the
very deepzone of scalepatternto two examplesfrom
Tomb10 at Dendra,whichare a little larger(N. T.D.,
pp. 67, 71, figs. 79, 83).
See also pp. 120, 141.
Myc. III A 1 (early;imported).

13. Three-handledJar with StemmedSpirals.
Pls. 30, 65.
P 15237. Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 281, fig. 20.
H. 0.235 m., D. 0.175 m. Three-handledpithoid jar,
mendedfrommanyfragments.Onehandle,fragments
of mouth and body missing; also numerouschips.
Light pinkish buff clay, smoothed and polished;
lustrousstreaky orange-redglaze.
Wide mouth with flat projectinglip not altogether
horizontal,very low concaveneck. Threesmall vertical handles,broadand flat but with plastic knobs at
base. Body begins to taper from base of handles to
a narrowbase with low ring foot and is taller in pro1
A:
II
B
to
III
fromMyc.
Transitional
(imported). portionto the greatestdiameterthan in I-1 and 1-2.
Reserved band on lip; neck and handles glazed.
zone framedby a narrowband at top and
30.
PI.
Shoulder
Pattern.
with
Jar
Scale
1-2. Three-handled
P 15238.Hesperia,IX, 1940,p. 281,fig. 19; A.J.A., bottom of handlesand dividedinto three panels,one
XLIII, 1939, p. 582, fig. 9. H. 0.32 m., D. 0.255 m. filled with two stemmedspirals,otherswith a single
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spiraland a largedoublechevron,or "multiplestem"
(Mot.19). Below spirals broad band framed by narrow line above and below; wide reserved zone with
deep zone of banding on foot, consisting of a narrow line, broadband, two narrowlines and a deeper
band of glaze on foot.
Furumark,M.P., Type 23 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc. II
B-III A:1; Mot. 49: 10-11 (p. 363, fig. 62), Myc. III
A:1-2.
This is againa commonmotive on somewhatsmaller pithoidjars with less broadshoulderand narrower
decorated zone: cf. Prosymna, II, fig. 260, 624;
B.M.Cat., I, 1, A 823, pl. X; lalysos, p. 189, fig. 112.
VerycloseparallelsfromTomb10 at Dendra(N. T.D.,
p. 67, fig. 81).
Cf. other similar jars from the Agora: XIV-1,
XXIV-4 and 5, XL-10 (with horizontalhandles).
See also pp. 120, 143.
Myc. III A:1 (imported).
1-4. AmphoroidBeaked Jug, Solid Glaze. Pls. 30, 67.
P 15239.Hesperia,IX, 1940,p. 281, fig. 21; A.J.A.,
XTITT,1939, p. 582, fig. 10. H. 0.26 m., D. 0.17 m.
Beaked jug mended from many pieces; a few small
fragments of body missing; also numerous minor
chips.
Fine reddish brown clay; highly lustrous glaze,
rather flaky, fired unevenly red to black and giving
a metallic effect.
Narrowneck with sharply articulatedraised band
at base; projecting spout rises at an oblique angle
from mouth. Two handles, round in section from
shoulderto near top of spout. Broad shouldertapering sharply in piriform curve to small flat bottom
with torus base.
Furumark,M.P., Type 150 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc.
II B-III A:2. Closest to the examples from the
Argive Heraion: Prosymna, II, figs. 703, 704 (the
latter very close in appearanceto ours but somewhat
smaller). Ours is perhapsthe finest example of this
shape, and suggests its possibleorigin in copper(see
above, p. 134, note 244).
Cf. the unglazedexamplesXVlll-4 and 5.
Myc. III A:1 (imported).
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decorated with a round-crestedwave pattern and
with an S-shaped streamer between handles. Concentric circles on base consisting of five groups of
two lines each.
Furumark,M.P., Type 84 (p. 41, fig. 11), Myc.
III A:1; Mots. 32: 5 (p. 323, fig. 54), 13: 8 (p. 275,
fig. 8), Myc. III A:1.
Cf. Prosymna,II, fig. 712: also figs. 322, 543; 431,
159; B.C.H., LXXVII, 1953, p. 70, fig. 15, 1 (Argos);
N.T.D., p. 93, fig. 104, 1.
See also pp. 122, 142.
Myc. III A:l (imported).

I-6. Squat Alabastronwith Wave Pattern.
P 15235.H. 0.065 m., D. 0.22 m. Squat alabastron,
mended from many pieces; a few small fragments
and chips of body missing. Buff clay and surfacing;
brownishblack glaze, ratherflaked.
Identicalto I-5 but decorationless well preserved.
Myc. III A:1 (imported).
VASES STANDING ON FLOOR IN NORTHEAST CORNER

(1-7 and 8; P1. 31)
1-7. Three-handledJar with Ogival Canopy Decoration.
P1.31.
P 15359. Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 284, fig. 25.
H. 0.58 m., D. 0.46 m. Three-handledpithoid jar
mendedfrommany pieces;smallfragmentsof mouth
and body missing.
Very gritty micaceous clay ranging from brown
to terracottared with no slip; decorationin dull glaze
which has fired various colorsfrom black to reddish
brown (almostinvisible wherered on red).
Wide mouth with flat outturnedlip. Rather high
concave neck with raised band at juncture with
shoulder. Three rising horizontal handles, deeply
grooved in middle, on upper shoulder. Egg-shaped
body with flat bottom and false torus foot.
On lowerneck a wave pattern with roundedcrests
interrupted by a wide dark band above; handles
painted; uppertwo-thirdsof body decoratedwith an
ogival canopy pattern, rather carelessly executed;
interlocked C's (Mot.29) above handles. Lower
body decorated with a series of narrow encircling
lines and a deep band at foot.
Furumark,M.P., Type 20 or 21 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc.
II A-B; Mot. 13: 3 (p. 275, fig. 37), Myc. II B.
Cf. the Myc.II A examples: Prosymna,II, fig. 145,
255; N.T.D., p. 43, fig. 46; Ch.T., pl. XLI, 16. Cf.
also sherds from the Acropoliswith ogival canopy
pattern: Graef, Ant. Vasen, I, pls. II, 40, III, 60.
Ourexampleis certainlya provincialimitationof such

I-5. Squat Alabastronwith Wave Pattern. P1.30.
P 15236. Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 282, figs. 22-23;
A.J.A., XLIII, 1939, p. 582, fig. 11. H. 0.066 m.,
D. 0.227 m. Squat alabastron, mended from many
pieces;fragmentof mouth and a few small fragments
and chips of body missing.
Clay pinkish buff with lightly polished surface;
lustrousorange-redto brownstreaky glaze.
Small round mouth with flat outturned lip; flat
spreadingbody; three smallhandles on upper shoul- vases.
der rise to height of rim. Neck and handles painted.
See also pp. 118, 121, 142, 150.
Band at junction of neck and shoulder. Shoulder
Myc. II B-III A:l1 (provincialimitation).
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I-8. CanaaniteCoarseAmphora.
P1.S1.
P 15358. Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 283, fig. 24; V.
Grace,"TheCanaaniteJar," TheAegeanandtheNear
East, pp. 80-109, pl. IX, 1, 4, fig. 5, 3. H. 0.58 m.,
D. 0.325m., capacity, 22,575 cc. Pointed amphora
mendedfrom many pieces; fragmentsof mouth and
body missing.
Coarseclay containingnumeroussmall pebbles;it
has fired gray except at surfacewhere it is various
shadesof buff; no glaze or decoration.
Roundmouthwith toruslip; shortneck flowinginto broadsloping shoulder;body tapers downwardto
a blunt point at bottom. Two verticalhandles,round
in section, on upper part of body. On top of handle
to left in photographis an incised mark.
Furumark(M.P., p. 74) correctly recognizedthe
foreignmanufactureof such jars, but illustratesonly
the later form (fig.21, Type 13a), and is uncertain
as to the place of manufacture,preferringSyria or
southernAnatoliato Egypt (Pendlebury,Aegyptiaca,
pp. 56, 76), because of the presumedMinoan signs
incised on the handlesof some examples.Miss Grace
has shown definitivelythe Canaaniteorigin of such
jars which wereintroducedfrom Canaanto Egypt in
the EighteenthDynasty and also importedto Aegean
sites. She has subdividedthem into two groups: an
earlier form of the late 15th to 14th century, to
which our example belongs, and a later form with
more angularshoulderof the 13th century.
The closest parallelto our jar in the Aegean area
is the one importedto Argos and found in an early
Mycenaeantomb (TombVI, B.C.H., XXVIII, 1904,
pp. 375-387 and Grace,op.cit.,pp. 101-102,pl. IX, 2),
and the same form is shown as an offeringbrought
by Syrian princes in the fifteenth century Tomb
of Rekhmara(Grace,op.cit.,p. 85, fig. 2 b).
In discussingthe incisedhandlemarks,Miss Grace
remarks that they were mostly scratched before
firing and that although they have a few parallels
in Minoan and Cypriote scripts, they are not in
LinearB. She concludes:"Onthe whole, the Semitic
parallelsseem the most important" (op.cit.,p. 88).
For discussionof sign on handleof ourvase see op.cit.,
p. 101.

Canaaniteimport of the late fifteenth century.

FRAGMENTARY VASES FROM CHAMBER (I-9

to 12;

P1. 31)
P1.31.
I-9. FragmentaryThree-handledJar.
P 15573. From ash pile at center of chamberplus
one joining fragment from central part of West
Bench. Handle fragment found in storage (dump).
P.H. 0.095 m., est. D. lip ca. 0.09 m. Fragment of
three-handledjar like 1-2, only smaller.Mendedfrom
severalpieces.

Fine greenish buff clay with lightly polished surface; paint varies fromblack to lustrousorange-red.
Short wide neck, slightly concave and with trace
of plasticridge, projectinglip, part of broadrounded
shoulderand one vertical handle with central ridge
and plastic knob at bottom preserved.
On top of lip, a band at edge and a row of dots;
neck glazed; one narrowband at base of neck and
deep zone of scale pattern on shoulder.
Furumark,M.P., Type 23 (p. 22, fig. 3). Myc. III
A: ; Mot. 70: 1 (p. 403, fig. 70), Myc. II A-III B.
A smallerversionof I-2. See references.
Myc. III A:1.
1-10. Fragmentof Three-handledJar.
P1.31.
P 26940. From northwestpart of chamberat level
of West Bench. Max. dim. 0.066 m. Fragmentfrom
shoulderof closedpot, probablya smallthree-handled
jar with vertical handles like 1-9, but nothing of
neck or handlespreserved.
Orange-buffclay, hardand well smoothed;decoration in lustrousorange-redglaze.
Fine net pattern on shoulderwith encirclinglines
below:a reservedbandwith threenarrowlines framed
by two broadbands.
Furumark,M.P., Type 23 (p. 22, fig. 3); Mot. 57:
2 (p. 383, fig. 67), Myc. III A: -C.
Withthe comparativelydeepzoneof decorationthe
type with vertical handles seems preferable: cf.
Prosymna,II, fig. 716, 15.
I-11. High-swungHandlefromKylix, Tinned.P1.31.
P 27101. From northwest part of chamberbelow
level of bench.Max. dim. 0.102 m. The lowerpart of
a flat high-swunghandle with part of the adjacent
pot wall. Two joining fragments.
Yellow buff clay with pink core, hard but not
smoothed. Incrustation on int. and ext. both of
handle and bowl, analyzedas tin (Hesperia,XXXV,
1966, pp. 381-396).
Very possibly from the same kylix as 1-12 and
from a type with one or two high-swunghandles:
cf. III-5 and 7.
See also pp. 118, 127, 151.
Myc. III A:1-2 (?).
1-12. Kylix Base, Tinned.
P1.31.
P 27100. From central part of West Bench. P.H.
0.055 m., D. of foot 0.075 m. Foot and rather short
stem preserved.Mendedfrom three fragments.
Yellow buff clay with pink core, hard but not
polished. Traces of incrustationanalyzed as tin on
base and stem and extending about 0.015 m. into
concave surface beneath (perhapsoriginally folded
under?).
Cf. base of IH1-5.
Myc.III A: 1-2 (?).

TOMBS AND OBJECTS: TOMB I
Also from the area of the West Bench and the
central part of chamber came some uncatalogued
fragmentsrepresentingseveralmore kylikes, at least
one of which apparentlywas tin-incrusted(cf. III-9
for probableshape) and a shallow bowl (or bowls?)
with remnantsof tin (cf. III-13 for shape).Thesehave
not beenanalyzedbut the incrustationresemblesthat
of I-11 and 12.
FRAGMENTARY VASES FROM DROMOS

(1-13 and 14;
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Pls. 31, 75)

1-13. FragmentaryThree-handledJar. Pls. 31, 75.
P 26938. Over thirty fragments of a large threehandled pithoid jar found in southern, central, and
northerncutsof dromos.Onefragmentfromnorthwest
corner of chamber joins one from central cut of
dromos. P.H. largest shoulderfragment 0.13 m., D.
foot 0.13 m. Foot intact; lower part of one vertical
handle;smallfragmentpreservesupperpart of shoulder and beginning of neck; large fragmentmade up
of several joins preserves lower part of shoulder
zone and three encirclingbands below; other smaller
fragments from shoulder zone, and two fragments
preservebandingabove foot.
Pinkishbuffclay with lightly polishedbuffsurface;
dark red to orangelustrouspaint.
Although fragmentary, this was clearly a large
three-handledjar comparablein size and shape to
I-1. Somewhatlater form, without plastic ridge at
base of neck; handlesless sharplyprofiled;less deep
decoratedshoulderzone. Ring foot has eleven holes
piercedfrom top diagonallythroughring (for better
firing?).
Neck glazed inside and out; shoulder decorated
with deep zone of elaboratenet pattern composedof
trefoil arch with "Zwickel-papyrus"
filling, bordered
belowby three broadhorizontalbands;then reserved
zone, three narrowerhorizontalbandsand deep zone
of glaze at foot.
Furumark,M.P., Type 19 or 34 (pp. 22-23, figs. 34), Myc. III A: 2e; Mots. 62: 13 (p. 391, fig. 68),
Myc.III A: 2; and 11: 13 (p.261,fig. 33),Myc.IIIA-B.
Cf. the largejars from Ialysos with similardecoration: Ialysos,p. 160, fig. 87; p. 213,fig. 136,8. Similar
jars are also found on the mainland: Asine, p. 382,
fig. 249, 1; Prosymna,II, fig. 718.
Ourexamplelooks somewhatlater than I-1 and 2
and may have been made locally.
See also pp. 117, 117, 120, 142.
Myc. III A: 1-2.
1-14. FragmentaryKraterwith StrapHandles.P1.31.
P 26939. Five fragmentsof large open vase from
northern, central and southern cuts of dromos and
base fragmentprobablybelongingto same vase from
northwestcornerof chamber.P.H. largest wall frag-
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ment 0.104 m., P.W. 0.07 m., est. D. foot ca. 0.09 m.

Six non-joiningfragmentsfrom a kraterwith strap
handles;nothing of rim or handlespreserved.
Very hard and fine yellow-buff clay, smoothed
and polishedinside and out; decorationin lustrous
orangeto mahogany-brownglaze.
The small wall fragmentfrom under handle with
the characteristic semicircular loop crossing the
horizontalbands, as well as the beautifullyfinished
interior, certify the shape: a strap-handledkrater
like 425.
Decoratedon shoulderwith doublespiralswith floral
fillingsin angles;two broadbandsbelow;foot glazed.
Furumark,M.P., Types 6-7 (pp. 22-23, figs. 3-4),
MycIII A:1-2e; Mot.47: 1 (p. 357,fig.60), Myc.II B.
For restorationof motive, cf. Korakou,pl. V which
must be somewhatearlier.Cf. sherdsof such kraters
fromAtreusbothrosat Mycenae(B.S.A., LIX, 1964,
pl. 72b, 6-8) dated to Myc. III A:I.
For restorationof shape cf. the new krater with
nautili XL-3, which is, however, probably a local
work.
See also pp. 121, 143.
Myc. III A:1.
FRAGMENTARY VASES ASSOCIATED WITH STONES IN
WESTERN HALF OF CHAMBER (1-15; P1. 31)

I-15. FragmentaryKylix, Glazed.
P1.31
P 15574.Fragmentarykylix consistingof two large
fragments,mendedfrommany pieces,with a tenuous
join between them: a, preservingpart of rim and
wall with one handle; b, part of the floor and wall,
the stem and beginningof foot. a, P.H. ca. 0.08 m.,
est. D. rim ca. 0.20 m., b, P.H. 0.08 m.

Clay pink to brick red, heavy and rather soft;
thick matt red glaze.
Deep bowl on short rather thick stem with disc
foot (no edgepreserved).Lowerwall steepand flaring;
more roundedabove. Slightly outturnedlip. Broad
handlefromlip with slight vertical groovein middle.
Glazedall over except beneathfoot.
Furumark,M.P., Type 263 or 264 (p. 60, fig. 16),
Myc. II B-III A:2.
Several fragmentsof two other similar deep-handled kylikes with all-overglaze, uncatalogued.
These are important evidence for the date of reentry of the tomb, but unfortunatelythe evidence
is not clearcutsince these are examplesof local provincial type which perpetuated an earlier form
throughoutthe fourteenthcentury.Furthermore,they
were too fragmentary for profiles to be drawn.
Cf.XX 11-4 and XXIV-12 to 14 for probable restoration.
See also pp. 118, 126.
Myc. III A :1-2.
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1-16. Large Ivory Pyxis and Lid.
P1. 32.
BI511. Hesperia, IX, 1940, pp. 283ff., figs. 2729; A.J.A., XLIII, 1939, pp. 581-585, figs. 12-14;
J.H.S., LIX, 1939, p1. XIVa; Arch. Anz., 1940, cols.
161-162, figs. 28-29; I.L.N., July 22, 1939, p. 163,
figs. 13,15,16. For more recent discussions and illustrations, see H. Kantor, Archaeology, XIII, 1960,
p. 15, fig. 3; Vermeule, Gr.B.A., p. 219, pl. XXXVI
B-C; Mylonas, Myc.M.A., p. 196, fig. 141; Demargne,
Birth of GreekArt, fig. 310. From East Bench. Max. H.
over all 0.16 m., H. of lid 0.013 m., D. lid 0.11 m.
Broken and split into many pieces, but largely complete; one side slightly higher than other.
A cylindrical box, cut from section of a tusk and
tapering very slightly toward top, as tusk narrowed.
Flat lid is held in place by projecting central disc
which fits down inside wall of box. Bottom is made
in two superimposed parts, one providing actual
floor of the box, the other, fastened to first by ivory
pegs, is a separate piece which provides a base for the
whole. Traces of a metal lining, analyzed as tin,
were found inside box.
Carved decoration in fairly high relief. Lid shows
a crested griffin to right, tearing two small deer who
lie prone, one with legs doubled up, the other with
legs extended. On wall of pyxis two similar crested
griffins, one facing right, one left, attack four deer,
two large and two small. Considerable indications of
landscape background: windswept tree beneath griffin
facing left and patches of rockwork. Close under rim,
two pairs of horizontal lug-like handles, pierced vertically, formed by bodies of crouching animals, a lion
and a fawn, the lions seen from above; one pair
fairly complete, the other fragmentary. Border decoration at top and bottom consists of foliate band, the
opposite row of leaves carved in one case on the side
of the lid, in the other on the side of the false bottom.
One of the finest carved Mycenaean ivories ever
found on the Greek mainland, this pyxis is an excellent example of the style of the late fifteenth to early
fourteenth century. Shear's brilliant description of
the scene (Hesperia, IX, 1940, pp. 284-285) cannot
be improved, for he has captured the breathless and
turbulent quality of the attack: "the wind produced
by the rush of great wings that has blown over a
small tree or shrub seen below the animal." Mrs.
Vermeule writes "No other Mycenaean ivory matches
this in its controlled organization of savagery and
agony, the simple power of the bodies, the subtle
use of landscape like the tree overblown in the rush
of the griffin's leap."
Miss Kantor notes the essentially Minoan inspiration of the scene (winged griffin of Cretan type,
flying gallop, tree and rockwork) but notes the transformation along more abstract lines which she be-

lieves signifies a mainland artist. The new pyxis from
Katsaba, Crete (B.C.H., LXXXVII, 1964, p. 846,
fig. 3) with the capture of a wild bull in a rocky
landscape might be taken as indicative of the earlier
more purely Minoan style.
One feature of our pyxis seems at variance with
Minoan and Mycenaean art and perhaps a direct borrowing from the East. This is the use of couchant
lions seen from above for handles in contrast to the
profile view in the fawns which thereby become much
more a part of the overall relief composition. No one
has called attention in print to this peculiarity, but
years ago Mary H. Swindler' compared them to the
ivory lions used as attachments on later Etruscan
situlae and boxes (Bernardini Tomb: M.A.A.R., III,
pp. 61ff., pl. 38, 5, 6; Barberini Tomb: M.A.A.R.,
V, p. 34, pl. 17) and a long oriental tradition seems
likely, though it is not necessarily a valid argument
for manufacture outside the Aegean area.
Shear considered the possibility of an Attic origin
because of the evidence for a local school provided
by the many carved ivories found at Spata and
Menidi. These, however, need not have been locally
produced but seem rather to belong to the international style of the thirteenth century (cf. Kantor,
op.cit., p. 22, fig. 13 from Spata). The closest parallels
to the Agora pyxis seem to be furnished by some
poorly preserved pyxides found by Tsountas at
Mycenae ('Eyp.'Apx., 1888, pl. 8, especially no. 6 from
Tomb 27 with griffin attacking contorted bull). Some
of these are on display in the Mycenaean room of
the National Museum and will be the subject of a
special study by Mrs. Agnes Sakellariou.
In our opinion this pyxis was made at some major
metropolitan center, either at Knossos during the
period of Mycenaean control or in the Argolid at a
time probably shortly before the fall of Knossos. The
ivory tusk was, of course, imported from the East,
and with the commercial contacts this implies may
have come not only the idea of carving ivory pyxides
from a section of tusk but also of equipping them
with handles in the form of couchant lions.
See also p. 106 and notes 70-71.
Late fifteenth century.
P1. 33.
1-17. Small Ivory Pyxis and Lid.
BI 513. Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 289, fig. 31; A.J.A.,
XLIII, 1939, p. 585, fig. 15; Archaeology,XIII, 1960,
p. 15, fig. 2. Lying on bronze mirror (1-23) and on
floor of chamber beside it, near south wall at about
its mid-point. H. 0.052 m., D. box at bottom 0.045 m.,
D. lid 0.045 m., H. lid at edge 0.0065 m. One edge of
the base, three fragments of the wall and two of three
handles missing. Two pieces apparently from the edge
of the base do not join.
1 Both in her seminarand in an unpublishedmanuscript
for a book on The Beginnings of GreekArt.

TOMBS AND OBJECTS: TOMB I
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Small cylindrical box, tapering very slightly toward the top. Top and bottom are simple disks each
with a projecting central part to fit inside the box.
On one side of the wall near the rim a small vertical
handle,shapedlike a figure-eightshielddowelledinto
place. From cutting for attachment of second, one
must assumethat there were originallythree.
Relief decorationaroundwall, threezonesof nautili
with dotted spiral tentacles. On the lid, much damaged, the same motive. Edge of lid and base decorated with tricurvedarch frieze.
A more conventionaltype than 1-16; cf. a similar
but poorly preservedivory pyxis of approximately
the scale of 1-16 from Mycenae in the National
Museum, decorated with rows of nautili, and the
alabaster example from Antheia in Achaia with
nautili and handlesin the formof figure-eightshields
1937, p. 91, fig. 10; A.J.A., LXIV, 1960,
(lnpaOrcKx,
pp. 12-18, pl. 5, fig. 34), whichis moreconventionalized and certainlylater.
See also p. 106.
Late fifteenth century.
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max. D. 0.006 m.; b, P.L. 0.135 m., max. D. 0.005 m.;

c, P.L. 0.132 m., max. D. 0.004 m. The "set" consists of one completepin, two good-sizedfragmentsof
others,and five scraps.The completepin and the two
largefragmentsare each mendedfromseveralpieces.
Each consists of a plain tapering shaft, round in
section and somewhat curved or bent, and cut off
straight at the thick end.
Cf. the bone pins from the tombs at the Argive
Heraion(Prosymtna,I, pp. 285-286, II, fig. 107, 4-6).
Theseare smallerand had decoratedheads, but mention is made of others which are plain and about the
length of ours.
See also p. 107.
1-20. Small Ivory Plaque.
P1.33.
BI 531. From central part of West Bench. L.
0.055 m., W. 0.107 m., T. 0.003 m. A small oblong

plaque,dimensionsfully preserved,one cornermissing.
One side is rough,on the other tracesof decoration
in low relief. Along one long edge two holes, rather
less than a full circle,are cut throughthe plaque.
1-18. Pair of Ivory Hair Ornaments.
P1.33.
Possibly part of decoratedtop of comb: cf. ProBI 514. Hesperia,IX, 1940, p. 288, fig. 30; A.J.A., symna,II, fig. 160, 1 (repairriveted with ivory stud).
See also p. 107.
XLTTT,1939, p. 585, fig. 15. Lying on bronzemirror
and
floor
wall
on
of
chamber
beside
south
it,
(1-23)
at about its mid-point. a, L. of bow 0.14m., W. 1-21. Wedge-shapedPiece of Ivory.
P1.33.
0.015 m., P.L. of pin 0.103 m.; b, L. of bow 0.097 m.,
BI 532. From dump of earth from northeast part
W. 0.015 m., c, P.L. 0.097 m.
of chamber near door, close to floor, near where
The plain flat bars of both barrettesare preserved, bronze lamp (1-22) was found. P.L. 0.038m., max.
that of a, the longer,roundedat one end and squared W. 0.007 m.
off at the other; that of b roundedat both ends and
Two joining fragmentsappearto preservemost of
with a shallow depressionas if for a finger hold on a thin smallsharplytaperingpiece,brokenat the tip.
the underside, near one end. The pins, muchmended The top and sides are finished smooth; the underand in both casesbrokenat both ends, consist eachof neath is rougher.
a long piece, oval in section for most of the preserved
Ivory stained black throughout.
length, but flattened at one end and curvingaround
Probablytooth of comb: cf. Prosymna,II, fig. 598,
to form a sharp hook, projectingbeyond the line of d. It is unlikely that our "princess"would not have
the bar. The outeredgeof the pin on a is serrated,and been equippedwith a comb, and 1-20 and 21 are the
the serrationscontinue aroundthe edge of the hook likely remnantsof such an object.
See also p. 107.
part. A similar serratedpiece appears to belong to
b. Nothing of any catch at the opposite end is preserved, nor is it clear how bar and pin were joined
BRONZES
together; c is a plain rounded fragment of a pin
perhapsfrom a similarhair ornament.
Bone or ivory.
1-22. BronzeLamp with Long Handle.
P1.33.
No exact counterpartsto these have been found
B 704. Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 285, fig. 26; Perlelsewhere, nor is the mechanismaltogether clear. zweig,LampsfromtheAthenianAgora(AgoraPicture
A pin with curved end was found in the Ares Tomb Book No. 9), no. 1. Found against north wall of
(VII-32)whichmayhave comefroma similarbarrette. chamber to left of door as one enters. L. 0.40 m.,
See also p. 107.
D. bowl0.16 m., H. bowl0.037 m. Severalsmallholes
in bowl as a result of corrosion;otherwiseintact.
1-19. Set of Ivory Pins.
P1.38.
An open bowl with a long flat handle which is
BI 530. Hesperia,IX, 1940, p. 228, fig. 30. A.J.A., horizontalas it leaves the body, but turns downward
XLTTT,1989, p. 585, fig. 15. Found with small ivory towardsits end. Rim of bowl flat on top and turned
pyxis (1-17)andhairornaments(1-18).a, L. 0.196 m., outward.Oppositethe handle,a broadshallowspout
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projectsslightly. A slight sinkingat the centerof the
bowl makes a small flat, slightly offset, bottom.
Analyzedas almost pure copper.
Although referredto as a "ladle" in the original
publicationand associatedwith the large vases (1-7
and 8) that stood near by, it seems more likely that
this was a lamp,the smallchanneloppositethe handle
being designedto supportthe wick. Its positionnear
the doorwayseems appropriate.
Cf. similar bronze lamps from Tombs 2 and 8 at
Dendra, the latter also found just inside doorway
(R.T.D., pp. 94-95, pl. XXXII, 4; N.T.D., p. 46,
fig. 49, 1) and Persson'sdiscussionof the evolutionof
Minoan-Mycenaean
lamps (N.T.D., pp. 102-111). A
more elaborateversion comes from the Tomb of the
Tripod Hearth at Knossos (Evans, P.T.K., p. 39,
fig. 35, a) and is also found at Tomb 2 at Dendra
(R.T.D., pl. XXXII, 4 middle).
See also p. 105.
1-23. BronzeMirror.
P1.33.
B 705. Hesperia,IX, 1940, p. 288, fig. 30; A.J.A.,
XLIII, 1939, p. 585, fig. 15. Found lying on floor of
chamber,near south wall, at about its mid-point.D.

ca. 0.115 m., T. as corroded ca. 0.006 m. A plain disc

of bronze,brokenand muchcorroded;edgeschipped.
This was almost certainly a mirror,although no
remainsof a handleor provisionsfor the attachment
of one were found. Possibly the remnantsof a small
roundhole about 1 cm. from edge?
Cf. the bronze mirrorsfrom the Argive Heraion
(Prosymna,I, pp. 350-351; II, fig. 417, 7) which are
roughlythe same size as ours and often lack remains
of a handleor the evidencefor attachment.
See also p. 106.

1-24. CopperWire from Balance (?).
PI. 33.
J 88. Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 288, fig. 30; A.J.A.,
XLIII, 1939,p. 585,fig. 15. Fromdumpof earthfrom
south central part of chambernear floor,area where
small ivory pyxis (1-17) was found. P.L. as bent
0.062 m. Complete.
A long piece of fine copper wire, now bent over
double,and worn thin in places. The wire tapers towardsthe ends, which are turnedup in long loops or
hooks.Slightlyoff-centerfromthe middleof the piece,
a small rectangularpiercing.
Possiblythe wirefor a smallbalance.Cf.the bronze
scale-pans found in tombs at the Argive Heraion
(Prosymna,I, pp. 351-352; II, fig. 215, 6, 7) which
must have come from a largerand more complicated
balance. Ours may have been more symbolic in
nature comparableto the gold balances from Shaft
Grave III at Mycenae (Schliemann, Mycenae, p. 197,

nos. 301-302; Karo, S.G., p. 247).
Cf. also discussionby Persson,N.T.D., p. 73.
See also p. 106 and note 68.

GOLD ORNAMENTS
One hundred twenty-eight ornaments and fragments of thin gold leaf were found. These were concentrated in the northwest part of the chamber,
along the West Bench, on the floor near the slab
(area of the small ivory pyxis), with a few scattered
elsewhere.
They fall into five main types: a largedrop-shaped
ornamentdecoratedwith an ivy leaf (1-25), a shellshaped ornament with a small rosette in the center
(I-26), a large disc with rosette (1-27), a small disc
with rosette (1-28), and a plain gold disc (I-29).
Furthermorethereweretwenty-fivefragmentsof gold
leaf which were either plain or so badly crumpled
and bent that their originalshape couldnot be determined. Note that in some cases a whole lot, not
necessarilyof one type, was assigned the same inventory number,e.g. J 64 and J 65.
1-25. Ivy-leaf Ornaments(19 examples).
PI. 33.
J 64 (13 examples). Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 290,
fig. 32; A.J.A., XLIII, 1939, p. 585, fig. 16. From
northwest part of chamber, against face of West
Bench, 0.60m. below top and practicallyon floor of
chamber.L. 0.049 m., W. 0.039 m. Ten completebut
slightly bent; threemoreseverelybent and somewhat
broken.
Decoration,in low repousse: a conventionalivyleaf formedby two volutes crownedby curvinglines.
None are pierced.
Other examples: J 65 (5), also from foot of West
Bench, identical, but with small piercings around
edge; J 68, lying on floor near West Bench, pierced
aroundedge.
The motive is the sacral ivy, Furumark,M.P.,
Mot. 12, y, z, and aa (p. 270, fig. 35), Myc.II A-B.
Cf. gold beads from Tomb 10 at Dendra (N.T.D.,
p. 84, fig. 92, 3, pl. V, 4) whichare similarto oursbut
smallerand with beadingaroundthe edge; they had
a backing and could be strung. Cf. also steatite
mould for making sacral ivy ornaments from the
tholosat Kephala,Knossos(B.S.A.,LI, 1956,pl. 12,e).
Cf. also more simplifiedversionon gold strip from
Mycenae(Ch.T., pl. XXXII, Tomb 515, 80, a).
See also p. 108.
Pls. 33, 77.
1-26. Shell Ornaments(4 examples)
J 84. Hesperia,IX, 1940, p. 290, fig. 32. A.J.A.,
XLIII, 1939, p. 585, fig. 16. From entrancepassage
near chamber,depth uncertain.Max. dim. 0.029m.
Only slightly broken.
Shell-shapedwith lower edge straight, upperedge
scalloped;convergingflutesrunningdownward;small
eight-petalledrosette in center.Piercedat edge.
Otherexamples: J 84, J 65 (1), and J 51.
No parallelsfor this ornamenthave been found in
other Mycenaeantombs.
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around the edge with seven small holes for attachment.
Outerside slightly convex.
Other examples: J 48, 49, 50, 54, 55, 64, 69 (all
fromarea of West Bench): J 70, 72, 73, 80, 82, 87, 92
(fromnear small pyxis 1-17).
Cf. small gold rosette beads from Asine (Asine,
p. 372, fig. 241, top row) which, although having a
backing,have been piercedfor attachingto cloth as a
secondaryusage.
Cf. the set of 38 gold rosettes (III-22) from the
neighboringTomb of the Bronzes which are of this
smallersize.

PI. 33.
1-28. Small Rosettes (15 examples).
J 47, Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 290, fig. 32; A.J.A.,
XLTII,1939,p. 585, fig. 16. Fromnearcenterof West
Bench. D. 0.013 m., T. like paper. Intact.
A small thin disc, more or less circular,decorated
with a rosette and pierced at irregular intervals

Twenty-fivegold fragmentswere too badly crumpled to assign to any of the above groups, among
them J 79 from northwest corner of grave cutting
close to bottom. It is possible that there were some
larger fragments of plain gold foil among them:
J 57, 60 and 62.
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1-27. Large Rosettes (47 examples).
P1. 3..
J 65 (30 examples). Hesperia,IX, 1940, p. 290, fig.
1989, p. 585, fig. 16. From north32; A.J.A., XTLTTT,
west part of chamber,along foot of bench, 0.90 to
1.25 m. from north end of chamber.D. 0.025 m.
Eight-petalled rosette with central dot; pierced
aroundthe edges for attachment.
Other examples: J 68 (11) and single examples:
J 58, 64, 67, 76, 86, and 90.
For the motive, cf. Furumark,M.P., Mot. 17: 9, 12
(p. 281, fig. 40), Myc. II A-B, both of which have
twelve petals.
Much more common than the sacral ivy or our
unique shell ornament,rosettes with 8 or 12 petals
have beenfoundin manyMycenaeantombs:cf. Ch.T.,
pls. XIII, 28, XXXII, 72, b and 80, c (the latter
moreelaboratewith a doublerow of petals); N. T.D.,
fig. 62, 2 (8 petals); Asine, p. 372, fig. 241 (small
8-petalledand larger 12-petalled).Cf. also the large
heavy girdle rosettes from Tomb 10 at Dendra:
N.T.D., p. 84, fig. 93, pl. III.

1-29. Plain Gold Discs (18 examples).
P1.33.
J 64 (4 examples). Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 290,
fig. 32; A.J.A., XLTTT,1939, p. 585, fig. 16. From
northwest part of chamber, against face of West
Bench, practically on floor of chamber. D. larger
(3 examples)0.017 m.; D. smaller0.012 m.
Other examples: J 52, 53, 61, 63, 78 (underslab),
81 (3), 87, 89, 90, 91, 92 (2).

TOMB II: DISTURBED TOMB WITH CIST GRAVE (N 21:5)

Pls. 34, 75; Plan, P1. 79
Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 291.

During the same campaign which yielded the Tomb of the Ivory Pyxides, a smaller and
badly disturbed chamber tomb was discovered about 15 meters to the west. The chamber was
apparently hemispherical, very roughly hewn with a diameter estimated at ca. 3.0 m.; it was
also approachedfrom the north, although nothing remained of the dromos. A cist grave (P1.34,
a) of about the same dimensions as that in Tomb I (1.90 m. by 0.75-0.90 m. by 1.30 m. deep)
had been cut in the floor of the chamber, but had been used as the overflow of a modern
cesspool. Furthermore a Roman tile drain had cut away a large part of the original rock. Accordingly,the only remains from the originaltomb werefound in a small pocket close to the south
wall (PI. 34, b); these consisted of some pieces of thigh and leg bones and fragments of four pots
(11-1 to 4), including a nearly complete stirrup-vase (II-1, Pls. 34, 75). Although the pottery
is fragmentary and a little later than that from Tomb I, it is of good Myc. III A style, and
shows that the tomb was in use during the earlier fourteenth century.
The fact that a packing of rough stones was found in connection with the vases and that
the incomplete skeletal remains lay above them might suggest a small walled ossuary where
earlier remains had been deposited at the time of a subsequent interment. The deep cist grave
would indicate the burial of a person of importance.
See also pp. 97, 101.
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Pls. 34, 75.
II-1. Stirrup-vase.
P 15070. Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 291, fig. 33.
A.J.A., XLIII, 1939, p. 587, fig. 17. H. 0.11 m.,
D. 0.113 m.
Mendedfrom many pieces; part of lip and spout,
one-halfof handle, chips from disc, and small fragments of wall missing.
Orangeto creamy buff clay, not sufficientlytempered, with laminated surface; orange-red semilustrouspaint.
Low raised base, concave beneath; plump round
body; vertical spout with flaring lip on shoulder;
flat stirrup handles meeting in flat-topped disc on
top of false neck.
Decorationin red glaze: zones of broadand narrow
bands on body and shoulder to line of spout attachment; on shoulder five groups of hand drawn
concentric arcs; on spout glazed band at top and
bottom; upper surface of handles glazed; band at
base of false neck and solid circle on top of disc.
Furumark,M.P., Type 171 (p. 30, fig. 5), Myc.
III A:2; Mot. 19: 28, 29, 31 (p. 299, fig. 47), Myc.
III A:2.
Cf. Prosymna, II, fig. 720, 38; Chalkis, pl. 25,
460 IA'; Attica, p. 17, fig. 4, nos. 7, 8, pl. 1, 5 and 7
(for shape).
Althougha widely diffusedand populartype, this
is one of only two globular stirrup-vasesfrom the
Agoratombs (see V-3).
See also pp. 124, 144, 151.
Myc. III A:2.

vanced piriform shape like XXIII-3. Furumark,
M.P., Types 44-45 (p. 23, fig. 4), Myc. III A:1-2.
Myc. III A:2.
11-3. ShoulderFragmentfrom ClosedPot. P1.34.
P 15071. P.H. ca.0.16m. Severaljoining fragments
preservepartof wall and shoulderof a largeclosedpot.
Bright pinkishbuff clay with smooth buff surface;
orange-brownto black streaky glaze.
On shoulderradiatingrays or "petals,"black with
thin brownoutlines, framedby four horizontallines
below; two morelines fartherdown on fragment.
Shape probablya narrow-neckedjug (Furumark,
M.P., Type 120 (p. 31, fig. 6) or the later form of
ewer (M.P., Type 145, p. 31, fig. 6) both of which
are Myc. III A:2. Cf. Prosymna,II, figs. 699, 700.
Theshoulderdecorationis unusualandnot matched
in Furumark,although perhaps derived from the
curvedstripe motive (M.P., Mot. 67: 10, p. 403, fig.
70) or the atrophiedogival canopy (M.P., Mot. 13:
7, p. 275, fig. 37) both of Myc. III A date. A remarkably close parallel is furnished by the ewer from
Tombr at Aliki Glyphada(TTpocncKa,
1955,pl. 27 L)
where the decorationseems more clearly a derivation of curved stripes, perhaps along purely Attic
lines: cf. askos VII-21.
Myc. III A:2.

11-4. FragmentaryKylix (?).
P1.34.
P 15072. P.H. 0.046m., est. D. ca. 0.15 m. Several
joining fragmentspreservepart of rim and wall of a
largeshallowbowlwith outturnedrim. Verysoft pink
11-2. Fragmentwith PiriformBase.
P1.34. clay with large red bits. Tracesof white on surface,
P 15069. P.H. 0.13 m., D. foot 0.067 m. A single either accretion,or base for tin incrustation.Undecfragment preservesthe small foot and some of the orated.
lower part of the spreadingbody.
Shape either teacup (M.P., Types 219-220, p. 48,
not
properly tempered; fig. 13) or stemmed cup, probably with only one
Flaky orange-pinkclay,
handle (M.P., Type 267 or 271, p. 60, fig. 16) both
without
much
lustre.
orange-redpaint
of Myc. III A:1-2 date. Cf.III-6, 7, etc. for tinof
with
Decorated
groups
Elegant piriformshape.
incrustedexamples.
broadand narrowhorizontallines.
Myc.III A:2.
Probably from a medium-sizepithoid jar of ad-

TOMBIII: TOMBOFTHE BRONZES (M 21:2)

Pls. 34-36, 66-67, 76-77; Plan, P1. 81
Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pp. 154-158.
This large chamber tomb was discovered in the spring of 1947, lying 15 meters northwest
of Tomb I, and was excavated by Eugene Vanderpool. It received a careful preliminarypublication in the Annual Report,' and has been the basis of a special study of an unusual class of
Mycenaeanvases covered with tinfoil.2
1 See also A.J.A., LI, 1947,p. 270, pl. LXV, a; J.H.S., LXVI, 1946,p. 110, fig. 2.
2

Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, pp. 381-396, pls. 92-93.
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The tomb had a roughly rectangular chamber (P1.34, d), somewhat smaller than that of
Tomb I, but exceeded only by it in size, measuring 4.65 m. across by 2.85 m. deep. It was
approached by a dromos from the north, which was preserved for a length of only 3.80 m.
(P1.34, c). Measuring2.0 m. wide at the bottom, the dromoswalls were preservedto a maximum
height of ca. 1.60 m. and showed an appreciableinward inclination. The floor sloped downward
to the doorway which was 0.88 m. wide and was found closed with a rough stone blocking
wall.
Since the roof of the chamber had collapsedin Mycenaeantimes, the burialsand offeringswere
found intact, although the area had been much used in Roman and modem times. The tomb
contained three burials, which to judge from the style of the pottery must have taken place
over a relatively short span of time. The heap of bones near the west wall representsthe earliest
burial (A);3associated with them were three pots (III-1, 2, and 3) with another three (111-4,
5 and 6) in a compact group perhaps representing a supplementary offering.
The secondand third burials (P1.35, a) were each representedby an orderly skeleton stretched
out at full length on its back with hands folded across the abdomen, that designatedB along the
south or back wall of the chamberwith head at the east apparently a woman.4Associated with
this burial were seven vases that lay near the head (III-7 to 13). The third burial (C),5that
of a man lying along the east wall of the chamber with his head toward the south (P1.35, b),
received the most costly offerings: a long bronzesword (III111-17),
a dagger (II111-18),
razor (III-19)
and bowl (III-20), all of bronze, which had been placed on a wooden table at the side of the
body. Evidence for the table consisted of the stain of decayed wood and traces of blue pigment;6 perhaps also the ivory inlays (III-21) came from this table. Since both these skeletons
were found in perfect order, they must have been buried in rapid succession.
The large three-handled pithoid jar (III-15), which contained the remains of a sacrificial
pyre, and the pilgrim flask (111-14) found near the middle of the chamber, as well as the small
bowl (III-16) from the west side of the entrance, cannot be assigned to a specific burial,
but presumablyreached the tomb, or were moved,7 at the time of one of the later burials. Near
the middle of the floor, and probably to be associated with Burial B, were nine steatite buttons (111-23). Thirty-eight thin gold rosettes (111-22), of which thirty-two lay in a compact
group at the base of the wall near the feet of Burial C,8and some gold rivet heads and a gold
strip to be associated with the sword and dagger comprise the other offeringsof this tomb, which
of the Agora Tombs is second in wealth only to the Tomb of the Ivory Pyxides.
Of the pottery only three pieces bore painted decoration (III-3, 14 and 15). The majority
of vases were undecorated kylikes of four different types, shallow handleless bowls, bowls with
horizontal ribbon handles, a ewer and a large undecorated pithoid jar. Although the kylikes in
particular are elegant in shape, the surface is almost without exception rough and unpolished
and preserves patches of black incrustation adhering to a whitish substance. Samples taken
from ten of the undecorated vases and analyzed spectrographically by Marie Farnsworth9
revealed pure tin oxide and showed that they had originally been covered with tinfoil in
imitation of and as a cheaper funeral substitute for silver vases. The same practice was ap3 AA 41 a: analyzed by J. Lawrence Angel as male (?) and about 55 (?).
AA 40: Angel's notes "female, about 36."
5 AA 41: "male, about 43."
6 See the discussion of blue in connection with coffins
(Vermeule, Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, p. 71). For the rejection of the
idea that the traces of wood in Tomb III constituted the remnants of a coffin like those recently discovered in Tomb XL,
see above, p. 101.
7 Stylistically the pithoid jar with the remnants of the
pyre is the earliest vase in the tomb. See below under III-15.
8 The excavator believed these
might have fallen from a cloak hung from a peg in the wall (Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 157).
For the use of such rosettes to decorate the actual funeral garment or shroud, see above p. 108.
9 Hesperia, XXXV, 1966,
Appendix II, p. 396.
4
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parently in use in wealthy chambertombs at Mycenae,Dendra, the Argive Heraion, lalysos and
Knossos at a period contemporaneous with our tomb.10
The painted vases, however, form the best chronological index, particularly the pilgrim
flask (I11-14). As has been pointed out,l1 it is closely paralleled in- the sherds from Tell el
Amarna in Egypt, which can be dated to the second quarter of the fourteenth century.12Since
it seems to belong to one of the later burials, it would imply a date of the first half of the
fourteenth century for the whole tomb, extending down perhapsa generationlater than Tomb I.
The apparentMyc. III A :1 date of the jar with the remnants of the sacrificialpyre (111-16)and
the close resemblance in shape of the ewer (111-1) to the glazed example (1-4) show that the
interval between the two tombs cannot have been great.
See also pp. 97-102, 105, 107-108.
Myc. III A: 1-2 (first half of fourteenth century).
POTTERY

body tapering to a small torus foot. Three vertical
ribbed handlesset high on shoulder;plastic knob at
VASES FROM WEST SIDE OF CHAMBER, ASSOCIATED
lowerattachment. Shapeand dimensionsfairly close
A (III-1 to 6; Pls. 35, 66-67)
WITH
BURIAL
to 1-2.
Pls. 35,67.
II-1. AmphoroidBeakedJug
Furumark,M.P., Types 18-19 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc.
P 17738. Hesperia,XVII, 1948, pl. XXXIX, 2, f; II B-III A:1. Six of the 28 jars of this shape from
B.C.H., LXXI-LXXII, 1947-1948,pl. LXVI, upper. the ArgiveHeraionwereundecorated:cf. Prosymna,
H. 0.17m., D. 0.12m. Mendedfrommany pieces;part I, p. 449; II, figs. 260, 1053; 438, 174.
of the base, fragments from wall, and about half
See also p. 120.
the spout missing.
Myc. III A:1-2.
Pink to buff clay; surface smoothed and lightly
P1.35.
polished;small traces of white with black substance III-3. Small Pithoid Jar, Decorated.
P 17767. Hesperia,XVII, 1948, pl. XXXIX, 2, e;
adhering,probablyindicatingthat surfacewas originally covered with tin, but insufficientremains for B.C.H., LXXI-LXXII, 1947-1948,pl. LXVI, upper.
H. 0.093 m., D. 0.09 m. Fragmentsmissing throughanalysis.
Narrowneck,set offfromshoulderby plasticridge; out, includingall handles,traces of which, however,
broadroundedshoulder,body taperingto small foot remain.
concave beneath. Two rolled handles, round in secGrayishpink clay with buff surface,badly flaked;
tion, from lip to near outer edge of shoulder. Lip blackishpaint, badly worn.
Nicely formedminiatureshape. Low concaveneck
pulled out on one side to a short spout.
with
flat projectingrim and plastic band at base of
150
Furumark,M.P., Type
(p. 22, fig. 3), Myc.
II B-III A:2. A smallerand less fine version of the neck; squat piriformbody taperingto slightly splayglazed jug I-4 but largerthan the monochromeclay ing foot with ring molding. Traces of three handles
on shoulder,probablyset vertically.
examples XVll1-4 and 5 (see P1.67).
Neck glazed; fairly deep band of net pattern on
See also p. 134.
1-2.
A:
III
shoulder,framed below by broad and narrow horiMyc.
zontal bands (groupsof three narrowlines between
III-2. Pithoid Jar with ThreeHandles.Undecorated. broadbands).
P1.35.
Furumark,M.P., Types23-24 (pp.22-23, figs.3-4),
P 17766. Hesperia,XVII, 1948, pl. XXXIX, 2, d; Myc. III A: -2; Mot. 57: 2 (p. 883, fig. 67), Myc.
B.C.H., LXXI-LXXII, 1947-1948,pl. LXVI, upper. III A:1-C:1.
H. 0.305 m., D. 0.23 m. Fromthreeseparateplacesin
Myc. III A:1-2.
northwestcorner;one fragmentfromback of dromos
wall. Mended from many pieces (a few not incor- III-4. ShallowBowl, with Ribbon Handles, Tinned.
P1.35.
poratedand a few missing);surfacechipped.
P 17763. Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pl. XXXIX, 2, 1;
Creamybuff clay at surface,red in fractures;unB.C.H., LXXI-LXXII, 1947-1948,pl. LXVI, upper.
decorated,but with light polish.
Low concave neck with broad flat lip and a nar- H. 0.06 m., D. 0.148 m. Mended from several fragrow plastic band at base of neck; broad piriform ments, but completesave for minorchips.
10 Ibid.,
Appendix I, pp. 394-395.
n
Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pp. 157-158.
12 See above,
pp. 114-115.
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Dark pink to reddish clay, not polished or well
smoothed.Large patches of black adheringto white
substance, analyzed as tin oxide (Hesperia,XXXV,
1966, p. 396, pl. 93).
Low flaringbowl with flattened foot not properly
smoothed; rim somewhat warped;;broad ribbon
handlesset horizontallyjust below rim.
Furumark,M.P., Type 295 (p. 53, fig. 15), Myc.
III A-B.
Cf. other examples of this shape with remnants
of tin-incrustation:Mycenae,T. 515, no. 51 (Ch.T.,
pl. XXXI); Ialysos (B.M.Cat., I, 1, A 850, pl. X);
Knossos (P. T.K., p. 72, no. 67a).
For others less certainly tinned cf. Prosymna,
II, figs. 353, 789; 356, 775; etc. Also Asine, p. 370,
fig. 240, 61-64.
See also p. 131.
Myc. III A.
III-5. Kylix with High-swungHandles, Tinned.
Pls. 35, 66.
P 17764. Hesperia,XVII, 1948, pl. XXXIX, 2, j;
B.C.H., LXXI-LXXII, 1947-1948,pl. LXVI, upper.

H. 0.148 m., H. with handles 0.208 m., D. 0.128 m.

Furumark,M.P., Type 267 (p. 60, fig. 16), Myc.
III A:1-2. Cf. other probable examples of tin incrustationon this shape: Dendra,Tomb 10 (N. T.D.,
p. 92, fig. 103,2-3); Mycenae,T. 515,no. 52 (Ch.T., pl.
XXXI); Knossos,Tombs66 and 67 (P. T.K., pp. 72,
73, 124, fig. 118, 66, h); Argive Heraion, Tomb 37
(Prosymna,II, fig. 397,713-714); and possiblyAsine,
Tomb 1:1 (Asine, p. 361, fig. 235, 50, 51, 56).
Cf. the glazed examples of this shape, 428 and
431; also the plain smoothedexample XL-13.
See also pp. 127-128.
Myc. III A: 1-2.
VASES FROM SOUTH SIDE OF CHAMBER ASSOCIATED

WITHBURIAL B (III-7

to 13; Pls. 35, 66-67)

III-7. Kylix with one High-swungHandle, Tinned.
Pls. 35, 66.
P 17754. Hesperia,XVII, 1948, pl. XXXIX, 2, h;
B.C.H., LXXI-LXXII, 1947-1948,pl. LXVI, upper.
Found near head of second skeleton. H. 0.125m.,
H. with handle 0.178 m., D. 0.125 m. Completesave
for minor chips.
Orange-redclay; surface not well polished or
smoothed;patches of black adheringto whitish substance, the remainsof tin sheathing,sampleanalyzed
(see above, III-4).
Deep bowl with slightly outturned lip; medium
tall stem and flaring conical foot; one high-swung
ribbonhandlefrom top of rim to shoulder.
Furumark,M.P., Type 271 (p. 60, fig. 16), Myc.
II B. Although dated by Furumarkto Myc. II B,
this type seems certainly to have continued into
III A:1. Cf. tinned example from Dendra, Tomb 10
(N. T.D., p. 92, fig. 103, 4)
Cf. also VII-15 which is slightly earlier in form
and shows no evidenceof tin sheathing.
See also pp. 127-128.
Myc. III A:1-2.

Completesave for small fragment and minor chips.
Unevenlyfiredorangeto pinkish-buffclay; surface
lightly polished; heavy patches of black adhering
to surfaceinsideand out but not underfoot; analyzed
as tin oxide (see above, III-4).
Deep bowl with outturned and offset lip, fairly
high stem, flaring conical foot; two high-swungribbon handlesattached at rim and shoulder.
Furumark,M.P., Type 272 (p. 60, fig. 16), Myc.
III A: 1-2.
Cf.fragmentsI-11 and 12, probablyof same type.
Tinnedexamplesof this shapefrom Dendra,Tomb
10 (N.T.D., p. 92, fig. 103, 5), Mycenae,T. 502 (Ch.T.,
p. 8, no. 17), and probablyArgiveHeraion,Tomb37
(Prosymna,II, fig. 297, 712).
Cf. buff monochromeexamples without evidence
for tin XVIII-6 and XXXIX-1.
Pls. 35, 67.
III-8. StemmedKylix, Tinned.
See also pp. 127-128.
P 17755. Hesperia,XVII, 1948, pl. XXXIX, 2, i;
Myc. III A:1-2.
B.C.H., LXXI-LXXII, 1947-1948,pl. LXVI, upper.
Near head of second skeleton. H. 0.183 m., D.
III-6. One-handledKylix, Tinned.
P1.35. 0.175 m. Completesave for minor chips.
Pinkish clay with smooth creamy buff surfaceon
P 17765. Hesperia,XVII, 1948, pl. XXXIX, 2, k;
B.C.H., LXXI-LXXII, 1947-1948,pl. LXVI, upper. ext., lightly polished; patches of black inside and
H. 0.108 m., D. 0.11 m. Completesave minor chips. out, and underfoot; remainsof tin sheathing,sample
Pinkish clay with buff surface; unpolished and analyzed (see above III-4).
Relatively deep bowl with small outturned lip,
unglazed; patches of black adheringinside and out,
the remainsof tin sheathing, sample analyzed (Hes- slightly warped; medium high stem; foot almost a
flat disc with countersunk center; a groove runs
peria, XXXV, 1966, p. 396, pl. 93).
Fairly deep bowl with offset rim and carinated aroundoutervertical edge of base; two band handles
shoulder;moderatelyhigh stem with disc foot with from rim.
countersunkcenter; one vertical handle from rim to
Furumark,M.P., Type 264 (p. 60, fig. 16), Myc.
III A :1-2. For tinned examples,cf. Knossos,Tomb7,
shoulder.
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f (P.T.K., p. 124, fig. 118) and Mycenae,T. 515, no.
48 (Ch.T., pl. XXXI). The example from Dendra,
Tomb10 (N.T.D., p. 92, fig. 103, 1) has a deeperbowl
morelike our glazedexampleXXXII-1. The present
example is not much different from the taller
stemmed type seen in the buff monochromeexamples XXIV-15, XXXII-3 and XL-12.
See also pp. 127-128.
Myc. III A:1-2.
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Pls. 35, 66.
III-9. One-handledKylix, Tinned(?).
P 17756. Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pl. XXXIX, 2,
m; B.C.H., LXXI-LXXII, 1947-1948, pl. LXVI,
upper. H. 0.105 m., D. 0.115 m. Small fragments of
foot and lip missing; otherwiseintact.
Pale buff clay, smoothed but not polished or
glazed.Tracesof tin sheathing,especiallyinsidebowl,
but insufficientfor analysis.
Fairly deep bowl with narrowoutturnedand offset
lip, and slight carination at shoulder, moderately
high stem and disc foot countersunkat center; wide
ribbonhandlefromrim to shoulder.Similarto III-6
but moregracefuland metallic, and looks earlier.
See referencesunder III-6.
Myc. III A:1-2.

PI. 35.
III-10. One-handledKylix, Tinned.
P 17760. Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pl. XXXIX, 2,
p; B.C.H., LXXI-LXXII, 1947-1948, pl. LXVI,
upper. Found near head of second skeleton. H.
0.106 m., D. 0.112 m. Completesave for minorchips.
Pinkish buff clay, rosy in fracture, fine but not
polished or glazed; many patches of black adhering
to white substanceon interior and exterior and extending for about 1 cm. under foot; remains of tin
sheathing,analyzed (see above, II-4).
Fairly deep bowl with narrowoutturnedlip, trace
of carinationat shoulder;moderatelyhigh stem and
disk foot with countersunkcircle underneath;band
handle from rim to shoulder. In shape this stands
betweenIII-9 and III-6, whichis the most carinated.
See referencesunderIII-6.
Myc. III A:1-2.

III-11. ShallowBowl, Ribbon Handles, Tinned.
PI. 35.
P 17759. Hesperia,XVII, 1948, pl. XXXIX, 2, n;
B.C.H., LXXI-LXXII, 1947-1948,pl. LXVI, upper.
Found near head of second skeleton, inside III-10.
H. 0.04m., D. 0.125 m. Complete save for minor
chips.
Orange-redclay like III-7, not very well smoothed;
many traces of black patches inside, remainsof tin
sheathing,analyzed (see above, III-4).
Low flaring bowl on flattened foot; two broad
ribbon handles set horizontally just below rim.

Similarto III-4, but a little shallowerand rim not
so warped.
See referencesunder11I4.
Myc. III A.
III-12. ShallowBowl without Handles, Tinned.
P1.35.
P 17761. Hesperia,XVII, 1948, pl. XXXIX, 2, g;
B.C.H., LXXI-LXXII, 1947-1948,pl. LXVI, upper.
Found near head of second skeleton. H. 0.05 m.,
D. 0.11 m. Completesave for minor chips.
Pinkishbuff clay, not smoothedor polished;a few
fragmentsof black adheringto interiorand exterior
analyzedas tin (see above, III-4).
An open bowl with rim and small flat foot, cut off
with string; striationsnot removed.
Furumark,M.P., Type 204 (p. 53, fig. 15), Myc.
I-III B.
No other certain or probabletinned examples of
this shape are known to me, although it is highly
likely that such simple undecoratedcontainerswere
so treatedin the wealthiertombs.Blegenmentions44
unpainted examples from Prosymna, of which the
bases are often rough with string-marks.The shape
has probableCretanaffinities(Prosymna,I, pp. 413,
424).
Cf. the glazed example XIV-3.
See also p. 131.
Myc. III A.
III-13. ShallowBowl without Handles, Tinned.
P1. S5.
P 17758. Hesperia,XVII, 1948, pi. XXXIX, 2, o;
B.C.H., LXXI-LXXII, 1947-1948,pl. LXVI, upper.
Found near head of second skeleton. H. 0.046 m.,
D. 0.117 m. Completesave for minor chips.
Pinkish buff clay, not very well smoothed; a few
remnantsof tinfoil sheathing, sample analyzed (see
above, III-4).
An open bowl with plain rim and small flat foot;
similarin shape to II-12, but slightly warped.
See referencesunder III-12.
Myc. III A.
VASES NEAR ENTRANCE ASSOCIATED WITH BURIALS B

ORC (II1-14 to 16; Pls. 35-86, 76)
III-14. PilgrimFlask, ConcentricCircles. PIs. 35, 36.
P 17753. Hesperia,XVII, 1948, pls. XXXIX, 2, c,
XL, 2; B.C.H., LXXI-LXXII, 1947-1948,pi. LXVI,
upper; A.J.A., LI, 1947, p1.65, A. Found near
middle of chamber toward east side. H. 0.137 m.,
W. 0.093 m., T. 0.078 m. Complete save for minor
chips.
Fine buff clay, pinkishbuff in fractures;smoothed
and polishedsurface; lustrous black to brownglaze.
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Slightly flattened form with narrow neck and
projectinglip; rather high and slightly flaring footring; two ribbon handles from middle of neck to
shoulder. Two reserved bands on top of lip; two
bands near top and one at base of neck, M with
triangularfilling between; handles and foot glazed;
groups of concentriccircles (four broad circles with
groupsof three narrowlines between, three fine concentric circles at center) on each face; under each
handle a band of running spirals with angular fillings.
Furumark, M.P., Type 188 (p. 30, fig. 5), Myc.
III A:2; Mot. 46: 8 (p. 353, fig. 59), Myc. III A:2.
Cf. popularity of this shape at Tell el Amarna
(B.M.Cat., I, 1, A 998, p. 188, fig. 268 = C.V.A.,
Br. Mus. IIIa, pl. 10, 16) and occurrenceof the same
type of spiralband on the shoulderof jugs (B.M.Cat.,
I, 1, A 997, p. 187, fig. 267).
Althoughmorecommonin the Levantinetrade (cf.
B.M.Cat., I, 2, C 561, pl. III), the pilgrim flask is
also found in the Argolid (Prosymna, I, p. 442,
pl. VIII, 859; II, figs. 706-707) and in Attica (Attica,
pl. 16, 5-6; Collignon-Couve,pl. VII, 116). Our example with its fairly high foot and neat spiral band
looks somewhat earlier than the Tell el Amarna
example in the British Museum.Furumark(M.P.,
p. 616)assignsthe Attic examplesto Myc.III A: 1-2e.
See also pp. 124-125, 142.
Myc. III A:2 (probablyearly).
III-15. Pithoid Jar with ThreeHandles. Pls. 35, 76.
P 17757. Hesperia,XVII, 1948, pl. XXXIX, 2, b;
B.C.H., LXXI-LXXII, 1947-1948,pl. LXVI, upper.
Foundin centerof tomboppositethe door.H. 0.275m.,
D. 0.215 m. A few small fragmentsof body missing.
Greenishbuff clay, well smoothed and originally
polished;brownishblack glaze badly worn.
Medium high concave neck with flat projecting
lip; roundedpiriformbodywith taperingbaseandring
foot; three vertical handles on shoulderwith plastic
projectionat lower attachment.
Neck, foot and handles glazed; in shoulder zone
in each panel a curved-stemmedivy leaf and a
palmette on a curved stem with a papyrusblossom
in angle (P1.76); two broad bands framed above
and below by a narrowline between shoulderzone
and deep band of glaze on foot.
Furumark,M.P., Type 19 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc. III
A:1; Mots. 12: 27 (p. 271, fig. 36), Myc. III A:1;
11: 66 (p. 265, fig. 34). No exact parallel for the
palmette but probablyclosest to Mot. 14: 8 (p. 277,
fig. 38), Myc. III A:2. Cf. the palm and ivy leaf on
the jar Prosymna,II, fig. 246, and on the alabastron,
C.V.A., Br. Mus. IIIa, pl. 10, 32, which may be from
Attica (notationof A. J. B. Wace).
In shape and decorationthis jar is only a little
later than the large jars, I-1 and 2. The neck is

slightlyhigher,the plasticridgegone,and the handles
less metallic. The decorative zone is less deep, but
the relative naturalism of its motives suggests an
earlierdate than the formalismof the Amarnastyle,
representedby III-14. It thereforeseems likely that
III-15 should be associated with an earlier burial
and that it was moved to its position by the doorway when used to gather up the remnants of a
sacrificialpyre,probablyin connectionwith BurialC.
The materialfound within the jar consistedof charcoal, pieces of vitrified pottery, a small scrap of
blackenedbone or ivory, and three other fragments
of bonefroma smallanimal. This is our only instance
of a vase with its contents preserved, here surely
secondary.
See also pp. 102, 120, 144,
Myc. III A: 1.
III-16. ShallowBowl without Handles, Tinned.
P1.35.
P 17762. Hesperia,XVII, 1948, pl. XXXIX, 2, a;
B.C.H., LXXI-LXXII, 1947-1948,pl. LXVI, upper.
Found just inside chamber door. H. 0.051 m., D.

0.115 m. Completesave for minor chips.
Pinkish clay; surface flaked inside and not well
smoothed;many patches of black inside and out adhering to whitish substance, remainsof tin sheathing, sampleanalyzed(see above, III-4).
Similar to III-12 and 13; see referencesunder
former.

BRONZES
III-17. Bronze Swordwith GoldRivets.
PI. 36.
B 778 and 779; J 99 and 101. Hesperia, XVII,
1948, p. 157, fig. 4, pl. XXXIX, 3; J.H.S., LXVII,
1947, p. 110, fig. 2; Hesperia,XXXV, 1966, pl. 92, a.
B 778, sword, lying on carbonizedremainsof wooden

table by Burial C; L. 0.74 m., G.W. handle 0.053 m.;

broken in five pieces but complete. B 779, a small
chunkof bronzewith gold disc, foundnear left elbow
of Burial C; D. 0.011 m.; probablyrivet from sword.
J 99, a small gold disc, found in southwest corner;
D. 0.011 m.; probablyrivet fromsword.J 101, a strip
of gold leaf, found near leg of table; L. 0.07 m.,
W. 0.004 m.; perhaps decoration of hilt.

Rapier with heavy midrib down center of blade;
hornedhilt; raised rim aroundedge of tang to take
handle plates, presumably of wood, which were
fastened on with rivets, one of which was found in
place. Rivets, probably originally five in number,
had prominentheads overlaidwith sheet gold.
This is a fine example of the horned sword or
rapierclassifiedas Type C i by Miss Sandars(A.J.A.,
LXVII, 1963, pp. 117ff. and catalogue,pp. 144-146,
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pl. 21). Althoughthe Agoraexampleis not included characteristicone from Cos)" (op.cit., p. 119). Alin her catalogue,it is certainly of the new fifteenth- though Thompson (Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 156,
centurytype with "a slenderbladewith a highmidrib, note 9) points to the usual complementof a long
and a horned projection for the hand ... carried out sword with a dagger at the Argive Heraion, these
in the same casting as blade and tang ... C i has were of a differenttype (a leaf-shapeddaggerwithinvariably two rivet-holes in the blade at shoulder out hilt or midrib from Tomb 37, Prosymna, II,
level, or rather lower, and usually from one to three fig. 299, and a daggerof E ii type with flangedpomin the grip. Thereis also usually a narrowunflanged mel-tangextensionfoundwith a swordof D i type in
extensionat the pommel-end,with a small rivet-hole Tomb25, Prosymna,II, fig. 198 and Sandars,op.cit.,
for securing the pommel; always a separate unit" pp. 148, 150). Our dagger exceeds the usual meas(p. 119). Although "splendidlyornamentedhilts are urement(0.30-0.40m.) and is perhapsbetter termed
found on most of these swords, with a free use of a short sword.
Late fifteenthto fourteenthcentury.
gold-plating"(Zafer Papoura 36, P.T.K., figs. 58,
110; Tholos,Dendra,R.T.D., pls. XX, no. III, XXII,
2, XXIII, 1-3), the Agora example preservesonly
P1.36.
the large rivets capped with gold and the hoop III-19. Razor.
B
782.
Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 157, fig. 4, pl.
J 101.
Cf. the similarbronzeswordfrom Tomb 37 at the XXXIX, 3; J.H.S., LXVII, 1947, p. 110, fig. 2;
Hesperia,XXXV, 1966, pl. 92, a. Found with other
Argive Heraion (Prosymna,I, pp. 127ff., 329f.; II, bronzeson carbonizedremainsof table in southeast
figs. 298, 301)whichis of almostthe same dimensions
part of chamber;lying nearestskeleton.P.L. 0.19 m.,
(L. 0.75 m., G.W. 0.072 m.). As in our sword the han- W. of blade 0.045 m. Corrodedbut
apparentlymore
dle of wood, traces of which were recovered, was
and
with
less
or
very sharpedge.
complete
fastened on with gold-platedrivets (six in number),
A broad curved tool with tang for insertion into
and there were presumablyivory plates and a gold
woodenhandle.
wire binding (fig.301, 6-7).
This is a fine example of the type of object alterMiss Sandarsdates the C i swords to the "middle
termed "razor"or "cleaver,"found fairly
or latter half of the fifteenth century, before the natively
in tombs of L.H. III date on the Greek
frequently
destructionof the L.M.II Palace at Knossos"(p. 120)
at Ialysos in Rhodes,and in the cemetery
mainland,
with the possibility that the mainland swords are
of ZapherPapourain Crete.
"slightly later than the Cretan, falling at the beThe original identificationas razor was proposed
ginning of the fourteenth century." Tomb 37 at
Tsountas('Ep.'Apx., 1888, p. 171); Blegen (Prosby
Prosymnais dated early in L.H. III A and has potI, pp. 347f.) suggestedthat their function was
ymna,
tery, includinga probable"imitation silver" or tinor chopping rather than shaving, but for
slashing
incrusted group similar to ours from TombIII (see
arguments
against "cleaver" see Townsend (VerProsymnna,II, figs.294,296-297;cf. Hesperia,XXXV,
Ares Tomb, pp. 215-216 re VII-27. The
meule),
1966, p. 395).
thin cutting edge and short handle are much more
See also p. 105.
suitable for a razor. Hence such objects would be
Late fifteenth to early fourteenthcentury.
the masculine equivalent of the combs, mirrors,
etc. depositedwith female burialsas
P1.36. cosmeticboxes,
III-18. BronzeDaggerwith GoldRivets.
of
personaltoilet needed for the journey to
B 781 and J 99. Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 157, objects world.
the other
fig. 4, pl. XXXIX, 3; J.H.S., LXVII, 1947, p. 110,
Of the six examplesfrom the Argive Heraionours
fig. 2; Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, pl. 92, a. Lying on is closest to one from Tomb 10 (Prosymrna,II, fig.
carbonizedremains of wooden table by skeleton C,
512, 4).
on top of sword III-17. P.L. ca. 0.46 m. Badly corSee also p. 106 and VII-27 and XIV-9, both less
roded; blade preservedin severalpieces,but nothing well
preserved.
of hilt except two small pieces which appear to be
projectinghorns. To one of these a gold-leaf rivetP1.36.
head cover of a smaller size was found adhering III-20. BronzeBowl, Corroded.
4.
Found
B
780.
Hesperia,XVII, 1948, p. 157, fig.
(J 99: smaller than 3 associated with III-17, D.
on carbonizedremainsof wooden table in southeast
0.008 m.).
Verynarrowbladewith heavy centralmidribof the part of chamber. Est. H. ca. 0.06 m., est. D. ca.
0.165m. Badly bent and corroded,but largely comsame type as III-17.
but
same
as
the
of
This is obviously
plete at time of discovery.
type III-17,
belie
to
It
would
seem
well
and
less
shorter
Fortunatelya drawing was made, for the bowl is
preserved.
no
sword
that
"no
statement
Miss Sandars'
longer extant, having disintegrated completely
complete
while
unan
from
0.60
m.
than
is
soaking.It was apparentlyan open bowl with
less
i
(apart
[of C type]
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111-20 (1:2)

rounded bottom and outturned lip, and had one
horizontalhandle preserved,attached below the lip;
traces of vertical fluting or rilling on lip and on
shoulder.
No close parallelshave been found.
See also p. 105.
IVORIES

III-21. Rosettes and OtherInlays (fromTable?).
Pls. 86, 77.
BI 742. From cleaning floor in area of table, east
part of chamber. D. of largest rosette ca. 0.015 m.
Four rosettes and a leaf surrounding outside of
another rosette (?); also four small fragments; all
considerablydarkened.
Neatly workedwith plain back,thereforeintended
as inlays, probablyfromthe woodentable nearwhich
they were found.
Cf. the ivory rosettes, perhapsfor inlaying small
wooden caskets, from tombs at the Argive Heraion
(Prosymna, I, p. 284; II, figs. 242, 10-12; 417, 8;
446, 14). Cf. also the ivory rosette from Tomb I: 1
at Asine (Asine, p. 375, fig. 244).
See also p. 107.

D. 0.013-0.015m. Thirty-eightthin discs: one fragmentary, one crumpled, one half-preserved,others
largelycomplete.
Simple eight-petalledrosette pattern in very low
relief. Each disc piercedirregularlyin two or three
places, as if for attachment.
Cf. the smallergold rosettes (1-28) from the Tomb
of the Ivory Pyxides.
STONE
III-23. Nine Stone Buttons.
Pls. 36, 77.
ST 388.Hesperia,XVII, 1948,pl. XL, 1. H. 0.01m.,
D. 0.018m. Intact. Conicaltype with straight sides.
Purplishsteatite.
ST 389. Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pl. XL, 1. From
dumpof tomb chamber.Twoexamples:a, H. 0.01 m.,
D. 0.017 m.; b, H. 0.007 m., D. 0.012 m. Both intact.

Straight-sidedconicaltype. Purplishsteatite.
ST 390. Hesperia,XVII, 1948,pl. XL, 1. Nearhead
of skeleton B (two in situ, four from dump of earth
from same spot). Six examples ranging in H. from
0.008m. to 0.014m. and in D. from 0.014m. to
0.02 m. All intact. Conical with concave sides;
shankedtype. Grayishsteatite. Note graduatedsizes.
The best treatment of the stone whorls or buttons is found in Blegen, Prosymna,I, pp. 256f. and
GOLD
312f. Oursbelong to his types 1 and 3 ("shortcone"
and "conoid,"Prosymna,II, fig. 602).
III-22. Set of Gold-leafRosettes.
P1.36.
See also pp. 109, note 89.
J 100. Hesperia,XVII, 1948, pl. XL, 1. Found on
L.H. III, when steatite replacesearlierterracotta
floorat base of wall in northeast cornerof chamber. buttons.

TOMBIV: DISTURBEDCHAMBER
TOMB(M 21:3)

P1. 37; Plan: P1. 81
Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 158.
This badly preserved chamber tomb was also found in 1947. It had a square chamber,2.80 m.
across by 1.60 m. deep, approached by a dromos from the north, most of which had been cut
away by the basements of modem houses. Of the north half of the chamber only the lowest
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10 cm.werepreserved,whereasin the southwestcomerbrokenbedrockstoodto a heightof over
a meter.Towardthe centerof the chamberthe upperhalf of a skeletonwas found,laid out with
head to south and cut off belowthe waist by a modemhousebasement.
TombIV was rich in bones,but containedlittle else. At both the southwestand southeast
cornerspiles of bones of earlierintermentswereheapedup, that at the southwestcontaining
three skulls.Therewere also two small pits, one in the northwestcomer (0.40m. by 0.30 m.
by 0.25 m. deep) containingnothing but brokenbedrock,anotherin the southwestcorner
(1.10m. by 0.50 m. by 0.20 m. deep) full of bonesand anotherskull. All told there were five
skulls found, but Angel has indentified the remains of ten skeletons, eight males and two
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females.1In funeralpracticesthis tomb followsthe customsof the Argolidchambertombs,in
sweepingasideearlierremainsor gatheringthemup and depositingtheminto bonecists, which
differmarkedlyfromthe moreregularand deeperburialcists of TombsI and II.2
Althoughmuch smallerthan TombsI and III, this may once have containedconsiderable
burialequipment;however,only a handfulof sherdswererecovered.Theseconsistedof a few
fragmentsof plain bowls and kylikes,of whichonly the upperpart of one couldbe mended.

1 Skeletons AA 42-45: 42 being the skeleton in the center, M. about 35; 43 the SW bone pile with 3 M. skulls; 44 the SE
bone pile, fragments; 45 the SW bone pit with the remains of 4 M. and 2 F. skeletons.
2 See above p. 101.

PI.37.
IV-1. Fragmentary
Fairlydeepbowlwithslightlyoutturnedrim.Two
Kylix.
P 17890.P.H. 0.07m., est. D. ca. 0.14m. Stem flatribbonhandlesfromrimto shoulder.
andaboutone halfof rimand bowland partof one
Furumark,M.P., Type 264 (p. 60, fig.16), Myc.
III
A:1-2.
handlemissing.
Similar
to III-8, butnotinsheathing.Cf.references.
surface
Pinkishbuffclay,rosyin fracture;
lightly
III
for
no
tin
sheathing. Myc. A:1-2.
polishedandsmoothed; evidence
THE TOMBSON THE HILL OF THE NYMPHS(V AND VI)

Proceeding in a westerly direction from the north slope of the Areopagus and Tombs I-IV,
one comes to the Hill of the Nymphs, an area which was also explored in the spring of 1947. At
the northeastern foot of the hill, in a region much disturbed by moder buildings, a small
Mycenaeanchamber tomb was discovered, its burialsintact. Furthermoreevidence of an unfinished chamber tomb about a dozen meters to the west was noticed.' The following spring a
late pit grave, containing the skeletons of two children and a single cup, was discovered about
the same distance to the southeast. Thus, apparently, there was once a Mycenaean cemetery
of more ordinary individuals on the northeast slope of the Hill of the Nymphs, of which only
these examples have survived the intensive utilization of the region.

1
Although counted in our enumeration of 46 Mycenaean burial places this tomb has not been assigned a Roman numeral
or a grid deposit number, since it contained neither skeletal material nor pottery (see above, p. 97 and note 14). It apparently
has approximately the same scheme and dimensions as Tomb V: a dromos 0.80 m. wide and 2.0 m. long, a circularchamber or
working space 1.20 m. in diameter leading into a chamber 1.20 m. by 0.85 m. (Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 165). It may have
been discontinued through some fault in the rock, for part of the ceiling had collapsed in antiquity, though how early we do
not know.

TOMB(A-B 18:1)
TOMB V: CHAMBER

Pls. 87, 76; Plan: P1.82
Hesperia,XVII, 1948,pp. 163-165.
Excavatedin June, 1947, by Rodney S. Young,this tomb consistedof a small rectangular
chamber,2.80m. wide by 1.80m. deep, enteredfromthe east througha dromos1.10m. wide
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which contracted to a doorway 0.92 m. wide. The doorway preservedits rough stone blockingwall to a height of 0.70 m. to 0.80 m., and the dromos the firm red earth with which it had
been packed to a height of 1.30 m.
Only the lower 0.50 m. of the chamber had been hewn from bedrock, the upper part being
cut from very compact gravelly earth. The ceiling of the chamber had collapsed at least as
early as the sixth century B.C. Two skeletons were found lying in order, their heads toward the
east and their legs doubled up (P1.37). Several earlier interments had been swept aside; some
bones were found in the comers of the chamber, others in a small pit (0.55 m. by 0.30 m. by
0.23 m. deep) near the southeast corer.2
The burial offeringsconsisted only of pottery: six more or less complete vases and two fragmentary ones, which are difficult to assign to particular burials. The coarse amphora (V-8),
which was found standing upright at the feet of the northerr skeleton, obviously belonged to
that burial; its mouth was still stopped by a stone, but it contained nothing, the original
liquid offeringhaving evaporated. The three-handledjar (V-4), the other plain amphora (V-7),
and the cup (V-6) all lay tumbled in the northwest corner of the room; since in two cases a
handle is missing, it looks as if they had been swept aside from an earlier burial. The stirrup
vase (V-3) was found in the middle of the chambernear the southern skeleton, but it too lacked
a handle and may have come from one of the earlier interments. The askos (V-5) was found
in the extreme northeast corner some distance from either skeleton. The fragmentary kylikes
(V-1 and 2) obviously belonged to one of the earlier burials.
Although it is difficult to apportion the vases, the range of time represented cannot have
been great. On the evidence of the painted vases V-3 and 4, the tomb should be dated to the
fourteenth century, probably to the second half; since there is nothing distinctively Myc. III B
among the pottery, the four or five interments probably took place duringthe span of one or two
generations.

V-1. Fragmentary
Froma fairlydeep-bowled
P1.37.
Kylix.
kylix with offsetrim;
P 17909.Fragmentsscatteredin tomb and vase nothing of handlesor base preserved.
incomplete;three non-joiningfragments.P.H. a,
Furumark,M.P., Type 264 or 269 (p. 60, fig. 16),
0.049 m., b, 0.062 m., est. D. rim ca. 0.12 m.

Myc. III A: 1-2.

inside and out, mostly flaked off except on inside of
small fragments.
Kylix with fairly deep bowl and outturned rim;
verticalhandleset just belowrim; nothing of stem or
base preserved.
Furumark,M.P., Type 269 (p. 60, fig. 16), Myc.
III A:1-2. Cf. B.M.Cat., I, 1, A 860-861, pl. X
(from Ialysos); Attica, p. 25, fig. 9 A, pl. 4, 1-3, 6.
Myc. III A: 1-2.

V-3. GlobularStirrup-vase.
Pls. 37, 76.
P 17903. Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pl. XLV, 2, b.
H. 0.118 m., D. 0.115 m. Lying beside the skeleton
at south. One handle missing; also end of spouted
mouth, many small body fragmentsand chips.
Slightly greenish pale buff clay, fairly hard and
smooth, but poorly preserved; dull brown glaze,
badly peeled.
Low ring foot; plump round body; vertical spout
on shoulder; flat stirrup handles meeting in flat-

Fine orange-buff
clay with thick orange-red
glaze

V-2. FragmentaryKylix.
P1.37.
P 17910. At very northwest cornerof tomb. P.H.

toppeddisc on top of falseneck.

Ring base and outside of handlesglazed; ring and
dot on top of false neck; groupsof broad and narrow
fragments,one fromupperbody and rim, other (much bands on body to line of spout attachment; on
shouldergroupsof diminishingchevrons:one each in
mended)from lower body.
Orange-buffclay with grits, rather thick and smallerpanels between spout and handle, three in
coarse; coveredwith a streaky, non-lustrouswash a large panel opposite spout.
little darkerthan clay.
Furumark,M.P., Type 171 (p. 30, fig. 5), Myc.
0.069 m., est. D. rim ca. 0.15 m. Two non-joining

2
Skeletons AA 86-39 analyzed by Angel: 36, the S skeleton, F. 27 years; 37, the N skeleton, M. 33 years; 38, from pit
F. 45 years; 39, from corers, adult fragments and child of 7 years.
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III A:2; Mot. 19: 11, 17 (p. 299, fig. 47), Myc. III
A:2.
Cf. the similar but better preservedstirrup-vase
II-1 with concentricarcs ratherthan chevrons.
See also pp. 124, 144.
Myc. III A:2 (probablylate).

been more popular in Attica than in the Argolid
(Attica,p. 52 and above pp. 138-139).
Cf. XV1II-8 and XXIV-21 which with this vase
constitute the more standardized askoi from the
Agora.
Myc. III A:2?
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P1.37.
P1.37. V-6. One-handledFooted Cup.
V-4. Small Three-handledJar.
P 17907. Hesperia,XVII, 1948, pl. XLV, 2, a. In
P 17905. Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pl. XLV, 2, e.
From northwest corner of chamber. H. 0.169 m., northwestcornerof chamberwith fragmentsof bone
D. 0.144 m. Twohandlesand smallfragmentsof body inside. H. 0.078 m., D. rim 0.111 m.
Orange-redclay with grits; non-lustrousred wash
missing.
Fine, slightlypowderypinkishbuffclay, with badly inside and out.
Deep bowl with plain rim and one vertical band
peeled surface;decorationin deep red glaze, mostly
handle
risingslightly aboverim to well downon wall;
gone.
Low concave neck with broad flat lip and small high, almost conicalfoot.
Not exactly paralleledin Furumark,M.P., but
ring at junction with shoulder; piriformbody with
ring foot; three loop handles set horizontally on probablya variant of Type 213 (p. 48, fig. 13), Myc.
shoulder.Neck glazed inside and out; upper face of II B-III A:1 underthe influenceof the deep-bowled
rim banded; groups of vertical strokes in shoulder kylix; or perhapsa continuationof the Myc. I-II A
panelsbetweenhandles;groupsof broadand narrow Types 211-212 which sometimeshad a conical foot
bands below; deep band of glaze at foot.
(cf. Prosymna,II, fig. 195, 496) in a debased local
III
Furumark,M.P., Types44-45 (p.23,fig.4), Myc.
style.
See also pp. 118, 129.
A:2-B; Mot. 64: 22 (p. 397, fig. 69).
Myc. III A:2? (datableonly by context).
Althoughpoorly preservedthis is a good example
of
of the characteristicadvancedMyc. III A:2 type
pithoidjar with many parallelson the mainlandand
P1.37.
in the Levant. Blegen (Prosymna,I, pp. 447f.) men- V-7. CoarseAmphora.
P 17906. Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pl. XLV, 2, d.
tions 38 examplesof this shape, the commonesttype
H. 0.147 m., D.
of jar at the Argive Heraion: cf. Prosymna, II, From northwestcornerof chamber.
of
most
of
rim, and one
0.142m. Fragments body,
figs. 173, 313; 714, 18; etc. Also Asine, Tomb I: 1,
handle missing.
p. 366, fig. 237, 27.
Coarsepurplish gray clay with large black and
for
XXXVII-1:
Cf.XVIII-1,XXIII-3, XXXV-3,
white grits; unglazed.
similar examples.
Plain rim, fairly wide neck curvinggraduallyinto
120.
also
See
p.
shoulder,ovoid body, and flattened base; two band
Myc. III A:2.
handlesfromrim to shoulder.
Furumark,M.P., Type 66 (p. 36, fig. 8), Myc. II
37.
Askos.
P1.
C:1. Cf. Prosymna,II, figs. 109, 209; 177, 289,
Glazed
A-III
V-5. Small
P 17904. Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pl. XLV, 2, c. etc.
Cf.XIV-5, XXXV-5and XL-8.
Found in extreme northeast corner of chamber.
See also p. 126.
H. 0.088 m., D. 0.085 m. Complete except for chip
from spout.
Myc. III A (fromcontext).
Thin fabric of fine pale buff clay, coveredall over
with fairly lustrousthin black glaze.
P1.37.
CoarseAmphora.
Squat body, flattened at bottom and somewhat V-8.
2, f.
XLV,
1948,
P
XVII,
17908.
pl.
Hesperia,
pointed at top; diagonalspout on shoulder;horizonnorthern
of
feet
at
skeleton,
Found
standing upright
tal loop handlefrommiddleof spout to centerof top.
stone. H. 0.158m., D.
Glaze applied thinly and in two operations: first, its mouth stopped with a
for
minor
m.
chipsfrommouth
0.147
Completeexcept
starting from middle of bottom giving a spiraliform
neck.
and
adeffect (with vase turned upside down before
Buff clay, rather coarse and slightly micaceous;
dition of spoutand handle?);second,in thickerglaze,
with revolutionsrotatingfromcircleformedby handle unglazed.
Plain flaringrim, wide neck curvinginto shoulder,
and spout.
ovoid
body with bottom not well flattened;two verFurumark,M.P., Type 195 (p. 41, fig. 11), Myc.
tical band handlesfromrim to shoulder.
II A-III C:1.
Similar in shape to V-7; see references.
have
to
Cf. Attica, pl. 16, 8-10. The askos seems

TOMBS AND OBJECTS:GRAVE VI
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GRAVE VI: PIT GRAVE WITH BURIAL OF TWO CHILDREN (A 18:4)

P1. 38; Plan: P1. 82
Hesperia, XV11I, 1949, p. 215.
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In the spring of 1948 the extension of this Mycenaean cemetery to the southeast was confirmed through the discovery of a pit grave with the burial of two young children. A rough
rectangularcutting in soft stereo (0.95 m. by 0.64 m. by 0.28 m. deep), lying under the western
wall of a Geometric house, contained the doubled-up skeletons of two 'small children and a
simple one-handled cup (VI-1; P1. 38). The children had been laid on their sides, one on
top of the other; on the basis of the analysis of their teeth, they were judged to be about
five and eight years.' The cup had been placed in an upright position at the bottom of the
cutting, before the upper body was put in, but because of the cramped space and doubled up
postures, it seems likely that both burials took place simultaneously. The grave was not lined,
but had apparently been covered with small stones. From the date of the cup, this burial appears to be considerablylater than Tomb V, probably after the turn from the thirteenth to the
twelfth century.
See also pp. 103, 111, 154.
Myc. III C:1.
1 Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 215, note 8.
Subsequently the skeletons, AA 46 and 47, were analyzed by Angel as children of
9 and 7 respectively.

VI-1. Deep One-handledCup.

P1.38.

1923, pl. 11, j (from Granary);Attica, p. 35, fig. 14,

P 19211. Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pl. 39, 1. D (Kopreza);Graef,Ant. Vasen,I, pl. 5, 181 (Acro-

H. 0.08 m., D. at rim 0.118 m. Intact.
Pinkish buff clay with many grits, coveredall over
with light buffslip; decorationin dull orange-redthin
glaze paint.
Deep cup with low base-ring;nearlyvertical upper
wall with plain rim. Decoration:bands below rim inside and out, on edge of lip and on handle; circle at
center of floor.
Furumark,M.P., Type 215 (p. 49, fig. 14), Myc.

III C:le.

Cf.Korakou,p. 65, fig. 92; B.S.A., XXV, 1921-

polis);Fountain, pp. 381-382, figs. 59, b, 64, a-d.

Ourexampleseemslaterthan most of these,but

probably not so late as B.S.A., XXV, 1921-1923,
pl. 11, f, g, i, p. 33, fig. 9, d (StratumX of Lion
Gate deposit),which Furumarkassignsto Type 216,
Myc. III C:1 late. These all have a higher and more
developedfoot than ours.
Cf. also VII-23, which seems a little earlier, and
474 (later).
See also p. 129.
Myc. III C:1.

DISTURBED CHAMBER TOMBS ON THE EAST SLOPE OF THE KOLONOS AGORAIOS

409-412; PI. 38

Continuing in a northerly direction from Tomb V and Grave VI on the east slope of the
Hill of the Nymphs, one comes to the Kolonos, at the foot of which in Classical times the
important civic buildings of ancient Athens were constructed.' In the process of their building
and especially during their Hellenistic enlargements, the east slope of the Kolonos was scarped
back and this would doubtless have destroyed any Mycenaean chamber tombs that may have
been cut into its eastern face.
In 1935 a fragmentary bronze sword or dagger (409) and the fragment of a Mycenaean cup
(410), found in a disturbed context in the Forecourt of the Bouleuterion Plateia, suggested the
possibility of a destroyed chamber tomb not far away.2 In 1951 Rodney Young proposed that
1 Homer A. Thompson, "The
Buildings on the West Side of the Agora," Hesperia, VI, 1937, pp. 1-226.
Ibid., p. 167.

2
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certain cryptic cuttings in the rock both in the Forecourt of the New Bouleuterion and in the
west side of an unidentified building (Strategeion?) to the south of the Tholos might be the
remains of Mycenaean chamber tombs which had been all but completely quarried away by
later builders,and this became the accepted opinion.3However, a re-examinationof the evidence
by Homer Thompsonin 1967 suggests that the cuttings themselves are most likely the remains
of unfinishedClassicalcisterns.4Nonetheless, the presence of the Mycenaeansword and several
fine fragmentary vases (411-412 were found somewhat farther to the south) argues for the
presence of destroyed chamber tombs along the east side of the Kolonos.
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come from a spouted cup with characteristicwave
pattern: cf. Ialysos, p. 97, fig. 13; Asine, p. 368,
P1.38. fig. 239; Attica, pl. 8, 11 (Kopreza).All these are of
409. FragmentaryDagger.
B 252. BouleuterionPlateia, scraping bedrock in Myc. III A date.
See also p. 129.
south part (context disturbed),approximatelyF 11.
P.L. 0.176 m., W. at hilt ca. 0.031 m. Four joining
Myc. III A:2 (probablyearly).
fragmentspreservingpart of hilt and stub of blade.
The edges of the hilt and of the shoulders of the 411.FragmentfromKraterwith StrapHandles.Pl. 38.
P 9184. Miscellaneousfind, approximately G 14.
bladeare flangedto gripthe handleplates;no midrib.
P.H.
0.08 m. Fragmentof rim and body of largeopen
Althougha very differentweaponfrom the horned
Tomb
sword and dagger (III-17 and 18) from the
bowl; stub of vertical handle preservedat rim.
Hard bufffabricwith creamypolishedsurface,not
of the Bronzes,this need not be later. Cf. Prosymna,
well
smoothed, especially under handle; brown to
I, pp. 336f. (Blegen'sType d); II, figs. 198, 377, 1;
lustrousglaze.
black
1
462; 485, 1; N.T.D., p.34, fig. 35,
(Tomb 7);
a strap-handledkrater like 425, 1-14 and
From
B.S.A., LI, 1956, pl. 15, a, no.7 (WarriorGrave,
rim
somewhatlowerand morenearlyhorizoni
and
ii
E
Classes
E
(see XL-3;
Knossos) which belong to
tal.
ConA.J.A., LXVII, 1963, pp. 132-133, 149-150).
Dark glazed band on rim inside and out, on top
sisting of roundor angular-shoulderdirks or daggers
of
and
shoulders
with flanged
handle, and for shoulderdecoration:a group of
pommelextensions, they
three
vertical zigzag lines framed by a row of dots
and
i
i
and
D
C
swords
the
with
run concurrently
date to the later fifteenth and first half of the four- on either side.
Furumark,M.P., Types 7-8 (p. 23, fig. 4), Myc.
teenth century. Our example is too fragmentaryto
III
and
its
to
either
A:2; Mot. 61: 11 (p. 383, fig. 67), Myc.III A:2.
sub-class,
length
assign specifically
was probablyonly 0.30-0.40 m.
Althoughsomewhatdifficultto date, this is probaFirst half of fourteenthcentury?
bly still Myc. III A and almost certainlya provincial
work. The pattern anticipates the Myc.III B Panel
style but lacks the rigid formalism with vertical
boundariesof the true III B triglyphs (cf. M.P.,
POTTERY
Mot. 75: 1-18, p. 414, fig. 72).
Cf.412 and XL3 for other Attic versions of
410. Fragmentary Spouted Cup with High-swung
P1.38. Myc. III A:1-2 strap-handledkraters.
Handle.
See also p. 121.
P 5887.BouleuterionPlateia, disturbedareasouthMyc.III A:2?
east corner,approximatelyF 11. P.H. 0.085 m. One
handle and fragmentof lip preserved.
Pale buff clay; flaky black to brownglaze on lip, 412. Fragmentary Krater with Tangent Spirals.
P1.38.
on outside of handle and in a wave pattern around
G
P 9185.Miscellaneousfind,approximately 14. H.
top of outside wall.
Shallowbowlwith flaringrim, one high-swungloop of rim a, 0.033 m., max. dim. b-g, 0.134 to 0.049 m.
Thirteenfragments,making up to seven, of a large
handle.
Furumark,M.P., Type 253 (p. 48, fig. 13), Myc.II Mycenaeanvase. Preserved:rim fragment,fragments
of shoulderzone and encirclingbandsbelow;nothing
A-III B; Mot. 32: 5 (p. 323, fig. 54), Myc. I-III B.
of base or handles.
have
to
Althoughfragmentarythis seemsdefinitely

BRONZE

3Rodney S. Young, "Sepulturae intra Urbem," Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp. 67ff., especially p. 69. Hesperia, XXXV, 1966,
p. 56. The location of these cuttings has been indicated on the General Plan, but the evidence seemed too tenuous to assign
Roman numerals to them and the prehistoricfinds from the general area were given Arabic numerals of our running sequence.
4 Letter of July 24, 1967: "In neither case does it seem at all likely that we are dealing with a Mycenaean tomb."
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Light buff clay with many grits; hardsmoothed
surface;red to brownglazepaint,crackledand not
verylustrous.
Flaringoffsetrim and roundedshouldersuggest
kraterwith straphandleslike 425 and X-3. Rim
glazedinsideandout; on shouldera bandof tangent
spiralswith parallelchevronsas filling;threehorizontalbandsbelowandat leastonemorenearbase.
Furumark,
M.P., Types6-7 (pp.22-23,figs.3-4),
Myc.III A:2; Mot.46: 42, 46 (p.357,fig.60), Myc.
III A:1-2.

Probablyclosein sizeandspiritto thenewnautilus
kraterXL-3. Both seemto have beenboldandimpressiveworks,if somewhatcarelessin the preparation of the clay (see Hesperia,XXXV, 1966,p. 74)
and to have imitatedcloselyMyc.III A:l kraters
from the Argolid (cf.B.S.A., LIX, 1964, pl. 72,
b, 6-8, Atreusbothros)and examplespresumably
exportedto Cyprus(C.V.A.,Br.Mus.,II Cb, pls.7,
2; 9, 7; 11, 19).
Seealsop. 121.
Myc.III A:1-2 (localwork).

THE TOMBSALONGTHE WEST SIDE OF THE AGORA(VII-XII).

The next group of tombs, consisting of five small chamber tombs and a double pit grave,
lies in a line running almost due North-South about 70 to 80 meters east of the scarped back
remains of the tombs along the east face of the Kolonos Agoraios. Although possibly other
tombs lay in between and have been completely destroyed in later levelling operations, it seems
preferableto regard them as separate groups.
Tomb VII under the north side of the Temple of Ares was originally approachedby a dromos
leading in from the west, in the opposite direction from the tombs on the Kolonos, a fact which
would suggest a natural declivity between these two areas. Furthermore,unlike the east slope of
the Kolonos, the terrain in the present area was singularly ill-suited for chamber tombs.
Tomb VII, although extraordinaily rich in contents and in number of interments, was very
small with a chamber no more than a meter in height, and Tomb XII, about 60 meters to the
south, seems to have collapsed while it was being cut and was apparently never used as a tomb
but as a later refuse pit. Between these two lay VIII-XI, for which the evidence is very incomplete. Multiple burials in VIII-X seem to point to very badly disturbed chamber tombs,
whereas XI seems to have consisted of two pit burials side by side.
TOMB VII: CHAMBERTOMB UNDER TEMPLE OF ARES

(J 7:2)

Pls. 39-40, 65-67, 77; Plan: P1. 83

Hesperia, XXI, 1952, p. 107. Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, pp. 187-219.
This small but extraordinarily rich chamber tomb, lying under the northern foundations of
the Augustan reconstructionof the Temple of Ares, was excavated under the direction of Emily
Townsend (now Mrs. CorneliusVermeule) in the spring of 1951, and was the first of the Agora
Mycenaean tombs to receive a full and meticulous publication.' The results are here summarized and for convenience the inventory of finds is incorporatedin our catalogue.2
The tomb chamber,roughly hewn out of bedrockwith an irregularplan, about 2.00 by 2.85 m.,
more triangular than rectangular, was considerably smaller than those of Tombs I and III,
yet it contained a total of more than fifteen interments;3stretching over a period of about two
hundred and fifty years (from ca. 1450 to 1200 B.C.).The tomb as found had two dromoi, the
original one entering at the west being a short narrow passage with very little slope to the

1 "A
Mycenaean Chamber Tomb under the Temple of Ares," Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, pp. 187-219, pls. 71-77.
2
We have shortened the descriptions of the finds and have cited as comparandamostly material discovered since 1955.
For ease of cross reference we have kept the original catalogue number, herewith prefixed by VII.
3 The excavator counted 14 to 15 burials. Skeletal
analysis by J. Lawrence Angel revealed that as many as 25 people
were buried in the tomb. Numbered from AA 102 to 116, many of these proved to be multiple. The total breaks down to
8 males, 6 females, 9 children and 2 adults (uncertain).
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floor, the second leading in from the northeast being even narrowerand more precipitous. The
excavator conjectured that perhaps some accident such as a slide of rock made the original
entranceimpassableand led to the cutting of a second dromos,an unusual feature in Mycenaean
tombs at any site.4
Eight or more burials were made in the tomb during its first period (1450 to 1400 or slightly
later),5 at least seven of them through the west doorway; the earlier ones had been shoved
aside but Burials VI, VII and VIII were found in fairly good order, the first two at the south
end, the third at the north end of the chamber (PI. 89, b). Following this original period of
use, a layer of sandy earth approximately 0.40 m. deep was spread over these remains and six
or seven additional interments were made at the end of the thirteenth or the early twelfth
century, all through the new northeast doorway and apparently limited to the northernhalf of
the chamber.
The history of the tomb did not, however, end with the end of the Mycenaean age. During
the Protogeometric period a cremation pit was dug above or beside the chamber and a child
was buried in the old dromos.6Twice in the Classicalperiod workmen, apparently engaged in
some new construction, came upon this tomb and seem to have been responsiblefor the deposit
of two groups of funeral lekythoi; seven dating to ca. 470 B.C. were found in a shallow pit in
bedrockbelow the knees of Skeleton VII, and two dating to ca. 430 B.C.were placed in the west
door after the stone blocking wall had been removed.7 Some four hundred years later the
foundations of the Temple of Ares were laid across part of the chamber (PI. 39, a), perhaps
destroying some of the contents of its second period of use. Consideringthe intensive use of the
area and the relative shallowness of the tomb chamber, it is truly remarkable that this tomb
has yielded our richest inventory of finds.
See also pp. 98-101.
First Burial period: Myc. II B-III A:1 or early Myc. III A: 2.
Second Burial Period: Myc. III C 1.
POTTERY

VASES FROM LOWER BURIAL STRATUM(VII-1

to 21;

Pls. 39, 65-67)
VII-1. Squat Jug.
P1.39.
1.
P 21244. Ares Tomb, p. 204, pl. 73,
Beneath
skull I. H. 0.078 m., D. 0.099 m. Complete.
Pink-buffclay; red glaze paint, badly worn.
"One-handled alabastron" type with angular
underbodyand roundedshoulder.
Mouth,rim, neck, handle and lower body painted.
Reserved zone on shoulder with row of oval dots
above; ivy pattern of three large leaves with double
S-curvedstems.
Furumark,M.P., Type 87 (p. 41, fig. 11), Myc. II
B; Mot. 12: 23 (p. 271, fig. 36), Myc. II B.
Add Korakou,p. 53, fig. 71, b (with ivy leaves).
The squat jugs from Monemvasia ("Epyov,1956,
p. 100, fig. 102) and Neleia ('Epyov, 1957, p. 35,
fig. 35) have differentdecoration.
4

The only example of this shape from the Agora.
See also p. 123.
Myc. II B.
VII-2. SquatAlabastron.
P1.39.
P 21254. Ares Tomb,pp. 204-205, fig. 5, pl. 73, 2.
Associatedwith skullII. H. 0.088-0.035m., D. 0.075m.
Completewith minor chips.
Pink-buffclay; red glaze, badly worn.
Flat bottom; sharplyroundedprofile;rim not com-

pletelyhorizontal.

Rim and handlesglazed; band at base of neck and

two on lowerbody. Doublewavy line on shoulder.
Onbottomwheelconsistingof twodoublewavylines

in form of non-symmetricalcross.
Furumark,M.P., Type 83 (p. 41, fig. 11), Myc.IIIII A:1; Mot. 33: 12, 15 (p. 327, fig. 55), Myc. II
A-B; 68: 3 (p. 403, fig. 70), Myc. II A-B.
See also p. 123.
Myc.II A-B (provincialwork).

Cf. Chamber Tomb I: 1 at Asine, which also covers a long period of time (Asine, pp. 156-157, figs. 134-185).
In view of the probable lowering of the date of the fall of Knossos and the Mye. III A:l period which antedates it (see
above, pp. 114ff.), the dates assigned the earlier burials in this tomb are probably a little high.
6 Ares Tomb,pp. 200-202, pl. 77, nos. 36-38.
7 Ibid., pp. 218-219, pl. 77, nos. 39-47.
5
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P1. 39.
VII-3. SquatAlabastron.
P 21253. Ares Tomb,pp. 205f., figs. 5, 6, pl. 73, 3.
Associated with burials IV and V. H. 0.05 m., D.
0.173-0.176 m. Completeexcept for part of rim and
chips from lower body.
Pink claywith pink-buffsurface;brown-blackglaze,
worn.
Flat spreading body with slightly concave base;
wide flat rim.
Rim and handlesglazed; band at junction of neck
and shoulder. On shoulder a wave pattern, crests
pointed under handles, roundedbetween; leaf spray
or doublewavy lines above centralcrest. Base: wheel
pattern, carelesslydrawn; three sets of strokes, two
double, one triple.
Furumark,M.P., Types 82 and 84 (p. 41, fig. 11),
Myc. II B-III A:1; Mots.32: 5 (p. 323, fig. 54), Myc.
I-III B; 68: 2 (p. 403, fig. 70), Myc. II A-III A:1.
Myc. II B (probablyprovincialwork).
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VII-6. Squat Alabastron.
P1.39.
P 21251. Ares Tomb, pp. 205f., fig. 5, pl. 73, 6.
Associated with burials IV and V. H. 0.035 m.,
D. 0.079 m. One handle missing.
Very fine hard buff clay with creamy surface;
orange-redto brownglaze.
Flat bottom, high shoulder, rolling rim, small
handles.
Rim and handles painted. Broad band on neck,
narrowband on upper shoulder.Shoulderdecorated
with wave pattern with pointed crests. Concentric
circleson bottom.
Furumark,M.P., Type 83 (p. 41, fig. 11), Myc. II
B-III A. No exact parallelsfor wave with pointed
crest.
Myc. III A:1.
Pls. 39, 65.
VII-7. Squat Alabastron.
P 21256. Ares Tomb, pp. 205f., fig. 5, pl. 73, 7.
Associatedwith burialsIV and V. H. 0.035-0.037m.,
D. 0.088 m. Intact except for chips.
Palebuffclay,hardandsmooth;brown-blackglaze;
excellent fabric.
Slightly uneven body with large roundedrim and
largishhandles.
Rim, neckandhandlespainted.Shoulderdecorated
with wave-and-ivypattern; low close-setwaves with
rounded crests and triple-stemmedivy leaves. Concentric circleson base.
Furumark,M.P., Type 83 (p. 41, fig. 11); Mot. 12:
26-27 (p. 271, fig. 36), Myc. III A:1.
Cf. B.C.H., LXXXI, 1957,p. 564, fig. 27 (Myrsinochorion).
Fabric and style close to jar VII-10.
Myc. III A:1.

Pls. 39, 65.
VII-4. Squat Alabastron.
P 21252. Ares Tomb,pp. 205f., figs. 5-6, pl. 73, 4.
H. 0.039 m., D. 0.091 m. Completeexcept for fragments from base.
Greenishbuff hard clay; black glaze, crackledand
peeled.
Low baggy body; pronouncedridge at junction of
neck and shoulder;very carefullyshaped.
Neck and handles painted; encircling lines rim,
upper shoulder and junction of shoulder and base.
Shoulderdecoratedwith a low wave pattern with a
double stemmed ivy leaf in panel between each
handle.Carefullydrawnwheelpatternon base: closed
spiral with four pairs of zigzag spokes.
Furumark,M.P., Type 83 (p. 41, fig. 11), Myc. II
B; Mots. 12: 24 (p. 271, fig. 36), Myc. II B; 32:5
P1.39.
(p. 323, fig. 54); 68: 2, 4 (p. 403, fig. 70), Myc. II VII-8. Squat Alabastron.
P 21250.Ares Tomb, pp. 205f., fig. 5, pl. 73, 8.
A-III A:1.
Associated with burials IV and V. H. 0.058 m.,
See also pp. 123, 142-143.
II
B
D. 0.10 m. Intact except for one handle and chips.
Myc.
(imported).
Buff clay, creamy surface; thin brownish black
P1.39. glaze.
VII-5. Squat Alabastron.
P 21255. Ares Tomb,pp. 205f., figs. 5-6, pl. 73, 5.
High body with somewhatirregularprofile;bumpy
Associated with burials IV and V. H. 0.051 m., surface.
D. ca. 0.121 m. Completeexcept for chips from rim,
Rim, neck, and handles painted. Crudeoutline of
one handle.
wave pattern on shoulder,a single pointed crest in
Pink-buffclay; red-brownglaze.
each panel. Three concentric circles on bottom,
Rounded bottom, low rounded shoulder, curving crudelydrawn.
rim.
Furumark,M.P., Type 83 (p. 41, fig. 11), Myc. II
Rim, neck and handles painted; four bands on B-III A:1.
upper shoulder. Shoulder decoration wave-and-ivy
Myc. III A:1 (provincial).
pattern; waves have roundedcrests,ivy leaves triple
stems. Concentriccircleson base.
VII-9. Alabastron.
P1.89.
P 21242. Ares Tomb,p. 208, pl. 73, 9. H. 0.039 m.,
Furumark,M.P., Type 84 (p. 41, fig. 11), Myc. III
A:1; Mots. 12: 25-27 (p. 271, fig. 36), Myc. II B- D. 0.058 m. One handle missing.
III A:1; 32: 5.
Fine buffclay, brownishblackglaze,mostlypeeled;
A:1
III
Myc.
(imported).
carelesslymade.
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Flat bottom with high angularbiconicalbody.
Rim, neck and handles painted. Parallel vertical
stripes in shoulderzone; blobs in wave-like pattern
below; broad circularband on bottom.
Furumark,M.P., Type 85 (p. 41, fig. 11), Myc. III
A-B.
Add Chalkis,pl. 16, 514.
Myc.III A.
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VII-12. Three-handledJar with Scale Pattern.
P1.39.
P 21248. Ares Tomb,p. 209, pl. 74, 12. Associated
with burialsIV and V. H. 0.186 m., D. 0.159 m. Part
of wall mended;otherwiseintact.
Fine greenishbuffclay; brownto blackglaze,badly
worn.
Broad piriformbody with false torus foot, lightly
concave beneath; vertical handles with slight knob
VII-10. Three-handledJar with Lilies.
P1.39. at lower attachment.
P 21259.Ares Tomb,p. 208, pl. 74, 10. H. 0.141 m.,
Mouth,neck and handlesglazed;rim has wavy line
D. 0.115 m. Mended from many pieces; chips missing. between two stripes; upper body deep zone of scale
Smooth hard buff clay; dark brown glaze, rather pattern; lowerbody banded.
worn.
Furumark,M.P., Type 23 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc. III
Low concave neck with flat lip; short piriform A:1; Mot. 70: 1 (p. 403, fig. 70), Myc. II A-III B.
Cf.1-2, XIV-4, XVII-1, and XXIV-3.
body; three vertical handles with medial ridge; flat
foot.
See also pp. 120, 141.
Undersideof lip and neck glazed. On lip wavy line
Myc. III A:1.
between narrow stripes; on handles saw-tooth between two vertical stripes which loop aroundlower VII-13. Three-handledJar, Undecorated. P1.89.
P 21258. Ares Tomb,p. 209, pl. 74, 13. Associated
attachments.On lowerbody broadand narrowbands
with
burialsIV and V. H. 0.091 m., D. 0.088 m. Rim
above deep zone of glaze above base. Shoulderzone
decoratedwith lilies; in two panels two plants each mended,chip fromfoot; otherwiseintact.
Buff clay and surface, not well-smoothed with
leaning in same direction;in third panel, lilies op- wheel-marks
remaining;undecorated.
posed with dwarfivy spray with quadruplestem beOffset
slightly concavefoot; squat piriformbody;
tween.
wide
with flat
mouth
lip; handlesflat ribFurumark,M.P., Types23-24 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc. bon set well down on projecting
shoulder.
II B-III A:l; Mots. 9: 13, 16 (p. 258, fig. 32),
Furumark, M.P., Types 23-24 (p. 22, fig. 3),
Myc.III A:l; 12: 13, 27 (p.271, fig. 36), Myc. II
II B-III A: 1.
Myc.
B-III A:1.
Cf.
Prosymna,II, fig. 536, 1038.
See also pp. 120, 144.
III A.
Myc.
Myc. III A:1.
VII-14. StemmedGobletwith High-swungHandles.
Pls. 39, 65.
VII-11. Three-handledJar with Ivy.
Pls. 39, 66.
P 21257. Ares Tomb,p. 208, pl. 74, 11. Associated
P 21262.Hesperia,XXI, 1952, pl. 26a; Ares Tomzb,
with burials IV and V. H. 0.198 m., D. ca. 0.145 m.
p. 209, pl. 74, 14; Archaeology,IV, 1951, p. 224.
Completeexcept for one handle and minorchips.
Probablyassociatedwith burialsI and II. H. to rim
Pink-buffclay; buff surface;orange-redglaze.
0.103 m., H. with handles 0.144 m., D. 0.124 m. ComTall piriformbody with light ridge at junction of plete
except for small chips.
neck and shoulder;wide mouth with flat lip; flaring
Pale pinkish buff clay, smooth polished surface
foot with concave base; vertical handles with slight ext.; int.
painted in red-brownglaze in horizontal
knob at bottom attachment.
sweepingstrokes.
Mouth and neck painted inside and out; handles
Thin sloping foot, concave beneath; short stem;
painted.Lowerbody bandedabove deepsolid zone at deep rounded bowl with thin offset lip; two highfoot. Shoulder:wave and ivy pattern; in each panel swungribbonhands.
an ivy spray on triple wavy stem rises from low
Furumark,M.P., Type 270 (p. 60, fig. 16), Myc. II
waves; double wavy stem ends in loop aroundeach A. Closeto Ephyraeanshape Type 263.
handle attachment.
Myc. II A-B.
Furumark,M.P., Type 23 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc.III
A:l; Mots. 12: 25, 27 (p. 271, fig. 36), Myc. II B-III VII-15. Kylix with High-swungHandle.
Pls. 39, 66.
A:l; 32: 5.
P 21249. Ares Tomb,p. 209, pl. 74, 15. Associated
For similarly decoratedjars add Ialysos, p. 127,
with burials IV and V. H. to rim 0.12 m., H. with
fig. 48 and Chalkis,pl. 21, 444 B'.
For use of ivy leaf on three-handledjar, cf. also handle 0.179 m., D. 0.135-0.139 m. Complete except
for chip from rim.
III-15.
Pink clay with some impurities;buff surfacewithSee also pp. 120, 143-144.
out
III
A:l.
polish; undecorated.
Myc.
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Thin slopingfoot, concavebeneath; slenderflaring
stem; deep bowl with thin offset lip and one highswunghandle from rim.
Furumark,M.P., Type 271 (p. 60, fig. 16), Myc.
IIB.
Closein shape, but probably a little earlier than
III-7. The metallic shape and somewhatunfinished
surfacesuggest tin sheathing,but no traces remain.
Cf. B.C.H., LXXVII, 1953, p. 64, fig. 9 (Argos,
Tomb III).
See also p. 128.
Myc. II B-III A:1.

VII-16. Kylix with Spiral Band.
Pls. 39, 67.
P21243. Ares Tomb, pp. 210-211, pl. 74, 16;
Archaeology,IV, 1951, p. 224 (detail of pattern). Associated with burial VIII. H. 0.15-0.155m., D.
0.17 m. One handle missing; otherwisecomplete.
Pale buff clay with smooth polished surface;
lustrousred-brownglaze; excellent fabric.
Flat disc-shaped foot with countersunk depression; long taperingstem, shallowspreadingbowlwith
light ridge at junction of stem and bowl; thin lip
lightly outturned; vertical ribbon handles from rim
to below curve of bowl.
Lip painted inside and out; handle painted; stem
banded and edge of foot painted; reservedzone on
lower bowl, borderedby three narrow bands above
and below;upperzone of bowl decoratedwith a band
of runningspirals:five doubleinterlockingspiralson
each side with triangularfilling ornaments.
Probablyan intermediateformbetweenFurumark,
M.P., Type 255 (p. 60, fig. 16) and Type 259 (p. 61,
fig. 17), which is characteristicof Rhodes in Myc.
III A:2 (B.M.Cat., I, 1, A 866-867, pl. XIV). The
runningspiralwith angularfillingsis alsonot matched
closelyin Furumark,but as Mrs.Vermeulehas shown
(Ares Tomb,pp. 210-211), it is more closely related
to the early type of band spiral,M.P., Mot. 46: 1-4,
32 (p. 353, fig. 59) which occurs in frescoes and in
metalwork;the "zwickel"filling (M.P., Mot. 11: 5455, p. 265, fig. 34) is found with the simplerrunning
spiralin III A:1 and Amarnavases (cf. III-14).
This is certainly the finest kylix with spiral band
knownfrom any site, and must be consideredan imported piece. The excavator considered Rhodes a
likely possibility, but in the light of the rich newly
publishedmaterialfromMycenae,the Argolidshould
not be ruled out. Cf. B.S.A., LIX, 1964, pl. 69, a
(Myc.III A:1 goblet of earlier shape from Atreus
bothros); LX, 1965, pp. 165f., figs. 2 and 3 (kylikes
from the dromos of Tomb 505, unfortunatelynone
with spiralband,andprobablya little later than ours).
The fragmentarykylix from Chalkis(Chalkis,pl. 25,
527) seems a simplerversion of ours.
See also pp. 127 and 142.
Myc. III A: 1-2 (early).
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VII-17. Ewer with Octopusand Dolphins.
Pls. 39, 67.
P 21246.Hesperia,XXI, 1952,pl. 26, a; AresTomb,
p. 211f., fig. 7, pl. 73, 17; Archaeology,IV, 1951,
p. 225. Associatedwith burialsIV and V. H. 0.27 m.,
D. 0.24 m. Mendedfrom 133 pieces; small fragments
missing.

Fine red-buff clay, buff surface (powdery);redbrownglaze, badly worn.
Low raised base; broad ovoid body with slender
flaring neck and slight ridge at junction; elongated
spout set at 40 degree angle; broad strap handle
with medialridge and knob at bottom.
Neck and handle painted; spout banded; foliate
band below ridge; front of body coveredwith large
octopuswith four pairsof tentacles, a fish (dolphin?)
on either side below handle; narrow stripe above
broadband aroundbase.
Furumark,M.P., Type 143 (p. 30, fig. 5), Myc. II
B; Mots.21: 4 (p. 303, fig. 48), Myc. III A:2 early;
20: 4, 7 (not close, p. 303, fig. 48), Myc. III B. The
same combinationof octopus and dolphin has been
found on the floor decorationat Tiryns and more
recently at Pylos (see above, note 362).
Add to referencescited the ewer with snail-shells
fromMyrsinochorion(B.C.H., LXXXI, 1957, p. 564,
fig. 29) and the nautilusewerfromHymettos (C.V.A.,
Copenhagen,III A, pl. 63, la-b), both of which are
probablya little earlierthan ours.
See also pp. 133,146-147.
Myc. II B-III A:1.
VII-18. Jug with Cut-awayNeck, Glazed. P1.89.
P 21247. Ares Tomb, p. 212, pl. 75, 18; Hopf,
BotanicalReport,pl. IV, 4. Associatedwith burialVI.
H. as restored0.245 m., D. 0.19 m. Largefragmentsof
neck and wall, most of handle missing; restoredin
plaster.
Orange-pinkclay, coarse and micaceous; monochromedull pink glaze. Leaf-temperingmaterial.
Smallraisedbase concaveunderneath;broadnearly biconicalbody; tall slenderneck with pronounced
ridge at junction of neck and shoulder;plain flaring
lip cut away vertically above handle; broad band
handle with medial rib ending in pinched knob at
lower attachment.
Furumark,M.P., Type 136 (p. 31, fig. 6), Myc. III
A:2-B. This example is probablyearlierthan those
cited by Furumark(see Ares Tomb,p. 212).
See also pp. 135, 268.
Myc. III A.
VII-19. Small Jug with Cut-away Neck, Vertical
PI. 39.
Stripes.
P 21260. Ares Tomb,p. 212, pl. 75, 19. Associated
with burial III. H. 0.085 m., D. 0.069 m. Chip from
rim, otherwiseintact.
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Buff clay, creamy buff surface; red-brownglaze.
Rather carelesslymade.
High base; plump ovoid biconical body; flaring
lip cut away vertically above handle attachment;
rolled handle from rim to greatest diameter of
body.
Lip, neck, and handle painted solid; band around
base; body decoratedwith five sets of verticalstripes,
the three at the front double and the two alongside
the handle triple.
Furumark,M.P., Type 135 (p. 35, fig. 7), Myc. IIII A:1.
Thislittle jug is clearlya crudeprovincialimitation
of the oinochoe form with curved stripes (M.P.,
Mot. 67: 9-10, p. 403, fig. 70). Cf. the early fragmentary jug with cut-away neck from Keos (B.S.A.,
LI, 1956, p. 30, fig. 5).
See also p. 135.

(B.C.H.,LXXIX, 1955,p. 243,fig. 30) and Phylakopi
(p. 136, fig. 109).
See also p. 139.
Myc. II-III A:1.
VASES FROM UPPER BURIAL STRATUM (VII-22

to 26;

Pls. 39, 40, 67)
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VII-22. MiniatureJug, Banded Decoration.
Pls. 39, 40.
P 21241. Ares Tomb,p. 213, pl. 75, 22. Associated
with burial XII. H. 0.073 m., D. 0.065 m. Intact.
Yellow-buffclay; dull brownishblack glaze.
Smallraisedfoot, concavebeneath; squat globular
body; high neck with flaringlip; band handle from
rim to just above middle of body.
Lip banded; handle decorated with transverse
between narrow lateral bands; broad band
stripes
Myc. II-III A:I.
aroundbase of neck and foot. Upperpart of shoulder
filled with horizontalwavy line; bands and narrow
VII-20. CoarseJug.
PI. 39. stripeson lowerpart of body.
P 21245. Ares Tomb,p. 213, pl. 75, 20. Associated
Furumark,M.P., Types 113-115 (pp. 30-31, figs.
with burials IV and V. H. 0.194 m., D. 0.163 m. 5-6), Myc. III A:2-C:1.
See also p. 136.
Chipsfrom rim; otherwiseintact.
Orange-buffclay; thin orange-redglaze. Hulled
Myc. III B-C:1.
barleyfor tempering(Hopf, BotanicalReport).
Smallroundedbottom; ovoid body with shortneck VII-23. Deep Cup, Undecorated. Pls. 39, 40, 67.
and flaring plain lip; rolled handle from just below
P 21263. Ares Tomb,pp. 213-214, pl. 75, 23. Asrim to slightly above greatest diameter.
sociated with burial XIII. H. 0.067 m., D. 0.124 m.
Furumark,M.P., Type 109 (p. 35, fig. 7), Myc. I- Complete;mendedfrom many pieces.
III B.
Pink-buffclay, not well smoothedwith manywheelSee also pp. 136, 268.
marks;undecorated.
Myc.II-III A:1.
Small ring foot; broad deep bowl with ogival
profile; flaring lip and moulded rim; vertical band
VII-21. Askos with Basket Handle.
PI. 39. handle.
Furumark,M.P., Types 214-215 (pp. 48-49, figs.
P 21261. Ares Tomb,p. 213, pl. 75, 21. Associated
with burial III. H. to spout 0.10 m., H. with handle 13-14), Myc.III B-C:1.
Probably somewhat earlier than VI-1 and 474.
0.132m., D. 0.119-0.122m. Mended from many
Cf.
careless treatment of surfacewith kylikes 433for
small
pieces; completeexcept
chips.
Pale greenish buff clay with hard surface; black 437 from 0 7:4.
See also p. 129.
glaze, badly worn.
Myc. III B-C:1.
Small raised base; low ovoid body; spout rising
vertically from upper shoulder;rolled basket handle
set vertically on top of pot.
VII-24. Kalathoswith Fish on Interior. Pls. 39, 40.
P 21200.Hesperia,XXI, 1952,pl. 26, a; Ares Tomb,
Bands on spout; handle decoratedwith slanting
band
a
around
between
broad
narrow
bands;
stripes
p. 214, pl. 75, 24. Associated with burial XIV. H.
each handle attachment and an oval loop enclosing 0.092m., D. 0.174-0.179 m. Small chips missing;
the two. Body decoratedwith eight sets of vertical otherwiseintact.
Pink-buff clay, gritty and poorly levigated; thin
wavy lines, alternately single and double. Band
aroundbase and a narrowstripe above.
orange-redpaint, fired black in places.
a
195
variant
of
Furumark,
M.P.,
Furumark,M.P., Type 291 (p. 53, fig. 15), Myc.
Shape
Type
A-III
C:1.
Ares
See
II
III
C:1; Mot. 20: 6, 12 (not close, p. 303, fig. 48),
Tomb,
31,
(p.
fig. 6), Myc.
stiron
of
form
with
vertical
of
213,
p.
spout
Myc. III B-C: .
rarity
To the referencesgiven add now the very frequent
rup-vasetype and basket handleof feedingjug type.
For the general shape, but without the straight examplesof this shapefromPerati (e.g.'Epyov, 1956,
spout, cf. the early examplesfrom Iria near Nauplia p. 23, fig. 21, 509), some of which are decoratedwith
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figurines of mourners (Epyov, 1961, p. 15, fig. 11,
820) in a mannerwhichrecallsexamplesfromRhodes
(Ialysos, p. 143, fig. 65, 31). So far as I know none
of the Perati examplesthat have been figuredshows
pictorial decoration, but this style was popular at
Perati on the octopus stirrup-vasesand also occurs
on a kalathosfromKalymnos(B.M.Cat.I, 1, A 1016,
pl. XV).
See also pp. 132, 147.
Myc. III C:1.
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Similar to III-19, which is better preserved.The
excavatorfavors the originalidentificationas razors.
See also p. 106 and note 66.
Late Helladic III A.
VII-28. Tip of BronzeWeapon.
P1.40.
B 936. Ares Tomb, p. 216, fig. 8, pl. 76, 28. Associated with Burial VIII. P.L. 0.038m., P.W.
0.026 m., T. 0.0115 m.
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Massiveblade with heavy medianrib, which could
be tip of almost any thrustingweapon: rapier,dagVII-25. Fragments of Krater with Strap Handles. ger, spear,or sword.Cf.III-17 and 18 for swordtype;
P1.40. XL-5 for spearwith midrib.
P 21278. Ares Tomb,pp. 214-215, pl. 77, 25. Four
Late Helladic III A.
fragmentsof which two join; part of rim and handle
VII-29. BronzeArrowheads.
P1.40.
preserved.Max. dim. largest fragment0.17 m.
Pinkish buff clay, not very fine; dull orange-red
B 938. Ares Tomb, p. 216, pl. 76, 29. Associated
with burialVIII. Five arrowheads:a, P.L. 0.0335m.,
paint.
Furumark,M.P., Types 9-10 (p. 23, fig. 4), Myc. P.W. 0.0125 m.; b, P.L. 0.0335 m., W. 0.015 m.; c,
III B-C:1.
P.L. 0.028 m.; d, P.L. 0.026 m.; e, P.L. 0.0255 m.
Pattern in handle zone only partly preserved,but
All slender, sharply pointed with very slightly
probablypart of a typical Myc. III : 1 composition curving edges and long tapering barbs; no tang or
of concentric arcs. Cf. M.P., Mots. 43: 33 (p. 344, midrib.
Cf. Prosymna,II, fig. 335, 5.
fig. 58); 51:22 (p. 366, fig. 63); 62: 26 (p. 391, fig. 68).
Cf. fragments of this shape from the Mycenaean
Late Helladic III A.
Fountain (Fountain,p. 362, fig. 39, especiallyd).
See also p. 121.
VII-30. ObsidianArrowheads.
P1.40.
ST 501 and 502. Ares Tomb, p. 216, pl. 76, 30.
Myc. III C:1.
Associated with Burial VIII. Four arrowheads:a,
L. 0.028 m., W. 0.013 m., T. 0.003 m.; b, L. 0.025 m.,
W. 0.013 m., T. 0.003 m.; c, L. 0.0205 m., W. 0.013 m.,
Not illustrated. T. 0.003 m.; d, L. 0.02 m., W. 0.0135 m., T. 0.004 m.

FRAGMENTARY MATERIAL FROM EARLIER STRATUM

VII-26. FragmentaryAlabastron.
P 21277.Ares Tomb,p. 215. Associatedwith burials
IV and V. Threefragments.D. lip 0.042-0.044m.
Orangeporous clay; red glaze; surface worn and
powdery.
Most of the upper part preservedwith pieces of
wall.
Decoration visible only on largest fragment: lip
glazed int. and ext.; below three bands.

All intact.
Thefirsttwo are long and taperingwith quite short
flat barbs;fairly thin, roughlyflaked,but very sharp
points; the secondtwo are stubbierand more curved
on the cutting edge.
Among the latest stone arrowheads,but found in
a quiver with bronze arrowheads(VII-29) and associated with Myc. III A pottery. Cf. somewhat
earlier obsidian arrowheadsfrom Tholos 2 at KouAlso mentioned (op.cit., p. 215) are fragments of kounara (uEpyov, 1959, p. 123, fig. 130) and from
a three-handledjar with cuttlefish, scraps of three Tomb 8 at Dendra(N.T.D., p. 48, fig. 51).
Late Helladic II A.
more alabastra,one with ivy pattern, and the stems
and bases of seven undecoratedkylikes.
VII-31. Ivory Comb.
P1.40.
BI 665. Ares Tomb,p. 216, fig. 8, pl. 76, 31. Associated with Burial V. L. 0.057m., H. to back
BRONZES, JEWELRY, ETC.

VII-27. BronzeRazor.
P1.40.
B 937. Ares Tomb, p. 215, fig. 8, pl. 76, 27. Associated with Burial VIII. P.L. 0.164 m., L. of handle 0.04 m., T. of blade 0.004 m. Heavily corroded;
much of cutting edge and back disintegrated.Where
the originalmetal is preserved,the bladeis seen to be
beautifullyfinished and drawn out to an extremely
thin fine edge.

0.036 m., H. with central medallion 0.041 m., T. at

top 0.008 m. Severalteeth brokenor missing.
High roundedback with two ovolo mouldingson
each side. Centralknob consists of a plain disk on
either side with a connectingshank.
Cf. Prosymna, II, fig. 419, 2. Cf. other combs

XVI-12and XXIII-7.
See also p. 107.
Late Helladic II-III.
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VII-32. Bone Pin Fragments.
P1.40.
BI 666. Ares Tomb,p. 216, pl. 76, 32. Associated
with Burial V. P.L. 0.01-0.03 m., D. 0.004 and
0.008m.
Six fragments. The two distinct shaft diameters
suggest two separatepins or possibly the two sides
of a hair ornament. Two sections are curved, four
straight. Cf. the barretteswith curved and serrated
ends from Tomb I (1-18).
Late Helladic II-III.

Cf.Prosymna,II, fig. 464, 6. Alsothe necklacefrom
the Lily Bowl Grave(XVI-11).
See also p. 108.
Late Helladic III A.
VI-34. Steatite Bead.
P1.40.
ST 498. Ares Tomb,p. 217, fig. 8, pl. 76, 34. Associated with Burial XIII or XIV. L. 0.018m.,
W. 0.0155 m., T. 0.007 m. Intact.
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Shapedlike a figure-8shield, and piercedthrough
the waist. Convex on upper surface; four circular
VII-33. Necklaceof Quartzand GlassPaste.
on underside.Possibly a seal, but more
Pls. 40, 77. depressions
a neck ornament.
likely
G 415. Ares Tomb,p. 217, pl. 76, 33, a. Associated
Cf. similarsteatite bead 442 from 0 7:4.
with BurialVIII. H. 0.011-0.017m., D. 0.012-0.02m.
Late HelladicIII B-C.
Four spherical beads, graduated in size, and
pierced. Now all chalky white in color and very
friable.Tracesof pale green color with white bands; VII-35. Three Buttons.
Pls. 40, 77.
in one case possiblytraces of gold leaf.
Ares Tomb, p. 217, pl. 76, 35. Associated with
J 123. Ares Tomb,p. 217, pl. 76, 33, b. H. 0.004- Burial VIII. a, ST 499. H. 0.013 m., D. 0.023m.
Black steatite, scratchedand worn. Truncatedcone,
0.007 m., D. 0.006-0.01 m.
are
beads.
Two
of
Sixty-six
pink quartz
spherical unevenly made.
with flakes of metallic-lookingpaint adheringto the
b, ST 500. H. 0.0145m., D. 0.0195m. Black steatite
surface. Two of white paste are depressedspherical in excellentcondition.Biconicalshape.
in shape and laterally banded,similarto G 415. Ten
c, MC869. H. 0.012 m., D. 0.017 m. Mendedfrom
of white paste are sphericaland laterallyribbed.One many pieces, one fragmentmissing. Gritty red clay:
of blue paste is sphericaland verticallyribbed.Four signs of burning.Blunt cone with splayedbase.
Late Helladic II-III.
of blue paste are sphericaland plain. Forty-fivewhite
discs are of paste or bone.

TOMBVIII: DISTURBEDCHAMBER
TOMB(J 8:4)

Pls. 41, 77; Plan: P1. 84
Hesperia, IV, 1935, pp. 318-320.

Discovered in the spring of 1933, the first Mycenaeanburial found in the Agora, it is situated
about 20 meters due south of Tomb VII, only a few meters beyond the south edge of the
Augustan foundation of the Temple of Ares. Unlike Tomb VII, it had been badly disturbed,
and one can say little about its original form.' The excavation was conducted by James H. Oliver, and the tomb and its contents were noted by Shear in his Annual Report, where he mentions "the scant remains of three skeletons lying close together just beneath the floor level of
the classical period,"2and illustrates five fragmentary vases associated with them as well as a
gold signet ring (VIII-6) which attracted much attention.3
The presence of three skeletons and the relative wealth of offeringssuggest a badly destroyed
chamber tomb, of which the entire upper part had been cut away, rather than a pit or cist
grave. The pottery agrees fairly closely with that found in the lower burial layer of Tomb VII,
particularly that associated with burials IV to VIII, and must likewise be dated early in
1 The plan which is shown on P1. 84 is designed merely to show the relationship of J 8:4 to the graves or tombs discovered
in 1952; no plan was made in 1933, and I am indebted to John Travlos for rendering the sketch in the 1952 excavation
notebook in publishable form, as well as for discussing the evidence with me.
2
Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 318.
3 Ibid.,
figs. 6-8. See bibliography under VIII-6.
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Myc. III A (during the first half of the fourteenth century).4 The two tombs were evidently
part of one cemetery with others lying beneath, or completely destroyed by the reconstruction
of the Temple of Ares.5
POTTERY

of elaboratedotted wave patterns of Myc. I and II
(cf. Prosymna,II, figs. 668, 687).
Cf. close-setwave to pattern on VII-7.
Myc. III A: 1-2.
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VIII-1. Fragmentof Squat Alabastron.
P1.41.
P 1977. Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 818, fig. 6. P.H.
0.057 m., est. D. ca. 0.12 m. About one-thirdof shoulder and body with one handle preserved;mended
VIII-3. Fragmentof Three-handledJar.
P1.41.
from many pieces.
1978.
P
6.
P.H.
IV,
Hesperia,
1935,
318,
with
hard
p.
buff
fig.
surface;
Orange-pinkclay
polished
0.058
max.
dim.
0.12
m.
mended
from
m.,
to
Fragment,
lustrous
Excellent
orange-red mahogany
paint.
two
of
shoulder
with
start
of
neck
and
pieces,
upper
technique.
Neck and handle glazed; band below neck and at attachmentof a vertical handle.
Pale greenishbuff clay with hard polishedsurface;
least three at start of base. Shoulderdecoratedwith
stemmed spirals, a large one between handles and a ratherdull black paint, in part worn off.
Plasticridgewhereneckjoins shoulder.Neckglazed
smallerone underhandle.
Furumark, M.P., Type 84 (p. 41, fig. 11), Myc. inside and out; scale pattern on shoulder.
Furumark,M.P., Type 23 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc. II
III A:l; Mot. 49: 10 (p. 363, fig. 62), Myc. III
B-III A:1; Mot. 70: 1 (p. 403, fig. 70), Myc. II AA:1-2.
Not so commona pattern on the squat alabastron III B.
Cf. the largejar of this type I-2 and the examples
as the wave-and-ivy decorationof VII-4, 5 and 7,
with
which this must have been comparablein size,
the stemmed spiral is found on the body of early
angularalabastra(e.g. B.M.Cat.,I, 1, A 815 and 816, I-9, VII-12,etc.
Myc. III A: 1-2.
pl. X) and very frequentlyon the shoulderof pithoid
jars (e.g. 1-3, XIV-1, XXI -4 and 5, etc.). It occurs,
however,three times on squat alabastrafrom Chalkis
VIII-4. Base of ClosedPot.
P1.41.
(Chalkis, pls. 15, 450 B'; 17, 402 A', 553 A'), a
P
1983.
6.
P.H.
IV,
1935,
318,
Hesperia,
p.
fig.
phenomenonnoted by Mrs.Hankey (Chalkis,p. 63). 0.074
m., D. base ca. 0.061 m. Nearly half of base
These have concentriccircles on the base and must
and part of flaringside wall preserved;mendedfrom
like ours be dated to Myc. III A:I.
severalpieces.
See also p. 143.
Pinkish buff hardfabric; polishedsurface;streaky
Myc. III A:1.
orange-redpaint, slightly lustrous.
Neat low base-ring. Careful banded decoration:
VIII-2. Fragment of Squat Alabastron.
P1. 41.
wide
band above base-ring,framed by narrowline
P 1982.Hesperia,IV, 1935,p. 318,fig.6. H. 0.039m.,
above;
groupof threenarrowlines, reservedarea and
max. dim. 0.053m. About one-fourth of circumtrace
of
anotherbroadband.
ferencepreservedwith attachment of one horizontal
From
a
pithoidjar (cf. Prosymna,II, fig. 126, 265)
handle.
Pinkish buff clay; hard polished cream surface; or more likely a jug or ewer (cf. Prosymna,II, figs.
700, 701).
red paint, lustrousbut worn.
Myc. III A.
Roundedshape,somewhathigherthanVIII-1. Two
encircling bands on upper shoulder; shallow wave
patternabovebase and two narrowbands (concentric VIII-5. FragmentaryJug with Cut-awayNeck.
circles?); on shouldera dot rosette.
PI. 41.
Furumark, M.P., Type 83 (p. 41, fig. 11), Myc.
P 1984. Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 318, fig. 6. P.H.
II-III A:1; Mot. 32: 5 (p. 323, fig. 54), Myc.I-III 0.12 m., D. lip ca. 0.05 m. Almost
complete profile
B. The four dots appear to form a kind of rosette preservedwith about
one-quarterof circumferenceof
but are more likely the end of parallelrows of dots globularbody; none of base
preserved;mendedfrom
(cf. Prosymna,II, fig. 251, 652, 623), the outgrowth many pieces.

4 Shear's date of "about 1200
B.C."(ibid., p. 318) is obviously much too late. Such a correction is in order, since it has led
to a consequent late dating of the ring, which in tum has been connected with the Theseus
legend (see above, pp. 107, 156).
5 Evidence that Tomb IX
(J 8:1) which was discovered in 1952, lying adjacent and to the south, may have been part of
Tomb VIII will be presented below.
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much favor and has been rejected by Nilsson, Persson and Webster (referencesabove). Persson and
Websterboth see a religiousconnotation,the former

JEWELRY AND MISCELLANEOUSOBJECTS

if there was any inaccuracy in the male head. Ac-
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Pink clay, with cream surfaceoutside and inside
as far as depth of neck; slightly lustrous paint,
brownto red.
Neck cut away at back; traces of handle attachment. Threebandsof paint aroundthe bottom; three
at point of greatestcircumferenceand one whereneck
joins body. Aroundlip, broadband extending down
about 6 mm. on inside. To left of handleattachment
pattern of doubleloops and six solid dots.
Furumark,M.P., Type 136 (p. 31, fig. 6), Myc.
III A: 2-B. No real parallelfor patternin Furumark,
although it most closely resemblesan abbreviated
floralpattern: cf. M.P., Mot. 11: 52 (p. 265, fig. 34),
Myc.III A: 1, whichalso makesuse of a symmetrical
arrangementof loops and dots.
Myc.III A: 1-2.

P1.41.
VIII-6. GoldSignet Ring.
J5. Hesperia, IV, 1935, pp. 319-320; A.J.A.,
XXXVII, 1933, p. 540, fig. 1; I.L.N., Aug. 26, 1933,
p. 328, fig.; Martin P. Nilsson, Geschichted. gr.
Religion, 1941, p. 356, note 1, pl. 26, 4; Axel Persson, The PrehistoricReligionof Greece,1942, p. 101;
Nilsson,MM..R., pp. 39-40, fig. 8; T. B. L. Webster,
FromMycenaeto Homer,1958, p. 48, fig. 11. D. hoop
0.016m., L. bezel 0.019 m., W. bezel 0.013 m. Light
gold, very thin.
The hoop, flat in section, is turned out slightly at
either edge. Oval bezel with design in intaglio: bullheadedman (orwearingbull-mask?) stridingto right
with two femalefiguresin flouncedskirtsbehindhim;
small symbols in field to left and above. Man holds
a spear or scepter (?); from his waist two lines
extend to the first woman.The symbolsare plausibly
interpretedas an abbreviated cult building at left
and the epiphany of the goddess in the trifoliate
quantity above (Rev. V. E. Kenna).
Since the size of the hoop is too small for a man's
finger, this ring was probably worn on a thong or
loop of bronze wire, as has been suggested for the
example from the Argive Heraion (Prosymna, I,
p. 267).
The ring, although less fine in workmanshipthan
the best Mycenaeansignets (cf. Prosymtna,II, fig.
576; Marinatos-Hirmer,pl. 206, etc.), has attracted
considerableinterestbecauseof its unusualrepresentation which suggestsa mythologicalinterpretation.A
bull-headedman apparentlyleading captive women
on a ring fromMycenaeanAthens cannot fail to recall to us the legend of Theseus and the Minotaur,
and it was interpretedby Shearin the originalpublication (A.J.A., XXXVII, 1933,p. 540; Hesperia,IV,
1935, p. 319), as the Minotaurleading away captive
Athenianmaidens.This interpretationhas not found

"a predecessor to Hermes Psychopompos ...

who,

staff in hand, conducts the imprisoneddead away
from this worldto the kingdomof the dead,"whereas Websterfavors"Poseidonleadingforth two spring
goddesses,"interpretingthe "scepter"as a trident.
Neither of these takes cognizanceof the bull-headed
quality of the male head. Nilsson does not propose
anotherinterpretation,but considersthe mythological one "certainlyhasty."
In studying the ring it became clear that the reconstructed drawing in the original publication
(which was widely reproduced)was inaccuratein a
numberof respects (the omissionof the groundline
and the feet of the womenfor example)and that this
mighthave influencedthe interpretation,particularly
cordingly,a new drawingwas madeby HeroAthanassiades, reproducedon P1.41.
The Reverend V. E. Kenna kindly looked at
the ring with me in 1964 and wrote up his observations which are here quoted in part. His basic
observation was that the ring showed two periods
of engraving-the pillar, the trifoliate quantity,
the feet of the women, and the ground line being
original, the larger part of the women's bodies, the
bull-headedman with the wandlater work-and that
this may accountfor certainstylistic difficulties,but
"does not alter the main content of the presentrepresentation,that of a bull man leading two captive
women."He was certainof the bull-headedquality of
the male head and noted comparisonswith cylinder
sealsfoundin Cyprusdepictingmaleministrantswith
bull masks (Contenau,La glyptiquesyro-hittite,nos.
198, 199, 200, 206). WhileKennadiscountedany connection with the legend of the Minotaur,the parallelism of theme seems to me suggestive (see above,
pp. 107, 156).
He believes that the use of the trifoliate quantity
in placeof the epiphanyof the goddessof earlierrings,
as also the relatively small size of the ring, indicates
mainlandGreekmanufacture"withsubsequentrepair
and re-engravingtowardthe end of that age, of which
the date of the associated pottery gives some indication."Was he here influencedby Shear'sdate of
"about 1200 B.C."?
Withoutbeingin a positionto appraisethe evidence
for re-engraving, one might note that a careless
linear style of seal engraving was already present
from the early fourteenthcentury (see XL-17), and
certainly the pottery found with the gold ring will
not admit a date later than the first half of the fourteenth century.
See also p. 107.
Late Helladic III A.

TOMBS AND OBJECTS:TOMB IX
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VIII-7. Amethyst Bead.
P1.41.
J 6. D. 0.01 m., H. ca. 0.007 m. Globular; flattened slightly at top and bottom; piercedvertically
throughcenter.
This agrees in form and size with the spherical
amethystbeadsfromthe ArgiveHeraiondiscussedby
Blegen (Prosymna, I, pp. 292-293; II, fig. 575, 4).
He believes that they were probablyimportedfrom
Egypt "eitherin their uncut stage, or more probably
as finished products." Others have been found at
Mycenae, Kakovatos, and in Crete (referencesin
Prosymna, I, p. 292, note 3). Wace (Ch.T., p. 208)
cites the early, i.e. L.H. I-II, contexts of the amethyst beads at Mycenae.
See also p. 108.
Late Helladic II-III A.

VIII-9. Steatite Button.
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Pls. 41, 77.

ST 59. H. 0.013 m., D. 0.023 m. Chipped at top

and aroundpart of the bottom circumference.
Brown stone with white veins; polished.
Sidesflaresharplyfromthe small top to the lightly
concavebottom; undecorated.
This belongs to Blegen's "shankedbutton" series
(Prosymna,I, pp. 325-327; II, fig. 602, 3, 4, conoid
type).
Late Helladic III.
VIII-10. Lead Coils.
IL 114. L. from 0.085 to 0.023m.,

P1.41.
T. 0.003 to

0.004 m. Nine small pieces, bent and twisted; round
in section.
The tombs at the Argive Heraion producedfragments of lead wire in nine instances (Prosymna,I,
VIII-8. Amethyst Bead.
P1.41. p. 255). See also N. T.D., p. 50 in connectionwith lead
J 8. D. 0.007 m., H. 0.006 m. Globular; slightly wires from Tomb 8 at Dendra, and the theory that
flattened at top and bottom; pierced vertically. they were dress-weights.
Cf. other occurrencesIX-3 and XXVI-6 and 7.
Darkerand less translucentthan VIII-7.
See also p. 108 and note 88.
Late Helladic II-III A.
Late Helladic III A.

TOMBIX: DISTURBED CHAMBER TOMB (?) (J 8:1)

P1. 41; Plan: P1. 84
Hesperia, XXII, 1953, p. 41.
During the spring campaigns of 1951 and 1952, an extension of the Mycenaean cemetery

revealed by Tomb VIII was discovered slightly further to the south and west. Six additional
Mycenaean "graves" as they were termed by their excavator, Rebecca Wood (now Mrs.Henry
S. Robinson),were detected, lying immediately below the Classicallevel, which in this area rested
upon bedrock, thereby almost obliterating the evidence. Two had been cleaned out altogether,
and two should be taken together as a double pit grave (our Grave XI, J 8:3).1 We are thus
left with two complexes, at J 8:1 and J 8:2, which are best explained as the badly destroyed
remains of chamber tombs (our Tombs IX and X). Tomb IX produced only a few scraps of
bone,2 one alabastron, a gold bead, and a scrap of lead wire, and the possibility presents itself
that it is really a continuation of the rich but destroyed Tomb VIII which had been detected
many years earlier. The presence of gold jewelry and lead wires in both complexes suggests a
connection, but since they were dug quite separately and could not be properly planned,3it
seems wiser to consider them individually.

Hard buff clay with lightly polished creamy buff
surface;red to brownstreaky glaze paint.
Neck and handles glazed; narrowline at base of
many pieces; about one-half of mouth, base, part
of lower body, and one handle missing.
neck; two broadbandsat bottomof curvedshoulIX-1. Squat Alabastron.

P1.41.

P 22140. H. 0.059 m., D. 0.103 m. Mended from

1 The excavator assigned the letters A to F to this group: A and B being our Grave XI, C our Tomb IX, D and E the
two that were cleaned out, and F our Tomb X. These letters appear on the plans which were drawn from the excavator's
notebook. D and E are not counted in our total of 41 burial places, since they were not assigned deposit numbers (see above,
p. 97 and note 14).
2 AA 174:
analyzed by Angel as scraps of an adult.
3 See Tomb
VIII, note 1.
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der; one largepointedwavein eachpanelbetween "a small bead resemblinga grain of wheat,with
incisedlinesdividingthe lobes"(II, fig.541,8).
handles;concentriccircleson base.
M.P., Type88 (p.41, fig.11).Pointed Seealsop. 108.
Furumark,
LateHelladicIII A.
wavenot shownunderMot.82 (p.323,fig.54).
and
8.
Cf.VII-6
P1.41.
IX-3. Fragmentof LeadWire.
Myc.III A:1-2.
J 128. P.L.0.026m. Brokenat both ends.FragPls. 41, 77. mentis a simplecurvedrod,the metalgrayandnot
IX-2. GoldBead.
J 127. L. 0.0083m., max. D. 0.0045m. Complete analyzed.
but slightly squashed.Elliptical seed-likehead,
Originallythoughtto be a fragmentfroma silver
fluted.
and
pin, it has now been redescribedbecauseof its close
piercedlengthwise
Cf. the gold beadsfromthe tombsat the Argive resemblanceto the lead coils (VIII-10) from the
tomb.
Heraion(Prosymna,
I, pp.267ff.);onlyone example neighboring
seemsto be closein type and dimensionsto ours: LateHelladicIII A.

TOMB X: DISTURBED CHAMBERTOMB (?) (J 8:2)

Pls. 42, 67; Plan: P1. 84
Hesperia, XXII, 1953, p. 41.

Lying a little to the south of Tomb IX, this complex, which was referredto by the excavator
as "Grave F," was found hopelessly disturbed and scarped away (P1.42). Quoting the excavator, "It seemed to be not so much a grave as a collection of bones and offerings,presumably
swept aside to make room for later burials. The bones were hopelessly mixed and gave no indication of the position of the body at time of inhumation or how many skeletons were represented." Skeletal analysis revealed the remains of three individuals,l and it seems likely that
they had been swept aside when the adjoining double grave (XI) was set down at a slightly
lower level.
While the pottery from Tomb X is partially nondescript (X-6 and 6), several pieces,
notably the stippled teacup (X-4) and the shallow saucer (X-3) belong to the initial stage
of Myc. III A.
X-1. Terracotta
Figurine.

P1.42. an early Phi-typeof the beginningof Myc.III A,

T 3117. H. 0.118 m., D. body 0.052 m. Manysmall earlierthan XXVI4 and5.

joiningfragments;severalsmallpiecesmissing,filled
out with plaster.Buffclay;redglaze.
figurinewithflaring
Phi-shaped
Simplebird-faced,
disc-like
concave
foot,
beneath,
bodywithbreastsinhead.Appliedcirclesof clay
dicated,andflat-topped
foreyes;appliedpigtailhangsdownback.Wavyvertical stripeson body; solid glaze on top and back
of head.
Cf.discussionin Furumark,
C.M.P.,pp.86-89,on
the datingof Mycenaeanfigurines,and his assignmentof the Phi-typeto the Myc.III A period,with
whichthe contentsof this graveaccord.Mrs.ElizabethFrench,whowillpublishthisfigurinemorefully
in the Agoravolumeon Terracottas,
classifiesit as

See alsop. 109.
Myc.III A:1.

X-2. Kylix, Glazed.

P1.42.

P 22141. H. 0.181 m., est. D. rim ca. 0.11 m.

Mendedfrommanypieces;preserves
aboutone-third
circumference
of body and greaterpart of foot; restoredin plaster.
fine clay; thin walls; coveredwith
Orange-buff
glossyorange-red
glazeinsideand out exceptunder
foot; glazemuchworn.
Deep bowl with slightlyoffsetrim; sturdystem
discfoot,hollowat centerunderneath.
withspreading
Twoverticalstraphandles,oneincomplete.

1 AA
176, analyzed as representing one male, one female and a child of 2 or 3, are listed by Angel as coming from Grave E,
surely a mistake since E is described as a cutting that had been cleaned out and in the fifth century filled in with dug bedrock.
We have taken these as coming from Grave F, our Tomb X.

TOMBS AND OBJECTS: GRAVE XI
Furumark,M.P., Type 264 (p. 60, fig. 16), Myc.
III A:1-2. Cf. Attica, pls. 4, 4 and 7, 4 (Vourvatsi
and Pikermi). Cf. also the better preservedexample

XXXII-1.

Myc. III A: 1-2.

P 22142. P.H. 0.025m.,

P1.42.

D. 0.071 m. Six joining

fragments preserve body; foot missing; chips from
rim.

Orange-buffclay; undecorated.
Shallowsemiglobularshapewith slightly offsetrim,
broadand flat above; probablya ring foot.
Furumark,M.P., Type 207 (p. 48, fig. 13), Myc.
II B-III A:l. Cf. the Myc. II decoratedexamples,
Korakou,p. 53, fig. 72; Prosymna,II, fig. 680.
This is the only example of this shape from the
Agora.
Myc. II-III A:1.
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See also pp. 129, 141.
Myc. III A: .
X-5. Deep Bowl, OneHorizontalHandle.
P 22145. H. 0.082m.,

X-3. ShallowBowl or Saucer.

X-4. Teacupwith Stippled Decoration. Pls. 42, 67.
P 22143.H. 0.037 m., D. rim 0.108 m. Threejoining
fragmentscompletevase.
Pinkish clay with creamy surface; dark orange
glaze on rim, handle, base ring and four concentric
bands above foot; stippling in dilute glaze on body.
Fine fabric.
Low graceful shape with slightly offset rim and
lightly concave base, incised circle inside bowl;
band handle from rim to lower shoulder.
Furumark,M.P., Type 219 (p. 48, fig. 13), Myc.
II B-III A:1; Mot. 77: 2 (p. 422, fig. 73), Myc. II

B-III A:2 e.
Cf. Prosymrna,II, fig. 252, 626; Attica, pl. 8, 1
1955,
(Vourvatsi);Ch.T., pl. XXXIV, 18; TipaCnlKad,
pl. 27, E (Aliki Glyphada). The type with stippled
decorationis characteristicof Myc.III A :1; cf. sherds
from Atreus bothros (B.S.A., LIX, 1964, pl. 72, a,
1-5, 7-9.
Cf. also XL-7 and 9. The present example seems
the finest, certainly superiorto XL-9.
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P1.42.

D. 0.144m. Mended from

many pieces; most of circumferenceand complete
profilepreserved;chips and fragmentsmissing from
rim, handle not complete.
Soft orange-buffclay with lightly polishedsurface;
orange-redglaze, ratherworn.
Deep bowl with straight rim and small ring foot.
One rolled handle set horizontallyon shoulder.Rim
and handle glazed; bands on body: one below rim,
three at middle and three at base. Two concentric
circlesincised on bottom underfoot (wheelmarks?).
Furumark,M.P., Type 283 (p. 48, fig. 13), Myc.
III A:2.
This is a rare shape, and although perhaps the
ancestor of the Myc. III B skyphos (Type 284), it
is distinctively different and has an earlier range.
Surprisingly,it was very popularin Attica (cf. Attica,
p. 35, fig. 14, C, pl. 9, 1-3, 5, 7-8, 13-15) but this

is our only example aside from the unusual fragmentary cup 432 with wishbonehandle.
See also p. 131.
Myc. III A: 2 (probablylocal).
X-6. FragmentaryNarrow-neckedJug.
PI. 42.
P 22144. P. H. 0.116 m., est. D. ca. 0.13 m. Neck,
handle, and upper body preserved;nothing of base;
mendedfrom many pieces.
Grittybrownclay; streakybrownto blackglazeon
outside and on inside of neck.
Straight rim, narrowneck flowinggraduallyinto
broadbody, the greatestdiameterof whichis sharply
articulated; vertical strap handle, lightly grooved
fromrim to shoulder.
Furumark, M.P., Type 112 (p. 30, fig. 5), Myc.
III A: 1-2. Largerthan examplescited and perhaps
more closely related to ewer.
See also p. 135.
Myc. III A:2 (provincial).

GRAVEXI: DOUBLEPIT GRAVE(J 8:3)

Pls. 42, 65; Plan: P1. 84
Hesperia, XXII, 1953, p. 41.
This was the first of the group of burials to be discovered southwest of the Temple of Ares

when excavations had been resumed after the war. It was excavated in the spring of 1951 by
Rebecca Wood, and given the designation Graves A and B. A was a squarish cutting less
than 1.0 m. in length with the remains of two small skeletons'; B, lying just to the south and
1 The skeletal material (AA 177) assigned to this deposit does not agree with the evidence of the plan and the excavator's
description, since AA 177 consisted of bones of a M. about 40 to the north, and a F.(?) to the south, whereas the plan clearly
shows three skulls, apparently all children.
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separated by a thin wall of bedrock only 0.015 m. wide, was somewhat longer and narrower
and contained an extended small skeleton, apparently in good order (see Plan). These were
judged to be the burials of children. The following spring when the complex at J8:2 (our
Tomb X) lying just to the east and at a slightly lower level was discovered, it was thought that
this had been cut into and disturbed when the double grave was dug, a conclusionwhich seems
to be substantiated by the later date of the contents of Grave XI. At any rate, the remains of
this confused complex suggest a small family cemetery.2
2

Hesperia, XXII, 1953, p. 41.
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XI-1. FragmentaryAlabastron.
P1.42.
P 21195. Grave "A." P.H. 0.062 m., est. D. ca.
0.155 m. Very badly broken; many small scraps do
not join. Most of body and all of neck, mouth and
handlesmissing.
Light buff to pink clay with buff surface; black
glaze, worn.
Wave pattern on body; concentric circles on
bottom. Dot filling ornamentsabove wave.
Furumark,M.P., Type 85 (p. 41, fig. 11), Myc. III
A:2-B; Mot. 32: 5 (p. 323, fig. 54), Myc. I-III B.
Myc. III A:2.

XI-2. FragmentaryJug.
P1.42.
P 21196. Grave"A." P.H.(withouthandle)0.07 m.
Very badly broken.Neck, mouth, and shouldermissing; severalsmall fragmentsdo not join.
Cinnamon brown clay; rather thick and gritty

glazed lines and band below. On underside central
dot and four concentric circles.
Furumark, M.P., Type 85 (p. 41, fig. 11), Myc.
III A:2-B; Mot. 32: 5 (p. 323, fig. 54), Myc. I-III B.
This is definitely later than any of the alabastra
from Tomb VII and one of the latest examples of
this shape from the Agora.
See also p. 123.
Myc. III A-B.
XI-4. Stone Button.
P1. 42.
ST 491. Grave "A." H. 0.019 m., D. 0.028 m.
Scratched on bottom. Hard black stone, polished
smooth.
Conical with flat bottom and slightly rounded top.
Pierced vertically.

Not illustrated.
XI-5. Jug Fragments.
P 21197. Grave "B." D. mouth 0.078 m. Much
Flat bottom; plumproundedbody; verticalhandle broken and much missing. Lip and top of handle, fragments of shoulder and scraps of rest of vase preserved.
from shoulder. Monochrome dull glaze.
Rather heavy fabric, pinkish with gray core; thin
112
Furumark, M.P., Type
(p. 30, fig. 5), Myc.
red wash outside and on inside of neck.
III A: 2. Cf. larger example X-6.
Round mouthed, wide bodied jug; broad handle,
See also p. 135.
2.
A:
III
Myc.
lightly double-grooved, from rim.
Probably Furumark, M.P., Type 109 (p. 35, fig. 7),
Pls. 42, 65. Myc. I-III B.
XI-3. Alabastron.
P 21194. Grave "A." H. 0.075 m., D. ca. 0.105 m.
Myc. III A-B?
Mended from many pieces; about one-half the cirP1. 42.
cumference and one handle missing, restored in XI-6. Bronze Needle.
"B."
0.054
m.
Broken
near
B
934.
P.L.
Grave
tip.
plaster.
Rather thick fabric; pinkish buff clay and surface; Pierced at opposite end with an eye.
No such bronze needles seem to have been found
streaky glaze, brown to black.
Plump alabastron with high neck and narrow out- at the Argive Heraion; at least none are reported
in Prosymna, II, pp. 329 ff. Is it not a rather strange
turned rim.
Rim, neck and handles glazed. At base of neck tomb-offering in child's grave?
See also p. 106.
two narrow lines and a broad band. On shoulder
Late Helladic III.
wave pattern with quirk above wave depression; three

fabric;red-brown
paint,withoutluster.

TOMB(J 10:1)
TOMBXII: UNFINISHEDCHAMBER

Pls. 43, 75; Plan: P1. 85
Hesperia, XXII, 1953, p. 41.
In the spring of 1952 a small chamber tomb was discovered about sixty meters due south of
Tomb VII, but with the dromosleading in from the north rather than the west. This tomb poses

TOMBS AND OBJECTS:TOMB XII
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several problems. The chamber as cleared was rough and irregular, (P1. 43), and collapsed
bedrockfilled it for about 1.20 m. in height. Beneath the collapsed bedrock there was a layer of
scattered fieldstones, no orderly interments, and practically no vestige of pottery or bone.'
These features suggest a tomb that had collapsed while being cut and had never been used;
one is reminded of the unfinished chamber tomb on the east slope of the Hill of the Nymphs.2
However, in the present case the dromos produced a sizable quantity of broken pottery (XII1 to 9 plus many uncatalogued fragments). In the Annual Report this was associated with the
tomb, "since no household deposit of the Mycenaean period was encountered at ground level
in the general area," although it was admitted that "the history of what happened is obscure."3
One should note, however, the totally different character and date of the deposit from those
found in the adjacent tombs and graves.
The pottery from this deposit was altogether fragmentary, and consisted of many coarse
undecorated kylikes, an amphora and hydria, jug, etc., as well as some late skyphoi which
cannot be dated earlier than Myc. III C:1 and must fall at about the same time as the fill of
the Mycenaean Fountain on the North Slope.4 The neighboring tombs, however, run from the
transition of Myc. II to III A (Tomb VII) down to the end of Myc. III A or early III B
(Grave XI). This would imply an interval of at least one hundred years between the quarrying
of our tomb and its eventual use. Since the nature of the pottery is much closer to that found
in three deposits toward the northeast corner of the Agora, which are almost certainly pits or
bothroi,5it seems likely that the present deposit represents a later re-use, as a refuse pit, of the
dromos of a collapsed and unfinished chamber tomb (presumably dug as part of the same
cemetery that included Tombs VII-XI).
The deposit then is of no use in dating the tomb, and is of quite a different character from
those we have previously considered.
See also pp. 99, 111.
Date of tomb probably Late Helladic III A; deposit, Myc. III C:1.
XII-1. Fragmentary
Kylix.

P1.43.

Elevensimilarfragmentary
kylikesuncatalogued

P 22273. H. 0.105 m., est. D. ca. 0.125 m. About fromthis deposit.Cf.also437 and438 (O7:4) which

of upperwallmissing,andchipsfrom
three-quarters
foot.
Pinkishbuffclaywithbits,buffsurfacing;
not well
smoothedon int.
bowlwith offsetlip; shortstemspreadCarinated
toward
bowl; disc foot slightlyroundedabove
ing
with concavesurfaceandcentraldepression
beneath.
UnSmallbandhandlefromrimto belowcarination.
decorated.
Furumark,M.P., Type 267 (p.61, fig.17), Myc.
III B-C:1. Cf. Zygouries,p. 152, fig.143 (Potter's
Shop); Pylos, I, pp. 366-367, Shape 27, fig.329;

aresloppier;also444 (K 6:1) and494.
By the time of the Granaryat Mycenaethis type
seemsto havebeenextinct(cf.B.S.A., XXV, 19211923, pl. X, c).

Seealsopp.127-128.
Myc.III B-C.

XII-2. Angularbowl.
P1.43.
P 22280.H. 0.059m., est. D. ca. 0.17m. Several
joiningfragmentspreservelowerpartanda little of
rim,givingcompleteprofile;restoredin plaster.
Coarsepinkishbuff clay with no surfacing.Not

Fountain, p. 376, fig. 58, b, c (complete example well smoothed; carelessly made. Undecorated.

foundin conjunction
with use of stairway).

Carinatedrim, concavein profile,with plainlip;

1 This tomb was also
dug by Rebecca Wood (now Mrs. Henry S. Robinson) and the plan made by Marian Holland (now
Mrs. Louis E. McAllister, Jr.). The notebook records the presence of "only 4 or 5 tiny fragments of bone."
2
See above, p. 178 and note 1.
3 Hesperia, XXII, 1953, p. 41.
4 See also pp. 111-112, 154.
5 0 7:4 (the "Kylix Pit"); 0 7:14 (Mycenaean Gully); P 8:9 (Mycenaean Bothros). See also p. 111. and discussion of
pottery, below, pp. 247-253. Although chronologically and stylistically the present deposit belongs with these, we have included it here since it came from a tomb. The dromos material from Tomb 505 at Mycenae may provide a parallel, since
Mrs. French concludes (B.S. A., LX, 1965, p. 171) that the pottery found there should not be "associated with the tomb or
burials in the tomb but is part of a fill tipped into the dromos" (after the tomb collapsed). The pottery there is, however,
much finer (pp. 165-167, figs. 2-4) and belongs to Myc. III A:2.
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flaring lower wall; countersunk base giving ring
foot.
Probablyan Attic variantof Furumark'sType 295
(p. 53, fig. 15), Myc.III B-C: 1; cf. Broneer'sShape9,
Fountain,p. 379,fig.61. Possiblywithouthandleslike
Zygouries,p. 154, fig. 146.
See also p. 131.
Myc.III B-C.

Light red clay, light buff surfacing;decorationin
red to brownishglaze adheringwell.
Narrowneck with roundmouth, the lip flaringand
thickened.Band handlefrom belowlip. Broadshoulder roundinginto wall.
Horizontalbandson rim, belowlip, at base of neck
and two at outer edge of shoulder.On shoulderpothook spirals, each hanging from band at base of
neck.
Furumark,M.P., Type 121 (p. 31, fig. 6), Myc.
III B-C:1; Mot. 51: 23 (p. 366, fig. 63), Myc. III
B-C:1.
Cf.Asine, p. 408, fig. 268, 8 from Tomb,1:7 which
has a spiral band and is probablysomewhatearlier;
also Zygouries,pl. XIX, 2 (distinctly earlier in III
B).
This shape is not clearlyrepresentedin the Fountain material,but cf. Fountain,p. 397,fig. 78, a, c, d, j
for hangingspiralsfromneck of closed pots.
See also p. 136.
Myc. III B-C.
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XII-3. Skyphosin GranaryStyle.
P1.43.
P 22275. H. 0.147 m., D. 0.196 m. Mended from
many pieces; center of floor, part of rim and of
lowerwall, end of one handle missing.
Yellow buff clay; thin dull purplishbrown glaze,
much worninside and out, except beneathfoot.
Deep bowl with plain rim slightly outturned;ring
foot with broad flat resting surface;horizontallyset
loop handles.
Furumark,M.P., Type 285 (p. 49, fig. 14), Myc.
III C:1 late. Cf.Fountain,p. 370, fig. 49, c; Korakou,
p. 71, fig. 103. The examplesfiom the Granaryand
from Strata X-XI of Lion Gate depositseem a little
Pls. 43, 75.
later (B.S.A., XXV, 1921-1923, p. 33, fig. 9, a, e, f, XII-6. Deep OpenBowl.
P
D.
H.
est.
22277.
0.137
ca.
m.
0.30
Several
m.,
pls. X, b, XI, m).
to
three
much
of base
fragments
mendingup
preserve
Fragmentsof a similar skyphosuncataloguedand
and
of
wall
and
rim,
part
giving
completeprofilebut
in storage.Cf.also 472 from Well, S 27:7.
of
handles.
nothing
See also p. 132.
Verycoarsereddishclaywithmanylargeimpurities;
Myc. III C:1 (late).
slightly lustrousred glaze adheringwell.
Low ring foot with broad flat resting surface;
XII-4. FragmentarySkyphos.
PI. 43. flaringwalls; thickenedrim, flat on
top and slightly
P 22279. D. base 0.055 m., est. D. rim ca. 0.13 m.
projecting.Glazedint.; rim and bands ext., three on
Severalfragmentsmendingto two preserve:a, part of
upperwall and one above foot.
rim and wall with one handle; b, most of foot with
Furumark,M.P., Type 294 (p. 49, fig. 14), Myc.
center of floorand start of wall.
III B-C:1. Probablylike Korakou,p. 63, figs. 87, 88.
Pinkish buff clay with smoothlight buff surfacing; Cf. also Fountain, 370,
p.
figs. 50-51. Note Broneer's
decorationin black to brownglaze.
reference to common occurrenceof this shape in
Bell-shapedskyphoswith ring foot and plain out- settlementsand rarity in tombs.
turnedrim. Decoration:ext., band at rim, on handle
Fragments of three others from this deposit unand aroundfoot, narrowbands at line of handle atcatalogued.
tachment,triple wavy arch on upperwall; int., conSee also p. 132.
centric circles at center of floor, the inner circles
Myc. III B-C:1.
in fine brownlines, outer broadblack band.
Furumark,M.P., Type 284 (p. 49, fig. 14), Myc. XII-7. FragmentaryCoarseAmphora.
P1.43.
III B-C:1; Mot. 62: 7, 23 (p. 391, fig. 68).
P 22274.W. acrosshandles0.22 m., D. lip 0.132 m.
Technicallythis resemblesthe Fountain material Upper part of ovoid amphora,mendedfrom several
but there is no very close parallelto the decoration
pieces, preservingneck and rim, one handleand part
in the skyphoi figuredin Fountain, pp. 362ff., figs. of another.
40-49. Fig. 47, q might be cited.
Coarsebuff to dirty brown fabric, fired grayish
See also p. 132.
brown. On ext. thin light buff slip, much worn,
Myc. III B-C:1.
extendingpart way inside neck wheredrippeddown.
Heavy flaringrim; rolledhandlesfrom rim.
XII-5. Narrow-neckedJug.
PI. 43.
Furumark, M.P., Type 69 (p. 35, fig. 7), Myc.
P 22278.P.H, 0.145 m., est. D. ca. 0.204 m. Several III B-C. Cf. Zygouries,p. 163, fig. 158; Fountain,
joining fragmentspreservemost of neck and lip, the pp. 393, 396, figs. 74, 76, b.
handleand part of shoulderand start of wall; restored
See also p. 126.
in plasterto below handle.
Myc. III B-C.
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XII-8. FragmentaryCoarseHydria.
PI. 43.
P 22276. Rest. H. 0.33 m., max. D. 0.31 m. Most
of neck and rim and much of shoulder preserved
with most of the vertical handle; also part of one
side with one horizontal handle; nothing of lower
wall or base preserved;restoredin plaster to above
base.
Thick fabric; pinkish buff clay with bits; smooth
light buff surfacing.
Straight neck with thickened lip; rounded body;
rolled handles.
Furumark, M.P., Type 128 (p. 35, fig. 7), Myc.
III B-C. Cf. Korakou,p. 69, fig. 100; Fountain, p.
396, fig. 76, a.
Cf. 460 and 476 from Wells V 24:1 and S 27:7.
See also p. 125.
Myc. III B-C.
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XII-9. CoarseLid.
PI. 48.
P 22281. H. 0.043 m., est. D. ca. 0.13 m. Several
joining fragmentsand a small non-joiningone give
half of a plain lid for a sizable pot (cf. D. with rim
of amphoraXII-7).
Thick gray buff clay; remainsof lighter surfacing,
and possibly traces of faded concentricrings in dull
paint.
Flat top, plain deep down-turnededge.
Furumark,M.P., Type334 (p. 78), Myc.III A: 2-C.
Cf. Asine, p. 415, fig. 270, 14 (Tomb I: 7 with some
quite late material);Fountain,p. 384, fig. 65, a-j. The
examples from the Potter's Shop at Zygouries(Zygouries,p. 154, fig. 146) are of a differenttype with
conicaltop. All theseexampleshave a smallholein the
center,with which ours shouldprobablybe restored.
Cf. the earlierdecoratedlid XXI-5.
See also p. 140.
Myc. III B-C.

THE TOMBS AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF THE AGORA (XIII-XXI).

The next group of Mycenaean tombs, which occupies the whole northeast corner of the Agora,
begins some eighty meters due east of Tomb VII (J 7:2). The tombs along the east side under
the Stoa of Attalos are doubtless an extension of the same cemetery, but for purposes of

convenience we have divided it into two parts, those to the west of the Stoa Terrace, and those
lying directly under and to the east.l Although there may once have been more tombs lying
along the north side and closing the gap between Tomb VII and Tomb XIII, all vestiges have
been lost in the scarping down of the area or in the construction of the Athens-PeiraeusRailway. From the orientation of the dromoi of this group, all of which face north, it is apparent
that the ancient ground level must have risen toward the south2 (Plan, P1. 79).
This group shows a concentration of four small chamber tombs (XIII to XV and XVII at
0 7:7, 0 7:5, 0 7:2 and 0 8:4) with three small graves (XVI, XVII, and XIX at N 7:2, 0 7:3,
and 0 8:3) sandwiched between in an area of about 150 square meters, with another two small
chamber tombs (XX and XXI at P 8:8 and P 9:4) lying somewhat apart to the south.
There are also three non-sepulchralor rubbish deposits in the same area (0 7:4, 0 7:14, and
P 8:9), at least one of which (that at 0 7:14) contained pottery from disturbed or destroyed
chamber tombs.3

1 Since the conditions of
excavating were quite different in the two areas, we have grouped together those occupying letters N, 0, and P on the grid, and those to the east in letters Q and R.
2 The excavator's notebook also confirms this with the
notation that the ground is "rising steeply toward the south."
However, the steepness of the dromoi suggests that it cannot have been a very appreciable grade.
3 See also p. 111 and below, pp. 247ff.

TOMBXIII: SMALL
CHAMBER
TOMB(0 7:7)
Pls. 44, 77; Plan: PI. 79
Hesperia, XXI, 1952, pp. 106-107.
This small chamber tomb, which was excavated in the 1951 campaign, has been published
briefly in the Annual Report and illustrated elsewhere.' Although badly disturbed at vari1 Hesperia, XXI, 1952, pl. 26, b; A.J.A., LVI, 1952, pl. 9, A; B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, p. 210,
fig. 12; Archaeology, IV,
1951, p. 225.
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ous times in antiquity,2 it was clearly a chamber tomb with the chamber little more than
a cubby-hole at the end of a steep dromos, entered at the north by two steps, and with the
stone blocking-wall preserved for a few courses (P1.44, b). The dromos was at least 2.20m.
long with a width of 0.80 to 0.90m. tapering upward to 0.60m., and preserved to a height
of at least 1.05m.
The small chamber (P1.44, a) contained a few bones,3 a small spouted bronze bowl (XIII-1),
a spouted pottery cup (XIII-2) and a steatite button (XIII-4). The other vase that has been
associated with this tomb (XII-3) was found in the fifth-century well which had been dug
through the tomb chamber.
Although dated in the original report "well on in Late Helladic III B or even in C,"4 in
our opinion the tomb need not be later than the end of Myc. III A or early III B.
See also pp. 99-100, 105.
XIII-1. SmallBronzeBowl.

P1.44. fig. 12; Archaeology,IV, 1951, p. 225. H. 0.048 m.,

B 966. Hesperia, XXI, 1952, pl. 26, b; A.J.A.,
LVI, 1952, pl. 9, A; B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, p. 213,
fig. 12; Archaeology,IV, 1951, p. 225. H. 0.051 m., D.
0.10 m. Intact; heavily corrodedand surfacerough.
Flat-bottomed bowl with walls flaring to plain
flattenedrim; shallowspout at one side of rim; two
wishbonehandlesslightly slanting outwardsset low
on shoulder.Ends of handles set through walls and
well-rivetedon inside. Carefulminiaturework.
This is one of the few bronze vases of the Mycenaean period known from Athens. It is of a shape
whichoccursin metalin the richlydecoratedexample
from the Cenotaphat Dendra (R.T.D., pp. 92ff., pl.
XXXI, 4, fig. 67; pl. XXXI, 6, fig. 68, the first with
handles like ours, the second with spout), and in a
bowl almost identicalto ours, but larger,from Asine,
Tomb 1:5 (Asine, p. 393, fig. 257). Cf. also a new
examplefromthe tholosat Tragana(B.C.H.,LXXX,
1956, p. 284, fig. 12). These are approximatelythree
times bigger than ours, ranging from ca. 0.14 to
0.16 m. in height. Similar handles are found on a
fragmentarybronze basin from the Argive Heraion
(Prosymna,II, fig. 610). None of these shouldbe later
than L.H. III A. Cf. Minoan antecedents (P.T.K.,
pp. 51f., fig. 52 b).
The metal form influencedthe kalathos shape in
pottery (cf. also Furumark,M.P., p. 52). Note the
imitation rivet heads on two clay kalathoi from
Kalymnos (B. M.Cat., 1,1, A 1016-1017, pl. XV =
C.V.,., Br. Mus.,III a, pl. 9, 6, 8).
See also p. 105.
Late Helladic III A-B.

D. 0.068m. Mendedfrom several pieces; chips missing, otherwisecomplete.
Pinkishbuff clay, very soft and bumpy;handmade
(?); the whole surface probably originally covered
with a cream slip which has flaked off taking with
it the red paint, of which only traces remain.
Low roundedbowl with flaringlip and open spout
set obliquely; low ring base; vertical band handle
fromrimto shoulder.Rim, spoutand probablyhandle
coveredwith paint; possibly also the shoulderwith
bands on lowerpart of body.
Furumark,M.P., Type 249 (p. 48, fig. 13), Myc.
III A:2-B. Cf. Prosymna, II, figs. 192, 874; 572,
805; B.M.Cat. I, 1, A 852, pl. XIII (Ialysos);
B.C.H., TLXXXI,1957, p. 577, fig. 14 (Diasela near
Olympia);C.V.A., Karlsruhe,III a, pl. 2, 2 (Attica).
Also Attica, p. 37, Type F, pi. 9, 4, 6 (Vourvatsi).
Many of these seem to be of III A:2 date. Ours
seems to be a crude local imitation of a standard
type.
See also pp. 129-130.
Myc. III A:2-B.

XIII-3. FragmentaryThree-handledJar.
P1.44.
P 21993. P.H. 0.08 m., D. rim 0.071m. Six joining
fragmentspreservemost of rim and neck and about
one-halfof upper part of body, including all of one
handle and root of another.
Soft orange-buffclay, a little powdery;orange-red
glaze, much worn.
Low slightly concaveneck with flat rim projecting
toward the outside; rounded sloping shoulderwith
marked tapering toward bottom; sharply upturned
P1.44. horizontalhandles.
XIII-2. Spouted Cup.
P 21570. Hesperia,XXI, 1952, pl. 26, b; A.JA.,
Rim, neck,bothinsideand out, and handlesglazed;
narrowbands at junction of neck and shoulder;
two
210,
1952,
LXXVI,
B.C.H.,
9,
1952,
A;
p.
LVI,
pl.
2 A fifth-century well
(N 7:3) had cut away a good part of the chamber, and a Geometric grave (0 7:11) had been set
down in the upper fill of the dromos.
3 AA 129: analyzed by Angel as an adult female of 16 (?). The small size of the chamber and the diminutive size of the
offerings would rather have suggested the burial of a child.
4 Hesperia, XXI, 1952, p. 107. For the earlier dating of the bronze bowl and spouted cup see below.
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Pls. 44, 77.
groupsof encirclingbands below handles;row of XIII-4. SteatiteButton.
513.
H.
0.015
D.
0.023
m.
in
handle
zone.
ST
strokes
vertical
m.,
Chip of lower
Mot.
45
64:
M.P., Type (p.23, fig.4);
Furumark,
edgemissing.
Truncatedcone. Blegen's Short Cone, Type 2
20-21 (p.897,fig.69),Myc.III A:2.
Cf.V-4 andreferences.
(Prosymna,II, fig. 602).
LateHelladicIII.
Myc.III A:2.

TOMB XIV:

TOMB OF THE NICHES (0 7:5)
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Pls. 45-46, 65, 77; Plan: Pls. 79, 83
Hesperia, XXI, 1952, pp. 105-106, fig. 4, pl. 25, b, c.

Lying a few meters south and east of Tomb XIII (Plan: PI. 79) with a parallel alignment
of its dromos, Tomb XIV was also found in the spring of 1951 and received a preliminary
publication in the Annual Report.1 Unlike its neighbor it was carefully cut and much better
preserved. It is one of the few tombs found in the Agora that has an almost architectural
regularity with squared chamber (1.75 m. wide by 2.10 m. deep) and axially centered dromos
(P1.45, a; 4.0 m. long by 1.10 m. wide tapering upward to 0.80 m.). The dromos had two lateral
niches (1.0m. long by 0.50m. high) used for the burials of children, two in the right-hand or
western niche (PI. 45, b), one in the eastern niche. The niches are symmetrically placed with
respect to the doorway, but the eastern niche was at a considerably higher level and contained
no offerings.2The tomb had not been robbed or disturbed in post-Mycenaean times, for the
doors of the main chamber and the niches were found closed with rough rubble walls.
The chamberitself (PI. 45, c) had been used for multiple burials: the remainsof the two earliest
occupantshad been swept to the back, and two later skeletons were found in order at the sides
of the chamber, lying on their backs with their knees drawn up. Subsequently, the roof of the
chamber collapsed and the body of a child was introduced from above. All told there were eight
interments,3yet the number of offeringsis comparatively small and the time range represented
by them does not appear to be great, with the possible exception of the feeding bottle (XIV-7)
and the fragmentary coarse jug (XIV-8) associated with burial V.4
Burials I-IV should be about contemporary with the middle burials of Tomb VII (i.e.
Myc. III A:l1 to 2 early), the niche burials probably a little later, and the burial introduced
after the collapse of the tomb perhaps well on in Myc. III B.
See also pp. 99-102.
POTTERY

VASES WITH PILE OF BONES AT BACK OF CHAMBER

(XIV-1 to 3; Pls. 45, 65)

fig. 11. H. 0.192 m., D. 0.144 m. Mended from

many fragments;small pieces fromrim and wall
missing.

Light gray-buffclay, well smoothed;brownish
XIV-1. Three-handled
Jar, Spirals. Pls. 45, 65. black glaze, crackledand worn. Misfiringnear one
P 21590.Hesperia,XXI, 1952,pl. 25, c; A.J.A., handle has produced"pink blush." Some carbonized
LVI, 1952,pi. 8, B; B.C.H.,LXXVI, 1952,p. 212, matter and an animal tooth found in jar.
Also B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, p. 212, figs. 10-11; A.J.A., LVI, 1952, p. 178, pl. 8, A, B.
Three tombs in the Argive Heraion contained a small burial niche each in the dromos; in two cases these had been used
as ossuaries for assembled bones, but in Tomb 30 the niche was used for the primary interment of a child (Prosymna, I,
pp. 234-235). Cf. also the niche in the dromos of Tomb 23 at Perati which from the furnishings-feeding bottle, sea-shells,
idol-was clearly the interment of a child (Epyov, 1957, p. 19, fig. 18).
3
Only seven skeletons were assigned to this tomb in Angel's analysis: AA 117-123. 117 (burial V) Child of 7; 118 and 119
(burials I and II) M. of 46 and F. of 26; 120 (burial III) M. of 40; 121 (burial IV) M. of 37; 122 and 123 (burials VI and
VII) Children of 6 and 5. Apparently the bones of the East Niche were not analyzed.
4 The
numbering of the burials apparently proceeded from the chamber to the niches, but there is every reason to think that
burial V was in reality the eighth.
1

2
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Low concave neck with spreading flat rim; tall
piriform body with false ring base; three vertical
handleswith slight projectionat base attachment.
Rim, neck, handles,and wide zone at base glazed.
Handle zone has two stemmedspiralsin each panel,
framed below by two broad bands, each with a fine
line above, and a group of fine lines between lower
band and glazed foot.
Furumark, M.P., Type 23 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc.
II B-III A:l; Mot. 49: 6, 10 (p. 363, fig. 62), Myc.
III A:1-2.
Cf. 1-3 and references,also XXIV-4 and 5. In
comparisonwith the others this is somewhat awkward and ungracefulwith the spiralsfloatingrather
than confinedin shoulder zone. Cf.Ialysos, p. 189,
fig. 112, 1.
See also pp. 120, 143.
Myc. III A:1 (-2 ?).

VASEFROMEASTSIDEOFCHAMBER(XIV-4; Pls. 45,

65)
XIV-4. Three-handledJar, Scale Pattern.
Pls. 45, 65.
P 21577. Hesperia, XXI, 1952, pl. 25, c; A.J.A.,
LVI, 1952, pl. 8, B; B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, p. 212,
fig. 11. H. 0.18 m., D. 0.152m. Mended from many
pieces; fragmentsof rim, base and wall missing.
Very smooth pale buff clay with gray pink core;
reddishbrownglaze, streaky and wornin parts.
Low concave neck with spreading rim, flaring
slightlydownwards;broadpiriformshapewith flaring
base and flat bottom with projecting ring; three
vertical handleswith medianridge.
Neck inside and out, rim, handles outside, and
lower part of body glazed; shoulderzone filled with
scale pattern framed below by two groupsof broad
and narrowbands.
Furumark,M.P., Type 23 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc. II
B-III A:l, Mot. 70: 1 (p. 403, fig. 70), Myc. II AIII B.
Cf. the larger example 1-2 and references.Close
to VII-12 and XVII-1 but betterpreserved.Although
foundwith one of the later intermentsthis is stylisti
cally as early, if not earlier, than XIV-1. Perhaps
re-used?
See also p. 120.
Myc.III A: 1 ?

P1.45.
XIV-2. SmallThree-handledJar.
P 21589. Hesperia,XXI, 1952, pl. 25, c; A.J.A.,
LVI, 1952, pl. 8, B; B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, p. 210,
fig. 11. H. 0.09 m., D. 0.08 m. One handle and fragment of lip missing;base cracked.
Creamybuffclay; brownishblackglaze,badlyworn,
leaving only faint brown traces. Some carbonized
bones found in pot.
Low concave neck with flat spreadingrim; squat
piriformbody with countersunkbase; three rolled
handles set horizontally on shoulder. Mouth and
handles glazed; net pattern on shoulder;horizontal
bands on lower body.
Furumark,M.P., Type 44 (p. 23, fig. 4), Myc. III VASESFROMWESTNICHEIN DROMOS(XIV-5 and 6;
A:1-2; Mot. 57: 2 (p.383, fig. 67), Myc. III A:1- P1.45)
C:1.

Cf. Prosymna, II, fig. 714, 154; Attica, pl. 12, 1
(Vourvatsi).A common type in the Amarnatrade,
this is the only examplefrom the Agorawith simple
net pattern. Most others have variations of the
foliate band; cf. V-4, XVIII-1, etc.
See also p. 120.
Myc. III A:2.

XIV-3. ShallowBowl, Glazed.
P1.45.
P 21588. Hesperia,XXI, 1952, pl. 25, c; A.J.A.,
LVI, 1952, pl. 8, B; B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, p. 212,
fig. 11. H. 0.032 m., D. 0.078 m. Intact; minor chips.
Soft pink-buff clay, orange-redpaint, worn and
without luster.
Smallopen bowl with slightlyincurvedrim; a suggestion of a formedbase with flat bottom.
Furumark,M.P., Type 204 (p. 53, fig. 15), Myc. IIII C.
Cf. Prosymnna,II, fig. 280, 523. Cf. tin-sheathed
examplesIII-12, 13, 16.
See also p. 131.
Myc.III A.

XIV-5. CoarseAmphora.
P1.45.
P 21573. Hesperia, XXI, 1952, pl. 25, c; A.J.A.,
LVI, 1952, pl. 8, B; B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, p. 212,
fig. 11. H. 0.147m., D. 0.131m. Intact except for
fragmentmended on lip and a smallerone missing.
Coarseorange-buffclay, not well purified;tracesof
brownishwash all over.
Broadmouth with thickenedrim; shortneck flowing without articulationinto shoulder;baggy shape
with narrowbottom not well stabilized.
Furumark,M.P., Type 66 (p. 36, fig. 8), Myc. II
A-III C.
Cf. V-7 and 8 and references.
See also p. 126.
Myc.III A.
XIV-6. Feeding Bottle.
P1.45.
P 21574. Hesperia,XXI, 1952, pl. 25, c; A.J.A.,
LVI, 1952, pl. 8, B; B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, p. 212,
fig. 11. H. (including handle) 0.13 m., D. 0.105m.
Mended from many pieces; small fragments and
chips missing.
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Very light grayish white clay, hard but not well
smoothed;dull brownishblack paint.
Low neck with flaring rim; broad basket-like
handle; body almost biconical with countersunk
base; diagonalspout from broadestpart of shoulder.
Neck and spout glazed; two bands on handle;
bands at base of neck, below spout and at base.
Furumark, M.P., Type 160 (p. 31, fig. 6), Myc.
III A:2.
Cf. Prosymna,II, fig. 708 (Myc.III A decorated
examples);Attica,pl. 17, 1-8, all with spouts parallel
to handle. The two decoratedexamplesfrom Chalkis
(Chalkis,pl. 22, 449B' and 449A') most closely resemble ours in shape and position of spout at right
angles to handle. Probably a regionalrather than a
chronologicalfeature.
See also pp. 138-139.
Myc. III A:2 (?).
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See also p. 136.
Myc. III B.
OTHER FINDS
P1.46.
XIV-9. BronzeKnife or Razor.
B 968. From pile of bones at south. P.L. as it lay
in ground0.12 m., P.W. 0.025 m. Brokeninto a number of pieces and in poor condition.
Impossibleto tell fromits preservationwhetherthis
was a knife or a razor,but becauseof the preserved
width in proportionto length and the lack of any
taper, the latter seems preferable. Cf. III-19 and
VII-27 with references.
See also p. 106.
Late Helladic III.

P1.46.
XIV-10. GoldBead.
J 126. From among bones at southeast corner.D.
0.004 m.
VASES FROM TOPBURIAL IN CHAMBER (XIV-7 and 8;
Smallroundbead, piercedfor stringingon a neckP1.45)
lace.
Cf.the sphericalgold beadsfromthe ArgiveHeraion
P1.45.
XIV-7. Feeding Bottle, Glazed.
I, p. 270; II, fig. 541, 6) which are made
(Prosymna,
P 21576. Hesperia,XXI, 1952, pl. 25, c; A.J.A.,
of
two
half-spheres
joined carefully and vary in
LVI, 1952, pl. 8, B; B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, p. 212,
from
0.003 m.
diameter
0.007
to
fig. 11. H. 0.122 m., D. 0.09 m. Mendedfrom several
Cf.
also
XXI-12
and
p. 108.
pieces; otherwiseintact.
Helladic
III.
Late
Pale cream buff clay; thin brownish-blackglaze,
streaky with crossingbrushmarks.
PI. 46.
Broad basket-like handle; slightly flaring neck XIV-11. Paste Bead.
G 436. From pocket in floor at west side of main
thickenedat rim; roundedbiconicalbodywith narrow
ring foot; short obliquespout, parallelwith handle. chamber. D. 0.015 m., T. 0.009 m. Slightly broken;
Coveredall over with glaze except for undersideof surfacepitted.
White paste bead with large hole throughcenter.
handle and bottom.
Furumark, M.P., Types 160-161 (p. 31, fig. 6),
Blegen's Type 14, "Annular" (Prosymna, II,
fig. 599, 14).
Myc. III A:2-B.
Cf. also p. 108.
Cf. Zygouries,p. 172, fig. 167, 347 for shape (with
Helladic III.
Late
not
III B stirrup-vases),yet
very differentfrom the
from
III
A:1 glazed examples
Asine (Asine,
Myc.
p. 355, fig. 232, 2, 3). Cf. Chalkis,pl. 22, 463, and XIV-12. Stone Button.
Pls. 46, 77.
Attica, pl. 17, 6, 7.
ST 514. From among bones at southeast corner.
See also pp. 138-189.
H. 0.012m., D. 0.019m. Intact; not completely
Myc. III A:2-B.
polished;tool marksstill visible.
Dark brownish,mottled stone.
Truncatedpyramidshape.
XIV-8. Fragmentof CoarseJug.
P1.45.
Cf. Prosymna,II, fig. 602, 1, "shortcone."
P 21575. Northwestcornerabout level with top of
Late
Helladic III.
doorway. P.H. 0.133 m., D. mouth 0.13 m. Mouth,
neck, handle and part of shoulderpreserved.
Pls. 46, 77.
Orange-buffclay with impurities; hard and well XIV-13. Stone Button.
smoothed.
ST 515. From under neck of east skeleton, main
Tall ratherwide neck with flaringlip heavy rolled chamber. H. 0.017 m., D. 0.025 m. Intact save for
minor chips.
handle, oval in section, from rim to shoulder.
Biconicalshape.
Furumark,M.P., Type105 (p.35, fig.7), Myc.III B.
Cf. Prosymna,II, fig. 602, 6, "bicone."
Cf. Prosymna, II, fig. 387, 31. Cf. 443 from Well
K6:1.
Late Helladic III.
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Hesperia, XXII, 1953, p. 47, pl. 17, a, b.
The scant remains of a third chamber tomb in the region were encountered in the spring
of 1952, lying about five meters southeast of Tomb XIV. A preliminarypublication appeared
in the Annual Report.
In the present tomb only the bottom 0.10 to 0.20 m. of the chamber was preserved along
with the partial skeletal remainsof two or three occupants (P1.46, a).l The plan revealeda square
chamber (1.80 m. by 1.80 m.), entered by a sloping dromos (0.90 m. wide and preserved to a
length of 2.5 m.) from the northeast. The only grave offerings were two pots and a bronze
dagger, although a third pot (XV-3) which had been found the previous season in a late pit
which cut through the northern half of the chamber must be associated with this tomb.
The reason for the scantiness of the remains and the incomplete condition of the skeletons is,
however, to be explained by an earlier disturbance. Apparently much of the tomb had been
cut away by workmen who were engaged in digging the foundations for a large monument in
the fourth century B.C. and once they had struck the skeletons reverence for the dead
induced them to shift the monument westward by its own width (P1.46, b).2 This affordsa parallel to the two sets of propitiatory white-ground lekythoi deposited in Tomb VII, when fifthcentury workmen came upon the burials there.
From the offerings this tomb should be dated fairly early in the fourteenth century, either
Myc. III A: 1 or more likely Myc. III A: 2 early.3
See also p. 99.
XV-1. Kylix.
P1.46.
P 22318.Hesperia,XXII, 1953,pl. 17, b. H. 0.12m.,
D. 0.123 m. Mendedfrommany fragments;complete
except for chips.
Creamybuffclay with pinkishcore;well smoothed;
undecorated.
Disc foot, concave beneath; tall slender stem;
graceful curving bowl with sharply outturned lip;
small band handlesfrom lip to well down on wall.
Furumark,M.P., Type 266 (p. 59, fig. 16), Myc.
III A:1-C:1.
Cf. Prosymna, II, fig. 296, 720; Attica, pls. 5, 9
(Vourvatsi)and 7, 2 (Pikermi).
The tin-incrustedkylix (III8) has a deeperbowl,
but this is nonethelessan early type. Cf. XL-12 in
a Myc. III A:1 context. Cf. also XXIV-15 and

Brownishbuff clay with white bits; scanty remains
of thin brownishglaze wash.
Globularbiconical shape with small flat bottom,
concaveneck,flaringplainrim, and bandhandlefrom
rim to shoulder.
Furumark,M.P., Type 109 (p. 35, fig. 7), Myc. IIII B.
Cf. VII-20 and references.
See also p. 136.
Myc.III A: 1-2.

XV-3. SquatAlabastron,
WavePattern.Pls. 46, 65.
P 21596.Fromnorthedge of late pit in 0 7. H.

0.037 m., D. 0.068 m. One handle missing; otherwise
intact.
Ratherheavy pinkish clay with smooth hard surXXXII-3.
face; orange-redglaze.
Low concave neck with flat projectingrim; curSee also pp. 127-128.
ving body flattenedon bottom; three smallloop hanMyc. III A: 1-2.
dles. Neck and handlesglazed; continuouswave pattern
46.
on shoulderwith dot rosettes between handles;
XV-2. CoarseJug.
P1.
P22319. Hesperia, XXII, 1953, pl. 17, b. H. concentriccircleson base.
Furumark,M.P., Type 83 (p. 41, fig. 11), Myc.II
0.225m., D. 0.195 m. Mended from many pieces;
and
A-III
on
one
also
of
neck
wall
A:l; Mots.32: 5 (p. 323, fig. 54), Myc.I-III
side;
part rim,
missing
in
27:
of
restored
B;
15, 17 (p. 315, fig. 53), Myc. II B-III A:2.
part bottom;
plaster.
1
2

AA 132 and 133: analyzed by Angel as F. of 52 and Child of 6.
Hesperia, XXII, 1953, p. 47.

3 The kylix
(XV-1) is close in shape to XL-12 (Myc. III A: 1-2) and the alabastron (XV-8) not much later than those from
the middle burials of Tomb VII (VII-6 and 7).
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Cf. Prosymna,II, fig. 711, 161 (probably a little
earlier); B.M.Cat., I, 1, A 814, pl. X from Ialysos
must be a little later.
Noneof the alabastrafromthe AresTombcombines
the "sea anemone" with the wave, but cf. VIII-2
and XXI-2 with rows of dots above wave.
See also pp. 123, 142.
Myc. III A:1-2.

XV-4. BronzeDagger(?).
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P1.46.

B 991. L. 0.185 m. Brokeninto a numberof pieces,
but apparently complete. Conditionof bronze very
bad; removedin plaster.
Too badly preservedto discoverwhat type of dagger, although it seems not to have had a midrib.
Couldit have been a razor?
See also p. 105.
Late Helladic III.

GRAVEXVI: LILY BOWLGRAVE(N 7:2)

Pls. 47, 65-66, 75, 77; Plan: Pls. 79, 87
Hesperia, XXI, 1952, pp. 107-108, pl. 26, c.
Barely two meters to the south of the chamber of Tomb XIII lay a small pit grave (0.50 m.

by 5 m. by 0.75 m. deep) containing the skeleton of an infant girl.l Although a simple grave
with a single interment, the pit was packed with gifts. These consisted of ten vases, among them
the beautiful Lily Bowl (XVI-1), which form a fine early group, a necklace, ivory comb and
pin, and a collection of seashells. Excavated in the spring of 1951, along with its neighbors
(XIII-XIV), the grave received a preliminarypublication in the Annual Report.2
The relative spaciousnessof the cutting in respect to the small skeleton (P1.47) and the wealth
of offerings is reminiscent of the Shaft Graves and particularly of those of the Prehistoric
Cemeterybelow the Lion Gate at Mycenae.3It is with this period (L.H. I-II) that our vases ally
themselves, and "no later than Late Helladic III A"4 does not fully emphasize their early
quality. Of all the Agora burials this is the earliest closed group and must be even a little
earlier than the first burials in Tomb VII, probably nol later than the mid-fifteenth century.5
See also pp. 103, 108, 109-110.
POTTERY

XVI-1. The Lily Bowl.
P1.47.
P 21300. Hesperia,XXI, 1952, pl. 26, c.; A.J.A.,

LVI,1952,pl. 8, D; J.H.S., LXII, 1952,p. 96,fig.4;

Archaeology,IV, 1951,p. 224; B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952,
p. 211, fig.9. At foot of grave. H. 0.078m., D. 0.177m.
Mendedfromeight pieces;small chipsmissing.
Buff clay with smooth cream surface; chocolate
brown glaze, thinned in places and not altogether
lustrous.
Deep open bowl with flat offset rim; three rolled
loop handles set horizontally on rim and rising
almostverticallyaboveit; flattenedbottom.
Rim and handles glazed. Inside, two concentric
circles at lower part. Outside, a frieze of six lilies,
each with two voluted petals and three stamens,
1

placed obliquely on curving triple stems (one has
opposedrootlets),above three horizontalbands.
Not a standardshape and apparentlymore or less
unique, although there is a resemblancein the flattened bottom and thickened lip to certain early
spouted cups, Furumark, M.P., Type 253 (p. 48,
fig. 13), Myc. II A-III A:2. Perhaps the origin of
the shape is to be soughtin metal, althoughhere too
no real parallelhas been found. A small angular-sided
bowlfromthe ArgiveHeraion(Prosymna,II, fig. 478,
933) has the same arrangementof handlesbut otherwise is completelydifferent,and certainlylater. Closer
in time and spirit are certain Mattpainted basins
from Phylakopi (Phylakopi, p. 110, fig. 77, pl. XV,
17-20) with two loop handleson rim and interiordecoration.Cf. also the Myc.I-II A basinfromKeoswith
crocuses and an interior tondo (Hesperia, XXXI,

AA 127: analyzed by Angel as a child of about one and a half. The type of offerings indicates the sex as female.
See also A.J.A., LVI, 1952, p. 122, pl. 8, D (Lily Bowl); J.H.S., LXXII, 1952, p. 96, fig. 4 (Lily Bowl); Archaeology,
IV, 1951, pp. 223-225.
3 Wace,
Mycenae, pl. 70, a (Grave III of Prehistoric Cemetery); cited also in Hesperia, XXI, 1952, p. 107.
4 Ibid., p. 108.
5 In Grave XVI there is
nothing at all that presupposes Myc. III A :1, whereas in the early burials of the Ares Tomb (VII)
there is a gradual evolution. Only the stemmed goblet (VII-14) and the squat jug (VII-1) seem to belong to the phase
represented by this group.
2
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1962, pl. 97, a-b). It has been suggested (Agora
Guide,2nd ed., p. 145) that it was "clearlyintended
for bulbs,"a hangingflowerpot; this would account
for the three suspensionloops, but seems too modern
an idea. I would preferto think of it as something
used in the toilet or meals of the infant girl.
Decorationis standardrepresentationof lily: Furumark,M.P., Mot. 9: 6, 7 (p. 258, fig. 32), Myc. II B.
Cf. especially the representations on Ephyraean
ware (Korakou,pls. VI, 4, VII, 1); also B.S.A., LI,
1956, p. 125, fig. 3 (EphyraeanfragmentfromPhylakopi); B.M.Cat., I, 1, A 782 (fragmentaryteacup
fromAspis,Argos).A somewhatearlierversionof the
lily than on the spoutedcup fromthe ArgiveHeraion
(Prosymna,II, fig. 693) with which our vase has a
close stylistic affinity.
See also pp. 132-133, 144.
Myc. II B (imported).
XVI-2. StemmedCupwith High-swungHandle.
Pls. 47, 66.
P 21303. Hesperia,XXI, 1952, pl. 26, c. At foot of
grave. H. 0.092 m., D. 0.113 m. Mendedfrom three
pieces; chipped.
Yellow buff clay, smooth and fine; brownglaze,
mostly worn.
Deep bowlwith offsetrim; low stem with spreading
disc foot concavebeneath;high-swungribbonhandle
from rim to shoulder.
Lip and handlepainted;a band aroundthe handle
attachment;shoulderdecoratedwith groupsof three
curving wavy lines (perhaps ending in small ivyleaves, now obliterated);bands below; foot probably
glazed.
Furumark,M.P., Type 270 (p. 60, fig. 16). Myc. III A; Mot. 12:25 (p. 271, fig. 36), Myc. II B.
Cf. three examples of this shape from GraveIII
of PrehistoricCemeteryat Mycenae(B.S.A., XLV,
1950, pp. 211-212, pl. 21, a, 2, 5, 7) whichare a little
less elegant in shape and are dated L.H. I. Cf. also
1952 (1955), p. 480, fig. 6 (Koronionnear
TTpacrrK&,
Pylos); Chalkis,pl. 20, 543, both earlier than ours.
Prosymna, II, fig. 676 in Ephyraeanware is closer
in shape.

Broadpiriformshapewith very low, almoststraight
neck and flat projectingrim; splayedflattenedbase;
threerolledhandlesset horizontallyhigh on shoulder.
Rim, neck, and handlesglazed;deep shoulderzone
filledwith dottedscalepattern,framedbelowby three
encirclingbands, and two broaderones at foot.
Furumark,M.P., Type 28 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc. II
B-III A: 1; Mot. 70: 2 (p. 403, fig. 70), Myc. III A:1.
The shape is closely related to the Myc.I small
pithoid jar with two horizontalhandles as found in
Shaft GraveI at Mycenae(Karo,S.G., pl. CLXVII,
191-192) and at the Argive Heraion (Prosymna,II,
fig. 653, 382, 453-454, 495). Cf. early use of dotted
scale on Myc. II cup from Chalkis (Chalkis,pl. 20,
544).
The carelessrenderingof the scale patternand the
broad bands, as well as the shape, favor a dating
in Myc.II; possibly a local work.
See also pp. 121, 141.
P1.47.
XVI-4. Three-handledJar.
P 21307.Hesperia,XXI, 1952,pl. 26, c; Archaeology, IV, 1951, p. 225. At head of grave. H. 0.10 m.,
D. 0.14 m. Intact.
Yellow clay with pale cream surface; crackled
brownglaze, mostly effaced.
Broad piriformshape with very low neck and flat
projectingrim; splayed flattened base; three rolled
handlesset horizontally.
Mouth,neck, handles, and base once glazed. Deep
shoulderzone with stylized plant decoration(grasslike leaves?), almost completely gone. A drawing
made soon after excavation (AgoraLVII-48) by P.
de Jong shows doubleaxes with streamers,of which
no trace can now be seen.
Furumark,M.P., Type 28 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc. II
B-III A: 1. Both types of decorationsuggestedabove
have early parallelsin this shape. "Grassor reed,"
Mot. 16: 3-6 (p. 281, fig. 40), Myc. II A-B, cf. Stubbings, M.P.L., pl. VI, 5 (Maroni); "Double Axe,"
Mot. 35: 10-11 (p. 327, fig. 55), Myc. I-II, cf. C.V.A.,
Denmark,III A, p1.63, 5 ("Attica").
See also p. 121.
Myc. II B.

The decorationis paralleledon the early alabastra
Pls. 47, 75.
XVI-5. SquatAlabastron.
from the Ares Tomb (VII-1, 4 and 7).
21301.
P
143.
See also pp. 127,
Hesperia,XXI, 1952, pl. 26, c; Archaeology, IV, 1951, p. 224. Inside Lily Bowl at foot of
Myc. II (imported?).
grave. H. 0.038 m., D. 0.059 m. One handle missing;
also small chips.
Pattern.
with
Jar
Scale
XVI-3. Three-handled
Yellow clay with light creamsurface;light brown
Pls. 47, 65.
P 21308.Hesperia,XXI, 1952,pl. 26, c; Archaeolo- crackledglaze.
Low neck with flat outturned rim; fairly high
gy, IV, 1951, p. 224. At head of grave. H. 0.106 m.,
D. 0.105m. Mendedfrom twenty-two pieces; small roundedshoulderand round bottom,diminutiveand
rather crude shape. Rim and handles glazed; carepieces fromrim and walls missing.
Yellow buff clay; brown to black glaze, crackled lessly drawn wave pattern with rounded crests at
and worn.
greatest diameter; two encirclingbands below, the
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lower one attached by a transverseline to a smaller
irregularcircle (degeneratewheel pattern?).
Furumark,M.P., Type 80 or 85 (p. 41, fig. 11),
Myc. I-III A: ; Mots.32: 5 (p. 323, fig. 54), Myc. IIII B; 68: 2 (not exact, p. 408, fig. 70), Myc. IIIII A:1. For shape cf. "Epyov, 1957, p. 36, fig. 36
(Iolkos, with ivy leaves), which is clearly Myc. II,
and in shape resemblesthe squat one-handledjug.
Apparentlya crudelocal imitation of an early shape,
this might be compared, although not exactly
matched, with some of the alabastrafrom the Ares

Tomb(VII-2,3, 6).

See also p. 128.
Myc. II (provincial).

XVI-6. SquatAlabastron.
P1.47.
P 21309.Hesperia,XXI, 1952, pl. 26, c; Archaeology, IV, 1951, p. 224. At head of grave. P.H. 0.035 m.,
D. 0.07 m. Neck and handles broken; chipped and
cracked.
Buff clay; surfacevery damaged;undecorated(?).
Baggy shape; flat bottom; traces of three handles.
Furumark, M.P., Type 83 (p. 41, fig. 11), Myc.
II-III A.
See also p. 123.
Myc. II B (?).
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Furumark,M.P., Type 194 (p. 67, fig. 20), Myc. II
B-III C:1; Mot.48: 5 (p.360,fig. 61), Myc.I-III C:1.
Cf.Korakou,p. 53, fig. 73, b; Zygouries,p. 172,
fig. 169, 328; Prosymna,II, figs. 133, 364; 220, 491;
805, 745; B.C.H., LXXXII, 1958, p. 671, fig. 4
(Child'sgraveat Aliki).The Korakouexampleis L.H.
II. Cf.still earlierexamplefrom GraveIII of Prehistoric Cemetery,Mycenae (B.S.A., XLV, 1950, pl.
21, 6).
See also p. 139.
Myc.II.

XVI-9. Black BurnishedAskos.
P1.47.
P 21804.Hesperia,XXI, 1952, pl. 26, c; Archaeology, IV, 1951, p. 225. At foot of grave. H. with spout
0.052 m., H. without spout 0.085 m., D. 0.045 m. In-

tact except for small chips.
Micaceouswhitishclay; coveredall overwith black
surface (probablyburnishedslip rather than glaze).
Handmade.
High piriform body with a narrow base; high,
almost vertical spout on one side of shoulder;small
loop handle on other side.
Shape:this specificformis not listed in Furumark,
M.P., although it might be considereda variant of
Type 195 (basedaskos); however,the generalshape
and proportionsare more like a stirrup-vase.Apparently a rare form and fabric. I know of only one
comparablevase, unfortunatelyfragmentary,a diminutive black askos from Tomb 18 at the Argive
Heraion (Prosymna, II, fig. 110, 225) from a heap
of vases ranging from L.H. I to III. It is described
(I, p. 453) as "in an inferior kind of grey Minyan
ware,"and mentionis made of anotherin crumbling
fragmentsfrom Tomb 33 (L.H. III).
Possibly some vague descendant of the "duck
vases" of Middle Helladic (cf. 256 and references)
which were in a black burnishedware. This vase is
clearlynot Mycenaeanin shape or technique.
See also pp. 119, 139.
Middleto late Helladic.

XVI-7. Jug with Cut-awayNeck.
P1.47.
P 21305.Hesperia,XXI, 1952, pl. 26, c; Archaeology, IV, 1951, p. 225. At foot of grave. H. 0.085 m.,
D. 0.082 m. Intact.
Pale cream surface with traces of brown paint;
surfacedamaged.
Ovoidbody with low base-ring;low neckcut away
obliquelyat back; rolledhandle archedupwardfrom
base of neck and terminatinghigh on shoulder.
Neck and foot apparentlyglazed; irregulartraces
of glaze over body, possibly stippled.
Furumark,M.P., Type 135 (p. 35, fig. 7), Myc. IIII A:1. Cf. Korakou,pp. 50ff., figs. 66, b, 67, 79, b
(allL.H. II); Prosymna,II, fig.681;Chalkis,pl.42,481.
See also pp. 135, 141. Cf. VII-19 which is far less
canonicalthan the presentexample.
XVI-10. CoarseJug.
P1.47.
P 21302.Hesperia,XXI, 1952, pl. 26, c; ArchaeoloMyc. II B (imported?).
gy, IV, 1951, p. 224. At foot of grave. H. 0.185 m.,
XVI-8. Bird-shapedAskos.
P1.47. D. 0.17 m. Mendedfrom eight pieces; small parts of
P 21306.Hesperia,XXI, 1952, pl. 26, c; Archaeolo- mouth and fragmentfrom body missing.
gy, IV, 1951, p. 225. At foot of grave. H. with handle
Orange-buffclay, rather well finished; reddish
0.049 m., L. 0.086 m. Intact; surfacedamaged.
wash (?) over surface.
Buff surface;most of painted decorationgone.
Broadneck with flaringstraightrim; ovoid biconiElongated baseless askos, one end pointed like a cal shape with flattened base; thick rolled handle
bird's tail, the other end openinginto a wide spout; from lip to shoulder.
flat handlearchedfromrim of spout to about middle
Furumark,M.P., Type 109 (p. 35, fig. 7), Myc. Iof body.
III B. A pleasing early example of this utilitarian
Decoration not clear: running dog (?) pattern on shape. Cf. VII-20.
the upperpart fromthe tail aroundthe base of spout
See also p. 136.
and back again; band aroundthe ellipsoid bottom.
Myc. II.
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XVI-11. Necklace:Beads and GoldPendant.
Pls. 47, 77.
J 124. Pendant: P.H. 0.011 m., W. 0.011 m. Largest (quartz) bead: D. 0.015 m., H. 0.008 m. Found
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a little below head of skeleton.
Preservedare seven beads: one of quartz or light
amethyst,one of light blue paste, two of green paste,
one with melonribbing,fragmentsof anotherof green
paste and one of yellow. Gold pendant, broken at
tip, consists of two opposedspirals, connectedby a
curvingmemberdecoratedby groovesand a seriesof
dots above them (formalizedlily motive). Pendant
very nicely made of two sheets of gold, upper with
repouss6decoration,lower plain. Anthers done with
granulation,some of which are missing. In cleaning
pendant some purplish powder was collected, suggesting that grooves may have been filled with silver (?).
For lily pendant comparethe fine gold necklace
from Tomb 2 at the Argive Heraion (Prosymna,II,
fig. 577, a) dating to L.H. II. Oursis much closer to
the lily pendants of this necklace than to those of
the L.H. III necklace from Tomb 41 (Prosymna,I,
p. 269; II, fig. 859, 2). Sphericalbeads of glass paste
beginin L.H. I and continueinto L.H. III, with some
of the finest and largest specimensbelongingto the
earlierperiod (Prosymna,I, pp. 297ff., II, figs. 142,
1; 143, 12). The colorsrange from greenishblue and
purplish blue, to yellow and white. For bead with
melon fluting cf. Prosymna, II, fig. 143, 9 (from
dromos of Tomb 1, L.H. I-III). See Prosymzna,II,
fig. 599, 4, "Grooved."
See also p. 108.
Late Helladic II.

XVI-12. Ivory Comb.
P1.47.
BI 669. At head of grave. L. 0.05 m., H. 0.045 m.
Most of teeth lost; fragmentsof four of them do not
join. Surfacebadly corroded.
Flat broad top, straight above; both faces lightly
mouldedwith a roundedband betweenlight ridges.
This comb apparentlylacks the central rosette or
medallioncharacteistic of the comb from Tomb 14
at the Argive Heraion (Prosymna,II, figs. 419, 2;
598) and of the comb from the Ares Tomb (VII-31).
See also p. 107.
Late Helladic.
P1.47.
XVI-13. Bone or Ivory Pin.
BI669 bis. Two fragments: P.L. a, 0.052 m.; b,
0.046 m. Non-joining,so that if from same pin total
length would have been at least 0.10 m. (but cf. the
length of 1-19, which is 0.196 m.).
Late Helladic.
PI. 47.
XVI-14. Groupof Sea Shells.
BI 668. At head of grave. Largest fragment L.
0.042 m.
Small cockle shell, small conch shell, and others,
mostly fragmentary.
Sixty-oneshells werefoundin tombs at the Argive
Heraion (Prosymnac,I, pp. 464-465; II, fig. 463,
11-13).

It seems likely that shells were consideredan appropriategift for a child's burial (we have them in
three tombswith children)and they may have served
as playthingsin actual life.
See pp. 109-110.

GRAVE XVII: CIST GRAVE (O 7:3)

P1. 48; Plan: P1. 79
Hesperia, XXI, 1952, p. 108, pl. 27, a-b.

In the spring of 1951 there was also discovered a small cist grave lying between Tombs XIV
and XV. This receiveda preliminarypublicationin the AnnualReport.1 The cutting was roughly
rectangular (1.60 by 0.50 m.) and was once covered with rough stone slabs, two of which were
found over the body. The skeleton, presumably that of a man,2 lay in a somewhat contracted
position with the head at the southeast and with the offerings, two pots and a bronze knife,
at this end of the grave.
See also Archaeology,IV, 1951, pp. 223-225.
AA 124: analyzed by Angel as F. about 14. Here there seems to be some mistake. One wonders whether it was an
adolescent boy or whether the skeletons somehow got mixed, for the knife points clearly to the burial of a male.
2
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In the light of the current discussions concerning the origin of the Submycenaean cist grave
form,3 this burial is important in showing the occurrence of many features of the later cist
burials in a genuine Mycenaean context. The long rectangular cutting, the covering slabs, and
the burial of an adult in a relatively extended position are all present. The burial cannot be
dated later than the end of Myc. III A or the beginning of III B.
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3 See also pp. 103-104 and note 49. Add now Carl Gustaf Styrenius, SubmycenaeanStudies, pp. 161-162, who has also voiced
criticism of Desborough's theory of the derivation of Attic Submycenaean cist graves from non-Mycenaean examples. He has
cited the occurrence of ten single burials in the Mycenaean cemetery in the Agora (these can now be extended to from 12 to
15), but as we have suggested above (p. 103) not all these should be considered cist graves or connected with the later
form. The present grave is, however, one that might well be significant. Although the body is not fully extended, the cutting
was apparently long enough and it was the placing of the offerings at the head that led to the slight contraction of the legs.

XVII-1. Three-handledJar, Scale Pattern. P1.48.
P 21529.Hesperia,XXI, 1952,pl. 27, b. H. 0.187m.,
D. 0.16 m. Mendedfrom many pieces; considerable
part of rim and chips from body missing; walls
warpedso that fragmentsdo not join properly.
Greenishgray clay, hard and smooth; much-worn
flaky black glaze.

Low concaveneck with flat projectingrim and

pronouncedridgeat base of neck; piriformbody with
ring base and concave bottom; three vertical band
handleswith slight knob at lowerattachment.
Mouth and neck, inside and out, upper face of
handles glazed. Deep shoulder zone of large scale
pattern. Lowerhalf of vase coveredwith glaze with
two reserved zones near top, each having three
narrowencirclinglines.
Furumark, M.P., Type 23 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc.
III A:1-2; Mot. 70: 1 (p. 403, fig. 70), Myc. II
A-III B.
Very close in size and formas well as decorationto
VII-12 from Ares Tomb (associated with Burials
IV and V) and thereforeunlikely to be later than
first half of fourteenthcentury. If jug XVII-2 is appreciablylater, possibly an heirloom.
See also pp. 120, 141.
Myc. III A: 1-2.

PI. 48.
XVII-2. CoarseJug.
P 21530.Hesperia,XXI, 1952,pl. 27, b. H. 0.165m.,
D. 0.128 m. Intact except for small chips fromrim.
Orange-buffclay, full of impurities; covered all
over with thin reddishwash, mostly worn.
Slightly flaring,ratherhigh neck with plain rim;
round body, narrowbase with flat bottom; flattish
handle fromrim to shoulder.
Furumark,M.P., Type 109 (p. 35, fig. 7), Myc. III
A-B. Here the shape seems somewhat later than
VII-20 and approachesType 105 with more clearly
articulated neck. But cf. Prosymna, II, figs. 167,
1140; 174, 328 (both in Myc. III A contexts).
See also p. 136.
Myc. III A (-B) (provincialwork).
XVII-3. BronzeKnife.
P1.48.
B 965. P.L. 0.135 m., max. W. 0.014 m. Mended
from several pieces; both ends missing; surfacecorrodedand some scrapsdisintegratedin cleaning.Two
rivets for attachmentof handle preserved.
For similar bronzeknivesfromthe ArgiveHeraion
cf. Prosynzna,I, pp. 342ff.; II, fig. 270, 4 (L.H. I);
fig. 262, 1 (L.H. III). Both are approximatelysame
shape and dimensionsas ours.
See also p. 105.
Late Helladic III.

TOMBXVIII: CHAMBER
TOMB(0 8:4)

Pls. 48-49, 65, 67; Plan: P1. 86
This small chamber tomb was discovered in January, 1954, during engineering work connected with the reconstruction of the Stoa of Attalos, and it has not received a preliminary
publication. Lying about four meters to the southeast of the chamber of Tomb XIV, it had
been badly disturbed by a fourth-century B.C. pit which cut into the northeast part of the
chamber (rectangular, ca. 1.80 m. by 1.30 m.). The dromos, which probably led in from the
northeast as in the neighboring Tombs XIII-XV, could not be traced.
Two skeletons and traces of a third were found.' Only the one lying along the west edge of the

chamber was well-preserved,with its head to the south, knees up, and with the pots (XVIII-1
1

AA 134-136: analyzed by Angel as follows: 134, E skeleton, M. of 18; 135, center, F. of 40; 136, W skeleton, F. of 25.
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through 7) at its feet (P1. 49). Two more pots (XVIII-8

and 9) were found lying between

this skeleton and the chamberwall. Thus, all offeringswere associated with this better preserved
skeleton. Although the offeringsat the foot may have been moved from the eastern skeleton (or
skeletons) at the time of the later interment, the range in time cannot have been great. The
pottery is entirely of Myc. III A: 2 type, with the exception of the beaked jugs (XVIII-1 and
5) which seem to perpetuate a III A:1 form in a kind of debased technique.
POTTERY

P1. 48.
XVIII-1. Three-Handled Jar.
P 23718. H. 0.15 m., D. 0.182 m. The neck and rim
mended; one fragment missing; body intact.
Orange-pink clay with light buff surface; orangered glaze, badly worn and leaving in many places a
matt orange surface.
Low wide neck with flat projecting rim, sloping
slightly downward; broad-shouldered piriform body
tapering, then spreading to form a torus base; three
loop handles set horizontally high on shoulder.
Neck, int. and ext., handles, and foot glazed; on top
of rim bands; shoulder zone filled with vertical lines
irregularly spaced. Below: two broad bands with two
narrow lines between, a broad reserved zone, another
broad band, two narrow lines, and deep zone of
glaze at foot.
Furumark, M.P., Type 44 (p. 23, fig. 4), Myc. III
A:1-2; Mot. 64: 21 (p. 897, fig. 69), Myc. III A:2.
Cf. V-4 and references.
Myc. III A:2.

Pls. 48, 65.
XVIII-3. Squat Alabastron.
P 23723. P.H. 0.045 m., D. 0.101 mi. Mended from
several pieces; most of bottom and part of top preserved; fragment of neck and rim; part of shoulder
with one handle; restored in plaster.
Pink clay, buff surface; decoration in dark brown to
black glaze, quite worn.
Medium high concave neck with flat rim; fairly high
curved walls with flattened bottom; three small loop
handles. Neck, rim, and handles glazed; bands around
shoulder below neck; on shoulder large wave pattern
with rounded crests; concentric circles on bottom.
Furumark, M.P., Type 85 (p. 41, fig. 11), Myc. III
A:2-B; Mot. 32: 5 (p. 323, fig. 54), Myc. I-III B.
Later than the alabastra from Tomb VII but not
so late as XI-3.
See also p. 122.
Myc. III A:2 (late?).
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tO7; Pls.

82 (all with high-swung handles of "spouted bowl"
Type 253 or "dipper" Type 236).
See also p. 129.
Myc. III A:2.

VASES AT FEET OF SKELETON 1 (XVIII-1

48, 65, 67)

Pls. 48, 67.
XVIII-2. Teacup with High Handle.
P 23720. H. 0.065 m., H. with handle restored
0.093 m.; D. 0.145 m. Mended from several pieces;
handle and chips missing; now restored in plaster.
Pinkish clay; light buff surface; decoration in
orange-red glaze, considerably worn.
Narrow offset rim; fairly high bowl with upper
wall almost vertical, then tapering steeply to a small
base, concave beneath. Band handle from rim to
shoulder, restored as arching above rim but no real
evidence.
Decoration consists only of encircling bands: rim
glazed, a narrow band below; three bands at lower
handle attachment; two lower down and a broad band
around base.

Either Furumark,M.P., Type 220 (p. 48, fig. 13),
Myc. III A:2-B (if handle is incorrectly restored)
or a local variant with the raised handle of the
earlierTypes237-238. Cf.discussionunderXXIII-6.

Theformerpossibilityseemsmorelikely:cf. Prosym-

na, II, figs. 125, 241; 252, 626; 691 (all Myc. III A).
But cf. Prosymna, II, figs. 156, 426; 372, 873; 508,

Pls. 48, 67.
XVIII-4. Beaked Jug.
P 23721. H. 0.165 m., D. 0.098 m. Intact.
Pinkish buff clay, smooth light buff surface, unpolished and unglazed. Not well smoothed and handles quite rough.
Piriform body with high shoulder, the lower wall
tapering sharply; bottom concave beneath. Narrow
neck with a plastic ring around shoulder at base of
neck. Neck spreads out to form an open spout in
front, a plain oval lip behind. Band handles arched
from below lip to edge of shoulder.
Furumark, M.P., Type 150 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc. II
B-III A:2.
A very pleasing vase, but a less impressive spec-

imen than I-4; later than the tin-incrustedexample
III-1, and approaching Type 151 of "advanced
piriform" shape. Similar undecorated examples "in a
sort of Yellow Minyan" (Prosymna, I, p. 441) occurred at the Argive Heraion (II, figs. 194, 452; 368,
908; 477, 919); Asine (Asine, p. 365, fig. 236, 7); Argos
(B.C.H., LXXVII, 1953, p. 66, fig. 11); Thebes (AeAT.,
III, 1917, p. 91, fig. 65, 1), where decorated examples
were also found (ibid., p. 161, fig. 120, 2). From At-
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more developedfoot and is certainlysomewhatlater,
but not nearly so late as XX-1.
See also p. 126.
Myc. III A:2.

P1.48.
XV1II-5. Beaked Jug.
P 23719. H. 0.153 m., D. 0.102 m. Mended from
many pieces;lip at back, part of one handleand wall
fragmentsmissing.
Pinkish buff clay with creamy buff surface; unpolishedand unglazed;surfacenot well smoothed.
Very similarto XVlll-4; ridge at base of neck less
pronouncedand indicated for only part of circumference. Crudely pinched out bosses at bottom of
handle attachments.
See referencesabove under XVIII-4.
Myc. III A:2.

VASES ALONGWALL OF CHAMBER(XVIII-8
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tica they are knownfromVourvatsi(Attica,pl. 14, 7)
and Aliki (TTpaKTzKa,
1955, pl. 27, a).
See also p. 134.
Myc. III A: 2 (probablyfairly late).

XVIII-6. Kylix with High-swungHandles. P1.48.
P 23722. H. 0.163 m., H. top of handle 0.23 m., D.

and 9;

P1.48)

P1.48.
XVIII-8. Askos.
P 23726. H. of pot 0.055m., H. with handle
0.094 m., D. 0.093 m. Bottom cracked,apparentlyin
making; otherwiseintact.
Heavy brownishgrayfabric,coarsewith impurities;
thin glaze wash (?) brownto gray.
Shallowdomedaskos with flat bottom; long tubular spout set at an angle to shoulder, with plain
slightly flaringlip; high-archedbaskethandleon top.
Furumark,M.P., Type 195 (not exact, p. 31, fig. 6),
Myc.II A-III C:1.
Of the other askoi from the Agora tombs, this is
closest to V-5: although that is less squat, has a
shorterspoutand a lowerhandlewhichconnectsspout
and top of body. For the basket handle cf. VII-21,
which otherwise differs with a low straight spout
and a morepronouncedbase. The little black askos,
XVI-9, is altogetherdifferentin shape, althoughthe
length of spout is comparable.This shape is one of
the least standardizedof Mycenaean.The numberof
black askoi is suggestive of a Middle or Early Helladic ancestry, when black burnished and Minyan
wareswere in vogue.
See also pp. 138-139.
Myc. III A:2.

0.145 m. Mendedfrommany pieces;the stem and pot
intact; much of rim and parts of both handlesmissing; restoredin plaster.
Red-orangeclay with light buff surface;not glazed
or polished,but smootherthan XVIII-4 and 5.
Deep bowl with narrow offset rim; medium high
stem flaringto disc foot, concave beneath. Two narrow band handles arching high from rim and attached below at greatest diameterof bowl.
Furumark,M.P., Type 272 (p. 60, fig. 16), Myc.
III A:1-2. This is clearly the latest of our four
examples with two high-swunghandles (cf. P1.66);
the stem is taller and the handles begin to sag inward. But not yet the ungainly Myc. III B form
(Type 273): cf. Prosymna,II, figs.353, 786-788; 532, XVIII-9. FragmentarySmall GlobularJug (?).
P1.48.
1013; 533, 1020. Comparableto examplefrom Tomb
P 23725. P.H. 0.053 m., D. 0.074 m. Upper part
520 at Mycenae (Ch.T., pl. XVI, 31) dated late in
Myc. III A:2 by Furumark.Cf. also Asine, p. 361, entirelymissing, and much of wall.
Very heavy fabricfor diminutivesize; grayishbuff
fig. 235, 39, 40.
with
buffsurface.Thinbut lustrous,streakybrownish
III
A:2
Myc.
(late).
black glaze all over, worn.
Small plump pot on very smallring foot; trace of
P1.48.
XVIII-7. CoarseAmphora.
start
of neck at broken upper edge of shoulder.No
P 23724. H. 0.127 m., D. 0.12 m. Muchof rim and
remains
of handle.
neck with the top of one handle missing, and large
Shape:
probably Furumark,M.P., Type 112 or
chip from foot; restoredin plaster.
114
(pp. 30-31, figs. 5, 6), Myc. III A: 1-2.
Coarsebrownishmicaceousclay; covered outside
Myc. III A:2.
with thin gray wash.
Plump biconicalbody with wide neck formingconPI. 49.
tinuous curve with shoulder;projectingrim, flat on XVIII-10. Stone Button.
ST 603. H. 0.16 m., D. 0.021 m. Dark gray stone,
top; flaring rather high ring foot; two small but
broadband handles set on shoulder.
with white veins. Chipped.
Biconicalshape.
Furumark,M.P., Type 74 (p. 35, fig. 7), Myc. II
B-III A:2. Cf. the new example XL-1 from a pure
Cf. Prosymna,II, fig. 602, 6 ("bicone").
Late Helladic III.
Myc. III A:1 context. The present example has a
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GRAVEXIX: CIST GRAVE(O 8:3)

Pls. 49, 67; Plan: P1. 86
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In November, 1953, a small cist grave was discoveredlying almost on the axis of Tomb XVIII
but about two and a half meters to the northeast of the northeast corner of its chamber.'
Measuring1.40 m. by 0.55 m., it is similar in form to Grave XVII, and like it was covered with
a few rough stone covering slabs (PI. 49), under which lay the skeleton of an adult with the
head to the north and the knees up,2 the grave being rather short. A single offering, the
ewer XIX-1, was placed above the knees. The style of this solitary offering suggests an advanced date in Myc. III A:2, or even III B, for the burial.
See also pp. 103-104.

1 Tomb XVIII was actually not discovered until two months later. It has been suggested by John Travlos that the cist grave
was perhaps set down in the dromos of the chamber tomb, but this is uncertain since the actual dromos was not detected.
2Skeleton not listed by Angel. The notebook records the fact that the grave was full of water and the bones later collapsed.

XIX-1. BeakedJugor Ewer.

On shoulder,groupsof two running
Pls. 49, 67. circumference.

P 23689. H. 0.215 m., D. 0.16 m. Mended from spirals connected by tangents; series of concentric

severalpieces;fragmentsfromshoulderandlip missing.
clay, reddishin fractureand very
Orange-buff
poorlylevigated;pink-buffsurfacewith tracesof a
lighterslip; dull brownishblackglaze,streakyand
worn.
High narrowneck with flaringmouth,cut away
in back and forminga shortspoutin front;broad
androundedshoulderwithlowerwallslopingsharply
to smallflat bottom.Ridgedhandlefromcut-away
partof mouthto shoulder,a smallbossat its lower
attachment.Glazeband aroundmouth,at base of
neck and above bottom; two stripes down the
handle,and three bandsaroundpoint of greatest

arcsby handle.
M.P., Type145(p. 31, fig.6), Myc.III
Furumark,
A:2 late;Mot.47: 1 (p.357, fig.60), Myc.II B, not
closelymatchedin execution.The spiralsresemble
ratherMot.46: 52 (p.357,fig.60), Myc.III A:1-B.
Thisappearsto be a ratherdecadentversionof an
early type, derivedfrom the fine Myc.II to early
Myc.III A ewerson whichsuchisolatedspiraliform
designswerecommon(cf.Korakou,pl. V). In comparisonwith our beautifulewersVII-17, XXIII-1
and 2, XXXI-1, XL-6, this is clearlya late and
provincialwork.
Seealsop. 134.
Myc.III A:2 late(orearlyIII B).

TOMB(P 8:8)
TOMBXX: CHILD'SCHAMBER

P1. 49; Plan: P1. 87

In December, 1953, there was found a miniature chamber tomb complete with a dromos and
door closed with stones, but with a chamber measuring only 0.50 m. by 0.70 m. and just large
enough to contain the curled up skeleton of a child' and a few simple offerings (P1.49).2
Lying about 15 meters southeast of Tomb XVIII, it is only a few meters to the west of the
foundation for the terrace in front of the Stoa of Attalos.
The pottery is fairly nondescript, although the coarse amphora (XX-1) is certainly later
than XVIII-7, and the Psi-type figurine (XX-3) gives the best clue for dating the tomb to
an advanced stage of Myc. III B. It is one of the latest Mycenaean burials in the Agora, and
only Grave VI and the upper burial stratum of Tomb VII are later.
See also pp. 99, 109.
AA 141: analyzed by Angel as child of five and a half.
'No preliminary publication, but mentioned in Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, p. 188, note 4.

1

TOMBS AND OBJECTS: TOMB XXI
XX-1. Small Amphora.
P 23691. H. 0.12m.,

P1.49.
D. 0.116m. Mended from

several pieces; a small fragmentof shoulderand lip
missing.
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Grayishbuff clay with pink core, fairly well levigated and smoothed;unglazed.
Widemouthwith flaringlip; deepovoidbody tapering to disc foot; small vertical handles on shoulder.
Furumark,M.P., Type 74 (p. 85, fig. 7), Myc. II
B-III A:2. Perhapsinfluencedby Myc. III B cooking
pots (cf. Zygouries, p. 159, fig. 152) which have a
similar lax profileand are about the same size. The
smallscaleis characteristicof this shape(cf. XVIII-7).
Myc. III B (advanced).

XX-2. MiniatureHandmadeMug.
P1.49.
P 23692. H. to top of handle 0.04 m., D. 0.038 m.
Handle brokenoff and mended; completeexcept for
chips.
Orange-buffclay; decorationin red glaze. Heavy
lime (?) deposit on inside and traces over glaze
on outside.
Handmade.Deep round-bottomedmug with wide
mouth and plain slightly flaringrim; heavy roughly
rolled vertical handle rising slightly above rim. Decorated with three encircling bands and a line of
paint on handle. Miniaturescale.
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Furumark,M.P., Type 126 (p. 85, fig. 7), Myc. II
B-III C:1. Cf. Prosymna,II, figs. 376, 9; 508, 66,
71. The first is much earlier, but there was little
developmentin this handmadeshape.
See also p. 130.
Myc. III B.
XX-3. TerracottaFigurine,Psi-Type.
P1.49.
T 3337. H. 0.071 m., W. at arms 0.045 m. Mended
from severalpieces; complete.
Buff clay; reddishbrownglaze.
Standing female figurewith upraised arms. Flaring headdress,concaveon top. Skirt flaresat bottom
to form base of figurine, concave beneath. Pellets
indicate breasts. Glazedecorationfor band at top of
headdress,eyes and nose, verticalline down front of
dress, horizontal line for belt, and wavy lines on
sleeves.
Furumark'sType Psi (C.M.P., pp. 86ff.) dated to
Late Helladic III B. Cf. Prosymna,II, fig. 612, 609.
This figurine gives the best chronologicalindication for the date of the tomb (see above p. 212). To
be publishedmorefully by Mrs.ElizabethFrenchwho
dates it "probablyL.H. III C."
See also p. 109 and note 95.
Myc. III B (-C ?).

TOMBXXI: CHAMBER
TOMB (P 9:4)

Pls. 50, 65, 67, 76-77; Plan: P1. 86

In January, 1954, a chamber tomb was discovered lying about 20 meters to the west of
Pier 15 of the Stoa of Attalos and almost in a line and a few meters south of Tomb XX.1
Although the entire upper part had been cut away in Classical times, leaving only the lowest
0.50 to 0.80 m., and a Classical pit had cut away the northwest corer of the chamber, the
burials were remarkablyundisturbed and the chamber could be planned and measured (2.00 m.
wide by 2.40 m. deep). The dromos, opening to the northeast, was short and steep and irregularly cut. It was 0.70 m. wide and was preserved to a length of 1.50 m.; a few stones of the
blocking wall of the doorway remained.
The tomb had been used for five or more burials.2 Three skeletons were found in their
original position (P1. 50). One lay along the east side with head to south and legs doubled
up; another in the center with feet toward the door; and a third at the back of the chamber.In
the southwest corer were the remains of a swept-up skeleton, and beneath this a shallow pit
with swept-up bones and pots from still earlier burials. The sequence of burials should run
as follows: 1) the remainsin the pit; 2) the swept-up skeleton at southwest comer; 3) and 4) the
skeletons at the back and the east side; 5) the skeleton at the door. With each burial were found
This tomb has not received a preliminary publication in the Annual Report.

2 The remains of seven skeletons were
analyzed by Angel: AA 137-140. 137 (E. side) F. child of 10; 138 (in front of door)

M. child of 6; 139 (back of chamber) M. child of 6; 140 (SW corer) F. child of 5; 140 a, b and c (bone pit) child of 10,
F. of 45, M. middle-aged.
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some offerings,but most of the pottery came from the pit and the swept-aside skeleton in the
southwest corner.3
The offeringsseem to run from the transitional Myc. II-III A: 1 period (about contemporary
or very little later than the earlier burials in Tomb VII) through the fourteenth century, and
into the Myc. III B period, if the jug XXI-8 is correctly dated to that period. This was
associated with the skeleton at the back of the chamber,which was presumablyearlierthan the
one at the door, yet with the latter was found the angular alabastron XXI-9 which stylistically
belongs with the earliest material. Curiously, all four last interments were children; perhaps
these all took place in the Myc. III B period and some offerings from the earlier burials were
reused.
The local character of most of the pottery (the jar XXI-1, the alabastron XXI-2, and the
rhyton XXI-6 are exceptions) makes absolute dating difficult.
See also pp. 99, 101, 110.
POTTERY

BONEPIT (XXI-1 to 5; Pls. 50, 65, 76)
FROM

XXI-1. Three-handled
Jar, ScalePattern.

Lowconcaveneckwith flat projectinglip, nearly

flat on top; curvedwall with greatestdiameternear
bottom; roundedbottom; three small loop handles.
Rim, neck, and handlesglazed; a line aroundtop
of shoulderat base of neck; broadwave patternwith
rounded crests around lower shoulder; concentric

Pls. 50, 65.
Intact
D.
0.082
m.
H.
0.10
P 23702.
m.,
except for circlesonunderside.
Fromthe left attachmentof each
handle.
and
one
from
lip
chips
a doublerowof dots.
handle
Pale creamy buff clay with polished surface;
Furumark,M.P., Type 83 (p. 41, fig. 11), Myc. IIbrown glaze, somewhat worn.
II A:1; Mot. 82: 5, 23 (p. 323, fig. 54), Myc. I-III
Small pithoidjar with very low concaveneck and B and
especially II B-III A:1. Cf. Prosymna, II,
flat spreadingrim; bottomslightlyconcave;three
156,
430; 709, 151; Chalkis,pls. 15, 414A'; 17,
figs.
loop handles set horizontallyhigh on shoulder.Lip, 472B'. These are all Myc. III A:1 versions of the
neck, and handles glazed; deep zone of scale pat- earlier II B crested wave alabastra
(cf. Ch.T.,
tern reaching two-thirds down body; narrow bands
and have concentric circles on
2-4,
XXVII,
7)
pl.
andbroaderbandat foot.
base. None of the examplesfrom the Ares Tombhas
Furumark, M.P., Type 28 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc. II rows of dots but cf. VII-6 and 7 for
shape.
B-III A:1; Mot. 70: 1 (p. 403, fig. 70), Myc. II
See also p. 123.
A-III B.
Myc.III A:1 (probablyimported).
Thisis quitedifferentfromthe standardMyc.III
A: 1 shape with scale pattern (cf. 1-2, VII-12, etc.) XXI-3.
Squat Alabastron,SpiralBand Decoration.
and both in formand in deepzone of decorationseems
Pls. 50, 65.
a diminutive version of Myc. II Palace style examP 23704.H. 0.045m., D. 0.092m. Mendedfromsevples. Cf.small early examples,Prosymna,II, fig. 106, eral
two handles,and part
of
412 (ivy decoration)and Ch.T., pl. LI, 3 (net pattern), of pieces; fragments wall,
lip missing.
the latter fairly close to ours and dated to L.H. II.
buff clay, pink at core; dark brown
Light
Far morestandardthan XVI-3 and probablyan to blackpinkish
glaze.
import.
low neck with broadprojectingrim, slightly
Very
See also p. 121.
turned down; body more depressedthan in XXI-2;
Myc. II B.
roundedbottom; three small loop handles.
Neck, rim and handlesglazed; a single band below
XXI-2. SquatAlabastron,Wave Pattern.
P1.50. neck at top of shoulder;on shouldertangent spiral
P 23701.H. 0.057 m., D. 0.095 m. Intact exceptfor band with linear wave pattern below; groups of

circleson base.
concentric
chipsmissingfromone sideof lip.
Palegreenishbuffclay;dullbrownishblackglaze,
Furumark, M.P., Type 83 (p. 41, fig. 11), Myc.
II-III A:l; Mots. 46: 52 (p. 357, fig. 60), Myc.
crackledandnot verylustrous.
3 XXI-1 to 5 from pit form a homogeneous group of Myc. II-III A:l, whereas XXI-6 and 7 associated with swept-aside
skeleton in southwest corer must be later in Myc. III A:2. The jug XXI-8 associated with the skeleton at the back is still
later. Two very fine fragmentary pithoid jars with vertical parallel lines on the shoulder (cf. XVIII-1) were found in the
Classical pit which cut through th3 chamber and should be associated with one of the earlier burials (uncatalogued).

TOMBS AND OBJECTS: TOMB XXI
III A:1-B; 33: 5, 6 (p. 327, fig. 55), Myc. II B-III
A:2.
An uncanonicaldecorationof the squat alabastron,
the running spiral has perhapsbeen borrowedfrom
the squat jug type (Prosymna,II, fig. 683, 562) or
the angular alabastron (B.M.Cat., I, 1, A 816) and
here combinedwith the open wave to fill the angles.
Almost certainly a provincial variant: cf. also the
three alabastrawith stemmedspirals, Chalkis,p. 63,
pl. 15, 450B'. Cf. also the better spiral band on a
squat alabastronin Fogg Museumsaid to have come
from Attica (C.V.A.,Fogg, IlIa, pl. II, 11). But note
the alabastron from Argos with 2 rows of spirals
(B.C.H., LXXXIII, 1959, p. 773, fig. 7).
The whole compositionis rather carelessand has
some of the inventive abandon that characterizes
several pots from the Ares Tomb (cf. VII-2, 8, 9,
19, 21).
See also pp. 123, 142-143.
Myc. III A:l (provincial).
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XXI-5. DecoratedLid.
Pls. 50, 76.
P 23705. H. 0.034 m., D. 0.107 m. Mended from
many pieces; a little of edge, and chips missing.
Pale buff clay,very smoothandfine; blackto brown
glaze, much worn.
Flat-topped lid with deep down-turnedrim with
slightly convex profile; plain edge; a small hole
piercedthroughthe center of the top.
On top, two concentriccircles aroundthe central
hole; radiatingfrom the outer circle wavy lines, extending to near edge; below and on rim, six narrow
encirclingbands.
Furumark,M.P., Type 334 (p. 642),Myc. III A:2C; Mot. 68: 1, 2 (p. 403, fig. 70), Myc. II A-III A:1.
Furumarkdoes not list any very early lids, but from
the context our example cannot be later than early
Myc. III A. No exact parallelfor the rather careless
and casual arrangementof the radiatingwavy lines;
however,the flat surfacehas been treatedin the same
manner as the bases of Myc. II alabastra, with a
central concentricarrangementfrom which radiate
wavy lines (Prosymna,II, figs. 686-688).
XXI-4. AngularAlabastron.
Pls. 50, 65.
See also p. 140.
P 23703. H. 0.065 m., D. 0.092 m. Mended from
Myc. III A:1 (provincial).
many pieces; fragmentsof wall and one handle missing; lip chipped.
Pale creamy buff clay; black to brown glaze, WITHSWEPT-UPSKELETON
(XXI-6 and7; Pls. 50,67)
crackledand pale orange-brownwhereworn.
Low neck with flat projectingrim; sloping shoul- XXI-6. PiriformRhyton.
P1. 50.
der meeting at sharp angle with vertical wall; flat
P 23696. H. 0.12 m., D. 0.083 m. Mended from
severalpieces; small chips missing.
bottom; three small loop handles.
Lip, neck, and handles glazed. On shoulder, beLight buff clay; decorationin brownto red-brown
tween handles, running W's; on wall four groups of glaze.
oblique wavy lines, 2 each of 4 and 5. One narrow
Plump pear-shapedfunnel with plain rim, slightly
band at junction of shoulderand wall; two at base flaring; slender tapering funnel end. Vertical rolled
of wall; concentriccircleson bottom.
handle on shoulder.
Rim glazedoutsideand for a short distanceinside;
Furumark, M.P., Type 93 (p. 44, fig. 12), Myc.
III A:I (-2); Mot. 12: 16 (p. 271, fig. 36), Myc. III handle and funnel end glazed. Narrowband below
A:1.
neck and three lines below lowerhandleattachment;
Here we have an uncanonicaltreatmentof the an- handlezonefilledwith narrowverticallines extending
gular alabastron (cf. also the examples Chalkis, irregularlyabove and below framing lines. On the
pl. 18, some earlier).Althoughin the traditionof the taperinglowerwall two groupsof narrowbands.
Myc. II exampleswith two zonesof decoration(Ch.T.,
Furumark,M.P., Type201 (p. 67, fig. 20), Myc.III
pls. XXXIX, 19, XL, 17, 18; Prosymna,II, fig. 689), A:2-B; Mot. 64: 21 (p. 397, fig. 69), Myc. III A:2.
this uses patterns in a degenerateand casual way.
Cf. Prosymna, II, figs. 261, 1056; 726; Attica,
For the wavy lines which shouldhave terminatedin pl. 18, 3 (Vourvatsi)and Myk.Vasen, pl. XIX, 139
ivy leaves cf. the Myc. III A: 1 tankard (Zygouries, (Aliki). These examples are all Myc. III A:2 or
p. 138, fig. 30, 1), and for the shouldersquigglescf. later.
the neat wavy line (Mot.53: 4, 5, p. 373, fig. 65) of
See also pp. 137-138.
more conventionalangularalabastra (Prosymna,II,
Myc. III A:2 (advanced;probablyimported).
This
with
the
fig. 109, 212).
belongs stylistically
alabastraVII-2 and VII-9 from the Ares Tomb and XXI-7. AmphoroidBeaked Jug.
Pls. 50, 67.
with XXI-3 and XXI-9 from this tomb. They are
P 23697. H. 0.125 m., D. 0.102 m. Spout missing;
best considered as local products with an uncon- also chips; one handle brokenoff and mended.
ventional stamp.
Reddish buff clay with many impurities;outside
See also p. 123.
and inside to bottom of neck coveredwith thin dull
reddishbrownwash, considerablyworn.
Myc. III A: (provincial).
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Narrow neck flaring to plain rim, on one side
apparentlydrawnout to form a spout, now missing;
broad shoulders,the walls tapering to a small false
ring foot. Two rolledhandles,rim to shoulder.
Furumark,M.P., Type 150 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc. II
B-III A:2. Cf. the earlier examples of this shape
I-4, III-1, and XVI-4 and 5 (see P1.67). Although
certainly as late as, or later than XVIII-4, this corresponds more closely to the earlier plumper form
and is in the traditionof the provincialware kylikes
that perpetuateMyc. II forms.
See also pp. 134-135.
Myc. III A: 2.
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of Mot. 46: 55-57 (p. 357, fig. 60), but there are
no exact parallels. Clearlyan imitation of the early
Myc. III A:1 type of straight-sidedalabastronwith
spiral band (cf. C.V.A., Br. Mus.III a, pi. 1, 23, 24).
A careless but more faithful imitation is found at
Chalkis(Chalkis,pl. 18, 451 A').
In shape and in the unusual ornamentation,this
alabastron seems close to XXI-4, yet the context
in the tomb would suggest that it was considerably
later, belonging to the last interment. This can be
explained either by assuming that it is a very late
and decadent continuation of an early type into
Myc. III B, or more likely that it was moved from
one of the early interments (see under IH-15).
Stylistically,it belongswith the provincialMyc. III
WITH SKELETON AT BACK OF CHAMBER (XXI-8;
A:l alabastrafrom this tomb (XXI-3 and 4) and
PI. 50)
with VII-2, 9, etc. from the Ares Tomb.
See also pp. 118, 123.
XXI-8. Small Jug.
P1.50.
Myc. III A:1 (?).
P 23695.H. 0.079m., D. 0.079m. Intact except for
chips.
Pinkish buff clay, only fairly well smoothed;black
OTHER OFFERINGS
to red-brownglaze; crackledand worn.
Wide neck with low plain rim, flaring slightly;
XXI-10. Stone Disc or Button.
Pls. 50, 77.
plump globular biconical body with flat bottom;
ST 601. From southwest corner. D. 0.024 m., T.
band handle from rim to shoulder.
0.01 m. Translucentstone (quartz?).
Edge of rim and handle glazed; a broad band at
One side flat, the other roughly bevelled, and
junctionof neck and shoulder;a pairof bandsaround
perhapsnever finished.Piercedthroughcenter by a
point of greatest circumferenceand another pair at hole which
splays outwardstowardboth sides.
bottom of wall.
This is flatter and of a different shape from the
Furumark,M.P., Type 114 (p. 31, fig. 6), Myc. III steatite buttons
(cf. types Prosymna,II, fig. 602).
A:2-B. Cf.Zygouries,p. 168, fig. 163, 353 (III B);
It seems too asymmetricalto have been a bead, nor
Prosym7na,II, figs. 261, 696; 333, 738. Cf. also VII- does it resemble
closelythe largerock-crystalspheres
22 fromupperburialstratumof AresTomb(III B-C).
fromthe ArgiveHeraionand elsewhere,whichBlegen
See also p. 136.
assumeswerethe heads of pins (Prosymna,I, p. 294;
Myc. III B (?).
II, fig. 575, 13, 14).
Late Helladic III.
WITH SKELETON NEAR DOOR (XXI-9;

P1. 50)

XXI-9. AngularAlabastron.
P1.50.
P 23694.H. 0.042 m., D. 0.068 m. Intact except for
chips from lip.
Light buff clay; brownto blackglaze, crackledand
worn.
Low neck with narrow projecting rim; slightly
rounded shouldermeeting vertical walls in a sharp
angle;flattenedbottom;threesmallloophandlesnear
edge of shoulder.
Neck, rim, and handles glazed; band at angle of
shoulder and wall and another at base. Radiating
zigzag lines on shoulder; on lower wall simplified
tangent spiral band, the spiral in one or two cases
replaced by a circle with a large central dot, carelessly drawn; concentriccircleson bottom.
Furumark,M.P., Type 93 (p. 44, fig. 12), Myc. III
A:1-2; Mot. 67: 5, 6 (p. 403, fig. 70), Myc. I-III A:2.
Theineptly drawnspiralbandseemsto be a variation

XXI-11. Steatite Button.
Pls. 50, 77.
ST 602. From southwest corner. H. 0.01 m., D.
0.016m. Chipmissing.Darkgray stone,speckledwith
white.
Concaveconicalshape; pierced.
II, fig. 602, 3).
Blegen's"conoid"type (Prosymtna,
Late Helladic III.
P1.50.
XXI-12. Bead Necklace.
J 133. From southwestcorner.Necklaceconsisting
of seven beads of glass paste (D. 0.0025-0.009m.)
and one of gold (D. 0.005m.) together with fragments of others. Preserved with these a small seashell.

One segmentedbead of blue glass (of. Prosymna,
II, fig. 599, 7); 5 spherical (1 each of gold, white
paste, blue paste, 2 of carnelian); and two long
cylindrical beads of dark paste (cf. Prosymna, II,
fig. 599, 15).

TOMBS AND OBJECTS:TOMB XXII
Cf. the necklace XVI-11 from the Lily Bowl
Grave.
See also p. 108.
Late Helladic III.
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turned up along most of its length, forming a rectangular channel.

The purpose of this implement is not clear. Possibly for cosmetic purposes, because of association
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with mirror, or, less likely, to be connected with
XXI-13. Bronze Mirror.
P1. 50. quartzdisc (XXI-10) on analogyof bronzepins with
B 1062. With skeleton at east. D. 0.14m. Thin rock crystal heads (cf. Prosymna,I, p. 294; II, fig.
plain disk, complete except for chips around edge; 575, 13-14). (Thebronzedoes fit throughthe aperture
and is fairly sharp at one end; however, they were
very badly oxidized.
Two rivet holes near one edge.
not found together).
Cf. the bronzemirrorfrom The Tomb of the Ivory
Late Helladic III.
Pyxides (1-23) which is somewhat smaller and less
well preserved,and has no indication of the handle XXI-15. Bone Pin.
Pls. 50, 77.
attachment.
BI 713. With skeleton at east. L. 0.091 m., D. at
See also p. 106.
head 0.005 m. Apparentlycomplete.
Late Helladic III.
Turnedhead. Shaft tapers to sharppoint.
Cf. the bone pins from the Argive Heraion (ProXXI-14. Bronze Implement.
PI. 50. symna, I, pp. 285-286; II, fig. 107, 4-6).
B 1063. With skeleton at east. P.L. 0.042 m., W.
Late Helladic III.
of blade 0.005 m. Small narrow blade, the sides

THE TOMBS ALONG THE EAST SIDE BENEATH THE STOA OF ATTALOS (XXII-XXXVI)

Although undoubtedly a continuation of the cemetery at the northeast corner of the Agora,
the present series is considered separately because of the nature of the terrain and the difficulties imposed upon the excavators. This group of fifteen, consisting of nine small chamber
tombs and six pit or cist graves, or burials too uncertain to be classified according to type, lies
entirely beneath the Stoa of Attalos or in the area immediately to the east (rangingfrom squares
P to R and 7 to 10 on the grid). Not only were they badly disturbed by the ancient builders of
the Stoa who sunk their foundation trenches deep into stereo, but lying as they do between the
ancient piers of the Stoa, they were almost impossible to excavate with the same thoroughness
that characterizedexcavations elsewhere. Seldom could the complete plan of the tomb be plotted, and in some cases the nature of the burial remains unknown. All but three, which were
discovered in 1949 or 1950, were found in the summer and fall of 1953 and in the spring of
1954, when the rebuilding of the Stoa was initiated. Most of them were thus first detected by
the engineers engaged in this project, but as soon as there was any indication of an ancient
burial, it was excavated in as scientific a manner as possible, under the supervision of Eugene
Vanderpool. Undoubtedly there were more tombs that have not been located, perhaps irretrievably obliterated by the ancient Stoa builders, and from these a certain number of fragmentary vases found in the Stoa construction fill (413-424) probably came.
Although the tombs themselves are badly preserved and less well documented than those
lying to the west, the pottery from these burials consisting of some seventy vases, some in
remarkably good preservation, is a significant addition to the Agora collection of Mycenaean.
The material runs from the Myc. II B period to early Myc. III B, with the greatest concentration in Myc. III A. Only two of these tomb groups have been illustrated in the Annual Reports.'
In publishing these tombs, we begin with those at the north end, the chamber tombs first
and then the cist graves or uncertain burials, and end with the group further to the south near
Stoa Pier 12.
1

Hesperia, XIX, 1950, pp. 825-326, pl. 100, d; XXIII, 1954, pp. 57-58, pl. 16, b.
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TOMBXXII: DROMOSOF CHAMBERTOMB(Q 7:2)

Pls. 51, 75
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This tomb, or more properly its dromos, was discovered in August, 1953, when workmen
were clearing the bottom stratum of the foundations of the Stoa colonnade at its northern end.
A soft spot in the earth revealed a cutting about 0.95 m. wide running from west to east and
sloping downwardtoward the east, apparently the dromos of a chambertomb, with its chamber
under the stylobate foundations of the Stoa. The cutting was filled with greenish earth and
contained only two sherds, one the base of a kylix (XXII-1). The chamber and its burials1
could not be excavated, if indeed they had been spared by the Stoa builders.
1 Although there is no mention of skeletal material in the notebook, AA 150 (analyzed by Angel as F. of 24) has been
assigned to this deposit.

XXII-1. KylixBase.
Pls. 51, 75.
Althoughcloseto theMyc.I-II shape(cf.Korakou,
P 23539.P.H. 0.065m., D. base0.07m. Base and pp.43f., figs.58-60),this is undoubtedlylater. The
warehad a long
deep-bowled
kylix in monochrome
fragmentof sidewallremain.
in
and
life
Attica
thin
lusterless
Coarseash-colored
popular
(Attica,pp.27f., TypeB,
clay;
gray-brown
pls.
6,
4-5,
10,
4,
5;
5,
15;
etc.).
paint.
Cf.the threecompleteexamplesXXIV-12to 14.
Deep bowlwith practicallyno stem; flaringfoot
Seealsopp. 118,126-127.
concavebeneath.
Furumark,M.P., Type 263 (p.60, fig.16), Myc. Myc.III A (provincial).
I-II B.

OFPIER19 (Q 8:8)
TOMBNORTHWEST
TOMBXXIII: CHAMBER
Pls. 51, 67, 77; Plan: P1. 88

In September, 1953, when engineerswere opening an East-West drain between Piers 19 and
20, workmen came upon a Mycenaean chamber tomb lying about the level of the nineteenth
foundation course' of the Stoa (P1.51). The chamber was roughly square in shape, (2.70 m.
wide by 2.10m. deep), oriented northeast to southwest across its transverseaxis. The entrance
was at the northwest side where a row of sizable fieldstones rested on the floor of the tomb
and indicated the lowest course of the original blocking wall of the doorway (0.80 m. wide).
At the inner northeast corner of the chamber the side wall began to arch over at a height of
about 0.60 m. above the floor.
Despite the disturbance of the area, the burial layer was remarkably well preserved, with
the remains of four interments and their offerings.2The latest burial was made about 0.25 m.
above floor level with the skeleton oriented in the axis of the chamber but closer to the west
wall, its head toward the southeast. A single offering, the cup XXIII-6, found on the opposite
side of the chamber but at this level, can be assigned to this burial. Two earlierburials at floor
level revealed skeletons to the right and left of the entrance axis. The left, or northern one,
had associated with it a large beaked jug or ewer (XXIII-2) as well as four steatite buttons
(XXIII-10 to 13). The southern skeleton had three pots, the ewer (XXIII-1) which stood in
the southwest corer, a three-handled jar (XXIII-3) near its waist, and a kylix (XXIII-4) at
its feet. In the center of the chamberwas a fragmentarykylix (XXIII-5) and the remnants of
a bronzeknife.3The earliest remainscame from a small round pit in the northeast comer (0.40 m.
Counted down from the preserved original north end of the Stoa.
AA 154 to 156 analyzed as follows (but without indication as to which belonged to which position in chamber): 154, F. of
53; 155, M. of 35; 155a, M. of 40; 156, F. of 13.
3 It
apparently disintegrated completely and could not be catalogued.
1
2

TOMBS AND OBJECTS:TOMB XXIII
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in diameter and 0.80 m. deep), in which was found a skull and various bones, an ivory comb
(XXIII-7), three beads of glass paste (XXIII-8), and a terracotta button (XXIII-9). This last
item is of some chronologicalsignificance and should indicate a Myc. II date for these sweptup remains4 but the transitional Myc. II-III A:1 character of the ewers associated with the
lower burial layer suggests that this cannot be much later.5
See also pp. 99, 101.
POTTERY
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XXIII-1. Ewerwith TripleSpirals.
Pls. 51, 67.
P 23578. Standing on floor in southwest corner.

H. 0.28 m., D. 0.227 m. Intact.

Yellow-buffclay, well smoothed; brownishblack
glaze, crackledand wornin places.
Narrowneck with traces of plastic band at junction with shoulder;flaringrim pulled out into tiough
spout which rises at an oblique angle; ridgedhandle
fromrim oppositespout to shoulderwith plastic knob
at lower attachment; almost globular body with
flattenedbase.
Rim, handle and base glazed; three bands at end
of spout, two on neck, another at junction with
shoulder, and another above base. Body decorated
with three groupsof triple spiralswith centraltriangular filling; four wavy streamersfrom handle attachment.
Furumark,M.P., Type 144 (p. 30, fig. 5), Myc. III
A:1; Mot.47: 1 and 4 (p. 357, fig. 60), Myc. II B.
While the shape is the slightly later more ovoid
formof ewerwith shorterspout and straighterhandle,
the decorationis a direct descendantof Ephyraean
ware,with its absenceof banding,isolationof motives
and characteristicstreamersbelow handle. For the
triple spiral with "zwickel" filling, cf. the double
spiral on the Myc. II B ewer from Korakou (pl. V)
and the singlespiralon the ewerfromIalysos (Ialysos,
p. 185, fig. 108). The metallic tongue pattern and
foliate band of these earlierexamplesare gone, and
ours shouldbe dated to Myc. III A:I.
Triple spiral clearly related to simplifiednautilus
popularon these ewers (cf. XXXVII-2 and XL-6).
Cf. especially Schefold,Meisterwerke,
p. 118, fig. 21,
with "zwickel"fillings.
See also pp. 133, 143.
Myc. III A:1.
XXIII-2. Ewer with Papyrus Decoration.

P1. 51.

P 23579.On floorof tombnearnortheastcorner.

H. 0.31 m., D. 0.25 m. Mended from many pieces;
small parts missing, restoredin plaster.
Buff clay with orange-buffsurface; black glaze,
crackled,flakedand almostgone; surfacein very poor
preservation.
4

Narrowneck flaring to trough spout rising at an
oblique angle; plastic band at junction of neck and
shoulder;ridged handle from rim opposite spout to
shoulder,terminatingin a metallic-likeknob; broad
piriform body contracting to a small flat bottom.
A firinghole at each handle attachment.
Decorationalmost gone and difficultto make out:
rim, handleand foot glazed; a band at base of neck,
probablyone aroundmiddleand abovefoot; shoulder
decoration apparently fan-shaped floral ornaments
made up of concentricarcs.
Furumark, M.P., Type 143 (p. 30, fig. 5), Myc.
II B; probably some form of Mot. 11: 23, 29, 51
(pp. 261, 265, figs. 33-34), Myc. II A-III A:1. Cf.
Schefold, Meisterwerke,
p. 118, fig. 23 for a possible
parallel. With a longer spout and more metallic
handlethis vase is earlierin shapethan XXTTT-1,yet
the decorationis more in conformitywith the Myc.
III A zonal principlesthan the free-fieldEphyraean
compositioncf XXIII-1. Probably from an Argive
workshop:cf. Prosymna,II, fig. 701, whichmust be a
little later. For shape cf. VII-17.
See also pp. 133, 144.
Myc. II B-III A:I.
XXIII-3. Three-handledJar.

P1.51.

P 23582. Near middle of tomb, on floor. H.

0.184 m., D. 0.149 m. Very much shattered;mended
and parts from wall restoredin plaster.
Hard buff clay with badly pocked surface; red
glaze, not very lustrous.
Medium high neck with projecting rim sloping
downwardto ext.; piriformbody flaring slightly to
flat base; three loop handles set horizontally on
shoulder.
Rim, neck, outside of handles, and lower part of
body glazed; band on rim; in handle zone a row
of short obliquelines with a row of dots above them;
groups of encircling bands below handle zone and
furtherdown.
Furumark, M.P., Types 44-45 (p. 23, fig. 4),
Myc. III A:2-B; Mot. 64: 17-18 (p. 397, fig. 69),
Myc. III A:2. The downward-slopinglip is a late
feature.
Cf. XVIII-1 and references.
Myc. III A:2 (late).

Prosymna, I, p. 313.
5 The ewer
XXIII-2, stylistically the earliest pot in the tomb (Myc. II B to earliest III A:1), is poorly preserved and
was apparently imported. Was it perhaps re-usedfrom the earliest interment when the remains were collected in the bone
pit ?
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P1.51.
XXIi1-4. Deep-bowledKylix.
P 23580. From near feet of western skeleton. H.
0.106m., D. 0.135 m. Mendedfrommany pieces;part
of rim, half of one handle, and pieces from wall
restoredin plaster.
Gritty orange clay covered with dull red-brown
glaze, flaked; not well smoothed. Apparentlyglaze
did not extend to bottom of foot.
Deep bowl with slightly offset rim; low stem and
small flaring foot concave beneath; two small band
handlesfrom rim to shoulder.
Furumark,M.P., Type 263 (p. 60, fig. 16), Myc.
I-II B.
Local imitation of an early form: cf. remarks
under XXII-1.
Myc. III A.

XXIII-5. Kylix Fragment.
P1.51.
P 23583. Fragments from floor of grave. Est. D.
rim ca. 0.14 m. Severaljoining fragmentsfrom wall
and rim.
Fine pale gray-buffclay, hard and smooth with a
light polish; a few flakesof black probablydiscoloration or possiblytin incrustation(?).
Thin wall with evertedrim. Since nothing of stem
or handles is preserved, the shape cannot be accurately determined. Cf. III-5, 6, 8-10 from the
Tomb of the Bronzes and VII-15 from the Ares
Tomb.
Probably contemporarywith the ewers and the
remainsin the bone pit.
Myc.III A:1.
P1. 51.
XXI 11-6. Cupwith High-swungHandle.
P 23581. To north of upperskeletonabout 0.25 m.

OTHER OFFERINGS
XXTIT-7.Ivory Comb.
P1.51.
BI 712. From small pit in northeast corner.H. of
back 0.026 m., P.L. 0.044 m., T. 0.005 m.; L. teeth

0.025 m. One end preservedwith some fragmentsof
teeth.

Plain rectangularback with two pairs of grooves
on front and back.
Cf.combfromLily Bowl Grave(XVI-12). See also
p. 107.
Late Helladic.
XXIII-8. Beads of GlassPaste.
P1.51.
G 501. From small pit in northeast corner. Two
tubular beads (L. 0.012m., D. 0.007 m. and L.
0.018m., D. 0.006 m.) and one ring-shaped (D.
0.01 m.; T. 0.006 m.). All white in color.

Cf. the glass beads from the tombs at the Argive
Heraion(Prosymna,I, pp. 296ff.; II, fig. 599, 14, 15).
See also p. 108.
Late Helladic.
P1.51.
XXTIT-9.TerracottaButton.
From small pit in northeast corner. H.
T 333882.
0.015 m., D. 0.02 m. Dull brown clay; polished.

Biconicalshape.
Cf. the terracottabuttons from the tombs at the
Argive Heraion which with four exceptions belong
to the L.H. I-II burials;the commonestshapeamong
these is the bicone (Prosymna,I, pp. 313-317; II,
fig. 602, 6).
Late Helladic II.

Pls. 51, 77.
XXTT-10. Steatite Button.
ST 595. To east of eastern skeleton, but above
D. 0.15 m. Mendedfrom three pieces.
floor.H. 0.021 m., D. 0.035 m. Darkpurplestone with
Very gritty buff clay with slight traces of thin red red veins.
wash on inside.
Conicalshape, slightly concave below. Ourlargest
Shallow open bowl with slightly thickened rim;
wall tapers to small flat foot; one vertical band example.
Cf. Prosymna,II, fig. 602, 1 ("shortcone").
handle rising from rim with lower attachment on
Late Helladic III.
shoulder.
Not a standardshape in Furumarkbut probably
a variant of Type 220 (p. 48, fig. 13), Myc. III A:2 XXTTT-11.Steatite Button.
Pls. 51, 77.
under the influence of the early teacup form with
0.014 m.,
H.
eastern
skeleton.
waist
of
ST 596. At
raisedring handle (Type287).
stone.
Plum-colored
D. 0.022 m.
Cf.Attica, pl. 8, 8 (Pikermi) and C.V.A., CopenConicalshape, with bevellededge.
hagen, IIIa, pl. 64, 10 ("Athens"). Perhaps an
Cf. Prosymna,II, fig. 602, 2 ("shortcone").
Attic form, but cf. B.C.H., LXXXI, 1957, p. 577,
Late Helladic III.
fig. 13 (Myc.III A:2-B cup from Diaselanear Olympia).
Pls. 51, 77.
XXTIT-12.Steatite Button.
Cf.XVI11-2 and XXXII-2. See also p. 129.
H.
0.012 m.,
skeleton.
of
eastern
At
waist
tomb
ST
597.
in
the
Myc. III A:2(-B ?). From its position
stone.
Plum-colored
D.
m.
0.02
cannot
be
it
above XXIII-3
very early.
above floor. H. 0.055 m., H. with handle 0.085 m.,
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Conicalshape, with bevelled edge. Similarto D. 0.016m. Darkslate-colored
stone.Marksof turnXXIII-11 but a little smaller.
ing.
LateHelladicIII.
Biconicalshape.
Prosymna,II, fig.602,6 ("bicone").
Pls. 51, 77.
XXIII-13. SteatiteButton.
LateHelladicIII.
ST 598.At waistof easternskeleton.H. 0.011m.,
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TOMBXXIV: CHAMBER
TOMBNORTHEAST
OFPIER 19 (Q 8:4)

Pls. 52-53, 65-67, 77; Plan: P1. 88

Situated just inside the originalnorth end of the Stoa about two meters east of Tomb XXIII,
this tomb, which was found by Stoa engineers in July, 1953, shows a parallel alignment of
dromos and chamberto XXIII, both being entered from the north. It was, however, at a somewhat higher level,' and the northern part, including most of the doorway and the dromos, had
been cut away by the ancient Stoa builders (P1.53).2 The dimensions of the chamber were
2.90 m. wide by 1.60 m. deep. Unusual features of the tomb were a small recess in the back or
south wall, in which stood the askos (XXIV-21), and a rough stone slab (XXIV-24), which
was found on the floor near the center of the east side, but which may once have been a grave
marker at ground level.
The tomb had been used for repeated burials. Two skeletons, both to the west of the entrance,
extended with feet toward the door, seem to represent the latest interments, although the
eastern one had been somewhat pushed to the side. Unfortunately, no offeringswere definitely
assigned to these burials, but the askos in the niche (XXIV-21) and an angular alabastron
(XXIV-20) found about 0.30 m. above floor level should probably be assigned to this burial
stratum. In the southeast corner and along the west wall there were swept-up piles of bones
and offerings from earlier burials, and in the northwest corner there was a small round pit
(0.50 m. in diameter by 0.20 m. deep) full of bones. Skeletal analysis revealed the remains of
twelve interments.4
Despite the number of interments, this tomb was not a particularlywealthy one except in the
quantity of pots, many of which are in a provincial fabric with dull glaze and seem to perpetuate Myc. II shapes in a debased technique, for example the deep-bowledkylikes (XXIV-12
to 14) and the ewers (XXIV-8 to 10). These are difficult to date. The decorated vases comprise some early (Myc. III A:1) pieces, which appear to have been imported (XXIV-1 and 3
to 7). Some beads (XXIV-22) and a steatite button (XXIV-23) were the only other offerings
found, but it is possible that some objects of greater value had been removed at the time of the
later interments.5
See also pp. 99, 101-102, 105.
1

Parallel with the bottom of the sixteenth foundation course of the Stoa compared with the nineteenth of XXIII.
The eastern part of the north wall is preserved for a length of about 0.90 m. where it seems to turn northwards for the
door.
3 This recess is not indicated on the plan but is visible on the photograph (P1. 53).
4 AA 142-147 analyzed
by Angel as follows: southeast corer, 142, M. of 48; 142a, C. of 7; 143, M. of 44; 143 a, C. of 4; west
side, 144, M. of 39; 144a, M. of 28; 145, F. of 42; 145a, F. of 18; west center, 146, M. of 42; 146a, F. of 41; east center, 147,
M. of 50; 147 a, F. of 25. The double entries under "west center" and "east center" would seem to indicate that there was an
earlier interment under the two latest burials.
5 The mixed character of XXIV-22
might point in this direction. For this practice, cf. Wace, Ch.T., p. 145. Not all the pots
were drawn at the time of excavation and hence only those of certain location are indicated on the plan. In the Catalogue the
pottery is presented according to types and in the probable chronological sequence rather than according to specific areas of
the tomb.
2
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Light greenish buff clay, hard and smooth; dark
brownglaze, much flaked.
Low concave neck with flat projecting rim and
slight plastic band at base of neck; broad piriform
shape tapering to slightly projectingring foot with
moulded profile. Three vertically set ribbedhandles
with markedthumb depressionand projectingknob
at lower attachment.
Neck glazedinside and out; handlesglazed;groups
of cross-barson reservedtop of rim. Broad band of
scale pattern on shoulder;broad and narrowbands
on lowerwall; deep band of glaze at foot.
Furumark,M.P., Type 23 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc. III
A:1; Mot. 70: 1 (p. 403, fig. 70), Myc. II A-III B.
A very fine example of this popular early type;
in shape close to VII-12 and a little earlier than
XIV-4; considerablyearlier than XVII-1. See referencesunder 1-2, a large version of the same.
See also pp. 120, 141.
Myc. III A:1.
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P1. 52.
XXIV-1. Small GlobularPot, Stippled.
P 23533.From northeast cornerand probablyassociatedwith bonepit. H. 0.088m., D. 0.103m. Small
fragmentsof wall restored;lip chipped.
Buffclay,veryhardandsmooth;decorationin black
to brown glaze, worn; body stippled with thinned
brownishglaze.
Globularpot with no handles; narrowneck with
outturned rim, sloping slightly downwards; small
flat bottom.
Horizontal bands on neck, two narrow and one
wider;two broadbandsat base; entirebody stippled.
Furumark,M.P., Type 77 (p. 30, fig. 5), Myc. II
B-III A:1; Mot. 77: 2 (p. 422, fig. 73), Myc. II B-III
A:2 (early).Cf.Prosymna,II, fig. 669 (datedL.H. I);
C.V.A., Br. Mus., III a, pl. 10, 3 (Maroni);Chalkis,
pl. 22, 471; etc.
Theseexampleslike ours have a solid foot, but the
type was clearly derived (Prosymna,I, pp. 405-406)
from the rhyton made from an actual ostrich egg, as
the stippled decoration indicates, and an early XXIV-4. Three-handledJar, StemmedSpirals.
P1.52.
example from Tomb 518 at Mycenae (Ch.T., pl. I,
P 23565. H. 0.185 m., D. 0.14 m. Many fragments
32) had a piercedbottom.
missingfromwall and rim; restored.
See also p. 137.
Pinkish clay with light buff surfacing;red-brown
Myc. II B-III A:1.
glaze paint, fairly firm, and lustrous.
Low concaveneck with broadrim slopingslightly
XXIV-2. Deep Footed Cup,Monochrome. P1.52. downwards;high shoulderslopingdownwardto small
P 23576. H. 0.06m., D. 0.085 m. Fragments of projectingring foot; three vertical band handles.
wall and base remain;about half restoredin plaster;
Neck glazed; a reservedline on the rim; handles
no trace of handle.
glazed. Narrow band at top of shoulder; in each
Pale yellow clay with many impurities;traces of panelbetweenpairsof handles,two stemmedspirals,
white slip.
one largerand one smaller;below, two broadbands
Small deep cup with gently flaring rim; lightly with narrow line between; reserved zone; another
concave wall formingan angle with the lower part; broad band and three narrow lines; deep zone of
low ring foot. Probablyto be restoredwith a handle. glaze above and on foot-ring.
Furumark, M.P., Type 23 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc.
Furumark,M.P., Type 230 (p. 53, fig. 15), Myc.
III A:2. Cf. Prosymna,II, figs. 415, 1214; and 281, III A:1, Mot. 49: 8, 10 (p. 363, fig. 62), Myc. III
597 (the latter in Yellow Minyan,undecorated,and A:1-2.
Cf.I-3, XIV-1 and XXIV-5. This exampleis
very close to ours). Both are clearly earlier than
the Myc. III A:2 date assignedby Furumarkto this closest in shape and quality to the example from
shape. For later examples, cf. Prosymtna,II, fig. 260, TombI. See referencesunder1-3.
See also pp. 120, 143.
625; Ch.T., pl. XXII, 8; B.M.Cat., I, 1, A 8405Myc.III A: 1.
841, pl. XIII. The examples from Attica (Attica,
pl. 8, 6-7) seem still later.
Our example is possibly handmadeand resembles XXIV-5. Three-handledJar.
P1.52.
more closely Fine Mattpainted ware (cf. 331337)
P 23566.H. as restored0.191 m., D. 0.148 m. Lowthan Yellow Minyan.
er body and base, many wall fragments,part of rim,
See also p. 130.
and two handles missing; restoredin plaster (base
Myc. III A: 1 (?).
perhapstoo high?).
Drab buff clay; black to brown paint, crackled
XXIV-3. Three-handledJar, Scale Pattern. P1.52. and much flaked.
P 23563. H. 0.213 m., D. 0.173 m. Manywall fragLow neck with flat projectingrim; piriformbody;
ments and two small bits of rim missing; restoredin threeverticalbandhandles.Neck glazed;row of dots
betweenbandson top of rim; handlesglazedoutside.
plaster.
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In handlezone, two stemmedspirals,not all of equal
Fairly coarsered clay, the whole coveredwith dull
size, in each panel between pairs of handles; two glaze paint, fired red to black; some traces of crossgroupsof bands below.
burnishingon lower part.
For shape and decoration see references under
Narrowneck, concavein profilewith a plasticridge
at junctionwith shoulder;rim flaresto a troughspout
XXIV-4.
which originally rose at an oblique angle; broad
Myc. III A:1.
globular biconical body tapering to a small nearly
flat
bottom. Broad band handle from rim opposite
XXIV-6. Small Three-handledJar, Scale Pattern.
to shoulder;ridge down center of handle terspout
P1.52.
minates
in a low boss at the lower attachment.
P 23564. H. 0.10m., D. 0.094 m. Fragments of
Furumark,
M.P., Types 143-144 (p. 31, fig. 5),
wall and rim, one handleand part of anothermissing.
II
B-III
A:1.
Myc.
Pinkish buff clay; firmred-brownglaze.
This
is
a
undecoratedversionof the finepaintlarge
Low concaveneckwith flat spreadingrim; piriform
ed
such
as
ewers
VII-17, XXIII-1 and 2, XXXI-1,
shape contracting to narrow flaring foot, sharply XL-6. Decoration
was customaryon this shape and
concavebeneath.Threehorizontallyset loop handles
of
the
twenty-six examplesfrom the ArgiveHeraion,
high on shoulder.
one
was undecorated(Prosymrna,
I, pp. 439-440;
Neck glazed; top of rim banded; handles glazed; only
a
diminutive
m. high) in
II,
358,
fig.
1105),
jug
(0.049
zone
of
scale pattern on shoulder zone; two
deep
Minyanware,hardlycomparableto ourexample.
groups of horizontalbands below and deep zone of Gray
This
well be a local Athenianadaptationof the
may
around
lower
wall
and
outside of foot.
glaze
but no examples with monochrome
Furumark,M.P., Type 28 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc. II painted type,
are
reportedin Attica,pp. 49-50.
B-III A:1, Mot. 70: 1 (p. 403, fig. 70), Myc. II A- glaze
A
handsome
vase with a fairly lustrous surface,
III B.
metallic
features, and good shape, this should be
Nice miniature example; clearly early because of
broad shoulder and deep decorative zone. Cf. with early. Apparentlyfoundin shallowpit with XXIV-1
type with vertical handles (1-2, VII-12, XXIV-3, (see plan).
See also p. 134.
etc.). Cf. also with diminutive examples with horiII B-III A:I.
Myc.
zontal handles from Chalkis (Chalkis, pl. 21, 448,
519 r').
XXIV-9. Small MonochromeEwer.
P1.52.
See also p. 121.
P
23569.
P.H.
0.165
D.
0.14
m.
m.,
Mouth,
neck,
Myc. III A:1.
and wall fragmentsmissing; in part restored.
Deep orange clay, not very well purified;covered
XXIV-7. Small Three-handledJar.
Pls. 52, 65. with thin orange-redpaint.
P 23534. H. 0.168 m., D. 0.137 m. Some fragBroad-shouldered
piriformbody with flat bottom;
ments from wall and one handle missing; restored handle
ribbed. Should probably be restored
lightly
in plaster.
with beakedspout like XXIV-8 and 10.
Greenishbuff clay, hard with lightly polishedsurThis, as far as preserved,conformsto the more
face; brownishblack glaze, much worn.
elegant
shape of ewer like XXIV-8, but lacks the
Wide concave neck with projecting rim, sloping
plastic attachment at the base of the handle. See
slightly downwards;piriformbody flaringto profiled references.
foot with concave underside;rolled loop handles set
Myc. III A.
horizontallyhigh on shoulder.
Neck glazed; rim reserved and decoratedwith a XXIV-10. SmallMonochromeEwer.
Pls. 52, 67.
single line; handles glazed. On shoulderfairly deep
P 23570. H. as restored0.175 m., D. 0.15 m. Base,
zone of scale pattern; on wall three sets of bands
mouth, and many wall fragmentsmissing; restored
in groupsof three; solid glaze aroundbottom of wall in
plaster.
and on foot.
Red-buffclay with some impurities;coveredwith
Largerbut essentiallysimilarto XXIV-6; however red-brownwash.
well on the way toward the Myc. III A:2 shape
Plump piriformbody with flattened base; plastic
(FS 44). Cf. P1.65, XXXVII-1.
ridge at junction of neck and shoulder;band handle
See also p. 121.
fromback of lip. At both the upperand lowerhandle
Myc. III A:1-2.
attachmentsa sizablehole was piercedthroughbefore
firing.
XXIV-8. Large MonochromeEwer.
P1. 52.
Technically this is similar to XXIV-9, but the
P 23531. H. 0.355 m., D. 0.284 m. Small fragments shape is moreglobularlike XXIII-1.
of wall and front part of spout missing.
Myc.III A.
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XXIV-11. AmphoroidBeaked Jug.
PI. 52.
P 23529.H. 0.232m., D. 0.158m.Brokenbut largely
complete except for spout; small wall fragments
restoredin plaster.
Buff clay with lighter buff surfacing;dull brown
to black paint, considerablyworn.
Narrowneck, the rim on one side almost straight,
tracesof a projectingspoutonthe other;piriformbody,
somewhat lop-sided, tapering to a narrow, lightly
concavebottom; rolledhandlesfromrim to shoulder.
Banded decorationat base of neck, aroundmiddle
(threestripes),and at foot wherethereis a deep zone
with two narrowbandsabove;handlespainted.Bands
carelesslypainted.
Furumark,M.P., Type 150 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc.II
B-III A:2. This is a rather ungracefulexample of
the shaperepresentedby the glazedjug from TombI
(I-4) and the undecorated monochromeexamples
XVI-4 and 5. When this shape bore decorationin
the Argolidit was moreelaborateand finer:cf. Ch.T.,
pl. XLII, 42; Prosymna,II, fig. 256, 645.
See also p. 155.
Myc. III A.

Coarsebuff clay; orange-brownglaze wash, with
some luster.
Shape similar to XXIV-12, but bowl deeper and
walls sharplytapering.
A better vase than XXIV-12 or 13, this is close
to the Ephyraeanshape(cf. Korakou,pl. VII) and the
glaze has some luster. Midway between Stubbing's
Types B1 and Bs (cf. Attica, pp. 27ff. and note
reference,p. 28 to "thousandsof sherds of kylikes
of this sort in a rubbish pit" at Mycenaefound in
1939, "the contents of which are all clearly of an
early phaseof the L.H. III period").Apparentlythis
deposit was the Atreus bothros (cf. B.S.A., LIX,
1964, pp. 243ff. and note 24 with statement that
"onlythe painted pottery survived the war").Possibly this early type with monochromeglaze continued to be used for domestic purposesin the Argolid but was not popularin tombs, where it was
replacedby the decoratedkylix with taller stem.
See also pp. 118, 126ff.
Myc.III A.
XXIV-15. StemmedKylix.
Pls. 52, 67.
P 23574. H. as restored0.175 m., D. 0.145 m. All
of base and one side of bowl missingand restored.
Fine apricotclay with creamysurface,smoothand
polishedgiving the effect of a bloom.
Shallowbowl with evertedrim; tall stem restored
with disc base; two small ribbon handles from rim.
Furumark,M.P., Type 260 or 266 (p. 60, fig. 16),
Myc.III A:1-C.
Cf. XV-1 (references),XXXII-3, and XL-12.
See also p. 128.
Myc.III A:1.

P1. 52.
XXIV-12. Deep-bowledKylix.
P23571. H. 0.117m., D.0.132m. Mended from
many pieces; wall and rim fragmentsand one handle
missing and restored.
Coarsebuff clay coveredwith dull red-brownglaze
inside and out except on undersidefoot.
Deep bowlwith narrowoutturnedrim; low spreading foot, the undersideslightly concave with a hemisphericaldepressionat its center; band handlesfrom
rim to shoulder.
Furumark,M.P., Type 263 (p. 60, fig. 16), Myc. III B. Closeto Ephyraeanformbut local continuation XXIV-16. ShallowBowl with Spout.
P1.52.
P 23575. H. 0.057 m., D. 0.153 m. Fragments missinto later period. Especially popular in Attica (cf.
Attica,pls. 4, 5; 5, 15; 6, 4-5, 10).
ing from wall and rim; restored.
Buff clay, not well refined;coveredwith thick but
Cf.XXII-1 and XXTIT-4.
dull black glaze, firedunevenly; much flaked.
Myc.III A.
Shallow bowl with narrow outturned rim; small
XXIV-13. Deep-bowledKylix.
Pls. 52, 66. flat bottom; bridged trough spout projectshorizonP 23572. H. 0.115 m., D. 0.138 m. One handle and tally from rim; no trace of handle.
much of one side missing;restoredin plaster.
Furumark,M.P., Type 253 (p. 48, fig. 13), Myc. II
A-III
B. No examples cited which lack a handle;
dull
chocolatebrown
Coarseorange-buffclay; thin
foot.
wash
under
to black glaze
probablyhandleon ourcup is missing,since it should
except
be
with
even
located 90 degreesfrom the spout, an area here
but
an
shorter
to
Shapesimilar XXIV-12
thicker stem and smallermore flaringfoot, concave restoredin plaster.
Cf. the standard Myc. III A decorated example,
beneath. Closer to the Myc. I shape (cf. Korakou,
410.
The presentexampleis doubtlessa local imitap. 43, figs. 58-59).
See remarksabove under XXII-1 and XXIV-12. tion.
See also p. 129-130.
Myc. III A.
Myc. III A.
Pls. 52, 66.
XXIV-14. Deep-bowledKylix.
P 23573.H. as restored0.133 m., D. 0.152 m. Base, XXIV-17. FragmentaryOpenBowl. Not illustrated.
P 23577. Est. D. ca. 0.11 m. Fragmentsonly from
stem, one handle,and much of wall missing;restored
wall.
in plaster.
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of an early type. Here, however,the fabric and total
appearance are much closer to standard Myc. III
A:2 ware (cf. XXVIII-1 and 414), but the shape
is similar to the Myc. III A:1 example (XL-2).
Decoration resembles that on the rhyton XXI-6;
note manner in which hatching crosses transverse
bands.
If this pot indicates the latest periodof use of the
XXIV-18. CoarseAmphora.
52.
P1.
P 23567. Hopf, BotanicalReport,pl. IV, 2 and 3. tomb (see location), it should mean a date not later
H. 0.166 m., D. 0.15 m. Manywall fragmentsandpart than the mid fourteenth century, with the other
of rim missing; restored.
burialsfalling in the first half of the century.
Coarselight brown clay with impurities,surfaced
See also p. 122.
with a thin red-brownglaze wash, fired dark in one
Myc. III A:2 (early?).
in
leaf
material.
Small
spot.
tempering
Fairly tall neck with outturned lip; globular bi- XXIV-21. LargeMonochromeAskos.
P1.52.
conicalbody with a small flattenedbottom, not very
P 23530. From niche in south wall. H. 0.16 m., D.
steady; thin strap handlesfrom lip to shoulder.
0.185 m. Broken but largely complete; a few small
Furumark,M.P., Type 68 (p. 35, fig. 7), Myc. II wall
fragmentsrestored.
B-III B. Cf. Prosymna,II, figs. 109, 209; 177, 303,
Coarse reddish clay, covered all over with thin
289.
orange-redwash.
See also pp. 126, 268.
Globularpot with small flat bottom and flattened
Myc. III A.
top, suggestingthat it was made in two sections on
the wheel and was joined at middle. Spout, slightly
XXIV-19. FragmentaryCoarseAmphora. P1.52. concavein
profilewith flaringrim, set at an oblique
P 23568.P.H. 0.125 m., D. 0.144 m. Handles,most
on shoulder. Small band handle, with slight
angle
of mouth and part of upper wall remain; in part
centralrib, frombelow flattenedtop to the middleof
restored.
spout.
Coarselight brown clay surfacedwith a thin redFurumark,M.P., Type 195 (p. 67, fig. 20), Myc.
brownslip or glaze wash.
II A-III C:1.
Shape similar to XXIV-18, but the handles are
A larger version of the type found in V-6 (see
thicker, lightly ridged, and slope less rapidly from
but closest to the undecoratedexample
discussion)
the rim.
from a Collector'sDump (504). Cf. also the askoi
See referenceabove, under XXIV-18.
from Vourvatsi (Attica,pl. 16, 8-9).
Myc. III A.
See also p. 139.
Myc. III A.
XXIV-20. AngularAlabastron.
Pls. 52, 65.
P23532. Found near northeast corner, about
P1. 52.
0.30 m. above floor. H. 0.098 m., D. 0.145 m. Small XXIV-22. Beads.
J 131. Among bones at west side of chamber.D.
wall fragments,much of bottom, part of rim and one
of beads from ca. 0.007 m. to 0.014 m.
handle restoredin plaster.
Lot consists of one spherical purple bead (amePinkish clay with light buff, hard, smooth surface;
thyst?), four small reddish ones of different sizes
orange-redglaze, lustrousbut worn.
Low neck with flat outturnedrim; angularshoul- (agate or carnelian?), and six larger white paste
derwith slightly concavelowerwalls; convexbottom; beads, globularbut flattened top and bottom, along
with several fragmentsof similar paste beads. Also
three small loop handleshigh on shoulder.
included
are two bits of straight bone pin and one
Rim, inside and out, and handles glazed; narrow
band around upper part of shoulder; five bands at snail shell.
shoulderangle and two at angle of wall and bottom.
Suggestive of greater wealth with one of earlier
burials?
See above p. 221.
Between bands, fine diagonal lines aroundshoulder
Late Helladic.
and wall. Bottom has two circles at outer edge,
center missing.
Furumark,M.P., Type 93 (p. 44, fig. 12), Myc. III XXIV-23. Stone Button.
Pls. 52, 77.
A:1-2; decoration a variant of Mot. 64: "Foliate
St 594. H. 0.008 m., D. 0.021 m. Intact; slightly
Band," 21 (p. 397, fig. 69) or 57: "Diaper Net," 2 chipped.Greenishstone.
Low concave conical shape; pierced.
(p. 383, fig. 67) without crosshatching.
The double zone of decorationmight indicate an
Blegen's "conoid"type (Prosymna,II, fig. 602,3).
early date (cf. XXI-4 and 9) or the local continuation
Late HelladicIII.
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Coarseorange-buffclay; soft, not well smoothed.
Plain rim; no trace of base.
Shape probablylike III-12 and 16.
Furumark,M.P., Type 204 (p. 53, fig. 15), Myc. IIII B.
Myc. III A.
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XXIV-24. Rough Stone Slab (Grave-marker?).
P1.52.
ST 598. Onfloornearcenterof east side of chamber.
P.L. 0.85m., W. on top surface0.14m., T. ca.0.035m.
Apparentlybroken at both ends; bottom flat, but
left rough as split. Top dressed smooth, and both
sides to near bottom whereroughprojectingedge has
been left.

Grayishwhite limestone.
Cf. XL-15 which is a bit larger and also worked
smooth on edges and face. Found in upper packing
of blocking wall and considered a grave-marker,
perhapsincomplete(Hesperia,XXXV, 1966, pp. 7778).
See also p. 102.

TOMBXXV: CHAMBERTOMBUNDERLATEROMANFORTIFICATION
WALL(R 7:1)

P1. 53

In October, 1953, the Stoa engineers, who were digging a deep trench which passed under
the Late Roman Fortification Wall four or five meters east of Stoa Shop XX, came upon the
remains of a Mycenaean chamber tomb, from which several vases and sherds, as well as the
remnants of two skeletons,' were brought up. It was impossible to fix the limits of the tomb
in any direction, since at the north and south it was cut by the wall, and operations could not
be extended to the east and west, owing to the rapid flow of water from the surface of bedrock.
However, the multiple burials establish it as a chambertomb, part of the same group as XXII,
XXIII, and XXIV, but somewhat later in time.
On the evidence of its pottery, this is one of the latest Mycenaean tombs from the Agora,
falling in the thirteenth century, for it is among the very few that have yielded clear examples
of the Myc. III B pottery style,2 namely the depressed stirrup vase XXV-1.
PI.53.
PI. 53. XXV-2. Tankard.
XXV-1. Stirrup-Vase.
P 23617. H. 0.065m., D. 0.068 m. Mended from
P 23616. H. 0.08 m., D. 0.114m. Intact.
Fine hardreddishbuff clay; light red paint, mostly several pieces; fragmentof rim and bottom missing,
restoredin plaster.
faded.
about
rim
with
Hard, fine pink-buffclay; orange-redpaint, fairly
equal
slightlyflaring
Straightspout
in height to false neck; flat disc on top and two stir- wellpreserved.
Mugwith flaringrim,concavesidesandflatbottom;
body
ruphandles;broadflat shoulderanddepressed

taperingto a ratherbroadbasewitha lowringfoot. verticalloophandlefrombelowrim.
circleson topof falsemouth;concentric Rim, edge of base, outside of handle coveredwith
Concentric
arcson shoulder;encirclingbandsin groupsof two paint; handle zone decoratedwith row of large retrogradeN's, framedby three encirclinglines above,
on lowerbody;bandon foot.
Furumark,M.P., Type 180 (p.81, fig.6), Myc. four below; four concentriccircleson base.
Furumark,M.P., Type 226 (p. 58, fig. 15), Myc.
III B; Mots.43: 17 (p.343,fig.57), Myc.III B; or
III A: 2-C:1; Mot. 60: 2 (p. 383, fig. 67), Myc. III
17: 31 (p.299,fig.47),Myc.III A-B.
Thisis Furumark's
squattype which A:2-B.
"perked-up"
Cf.Prosymna,II, fig. 100,393. Althoughnot a comis confinedto Myc.III B. Cf.Prosymna,
II, figs.115,
280; 141,145 (alsofig.722);354, 782; 507,83 (with monshapein the Argolidchambertombs,examples

Psi-figurines);Zygouries,p. 168, fig. 161, 356. Cf.also are found in Attica (of. Attica, p. 35, pl. 8, 9-10,
the Attic examples,Attica, pp. 14ff., fig. 2, Type E, 12-13). In shape ours most closely resembles the
pl. 1, 2-4 (Vourvatsi); Myk.Vasen, pl. XVII, 113 examplefromBrauron(pl.8, 9). Thelowerbroader
shapewith flaringrim is closerto the My. III A
(Spata).
See also pp. 124, 152.

Myc.III B.

type but it lacks the centralmidrib.Likewisethe

decorativezone of N-pattern,enlargedto a grotesque

1 AA 164 and 164a analyzed by Angel as follows: 164, M. of 55; 164a, M. of 16 or 17.
Only XX, VI, the upper burial stratum of VII, and XLI seem clearly later, and in all these except XX the pottery is
transitional Myc. III B/C or even III C:1. See also p. 110.
2

TOMBS AND OBJECTS:TOMB XXVI
degree,seems a travesty on the neat narrowzones of
this pattern in the Tell el Amarnastyle. I know of
no other vase wherethis patternhas been given such
prominence (for canonical treatment, cf. C.V.A.,
Copenhagen, III a, pl. 48, 12, a tankard from
Apollakia,Rhodes).
See also pp. 129-130.
Myc. III A:2-B.
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XXV-3. ShallowCup.
P1.53.
P 23618. H. 0.037 m., D. 0.105 m. About one-half
preserved,the rest restoredin plaster.
Pinkish buff clay with impurities;brownpaint.
A shallow open cup with rolled rim and smalllow
ring foot; one flat loop handle fromrim to lowerwall.
Rim, handle outside, profile of foot covered with
paint; broad and thin bands around lower wall; a
circle on the center of the inside.
Furumark,M.P., Type 220 (p. 48, fig. 13), Myc.
III A:2-B.
Althoughratherheavy and coarse,this is morethe
Myc. III A than the III B form as seen in shallow
cups from the Potter's Shop at Zygouries(Zygouries,
p. 154, fig. 145, 403, 450). Cf. also 439 (from 0 7:4)
which must be still later than the present example.
See also p. 129.
Myc. III A:2-B.

TOMB XXVI:
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XXV-4. Round Alabastron,Misfired(?).
P1. 53.
P 23624.H. 0.083 m., D. 0.105 m. All threehandles
and most of one side of body missing; restored in
plaster.
Grayclay throughout;very brittle and flaky; dark
gray glaze wash.
Deep alabastronwith rather tall neck flaring to
narrowrim roundedon top; flattenedbottom. Traces
of glaze on upperhalf of body.
FurumaZk,M.P., Type 85 (p. 41, fig. 11), Myc. III
A:2-B. Cf. Prosymnna,
II, figs. 254, 731; 557, 966.
At first sight this has the appearance of Gray
Minyan(cf. the GrayMinyanalabastron,Prosymna,
I, p. 445; II, fig. 226, 437). However, the presence
of a true glaze and perhapssome decorationsuggest
rather a misfired example in which the fabric and
paint were unintentionallyreducedin the kiln. If so,
it would be an important confirmationof the local
productionof Mycenaeanpottery in Athens. Alternatively, the pot may have been badly burnt subsequent to its manufacture;the extreme brittleness
of the clay is reminiscentof the vitrifiedsherdsfound
in the pithoid jar III-15 (see above).
See also p. 123.
Myc. III A:2-B.

CHAMBERTOMB EAST OF SHOP XIX (R 7:2)

Pls. 53-54, 75-76; Plan: P1. 88

In July 1953, when Stoa engineers were digging beside the foundations just east of Stoa
Shop XIX, they came upon some bones, Mycenaean sherds,l and a pot (XXVI-1). As the
excavation was enlarged the legs of two skeletons were exposed in a trench about one meter
wide, with the whole pot and the coil of lead wire (XXVI-6) found between the two sets of legs.
The floor of the tomb was level with the seventh foundation course of the Stoa, and there was
no great depth of bedrock fill above the bones, barely 0.20 to 0.30 m. before the Classicallevel.
No sure limit to the tomb could be fixed in any direction,2although tunnelling to the east the
following year was done to a maximum penetration of 1.80 m. east of the Stoa Foundations.
In this subsequent operation a broken skull, the bones of a doubled-up skeleton, two terracotta figurines (XXVI-4 and 5), other coils of lead wire (XXVI-7), and two more skulls were
found. No end of the tomb was in sight when operations had to be stopped.
Although the excavation of this tomb was incomplete, it was clearly a chamber tomb with
multiple burials,3and contained some very fine and unusual pottery. The ritual character of
1

Presumably these were the sherds of XXVI-2 and 3 which were found in storage and catalogued in the summer of 1961.
The plan seems to establish an eastern limit, but this is perhaps an arbitrary one, as the notebook expressly states that
"no end of the tomb was in sight" when operations ceased. I also fail to see that there is any indication that this tomb or
XXV were entered by dromoi leading to the south, as indicated on the master plan. A northern orientation on the
analogy
of XXIV would seem more likely.
3 AA 148-149
analyzed by Angel as follows: 148, M. of 47; 148 a, F. of 27; 149, C. of 2 and a half; 149 a, C. of 3 and a half.
(These last should be the two found in 1954 and thus associated with the terracotta figurines; see also p. 109).
2
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the pierced hydria (XXVI-1), and the unusual and perhapsritual form of X XVI-2, suggest that
we may be dealing with the burial of a person of some religious stature, although the evidence
for this theory is less than in Tomb 44 at the Argive Heraion, where Blegen found a table
of offerings and six pierced vases, which he suggests may have been the paraphernaliaof a
priest.4
From the pottery that was recovered this tomb should be dated in the Myc. III A:2 period,
probably well down in the second half of the fourteenth century.
XXVI-1.HydriawithOctopusDecoration.
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Pls. 53, 75.
P 28535. H. 0.141 m., D. 0.15 m. Mended from
many pieces; parts from neck and walls as well as
half of one horizontalhandlerestoredin plaster.
Yellow-buffclay, not very well purified;dark to
light brownpaint,wornin manyplaces;superimposed
white dots for suckersof the octopus.
Fairlyhigh flaringmouth;globularbody with small
ring foot; flatfish vertical handle from lip to shoulder; two small horizontalhandles, round in section,
at greatest diameter. A hole made before firing
through resting surface of vase in middle of front,
0.006 m. in D. (P1.75).
Rim, handles outside, base of neck, foot-ring
coveredwith paint. In handle zone the motive of an
octopus is repeated three times, twice upright, once
sidewards.In the two smallerpanels divided by the
vertical handle, the tentacles have been somewhat
abridged.Lowerhalf of body coveredwith groupsof
thin bands.
Furumark,M.P., Type 129 (pp. 30-1, figs. 5-6),
Myc. III A: 2-B; Mot. 21: 9-10,14 (pp. 308-305, figs.
48-49), Myc. III A:2-B.
Theshapeis fairlyrareandhas beenrecognizedas a
ritual one by Stubbings(Attica,pp. 56-57) becauseof
the small pierced hole in the center of the front
through the resting surface.Forsdyke (B.M.Cat., I,
1, pp. 157-158) had recognizedthis feature earlierin
connection with two somewhat later hydriai from
Ialysos (A880-881, pl. XIII). Stubbings added a
Myc.III A examplefrom Kopreza(Attica,p. 57, fig.
26, pl. 18, 2) which is closer in shape to ours, and
noted the existenceof similarpiercingson a small III
B hydria from the Argive Heraion (Prosymna,II,
fig. 290, 702) and on an example from Nauplia
(Athens, N.M.8566). To these can be added the III
A hydria from Ialysos (lalysos, pp. 180-131, fig. 51,
see descriptionunderno. 7) and possiblythe example
in the Nauplia Museum (B.C.H., LXXIX, 1955,
p. 238, fig. 11). A new examplein Hobart, Tasmania
(A.J.A., LXXI, 1967,pp. 87-89, p. 82, fig. 1) of somewhat later date seems to lack the piercing,and the
Myc.III A:2 example from the Argive Heraion

(Prosymna, II, figs. 501, 51; 698) is apparently
restored at the crucial point. Close to the latter is
the more conventionalof the two recently published
hydriae from Berbati, Tomb XII (Berbati,pp. 74ff.,
figs. 53, 24; 59-60). Theotherwith its curioushatched
leaf and tendril decoration (pp. 74ff., figs. 53, 14;
55-58) is in an earliertradition.Neithershows a hole
in the photographs(but these are often not visible)
nor is any described.Furumarkseemsto have missed
this featurein the publishedexamples.
The ritual nature of the decorationon the hydria
from lalysos with doubleaxe and horns of consecration is self-evident,less so the decorationof the other
examples,althoughForsdyke(op.cit.,p. 158)attempted to see a ritual significancein the murex shells
of A 880-881, and both the Agora example and the
Naupliavase (B.C.H., LXXIX, 1955, p. 238, fig. 11)
are decoratedwith octopuses,the latter done with a
rather careless abandon and without superimposed
white. Oursare neat and relatively naturalisticwith
the prolongedbody of the earlierexamples (cf. Mot.
21: 14), but with the number of tentacles (2 pairs)
curtailedfrom the originalfour.
See also pp. 125, 138, 146-147.
Myc. III A:2 (late).
Pls. 53, 76.
XXVI-2. FragmentaryClosed Pot.
P 27028. D. neck est. ca. 0.04 m. Rest. H. 0.128m.
Eight non-joiningfragments preserve part of rim,
shoulder decoration, and encircling bands above
base.
Fine hardpink-buffclay; lustrousorange-redglaze
paint; highest quality fabric.

Apparently from a small closed pot of globular
shape with a low flaring rim cut in points (see reconstructeddrawing,P1.76).
Rim glazedinside and out; on shouldera frieze of
pendantconcentricsemicirclesframedaboveandbelow
by a broadband borderedby a row of dots; on lower
body fine encirclinglines of equal width cover complete surface.
Not a standard shape but probably a variant of
Furumark,M.P., Type 77 or 78 (p. 30, fig. 5), Myc.
III A: 1-2, under the influenceof the pomegranate

4 Prosymna, I, pp. 213-214. Table of offerings: II, figs. 539, 672-673; pierced vases: fig. 588, 100003,
1008. These are
dated to L.H. I; a triple kernos of L.H. III (fig. 530, 1029) was also found in the same tomb, leading to the speculation of a
hereditary priesthood.

TOMBS AND OBJECTS:TOMB XXVI
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which must have inspired the serrated rim;1 Mot.
43: 8 (p. 343, fig. 57), Myc. III A:2.
Both shape and decorationare unusual. The fine
banding on the lower part of the vase differs from
the usual Mycenaeanalternationof groupsof narrow
lines framed by broader bands and foreshadows
Protocorinthian.(But cf. the similarfine bandingon
some later Mycenaeanvases from Achaia, A.J.A.,
LXIV, 1960, pls. 1, figs. 2-3; 3, fig. 24). The rows of
dots bordering the shoulder ornament may be a
survival from Myc. II (cf. the early alabastra,Prosymna, II, figs. 687, 689; Ch.T., pl.V, 7). The serrated rim is paralleled only on a pithoid jar (one
of a linked pair)from a chambertomb on Karpathos
(AE-r., XVII A, 1961-1962, pl. 26a, f, 8, 1, p. 68,
no. 97) which the excavator considerswas cut after
discovery, clearly not the case with our example.
Curiously,the Karpathostomb belongs to the same
chronologicalrange as many of our Agora tombs,
immediatelyafter the destructionof Knossos, but it
has a more strongly Minoan flavor (cf. Warrior
Graves at Knossos, B.S.A., XLVII, 1952, pp. 243277, pls. 50-56). Furthermorethe jar no. 97 was certainly ritual, being one of a pair with a connecting
tube (cf. Evans, T.D.A., pp. 32-33, fig. 46, 6a), and
it is likely that ours also had a ritual significance
becauseof its associationin the same tomb with the
piercedhydria.
Althoughthe pomegranateis knownin Mycenaean
art in metalwork,2this is the first recordedinstance
of its occurrenceas a shape in Mycenaeanpottery.
Interestinglyenough,the shape is knownin the Late
Geometricperiod,3when accordingto Jacobsthalit
was introducedfrom Cyprus.4Morepertinent to the
periodof our vase are the faience examplesfound in
Eighteenth Dynasty Egyptian tombs5 and the imported polychrome glass examples found in Late
CyprioteII tombs at Enkomi in Cyprusalong with
imported Mycenaeanpottery.6 The question of survival, or revival, of the pomegranate pot from
1 Ake

Akerstrom who examined this vase with me in 1961
agreed on this point and had no doubt concerningthe Myc. III
A character of the vase.
2 Karo, S.G., p. 55, no. 77, pl. XXII; Ch.T., p. 195,
pl. XXXVIII, 75.
3 Schefold, Meisterwerke,p. 124, fig. 41; K. Kiibler, Kerameikos, V, 1, Berlin, 1954, p. 244, pl. 118, 5381.
4 P. Jacobsthal, GreekPins and their Connectionswith Europe and Asia, Oxford, 1956, pp. 187-188.
5 F. Johansen, Les vases
sicyoniens, Copenhagen, 1923,
pp. 28-30 and references.
6 Murray, Smith and Walters, Excavations in
Cyprus,
London, 1900, p. 34, fig. 62, 1218 (from Tomb 88), p. 35,
fig. 63, 1052-53 (from Tomb 66).
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Mycenaean to Geometricrequires further investigation.
See also p. 137.
Myc. III A:2 (late).
P1.53.
XXVI-3. FragmentaryStirrup-Vase(?).
P 27029.Four non-joiningfragmentspreservebase
and part of wall. P.H. 0.05 m., D. base 0.025 m.
Fine pale buff clay, lustrousbrownishblack paint,
ratherworn.
Small globularclosed pot with neatly formedbase
with ring mouldingand concavebeneath.
Decorationconsistedof groupsof wide and narrow
encirclinglines; shoulderapparentlyundecorated.
Probably a small stirrup-vase. Cf. Furumark,
M.P., Type 171 (p. 30, fig. 5), Myc. III A:2-C:1,
some of which were miniature examples (0.05m. to
0.07 m. in height).
See also pp. 123-124.
Myc. III A:2.
P1.54.
XXVI-4. TerracottaStatuette.
T 3387. MiniatureSculpture(AgoraPicture Book,
3), no. 5. H. 0.12 m. Intact. Pinkish clay, red glaze.
Phi-type statuette with typical disc-torso with
plastic breasts,columnarstem. Featuresand decoration of dress, vertical wavy lines, in red glaze. A
long braid of hair hangs down back to waist.
Dated by Mrs.Elizabeth French, who will publish
this statuette more fully (see above p. 109, and note
94), to Myc. III A but a later type than X-1.
Myc. III A:2.
P1. 54.
XXVI-5. TerracottaStatuette.
T 3388. MiniatureSculpture(AgoraPicture Book,
3), no. 3. H. 0.125 m. Mendedfrom two pieces. Light
greenishbuff clay; black glaze, almost peeled off.
Phi-type of same style and decorationas XXVI-4.
Myc. III A:2.
XXVI-6. Lead WireLoop.
P1.54.
IL 1301.TotalL. ca. 0.24m. Brokeninto fourpieces
and bent. Roughly rectangularin section.
See above, pp. 108-109, and remarks under

VIII-10.

Late Helladic III.
XXVI-7. Lead Wire Coil.
P1.54.
IL 1367. T. 0.004 m. A considerablelength of thick
wire in a loose coil, brokeninto many pieces. With
them is preserveda pebble and a chip of flint.
Late HelladicIII.
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GRAVE XXVII:

CIST (?) GRAVE AT NORTHWEST CORNER OF STOA (Q 7:5)

P1. 54
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This simple pit or cist grave (P1. 54)1 set deeply down, ca. 1.50 meters below the surface, into
bedrock at the extreme north end of the Stoa within the colonnade and only a few meters to
the east of XXII was discovered by Stoa workmen in July, 1954. Excavation revealed a single
skeleton,2 extended, with head to east, and legs bent up at the knees, the arms folded over the
abdomen. Two pots placed beside the left thigh were the only offerings.
From the style of the better preserved pot (XXVII-1), a simple monochrome jug with
cut-away neck, this burial should probably be placed in the Myc. III B period, and certainly not
before the end of Myc. III A. It is thus one of our later burials, and a poor one.

1 For the distinction between pit and cist graves, see above, pp. 103-104. In this case the measurementswere not recorded,
but in the photograph the cutting looks rectangular. No covering slabs were found, and the skeleton was slightly contracted.
2 AA 179
analyzed by Angel as F. of 37.

P1. 54.
XXVII-1. Jug with Cut-away Neck.
P 24282. H. 0.225 m., D. 0.18 m. Intact except for
chips.
Sandy buff clay with impurities; remains of thin
orange-red wash.
Narrow neck, concave in profile; plain rim cut
down slightly in back to point of handle attachment;
broad biconical body on small imperfectly flattened
plain bottom. Thin flat band handle to shoulder.
Furumark, M.P., Type 136 (p. 31, fig. 6), Myc.
III A:2-C:1. Cf. Prosymtna, II, fig. 124, 233 (dec-

orated example of Myc. III B); Asine, p. 408, fig.
268, 9 (undecorated and close to ours).
Cf. VII-18 which is earlier.
See also pp. 135.

Myc. III B(?).
Not illustrated.
XXVII-2. Fragmentary Pot.
P 24283. P.H. largest fragment ca. 0.13 m. Some
very poorly preserved fragments of a pot of uncertain
shape, the fabric so flaky that it cannot be separated
from the clay found in it. Remains of red glaze.

GRAVEXXVIII: CISTGRAVE OPPOSITEPIER 21 (Q 7:4)

Pis. 54, 65, 77; Plan: P1.87

A cist grave with a northeastto southwestorientation,lying about 0.75 m. belowthe bottom of the Stoa conglomeratefoundations(P1.54) and about five meterssouthwestof Grave
XXVII, was discoveredin April,1954. Althoughonly the south side and the west end could
be certainlyfixed,the dimensionsas exposed(1.30m. by 0.60 m.) agreewith those of ourother
cist graves;1furthermore,tumbledin the gravewerethreeroughstone slabs,presumablyfrom
a covering.2A singleskeletonlay in order,with feet to west and legs bent at the knees to fit
into the space.3A conicalstone button at the waist and an angularalabastronwere the only
offerings.Fromthe evidenceof the latter, this graveshouldbe datednot muchbeforethe end
of Myc.III A, perhapseven a little later.
1 See above, p. 104.
Apparently these had been removed at the time of the photograph shown on P1. 54.
3 AA 167 analyzed by Angel as F. of 43.

2

Pls. 54, 65.
XXVIII-1. Angular Alabastron.
P 23808. P.H. 0.11 m., D. 0.145 m. Badly broken
and much missing, restored in plaster.
Pink to buff clay with hard smooth light buff
surface; orange to brown glaze, rather faded.
Low neck with flat projecting rim; angular shoulder

and cylindrical body tapering slightly toward flat
base; three loop handles.
Rim, inside and out, tops of handles glazed; net
pattern on shoulder; encircling bands on lower shoulder and upper wall, also above base.
Furumark, M.P., Type 94 (p. 44, fig. 12), Myc.

TOMBS AND OBJECTS: GRAVE XXIX
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III A: 2-B; Mot. 57: 2 (p. 383, fig. 67), Myc. III XXVllI-2. Stone Button.
Pls. 54, 77.
A: l-C:1.
ST 616. H. 0.016 m., D. 0.022 m. Pale greenishgray
A common Myc. III A:2 type: cf. Prosymna, II, stone (steatite?).
Conicalform.
fig. 572, 1188. Cf. also 414. Both are later than XLCf. Prosymna,II, fig. 602, 1 ("shortcone").
2 and probably also than XXIV-20 (see remarks).
Late Helladic III.
See also p. 123.
Myc. III A: 2 (late).
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GRAVEXXIX: ARTISAN'S GRAVE (P-Q 7-8:1)

Pls. 55, 77; Plan: P1. 89

Discovered in March, 1954, this grave lies deep beneath the foundations of the Stoa terrace
about opposite Pier 20 and to the west of the Room with the Ballot-Box.l It was of an unusual
type, conforming neither to our pit nor to our cist graves,2and consisted of two parts. The
outer part was a rectangularpit (2.10 by 1.30 m.) cut down in the soft bedrock to a depth of ca.
0.90 m., with both long sides walled with feldstones,
ela
leavng passage only 0.45 m. wide in the
middle. This narrowspace was full of gray earth and clay with no trace of bones or any offerings,
although the base of a goblet (XXIX-1) was embedded in the stones of the north side. The inner part of the grave was revealed when the stone packing along the north side had been
removed. The cutting in bedrock was seen to extend well beyond the stones, forming a rectangular cist (1.50 by 2.0 by 0.90 m. deep). Along the north side lay a skeleton3with head to
the northeast, legs slightly flexed at the knees, and hands crossed over the chest (PI. 55).
Beyond the head was the plain pitcher (XXIX-2), two bone objects, a steatite celt, and a
steatite mould for making jewelry (XXIX-3).
The pot is too nondescript in style to give a definitive date, but it does not appear to be
early, either the end of Myc. III A, or more probably Myc. III B. Aside from the uncanonical
form of grave, the greatest interest attaches to the unusual group of offerings (XXIX-3 to 6)
which suggest the burial of an artisan with his tools of trade.
See also p. 110.

XXIX-1. Kylix Base.
P1.55.
P 23806.Fromstonepackingalongnorthside of
outercist. P.H. 0.057m., D. base0.074m. Preserved
up to lowerpartof bowl;basechipped.
Pinkishbuffclay;coveredwiththinredwash,also
underfoot.
Lowstemflaringto discbasewithcountersunk
depression.
Furumark,
M.P., Type263 (p. 60,fig.16),Myc.III B. Cf.XXIV-12to 14 and discussion.Thiskylix
must antedateburialbut need not be earlierthan
Myc.III A:1.
XXIX-2. Pitcher.
P1.55.
P 23751.Fromnorth end of grave. H. 0.210m.,
D. 0.19m. Smallchipsmissingfromrimanda small
holein lowerwall.
Buff clay, fine and hard,coveredwith thin glaze
washfiredblackandbrown.
1Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, pp. 58-59, pl. 14, d.
2 See
above, p. 104 for discussion of possibilities.
'AA 166b analyzed by Angel as M. of 26.

Low neck flaringto straight rim; plump biconical
bodywith smallimperfectlyflattenedbase;straphandle from rim to shoulderwith fingergroove running
down handle.

Furumark,
M.P., Type109 (p.35, fig.7), Myc.IIII B.
The flat handle,thin walls and brownto black
glaze differentiatethis from the earlierexamples
(VII-20, XVI-10, etc).

See alsop. 136.
Myc.III A-B.

XXIX-3. StoneMouldforMakingBeads. Pls. 55,77.
ST 610. L. 0.027 m., W. 0.025 m., T. 0.07 m. Only

onesideof mouldremains.Compact
graystonesoapy
to touch.
In its faceis an impression
in shape
hemispherical
withholeboredthroughmouldat its middle.A conical pour-channel
opensin one edge.Bottomsurface
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rather rough with two hemispherical depressions
(accidental?).
Cf.the castingmouldsfoundat Mycenaeby Schliemann and Tsountas (Schliemann,Mycenae, p. 108,
figs. 162, 163; 'Ep. 'Apx., 1897, cols. 97ff.) and the
workshop at Thebes ('Apx. 'Ep., 1930, pp. 29ff.)
referred to by Persson, N.T.D., p. 148. The pour
channel in our example would suggest the manufacture of glass beads.
Cf. also Thea E. Haevernick, "Beitrage zur Geschichte d. antiken Glases: III, MykenischesGlas,"
Jahr.d. Rim.-Germ.Zentralmuseums
Mainz,VII, 1960,
who
our
mentions
mould
pp. 36-53,
(p. 41, note 26).
Cf.also Haevernick,"MycenaeanGlass,"Archaeology,
XVI, 1963,pp. 190-193,who notes the intrinsicvalue
of glass in Mycenaeantimes and doubts that it was
intendedas a corefor gold leaf ornaments.Its original
color was always blue (the kyanos of Homer), the
present appearancebeing due to opaque layers of
corrosion.

Late Helladic III.

XXIX-4. Steatite Celt.
P1.55.
ST 609. W. 0.033m., H. 0.027m., T. 0.01 m.
Intact. Dark green stone.

GRAVE XXX:

Short and broad-faced;carvedto a sharpedge.
The occurrenceof such a celt in a L.H. context is
rather unexpected, but cf. the hoard of stone implementsfound in Cist IV of Tomb27 at the Argive
Heraion (Prosymna,I, pp. 460 f.; II, fig. 224). None
of these furnishesan exact parallel.
Late Helladic.
XXIX-5. Bone Implement.
PI. 55.
BI 722. L. 0.085 m., W. 0.017 m., T. 0.01 m.
Small chisel-shapedtool with four holes drilled in
it, the first going all the way through, the others
partiallyboredfrom both sides.
Purposeuncertain.
Late Helladic.
XXIX-6. Bone Handle (?).
BI 723. L. 0.05 m., max. D. 0.03 m.

P1.55.

Hollowtaperingpiecedrilledtransversely
through

large end.
Purposeuncertain.
Late Helladic.

CIST GRAVE IN NORT'HWEST CORNER OF STOA TERRACE (Q 8:13)

P1. 55; Plan: P1. 87

This burial, which was found in December, 1953, is situated in the Stoa Terrace a few
meters to the south of Grave XXIX. It consisted merely of an adult skeleton lying in an extended position with head to east and the left leg slightly flexed at the knee (P1.55).1 No
offeringswere found in the grave, nor was its exact form determined, although it seemed to be
a cist about 1.60 m. long by 0.70 m. wide. Since Protogeometricsherdswere found on the stones
which overlay the burial (coveringslabs ?), and since some Mycenaeansherds2were found in the
immediate vicinity, the burial is most probably to be assigned to this period, and is thus part
of the thick concentration of Mycenaeantombs and graves in the area.

1 AA 168 analyzed by Angel as F. of 30.
Fragments of two Mycenaean kylikes with pale red glaze wash inside and out (probably Furumark, M.P., Type 263;
cf. XXIV-12 to 14, etc.) from a mixed context; uncatalogued.
2

TOMB XXXI:

CHAMBER TOMB WEST OF PIER 12

(Q 10:3)

Pls. 55, 67; Plan: P1. 89
Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, pp. 57-58.
Tomb XXXI, the northernmost of four small chamber tombs clustered densely around
Pier 12 within the Stoa colonnade, was discoveredin September, 1953, and was brieflyreported
in the Annual Report.' The northern part of the tomb had been cut away by the foundation
1

See also J.H.S., LXXIV, 1954, p. 146, fig. 3, a.
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trench for the south stylobate of the Square Building that preceded the Stoa, and the dromos,if
one existed, must have been lost in this operation. The chamber was small with an original eastwest dimensionof 1.60 m. and a preservednorth-south dimension of 1.20 m., the walls preserved
to a maximum height of 0.90 m. A single skeleton2lay in some disorderin the eastern part with
its head to the south. Beneath the skull were slight traces of black, either from burning or
from the decay of organicmatter.3The offeringsconsisted only of two vases, both datable to the
end of Myc. II B or earliest Myc. III A:1.4
Although it might be argued from the single interment and the absence of any preserved
dromos that this was a pit grave,5 the location of the body along the edge of the cutting
would seem rather to indicate a small chamber tomb that has been cut away at the north.6
XXXI-1. Ewerwith StemmedSpirals. Pls. 55, 67. possession (Schefold, op.cit., fig. 22). A northern
P 23587.Hesperia,XXIII, 1954,pl. 16, b; J.H.S., provincialorigin for these ewers is a distinct possi-

LXXIV, 1954, p. 146, fig. 3, a; Arch.Anz., LXIX,
1954, col. 109, fig. 3; B.C.H., LXXVIII, 1954,p. 102,
fig. 5. H. 0.29 m., D. 0.253 m. Mended from many
pieces; small pieces from wall and base restoredin
plaster.
Greenishbuff clay; black paint, badly flaked.
Narrowneck flaringto rim whichrisesin an oblique
angleforminga troughspout; plasticring at junction
of neck and shoulder;broad piriformbody tapering
to small flattenedbase; strap handlewith midriband
knob at lower attachment.
Rim and outside of handleglazed; groupsof bands
on spout, neck, and at foot; running quirk below
plastic band at top of shoulder;four large stemmed
spiralswith featheryleaf pattern on upperbody.
Furumark,M.P., Type 144 (p. 30, fig. 5), Myc. III
A:1; Mot. 49: 1 (p. 363, fig. 62), Myc. III A:1. The
shape is close to the earlier more elegant form (of.
VII-17 and XXIII-2) with pronouncedplastic band
and a reminiscenceof the foliate band in the running quirk (Mot.48: 5, p. 360, fig. 61). About contemporary,or a little earlier,than the new nautilus
ewer (XL-6).
The simplercurve-stemmedspiralis foundon a ewer
fromIalysos (C.V.A.,Br. Mus.,IIIa, pl. 4, 3) but here
it has taken on a living quality with some details
borrowedfrom floralpatterns (cf. "lily," Mot. 9: 16,
p. 258, fig. 32). In this respect it allies itself with a
whole group of ewers which combine spiral, floral
and sometimesmarine elements like the nautilus in
boldfree-fieldarrangements(cf. Salamisewer,A.J.A.,
LIV, 1950, pls. I, V; Schefold,Meisterwerke,
p. 118,
figs. 21-23). In its rather careless rendering it is
particularlyclose to the Chalkisewerwith lily (Chalkis, pl. 24, 412) and to the ewer with lily in private
2

bility.
See also pp. 133-134, 143.
Myc. II B-III A:1.
XXXI-2. Kantharoswith SpiralBand.
P1.55.
P 23588. See referencesunderXXXT-1. H. of bowl
0.06 m., H. with handles 0.127 m., D. 0.142 m. Mended

from many pieces; small pieces from rim and walls
restoredin plaster.
Creamybuff clay, hard and smooth; dark brown
glaze, crackled.
Shallowopen bowl with offset rim and low flaring
foot; two high-swunghandlesfrom rim to shoulders.
The rim somewhatwarped.
Rim, outside of handles,lowerwall, profileof foot
and greaterpart of restingsurfacecoveredwith paint;
frieze of linked spirals on wall, the tangents continuing beyondthe outercircumferenceof the spirals.
Furumark,M.P., Type 240 or 241 (p. 53, fig. 15),
Myc. II-III C:1; Mot.46: 51-53 (p. 357,fig. 60). Myc.
I-III B.
The shape, which is rare in the Mycenaeanrepertory, seems an evolution from the Minyan kantharos which became less angularin Yellow Minyan
ware.By the Late Helladicperiodtherewas a further
softening of profile, perhaps under the influence of
the teacup shape which sometimes had one highswungor ring handle (M.P., Types 237 or 241, p. 48,
fig. 13). The disconnectedor poorlyconnectedtangent
spirals also have early parallels (cf. Prosymna, II,
fig. 674, an L.H. II goblet) althoughcarelesslydrawn
ones could producethis effect at any period; these,
however,look quite neat.
See also pp. 130, 143.
Myc. II B-III A:1.

AA 163 analyzed by Angel as F. of 43.
Possibly the remnants of a pillow or folded cloth: cf. the stain under the skull of Burial B in Tomb XL (Hesperia, XXXV,
1966, p. 61). Several bones of a bird were also found in the vicinity.
4 Cf.
Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, pp. 57-58, notes 36, 37. This is probably contemporary with the earlierburials in Tomb VII and
preceded only by the Lily Bowl Grave (XVI).
5 Published as a
pit grave in the Annual Report.
6 Even as preserved the
cutting is not appreciably smaller than in many of our chamber tombs (VII: 2.0 by 2.85 m.;
XIV: 1.75 by 2.10 m.; XV: 1.80 by 1.80 m.).
3
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CHAMBERTOMB AT SOUTHEASTCORNER, PIER 12 (Q 10:2)

Pls. 56, 67; Plan: P1. 89
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Like Tomb XXXI this small chamber tomb was discovered in September, 1953; it also has
no trace of a dromos, which must have been located at the north and have been cut away
by the trench for the south stylobate of the Square Building. The dimensions of the chamber
are 1.60 m. east-west by a preservedlength of 1.40 m. north-south. The walls were preservedto a
height of 0.065 m., and the grave was full of broken bedrock with a little soft brown silt
around the bones. The broken bedrock plus the presence of more than one burial is certain indication of a chamber tomb rather than a pit grave. The two skeletons1 lay along the east
side, more or less in order, with the bones resting directly on the bedrock floor. Three pots and
traces of a bronze pin2 on the chest of the west skeleton were the only offerings.
AA 159 (E. skeleton)analyzedby Angelas F. of 16; AA 160 (W.skeleton)M. of 48.
Thiswas too badlypreservedto be catalogued.Fromthe evidenceof the pottery,particularlythe finedeep-bowledglazed
goblet(XXXII-1), the tombshouldbe datedto the Myc.III A: period.
1
2

XXXII-1. Deep-bowled
Goblet,LustrousGlaze.
Pls. 56, 67.
P 28585.Onfloorto southof skullof westskeleton.
H. 0.155m., D. 0.126m. Mendedfrommanypieces;
smallpiecesrestoredin plaster.
Pinkishbuff clay coveredwith deepred lustrous
glazeonlya little flaked.Undersideof footreserved.
Deepbowlwithoffsetrim;lowstem;flatfootwith
two verticalribbon
at centerunderneath;
depression
handlesfromrim.
Furumark,M.P., Type 264 (p. 60, fig.16), Myc.
III A:1-2 (early).Somewhattaller stem than the
dull-glazedexamplesof Type 263 (cf.XXIV-12to

Dull orangeclay, coarseand impurewith large
grits; possibletraces of thin red wash inside and
out.
Almosthemispherical
openbowlwithnarrowoffset
rim and slightly concavebase; one high vertical
handlerisingfromrim.
Nota standardshapein Furumark,
M.P.; possibly
a variantof Type220. Cf.XXTIT-6andremarks.
Myc.III A:1-2 (?).

XXXII-. StemmedKylix.
P1.56.
H.
0.136
of
tomb.
P 28584.Foundat southedge
m.,
D. 0.132m. Mendedfrommanypieces;a few small
restoredin plaster.
14, etc.) and with a fine lustrous glaze, this may fragments
Pale apricotclay, hardand fine; surfacerubbed
wellbe an importedexampleof Myc.III A:1; a little
withalmosta bloom.
smooth
earlierin shapethanthe tin sheathedexampleIII-8.
Medium
and
715
Cf.Prosymna,
296, (both
II, figs.255,656,
deepbowlwith slightlyoffsetrim;fairly
stem
so
fine
as
our example);lalysos, high
flaringto discbasewithcirculardepression
glazedbut neither
two smallflathandlesfromrim.Rimof
3
p. 204,fig.127,8, 11;Attica,pls.4, 4; 7, (Vourvatsi underneath;
bowl
somewhat
127.
also
andPikermi).See
warped.
p.
Cf.X-2, a fragmentary
M.P., Type260 or 266 (p. 60, fig.16),
Furumark,
example.
Myc.III A:1.
Myc.III A:1-2. Cf.XXIV-16 and XL-12. XV-1
is perhapsa little later.
(references)
III
A:1.
56.
PI.
Handle.
with
XXXII-2. Cup
Myc.
High-swung
P 23586.FoundinsideXXXTT-1.H. 0.046m., D.
0.108m. Mendedfromtwo pieces.

TOMBXXXIII:

OFPIER 12 (Q 10:5)
TOMBSOUTHEAST
CHAMBER

P1. 56; Plan: P1. 89
Lying immediately to the east of Tomb XXXII, this small chamber tomb was likewise discovered in September, 1953. As finally cleared the chamberwas roughly rectanglar, measuring
1.70 m. by 1.40 m., and was cut down to within 0.65 m. by the construction of the Square
Building. A rectangularcutting at the northwest comer may have been the entrance, although
this cutting may be later; the southwest corer of the chamberappearedto have been unfinished.

TOMBS AND OBJECTS:TOMB XXXV
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Across the north end lay the single skeleton of a child with head to east, lying on its back with

knees doubledup.1 The body was laid on a thin layer of brownclay. No offeringsand no
trace of bones were found in the rest of the chamber,which had been somewhatdisturbed
in Classical times. Although no offerings were found, its proximity to XXXI and XXXII
might suggest an early date in Myc. III A.
1 AA 158, analyzed by Angel as C. of 9.
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TOMB XXXIV:

CHAMBERTOMB AT SOUTHWESTCORNER, PIER 12 (Q 10:6)

P1. 56; Plan: P1. 88

Lying to the west of XXXII, this tomb was discoveredat the same time as the othersin

this group. The entire north side of the chamber had been cut away by Stoa Pier 12 (P1.56),

and most of the depth by leveling operationsin connectionwith the SquareBuilding,so that
the greatest preserved depth was only 0.25 m. What remainedof the chambermeasured
1.30 m. east-west by 0.90 m. north-south. Despite the disturbance two skeletons were found in

orderas far as their thighs, lying in a north-southpositionwith their headsto the south; the
east skeletonlay on its right side with the righthand underthe head, the left over the chest;'
the west skeletonhad the left arm raisedto its chin, the right arm at its side.2Therewas no
trace of offeringsof any kind, but these may have been in the north partwhichwas demol-

ished by the Stoa pier. This tomb is probably contemporary with the others in this group
(XXXI-XXXIV), early in Myc. III A.
I AA 161 analyzed by Angel as F. of 40.
2

AA 162, M. of 51.

TOMB(?) XXXV: DISTURBEDBURIALNEARPIER 12 (Q 9:1)

P1. 56

In May, 1950, during an earlier campaign of excavation of the Stoa, a disturbed burial was
found in the trench for the east stylobate of the Square Building. Lying just north of Tomb
XXXIII, it seems to have been a part of the group of small chamber tombs clustered around
Pier 12. It was so badly disturbed by the Classical builders that it is impossible to tell anything
about the plan, whether it was a small chamber tomb or a pit grave. Five fragmentary pots
and a few human bones were found.1

1 The bones were discarded. Although it
might be argued that the pottery of this deposit came from one of the near-by
tombs without offerings(XXXIII or XXXIV), this does not seem likely. In the case of XXXIII the north wall of the chamber
was preserved, so that the pottery could only have come from the dromos.

XXXV-1.Fragmentary
Jug with Cut-awayNeck.

P1. 56.
P 20686. P.H. 0.12 m., D. 0.072 m. Mouth, neck,
handle and upper half of body preserved;also two
non-joiningfragmentsfrom lower body.
Orange-buffclay; orange-redglaze without much
luster.
Tall narrowneck flaring at rim to short spout cutaway at back; plastic ridge at junction of neck and
shoulder; vertical band handle with slight knob at
lower attachment.

Rim and handleglazed; horizontalbands on neck;
body decoratedwith verticalwavy lines, a broadone
alternatingwith three narrowlines.
Furumark, M.P., Types 182-133 (p. 22, fig. 8),
Myc. II B-III A:2; Mot. 67: 9-10 (p. 403, fig. 70),

Myc.III A:1-2.

This is a diminutive example of a popular Myc.
III A type whichwas widely distributed:Prosymtna,
II, figs. 150, 1049; 372, 896; 472, 926-927; Ialysos,
p. 96, fig. 11; B.M.Cat.,I, 2, C 579, pl. III (Maroni).
Also found in Attica: Attica, pl. 14, 2 (Vourvatsi);
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Furumark,M.P., Types 44-45 (p. 23, fig. 4), Myc.
Myk. Vasen,pl. XVIII, 133 (Aliki).It is much closer
to the canonical type than the small jug VII-19, III A: 1-B; Mot. 64: 22 (p. 397,fig. 69), Myc.III A: 2.
which is apparently a local imitation of an earlier,
Cf.V-4 (references).
more globularform.
Myc. III A:2.
See also p. 135.
XXXV-4. FragmentaryAmphoroidBeaked Jug.
Myc.III A:2.
P1. 56.
P 20689. D. of mouth 0.03 m. Four fragments:a,
XXXV-2. Fragmentary Round Alabastron, Wave
P1.56. spouted mouth, neck and upper stubs of handles;
Pattern.
P 20687. P.H. 0.053 m., est. D. ca. 0.085 m. Mouth b, lowerhandle stub; c, part of body; d, uncertain.
and about half of body missing;one non-joiningfragOrange-buff clay, rather coarse and unglazed;
ment.
firedpurplishgray on interior.
Hardbufffabric,pinkishin core;orange-redlustrous
Furumark,M.P., Type 150 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc.II
B-III A:2.
glaze paint.
Cf. XVIII-4 and references.Probably closer to
Ratherhigh shapewith roundedbody; three small
loop handles high on shoulder. Neck and handles moreglobularform of XXI-7.
Myc.III A:2 (?).
glazed; wave pattern on shoulder;concentriccircles
in groupson bottom.
P1. 56.
Furumark, M.P., Type 85 (p. 41, fig. 11), Myc. XXXV-5. CoarseJug (?) or Amphora.
oneD.
0.09
m.
About
P
H.
0.145
mouth
20690.
I-III
B.
III A:2-B; Mot. 32: 5 (p. 323, fig. 54), Myc.
m.,
and
handle
and
half
rim
as
XI-1.
Not
so
late
Cf.XVIIl-3.
base, prebody, including
served;restoredin plaster.
Myc.III A:2.
Pinkish brown fairly coarse clay; streaky black
XXXV-3. Fragmentsof Three-handledJar.
glaze wash.
P1.56.
Low neck with broadroundmouth having slightly
P 20688. D. of mouth 0.09 m. Three fragments rolledrim; broadshouldertaperingto smallflat foot;
preserving:a, part of mouth; b, one handleand part vertical band handlefromrim.
of shoulder;c, fragmentof body.
ProbablyFurumark,M.P., Type 66 (p. 35, fig. 7),
Hardpalebuffclay; redto mahoganyglaze,pinkish Myc.II A-III B. The parallels (Prosymna,II, fig.
wherethin.
109, 209, etc.) make it likely that this vase shouldbe
Low concaveneckwith flat projectingrim; horizon- restoredwith two handles.The coarsejug type seems
to have had a much thickerrolledhandle.
tally set loop handle (one of three).
Cf. V-7 and 8; XL-8.
Band on rim; neck, inside and out, and outside
of handleglazed; groupsof verticallines on shoulder
Myc. III A: 1-2.
borderedby bands above and below.

GRAVE

XXXVI: DISTURBED GRAVE IN SCARP EAST OF STOA (R 10:4)

P1. 57
Hesperia, XIX, 1950, p. 326, pl. 100, d.

In July, 1949, three Mycenaean pots were found in a small rectangular cutting to the east
of the Stoa, a little to the south of the group of tombs clustered around Pier 12. The cutting
measured only 0.50 by 0.40 m. Although there was no sign of bones, it was almost certainly a
grave, perhapsthat of a child whose bones had completely disintegrated.1This small grave group
has been briefly noted in the Annual Report.
P1.57.
XXXVI-1. Three-handledJar.
P 20311. Hesperia,XIX, 1950, pl. 100, d (middle).
H. 0.145 m.,D. 0.132m. Part of onehandleandminor
fragmentsof body andlip missing;restoredin plaster.
Pale pink-buffclay with creamysurface;orangeto
brownglaze, much faded and worn.

Low concave neck with flat projectinglip; broad
piriformbody taperingrapidly to a small foot with
ring base. Three loop handles set horizontally on
shoulder.
Neck, inside and out, handles, and foot-ringwith
broad band above glazed; parallel vertical lines in

1 This was the opinion of Carl W. Blegen: "almost certainly a grave because of the whole pots."
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shoulderzone; groupsof broadand narrowencircling
Furumark, M.P., Type 129 (p. 35, fig. 7), Myc.
bands below shoulderzone and at foot.
III A:2-B. A much coarserexampleof the shape
Furumark,M.P., Types 44-45 (p. 23, fig. 4), Myc. seen in the ritual hydria XXVI-1.
III A:1-B; Mot. 64: 21 (p. 397, fig. 69), Myc. III
See also p. 125.
A:2. Cf.V-4, XVIII-1, XXXV-3.
Myc.III A:2 (late).
Myc. III A: 2 (probablylate).
XXXVI-3. CoarseAmphora.
P1. 57.
XXXVI-2. Hydria, Glazed.
P 20313. Hesperia,XIX, 1950, pl. 100, d (left).
P1. 57.
P 20312. Hesperia,XIX, 1950, pl. 100, d (right). H. 0.21 m., D. 0.175 m. Part of lip and neck, minor
H. 0.165 m., D. 0.141 m. Shatteredbut completeex- fragmentsof body missing; restoredin plaster.
cept for splinters.
Orange-buffclay, coarsewith impurities;not well
Reddish buff clay; dull brown to gray glaze wash smoothed;unglazed.
ext. andint. of lip.
Fairly wide neck with plain rim; ovoid body with
Concaveneck with projectinglip; plump biconical flat bottom; two flat vertical handles from lip to
body flattened slightly on bottom which is not very shoulder.
steady. Onerolledvertical handlefromrim to shoulFurumark,M.P., Type 68 (p. 35, fig. 7), Myc. II
der; two small loop handles set horizontally on B-III B. Cf. XXIV-18 and 19.
shoulders,their lowerends flattenedagainstwall with
Myc. III A:2-B.
thumb-marks.

POTTERY FROM DESTROYED TOMBS UNDER THE STOA OF ATTALOS (P-R 6-12)

Pls. 57, 76

It is unlikely that the area between Pier 20, with Tombs XXIII and XXIV, and Pier 12,
with the four chambertombs XXXI-XXXIV and the disturbed burial XXXV, did not contain
more Mycenaean graves or tombs, which have been completely destroyed in the construction
of the Square Building and the Stoa of Attalos. A number of Mycenaean sherds and fragmentary vases were discovered in 1949 in the construction fill of the Stoa, particularly in the

region of Piers 17 and 18, but also somewhat further to the south in the area of Pier 15.1
Although no longer in their closed contexts, these fragments have more significance than the
casual miscellaneous find, and are here included using the running serial numbers of our
Catalogue.

413. FragmentarySquat Alabastron,CrestedWave.
A frequentbut beautiful early type: cf. Prosymna,
Pls. 57, 76. II, figs. 207, 1167-1168; 345, 981, 985; 687; Ialysos,
P 27030. Stoa Constructionfill west of Piers 17- p. 128, fig. 49. Ch.T., pi. XXVII, 2, 3, 7; Asine,
18. P.H. 0.05 m., est. D. base ca. 0.19 m. Large frag- p. 865, fig. 236, 9; Chalkis,pi. 15, 414 B', etc.
ment joined from two preservesabout one quarterof
This is apparently the earliest large squat alabase and wall approximatelyup to handles.
bastronfrom the Agoraexcavations,earlierthan the
Fine buff clay with pink core; orange-brownlus- two examplesfrom the Tomb of the Ivory Pyxides
trous glaze, badly flaked.
(I-- and 6), and considerablylargerand much closer
Large depressed shape with flattened bottom, to Argive examples than the alabastra from the
curvingwall with greatestdiameterlow. On shoulder Ares Tomb (VII-2 to 9).
pointedwave pattern borderedby dots and radiating
Fragmentsof a secondlarge squat alabastronwith
rows of dots above crest; wheel pattern on base wheel pattern on base from same context, but not
framedby two concentriccircles.
catalogued.
Furumark, M.P., Type 82 (p. 41, fig. 11), Myc.
See also pp. 122, 142.
II B; Mots.32: 20, 24 (p. 323, fig. 54), Myc. II BMyc. II B (probablyimported).

III A:1; 68: 2 (p. 403, fig. 70), Myc. II A-III A:1.

1 The
piers, directly beneath the interior row of columns, are numbered from the south to north, and run from 1 to 22.
See plan, Agora Guide, 2nd ed., p. 118, fig. 25.
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414. FragmentaryAngularAlabastron.
P1.57.
P 20163. Patch of pure dug bedrock,northwestof
Pier 17. P.H. 0.085m., est. D. ca. 0.18 m. Threenonjoining fragmentspreservecompleteprofileand over
one-halfof circumference;restoredin plaster.
Orange-buffclay; orange-redto brown glaze, lustrous wherewell preserved.
Narrowneck,slopingshoulder,straightwallandflat
bottom; one loop handle and traces of second (originally three) set horizontallyon shoulder.Neck and
handles glazed; a band of vertical strokes on shoulder framedby narrowlines above and below; groups
of broad and narrow bands on wall; concentric
circleson base.
Furumark,M.P., Type 94 (p. 44, fig. 12), Myc.
III A: 2-B; Mot. 64: 21 (p. 397, fig. 69), Myc.III A:2.
Cf. XXVI-1 (references).
See also p. 123.
Myc.III A:2.

415. Deep Bowl with OneLoop Handle.
P1.57.
P 20211. Stoa Constructionfill, west of Piers 1718. H. 0.11 m., D. 0.13 m. Much of rim and part of
wall missing; restoredin plaster.
Pinkish buff clay; glaze shadingfromred to black,
rather worn but once fairly thick and lustrous;foot
reservedunderneath.
Wide mouth with plain lip; broad body tapering
into foot which is low and spreading, hollow underneath. One loop handle set horizontallyhigh on
wall.
Furumark,M.P., Type304 (p. 65, fig. 18),Myc. III
A:1-2. Cf. Attica, pl. 5, 13 (Vourvatsi); Berbati,
p. 38, fig. 19, 5 (monochromeglazewith two handles);
Ch.T., pl. XLIII, 12.
The only example from the Agora of this shape
which is more closely related to the deep-bowled
kylix of Type 263 than to the later skyphos (Type
284).
See also p. 131.
Myc. III A: 1-2.
P1.57.
416. GlobularBottle.
P 20212. Stoa Constructionfill, west of Piers 1718. H. 0.105 m., D. 0.08 m. One handle, part of body
and base missing,restoredin plaster.
Pale pink-buff clay, hard polished buff surface;
brownto black glaze.
Tall narrow neck with projecting horizontallip;
globular body with flat bottom; two vertical band
handlesfrom middle of neck to shoulder.
Lip glazed; ladderpatternon handles; two encircling lines on neck; zone of rather carelesslydrawn
net pattern on shoulder; groups of encirclinglines
below and broaderband at base.
Furumark, M.P., Type 190 (p. 31, fig. 6), Myc.
IIIA:2; Mot.57:2 (p.383,fig.67), Myc.III A: 1-C:1.

The only example of this form from the Agora,
but cf. Attica,p. 51, pl. 16, 1-4, 7.
See also pp. 124-125.
Myc. III A: 2.
417. Fragmentfrom Ewer.
P1. 57.
P 22474.TerraceoppositeStoa Piers 15-16, Square
BuildingFill. P.H. 0.085 m. Mostof neck and mouth
preserved;end of spoutbrokenaway; stub of handle.
Buff clay; thin brownishblack glaze.
Tall narrowconcaveneck flaringto lip which was
pulled up to form spout at an oblique angle. Bands
at rim, on beak and neck and at junction of neck
with shoulder.Inside of fragmentshows clearlythat
neck was madeseparatelyfromjug and insertedwith
a join of clay at junction, and traces of plastic ridge
on exterior.
Fragmentsof a similarewerfrom same context.
Furumark, M.P., Types 143-144 (p. 30, fig. 5),
Myc.II B-III A:1. From a large and presumably
handsome example: cf. XXIII-1 and 2; XXXI-1,
etc.
Myc.II B-III A:1.
P1.57.
418. Base of Goblet.
P 24737.Fromfooting trenchof Stoa Pier 15. P.H.
0.043m., D. of foot 0.067m. Base and bottom of bowl
alone remain.
Pinkish buff clay; thinned orange-redpaint inside
and out except underfoot.
Deep bowl with very low stem and disc foot, with
circulardepressionunderneath.
Furumark,M.P., Type 263 (p. 60, fig. 16), Myc.
I-II B.
Apparentlya provincialimitationof an oldertype;
cf. XXIV-12 to 14 and remarks.
Myc.III A.
419. Fragmentfrom Three-handledJar.
P1.57.
P 20985.FromNortheastcornerof SquareBuilding,
Layer II (O-R 7-10). Max. dim. 0.09 m. Shoulder
fragmentbrokenall around;one vertical handle remains.

Pink-buffclay with cream surface;lustrousblack
glaze, crackled.
Onshoulderstemmedivy leaf and multiplechevron
pattern; bands at base of neck; handle glazed and
loop aroundhandle.
Furumark,M.P., Type 28 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc. III
A:1-2; Mots.12: 27 (p. 271, fig. 86), Myc. IH A:1;
58: 2-3, 8 (p. 383, fig. 67), Myc.II B-III A:1. Cf.

VII-11.

Myc. III A: 1.
P1.57.
420. Fragmentfrom Three-handledJar.
P 22212. Footing trench of Stoa, west of Pier 17,
Max.dim. 0.11 m. Part of rim and shoulderof a three-
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handled jar; traces of attachment of handles preserved.
Buff clay and surface, not very fine or wellsmoothed; red to brown glaze without much luster.
Low concave neck with projecting rim; handles
probablyvertically set. Neck glazed; stemmedspiral
in shoulderzone; two encirclingbands below.
Furumark,M.P., Type 23 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc. III
A:1-2; Mot. 49: 6, 10 (p. 363, fig. 62), Myc. III A:12. Cf. examples with stemmed spirals (1-3, XIV-1,
XXIV-4 and 5); apparently here only one spiral
between each set of handlesas in XL-10.
Myc. III A:1.

421. Fragmentfrom Three-handledJar.
P1.57.
P 20991. From cut between North Stylobate of
SquareBuildingand Late RomanFortificationWall,
Layer III. D. mouth 0.10m. About one-half the
mouth and part of the shoulderpreserved,mended
from many pieces; surfacemuch flaked.
Very fine pink clay with smooth light buff surfacing; orange-redglaze.
From small three-handledjar with low concave
neck with flat projecting rim; attachment for one
horizontallyset loop handle preserved.
Neck glazedinside and out; two narrowconcentric
bands on rim; on shoulderfour narrowbands, then
a zone of vertical dashes dotted above and below;
below,broadglazedbands alternatingwith groupsof
narrowbands.
Furumark,M.P., Types 44-45 (p. 23, fig. 4), Myc.
III A:2; Mot. 64: 18 (p. 397, fig. 69), Myc. III A:2
early. Apparentlyfiner and earlierthan some examples of this commontype (cf. V-4).
Myc. III A:2 (early).

2839

Probablythe base of a three-handledjar with flat
bottom and spreadingwall. Aroundthe base a broad
band with a narrowone above; a secondbroadband
higheron the wall. Cf. 11-2.
Myc. III A.
423. Fragmentfrom ClosedPot.
PI. 57.
P 20285.FromterraceoppositePier 19, mixedEarly Byzantine fill. Max. dim. 0.074 m. Broken all
around.
Buff clay with finepolishedbuffsurface;decoration
in black to orangeglaze, somewhatpeeled.
Fromwall of closedpot with inwardcurvatureand
narrowneck (probablya jug or ewer).Decoratedwith
pairs of wavy lines both horizontallyand vertically,
probablyproducingan elaboratenet pattern. Horizontal bands on neck and traces of one at bottom of
fragment.
Decoration:not exactly paralleledin Furumarkbut
apparently a variant of M.P., Mot. 62: Tricurved
Arch, 13, 17 (p. 391, fig. 68), Myc. III A:1.
Myc. III A: -2.

424. Fragmentfrom DecoratedKylix.
P1.57.
P 21185. From Fifth Century B.C.well by Stoa
Pier 8 (Q 10:4). Max dim. 0.037 m. Small fragment
from wall, brokenall around.
Hard creamybuff clay; lustrousbrownglaze.
Verticalmurex on wall.
Almost certainly from a kylix: Furumark,M.P.,
Types 257 or 258 (p. 61, fig. 17), Myc. III A:2-B;
Mot. 23: 4, 7 (p. 311, fig. 51), Myc. III A:2 or B.
One of the few decoratedkylikes from the Agora,
this is the only one with murex decoration.But cf.
Attica,pls. 4, 8; 6, 1, 11-12; 7, 6. Not necessarilyas
422. Fragmentfrom Jar (?).
P1. 57. late as Myc. III B since the vertical murex has reP 21223. From fifth century B.C. well by Stoa cently been shownto have begun alreadyin Myc.III
Pier 8 (Q 10:4). P.H. 0.041 m., D. base 0.057 m. A:2 (late); cf. B.S.A., LX, 1965,pp. 159, 178, pl. 51a,
About one-half (?) of base and start of flaring wall 1-2.
preserved. Dark buff clay, creamy surface; brown
See also pp. 127, 147.
glaze.
Myc. III A:2-B.

THE BURIALS IN THE SOUTH-CENTRAL AREA (XXXVll-XLI)

Three cist or pit graves, which were found in the area between the Middle Stoa and the

Odeionduringthe campaignsof 1935 and 1952, did not connectcloselywith any of the other
groupsof tombs.In 1965duringfurtherinvestigationof the SouthSquarea fineearlychamber
tomb with the remainsof two woodencoffins(XL) and a late and poorwell burial(XLI) were
discovered,and it now appearsthat these are the remnantsof a muchvaster cemeterywhich
coveredthe wholeregion,othershaving been destroyedwith the cuttingdownand levellingof
the centralpart of the Agora.
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Pis. 58, 76; Plan: P1. 82
Hesperia, V, 1936, pp. 21-23.
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Discovered in February, 1935, this was one of the first Mycenaean burials found in the
Agora, and was briefly published in the Annual Report. It consisted of a rectangularcist, carefully cut with vertical sides and a flat bottom, measuring 1.90 m. by 0.55 m. by 0.48-50 m.
deep. There were apparently originally covering slabs, but these were missing. The grave had
been disturbed in Roman times and again by a Turkish bothros which cut into it and sliced
away about one-half of the three-handledjar (XXXVII-1).1 The skeleton was well preserved
from the head to the pelvis, but the feet and lower legs were disarrangedand the thigh bones
apparently removed by the Romans.2The skeleton lay on its back with the head turned to the
left and the right arm flexed across the chest, the fingers clutching the left upper arm. The
left arm was raised vertically toward the surface, and the hand had been cut off above the wrist
and was found lying close to the right hand.3
From the evidence of the two vases, particularlythe fine but fragmentaryewer with nautilus
decoration (XXXVII-2), the grave should be dated to the Myc. III A:l period at the beginning
of the fourteenth century.4

XXXVII-2. Fragments of Ewer with Nautilus (?)
Decoration.
Pls. 58, 76.
m.
W.
0.13
0.16
P
P.H.
4647.
D.
0.126
m.,
Oct. 19, 1935, p. 647, fig. 1. H. 0.16 m.,
m.,
Fragment from
from
mended
wall
of
of
circumference
many
About
one-half
D. lip 0.09 m.
large vase;
pieces. At
prewall
the
of
at
but
suggests
upperedgethickening
served,
right-hand
profile complete; broken, especially
attachmentfor handle.
foot, into many fragments;restoredin plaster.
Small fragment preserves lower part of beaked
Fine pink-buffclay with smoothand hard surface;
lustrous
reddishbrown
spout.
glaze.
Fine greenishbuffclay, hardand smooth;brownish
Low concave neck with wide mouth and flat problack
to
small
glaze.
spreading
jecting lip; piriformbody tapering
Globularshape with broad shoulderand tapering
foot, concavebeneath. Two of originalthree upright
towardbottom; triple spiral or argonauton shoulder
arepreserved.
loophandles,set horizontally,
tail of streamerfrom below handle.
and
two
and
handles
and
inside
out,
Neck,
glazed;
narrowbands on rim; a raised band unglazedsepaFurumark,M.P., Types143-144 (p.80, fig. 5), Myc.
rates neck fromshoulder;opposedgroupsof seven or II B-III A:1; Mot.22: 7, 10 (p. 307, fig. 50), Myc.
eight diagonalsin handle zone framedbelow by two III A:1.
broad encircling bands with two narrow lines beAlthough certainly suggestive of the nautilus or
narrow
with
three
at
foot
of
zone
motive, our fragment creates certain difargonaut
tween; deep
glaze
ficulties in the restoration (PI.76), for it seems to
and one broadband above.
Furumark,M.P., Type 44 (p. 23, fig. 4), Myc. III result in the unparalleledarrangementof an upsidedown creature,with body above the coils. Cf. XL-6
A:1-2; Mot. 64: 22 (p. 897, fig. 69), Myc.III A:2.
Not only its associationwith the ewer but its fine and other examples cited there for correctposition.
shapeand fabricwouldmakethis perhapsthe earliest Possibly a triple spiralor some otherornament,since
exampleof a type we have in severalother examples the handle streamers do not admit reversing the
(cf. V-4, XVIi-1, XXXVI-1). Cf.XL-10, a Myc.III fragment.
See also pp. 1388,146.
A:1 exampleof this shape,but less fine and perhaps
Myc. II B-III A:1.
local.
Myc. III A:1-2 (cited by Furumark,M.P., p. 591,
under Type 44, Myc. III A:1-2 early).
P1.58.
XXXVII-1. Three-handledJar.
P 4646. Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 22, fig. 20; I.L.N.,

1 See the plan published Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 22, fig. 19.
AA 28, published by Angel, Hesperia, XIV, 1945, pp. 296-297 (no. 37) and pl. 45, as a middle-aged adult male of
Nordic-Iranian type, and a warrior (wound in shoulder blade and well-healed fracture of right radius, figs. 2 and 3).
3 More likely the result of later disturbance than a violent end, although the warrior analysis makes the latter possibility
tempting.
4 Far earlier than the date "about 1200 B.C." of the original publication.
2
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MYCENAEAN
(?) GRAVE(M 12:2)

P1. 58
Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 23.
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In March, 1935, during clearing operations of the slope leading up to the terrace wall in
front of the Middle Stoa, a skeleton was discovered lying with head to the northwest and legs
drawn up.' The grave seems to have been simply a hole dug either in bedrock or in hard green
fill, and the excavators were unable to fix its limits. Not a single object of any sort was found
in the grave, but if the offerings were at the feet they would have been disturbed by a late
Turkishpit, and if at the head by the builders of the so-called "Burnt Building."2The only clue
to the date of the burial is its similarity to the nearby cist grave XXXVII.
1 AA 35, analyzed by Angel as F. of 38.
485-487, which are presented below under "Mycenaean Pottery without Significant Context" might possibly be
associated with this burial.
2

GRAVEXXXIX:

CHILD'SPIT GRAVE(N 12:1)

Pls. 58, 66; Plan: P1. 87

A third small grave about ten meters to the northeast of XXXVII was discovered in May,
1952. It consisted of a shallow rectangular cutting in bedrock about 1.40m. by 0.70m.,
but it was probably somewhat bigger, since the east side and a large part of the north side had
been cut away by later builders.' It contained a single burial, that of a small child,2 laid
lengthwise in the grave along the south side. Only the skull was preserved in position. A kylix
(XXXIX-1) and a small jug (XXXIX-2) were found along the west side of the grave, and a

feeding bottle (XXXIX-3)

was to the right of the skull. Many minute glass beads were found

under the skull and around the feeding bottle, and doubtless came from a necklace worn by the
child.
From the early form of the kylix the grave ought not to be later than the Myc. III A:1
or early III A:2 period.
See also pp. 103-104.

1 For the burial of a small child this was
fairly large and it thus conformsmore with the Lily Bowl Grave (XVI), a generous
cist or shaft, than with the true cist form with adult burial of XVII, XIX, and XXXVII.
2 AA
171, analyzed by Angel as C of 5 and a half, male (?). The necklace, however, ought to indicate a female: cf. the
child buried in the Lily Bowl Grave.

XXXIX-1. Kylix with High-swungHandles.
Pls. 58, 66.
P 22313. H. to top of handles 0.184 m., H. to rim
0.126 m., D. rim 0.225 m. Mendedfrommany pieces;
a few fragmentsfrom rim and walls missing and one
fragmentof handle.
Light buff clay with hard,lightly polishedsurface;

XXXIX-2. Small Jug.
P1.58.
P 22315. H. 0.087 m., D. 0.0835m. Chip missing
from lip; otherwiseintact.
Pinkish buff clay with occasionallarge bits, not
very well smoothedon lowerpart; glazedall over except beneath foot with thin red to brown glaze,
unevenly appliedand somewhatworn.
undecorated.
Low wide neck with plain lip slightly outturned;
Deepbowlwith narrowoutturnedlip; mediumhigh globular body on very low ring foot; band handle
slender stem with spreadingfoot, concave beneath. from rim.
Two high-swungband handlesfrom lip to shoulder.
Furumark,M.P., Types 112-114 (pp. 30-31, figs.
Furumark,M.P., Type 272 (p. 60, fig. 16), Myc. 5-6), Myc. III A:1-B. Little evidence for dating:
III A:1-2. Cf. II-5 and XV1ll-6 (references).
cf. later examples XXI-8 and VII-22 (references).
See also p. 128.
See also p. 136.
Myc. III A: 1-2.
Myc.III A.
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XXXIX-3. Feeding Bottle.
P1.58.
P 22314.H. with handle0.126 m., H. to lip 0.09 m.,

D. body 0.09 m. Mended from many pieces; complete
save small piece of rim and chips.

Pinkish buff clay and surfacing; thin brownish

blackglaze.

Furumark,M.P., Type 160 (p. 31, fig. 6), Myc.III
A:2. Cf. XIV-6 and 7 (references).
See also pp. 138-139.
Myc. III A:2.

XXXTX-4.Necklaceof GlassBeads.

PI.58.
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Low neck with outturnedlip; squat globularshape
G458. G.D. of beads 0.002m. 137 small plain
with low ring foot; spout high on shoulderrising beads of soft glass in differentcolors (light brown,
obliquely;high basket handle.
grayishand others).
See also p. 108.
Spout, top of handle and rim glazed; encircling
bandson body; one wide and one narrowat junction
Late Helladic III.
of neck and shoulder;three narrowbelow spout and
one broaderaroundbase.

TOMBXL: TOMBWITHCOFFINS(N 12:4)

Pls. 59, 75; Plan: P1. 90
Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, pp. 55-78.

In the summerof 1965 a new chambertomb underthe terraceof the MiddleStoa was discoveredduringfinalprobingof the area,land was excavatedby HomerThompsonandlEmily

Vermeule. With John Travlos Mrs. Vermeule has published a full account of the tomb and its

contents.2Not only was it remarkablywell preservedbecauseof the early collapseof the roof
andthe absenceof subsequentdisturbance,thus allowingus to drawourfullestevidenceforthe
sequenceof burials,but it also had the unusualfeaturethat two burialshad been made in
wooden coffins.

The tomb was enteredfrom the west by a steppeddromos,3at least 4.20 m. long by 1.10

to 1.50 m. wide, splaying slightly toward the doorway, which was 1.26 m. high by 0.60m. wide

at the base with a lightly archedtop. The doorwaywas foundblockedwith a stone packing,
whichincludednearits top a brokenconglomerategrave marker(XL-15), and whichproved
to have been erectedat least three times; duringone of the occasionsof reopening,the doorway was widened0.20 m. to the north.4The chamber,while describedas a "smallirregular
trapezoid,"is of aboutaveragesize and actuallyquite rectangularby Agorastandards.5As in
most cases,it is broaderthan deep (2.72m. by 1.75m.). Althoughthe roofhad collapsed,the
wallswerepreservedto an averageheight of 1.35m.
Four burialswerefoundundisturbedlaid out parallelwith an east-westdirection,in all but
one case facingthe door.They were numberedA to D in the orderof excavation,6but fallen
1 Homer A. Thompson, "Activity in the Athenian Agora 1960-1965," Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, pp. 37-54, especially p. 45.
Ibid., pp. 55-78. I have not seen this tomb or its contents. Since the article stands as a definitive publication, the results
will be merely summarized here and the Catalogue presented in abbreviated form but with fuller reference to our other
material. The same numerical sequence is adhered to but with the prefix XL.
3 Cf. ibid., p. 56, for evidence of a gully which ran south-north in Late Helladio times, and which would apparently have
separated our group XXXVII-XLI from the group near the Temple of Ares (VII-XII). In that group, too, the dromos of the
Ares Tomb (VII) led in from the west, indicating the existence of another gully between the Kolonos Agoraios and the more
central part of the Agora. Only the diminutive Tomb XIII is describedas having two steps at the north end of its steep dromos.
4 Ibid., p. 59, for careful
description of evidence from stomion and dromos.
5 The
size, as Mrs.Vermeuleindicates (p. 59), is about average for the Agora (see above, p. 99); in rectangulaty itis exceeded
only by Tombs I and III. Even in the Argolid neat rectangular chambers were not the general rule (cf. Prosymna, II, plans
2-6, 9-13, 17, 20-23, 27-34, 37-38).
6 Burial A
(AA 297) analyzed by Angel as adult female "with four to seven births to her credit;" Burial B (AA 298) boy
of 13 to 15; Burial C (AA 299) man of 53 "slightly above average height for a Mycenaean;" Burial D (AA 300) young man
of about 20. Cf. Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, pp. 61-66.
2
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bedrock and differences of level indicate that Burial B was the latest, A next, and C and D
the earliest, and presumablycontemporary. The greatest interest attaches to the remainsof rotted white wood which surrounded both these skeletons, and was especially well preserved in
Burial D. These fibrous remains seem certainly to represent coffins rather than biers,7perhaps
rough unsmoothed boxes of cypress or pine measuring 1.65 m. long by 0.45 m. broad and about
0.40-0.43 m. high.8 Mrs.Vermeule has given a full account of the evidence for coffin burials in
Mycenaeantimes9and has stressed the close analogy with the wooden coffinfrom Katsabae0and
the less well-preservedremains of coffins in the Warrior Graves near Knossos.11These belong
to a period approximately contemporarywith or very little earlier than our tomb, which from
its pottery must be dated to Myc. III A:1.12
Although there were four burials, these must have taken place within a generation of a single
family. With the help of the skeletal analyses of J. LawrenceAngel, Mrs.Vermeulereconstructs
the history as follows. The father (C) and son (D) were buried at the same time, having died in
battle or the hunt and "brought home from the field in hastily constructed boxes" or possibly
the victims of a disease "which made it desirable that they be kept in coffins until a tomb
could be excavated for them,"l3 then, after a slight fall of the roof, the mother (A) at the
opposite side of the doorway, and finally, after a more serious slide, the adolescent boy (B)
in front of the doorway.
The funeral offerings consisted of eleven vases, all datable to Myc. III A:l, a long bronze
spearhead (XL-5) which together with the fine nautilus krater (XL-3) rested on the lid of D's
coffin, two steatite buttons (XL-4 and 14, the latter from the dromos), an amygdaloid amber
bead (XL-16) and an engraved carneliansealstone (XL-17), both from the left wrist of D, and
an anomalous scrap of ivory (XL-18). Is it not curious that Burial D, the son, had the richest
offerings?
The pottery from this tomb which belongs to the same period as the wealthier or "princely"
Tomb of the Ivory Pyxides is a welcome addition to that beautiful phase of Mycenaeantermed
"Agorastil" by Schachermeyr.l4 In contrast to the large and mostly imported pots of Tomb I,
the vases here may be the work of local Attic potters. For the strap-handled kraters (XL-3
and 11) as well as the little amphoras (XL-1 and 8) this seems likely; perhaps less so for the
fine ewer (XL-6), the stippled teacups (XL-7 and 9), and the stemmed kylikes (XL-12 and
13), although as Mrs. Vermeule notes, there is a certain imperfection in all of these.15Through
its series of characteristic III A:1 shapes, this tomb with its short history helps to define a
given period in certain other Agora tombs with less strictly closed contexts: through the ewer
the early to middle burials of the Ares Tomb (cf. VII-17) and the earlier burialsin Tomb XXIII
(cf. XXIII-1 and 2); through the stippled teacups the disturbed Tomb X (X-4); through the
kraters the destroyed tombs along the Kolonos Agoraios (cf. 411 and 412).
See also pp. 98-102.

7 See especially ibid., pp. 62-64, for the location of the wood in relation to the bones.
Significant also was the high position
of the krater (XL-3) which apparently toppled over from the lid of coffin D and was held above Burial C by the lid of his coffin
(see N-S section; Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, p. 58, fig. 2; also photograph, our P1. 59, with vases returned after mending).
8 For the analysis of the wood and the probable dimensions see ibid.,
pp. 65-66. Perhaps significantly, the dimensions of
several of our cist graves (XVII, XIX, XXXVII) correspondvery closely to the measurements of the coffins, that is no larger
than was necessary for an adult burial.
9 Ibid., pp. 69-72.
10
Kpiyr. XpovlK&(, VI, 1952, pp. 1 ff.
11 B.S.A., XLVII, 1952, p. 248, note 18; B.S.A., LI, 1956, pp. 84-87; B.S.A., LIII-LIV, 1958-1959, pp. 198-200.
12Vermeule, op.cit., p. 68 for alternative
datings of Mye. III A:1. See also, above pp. 114-115.

13 Ibid., p. 68.

14Arch. Anz., LXXVII, 1962, cols. 220f. with the
sequence: Palace style, Ephyraean, Agora, El Amarna, etc. He uses the
term "Agorastil" for a phase without regional implications.
15 Vermeule,
op.cit., p. 67 and Catalogue, pp. 72ff.
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XL-1. SmallAmphorawith ShoulderHandles. P1.59.
P 27448.Hesperia,XXXV, 1966,pp. 72-73, pl. 24,
a. H. 0.14 m., D. 0.125 m. Above right shoulder of
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Burial B. Complete;mendedfrom many fragments.
Red-buffclay full of grit and pockmarks;streaky
red-blackglaze wash.
Globularbody with fiat ring foot; concave neck
with offset rim; vertical strap handlesfrom shoulder
to greatest diameter.Whole body, and int. of neck,
coveredwith streaky wash.
Furumark,M.P., Type 74 (p. 35, fig. 7), Myc. II
B-III A:2.
Cf. XVlI-7 and XX-1.
See also p. 126.
Myc.III A:1 (fromcontext).
XI-2. Straight-sidedAlabastron.
P1.59.
P 27449. Hesperia,XXXV, 1966, p. 73, pl. 23, c.
Above right hip of Burial A. H. 0.10 m., D. at base
0.15 m. Intact.
Fine buffclay with a little grit; brown-blackcrackled glaze paint, a little worn.
Broad base slightly convex, vertical sides, sloping
shoulder with three horizontally set handles, low
splayingneck with flat rim.
Concentriccircleson base, groupsof bandson side,
wavy line above degenerateivy patternin each handle zone panel.
Furumark,M.P., Type 93 (p. 44, fig. 12), Myc.III
A:l; Mot. 58: 4-5 (p. 373, fig. 65), Myc. IIIA: 1-2.
While well on the way to the standardMyc. III
A:2 type of XXVlll-1 and 414, the vestigial ivy
leaves show a connectionwith the Myc.II type with
more elaborately decorated shoulder and wall (cf.
Prosymna,II, fig. 689 with wave and ivy on shoulder).
See also p. 123.
Myc.III A:1.

Pale, poorlycleanedbuffclay with grit and pebbles;
prominent wheel ridges; fine buff surfacing; clear
light red glaze.
Broad conical body, only slightly concave toward
base; smalltorusdisc base; thin offsetrim with broad
vertical strap handles to greatest diameterof body;
two fine vent-holesat top of each handle.
Rim glazed inside and out; handlesedged by vertical bandsand crossedby diagonalbars;threebands
below decoratedzone; band above solid glazed foot.
Decoratedzone framed by fine line at sides and at
top, within which three curtailed argonautsfacing
left; formulaicseaweed,trefoilrockworkand rosettes.
Furumark,M.P., Type 7 (p. 23, fig. 4), Myc.III
A:1-2; Mots.22: 16 (p. 307, fig. 50), Myc.III A:1;
17: 18 (p. 281, fig. 40), Myc.II B-III A:1; 29: 20
(p. 315, fig. 53), Myc.III A: 1.
I wouldnot classifythis kraterwith Mrs.Vermeule
as Furumark'sType 6 (cf. C.V.A., Br. Mus., II Cb,
pl. 10, 12 which is more conical), but would agree
with her Myc.III A:1 date. Both conicaland conical
piriform examples (Furumark,M.P., Type 7) were
found in the Atreus bothros (B.S.A., LIX, 1964,
pp. 248-249); on these the loop design at the base of
the handleis "almoststandard."The absenceof this
canonical feature and the fabric, which resembles
that of 412, suggest a local origin. See further remarkson this shapein discussionof the Altar Krater
(425).
See also pp. 121, 146.
Myc. III A:1.
Not illustrated.
XL-4. Steatite Button.
ST 737. Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, p. 74, pl. 24, f.
Closeto alabastron2, above right hip of Burial A.
H. 0.007m., D. base0.014m. Minorchipsfrombottom
edge.
Purplesteatite.
Conicalshape. Verticalstringholewith wearat top.
Late HelladicIII.

XL3. Kraterwith Argonauts(Nautili).
P1.59.
P 27450.Hesperia,XXXV, 1966, pp. 73-74, pl. 22,
a, b. Ontop of coffinoverheadof BurialD. H. 0.33m., XL-5. BronzeSpearhead.
B 1287. Hesperia,XXXV, 1966, pp. 74-75, fig. 3,
D. at rim 0.34 m., with handles0.43 m. Mendedfrom
31 pieces;completesave for chipsand one piecebelow pi. 24, c. On top of coffin over legs of Burial D.
P.L. 0.54 m., D. socket at shaft 0.028 m., at midhandle.

XL-5 (1:4)

TOMBS AND OBJECTS:TOMB XL
point of blade 0.03 m., L. socket 0.135 m. Badly corroded but lifted in paraffin.
Plain circularsocket terminatingin a slight ring
groovedat each edge. No sign of a split or nail holes
for securingto shaft. Blade round in center section,
with thin flat cutting edges. Continuousprofilewith
gradualcontractionto sharppointed nose.
This has been well described and analyzed by
Mrs.Vermeulewho notes that it is the secondlongest
Aegeanspearheadpublished,surpassedonly by that
from the tholos at Dendra (R.T.D., p. 37, pl. XX, 6)
and similar to anotherfrom a coffinburialin one of
the WarriorGravesnear Knossos (B.S.A., LI, 1956,
p. 96, no. 8, pl. 14, e). These were clearly used for
thrustingratherthan throwing,eitherin duels on the
battlefieldor in certainformsof chase (op.cit., p. 75).
Late Helladic III.
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Good red-buffclay, dark buff surface, red-brown
slightly shiny paint, the stippling applied with a
brush. Warpedbeforefiring, dentedin at rim.
Shallow hemisphericalcup with small raised foot
and narrow outturned rim, flattened loop handle
from rim to midpointof bowl.
Rim, inside and out, and handleglazed;two bands
framing a stripe above foot; edge of base painted
solid; bowl covered with a stipple pattern finely
executed.
Furumark,M.P., Type 219 (p. 48, fig. 13), Myc.
II B-III A:l; Mot. 77: 2 (p. 422, fig. 73), Myc. II
B-III A:1.
Cf. X-4 and references.That exampleis moreperfect in shape, but I am not certainthat the warping
in the present example is a sure indication of local
manufacture.
See also pp. 128-129, 141.
XL-6. Ewerwith NautilusDecoration.
P1.59.
Myc. III A:1.
P 27451. Hesperia,XXXV, 1966, pp. 75-76, pl. 22,
P1.59.
a, c. At foot of Burial C.H. 0.315m., D. 0.27m. Nearly XL-8. Small GlazedAmphora.
P 27455. Hesperia,XXXV, 1966, p. 76, pl. 24, b.
complete;mendedfromoverone hundredfragments.
Finest pale green-yellowclay with grit and pock- Under coffin and left leg of Burial D. H. 0.10 m.,
marks; smooth buff surface; dark red-brownpaint D. 0.105 m. Completeexcept for chips; mendedfrom
sixteen pieces.
turning to black on handle and neck.
Fine pale buff clay; dilute streaky red-blackmatt
Bulging ovoid body, low slightly concavefoot, flat
base; curved strap handle with pronouncedmidrib; paint.
plastic knob at lowerattachmentand plastic ridge at
Crookedlyshaped on potter's wheel. Globularbijunction of neck and shoulder;short spout curving conicalbody, low spreadingneck, two vertical strap
handles from rim to greatest diameter, faint ring
up at 50 degreesto vertical axis.
Bands edging rim of spout and crossingits under- foot.
surface;two groupsof bandson neck; handleand foot
Furumark,M.P., Type 66 (p. 36, fig. 8), Myc. II
glazed, with band above. Continuousfine wavy line A-III B.
aroundtop of shoulder(reminiscentof foliate band)
Cf. XXXV-5 and discussion.
and three curtailedargonauts(nautili)on body, with
See also p. 126.
flowers
and
in
"zwickels"
between
simple
angles
Myc. III A:1.
spirals.
PI. 59.
Furumark,M.P., Type 144 (p. 30, fig. 5), Myc. III XL-9. Stippled "Teacup."
22:
Mot.
16
III
A:1.
P
27453.
A:1;
(p. 307, fig. 50), Myc.
Hesperia,XXXV, 1966, p. 76, pl. 23, a.
This is perhapsthe finest of the Agora ewers, and From under the coffin of Burial D and from the
I rather doubt that it was a local product, as Mrs. dromos. H. 0.04 m., D. with handle 0.135 m. Two
Vermeuleis inclined to believe. The renderingof the sherds from dromos, three from chamber; missing
nautilus, particularlythe drawingof the spiralswith half of rim, handle, three-fourthsof bowl; restored
their fine inner convolutionsin dilute glaze, contrasts in plaster.
Red-buffclay with lumpsandgrit; wheel-marksnot
markedly with those on the krater XL-3. For a
furtherparallelto the "zwickel"filling, cf. Schefold, smoothedfrominterior;buffsurface;orange-redglaze
Meisterwerke,
p. 118, fig. 21.
paint.
See also pp. 133-134, and 146. Cf. ewersXXIII-1,
Same type as XL-7 but coarser; bowl lower and
XXXI-1, XXXVII-2 (withreferences).Allthesehave foot broader.
free-fielddecorationconsistingof spiraliformpatterns.
Edge of rim and foot painted solid; broad band
above two fine lines above foot; coarse mottled or
Myc. III A:1.
stippled pattern.
XL-7. Stippled"Teacup."
P1. 59.
Furumark,M.P., Type 219 (p. 48, fig. 13), Myc.
P 27452. Hesperia,XXXV, 1966, p. 76, pl. 23, b. II B-III A:1; Mot. 77: 2 (p.422, fig. 73), Myc. II
From floor south of Burial C. H. 0.045 m., D. with B-III A:1.
handle 0.135 m. Complete, mended from twenty
I agree that this is apparentlya provincialimitation of the type seen in X-4; and thereforeit may
pieces.
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suggest local manufacturefor the better example restoredwith two handles.Part of foot and over half
XL-7.
of bowl missing; restoredin plaster.
III
A:1.
Red-buffclay with grit and pockmarks;buff surMyc.
face, undecorated.
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P1.59.
XL-10. Small Three-handledJar.
P 27454.Hesperia,XXXV, 1966,pp. 76-77, pl. 23,
d. Undercoffinand left leg of Burial D. H. 0.128 m.,
D. 0.115 m. Completeexcept for chips from rim, one
handle broken.
Buff clay with grit and pockmarks;good buff surfacing; streaky orange-brownglaze paint.
Pear-shapedbody, slenderflaring stem, flat base,
threerolledhandleson shoulder,low flaringneckwith
flat lip spreadingdownward;slight plastic ridge at
junction of shoulderand neck.
Lowerbody and foot paintedsolid with thin band
above; shoulderzone framed by three bands below
and two above; rim striped on outer edge; interior
of neck glazed, also handles; a single long-stemmed
spiralbetweeneach pair of handles.
Furumark,M.P., Type 28 or 44 (pp. 22-23, figs. 34), Myc.III A:1-2; Mot. 49: 4 (p. 363, fig. 62), Myc.
III A:1.
Thisis apparentlya smallversionof the type which
usuallyhad verticalhandlesand two stemmedspirals
in handle zone (1-3, XIV-1, XXIV-4 and 5); it is
carelesslypainted and I suspectwas made locally.
See also pp. 120, 143.
Myc. III A:1.
P1.59.
XL-11. Kraterwith Scale Pattern.
P 27456. Hesperia,XXXV, 1966, p. 77, pl. 23, e.
Under coffin, pelvis, and legs of Burial D. Rest.

Roundedbowl with finely profiledoutturnedrinm,
thin flat handles curving from rim to base of bowl,
slender high stem with disc foot with countersunk
hollow. Extremely crooked; knocked over before
firing (?).
Furumark,M.P., Type 260 or 266 (p. 60, fig. 16),
Myc.III A:1-2. Cf.Ch.T., pl. XVI, 28 classifiedas
Type 266. Type 264 has a deeperbowl: cf. III-8.
Cf. also XV-1, XXIV-15 and XXXII-3, all of
which are less crooked.
Myc.III A:1.
XL-13. FragmentaryKylix.
P1.59.
P 27458. Hesperia,XXXV, 1966, p. 77, pl. 24, e.
From in front of door (in dromos).Pres. H. 0.09 m.,
D. rim 0.11 m., with handle 0.135 m. Mended from

many pieces; foot, stem and parts of bowl missing.
Red-buffclay; no surfacing;undecorated.
Conicalbowl, concave lip, slightly outturnedrim,
single flat handlerising in loop slightly above rim.
Furumark,M.P., Type 267 (p. 60, fig. 16), Myc.
III A:1-III B.
Cf. the tin-incrustedexamplesII1-6, 9, 10.
See also p. 128.
Myc.III A: 1.

Not illustrated.
XL-14. Steatite Button.
ST 734. Hesperia,XXXV, 1966, p. 77, pl. 24, e, f.
Fromdromos,in front of door.H. 0.013m., D. 0.02m.
H. 0.26 m., D. rim ca. 0.26 m., at base 0.11 m. Found Split and cracked,chips frombottom edge. Burned?
in three major sections, mendedfrom eleven pieces,
Grayblacksteatite with white stains, speckledwith
brown.
about one-sixthof body and one handlemissing.
Not a true cone. Verticalstringhole.
Extremely coarse pale buff clay, pocked and full
Late Helladic III.
of grit; dirty green-buffsurface;blackpaintfadedand
crackledand almost worn away.
P1.59.
Deep lopsidedpear-shapedbody, raisedring base, XL-15. ConglomerateGraveMarker.
A 3521. Hesperia,XXXV, 1966, pp. 77-78, pl. 24,
flat verticalhandlesfromrim to belowdecoratedzone,
thin outturnedrim. Mrs.Vermeulecomments,"The d. From upper packing of doorway. Max. H. after
krater seems to have been knocked crooked while mending 0.55 m., max. W. 0.55 m., T. 0.08 to 0.15 m.
In two joining pieces stacked one above the other in
still soft, beforeor duringfiring."
Rim painted solid; handles edged and crossedby the packing.
A roughtrapezoidof riverconglomerate.Edgesand
diagonal bars; thin stripes framing top and sides
of decorated zone which has simple scale pattern; faces worked;rough, worn and chipped;perhapsinbandedbelow decorativezone and above foot.
complete.
As Mrs.Vermeulecomments,"Theexamplehereis
Furumark,M.P., Types6-7 (p. 23, fig. 4), Myc. III
A:1; Mot. 70: 1 (p. 403, fig. 70), Myc. II A-III B.
clearly a worked stone of stele-character,the first
recordedgrave markerin the Agora."Re-examining
Cf. remarksunder XL-3.
the evidencein the light of this discovery,I suspect
A:1.
III
Myc.
that the roughstone slab foundinside the chamberof
59.
TombXXIV once served the same function, erected
XL-12. High-stemmedKylix.
P1.
P 27457. Hesperia,XXXV, 1966, p. 77, pl. 23, f. outside the tomb. It also is dressedsmooth on the
From under coffin and right leg of Burial D. H. face and the sides.
0.135 m., D. ca. 0.10 m. with handle, 0.165 m. as
Cf. XXIV-24 and see also p. 102.

TOMBS AND OBJECTS: GRAVE XLI
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with head turnedleft. No enclosingoutline, sketchy
style.
Mrs. Vermeule cites five parallels (two mainland
and three Cretan)and notes that this sketchy style
is not a sign of late date (cf. the glass sealstonein
an L.H. I context in Tomb 516 at Mycenae,Ch.T.,
p. 67, fig. 26 with a similardesign).
See also p. 108.
Late Helladic III.
P1.75.
XL-17. CarnelianSealstone.
J 141. Hesperia,XXXV, 1966, p. 78, fig. 4, pl. 24,
Not illustrated.
f. From left wrist of Skeleton D. L. 0.025 m., D. XL-18. Scrapof Ivory.
BI 792. Hesperia,XXXV, 1966, p. 78. From floor
0.018 m. Front broken through at center to stringhole; back bevelled in broad facets, chips on front south of Burial C. No context. L. 0.018 m., W.
0.003 m. Burned? Stained and blackened.
top edge.
Mrs. Vermeulesuggests that this may have come
The carving represents a bird with double tail,
probably an eagle, rising vertically in rear view from a belt or weaponof one of the funeralparty.
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XL-16. AmygdaloidAmberBead. Not illustrated.
ST 740. Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, p. 78, pl. 24, f.
From left wrist of skeleton D. L. 0.025 m., D.
0.017 m. Brokenat one end, conditionfair.
Piercedlongitudinally.
The only piece of amber from the Mycenaean
cemetery.

GRAVEXLI: BURIALIN MOUTHOFWELL (N 14:3)

P1. 61
Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, p. 45.

Foundduringthe same campaignthat yieldedthe richlyequippedsmallchambertomb XL,
this was a simple burialin the mouth of a disusedwell and was furnishedwith a single offering,a deep-bowledkylix, whichseemsto be of Myc. III B date.'

XLI-1. Conical-bowledKylix, Undecorated. P1.61.
P 27430. H. 0.165 m., D. rim 0.152-0.178m. (with
handles ?), D. foot 0.075 m. Broken, but lacks only
small fragments of handle and wall; completely
restoredin plaster.
Coarseclay; unglazed.

Furumark,M.P., Type 274 (p. 61, fig. 17), Myc.
III B-C:1.
I have not seen this vase, but it is apparently
close to those from the Kylix Pit (0 7:4), 433-435,
and would suggest a poor burial at a time when the
MycenaeanCemeterywas not being extensivelyused
Deepconicalbowl,shortstem,discfoot,bandhan- (cf. the upper burialsin Tomb VII, GraveVI, and
dles from rim to greatest diameter. Very irregular Tomb XX).
in shape; warped.
See also p. 128.
Myc. III B-C:1.

2. THE NON-SEPULCHRAL MYCENAEAN DEPOSITS

About three-quarters of the Mycenaean pottery from the Agora comes from tombs and
graves; the remainder, which is much more fragmentary, comes from deposits which are
chronologicallyless exact and more mixed in character. There are, in general, two types of non1 According to Homer Thompson, this well burial does not
necessarily represent a primary interment, since the remains
seem to have been deposited as bones rather than as a body. Quoting from a letter of August 8, 1967: "The shaft was cut
through the soft rock to a depth of 2.75 m., ending in a stratum of harder rock. Diameter at mouth 1.00 m. contracting
slightly below. To a depth of ca. 0.60 m. the mouth of the well had been filled with large fieldstones. From among these stones
came the fragments of the kylix (P 27430) and a handful of other L.H. III sherds. Below the stones, at a depth of ca. 1.50 m.,
lay many of the bones of a human skeleton; the remains had apparently been deposited as bones rather than as a body. According to J. L. Angel they derived from a middle-aged male. The fill below the bones was brown clay, which yielded only a
very few small sherds and no complete vase." (I have not been able to examine the sherd evidence, and thereforeany conclusions
concerning this burial must be regarded as tentative. S.A.I.)
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sepulchraldeposits: three pits and bothroi at the northeast corner (0 7:14, 0 7:4, and P 8:9),
which contain a mixture of material, some early and fine in quality and ranking with the best
examples from the chamber tombs in the area, the rest coarse household ware, in general later
in date and resembling rather the dromos fill of Tomb XII (above pp. 196-199). In addition,
there are four wells, two in the central Agora (K 6:1 and H 11:2) and two near the Klepsydra
(V 24:1 and S 27:7), which are almost entirely later in character than the pottery from the
tombs, and two stratified deposits, one (0-Q 16-17) in connection with an ancient road across
the south side of the Agora, the other (T 26-27:2) beneath the paved court of the Klepsydra
at the northwest corner of the Acropolis.
The most important material from these deposits will be published accordingto deposit, but
using our running serial numbers. In conclusion, we add twenty additional items without
significant context which help to round out our picture of the pottery of MycenaeanAthens.

PITS AND BOTHROI
MYCENAEAN GULLY AND DEPOSIT IN FRONT OF NORTHEAST STOA (0

7:14)

425-431; Pls. 60, 66-67, 79

This rather enigmatic complex discovered in June, 1951, produced several fragmentary
Mycenaeanvases which are among the finest from the Agora, along with much coarse ware and
many animal bones which give it the character of a refuse deposit. It consisted of a series of
irregularpits, some gradually linked up with one another to form what semed a natural glly.
The largest pit measuring 1.70m. east-west by about 1.20m. north-south and having a
maximum depth of 0.90 m. was situated from five to ten meters northeast of the gully proper
and was cut at the north by the back wall of the Northeast Stoa, which was set down a little
into it. It was here that the Altar Krater (425), the kylix with octopus (42), and the fragmentary
ewer (427) as well as some considerably later material, for example the tankard (429), were
found. The gully itself ran in a southwesterly direction and yielded about twenty small painted
sherds, fragmentary cooking pots (cf. 441 from 0 7:4), unglazed kylix stems, fragments from
pithoi and other coarse pots, as well as part of a stone grinder and many animal bones.
Apparently in both pit and gully we are dealing with a mixed fill, not of one homogeneous phase,
and consisting partly of household refuse. Because of its proximity to the chamber tombs
(especially Tombs XIII-XV) and because of the exceptional quality of several of the vases,
it seems likely that some of the material came from disturbed tombs.
See also p. 111.

425. FragmentaryKraterwith Strap Handles,the posedcreamywhitefor detailson horns,altar and
P1.60. palms.
"AltarKrater."
Widemouthwith broadflaringrim,roundedwall
P 21564.Archaeology,IV, 1951,p. 225 (detailof
floralpattern);XIII, 1960,p. 8, fig.7. P.H. 0.22m., probablytaperingto a piriformbase; broadband
rest. H. 0.25 m., D. rim 0.81 m., D. with handles handlesfrom rim to shoulder.

inside andout;handleshavehorizonRimpainted
0.372m. Mendedfrommanypieces;almosthalf the
framed
tal
handle
one
circumference
stripes
by verticalswhichform a loop
preserved;
including
upper
restoredin plaster,probablynot tall enough(see intersectingthree horizontalbandsbelowshoulder
zone;a secondpairof arcsforma circleseparating
below).
handleareafromthe pictorialscene;lowerpart of
with
and
smooth
hard
buff
polished
Creamy clay,
where bodybandedor coveredwith paint.Thepictureon
surface;mahoganybrownglaze,orange-brown
thinned.Reserveddetailson legs of altar;superim- the preservedside consistsof a centralaltar with
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three legs surmountedby large horns of consecration
In technique the Altar Krater ranks with the
a
double
the
which
of
is
finest
axe,
missing;
flanking
top
Mycenaean examples of the pictorial style,
on either side of altar two palms, those on the right makinguse of three methodsof renderingdetails (cf.
separatedby lozengechains.The spacewas evidently the detailedphotographP1.60, whichwas taken soon
not quite accurately calculated and the altar is after discovery):fine outline drawingin the palms,
slightly off-center; of reverse nothing but lozenge reserveddetail in the legs of the altar, superimposed
chain by handle.
white in the horns of consecration,the altar table
Furumark,M.P., Types 6-7 (pp. 22-23, figs. 3-4), and the trilobate tops of the palms. The second
Myc. III A:1-2 early; Mots.35: 21-22 (p. 327, fig. technique is rare, but may be a carry-overfrom
55), Myc. III A:2-B; 36: 3-4 (p. 333, fig. 56), Myc. the sponge-printpattern of Myc. II (M.P., Mot. 31,
III A:2-B; 15: 2 (p. 279, fig. 39), Myc. III A:2 e.
p. 323,fig. 54), whereasthe superimposedwhite,while
In shape the Altar Krater belongs with a whole being a mark of quality at all periods,was especially
group of early strap-handledkraters,some with ab- characteristicof certain early pictorial vases, e.g.,
stract decorationand otherswith pictorialscenes.Its the so-called "Zeus Krater" from Enkomi (A.J.A.,
early date has not always been recognized,partly LXII, 1958, pl. 98, 2) and the Maronichariot krater
becauseof its fragmentarycharacterand incomplete in the MetropolitanMuseum(A.J.A., XLIX, 1945,
restoration,which even in the latest attempt is not pp. 544 f., figs. 8-10).
The scene represents a Minoan-Mycenaeanaltar
altogether successful.' The total effect can be appreciated better in the complete example with ar- with hornsof consecrationand an uprightshaft which
gonauts or nautili from TombXL where the height must have supported a double axe,6 the whole
and diameterare about equal, as seems to have been flankedby elaboratefloral patterns which belong to
generally true for this shape.2 Mrs.Vermeule in Furumark'sPalm II type (Mot.15, p. 279, fig. 39).
publishingthe argonautkrater (XL-3) has, I think, Derived from glyptic prototypes (goldwork,ivory,
unduly stressed the rarity of this shape, both in and seals), these are found on several other early
Greeceand in Cyprus,for there are a numberof early Myc.III A: 2 vases: underthe handlesof a fine early
exampleswith abstractdecorationfrom Cyprus,3and chariot krater from Enkomi (Sjoqvist, Problems,
the WindowKraterfrom Kourion(J.H.S., LXXVII, p. 70, fig. 19, 1) and on a conical rhyton from My1957, pp. 269-271) has fellows in the new kraters cenae (B.M.Cat.,I, 1, A 1067, 1), both of whichhave
from Pyla (Fasti Archaeologici,VII, 1952, p. 132, the asymmetricaltops of our palms. A less exact
fig. 4) and Enkomi (A.J.A., LXII, 1958, pl. 98, 1); parallelis found on the piercedhydria from Ialysos
the HomageKraterfromAradippo(ibid.,pl. 99, 3-4) (citedin note 5) which combinesthe palm with horns
should not be much later. I do not believe she is of consecrationand double axe as on our krater,the
right in doubting the early date of the Markopoulo wholeconveyingthe idea of an altarin a sacredgrove,
krater with palms and dancing women ('Ep. 'Apx., in the case of the piercedvase with a definiteritual
1895, pl. 10, 9)4or the kraterfrom Vourvatsi(Attica, significance(see above, pp. 227-228). A much later
pl. 10, 1), although these have a certain provincial survival of the same theme has been suggested by
quality,which she has recognizedin XL-3, andwhich Blegenfor a Myc. III B loop-handledkraterfromthe
ally them more with the Koukounaragroup with Argive Heraion (Prosymna,I, p. 451, pl. VIII, 231).
Another vase related to ours is the fragmentary
birds (Epyov, 1963, p. 87, figs. 89-91).
kraterfrom Enkomi (B.M.Cat.,I, 1, C 401; C.V.A.,
1 Dated L.H. III C in Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, p. 203; cor- Br.
Mus., II Cb, pl. 11, 16) with boukrania,horns
rectly to the fourteenth century in Archaeology, III, 1951, of consecrationand double axes, a vase which has
p. 223. The photographs on P1. 60 show three stages in its been
incorrectly analyzed as a loop-handledkrater
restoration: as it was first mended, with the break filled in
with plaster and the base flattened off (giving the erroneous and accordinglydated to Myc. III B.6 While less fine
impression of the Myc. III B loop-handled krater in propor- and presumablya little later than the Altar Krater,
tions), and finally after an attempt to restore the lower part it is still good Myc. III A work.
correctly, which should however have been protracted further
Despite the number of parallels cited to early
to a smaller base, resulting in a conical to conical piriform
vases foundin Cyprus,I feel no hesitationin
pictorial
and
XLXL-11).
profile (cf.
2 The average size of these kraters is from 0.30 m. to
claiming an Argolidworkshopboth for our vase and
0.35 m. in height and diameter, but the Window Krater was for them, an opinionwhichis now sharedby a number
0.428 m. in height.
3 C.V.A., Br. Mus., II Cb, pls. 8, 7; 9, 7; 10, 12; 11, 19,
etc.
4 I examined the
Markopoulokrater in the summer of 1964
through the courtesy of Mrs. Sakellariou at the National
Museum. It is in very bad preservation, and the painting is
disappointing, but not therefore necessarily late. It seems
to me to belong to a provincial group of more careless pictorial vases.

5 Mylonas (see above, note 340) would like to restore a
palm, but this seems unlikely, although the hydria from
Ialysos alternates double axe with palms in the horns of
consecration (lalysos, p. 130, fig. 51).
6 See above note 344. I have examined this vase through
the kindness of the British Museum authorities, and there
is absolutely no question that it was a krater of the straphandled type.
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of scholarsandis supportedby technologicalexamination of the clay.7As an exampleof the morecanonical
standards of the Altar Krater in comparisonwith
XL3, one might note the differences in handle
treatment (cf. Pls. 59, 60). The broaderhandle with
ladder pattern, the characteristicloop formed by a
continuation of the exterior banded edge, and the
clearseparationof the handle area fromthe pictorial
scene are all to be found both on the Altar and the
WindowKrater,but not on XL-3.
See also pp. 118, 121, 145.
Myc. III A:2 early (imported).

426. FragmentaryKylix with Octopus Decoration.
Pls. 60, 67.
P 21591.Archaeology,
IV, 1951,pp. 224-225, detail.
P.H. 0.12 m., H. as restored 0.21 m., D. 0.19 m., D.

with handles 0.218m. Mended from many pieces;
about one-half of upper part, including handle,and
foot preserved;restoredin plaster.
Pinkish buff clay; red-brownlustrous paint with
superimposedwhite for details.
Deep bowlwith slightly outturnedrim; fairly short
stem (perhapsrestoredtoo high) and spreadingdisc
foot, slightly concave with countersunkcenter; two
loop handles,roundin section, fromrim.
Rim, outsideof handles,stem andfoot coveredwith
paint, the disc foot having narrowreservedbands.
Each side of bowl decoratedwith a large octopus
having four pairs of tentacles forming undulating
loops by handles; superimposedwhite dots on tentacles.
Furumark,M.P., Type 256 (p. 60, fig. 16), Myc.
III A:2e; Mot.21: 3-4, 14 (pp. 308, 305, figs. 48-49),
Myc. III A: 1-2 e.
In shape this is the early deep-bowledkylix which
is representedin only a few sherds from the Atreus
deposit (B.S.A., LIX, 1964, p. 250 and fig. 2, 7-8)
but occursin severalexamplesfromVourvatsi(Attica,
pl. 4, 9, 11). With octopus decorationit was very
popular in Rhodes (C.V.A., Copenhagen,IIIa, pl.
50, 1-7; Br. Mus., IIIa, pl. 5, 24, 26, 29-30), where,
however, the four pairs of tentacles were usually
abridged to two. Particularly close to ours is the
kylix in Brussels (C.V.A., Brussels, IIIa, pl. 3, 2),
unfortunatelywithout provenance.The octopuswith
four pairsof tentaclesand superimposedwhite is also
found on kratersof the pictorialstyle (cf. S.C.E., I,
pl. CXX, 3-4 and C.V.A., Br. Mus., II C b, pl. 9, 2).
The association of this kylix in the same deposit
with the Altar Krater suggests that they may both
have come from the same workshop.
See also pp. 127, 146.
Myc. III A:1-2 early (imported).

427. FragmentaryJugwith Cut-away(?)Neck. PI. 60.
P 21595. P.H. 0.17 m., D. 0.207 m. Mended from

many pieces; lower part from junction of neck restored in plaster; part of rim with root of handle
preservedin a non-joiningfragment.
Light creamy buff clay, fine with lightly polished
surface;black paint, almost entirelygone.
Slightly projectingrim, sloping inwards; narrow
neck with plastic ridge at junction of neck and
shoulder;plumpovoid body with very low ring foot.
Originally vertical handle from rim to shoulder.
Two plastic bosses arranged like figure-8 shield
probably opposite handle. Rim probably cut away
slightly at back, less likely beakedin front.
Dogtoothpatternon rim; encirclingbandson neck
and lower part of body; on shoulder schematized
floral patterns, difficultto make out but apparently
voluted and with radiatingrowsof concentricdashes.
Furumark,M.P., Type 136 (p. 31, fig. 6), Myc.
III A:2-B or Type 144 (p. 80, fig. 5), Myc. III A:12; someformof Mot. 11: e.g. 29 and 33 (pp. 261, 265,
figs. 33-34), Myc. II-III A:2 e.
See also pp. 185, 144.
Myc. III A:2 early (probablycontemporarywith
425 and 426).
428. One-handledKylix, Glazed.
P 21592. H. 0.10m.,

Pls. 60, 66.

D. 0.123 m. Mended from

many pieces; fragments of rim and walls missing;
restoredin plaster.
Orange-buffclay rather coarse with impurities;
streaky but lustrous brownish black glaze inside
and out except underfoot.
Deep bowl with slightly offset rim; thick stem,
spreading foot, a ridge at its upper limit, hollow
at centerunderneath;band handlefromrim.
Furumark,M.P., Type 267 (p. 60, fig. 16), Myc.
III A:1-2. Somewhatdeeperbowl and shorterstem,
perhapsinfluencedby monochromeglazed Type 263.
Cf.III-6, 9, 10 and XL-13.
See also p. 128.
Myc.III A: 1-2.
429. Tankard.

P1.60.

P 21593. H. 0.155 m., D. as rest. 0.15 m. Over

half of upper part, fragmentsfrom lower walls and
bottom missing;restoredin plaster(wronglyrestored
with two handles,secondnow removed).
Deep red-buffclay, rather soft and polished; dull
red paint, mostly worn.
Tall concave profile flaring at top and bottom;
plastic ridge aroundmiddle not well defined; plain
rim and flat bottom; one vertical band handle set
well below rim.
Groupsof encirclingbandsat rim and middleform
7 See now, Catlingand Millett,"A Study in the Compositwo
decoratedzones: paralleldiagonallines or foliate
tion Patternsof MycenaeanPictorialPotteryfromCyprus,"
band in upperzone; papyrusflowersin lower.
B.S.A., LX, 1965, pp. 212-224.
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Furumark,M.P., Type 69 (p.35, fig.7), Myc.
Furumark,M.P., Type 226 (p. 53, fig. 15), Myc.
III A:2-B; someversionof Mot.18 (p.293, fig.45) III B. Cf.Zygouries,
p. 163,fig.158 (Potter'sShop).
but too indistinctfor exactcomparison.
Oursneed not be quite so late, but cf. XII-7 from
Cf.Attica,pl. 8, 12-13 (Vourvatsi);B.S.A., LII, dromosfill.
PrehistoricCemetery).
Seealsop. 126.
1957,pl. 41 d (Mycenae,
See alsopp. 130,144.
Myc.III B.
Myc.III A:2-B, inferiorworkandprobablylocal.
431. One-handled
P1.60.
Kylix, Glazed.
430. CoarseAmphora.
P1.60.
P 22457. From MycenaeanGully. H. 0.092 m., D.
P 21594. H. 0.295 m., D. 0.26 m. Mended from 0.123m. Foot, handleand about one-halfof body
restoredin plaster.
manypieces;partsof onehandleandlargefragments preserved;
fromwallsmissing;restored.
Buff clay with bits; dull reddishbrown glaze
Orange-buff
clay with gray core and many im- exceptbeneathfoot.
purities;dull grayishblackwashovermost of outDeepbowlwithslightlyevertedlip; rimsomewhat
side,firedredin one spot.
warped;shortstemandbroaddiscfoot slightlyconHigh nearly straightneck with thickenedrim; caveat center;bandhandlefromrim.
ovoidbodywith narrowbase;handlesroundin secSeereferences
under428.
tion fromrimto shoulder.
Myc.III A:1-2.
MYCENAEAN
BOTHROS
OPPOSITE
STOAPIER17 (P 8:9)
432; PIs. 61, 75

Lying only a few meters to the north and in a line with Tomb XX was a small irregular
pit about 1.30 m. in diameter and 1.50 m. deep, presumably a bothros. The fill was entirely
Mycenaean, but represented an odd assortment of material: fragments of roof tiles and a large
chunk of stone, fragmentary cooking pots on tripod legs, large coarse pots including the fragment of a pithos, twenty to thirty kylix fragments ranging from a fine yellow fabric to very
coarse reddish ware, and a few small fragments of painted ware. Among the last was the fragmentary Myc. III A cup with wishbone handle (432), two small fragments of Myc. III B kylikes
with vertical murex decoration, a fragmentary three-handledjar with scale pattern, and some
rim fragments from open bowls with horizontal handles. It would thus seem to contain domestic
refuse ranging from the fourteenth into the thirteenth century, with the possibility that some
of the finer fragments might have infiltrated from the adjacent chambertombs when they were
opened for subsequent burials. Although there is less fine ware, the contents of this bothros
agree in the main with those from the Mycenaean Gully and Deposit in front of the Northeast
Stoa (0 7:14) and would suggest domestic habitation somewherein the area.
See also pp. 111, 248.

432.Fragmentary
Bowlwith WishboneHandle

loop handle,perhapsunderthe influenceof metal

Pls. 61, 75. vases.Cf.thesilverinlaidcupswithbulls'headsfrom
P 23734. Max. dim. 0.088 m. Three joining frag- Dendra and Enkomi (R.T.D., pls. I, XII-XV, and

ments preservehandleand some of rim and body. ClaudeF. S. Schaeffer,Enkomi-Alasiya,
pls. C-D)
Pinkish buff clay, smooth and hard buff sur- whichhavemoreelaborate
wishbonehandles;andthe
facing;redto brownlustrousglaze.
Myc.III B cupfromKlavdiaby the ProtomePainter
Shallowcup or bowl with slightly evertedrim; (B.M.Cat.,I, 2, C 623 and A.J.A., LX, 1956, pl. 53,
horizontallyset wishbonehandlewith knobat top fig. 8). In the present examplethe decorationis
risesslightlyaboverim.
clearlyMyc. III A. Cf. Furumark,M.P., Mot.49:
Rim insideand out and handleglazed;friezeof 14, 15 (p.363, fig.62), Myc.III A:2 e. No Cypriote
stemmedspiralsin handlezone; trace of encircling influenceneed be assumed,but cf. Karageorghis,
bandbelow.
Nouveaxdocuments,pp. 204ff.
See also pp. 131, 143.
Shape:apparentlya variantof Furumark,M.P.,
283
III
the
knobbed
fig.
48,
Type
(p.
13), Myc. A:2,
Myc. III A: 2 early.
or wishbonehandlebeing substitutedfor the usual
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433-442; Pls. 61, 66, 79
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This small irregularpit (about 0.70 m. by 0.45 m. by 0.50 m. deep) lay a few meters to the
east of the dromos of Tomb XIV. It was full of Mycenaean sherds and fragmentary pots,
mostly kylikes, but also contained occasional scraps of bone and several small stone slabs lying
in no order. Originallytermed a grave, there is nothing in favor of this identification and much
that argues against it. The size would be very cramped even for the burial of a child, no skeleton
or certain human bones were found, the pottery was found in complete disorder and included
single fragments of some vases, including the leg of a tripod cooking pot (441) like those found
in the MycenaeanBothros (P 8:9) and the Pit in front of the Northeast Stoa (O 7:14). Although
a number of more or less complete kylikes were found, these were all extremely coarse and of
careless workmanship, and there is no reason to believe they were not chipped or minus a
handle when they were discarded.Thereforethe identification as a refuse pit seems more likely,
and one might note the similarity of material to that found in the dromos of the unfinished
chamber tomb XII, which seems to be somewhat later in date.
See also p. 111.

433. Conical-bowledKylix

PI. 61. 435. Conical-bowledKylix.

P 21406. H. 0.171 m., D. 0.186m. Mended from

Pls. 61, 66.

P 21408. H. 0.156m., D. 0.158-0.168 m. Mended

several pieces; fragments from rim and walls and from many pieces; complete except for small chips.
Pinkish buff clay, coarsewith impurities;not well
one handle missing,restoredin plaster.
Pinkish buff clay, not well smoothed;clear traces smoothedwith wheel-marksvisible; warped.
of wheelmarks;unglazed.
Shape similar to 433 but with straighterrim and
Deeptaperingbowlwith plainrim; mediumhigh flatter foot. See above references,under433.
stem; fiat disc foot with depressionin center unMyc.III B-C:1.
derneath.Two vertical band handlesfromrim.
P1.61.
Furumark,M.P., Type 274 (p. 61, fig. 17), Myc. 436. Angular-bowledKylix.
P 21409. H. 0.10m., D. 0.10-0.112m. Mended from
III B-C:1 e. This is a characteristicform of domestic kylix found in destructionlevels at a num- many pieces; nearly complete; fragmentsof lip and
ber of sites (Zygouries,p. 152, fig. 142; Korakou, foot missing.
Unglazedbuff clay with bits; poorly shaped with
p. 71, fig. 102, 2; Great Poros Wall at Mycenae,
B.S.A., L, 1955, pl. 45, d, e; Iolkos, "Epyov, 1956, wheel-ridgesnot removed.
Narrowbowl with slightly offset lip and distinct
p. 49, fig. 49; Blegen, Pylos, I, pp. 368-371ff., Type
29, figs. 361-364). In shape our examplesagreemore angle at shoulderwhere lower conical part of bowl
closely with Blegen's Shape 29 d but the dimensions meets straighterwall of rim; mediumlow stem; slopare close to Shape29 c, "StandardSize." Also found ing spreading foot with shallow depressionundorin fill of Mycenaean Fountain (Fountain, p. 376, neath; two small vertical band handlesfromrim.
Furumark,M.P., Type 267 (p. 61, fig. 17), Myc.
fig. 58, a). Not found in Granaryat Mycenaewhere
the taller stemmed type with conical bowl appears III B-C: 1. Cf. Zygouries,p. 152, fig. 143; 'Epyov,
1956, p. 49, fig. 48 (Iolkos);Fountain,p. 376, fig. 58,
(B.S.A., XXV, 1921-23, pl. 10, c).
See also pp. 127-128.
b, c; Pylos, I, pp. 366-367, Shape 27, figs. 359-360.
The shape is not nearly so commonat Pylos as the
Myc. III B-C:1 e.
conical-bowledShape 29 (209 examples compared
61.
with
P1.
434. Conical-bowledKylix.
3,278).
The two handles on our example are unusual,
P 21407. H. 0.146 m., D. 0.155-0.162 m. Mended
from many pieces; profilecomplete, but more than 437 being the characteristicform.
See also pp. 127-128.
one-halfthe foot, small piecesfromwall and part
in
restored
of one handle missing,
Myc.III B-C:1 e.
plaster.
with
red
Buff clay
bits; unpolished.
Pls. 61, 66.
Shape similar to 433, but narrower bowl and 437. Angular-bowledKylix.
P 21411. H. 0.108m., D. 0.110m. Mended from
shorter stem, badly warped. See above references,
under433.
many pieces; completebut for small fragmentsfrom
rim and wall.
III
B-C:1.
Myc.
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Buff clay; unglazed;some black accretioninside.
Shape similar to 436, but better shaped, more
carinatedbowl and only one handle. This is clearly
a later development of the carinated low-stemmed
kylix seen in the tin incrusted examples (III-6, 9
and 10) and the glazed examples428 and 431.
The black accretioninside may suggest its use as
a lamp (cf. Broneer,Fountain,p. 377).
See also p. 128.
Myc. III B-C:1 e.
P1.61.
438. Angular-bowledKylix.
P 21412.H. 0.109m., D. 0.113m. Mendedfromfour
pieces; complete except for lip fragmentand handle.
Very pale coarse cream-coloredclay with pink
core; unglazedand unpolished.
Shape similarto 437 (see referencesunder436 and
437). Cf. also P 21410, 21413 and 21414 from same
deposit.
Myc. III B-C:1 e.
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Furumark,M.P., Types 281-282 (pp. 48-49, figs.
13-14), Myc. III B-C:1; Mot.23: 9-10 (p. 311, fig. 51)
Myc.III B. Plentiful examplesof this shapebut none
with murex decorationfrom the Fountain (Fountain,
pp. 351-361, figs. 29-38). Cf. kylix with murex from
Potter's Shop (Zygouries,p. 145, fig. 135, left).
Theshapeis rareat Pylos and most of the examples
are more properlythe smaller skyphos (Types 284285): Pylos, I, pp. 397-399, Shape 60, figs. 385-386
(10 examplesnumbered).
See also pp. 122, 147.
Myc.III B (late).
441. Foot of TripodCookingPot.
P21415.

P.H. ca. 0.175m.,

P1.61.

T. of foot at top

0.016 m. One foot and a little of round-bodiedbowl
only preserved.
Sandy micaceous clay, pinkish with gray core;
carefullymade by hand. Somewhatblackenedfrom
use.
High foot, a thin oval in section, tapering to a
small blunt tip.
Furumark,M.P., Type 320 (p. 75, fig. 21), Myc.
II-III C. Cf. Hesperia,II, 1933, p. 372, fig. 45 (from
houses built over Northeast Stairway); Fountain,
p. 399, fig. 81; B.S.A., XLIX, 1954, pl. 37, c (House
of Sphinxes). The examples from Pylos are much
smaller (Pylos, I, pp. 413-414, Shapes 69 and 70,
figs. 395-396) and are called "tripod-cups,"their legs
being only 1.5 to 2.5 cms. long.
Uncataloguedfragmentssimilar to 441 from 0 7:
14 and P 8:9.
See also pp. 119, 140.
Myc. III B-C:1.

439. Teacup.
P1. 61.
P 21417. H. 0.043m., D. 0.11 m. Mended from
three pieces; completebut for handle and chips.
Orange-buffclay, poorly cleaned;unglazed.
Shallowteacup shapewith flaringrim, one vertical
band handle from rim, and flat slightly offset base.
Furumark,M.P., Type 220 (p. 48, fig. 13), Myc.
III A:2-B. Cf. Zygouries,p. 154, fig. 145, 403, 450;
Pylos, I, p. 360, Shape 12, figs. 353-354 (1160 examples counted;in profileours agreesmost closely with
Nos. 1 and 2). The single specimenfromthe Fountain
(Fountain, p. 381, fig. 63, a) is more carinated like
the bowl of a kylix of Type 267.
See also p. 129.
442. Steatite Bead.
Myc. III B-C:1 e.

P1.61.

ST 506. L. 0.0165 m., W. 0.017 m. Intact. Black

P1.61.
440. Fragmentof Krater.
P 21416. Max. dim. 0.073 m. Wall fragment with
no finishededge.
Orange-buffclay; darkred glaze,not very lustrous.
From straight wall of a large open pot, probably
a krater with loop handles. Parts of two vertical
murex shells preserved, that on the right almost
complete.

steatite.
Shield-shaped,lentoid. Piercedhorizontally.
Comparethe similar shield-shapedbead from the
Ares Tomb (VII-34) which has four circulardepressions on undersideand was perhapsused as a seal.
Associated with Burials XIII and XIV of upper
burialstratum.
Late Helladic III B-C.

JLLS
WELL NORTH OF TEMPLE OF ARES (K 6:1)

443-445; P1. 61
This small well which lies about 20 meters northeast of Tomb VII was discovered in the
spring of 1952. Circular in shape with an upper diameter of about 0.80 m., it was only 2.20 m.

deep; however, water was struck between 1.40 and 1.80 m. below the surface of bedrock. The
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coarse jug (443), which was intact except for a small chip, was found at a depth of 1.60 m.
The rest of the fill was fragmentaryand consisted of much coarseware and very little decorated.
Nothing was later than the Mycenaeanperiod, and there were a few earlierpieces, including one
Gray Minyan fragment. The existence of a Mycenaeanwell in this area, when taken with the
evidence of domestic refuse in the three deposits further to the east (O 7:4, 0 7:14, and P 8:9)
would suggest a Mycenaeansettlement along the north side of the Agora.
See also p. 111.
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443. CoarseJug.

P1.61.

P 22264. H. 0.247 m., D. 0.197 m., D. lip 0.107 m.

Intact except for small chip fromwall.
Pinkish buff clay, lighter buff surfacing.
Fairly high neck with roundmouth and rolledrim
projecting slightly; ovoid body on low ring base;
handle circular in section from rim to middle of
shoulder.Well made pot.
Furumark,M.P., Type 105 (p. 35, fig. 7), Myc.
III B. Cf.Zygouries,p. 156, fig. 149 (Potter's Shop);
Fountain,p. 396, fig. 77; Pylos, I, pp. 376-377, Shape
36, figs. 867-868.

Furumark,M.P., Type267 (p. 61, fig. 17), Myc.III
B-C :. Cf.436-438 and references.
Myc. III B (-C:1).

445. FragmentaryConicalRhyton.
PI. 61.
P 22366. P.H. 0.11 m., max. D. 0.038 m. Two
joining fragments;brokenabove; foot chipped.
Ratherheavy fabric;buffclay with smoothedpinkbuff surface;red to brownglaze badly worn.
Preserves most of lower end of tapering conical
rhyton with rather swelling and irregularwall; not
well smoothedinside but clear indicationof circular
Cf.XIV-8 and478.
hole leadingto base. Decoratedwith groupsof broad
See also p. 136.
and narrowencirclingbands.
III
B.
Furumark,M.P., Type 199 (p. 67, fig. 20), Myc. IMyc.
III B. Cf. fragmentsfrom the Fountain (Fountain,
444. Angular-bowledKylix.
P1.61. p. 386, fig. 67,1,m) which are probablyearlier(Myc.
P 22267. H. 0.102 m., est. D. ca. 0.11 m. Mended III A ?) than the bulk of the fill. The shape is not
from severalfragments.Muchof foot, body and rim classified at Pylos but seems to have occurredin
severalfragmentaryexamples(referredto on pp. 235,
missing.
Sandy pale greenishbuff clay with many bits. A 285, 849). Cf. the fine earlier examples from Attica
few traces of orange-redglaze on int. ?
(Attica,pl. 18, 1, 5).
Cf.also447 andpp.187-138.
Deep bowl with nearly vertical rim forming an
Myc. III B (?).
angle with wall; short stem with sloping foot, concave beneath with central depression;small rather
thick band handle from lip to below angle.

WELLIN THOLOS,TRENCH Q (H 11:2)

446; P1. 61

Hesperia,Suppl.IV, 1940,p. 8.
This small well was discovered in the spring of 1938 in the middle of the easternmost room

of the North Archaic House adjacent to the Tholos. It was circular with a diameter at the

mouth of ca. 2.30 m. narrowingdown at 3.00 m. to 0.85 m., giving a hopper-shaped
effect to
the upperpart. The potterywhichwas scanty (a handfulof plain sherdsand the pitcher446)

began at 3.65 m., and at 4.75 m. the well came to an abrupt end. The location of a Mycenaean
well in this area is somewhat surprising, since we have no other evidence for the existence of
domestic occupation in Mycenaean times along the west side of the Agora, with the exception of
the filling of the dromos of the unfinished chamber tomb XII, other possible indications of
domestic habitation being clustered at the northeast corner of the Agora.
See also p. 111.
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PI. 61.
446. CoarseJug
P 13256. Hesperia, Suppl.IV, p. 3, fig. 2. H.
0.198 m., D. 0.166 m. Many fragments missing; restoredin plaster.
Pale gray buff clay containingmuch grit; surface
smoothed; decorationin dull blackish paint, much
worn.
Cylindricalneckwith flaringslightlythickenedrim;
squat biconicalshape on lightly definedbase; round
handle lip to shoulder.Two encirclingbands around
greatest circumference.
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Furumark, M.P., Type 116 (p. 603), considered
Lev.-Myc.III B. The neck is taller and more concave than in the usual Myc. III B jug (cf. Zygouries,
pp. 168-169, figs. 163-164).Possibly this representsa
late Easterninfluencecomparableto that seen in the
kalathos with fish and bird from the Ares Tomb
(VII-24) or the Perati influenceon the small hydria

482.

ProbablyMyc.III C (advanced).

MYCENAEANWELL (V 24:1)

447-471; Pls. 62-63, 77

Of the twenty-seven prehistoric wells discovered in 1937, 1938 and 1939 on the northwest
slopes of the Acropolis, two belonged to the Mycenaean period. The earlier of these is situated
about 35 meters down the slope northwest of the exit of the MycenaeanFountain (see Pls. 91,
92). The well was circularor roughly oval in section (about 1.40 m. east-west by 1.10 m. northsouth) decreasingto a diameter of about 0.90 m. in the lower part. It had a depth of 6.20 meters,
with water beginning at about 2.50 meters and being copious at 5.00 meters. The bottom of the
shaft was rough, blocked by a ledge of rock too hard to cut, which still bears in two places the
marks of a pointed tool with which it was tested. About 0.30 m. below a late Roman pit which
cut into the north side sherds occurredin fair quantity and the fill seemed to be pure.
The fill was unstratified and seems to constitute dump fill from neighboring houses of the
Myc. III B period, and is somewhat earlierthan the major part of the dump fill of the Fountain.
With the possible exception of a large pithos, 464, and the crumpledlead sheathing, 471, there
does not seem to be evidence for a use fill. The pottery is presented in the Cataloguein roughly
chronologicalorder.
See also p. 112.
447.Fragmentof ConicalRhyton.
P1.62.
Buff clay with hard polished surface; lustrous
P 15527. P.H. 0.041 m., P.W. 0.033 m. Fragment orange-redpaint.

withnofinishededgefromwallof smallfairlystraight-

Globular
Decoration:
on
shapeso faras preserved.

sided pot.
shoulder,twobroadencirclingbandswithsix narrow
Fine hard pinkish buff clay, gray at core, polished linesbetween;abovein handlezonetracesof a pat-

surfaceoutside,smoothedinside;lustrousred glaze. tern with parallelcurves (floralpattern?);below,
Fairly straight wall, small diameter, and finished zoneof doublehooksor sidewiseS's.
surfaceinside suggest a conicalrhyton.
Furumark,M.P., Type 171 (p. 31, fig.6), Myc.
On outside, two horizontalbands, and a pattern of
elongatedhatched triangles and curving lines, probably part of a floralpattern.
Furumark,M.P., Type 199 (p. 67, fig. 20), Myc.
I-III B; pattern probablya form of Mot. 11 (p. 265,
fig. 34) or 18 (p. 287, fig. 42).
From the technique and the shape an early date
seems likely. Cf. the less fine example 445 and references.
Myc. III A-B.

III A: 2-C:1; Mot. 48 (p. 360, fig. 61), Myc. III A-

C:1. Cf.the stirrup-vasefragmentsfromthe Fountain(Fountain,pp.389ff.,figs.70-71),manyofwhich
are later.
See also pp. 123-124.
Myc. III A-B.

449. Fragmentof Narrow-necked
Jug (?).

P1.62.

P 15520. P.H. 0.042 m., P.W. 0.047 m. Fragment
with no finished edge preserves part of shoulder

andstartof neck.

448. Fragmentof Stirrup-vase.
P1.62.
Pinkish buff clay with smooth light buff surface;
P 15521. P.H. 0.055 m., P.W. 0.062 m. Fragment, lustrousred glaze.
brokenall around,fromshoulderwith stumpof one
From a closed pot with quite broad shoulderand
handle.
narrow neck. Decoration consists of an encircling
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452. Fragmentsfrom Kraterwith Loop Handles.
P1.62.
P 14685. P.H. ca. 0.085m. Two non-joiningfragments from wall preservingpart of rim.
Heavy pinkish buff clay with grits; buff surface;
chocolate-brownpaint without luster; fabric less
good than 451.
From wall of wide-mouthedkrater with splaying
rim; traces of handle to left on larger fragment.
Glazed bands at inner and outer edge of lip; two
rows of tangent spiralsbelow a broadband.
Furumark,M.P., Types 281-282 (pp. 48-49, figs.
18-14), Myc. III B-C: 1; Mot.46: 57 (p. 357, fig. 60),
Myc.III B (herereversed).
Here there is no doubt as to the kratershape, and
there are close parallels in the Fountain Material
(A.P. 2645, 2718, Fountain, p. 357, fig. 32, a, 45, g).
Cf. also the spiral band on a Myc.III B skyphos
450. Fragment of Small Handmade Cup or Bowl. from
Mycenae (B.S.A., L, 1955, pi. 48, a), also runPI. 62.
clockwise
fromthe spiralcenterswhicharefilled.
P 15526. P.H. 0.042 m., P.W. 0.037 m. Fragment ning
See also pp. 122, 143.
preservingpart of rim and wall.
Myc.III B-C: 1.
Fine pinkish buff clay, gritty, gray at core; red
glaze.
P1.62.
453. Fragmentof Skyphos.
Thick wall tapering to plain thin lip. Handmade.
P 15524. P.H. 0.036m., P.W. 0.049 m. Fragment
Wall outside covered with vertical wavy lines of fromwall with
part of rim.
glaze,resemblingdecorationof a Mycenaeanfigurine.
Buff clay with creamy buff surface; lustrous
Furumark,M.P., Type 205 (p. 619), Myc.III B. brownglaze.
Cf.Zygouries,p. 140, fig. 181, 6; p. 172, fig. 168, 880;
Splayed rim with plain lip. Two narrow bands
Prosymna,II, figs. 507, 79; 508, 76.
inside lip, one on edge of lip; panel pattern of zigSuch handmadebowls were probablythe product
between two vertical lines on wall.
of the coroplastand come in various forms usually zagFurumark,M.P.,
Type 284 (p. 48, fig. 13), Myc.
decoratedwith vertical wavy lines like the figurines. III B-C:1; Mot.75: 10, 22
(p. 414, fig. 72), Myc.
See also p. 130.
III B-C:1 e. Cf. A.P. 2692, 2693, Fountain, p. 365,
ProbablyMyc. III B.
fig. 42, a-b, d.
See also p. 132.
PI. 62.
451. Fragmentof Krater.
Myc. III B (advanced).
P 14684. P.H. ca. 0.085 m. Wall fragment with
P1.62.
454. Fragmentof Skyphos.
trace of rim at top.
0.053
m.
P.W.
P.H.
0.089
P 15525.
m.,
Fragment
Heavy but good fabric; buff clay with grit; hard
of rim and wall.
pale buff polishedsurface;lustrousbrownglaze.
Buff clay with creamy buff hard surface;lustrous
From wall of krater with fairly straight wall and
black
narrowsplayedrim.
glaze, crackledand worn, brownwherethin.
Rim
horiof
three
Glazed on inside and outside rim;
very slightly splayed with rolled lip. Glaze
the
covers
zone
in
handle
inside, the lip and a broadband below on
zontal bands on lower wall; design
a panel of eight verticals, painted
Below
outside.
of
formed
oval
eight curving
consisting of oblique
with decreasingthicknessof glaze
to
left
from
right
parallellines joined at right.
to right with bowl turnedupside
left
from
281
(p.48, fig. 13), (probably
ProbablyFurumark,M.P., Type
start
of curvingpattern at left.
on
down
8-9
rim);
(p. 23, fig. 4), Myc.
Myc. III B; less likely Types
19:
Mot.
of
M.P.,
a
variant
Furumark,
decoration
III A:2-B;
82, 38,
Type 284 (p. 48, fig. 13), Myc.
Mot.
50
B-C:
III
A:2.
1;
III
37 (p. 299, fig. 47), Myc.
(p. 363, fig. 62), Myc. III B-C:1.
The most commonshapefrom the fill of the FounNot definitelya kraterwith loop handlesand possibly a late version of the strap-handledkrater: tain (Fountain,pp. 862-870 ff., Broneer's Shape 8,
cf. Fountain,p. 862, fig. 39. The decorationseems to figs. 40-49). Cf. especiallyFountain,p. 868, fig. 45 b,
be a local variation of the "Multipletongue" pat- d, h for antithetic spiral patterns.
Cf. also p. 132.
tern. Fabricresemblesthe krater411.
III B (advanced).
late
than
more
III
Myc.
early.
A-B,
likely
Myc.
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band at junction of neck and shoulder,a diagonal
guilloche-likepattern consisting of two wavy lines
enclosinga row of dots, and a triangularobject with
a reservedwavy line in the center.
Shape: too small to determinewhat type of jug.
Decoration:Furumark,M.P., Mot.48: 23 (p. 360,
fig. 61), Myc. III B. It is impossibleto decide about
the other pattern, but it has a certain pictorial
quality (perhapsthe wing of a bird?): cf. M.P., Mot.
7: 22, 26, 28, 29 (p. 253, fig. 30), Myc. III A:2-B.
The generaleffect of neatness and fussinessreminds
one of certainMyc.III B pictorialkraters,particularly those found in Cyprus but known also on the
Greekmainland(see A.J.A., LX, 1956, pp. 187-141,
pls. 52-54).
Myc.III B (earlierthan main fill of Fountain).
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on shoulder, and is perhaps related to the small
amphoriskostype (M.P. Types 59 and 64) of a late
ment of rim and wall.
range; cf. Ialysos, pp. 124-125, figs. 43, 44.
Soft micaceousred-buffclay; redglaze,muchworn.
See also p. 121.
Rim slightly splayedwith plain lip. Broadband of
Myc. III B-C:1 e.
glaze below lip and linked spiralsbelow.
P1.62.
Furumark,M.P., Type 284 (p. 48, fig. 13), Myc. 458. High-swungHandlefromLadle.
P 15528.P.H. 0.113 m. Handle and attachmentto
III B-C:1; Mot. 46: 54 (p. 357, fig. 60), Myc. III
A:2-C:1. Cf. Fountain, p. 368, fig. 45, e for pattern, wall only preserved.
Deep buff clay, coarsewith impurities.
although that sherd (A.P. 2716) with shiny black
From a ladle, with only beginning of bowl preglazed interiorseems later.
served.
See also p. 132.
Furumark,M.P., Type 236 (pp. 48-49, figs. 13-14),
Myc. III B-C:1.
Myc. III B-C:1. Cf.Zygouries,p. 154, fig. 144 (Pot456. Fragmentfrom Stirrup-Vase.
P1.62. ter's Shop);A.P. 2838-2841,Fountain,p. 382, fig. 64,
P 15522. P.H. 0.048 m., P.W. 0.044 m. Fragment j-m, which are smallerthan ours. Cf. the graduated
preservesstump of spout.
dippersand strainersfrom Pylos (Pylos, I, pp. 363Dark buff clay with grit; blackish brown glaze, 366, Shapes 20-25, figs. 357-358); in size our fragment agreesmost closely with the largest, Shape 25.
fairly lustrousbut flaked.
Cf. also 484, and p. 140.
Solid band aroundbase of spout; traces of a circle
or spiral on shoulder.
Myc. III B-C:1.
but
to
Shapeimpossible diagnoseexactly;
probably
late because of technique and color of glaze. Cf. 459. FragmentaryAngularAlabastron.
P1.62.
a-b.
P
15518.
P.H.
0.059
D.
0.091
base
m.
Fountain, p. 388, fig. 69,
m.,
Mouth,
much of shoulderand handles missing; restoredin
See also p. 124.
Myc. III B-C.
plaster.
Pinkish buff clay, hard lustrous cream surface;
457. FragmentaryJar or Amphoriskos(?). P1.62. streaky red to brownglaze.
P 15519. P.H. 0.087 m., P.W. 0.112 m. Large wall
Bottom slightly convexwith smallflattenedcentral
a
of
number
of
made
up
joining pieces part; straight wall and angular shoulder; probably
fragment
which preservesone horizontalloop handle; another three loop handles. Encircling bands on shoulder
small non-joiningfragmentfrom handle zone.
and wall.
Fine greenishbuff clay with hard polishedsurface;
Furumark,M.P., Type 94 or 96 (p. 44, fig. 12),
brownishblack glaze, badly worn.
Myc. III A: 2-C: 1. Cf.Fountain,p. 384, fig. 65, k-p.
Shape either a small piriformjar with three han- Cf.Pylos, I, pp.402-403, Shape64, figs.385-386 (only
two examples).
dles, or morelikely, an amphoriskos.
Decorationextremelyfine and miniaturework, in
Later than XXVIII-1 or 414.
dilute brownglaze, with thicker black for horizontal
See also p. 123.
bands. Handle glazed, narrowzone of fine net patMyc. III B.
tern in handle zone, framed above and below by
broad bands and six fine lines; similar scheme of 460. FragmentaryLargeHydria.
P1.62.
P 15529. P.H. 0.183m., P.W. 0.37 m. Preservedis
bandingrepeatedfartherdown.
Althoughat first suggestive of a three-handledjar a large piece of the wall with one horizontal loop
of Furumark'sTypes 44-45 (p. 23, fig. 4), thereis too handle, giving nearly half the circumferenceof the
great an area above handle before contraction for handle zone; also many non-joiningfragments.
neck (cf. with Prosymna, II, fig. 714), and there is
Gritty orange-buffclay with lustrous cream slip
no suggestion of tapering toward a piriform base. or surfacingoutside; not well smoothed;orange-red
Furthermore,the miniature net pattern and fine semi-lustrouspaint, crackledbut adheringwell.
banding suggest the Closestyle or its antecedentsin
Fragment probably comes from a large globular
new
the
unusual
B
III
from
Myc.
amphora
(e.g.
hydria.
Horizontalencirclingbandsin pairsabove and beXVII, 1961-1962,pt. 2, pl. 61). The
Mycenae,AENT.,
more likely alternative would seem to be a more low handle; outside of handle glazed and extending
globularshapewith two loop handles.Cf.the unusual downwardin an arc on wall of vase to top of lower
tripod-jarfrom Pylos (Pylos, I, pp. 412-413, Shape banding;traces of a zone of hook spiralsrising from
68, figs. 395-396) which has fine painted decoration uppermostband above handle zone.
Furumark,M.P., Type 128 (p. 35, fig. 7), Myc. III
"approaching,if not actually of the Close style."
Ourshas no evidence for tripod legs or piercedlugs B-C: 1; Mot. 51: 23 (p. 366, fig. 63), Myc. III B-C: 1.
455. Fragmentof Skyphos.

P1.62.
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P 15523. P.H. 0.064 m., est. D. ca. 0.16 m. Frag-
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Small mouth with splayed and bevelledlip; short
neck which flows into long ovoid body with small
flat base; two loop handles set horizontallyhigh on
shoulder.
Shapenot closelymatchedin Furumarkbut closer
to M.P., Type 13 (p. 75, fig. 21) with addition of
handlesthan to moreorganicbelly-amphora,Type 58
(p. 36, fig. 8).
See also p. 140.
461. Fragmentof Lid of "Incense-Burner." P1.62.
m.
from
cenP 15530. Max.dim. 0.118 Fragment
Myc. III B-C.
small
for
handle.
attachment
ter of lid with
loop
Grittyreddishbrownclay, like cooking-potfabric; 466. FragmentaryWide-mouthedBurnishedJar.
P1.62.
unglazed.
ca.
0.185
D.
P
D.
est.
base
ca.
15531.
Est.
about
with
holes
domed
m.,
lip
shape; pierced
Slightly
0.15 m. Two large non-joiningfragments,each made
0.008-0.009m. in diameter.
Furumark,M.P., Type 335, piercedfor use with up of a number of pieces; and seven small nonType 315 (p. 75, fig. 21), Myc. II-III C. Cf. un- joining fragments: a, preserves about one-half of
piercedlids, Zygouries,p. 160, fig. 154. Cf. now the mouth and shoulder, b, about one-halfof base and
with perforatedlids, Pylos, lowerwall.
small "incense-burners"
Coarseruddy brown clay, dark gray at core and
I, pp. 414-415, Shapes71-72, figs. 395-396.
over most of outside; outside and inside of rim
See also p. 140.
highly burnished.Handmade(?).
Myc.III B-C:1.
Flat base with wide mouth and high slightly
462. Fragmentof Pithos, Plastic Decoration. P1.62. splayedrim.
P 15533.P.H. 0.145m., P.W. 0.225m. Two joining
Althoughthe fabricresemblesMycenaeancookingwall
of
from
ware, the burnishis unusual,and the shape difpot
pithos.
fragments
fers
brown
unterracotta
coarse
fabric;
markedly from the characteristic Mycenaean
gritty
Very
pot on tripod legs (e.g., Fountain, p. 399,
cooking
glazed.
Raised horizontalband with carelessladder orna- fig. 81, a-b). In shape it resemblesthe MiddleHelladic cooking pots 343-345, two from wells on the
ment in relief.
NorthwestSlope, and the possibilityexists that this is
Furumark,M.P., Type 13 (p. 75, fig. 21).
Cf. Korakou,p. 73, fig. 106; Fountain, p. 399, fig. considerablyearlierthan the rest of the fill of the well.
See also p. 141.
80, e. Except for the unusual example from Pylos
Middleto Late Helladic?
(Pylos, I, p. 394, Shape 55 b, fig. 381) with all over
mouldedrope bands, the other storagejars are plain
PI. 63.
466. TerracottaFigurineof Animal.
or have painted decoration.
tail
and
m.
P.H.
0.046
0.054
1960.
T
P.L.
Nose,
m.,
See also p. 140.
legs missing.
Myc. III.
Orange-pinkclay; bands of red glaze.
Creaturewears a curly topknot and is classified
62.
from
Pithos
Knob
463. Boss or
P1.
(?).
P 15534. P.H. 0.046 m., D. knob ca. 0.058 m. by ElizabethFrenchas a horsewith curlingforelock.
Brokenfromwall of largeheavy vessel. Gritty brown Bands of paint down middle of back, aroundneck,
tail and start of legs.
clay, gray at core; pithos fabric.
Cf. animal figurines from the Argive Heraion
the
with
low
concave
knob
sides,
top
Flat-topped
decoratedwith incisedradiallines.
(Prosymna,II, figs. 613-616), none of which has this
Cf. the similar knob with radial lines from the type of topknot; they seem ratherto representbulls
North Slope (A.P. 1451, Hesperia,VI, 1937, p. 567, or cows (cf. Prosymna, I, pp. 360-365). Cf. also
fig. 19, a) which is classifiedas a lug from a storage Korakou,p. 107, fig. 132.
Dated Late Helladic III B from fill of well by
vase.
Mrs.French.
See also p. 140.
Myc.III.
Pls. 63, 77.
467. Stone Button.
ST 291. H. 0.019 m., D. 0.03 m. Chipped at lower
P1.62.
464. FragmentaryPithos, Undecorated.
P 15532. H. 0.66 m., D. 0.462 m. Mended from edge. Polished black stone.
A squat cone, vertically pierced.
many pieces; a few fragmentsmissing.
Cf. Prosymna,II, fig. 602, 2 ("shortcone").
Thick reddish buff clay, coarse with grits; well
Late Helladic III.
smoothed;unglazed.Handmade?
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Cf. Korakou,p. 69, fig. 100. No complete hydria of
this scale was found in the Fountain but some fragments (Fountain, p. 898, fig. 79) may have come
from such; for pothook spirals cf. ibid., p. 397, fig.
78, a, c, j. Nothing similarfrom Pylos.
Cf. XII-8 and 476. See also p. 125.
Myc. III B-C:1.
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468.Fragmentof StoneAxe or Hammer.
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P1.63.

Sidesand bottomworkedsmooth,the top deeply
worn.
About half preserved.Hard gray stone, highly
Cf.Korakou,
p. 108,fig.133,8.
LateHelladic.
polished.
The pointed end of an axe or hammer,bored
471. LeadSheathing.
P1.63.
verticallyfora handle.
contextsare something IL 724.Max.L. as bent 0.52m. A largecrumpled
Stonetoolsin Mycenaean
of a rarity,but seeKorakou,
p. 109andfig.183,7, 9. sheetof lead.Possiblya basinbecauseD. of mouth
seemslargein proportion
Cf. also XXIX-4.
to H.
Cf.the crumpledlead sheathingsfoundin the fill
LateHelladic(?).
of the MycenaeanFountain(Fountain,pp.415-416,
469. Fragmentof StoneMortar.
P1.63. fig.100) and Broneer'ssuggestionthat they were
ST 322. H. 0.071m., est. D. ca. 0.35 m. About one- usedforcoversof vesselsof someperishable
material.
quartercircumference
preserved.
Grayvolcanicstone. The discoveryof our examplein a near-bywell
Shallowbowl with roundedsides, plain lip and wouldlend supportto the theorythat thesevessels
flat bottom.Theinsidemuchworn.
wereusedto drawwater.Broneercommentson the
Cf.the well-preserved
mortarandpestle(Fountain, large amountof lead from Mycenaeandepositsin
Athens,andbelievesthis indicatesAtheniancontrol
p. 412,fig.94).
LateHelladic.
of the minesat Laureion.Cf.nowalsothe crumpled
lead basin from drainbeneathcorridorof Citadel
470. Fragmentof Whetstone.
P1.63. Houseat Mycenae(B.C.H.,LXXXV,1961,p. 669,
ST 323. P.H. 0.065m., max. W. 0.017m. One fig.8).
cornerof a thin rectangularslab of light grayish LateHelladic.
yellowsandstone.
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ST 290. P.L. 0.05 m., H. 0.044 m., T. 0.04 m.

MYCENAEANWELL (S

27:7)

472-478; Pls. 63, 67

Discovered in the spring of 1939, this well was situated almost one hundred meters to the
southwest of Well V 24:1, only a few meters to the west of the Klepsydra and in the region
where the prehistoric wells are most numerous. The shaft was originally almost rectangular,
about 1.10 to 1.15 m. on the side, but the sides had collapsed rather badly in the upper 4.00
meters, so that the general impression was that of a circular well with a diameter of about
1.50 m. The well was 6.25 meters deep with a little black hardpan in the bottom and a number
of large fragments of small vases, possibly representinga use fill; among these was 472, a fragmentary late Granarystyle skyphos. The upper fill to about 1.25 m. was mixed with Byzantine,
and contained a Neolithic Red Burnished sherd included in our Neolithic Catalogue(22). Below
this there was clean dry bedrock and a purely Mycenaean fill.
On the basis of the pottery, particularly that at the bottom which may represent the period
of use, this well is later than V 24:1, and belongs with the latest material in the fill of the
Fountain, the mature Granarystyle of Myc. III C. When combined with the evidence from the
pits and cuttings under the paved court of the Klepsydra (T 26-27:2), one might conclude that
after the serious threat to Athens toward the end of the thirteenth century, which led to the
construction of the Fountain, there was a period of relative calm. At this time when the
Fountain had fallen into disrepairand was filled up, the inhabitants of the Acropoliswere free to
draw their water outside, making use of the natural springs at the Klepsydra and of Well
S 27:7, which was dug in the area where the water table was high. If these were within the
walled area of the Pelargikon (cf. Iakovides, Myc. Acrop., p. 204, fig. 38), the historical picture
may be somewhat different.
See also pp. 112, 154.
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472. FragmentarySkyphos.
P1.63.
P 15081. From bottom of well. H. 0.134 m., est.
D. rim ca. 0.16 m. Completeprofile with base and
about one half of upper wall with one handle preserved,restoredin plaster.
Fairly fine fabricof darkorange-buffclay; streaky
matt brownishblack glaze.
Large deep cup with plain slightly flaring lip;
ring foot; horizontalhandles uptilted. Glazedinside
and out; undersideof foot reserved.
Furumark,M.P., Type 285 (p. 49, fig. 14), Myc.
III C:1 late. Cf.Korakou,p. 71, fig. 103; Fountain,
p. 370,fig.49, c (Fountain,wherethis glazedgroupwas
less frequent than decoratedskyphoi of transitional
Myc.III B-C:1; completely absent from houses
alongnortheaststaircase,ibid.,p. 366);B.S.A., XXV,
1921-1923, p. 33, fig. 9, a, f, pls. VIII, c, d, X, b,
XI, m (strata X-XI of Lion Gate deposit and Granary). The examples from Pylos (Pylos, I, pp. 397399, Shape 60, figs. 385-386) seem to me earlierthan
the advent of the true Granarystyle, those with fine
painted decoration(e.g. Nos. 862, 576, 808, 813, 593,
and 1150)being moreproperlylatest III B, and those
coveredwith monochromeglaze (Nos. 594 and 1172),
usuallyreddishratherthan black,a localphenomenon
(the foot and lip being quite differentfrom the true
Granarystyle skyphos).
See also pp. 130,132.
Myc.III C:1 (advanced).
P1.63.
473. UndecoratedKylix.
P 17298. P.H. 0.14 m., rest. H. 0.175m., D. rim
0.165 m. Most of stem, foot, one handle and fragments of body missing;restoredin plaster.
Poorly levigated buff clay; unglazed and unsurfaced.
Deep ratherpointedbowl with plain lip, very thin
and chipped;two vertical band handlesfromrim.
Furumark,M.P., Type 274 (p. 61, fig. 17), Myc.
III B-C:1 e. Similarto 433-435 fromthe "Kylix Pit"
(0 7:4). See referencesad loc.
Myc. III B-C:1 e.

cenae (B.S.A., XXV, 1921-1923, pl. XI, g) and one
from Stratum X (ibid., p. 33, fig. 9 d). The form is
not foundat Pylos wherethe "teacup"of Furumark's
Type220lingers(Pylos, I, p. 360, Shape12, figs. 353354); cf. our 439 from 0 7:4.
See also p. 129.
Myc. III C:1 (advanced).
PI. 63.
475. Fragmentof ClosedPot.
P 17299. P.H. 0.068m., est. D.rim ca. 0.11 m.
Fragmentpreservingpart of neck, rim and shoulder
of medium-sizedclosed pot.
Whitishbuff clay with almost white surface;some
impurities;pale brownto black non-lustrousglaze.
Short straight neck with flat projectingrim and
broad curvingshoulder.Shape uncertainbut resembles a three-handledpithoidjar. Neck glazedinside;
rim decoratedon top with arcs; on shouldertraces
of a doubleloop betweenbands.
There is nothing really comparablefrom the MycenaeanFountain,althoughprojectingrimsof kraters
and kalathoi are often decoratedwith arcs, usually
concentric(Fountain,pp. 352, 378, figs.26, k, n, 54,
o, t). The only pithoidjar from the Fountain (p. 387,
fig. 68) has five handles and a much higher neck.
However, the small pithoid jar with low neck and
three handles continued on into Myc. III C (M.P.,
Type 49, p. 23, fig. 4) and it seems likely that our
fragment belonged to such a jar. The fabric is unusual and certainlylate.
Myc. III C (?).

P1.63.
476. Neck of Small Jug or Hydria (?).
P 17300. P.H. 0.047m., max. W. 0.047 m. Neck
fragmentof closedpot with stump of handle.
Fairly fine fabricof pinkishclay with whitish buff
surface;black non-lustrouspaint.
Fairly high straightneck with slightly flaringrim;
stump of one verticalhandleat middle of neck. Two
encirclingbands, one above handle attachment and
secondat junction of neck and shoulder.
All amphorasand jugs fromthe MycenaeanFountain have the upper handle attachment at the rim
(Fountain,pp. 393, 396, figs. 74, 76, b, 77, a-b). More
likely a late coarsehydria type (M.P., Type 128, p.
35, fig. 7; Korakou,p. 69, fig. 100) where the neck is
tall and narrow,with a rolled rim, set off from the
shoulderby a band of paint, and where the vertical
handle springsfrom below the lip.
Myc. III B-C: .

Pls. 63, 67.
474. Deep One-handledCup.
P 15080. From ca. 5.50m. H. 0.088m., D. lip
0.122m. Threejoining pieces preservecompletecup.
Fine pinkish buff clay with a few grits; buff surface; matt red streaky glaze.
Deep cup with plain slightly flaringlip; low ring
foot; narrowvertical ribbon handle from lip. Inside
waterproofedwith reddish brown glaze; bands of
477. Wall Fragment of Closed Pot, Amphora or
same on handle.
P1.63.
215
Hydria.
Furumark,M.P., Type
(p. 49, fig. 14), Myc.
P 17301. P.H. 0.159 m., P.W. 0.263 m. Shoulder
III C:1. Somewhat later than the cups from the
Fountain (Fountain,p. 878, fig. 59, b) and probably fragmentof large closed pot.
Pinkish buff clay, buff surfacing;fabric soft and
the latest in our series (cf. VII-23 and VI-1), being
at
the
from
an
to
close
finished;brownto black dull glaze.
poorly
MyGranary
example
very
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Shortstraightneckwith groovesfromwheelnot
Broadglobularshapewith threeencirclingbands.
Cf.460 fromV 24:1 andfragmentsof largeclosed smoothedout; roundedrim;no traceof any handle
vessels from the Fountain (Fountain,p. 898, fig. 79). andtherefore
probablya jugratherthananamphora.
from
Cf.
III
B-C:1.
MycenaeanFountainfor the probjugs
Myc.
ableshape(Fountain,p. 396,fig.77).
Cf.443 from Well K6:1, which comes from a
P1.63.
478.Neckof CoarseJug.
P 17802. P.H. 0.097 m., est. D. rim ca. 0.13 m. slightlyearliercontext.
fragmentsfromneck,rim,andshoulder. Myc. III B-: 1.
Non-joining
Buffclay,soft with grits unglazed.

STRATIFIEDFILLS
PITS AND CUTTINGSBENEATHPAVED COURTOF KLEPSYDRA (T 26-27:2)

479-482; P1. 64
Hesperia, X, 1941, pp. 7-8; XII, 1943, pp. 205ff., 223.

During the investigations of the Classical Klepsydra by the late Arthur W. Parsons in the
spring of 1938, two cuttings, an eastern and a western, were discovered beneath the paved court
or cistern in front of the Fountain House. These cuttings, one of which measured 2.75 m. by
2.00 m. by 1.60 m. deep, were about 0.80 to 0.85 m. below the floor level of the building. They
contained a fill ranging from black loose earth to grayish green sand with early pottery, most
of which is latest Mycenaean. Apparently these pits collected the overflowfrom the Klepsydra.
From the evidence of the pottery there was undoubtedly some exploitation of the Klepsydra at
the very end of the Mycenaean period, at a time when the MycenaeanFountain on the Acropolis had already fallen into disrepair, and when the near-by Well S 27:7 was in use or had
just been abandoned. With the exception of 479 the pottery is in general later than the fill of
S 27:7 and makes a transition to that of the Submycenaean Well U 26:4.1
See also p. 112.
479. Fragmentof Krater.

P1.64. 480.Fragmentof Cup.

P 25843. P.H. 0.048 m., P.W. 0.072 m., est. D. ca.

0.215m. Fragmentof rimandsidewall.
Hard pinkishbuff clay; lustrousred to brown
glaze.Goodfabric.
Flat-toppedprojectingrim. Decoration:on top of
rim,zigzagbetweensinglebands;on wall,panelpattern consistingof groupsof verticals(five at left,
nonepreservedat right)with facingarcadepatterns
between;at left beginningof whatwas probablyan
antitheticspiral.
Furumark,M.P., Type 281 (p.48, fig.13), Myc.
III B; Mots.50: 4, 8 (p.363, fig.62), Myc.III BC:1; 75: 3, 17 (p.414,fig.72),Myc.III B-C:1.
Verycloseto kraterfragmentsfromthe Fountain.
Cf. Fountain,pp. 352, fig.26, d-f (patternon rim:
A.P.2585-2587);355, fig.29, a, n (panelpattern:
A.P.2609,2620).Cf.also the patternon a skyphos
(A.P.1074,ibid.,p. 368,fig.45, b).
Seealsop. 122.
AdvancedMyc.III B.

PI.64.

P 25845. P.H. 0.05 m., D. foot 0.042m. Base and

partof lowerwallonlypreserved.
Ratherthick pinkishbuff hard clay; brownto
black lustrous glaze, tending toward Geometric
coloring.
Ring foot and flaringwall. On outside,band of
glaze at top of foot, and two morebandsaround
wall closeto line of break.Oninside,coveredwith
darkglazewith reservedcircleat bottom;crossand
threedotsin quadrantsof circle.
ProbablyFurumark,M.P., Type242 (pp.48-49,
figs.13-14),Myc.III B-C:2. Cf.Fountain,pp.377379, Shape8, figs.59, a, 60. Broneer(p.379)points
out the specifically
Attic qualityof this shapewhich
seems to combineelementsof the kylix and the
as no
skyphos.It is apparentlya late development,
in
found
the
on
were
the
houses
northeast
examples
slopeof the Acropolis.
In decorationourfragmentagreesalmostexactly
withfragmentsfromthe Fountain(Fountain,
p. 378,

1 This is the
opinion of Evelyn Smithson who is publishing the Submycenaean and Protogeometric material.
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fig. 60, j, k) with the exceptionof the additionof the
cross and dots within the reservedcircle. These last
two features connect with Submycenaean;cf. the
kylix P 17328fromSubmycenaeanWellU 24:2 which
has a centralcrosswithin a reservedcirclein interior
of bowl, and bowl P 24246 with a Submycenaean
conicalfoot whichuses a centraldot within a reserved
circle.
Myc. III C:1-2.
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481. Handle Fragment.
P1.64
P 25844.P.H. 0.078 m., W. 0.025 m. Lowerpart of
large vertical handle.
Pinkish buff clay, rather hard and gritty; dull
orangepaint.
Three deep sharp grooves run lengthwise. Lines
of glaze in and over grooves.
Probablyfroma largeamphoralike those fromthe
Fountain (Fountain,p. 393, fig. 74); note the variety
of handles shown in fig. 75, none of which is, however, identical to ours: a is grooved vertically
but without the sharp lines, which resemble more
the twisted rope handles (b-e), also enhancedwith
paint.
Again a transitional link to Submycenaean;cf.
the still more sharplygroovedhandle P 22554 from
Well U 24:2.
Myc.III C:1-2

482. Small Hydria.
P1.64.
P 16758.Hesperia,X, 1941, p. 8, fig. 7. H. 0.10 m.,
D. 0.086 m. Intact.
Very red clay, thick and heavy for small size;

lightly polishedsurface;red semi-lustrouspaint.
Tall narrow neck with thickened rim, slightly
projecting;high shoulderedand round bodied with
rather heavy ring foot; vertical band handle from
lip and two horizontallyset bandhandleson shoulder.
Horizontal band at base of neck with vertical
strokesor tonguesbelow; two encirclingbandsabove
handle attachments;wavy line in handle zone with
two more bands below; vertical strokeson handles.
Closerto the small jug shape, Furumark,M.P.,
Type 137 (p. 31, fig. 6), Myc.III C:1-2, than to the
large hydria Type 128; Mots.53: 20 (p. 373, fig. 75),
Myc. III C:1 late; 72: 11, 12 (p. 411, fig. 71), Myc.
III C:1.
Cf. especiallythe small jugs fromPerati ('Epyov,
1956, p. 23, fig. 22, 531) and Asine (Asine, p. 401,
fig. 263, 1). The thick rolled rim and biconicalshape
with substantialbase-ringare likewise characteristic
of the Perati jug. I know of no other examplewhere
side handles have transformed the shape into a
hydria.
See also p. 125.
Myc. III C:1-2.

SOUTH ROAD (O-Q 16-17)

483-484; Pls. 64, 75
Hesperia, XXV, 1956, pp. 47-49.

These important excavations beneath the South Road in the area of the Mint and Southeast
Fountain House took place in the spring of 1955 and the summer of 1956 and have been
referred to in the Annual Report. Two deep exploratory trenches revealed above bedrock a
stratified deposit of the Middleand Late Helladic periodswith a thickness of about 1.50 meters.
Although there were no associated structural remains, the volume of pottery was sufficient to
attest habitation within the area later occupied by the Agora or its immediate environs. The
traffic-beatengravelled surfaces imply the existence of a thoroughfareat the south side of the
Agora leading toward the Acropolis. The fact that the fill is stratified with the MiddleHelladic
underlying the Mycenaeanshows that it was not a later dump fill and implies the existence of a
road from Middle Helladic times onwards. The pottery was very fragmentary, and only a few
pieces were individually worth cataloguing,although collectively the evidence is very important.
From the lower levels came many fragments of Gray Minyan, a few sherds of Yellow Minyan,
much Mattpainted, including a few fine sherds which have been included in the Catalogue
(311, 335, 337) as well as many fragments of heavy pithoi and other coarse ware, including
cooking pots. There were also some stone quems. From the upper strata, althoughsome Minyan
was still present, considerable quantities of Mycenaean were found. Kylix stems were particularly plentiful, many unglazed, some completely covered with glaze, and a few with traces of
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bandingor painted decoration. There were also a number of fragments of fairly large closed pots,
some with painted decoration, but nothing distinctive as to shape or dating. Good lustrous red
glaze, however, was present on certain fragments, suggesting a Myc. III A or early III B dating
for some of the material. Only a few fragments of skyphoi or material recognizably analogous
to the fill of the MycenaeanFountain were observed. There was also a quantity of coarse pithos
and cooking-pot ware, including one tripod leg. In general the material seems to have an earlier
range than the fill of the MycenaeanFountain and is closer to that found in the rubbish deposits
at the northeast corner of the Agora (O 7:14 and P 8:9); however te material is much more
fragmentary and less easily analyzed, and we have included only two items in the Catalogue.
See also pp. 52, 113.
483. Kylix Foot.

Pls. 64, 75.

60, L.H. I monochromegoblets), but the fabric re-

P 25720.Fromsandin bedrockcutting,southof semblesthe provincialexamplescited.

mid part of Southeast Fountain House. D.foot
0.07 m. Most of foot with beginning of bowl preserved.
Heavy orange-buffmicaceousfabric;dull red glaze.
Flaring foot with countersunkdepressionunderneath; bowl begins directly with no intervening
stem.
Probably Furumark,M.P., Type 263 (p. 60, fig.
16), Myc. I-II. Cf. XXII-1, XXIII-4, XXIV-12 to
14, XXIX-1. These other exampleshave been dated
from their contexts to Myc. III A and we have
suggested that this early type of deep-bowledkylix
had a long life in Attica. The present example is
rather heavy and poorly shaped; from its context it
could be earlier (cf. Korakou, pp. 43-44, figs. 59-

Myc. II-III.

484. FragmentaryLadle.
P1.64.
P 25786. Scarp south of Mint; Layer 6, bottom of
gully. H. including handle 0.105m. About half of
bowl with completehandle preserved.
Orange micaceous clay, unglazed and not well
smoothed.
Small footless bowl with large high-swunghandle
having grooverunningdown center.
Furumark,M.P., Type236 (pp. 48-49, figs. 13-14),

Myc.III B-C:1. Cf.458 fromV 24:1 andreferences
cited.
See also p. 140.
Myc.III B-C:1.

3. MYCENAEAN POTTERY WITHOUT SIGNIFICANT CONTEXT
485-504; Pls. 64, 75-76

Here are presented the more important Mycenaean pots and fragments without significant
context, namely, those that cannot be associatedwith any group of tombs or any deposit closed
in the Mycenaean Age. We have already included a few miscellaneous finds where it seemed
likely that they came from destroyed tombs in the area (410-412, perhaps to be associated with
destroyed tombs on the Kolonos Agoraios,and 413-424, pottery almost certainly from destroyed
tombs under the Stoa of Attalos). In the present group, however, the fragments are arranged
according to period, since their original provenience is more obscure.

485. LowerPart of Three-handledJar.
P1.64.
P 5432. L 10: from loose white earth at bottom of
wall trenchof Burnt Building. From destroyedtomb
in area? P.H. 0.095 m., D. base 0.037 m. Two contiguousfragmentspreservebase and part of piriform
body up to handle zone.
Fine buffclay with creamysurface,lightly polished;
red to brownishblack glaze, carelesslyapplied.
Broadpiriformbody contractingto smallring foot.
Broad band of glaze around base and lower part;

on shouldertwo narrowencirclingbandsand slanting

linesabovethem.

Furumark,M.P., Type 44 (p. 23, fig. 4), Myc. III
A:1-2; Mot. 64: 21 (p. 397, fig. 69), Myc. III A:2.
Cf. V-4, XVIII-1, XXIII-3, XXXVII-1.
Myc. III A:2.
486. LowerPart of Three-handledJar.
P1.64.
P 5433. L 10: wall trenchof Burnt Building,white
earth. From destroyedtomb in area? P.H. 0.087m.,
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D. base 0.04m. Four joining fragments preserve
base and lowerpart of body.
Clay pink to buff with creamybuff surfacing;not
very well smoothed.
Piriformbody contractingto small ring foot; apparentlyundecorated.
ProbablyFurumark,M.P., Type 23 (p. 22, fig. 3),
Myc. III A:1. Cf. VII-13 and references.
Myc. III A: 1-2.
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PI. 64.
487. Fragmentof a Stirrup-Vase.
P 5434. L 10: from white earth at bottom of wall
trench of Burnt Building. From destroyedtomb in
area? Max. dim. 0.051m. Piece from shoulderof a
smallclosedpotwithonehandleattachmentpreserved.
Hard gray-buff fine clay with polished surface;
brownglaze paint.
Probably from shoulderof small globularstirrupvase with lower attachment of one stirrup handle
brokenoff. Parallelchevronson shoulder;broadand
narrowbands below.
Furumark,M.P., Type 171 (pp. 30-31, figs. 5-6),
Myc. III A: 2; Mot. 19: 25 (p. 299, fig. 47), Myc.III
A:2-B. Cf. the stirrup-vasesII-1 and V-3 from
Myc. III A:2 contexts.
See also pp. 127-128.
Myc. III A:2.
488. Fragmentfrom Shoulderof ClosedPot. P1.64.
P 21182. N 7: foundations of south wall of late
Romranhouse. Max. dim. 0.085m. Fragment from
shoulder.
Reddish clay with hard surface;not very lustrous
orange-redpaint.
Probably from shoulderof three-handledjar (no
handles preserved). Scale pattern, very carelessly
painted, on shoulder;three bands beneath.
Myc. III A (provincial?).

490. FragmentaryFeeding Bottle.
P1.64.
P 12680.P 8:5 (6th c. well but Mycenaeanfigurine
T 1653 from same deposit). P.H. 0.056 m., D. of
mouth 0.045m. Part of neck, rim, and shoulderwith
the spout preserved.
Rather coarsepale buff clay; thin brownishblack
glaze outside and on interiorof neck.
Roundedshoulder,the spoutset at an angle;flaring
lip with stumps of basket handle set parallel to
spout.
Cf. XIV-7 and references.
Probablyfroma disturbedchild'sgravein vicinity.
Myc. III A:2 (?).
491. Fragmentof Three-handledJar.
PI. 64.
P 22355. P 16: mixed fill to late Roman. Max.
dim. 0.056m. Broken all aroundbut preservingone
vertical strap handle.
Light pinkishclay with buff surfacing;glaze light
red to brown,ratherworn.
Fromthree-handledjar with verticalhandles.Handle glazed; net pattern on shoulder;two horizontal
bands below.
Furumark,M.P., Type 23 (p. 22, fig. 3), Myc. III
A:1; Mot. 57: 2 (p. 383, fig. 67), Myc. III A:1-C:1.
Cf. 1-10 and references.
Myc. III A.

492. Fragmentof Three-handledJar.
P1.64.
P 24748. P 17: debris on early house wall, mixed
with sherds as late as sixth century B.C. P.H.
0.058m. Two joining fragmentsfrom shoulderpreservingone horizontalloop handle.
Pinkish buff clay, hard and fairly well smoothed;
orange-redglaze paint, worn.
Probablyfrom shoulderof small piriformjar with
threeloophandles.Neckglazedinsideandout; handle
glazed; three lines around base of neck; groups of
verticallinesin shoulderzone;traceof encirclingband
489. Fragmentof Alabastron.
P1.64. below.
P 8054. M-P 6-12: mixed late Roman fill. Max.
Furumark,M.P., Type 44 (p. 23, fig. 4), Myc. III
dim. 0.073m. Fragment from shoulder of squat A:2; Mot. 64: 22 (p. 397, fig. 69), Myc. III A:2. Cf.
V-4 and XXXVII-1.
alabastron,brokenall around.
Pink-buffclay with polishedcreamsurface;brown
Myc. III A:2.
to black lustrouspaint, crackledand worn.
PI. 64.
Froma fairlylargeand low squat alabastron.Neck 493. Fragmentof Kylix (?).
fill.
P
M16:
row
at
Hellenistic
P.H.
of
dots
wave
23284.
below;
0.222m.,
pattern junction
glazed;
of shoulderand bottom; curvingstreamerpatternon P.W. 0.063m. Rim fragmentof open bowl.
Greenishgray clay, fairly fine orange-brownto
shoulder;nothing of pattern on bottom preserved.
Furumark,M.P., Type 84 (p. 41, fig. 11), Myc. black glaze, mostly gone.
III A:l; Mots.13:8 (p. 275, fig. 37), Myc. III A:1;
Fragmentwith curvingwall and flaringoffset lip,
32: 5 (p. 323, fig. 54), Myc. I-III B.
probablyfrom a kylix or small stemmedkrater.
Rim glazed; on body part of spiraland triangular
This is probably a somewhat smaller version of
the two large alabastrafrom the Tomb of the Ivory filling pattern.
Furumark,M.P., Type259 (?) (p. 61, fig. 17), Myc.
Pyxides (1-5 and6); unfortunatelypatternon bottom
III A:2 late; probably some version of Mot.46
not preserved,but concentriccircleslikely.
(p. 357, fig. 60).
Myc.III A:l1.

MYCENAEAN POTTERY WITHOUT SIGNIFICANT CONTEXT
Decoratedkylikes are rare in the Agora; cf. VII16 and 426.
See also p. 127.
Myc. III A:2 (?).
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Pinkish buff hard clay; fairly lustrousred glaze.
Fromside of skyphos.Outsidereservedsave forrow
of dots on handle and two stripes of glaze below;
insideglazedwith reservedbandnearedgeof breakat
bottom.
Furumark,M.P., Type284 (pp. 48-49, figs. 13-14),
Myc. III B-C:1.
For decorationcf. schemeof certain skyphoifrom
the Mycenaean Fountain (A.P. 2745 and 2747,
Fountain, p. 369, fig. 48, d, f). These lack the row
of neat dots on the handle.
Myc. III B-C:1.
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P1.64.
494. Fragmentof UndecoratedKylix.
P 23236.M 16: fromHellenisticdisturbancebeside
bottom of median wall of Shop Building. Max. dim.
0.07 m. Handle and upperpart of wall only.
Pinkish buff clay with bits; unglazed.
From a kylix with angularprofileand band handle
from lip to below carination.
Furumark,M.P., Type 267 (p. 61, fig. 17), Myc.
III B-C:1. Cf.436-438 from"KylixPit" (O7:4) and 498. Fragmentof Small Krater.
P1.64.
references.
P 15383. Q-R 20: Turkishfill. P.H. 0.041m., P.W.
Myc. III B-C.
0.031m. Fragmentpreservespart of rim and wall.
Light buff rather heavy clay; not very lustrous
495. Six Kylix Stems.
P1.64. brown
paint.
P 25288. GeometricWell, S 18:1. Hesperia,XXX,
From open bowl with vertical wall and flat out1961, p. 125, L 66, pl. 22; Brann, Agora,VIII, Late turnedrim, probablya small krater.
Geometricand ProtoatticPottery,p. 19, note 81. P.H.
Glazedbandon rim and extendingdownon interior
range from 0.045 to 0.06 m. Base and bowl broken and exterior; inside unglazed; on wall a pattern
off and trimmed in late 8th century to be used as
composedof three sets of concentricarcs with row of
bobbins.
dots outside, probably some form of Mycenaean
Mostlysoft yellowto pinkishbuffrathercoarseclay, flower.
unpolishedand unglazed.
Furumark,M.P., Type 281 (p. 48, fig. 13), Myc.
Too mutilated to analyze for type and date. The III
B; Mot. 18: 36, 39-41 (p. 291, fig. 44), Myc.
significantfact about these kylix stems is their dis- III B.
covery and re-use in the Late Geometric period,
Cf. Fountain, p. 359, fig. 36, b; Zygouries,p. 146,
when the intensive exploitation of the Agora area
137, 4, 6; Prosymna,I, pl. VIII, 231.
both for habitation and for a cemetery must have fig.See also 144.
p.
uncovered many Mycenaean graves (see Brann,
Myc. III B.
op. cit., pp. 15, 19, 51 and passim on the possible
Mycenaeanrevival in the eighth century).
499. Base of ShallowBowl.
P1.64.
Myc. III.
P 23068.M-N 14-15: tumbledin Well, Hellenistic
496. Rim Fragmentof Skyphos.
P1.64. fill. P.H. 0.021m., P.D. 0.058 m. Floor and ring foot
P 14686.R 20: Byzantine fill. P.H. 0.038 m., P.W. of shallowbowl.
Pinkish buff hard clay, rather fine; non-lustrous
0.033 m. Fragmentpreservespart of rim.
red
paint.
Pinkish buff clay; flaky red paint.
Shallowbowl with ring foot. Inside two concentric
From a deep bowl with slightly outcurved rim.
Design on wall: a cross reservedagainst a red disc; circlesaroundfloor.
Furumark,M.P., Type 295 (p. 53, fig. 15), Myc.
circle of dots outlining disc.
III
B-C:1. Cf. Fountain, pp. 379-380, Shape 9,
Furumark,M.P., Type 284 (pp. 48-49, figs. 18-14),
Myc. III B-C:1; probably some version of Mot.18 figs. 61-62, especiallyg and h.
Myc. III B-C:1.
(pp. 287ff., figs. 42, 44) especiallyMyc. III B forms.
For reservedtechnique cf. Fountain parallels (A.P.
2603 and 2652, Fountain, pp. 356-357, figs. 30, 32, 500. FragmentfromPyxis (?).
Pls. 64, 75.
P 24789. 0 17: Roman fill in cistern drawshaft.
j-k). Cf. skyphos from Mycenae(B.S.A., LII, 1957,
P.H. 0.058 m., P.D. 0.07 m. Rim, handle,and part of
pl. 43, a).
wall preserved.
Myc. III B (late).
Thin buff fabric, hard and wheelmade; non497. HandleFragmentfrom Skyphos.
PI. 64. lustrousblackishglaze.
P 23071. N16: South Terrace, Cut VI, miscelSmallround-bodiedpot with offsetrim and angular
laneous find. P.H. 0.043m., P.W. 0.056m. Broken shoulder;probablytwo vertical loop handles set on
all around, with horizontal loop handle preserved shoulder and rising slightly above rim. Bands of
intact.
glaze on side, lip, and top of handle.
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ProbablyFurumark,M.P., Type 98 (p. 44, fig. 12), fringedlines; trace of tentacleat upperleft, similarly
Myc. III C:1. Cf. Fountain, pp. 3883-85, Shape 15, fringed. The absence of further tentacles is rather
figs. 65, k-p, 66, a. Our example seems earlierthan curious, if this is to be restoredas an octopus (cf.
Pl. 76).
fig. 66, a and morelike the fragments,fig. 65, k-p.
See also p. 123.
Furumark,M.P., Type 176 (p. 31, fig. 6), Myc. III
C:1; Mot. 21: 25-27 (p. 305, fig. 49), Myc.III C:1.
Myc. III C:1.
The most recent discussionof the OctopusstirrupP1.64. jars is found in Desborough,L. Mycs., p. 16 and
501. Fragmentof a Pyxis (?).
P 23639. M 15: Hellenistic disturbanceby median passim with complete list in Appendix B (pp. 271wall of Shop Building. P.H. 0.04 m. Part of flat bot- 272). He illustrates a new examplefrom Naxos and
two of the Perati jars on pl. 6, with the Kos jar
tom and straight side of closedpot.
Buff clay with polishedsurface;decorationin light on the frontispiece.For Rhodianexamplescf. Ialysos,
and dark brownglaze, not well preserved.
pp. 119ff., figs. 39, 64, 99, pl. II; C.V.A., Rodi, II
From a straight-sidedpyxis? On wall a single A c, pls. 2, 7-8; 10, 1-2; 11, 1; 13, 1; C.V.A.,
zigzag betewen two verticals in light brown paint; Br. Mus. III a, pl. 7, 16, a. Other examples:Perati,
to left part of a broad curved line and two oblique "Epyov,1954, p. 11, figs. 10-11; Porto Rafti Road,
strokes, perhapsin connectionwith handle attach- Attica,pl. 2, 3; Scoglio del Tonno, Taylour,M.P.I.,
ment.
pl. 14, 12.
references.
and
See 500
Although very fragmentarythis is an important
to the Mycenaeanpottery from the Agora,
addition
C:1.
III
Myc.
as it points to connectionswith the easternMediterP1.64. raneanin the Myc.III Cperiod,connectionsthat have
502. False Neck from Stirrup-Jar.
P 25416. P 7:3: Late GeometricWell. Brann,Well so far been discoveredonly at Perati and the Porto
K, Hesperia,XXX, 1961,p. 117, K 9 (notillustrated). Rafti Road cemetery in eastern Attica, with the
P.H. 0.049m., max. dim. top 0.085 m.
exception of the example found unstratified in the
surface.
at
buff
with
fabric
I, pi. 5).
Dipylon (Kerameikos,
impurities;light
Heavy
this
Remains of red paint on top.
fragment connects with some of
Technically
from the MycenaeanFountain;
material
latest
the
with
on
flat
disc
roughprojections
top
Irregularly
on both sides where stirrup handles broken off; note the reservedtechnique (Fountain,pp. 356-357,
cylindricalneck below. A hole made beforefiring is figs. 30, 32, j, k, and p. 420) and the fine fringed
piercedthroughbetter preservedhandle projection. outlines (ibid.,p. 359, fig. 36, e-g), fragmentswhich
Probablyfrom a large coarsestirrup-jarof Furu- are howeverless fine than 503.
See also pp. 124, 147.
mark's Type 164 (pp. 36-37, figs. 8-9), Myc. II-III
Myc. III C:1 (probablyimportedfrom Aegean or
C:1. Cf. the examples from the House of the Oil
Merchant at Mycenae (The Mycenae Tablets, II, easternAttica).
1958, figs. 32-87).
P1. 64.
504. UndecoratedAskos.
Myc. III.
P 3877. K 14:1: Collector'sDump, ranging from
503. Fragment from Wall of Octopus Stirrup-Vase. Mycenaeanto Turkish.H. 0.157m., L. without neck
Pls. 64, 76. 0.175m. Part of handle and side walls missing.
Coarsepinkishbuffclay, unevenlyfired,with many
P 15382. R 21: pocket in bedrock. P.H. 0.05 m.,
P.W. 0.087 m. Brokenall around;fromside of closed inclusions.Topof body has saggedout of shapebefore
firing. Tracesof a light slip (?).
pot, near shoulder.
Squat body with low foot well stabilized; short
Light grayish buff clay, cream surface; red to
flaringspout rises at an oblique angle; small ribbon
brown glaze, badly worn.
Probablyfrom a large stirrup-jarof Late Eastern handle from base of spout to top of body. Undetype with octopus decoration. Two facing spirals corated.
Furumark,M.P., Type 195 (p. 67, fig. 20), Myc. II
with large central eyes reserved against a red to
A-III
C:1. Cf.V-5 and especially XXIV-21.
brown ground of indeterminatebut ivy-leaf shape
also
See
an
of
pp. 138-139.
octopus;
answeringclosely to the upper part
III
A-B.
short
of
a
fine
Myc.
the whole motif framed by
pattern
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APPENDIX
PLANT REMAINS FROM THE ATHENIAN AGORA
NEOLITHIC TO BYZANTINE

Zentralmuseumin Mainzmade a botanicalstudy of
In 1959 Dr. MariaHopf of the Romisch-Germanisches
in
This
was
materials
found
the
presentedas an informaltypewritten reportwith four photoplant
Agora.
the
information
graphicplates,
pertinent
being recordedon the pottery inventory cards, where this author
had access to the findingsand made use of the conclusions,particularlyimportantfor the Neolithic period.
(Ourreferencesin the Catalogueare to this unpublishedBotanicalReport.)However,it has belatedlyseemed
appropriateto include a revised version of this report as an appendix to AthenianAgora,XIII, although
the last six entries dealing with actual seed and plant materialfall outside the chronologicallimits of this
volume. Unfortunately,it is not possible at this late date to include the photographicplates. Dr. Hopf has
translatedher originalreportand broughtit up to date to make referenceto her morerecent studies of plant
materialfrom Lerna and Thessaly. The material is arrangedchronologicallyin two series: A) inclusionsin
pottery and B) charredseeds and fruits. Numbersin parenthesesrefer to our CatalogueNumbers.
Athens, October7, 1970

S.A.I.
IN POTTERY
A. INCLUSIONS

string and at the top the fluff of apical hair are
preserved;the total length (with hair)is 8.0 mm., the
width 3.5 mm.
Hordeum vulgare L. var. nudum-naked
barley.
5. P 9744. MiddleHelladic CoarseBowl (342).
The ventral side of a flat, slendergrain, the base
is incomplete, the furrow widens in the middle of
the grain. (6.0)x 2.7 mm.'
Hordeum vulgare L. cf. nudum-barley,
perhapsnaked.
6. P 9744. Same vessel as above.
A big grape pip, without stalklet, measuring
(6.0)X 5.0 mm.
Vitis viniferaL.-vine.
7. P 10534. Stem of GrayMinyan Goblet (282).
Grapepip as above, but left side is incomplete,and
3. P 13879a. Base of NeolithicRed BurnishedJar (8). the stalklet is preserved;6.7 X (4.8) mm.
A round leguminousseed with slightly flattened
Vitis viniferaL.-vine.
sides, ca. 5.8 mm. in diameter,with no criteriafor a 8. P 9502. MiddleHelladic
Jug (353).
morepreciseidentification,probablya pea, cf. Pisum.
A flat round shell of a snail, most probablya sea4. P 13964. Middle Helladic Pithos Fragment (366). snail. The slightly ribbed shell measures3.0 mm. in
The ventral side of a big barley corn, its left diameter.
lower part is missing, the furrowis very narrowin
1 Measurementsin
parentheses are taken from incomplete
its lower half; in the upper half bits of the vascular seeds.
1. P 14563. NeolithicRed BurnishedJar (6).
A nakedbarleygrain,measuring5.8x 3.3x 2.8 mm.;
the ventral side is incompleteat the right lower end,
and at the base, whereasthe wholebackis preserved;
it seems to be symmetricallybuilt, but as there is
neither glume nor rachilla, it cannot be decided
whetherthe grain came from a two- or many-rowed
ear.
Hordeum vulgare L. var. nudum-naked
barley.
2. P 10851. NeolithicRed BurnishedJar (3).
A flat triangular,somewhat wrinkled pulse seed,
5.0 x 4.5 mm.; position and shape of hilum, which
would help to identify the seed, is not to be seen;
judging from its size and shape, it may belong to
Vicia ervilia (L.) Willd. (Bitter Vetch) or a speciesof
the genus Lathyrus.
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9. P 21245. MycenaeanJug (VII-20).
Back of a barley corn, the longitudinalnerves of
which show; the awn is brokenoff. (8.0)x 4.0 mm.
HordeumvulgareL.-hulled barley.

Hordeum vulgare L. var. nudum-barley
(naked?).
11. P 21247. MycenaeanJug (VII-18).
The reverseof a small oblongleaf with curledrim.
5.0x 2.3 mm.
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10. P 21276b. Mycenaean Alabastron Fragment
12. P 23567.MycenaeanCoarseAmphora(XXIV-18).
(VII-26).
The ventral side of a barley corn, the lower part
Reverse sides of two small leaves, as above,
coveredby the interiorglume. (6.0)x 2.7 mm.
measuring5.6x 2.8 mm. and 4.5x 2.7 mm.

B. CHARRED SEEDS AND FRUITS

b). 4 grainsbelongingto a wheat species;but since
they differvery muchin shapeand size and are
brokenor puffed,it cannot be determinedwith
certainty, althoughit is likely, that it is bread
wheat.
Triticumcf. aestivum L.-(bread?) wheat.
c). Among the grain there are cotyledons of a
leguminousseed, which couldnot be identified,
as the seed shell with the hilum is gone.

1. Early GeometricGrave,D 16:4.
Carbonizedgrapes,moreor less damagedor broken,
some of them showing 1 or 2 pips in the interior,
fromwhichit can be concludedthat there must have
been 3 or 4, as is commonwith wild and not highly
cultivated species. The measurementsare (8.0-15.0)
10.65X(6.5-15.0) 9.95 mm.
Vitis viniferaL.-vine.
2. Early GeometricGrave,D 16:2.
Carbonizedfigs, considerably shrunk, but still
showing their original shape and measuring (28.035.0)31.7x (15.0-20.0)17.3mm. (seeHesperia,XVIII,
1949, p. 282, pl. 66, 4).

4. Byzantine Apothekeor Granary,Area T 22.
A largersamplewhich consistsof barley only; the
grains are well-preservedand not puffed, showing
their original shape. Some are twisted; quite a
numberof smaller and bigger fragmentsof glumes,
whichhave fallenoff, are also preserved.The average
3. Byzantine Granary,Area T-U 22.
measurementsare almost the same as in the above
is
twisted
as
of
them
some
12
barley grains,
a).
usual with lateral grains in many-rowedears. sample,thoughthe rangeof variationis much wider.
(4.0-8.0) 6.23x (2.1-3.6) 2.94 mm.
(5.8-7.1) 6.25X (2.3-3.2) 2.8 mm.
Hordeum vulgare L. polystichum-manyHordeum vulgare L. polystichum-manyhulled
rowed,hulled barley.
rowed,
barley.
The remainsof food plants found in the AthenianAgoracan be summarizedas follows:

Barley naked
hulled
Wheat
Pulses
Vine

Fig

Neolithic
x

MiddleHelladic
x

Mycenaean

Early Geometric

Byzantine

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

Up to now very little plant materialfrom Greeksites is known,even from Classicaltimes. Onlythe mound
of Lerna in the Argolidproduceda large numberof seeds and fruits from Neolithic to Classicalstrata (M.
Zentralmus.,IX, 1962, pp. 1ff.). In Thessaly
Hopf, Zilchter,XXXI, 1961, pp. 239ff.; Jahrb. RBm.-Germ.
sites
on
several
found
were
Boessneck,
remains
Hopf, "Die deutschenAusgrabungenauf
Miloj6i6,
(see
plant
der Argissa-Magula,"Thessalien,I, 1962, pp. 101ff., and J. Renfrew, Thessalika, , 1966, pp. 21ff.).
The Agoraplants here describedare also representedat one or the other of the above-mentionedplaces.
However,it is quite remarkablethat naked barley existed alreadyin Neolithiccentral Greece,whereasfrom
contemporarynorthernfinds only hulled barleyis described.
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Furthermoreit may be of interest that grapes and figs occurredin graves at the same place and period,
and apparentlywere used in the same way duringfunerals.In Lerna these two fruit speciessupersededeach
other; up to E.H. II quite a lot of charredfigs, and only figs,were found; beginningwith E.H. III therewere
grape pips and berries,but no more figs. Only in E.H. II pottery, perhapsbelongingto and comingwith invaders, some impressionsof grape pips could be identified.Accordingto B. Logothetis ('H 'EAtlIts rij
KalT'S 'AiirrEXoupyicas
a caKcra T& 'ApXatoXoytKaECpfrlcrrat
rSrTEptoxiis,'Apoaro-ri'AlTrraXou
ElST' 'EXXc
TTlavETrio'riltov
who
EIov
GEaacTXoviKnS,
1970),
gives a surveyof all prehistoricgrapesfrom Greece,the oldest,
i.e. Neolithic,grapes are known from Macedonia(Photoleivous);all the grapes found more southwardare
younger.And the pips includedin the Agora pottery (342 and 282) are not older than MiddleHelladic. So,
perhaps,the vine came to Greecefrom the north.
Mainz, September10, 1970.

MARIA
HOPF
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CONCORDANCE
v. Cat.
Inv.
P 9747
POTTRY
P 9748
P 1977 VIII-1
P 9749
P 1978 VIII-3
P 9750
P 1982 VIII-2
P 9751
P 1983 VIII-4
P 10235
P 1984 VIII-5
P 10433
P 2431 315
P 10434
P 3877 504
P 10435
P 4646 XXXVII-1P
10521
P 4647 XXXVII-2P
10522
P 4770 346
P 10523
P 5075 283
P10524
P 5083 292
P 10525
P 5432 485
P 10526
P 5483 486
P 10527
P 5434 487
P 10528
P 5887 410
P 10529
P 6072 384
P 10530
P 6073 385
P 10531
P 8054 489
P 10532
P 9184 411
P 10533
P 9185 412
P 10534
P 9894 250
P 10585
P 9395 261
P 10536
P 9501 349
P 10687
P 9502 353
P 10640
P 9503 354
P 10641
P 9781 290
P 10642
P 9782 274
P 10741
P 9783 275
P 10742
P 9784 272
P 10743
P 9785 273
P 10744
P 9736 280
P 10745
P 9737 281
P 10849
P 9788 284
P 10851
P 9739 331
P 10852
P 9740 332
P 10853
P 10854
P 9741 313
P 10855
P 9742 256
P 10856
P 9743 348
P 12680
P 9744 342
P 13018
P 9745 343
P 18088
P 9746 356
Inat.

352
361
377
381
238
324
319
269
271
338
328
252
301
355
351
260
370
330
326P
306
299
262
282
323
285
347
12
14
87
350
345
333
264
237
171
3
125
251
314
287
293
490
10
11

Cat.
Inv.
P 13256
P 13882
P 18873
P 13874
P 13875
P 13876
P 13877
P 13878
P 13879
P 13880
P 13883
P 13884
P 13885
P 13886
P 13888
P 13889
P 13890
P 13891
13892
P 13893
P 18896
P 13897
P 13898
P 13899
P 13901
P 13902
P 13903
P 13905
P 13907
P 13908
P 18909
P 13910
P 13911
P 13912
P 13913
P 13914
P 13915
P 13916
P 13917
P 13918
P 13919
P 13920
P 13921
P 13922

446
302
40
82
198
130
149
24
8
89
33
21
86
169
207
197
189
175
214
217
9
7
4
84
50
104
46P
35
70
74
60
196
16
17
58
99
212
195
163
106
141
132
135
124

P 18923
P 13924
P 13926
P 13927
P 13928
P 13929
P 13930
P 13931
P 13932
P 18933
P 13934
P 18935
P 13936
P 18938
P 13939
P 18940
P 13942
P 18944
P 18945
P 13946
P 18947
P 13948
P 18950
P 13951
P 13952
P 13958
13954
P 13955
P 18956
P 18957
P 13958
P 18959
P 13960
P 18961
P 13962
P 13963
P 13964
P 13965
P 13966
P 13967
P 13968
P 13969
P 13970
P 13971

Cat.
122
116
221
20
69
178
63
92
151
161
187
218
127
62
95
118
71
268
376
382
372
365
245
364
363
368
242
239
249
247
246
329
327
325
344
248
366
358
267
300
286
840
304
321

Inv.
P 13972
P 13973
P 13974
P 13975
P 13977
P 13978
P 13979
P 13981
P 13982
P 13983
P 13984
P 13985
P 13986
P 13987
P 13989
P 13990
P 13991
P 13992
P 14005
P 14500
P 14501
P 14502
P 14505
P 14506
P 14507
P 14508
P 14549
P 14562
P 14563
P 14580
P 14581
P 14582
P 14583
P 14584
P 14586
P 14587
P 14589
P 14590
P 14591
P 14592
P 14593
P 14594
P 14596
P 14597

Cat.
341
367
244
369
98
94
79
102
97
93
75
27
32
39
166
67
109
179
312
289
318
362
359
357
360
298
172
19
6
37
49
34
59
25
77
103
52
56
57
30
64
61
72
177
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Inv.
P 14598
P 14599
P 14600
P 14602
P 14603
P 14604
P 14606
P 14607
P 14610
P 14611
P 14684
P 14685
P 14686
P 14736
P 14737
P 14738
P 14739
P 14740
P 14741

Cat.
176
78
190
139
137
108
131
167
148
206
451
452
496
101
136
100
96
85
26

P 14742

31

P 14743
P 14744
P 14745
P 14746
P 14749
P 14750
P 14751
P 14753
P 14754
P 14755
P 14756
P 14758
P 14759
P 14761
P 14762
P 14763
P 14764
P 14765
P 14767
P 14768
P 14769
P 14771
P 14774
P 14775
P 14776

41
42
45
44
126
15
83
18
65
68
81
134
105
123
142
112
170
162
168
153
154
199
200
192
191

P 14777

184

P 14778
P 14779
P 14780
P 14781
P 14782
P 14783
P 14784
P 14785
P 14786
P 14787

211
204
218
128
209
188
28
54
152
107

Cat.
Inv.
P 14789 210
P 14790 80
P 14791 29
P 14792 76
P 14843 243
P 14844 241
P 14871 1
P 14872 2
P 15069 II-2
P 15070 II-1
P 15071 II-3
P 15072 II-4
P 15080 474
P 15081 472
P 15082 265
P 15101 263
P 15202 373
P 15203 277
P 15204 336
P 15205 334
P 15234 I-1
P 15235 I-6
P 15236 I-5
P 15237 I-3
P 15238 I-2
P 15239 I-4
P 15358 I-8
P 15359 I-7
P 15382 503
P 15383 498
P 15518 459
P 15519 457
P 15520 449
P 15521 448
P 15522 456
P 15523 455
P 15524 453
P 15525 454
P 15526 450
P 15527 447
P 15528 458
P 15529 460
P 15530 461
P 15531 465
P 15532 464
P 15533 462
P 15534 463
P 15573 I-9
P 15574 1-15
P 15695 266
P 15696 295
P 15697 296
P 15698 297
P 16654 255
P 16655 288
P 16657 258

Cat.
Inv.
Cat.
XXXV-4
20689
P
482
P 16758
P 20690 XXXV-5
P 17297 22
P 20985 419
P 17298 473
P 20991 421
475
P 17299
P 21182 488
P 17300 476
P 21185 424
P 17301 477
P 21194 XI-3
P 17302 478
P 21195 XI-1
P 17404 254
P 21196 XI-2
P 17541 317
P 21197 XI-5
P 17542 374
P 21200 VII-24
P 17544 379
P 21223 422
P 17545 240
P 21241 VII-22
P 17546 320
P 21242 VII-9
P 17547 303
P 21243 VII-16
P 17548 307
P 21244 VII-1
P 17550 378
P 21245 VII-20
P 17551 291
P 21246 VII-17
P 17553 375
P 21247 VII-18
P 17554 316
P 21248 VII-12
P 17555 380
P 21249 VII-15
P 17738 III-1
P 21250 VII-8
P 17753 III-14
P 21251 VII-6
P 17754 III-7
P 21252 VII-4
P 17755 III-S
P 21253 VII-3
P 17756 III-9
P 21254 VII-2
P 17757 III-15
P 21255 VII-5
P 17758 III-13
P 21256 VII-7
P 17759 III-11
P 21257 VII-11
P 17760 III-10
P 21258 VII-13
P 17761 III-12
P 21259 VII-10
P 17762 III-16
P 21260 VII-19
P 17763 III-4
P 21261 VII-21
P 17764 III-5
P 21262 VII-14
P 17765 III-6
P 21263 VII-23
P 17766 III-2
P 21277 VII-26
P 17767 III-3
P 21278 VII-25
P 17890 IV-1
P 21300 XVI-1
P 17903 V-3
P 21301 XVI-5
P 17904 V-5
P 21302 XVI-10
P 17905 V-4
P 21303 XVI-2
P 17906 V-7
P 21304 XVI-9
P 17907 V-6
P 21305 XVI-7
P 17908 V-8
P 21306 XVI-8
P 17909 V-1
P 21307 XVI-4
P 17910 V-2
P 21308 XVI-3
P 19211 VI-1
P 21309 XVI-6
P 20163 414
P 21406 433
P 20211 415
P 21407 434
P 20212 416
P 21408 435
P 20285 423
P 20311 XXXVI-1 P 21409 436
P 20312 XXXVI-2 P 21411 437
P 20313 XXXVI-3 P 21412 438
P 20686 XXXV-1 P 21415 441
P 20687 XXXV-2 P 21416 440
P 20688 XXXV-3 P 21417 439
Inv.

Cat.
XVII-1
XVII-2
425
XIII-2
XIV-5
XIV-6
XIV-8
XIV-7
XIV-4
XIV-3
XIV-2
XIV-1
426
428
429
430
427
XV-3
XIII-3
IX-1
P 22141 X-2
P 22142 X-3
P 22143 X-4

Inv.
P 21529
P 21580
P 21564
P 21570
P 21573
P 21574
P 21575
P 21576
P 21577
P 21588
P 21589
P 21590
P 21591
P 21592
P 21593
P 21594
P 21595
P 21596
P 21993
P 22140

P 22144 X-6

P 22145 X-5
P 22148 309
P 22149 278
P 22160 294
P 22161 322
P 22212 420
P 22264 443
P 22267 444
P 22273 XII-1
P 22274 XII-7
P 22275 XII-3
P 22276 XII-8
P 22277 XII-6
P 22278 XII-5
P 22279 XII-4
P 22280 XII-2
P 22281 XII-9
P 22313 XXXIX-1
P 22314 XXXIX-3
P 22315 XXXIX-2
P 22318 XV-1
P 22319 XV-2
P 22355 491
P 22365 36
P 22366 445
P 22457 431
P 22474 417
P 22817 48
P 23068 499
P 23071 497
P 23234 493
P 23236 494
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P 23503
P 23529
P 23580
P 28581
P 23582
P 23533
P 23534
P 23535
P 28589
P 23563
P 23564
P 23565
P 23566
P 23567
P 23568
P 23569
P 28570
P 28571
P 23572
P 23573
P 23574
P 23575
P 23576
P 23577
P 23578
P 23579
P 23580
P 23581
P 28582
P 23583
P 23584
P 23585
P 23586
P 28587
P 23588
P 23616
P 23617
P 23618
P 28624
P 23689
P 23689
P 23691
P 23692
P 23694
P 23695
P 23696
P 23697
P 23701
P 23702
P 23703
P 23704
P 23705
P 23718
P 28719
P 23720
P 23721
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Inv.
Cat.
P 23722
305
XXIV-11 P 23728
XXIV-21 P 23724
XXIV-8 P 23725
XXIV-20 P 23726
XXIV-1 P 23734
XXIV-7 P 23746
XXVI-1 P 23751
P 23806
XXII-1
XXIV-3 P 23808
XXIV-6 P 24230
XXIV-4 P 24282
XXIV-5 P 24283
XXIV-18 P 24737
XXIV-19 P 24747
XXIV-9 P 24748
XXIV-10 P 24752
XXIV-12 P 24753
XXIV-13 P 24754
XXIV-14 P 24787
XXIV-15 P 24788
XXIV-16 P 24789
XXIV-2 P 25012
XXIV-17 P 25288
XXIII-1 P 25416
XXIII-2 P 25575
XXIII-4 P 25718
XXTTT-6 P 25719
XXIII-8 P 25720
XXIII-5 P 25786
XXXII-3 P 25843
XXXII-1 P 25844
XXXII-2 P 25845
XXXI-1 P 25856
XXXI-2 P 25857
P 25858
XXV-1
P 25859
XXV-2
P 25860
XXV-3
P 25861
XXV-4
P 25862
501
P 25863
XIX-1
P 25864
XX-1
P 25865
XX-2
P 26779
XXI-9
P 26988
XXI-8
P 26939
XXI-6
P 26940
XXI-7
P 26977
XXI-2
P 26978
XXI-1
P 26979
XXI-4
P 26980
XXI-3
P 26981
XXI-5
XVIII-1 P 26982
XVIII-5 P 26983
XVIII-2 P 26984
XVIII-4 P 26985

Cat.
XVIII-6
XVIII-8
XVIII-7
XVIII-9
XVIII-8
432
308
XXIX-2
XXIX-1
XXVIII-1
66
XXVII-1
XXVII-2
418
310
492
311
335
259
371
276
500
389
495
502
279
337
253
483
484
479
481
480
47
133
234
23
121
165
174
183
220
158
257
1-13
1-14
1-10
5

13
88
91
73
111
115
119
110

Inv.
P 26986
P 26987
P 26988
P 26989
P 26990
P 26991
P 26992
P 26993
P 26994
P 26995
P 26997
P 26998
P 26999
P 27000
P 27001
P 27002
P 27008
P 27004
P 27005
P 27006
P 27007
P 27008
P 27009
P 27010
P 27012
P 27013
P 27014
P 27015
P 27017
P 27018
P 27019
P 27020
P 27021
P 27023
P 27024
P 27025
P 27026
P 27028
P 27029
P 27080
P 27081
P 27082
P 27100
P 27101
P 27243
P 27244
P 27246
P 27430
P 27448
P 27449
P 27450
P 27451
P 27452
P 27453
P 27454
P 27455

Cat.
205
201
202
203
193
194
186
138
143
145
185
159
157
144
129
53
150

182
180
51
160
55
208
88
90

216
156
140
114
155
181
164
215
146
147
383
173
XXVI-2
XXVI-3
413
48
270
1-12
1-11
120
113
117
XLI-1
XL-1
XL-2
XL-8
XL-6
XL-7

XL-9
XL-10
XL-8

Inv.
Cat.
P 27456 XL-11
P 27457 XL-12
P 27458 XL-13

Inv.
B 991
B 1062
B 1063
B 1287

Cat.
XV-4
XXI-13
XXI-14
XL-5

ARCHITECTURE
GLASS
A 3521 XL-15

BONE AND
IVORY
BI 409 405
BI 410 406
BI 411 404
BI 412 402
BI 418 403
BI 511 1-16
BI 513 1-17
BI 514 1-18
BI 530 1-19
BI 531 1-20
BI 532 1-21
BI 665 VII-31
BI 666 VII-32
BI 668 XVI-14
BI 669 XVI-12
BI 669bisXVI-13
BI 712 XXIII-7
BI 713 XXI-15
BI 722 XXIX-5
BI 723 XXIX-6
BI 742 III-21
BI 792 XL-18

BRONZE
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

252
704
705
778
779
780
781
782
934
936
937
938
965
966
968

409
1-22
1-23
III-17
III-17
III-20
III-18
III-19
XI-6
VII-28
VII-27
VII-29
XVII-3
XIII-1
XIV-9

VII-33
XIV-11
XXXIX-4
XXIII-8

G 415
G 436
G 458
G 501

JEWELRY
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J

5
6
8
47
64
65
84
88
99

J 100
J 101
J 123
J 124
J 126
J 127
J 128
J 131
J 133
J 141

VIII-6
VIII-7
VIII-8
1-28
1-25and1-29
1-27
1-26
1-24
III-17
III-18
III-22
III-17
VII-33
XVI-11
XIV-10
IX-2
IX-3
XXIV-22
XXI-12
XL-17

LEAD
IL 114
IL 724
IL 1301
IL 1367

VIII-10
471
XXVI-6
XXVI-7

MISC,ETLLANEOUS

MC 527
MC 528
MC 545
MC 869
MC1078

408
407
235
VII-35
236
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CONCORDANCE
Cat.

Inv.

SCULPTURE
8 1097 219
STONE
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ST 59
ST 103
ST 175
ST 182
ST 188
ST 204
ST 205
ST 206
ST 211

VIII-9
886
895
897
88
891

896
898
889

Inv.
ST 212
ST 214
ST 264
ST 265
ST 266
ST 267
ST 268
ST 269
ST 276
ST 277
ST 278
ST 282
ST 283
ST 284
ST 285
ST 289

Cat.
394
399
228
226
224
281
288
401
390
387
892
282
227
225
280
229

Inv.

ST 290
ST 291
ST 822
ST 323
ST 840
ST 388
ST 889
ST 890
ST 427
ST 491
ST 498
ST 499
ST 500
ST 501
ST 502
ST 506

Cat.
468
467
469
470
400
III-23
III-28
III-23
222
XI-4
VII-34
VII-35
VII-35
VII-30
VII-30
442

Inv.

ST 513
ST 514
ST 515
ST 593
ST 594
ST 595
ST 596
ST 597
ST 598
ST 601
ST 602
ST 603
ST 609
ST 610
ST 616

Cat.
XIII-4
XIV-12
XIV-13
XXIV-24
XXIV-23
XXIII-10
XXIII-11
XXIII-12
XXIII-13
XXI-10
XXI-11
XVIII-10
XXIX-4
XXIX-3
XXVIII-2

Inv.

ST 646
ST 711
ST 734
ST 737
ST 740

Cat.
398
223
XL-14
XL-4
XL-16

TERRACOTTA
T 1960
T 3117
T 3332
T 3337
T 3387
T 3388

466
X-1
XXIII-9
XX-3
XXVI-4
XXVI-5
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INDEX OF DEPOSITS
A-B 18:1 MycenaeanChamberTomb
V-1 to 8
A 18:4
MycenaeanPit Grave
VI-1
B 21:15 MiddleHelladicPit
254, 255, 258, 288, 400
E-F 2-3:2 Stratified Deposit, Layer XV b
241
G 12:17 GeometricGrave
283
G 12:18 GeometricGrave
292
MiddleHelladicPit
G 19:1
289, 298,318,357, 359,360,362,387, 390,
392
G-H 11-12 StratifiedDeposit, Tholos,Trench Q
243
H 11:2
MycenaeanWell
446
MiddleHelladicBurial
I 9:2
384, 385, 386
J 7:2
MycenaeanChamberTomb
VI-1 to 35
DisturbedMycenaeanChamberTomb(?)
J 8:1
IX-1 to 3
DisturbedMycenaeanChamberTomb(?)
J 8:2
X-1 to 6
J 8:3
MycenaeanDouble Pit Grave
XI-1 to 6
DisturbedMycenaeanChamberTomb(?)
J 8:4
VII-1 to 10
DromosFill of UnfinishedChamberTomb
J 10:1
XII-1 to 9
K 6:1
MycenaeanWell
443-445
K 14:1
Collector'sDeposit
504
M 12:1
MycenaeanCist Grave
XXXVll-1 and 2
M 21:2
MycenaeanChamberTomb
III-1to 23
M 21:3
DisturbedMycenaeanChamberTomb
IV-1
N 7:2
MycenaeanPit Grave
XVI-1 to 14

N 12:1
N 12:4
N 14:3
N 21:5

MycenaeanPit Grave
XXXiX-1 to 4
MycenaeanChamberTomb
XL-1 to 18
MycenaeanBurial
XLI-1
DisturbedMycenaeanChamberTomb
II-1 to 4

N 21-22:1 MycenaeanChamberTomb
I-1 to 29

0 7:2

MycenaeanChamberTomb

0 7:3

XV-1 to 4
Mycenaean Cist Grave

XVI-1 to 3

0 7:4

0 7:5

Mycenaean Bothros: "The Kylix Pit"
433-442

MycenaeanChamberTomb
XIV-1 to 13

0 7:7

MycenaeanChamberTomb
XII-1 to 4

0 7:14
0 8:3

MycenaeanGully and Deposit
425-431
MycenaeanCist Grave
XIX-1

O 8:4

MycenaeanChamberTomb
XVIII-i to 10
O-Q 16-17 StratifiedFill: South Road
253, 259, 276, 311, 335, 337, 371, 483,
484
P 7:3
Late GeometricWell
502
P 8:5
Sixth CenturyWell
490
P 8:8
MycenaeanChamberTomb
XX-1 to 3
P 8:9
MycenaeanBothros
432
P 9:4
MycenaeanChamberTomb
XXI-1 to 15
P-Q 7-8:1 MycenaeanGrave
XXTX-1to 6
Dromosof MycenaeanChamberTomb
Q 7:2
XXII-1
Q 7:4
MycenaeanCist Grave
XXVmI-1 and 2

INDEX OF DEPOSITS
Q 7:5
Q 8:4
Q 8:8
Q 9:1
Q 10:2
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Q 10:S

Q 10:4

R 7:1

R 7:2

R 10:4

R 21:4

R 28:1

R 28:2
S 18:1
S 27:1
S 27:2

S 27:3
S 27:4

S 27:5
S 27:7
S 28:1
T 24:1

MycenaeanCist(?) Grave
XXVII-1 and 2
MycenaeanChamberTomb
XXIV-1 to 24
MycenaeanChamberTomb
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348, 349, 352, 353, 354, 366, 361, 365, 372,
376, 377, 381, 382, 388, 395, 397,401
T 24:2
NeolithicWell
62, 95
T 24:4
NeolithicWell
XXIIl-1 to 13
29, 76, 172
DisturbedMycenaeanBurial
T 25:1
NeolithicWell
XXXV-1 to 5
11, 71
MycenaeanChamberTomb
T 26:1
NeolithicWell
XXXl-l to 3
14, 24, 40, 82, 87, 130, 149, 198
T 26:2
MiddleHelladicWell
MycenaeanChamberTomb
XXXI-l to 2
237, 244, 369, 383, 389, 394
Fifth Century Well by Stoa of Attalos, T 26:8
NeolithicWell
Pier 8
3, 4, 7, 9, 12, 16, 17, 35, 46, 50, 58, 60, 70,
422
74, 84, 99, 104, 106, 116, 117, 122, 124,
125, 132, 135, 141, 163, 195, 196, 212, 221,
MycenaeanChamberTomb
XXV-1 to 4
224
T 26:4
NeolithicWell
MycenaeanChamberTomb
XXVI-1 to 7
2, 5, 13, 53, 73, 88, 91, 110, 111, 115, 119,
DisturbedMycenaeanGrave
129, 138, 143, 144, 145, 150, 157, 159, 180,
XXXV1-1to 3
182, 185, 186, 193, 194, 201, 202, 203, 205,
MiddleHelladic Gully
236
240, 263, 265, 266, 277, 291, 296, 296, 297, T 26:5
NeolithicWell
303, 307, 316, 317, 320, 334, 336, 373, 374,
38, 51, 55, 90, 133, 160, 173, 208, 234
T 26:6
NeolithicWell
375, 378, 379, 380
MiddleHelladicWell
23, 121, 146, 147, 164, 165, 174, 183, 215,
220
239, 242, 246, 247, 248, 249, 262, 260, 269,
T
26-27:2
271, 301, 319, 325, 327, 328, 329, 338, 344,
Pits and Cuttings beneath Paved Court
of Klepsydra
351, 355, 358, 366, 370, 391, 396
NeolithicWell
479-482
79, 94, 98
U 24:2
NeolithicWell
GeometricWell
6, 15, 18, 19, 26, 28, 31, 41, 42, 44, 45,
495
64, 65, 68, 80, 81, 83, 85, 96, 100, 105,
MiddleHelladic Well
107, 112, 113, 120, 123, 126, 128, 134,
245, 262, 282, 285, 299, 306, 323, 324, 326,
142, 152, 153, 164, 162, 168, 170, 184,
330, 363, 364, 368, 393
188, 191, 192, 199, 200, 204, 209, 210,
MiddleHelladicWell
211, 218, 229, 232
Neolithic Well
251, 264, 267, 270, 286, 287, 293, 300, 304, U 24:3
312, 314, 321,333, 340, 341, 345, 347, 360,
25, 30, 34, 37, 49, 2, 56, 57, 59, 61, 64,
72, 77, 78, 103, 108, 131, 137, 139, 148,
367,399,402-408
NeolithicWell
167, 176, 177, 190, 206, 225, 227, 230, 235
U 24:4
NeolithicWell
27, 32, 43, 75, 93, 97, 102, 231, 233
Neolithic Well
47, 223
8, 21, 33, 86, 89, 169, 171, 175, 189, 197, U 25:1
Neolithic Well
207, 214, 217, 226, 228
10, 118
NeolithicWell
U 25:2
ArchaicWell (filledat end of 6th c. with
20, 63, 69, 92, 127, 151, 161, 178, 187, 213
earliermaterial)
302
MycenaeanWell
22, 472-478
U 26:2
Neolithic Well
Neolithic Well
101, 156, 216
39, 67, 166
U 26:5
NeolithicWell
MiddleHelladic Well
1, 114, 140, 155, 168, 181
238, 250, 266, 261, 268, 272, 273, 274, 275, V 24:1
MycenaeanWell
280, 281, 284, 290, 313, 331, 332, 342, 343,
447-471
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INDEX
In the name item Pottery the subheadings are arranged chronologicallyrather than alphabetically.

prehistoric deposit: 54
Achaia: alabaster pyxis, 106, 167; Mycenaean
pottery, 229
Acropolis(Athens):
Myc. palace and citadel: 96, lllf., 113, 153f.
North Slope:
Myc. Fountain: 96, llff., 153f.
140
Myc. houses: 112, 136257,
Myc. stairway:96, 112
ACADEMY,

Prehistoric deposit: 3, 10, 53, 56, 5957, 60

seealsoIndex of AcropolisPotteryfromBroneer's
Excavationson North Slope
NorthwestSlope, Neolithicsettlement: 3, 4
Occupationin E. H. and M. H.: 58f., 6285,148
South Slope:
Grottoabove Asklepieion:3, 53, 56
NeolithicHut: 3, 8, 10f., 19, 20
Prehistoricburial: 3, 52f., 93
Recent Greek excavations: 317, 8; M. H. cist
graves and houses, 54; Myc. wells, 113, 146362
"Adriatic"ware: 68, 92
Aegina,pottery from: Cycladic,57, 58, 72, 73; Early
M. H. Glazed ware, 641"; M. H. MattMyc., 150W74;

painted, 6291,65109,80, 81, 84; M. H. Red Bur-

nished, 5961,74; Neolithic, 20

X: 194-195
XI: 195-196
XII: 99, 111, 196-199
XIII: 99f., 105, 199-201
XIV: 99-102, 201-203
XV: 204-205
XVI: 103, 108,109f., 205-208
XVII: 208-209
XVIII: 209-211
XIX: 212
XX: 212-213
XXI: 99, 101, 110, 213-217
XXII: 218
XXIII: 99, 101,218-221
XXIV: 99, 101f., 105, 221-226
XXV: 226-227
XXVI: 137, 227-229
XXVII: 230
XXVIII: 230-231
XXIX: 110, 231-232
XXX: 232
XXXI: 232-233
XXXII: 234
XXXIII: 234-285
XXXIV: 235
XXXV: 235-236
XXXVI: 236-237
XXXVII: 240
XXXVIII: 241
XXXIX: 241-242
XL: 98-102, 242-247
XLI: 247
Otherprehistoricdeposits:
Metroon,prehistoricgrave: 52f., 66, 92-93
Mint, stratifiedfill: 52, 113, 262-263
Roads: see Roads
Stoa of Attalos, destroyedtombs: 97, 237-239
Tholos: M.H. fill, 52; late Myc. well, 111,
254-255
See also Roads and RubbishDeposits

Aeginetanclay: 6292
Aghia Marinastyle: 56, 5740
AghiosKosmas,E. H. settlement: 54-55
Agora (Athens):
M. H. occupation:51f., 148
Myc. cemetery: 97ff., 158-247; chamber tombs,
98-102; chronologicalrange, 110; grave types of
burial,103-104;
Tombsand Graves
I: 97-102, 151, 158-169
II: 169-170
III: 97-102, 105, 107f., 170-177
IV: 177-178
V: 178-180
VI: 103, 111, 154, 181
VII: 98-101, 154, 183-190
Akerstrom, Ake: 10888, 137266,2291
190-193
VIII:
Alabastra, Mycenaean:as container for unguents,
IX: 193-194
10558,122, 124174;decoration,142f.; scarcity else-

INDEX
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where in Attica, 152; see also Pottery, Myc.,
from, 121, 124, 125, 127, 131, 133-135, 138, 139,
1455, 152; parallelswith AgoraMyc. pottery, 170,
85
FS
82,
83,
Shapes
175,179-182,195, 200, 203, 204, 211, 215,218, 220,
Aliki Glyphada,Myc. tombs: 10347; pottery, 134249,
222, 224-226, 228, 234, 235f., 238, 239, 249, 250,
135254, 139286, 1453, 152392,170, 195, 207, 211, 215
254
Alin, Per: 115m-124
Auerbach,Philip: 1262
Altar in a sacredgrove: 249
Altar Krater: 121, 145, 248-250
Ayios Strategos,Lakonia:40, 42, 45
Amberbead: 108, 247
BAKING PANS, Neolithic: 15, 44-45
Amethyst beads: 108, 193, 225
Amphora: see Pottery, M. H., Shapes, amphoraand Balance, symbolicfrom Myc. tombs: 106, 168
Buck C 8; Pottery, Myc., ShapesFS 66, 68, 69, 74 Barley, naked, as temperingmaterial:419,267-268
Battle axe (doublehammer):see Stone, celts
Amuq Plain: 16
Benaki Museum,gold bowls: 6, 10, 28, 81
AnatolianChalcolithic:16, 18, 20, 30-31, 49
Anatolianimports: 10, 32, 53, 57, 72
Benches,rockcutin chambertombs: 100, 151, 159f.
Angel, J. Lawrence:2, 92, 101,243; seealso Skeletons, Berbati, chambertombs: 9920,21, 10025; lead wires
13323,
from, 108-10988;Myc. pottery from, 131216,
Mycenaean
238
in
M.
H.
Animal bones: from
228,
wells, 51; Myc. tombs,
102; from Neolithicwells, 2; from refuse deposits, Blegen, Carl W.: viii, 50,56, 64,71, 84,9920,21,10028 28,
111
10242,10666,109, 119, 148369,155426,15642930, 160,
see
16115,174, 176, 177, 193, 216
Antler fragments: Staghorn
33
Blocking-wallsof chambertombs: 99, 159, 171, 242
Arapi, Thessaly: 18,
Bone: cists, 101; implementsof, 232; pins, 217
158ff.
Areopagus:97, 98,
Brann, Eva T.: 265, 266
Ares Tomb: see Agora,Myc. cemetery, Tomb VII
Brauron:M. H. settlement, 55; Myc. pottery from,
Argissa,Thessaly: 18, 40, 268
see
Heraion:
133238;Myc. settlement, 150
Prosymna
Argive
Brazier:
of
chamber
destruction
Argolid:
tombs, 9815,99-102;
Myc., 140; Neolithic,13
Oscar:viii, 53, 96f., 112,11833,128,153406-,
of
Broneer,
citadels, 116; development Myc. pottery styles,
155425
249f.
of
15443,
149, 153409;
vases,
145,
origin pictorial-style
Bronze:
M.
H.
ivories
106, 189; dagger,105, 176, 182,
arrowheads,
from,
145339;
74;
Myc.
pottery,
Argos:
210
164,
1453M,
205;
knife,
105,209;
122161,
144,
163,
187,
206,
lamp, 105, 167f.; mirrors,106,
pottery,
Arrowheads:M. H., 53, 93; Myc., 106, 189
168, 217; needle, 106, 196; pin, 106, 217, 2342;
Artifacts:E. H. and M. H., 68, 94-95; Neolithic, 17razors,106, 176, 189, 203; spearhead,105, 244-245;
sword,105, 175-176; vessels, 105, 132, 176f., 200;
18, 49-50
Asea: battle axe, 49; Neolithic pottery, 1579-80,16,
weapon,189
BronzeAge, beginningof: 20-21
20, 26, 40, 42, 44
Asine:
Buck, Robert J.: 6176,62ff., 67; see also Pottery,
M. H., Decoration, Buck's Motives and Shapes,
Artifacts:obsidianarrowheads,93; staghorn,68,95
Buck Shapes
Chambertombs: 10025;bronzes from, 200; gold
Bull-headedman on gold signet ring: 107, 156, 192
rosettes, 169; ivories, 177
Pottery: E. H., 57, 71, 72; M. H., 63, 64, 65109,74, Burial cist: lOOf.,159
78, 81, 82, 85-87, 89; Myc., 125, 129205,132219, Burial rites, Mycenaean:101-102; fumigation, 101;
funeral meal, 102, 159; re-entry and removal of
134, 13627, 138279,142308and314,165, 173, 180,
182, 199, 210, 211, 230, 237
body in TombI, 159-161, 165; ritual smashingof
Askitario,E. H. settlement: 54-55
pottery, 10242,160; sacrificialpyre, 102, 171, 175;
woodencoffinsin TombXL, 101, 242-243; see also
Asklepieion:see Acropolis,South Slope
ChildBurials
Askos: Cycladic,58-59, 73; Mycenaean,see Pottery,
Burials:M. H., intramural,52; well-burialin Metroon
Myc., ShapesFS 194-195
Drain cut, 52-53,92-93 ;Myc.,seeAgora,Mycenaean
Athanasiades,Hero: viii, 192
Athena: connectedwith traditionof Pelasgianwalls,
cemetery;Protogeometric,10243
Button: M. H., cut-down from sherd, 81; Myc., see
15749;Old Templeof, 96, 155; worshipof, 155
Athens: absence of catastrophe,154; disappearance Stone, buttons and Terracotta,buttons
of Myc. culture, 155; population changes, 147f.;
role in Myc. period, 149ff.; see also Academy, CANAANITE AMPHORA: 119, 164
Carinatedbowls, Neolithic: 6, 28, 39, 41
Acropolis,Agora,Areopagus,etc.
Attic literarytraditionfor prehistoricperiod:155-157 Carnelian:see Sealstone
Attica: E. H. coastal settlements, 54; M. H. expan- Caskey,John L.: viii, 842,13, 193, 20-21, 5531,68f.,
sion, 55; Myc. expansion into, 152; Myc. pottery
73, 75, 81
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CatalHiuyk: 16, 18
Catling,Hector: 149373
Caves, North Slope: as cult places, 155'4; possible
use in Neolithicperiod:1
Celts: see Stone, celts
ChaironeiaWare:8, 11, 33
Chafftemperingof Neolithicpottery: 15, 44; see also
Grassimpressions
Chalcolithic:6, 9, 10, 15, 20, 28, 31
Chalkis:M. H. pottery from, 40, 90; Myc. pottery
from,133, 1413w,142314,
146; Myc.settlement,150;
with
Agora
parallels
Myc.: 170, 186, 187, 191, 208,
206, 207, 214-215, 216, 222, 223, 233, 287
Chambertombs, Myc.: see Agora,Myc. cemetery
Childburials:associationof feedingbottles,105,18 f.;
in dromosniche, 100, 102, 201; in pit graves,103f.,
181; shells, 109f., 208; terracottafigurines,109
Cist graves: see Graves,M. H., Myc., Submycenaean
Closestyle: see Pottery, Myc., Styles
Coffins,Myc.: 101, 242f.
Combs:see Ivory, combs
Cookingpots: M. H., 66f., 86, 87; Myc., 111, 119,
140, 248, 251, 252, 253, 262; Neolithic,15, 43, 45
Corinth:Neolithic,9, 13, 1475,32, 39, 48; prehistoric
burialat bottom of shaft, 58, 66, 98
Costume,Mycenaean:108-109
Crosby,Margaret:13,52
Cyclades: in Bronze Age, 58-59, 65; in Neolithic
period:8-9, 12, 18, 20, 28
Cycladic:foundationsin Attica, 54; imports, 56, 58,
59f., 71, 72-73, 74, 83; influenceon M. H. pottery,
6291,64, 65; marblefigurines,17, 48
Cyclopeanwalls: 96, 153, 157
Cyprus,Myc. pottery from: 133, 145839,188, 249f.,
251; see also Enkomi, Kourion,Maroni,Sotira

DANIEL,JOHNF.: 11512, 1168

Demoulini,Poly: viii
Dendra, Myc. chamber tombs: 9920, 100; jewelry,
10778,108, 168, 169; lamps, 10562,168; lead wires,
198; obsidian arrowhead,189; pottery, 162, 168,
tin-incrusted,171ff.; silver cup with inlaid bulls'
heads, 181; spearhead,245; tholos and funeral
rites: 1002, 1029ff-, 1601; Tomb 10: 128, 14213
1163s,
Desborough,Vincent d'A.: 96, 108-104,115m28,
147, 149m, 155, 2093
Destructionof Mycenaeanpalaces: 114-116, 158f.
Diasela (near Olympia),Myc. pottery: 200, 220
Dimini: culture, 7, 8, 11, 88; figurines, 17, 48-49;
ware, 8, 10, 11, 12, 19, 20
Dipylon, octopusstirrup-vasefrom: 97, 124, 147, 266
Domestic refuse in Myc. rubbish deposits in Agora:
111, 247f., 251, 252
Dontas, George: ix, 311,54

DorianInvasion: 154-155
DoubleaxeonMyc.pottery:12151,145340,
50176, 249
Dramesi(Boeotia),Myc. settlement: 150

Dromos: fill of, 102, 160, 242; shape of, 100, 158,
183-184, 201, 242
Duck vases, Cycladic:58, 78
EARLY HIT.TADIC:

chronology, 20-21,

51, 55ff.,

68-69; migrationsat end of, 17f., 49, 148; population in Athens, 147-148
Egypt, MaketTomb: 123; see also Tell el Amarna
Egyptian: pomegranatevases, 137"7,229; synchronisms,69,114f., 148-149; tomb paintings,119, 164
Elateia, cult vases: 18
"Elephant-head"lugs: 15, 45
Eleusinion,prehistoricmaterial:1, 16, 58
Eleusis: Early Myc. pottery, 15074;M. H., 55, 65;
Myc. graves, 104, 18827
Enkomi: pictorialvases from, 118m, 145, 249; silver
cup with inlaid bulls' heads, 181, 251
EphyraeanWare: see Pottery, Myc., Styles
Erechtheion: 539, 96

Erechtheus:155, 161
Euboia:gold bowlsin BenakiMuseum,6, 10, 28, 31;
Myc. colonizationof, 150
Eutresis:
1958 Excavations:20-21
Cycladicconnectionsat beginningof M. H.: 58-59
E. H.: bakingpans, 47; migrationsat end, 148
E. H. and M. H. Statuettes: 68M
First MeterDeposit: 1474,27, 87, 47, 70, 71
M. H. obsidianarrowheads:98
M. H. pottery: Coarse, 6612, 6728, 86-98; Mattpainted,6837,65609-, 80-82, 84-86 Minyan,61,
75-79, 88, 91; Red Burnished, 5957ff.,74-75

Ewers, Mycenaean: 133-134, 143, 146f.; see also
Pottery, Myc., ShapesFS 143-145
viii, 420,
8, 2 171ff.
Feeding bottles, Mycenaean: see Pottery, Myc.,
ShapesFS 160-161
Fehlbrand:M.H. Mattpainted,65, 84; Mye.,123,227;
Neolithic9, 82
Figure-eightshield: handlesof ivory pyxis, 106, 167;
plastic attachmenton jug, 185, 250; steatite beads
in shape of, 109, 190, 258
Neolithicmarblestatuette: 16,48
FitzwilliamMuseum,
Flint: see Stone, celts
Forsdyke,E. J.: 228
Frantz, Alison: viii
French,David: 10, 18, 32
French, Elizabeth W.: 109, 115"2, 128w7,194, 218,
229, 258
Fruitstand:M. H., 60, 75; Neolithic,6-7, 8, 20,29, 88
Fumigation:see Burialrites, Mycenaean
Funeralmeal: see Burialrites, Mycenaean
Furumark, Arne: analysis of shapes, 11816, 119,
1812b,182, 188, 189; chronologyof figurines,109;
chronologyof Mycenaeanpottery,114-116;see also
Pottery, Myc., DecorationFM and ShapesFS
FARNSWORTH, MARIE:
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GRAVES:
earliermaterialassociatedwith,
GEOMETRIC
66-67, 76, 87; re-use of Myc. kylix stems, 265
Glass:beads, Myc., 108, 110, 190, 203, 208, 216, 220,
225, 242; vases in shape of pomegranate,229
Gold:beads, 108, 194, 203, 208, 216; bowlsin Benaki
Museum,6, 10, 28, 81; ornamentsfor Myc. funeral
dress, 108, 168-169, 177; rivets from swords,105,
175-176; signet ring, 107, 151, 156, 192
Goldman,Hetty: 21, 5967ff.,60n, 610, 66m, 77, 90, 91
Gona,Macedonia:576, 72
Gonia,Argolid:84
Grace,Virginia:11941,164
Graef,B.: 96
Graffiti: Canaanite amphora, 164; M. H., 65, 67,
85-86, 91; Neolithic, 15, 44
Granarystyle: see Pottery, Myc., Styles
Grassimpressionson base, Neolithic: 1580,28, 44, 47
Graves: Geometric,52; M.H. cist, 52, 54, 69, 93,
103; Myc. outside Agora, 97; Myc. pit and cist,
103f.; Submycenaeancist, 103, 154-155, 2098
GrayMinyan:see Pottery, M. H., Fabrics
Griffinson ivory pyxis: 106, 166
Grinders:see Stone, celts

HACILAR:16, 18, 48

Haevernik,Thea E.: 11087,232
Handaxe: see Stone, celts
Handlesof staghorn:68, 95, see also Hornedhandles
Hankey, Vronwy: 139, 191
Hansen, Hazel: 3, 53
15743
Harrison,Jane: 155425,
Heyle, James: viii, 1263
Hill of the Muses:see Hill of Philopappos
Hill of the Nymphs: 98, 178ff.
Hill of Philopappos: M. H. grave, 54, 58, 73, 74;
Myc. chambertomb, 97; wells, 113
Holland,Marian(Mrs.Louis E. McAllister,Jr.): 1971
Holmberg,Erik: 947-, 1157, 126, 13, 19, 108
Homer,traditionof Myc. Athens in: 155-156
Hopf, Maria:419,267-269
Hornedhandles, Neolithic: 7, 15, 20, 30, 46
Horns of consecrationon Myc. pottery: 145, 249f.
House of the Tiles: see Lerna
Hymettos, Myc. pottery from: 133,2 138274,14636,
187
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Jong, Piet de: viii, 84, 121'1, 144m, 206
KALATHOS:
metal derivation of pottery shape, 200;
see also Pottery, Myc., ShapesFS 291
Kalymnos,Myc. pottery from: 189, 200
Kantharos: see Pottery, M. H., Shapesand Pottery,
Myc., ShapesFS 240
Kantor,Helene J.: 69M1,1069-70,166
Karouzou,Mrs. Semni: ix, 14433
Karpathos,new Myc. chambertomb: 1372",229
Katsaba, Crete: 25, 26, 43; ivory pyxis from, 10670,
166; woodencoffins,10132,243
Keftiu cup: see Pottery, Myc., ShapesFS 230
Kekrops:155
Kenna, V. E. G.: 107, 192
Keos: local Minyanpottery, 91; Myc. pottery from,
138274,
188, 205f.
Kephala (Keos), Neolithic pottery: 5, 6, 8, 16, 20,
27, 38, 44, 47; "elephant-head"lugs: 45; figurines:
17, 48, 49; mat impressions:44; pithoi: 14, 15, 39,
41; scoops: 12, 13, 36; radiocarbondating: 21m
Kerameikos(Athens):M.H. grave,54; Submycenaean
cist graves, 104, 155
Klepsydra:1, 51, 112, 259, 261f.
Knossos:

Mycenaeansat: 106, 148, 156, 166
Palace: fall of, 101, 105,10670,114f., 148,151,156;
ThroneRoom, 122
Tholos,Kephala:168
Tombs:1003, 134, 151
WarriorGraves:1000, 1013, 12474,151, 245
ZaferPapouracemetery: 10030,104; swordsfrom,
176
Kodros,Atheniantraditionfor: 157
Kolonos Agoraios, destroyedMyc. tombs: 98, 105,
110, 181-183
Kopreza (Markopoulo),Myc. pottery from: 121s,
125179,
12926,13121T,
13238,14322,145337,
3, 146346,
152, 249
Korakou:
E. H. pottery: 44; spindlewhorl, 50
M. H.: arrowheads,93; grinder,94
M. H. pottery: Gray Minyan, 6070,6172,77, 78;
Mattpainted,5310,61, 62, 64f., 79, 80, 81, 88,
84, 85, 150374
Myc.: flint blade, 95; pottery, 6178,123169,129",
SP. E.: 961-2,12226,150376,153406,154414
IAKOVIDES,
13121,182, 133886,
152562.2, 18628,19286,140,91,
see
Rhodes
Ialysos:
143, 144; parallels cited, 165, 181, 184, 195,
Iolkos: see Volos region
198, 199, 206, 207, 212, 219, 224, 252, 258, 260,
Isopata: see Knossos,Tombs
263; stone celts, 259; terracottafigurines,258
Koronion (near Pylos), Myc. pottery from: 127188,
Isthmia, E. H. pottery: 73
206
Isthmus, Myc. wall across: 153
hair
220;
Ivory: combs,107, 167,189, 208,
ornaments, Koryphasion:see Pylos, early tholos near
107, 167; inlays, 107, 177; pins, 107, 167, 208; Kos, octopusstirrup-vasefrom: 266
Koukounara:obsidian arrowheadsfrom, 189; picpyxides, 106, 151, 166-167
torial-stylevases, 249
see
also
Gold
JEWELRY,
Glass;
107-108;
Mycenaean:
Kourion,WindowKraterfrom: 12115,14535,249
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Kraters,Mycenaean:in funeraryritual, 121; pictorial
style on, 145, 248-250; see also Pottery, Myc.,
ShapesFS 6-7, 10
Krisa, M. H. pottery from: 61, 78, 85
KumtepeI b, Neolithicparallelswith pottery from:
10, 20, 32
Kylikes, Mycenaean:rarity of decorated examples
from Agora,127, 151; tin-incrustedexamples,105,
127-128, 171ff.; see also Pottery, Myc., ShapesFS
256, 258, 259, 263, 264, 266, 267, 271, 272, 274
LAMP: bronze,105, 167-168;kylix used as lamp, 128,

253
Larissaware: 10, 31
Late Helladic:see Mycenaean
Lead: mending clamps for pottery, 62, 75, 79, 89;
sheathing from wooden pails (?), 112, 255, 259;
wires in Myc. tombs, 108-109, 193, 194, 229
Lefkandi:116129
Lekythoi, Attic, depositedin TombVII: 99, 184
Lerna:
House of the Tiles: 56, 69
Pottery:
Neolithic: 734,1477, 30, 41

LernaIII: 55-56, 71, 139285
Lerna IV: 56-58, 61, 66, 69, 72, 92
Lerna V: 58ff., 61, 6286, 88, 63, 64, 65109,69, 73,

77, 79, 80, 81, 85-86, 87, 93; pot-marks,65118,
67127,85, 91
Lerna VI: 5959,63, 653, 75

Minoanimports:65113,
69, 85
Statuettes, E. H.: 68134
Stratification:20"7,55ff., 68f.
Levant, Myc. export trade with: 114, 123, 124, 145,
149, 151, 175
Levi, Doro: 3
Lily: see Pottery, Myc., DecorationFM 9
Lily Bowl: 132, 133, 144, 205-206
Lily Bowl Grave:see Agora, GraveXVI
LinearB tablets: 148, 155
Loomweight(?), Neolithic: 18, 50

Mellink,Machteld:1788
Melos,obsidianfrom:18, 50, 94-95; seealsoPhylakopi
Mendholeson pottery: 11, 25, 29, 33, 34, 39, 89, 93
Menidi,Myc. tholos: 152; ivoriesfrom, 166
Mersin,Early Chalcolithic:19
Metallic shapes in pottery: Myc., 127f., 130ff.;
Neolithic,6, 9, 20, 28, 31, 38
MiddleHelladicAthens:houses,54; occupation,50ff.,
148; overlap with Myc., 69, 119, 139, 149f.;
pottery, influence on Myc., 126,130, 131215;see also

Graves,M. H. and Wells, M. H.
Millstones:see Stone
Miloj6i6,Vladimir:3, 8, 18, 21, 22
Minoanimports:absencefrom Agora, 119; influence
on ivory pyxis, 106, 166, on Late Eastern octopus
style, 147, on Mattpaintedhole-mouthedjar, 65,
85; L. M. I B vase from South Slope, 113, 119,
146352,156; thalassocracy: 156432,43

Minotaur(?), on gold signet ring: 107, 156, 192
Monemvasia,Myc. pottery from: 12369,184
Monte Sallia, Sicily, Mattpaintedcup from: 84
Murex:see Pottery: Myc. DecorationFM 23
Mycenae:
ChamberTombs: forms and interments, 99-10220,
23, 25, 27;

ivories, 106n, 14539, 166, 167; jewelry,

169, 193; locationof cemetery,9815
Destructionsat: 115-116, 153
Fortifications:116, 149, 153; Perseia,112
Objects: Founder'shoard, 155; moulds for glass
ornaments,11097
Pottery:
AtreusBothros:1211, 133235,
146, 165, 183, 187,
195, 224, 244, 250
Chamber tombs: 130206,131, 132219, 135251,137265,
142312,
144, 173-174, 187, 211, 214, 215, 222,
224, 237, 238, 246, 249
Dating of groups:115122
181,197, 198, 252, 260
Granary:1293'2, 140291,
GreatPoros Wall: 252, 256
Houses outside the wall: 115, 140291, 257, 266

Lion Gate deposit: 115f., 181, 198, 260
Prehistoric cemetery: 127188,206, 207, 251

Shaft Graves:69, 148f.; gold balance,10668,168;
Malthi:E. H. battle axe, 1896,49; M. H. Coarseware,
gold ornaments,108; pottery, 65, 69, 121, 206
92
Mycenaeancemetery:see Agora, Myc. cemetery
Marathon:Cave of Pan, Neolithic pottery, 732,14, Mycenaeancitadel: see Acropolis
19, 20, 29, 38, 40f.; Mycenaeantholos, 150
MycenaeanFountain: see Acropolis,North Slope
Marblestatuettes, Neolithic: 16, 19, 48
Mycenaeanpottery: see Pottery, Myc.
Marinestyle of L. M. I B: 146, 150376
Mycenaeans,northernexpansionof: 150-151
Mylonas,GeorgeE.: 10240,10558,109, 115m3,138277,
Markopoulo:see Kopreza
249
139281,14540, 153405,156432,2495
Maroni,Cyprus,Myc. pottery from: 206, 222,
Mat impressions:see Pottery, Techniques
Myrsinochorion(Rutsi): 14214,1459, 185, 187

MACEDONIA:10, 31, 49, 57, 72

Matson, Frederick R.: viii, 420,524,30, 117131

Mattpainted:see Pottery, M. H., Fabricsand Buck's NAUPLIA, Myc. pottery from: 125, 228
Nautilus (argonaut):on small ivory pyxis, 106, 167;
Shapesand Buck's Motives
see Pottery, Myc., DecorationFM 22
Meandroidpatterns, Neolithic: 5, 7, 8, 12, 19f.
18
James:
Naxos,
Cycladicincense burners:30
Mellaart,
16,
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Potter'smarks:M. H., 65, 67, 85-86, 91; Neolithic,44
Pottery
Neolithicchronology:7-9, 10, 18-21
Techniques: mat impressions, 5, 6, 23, 43, 44;
Neolithichut, South Slope:seeAcropolis,South Slope
misfiring,4, 9, 32, 65, 84, 123, 227; technical
Nea Makri,Attica, Neolithicpottery from: 19
Neleia: see Volos region

Neolithic wells: see Wells, Neolithic
Nicholls,Richard:6814, 10994

slip, 117131;tempering, 419,267-269; vent-holes,

192
Nilsson, MartinP.: 10777,137263,

252
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OBSIDIAN:
arrowheads, 53, 68,92,93,106,189; blades,

50, 95; matrices, 50, 53, 68, 94-95; in Neolithic
contexts, 2, 18, 20, 50

Octopus: see Pottery, Myc., Decoration FM 21

Odeion of Herodes Atticus: see Acropolis, South
Slope, Recent GreekExcavations
Oliver, James H.: 190
Olympieion,prehistoricmaterial:54, 114
Orchomenos,Neolithicpottery: 52, 10, 11, 1474,28,
29, 81, 34, 85, 38, 44
Otzaki, Neolithicpottery: 18, 26, 40
Oven, Neolithic: 1580,44

PALAIAKOKKINIA
(near Peiraeus), Neolithic pottery:
529, 8, 13, 20, 25, 26, 27, 28, 37
Palm: see Pottery, Myc., Decoration FM 14 and 15

Palmer,Leonard:115

Panathenaic Way, prehistoric ancestor: see Roads
Parsons, Arthur W.: viii, 1, 112, 261

Patissia,Neolithiccave: 529,8; marblestatuette from,
16, 48
Pattern burnishing,Neolithic: 5, 7, 1474
Paving stone, from M. H. well: 68, 94
259
Pelargikon:112, 116, 154414,
walls:
see
Pelasgian
Acropolis,Myc.citadeland Cyclowalls
pean
Pelasgians,Atheniantraditionfor: 157
Perati, Myc. tombs: 10025,154, 2012;pottery from:
112,124, 125, 132, 1453, 147, 154417,
189,255,262,
266

Persson, Axel W.: 57, 68, 95, 10239 42, 10562,1088, 87,

168, 192
Phelps, William: 10238
Phokis, Neolithic pottery from: 36, 39
Phylakopi, pottery from: mat impressions,44; potmarks, 44, 65, 67127,85, 91

Phylakopi I parallels with Agora: 5744,58, 59,
72-73, 74, 75
PhylakopiII parallelswith Agora:654,117,83, 85,
133, 205
Pikermi,Attica, Myc. pottery from: 152
Pilgrimbottle: see Pottery, Myc., ShapesFS 188
Pit graves: see Graves,Myc.
Pithoi: M. H., 62ff., 67, 81, 82, 84, 88-90; Myc., 140,
258; Neolithic, 14f., 20, 38-42, 44, 47
Pithoid jar: see Pottery, Myc., Shapes FS 18-19,

20-21, 23-24, 44-45

Platon, Nicholas: ix, 317,5418,1131t

Pomegranate,Myc. pot in shape of: 137, 228f.

117, 165; warping,118, 119,128,173, 245f., 247,
Neolithic:
Decoration:fluted, 9-10, 30-31; impressed,14,
39-40; incised, 12-13, 14, 34-37, 38-39;
painted, 5, 7, 10-11, 22, 24, 25f., 32-34;
plastic, 14-15, 40-42
Fabrics: Coarse, 13-16, 38-48; Fine Incised,
12-13, 34-37; Fine Undecorated,13, 37-38;
Gray or Black Burnished, 9-10, 31-32;
Painted wares, 10-11, 82-34; Red Burnished,
4-9, 22-30; White Slipped,11, 34
Shapes: biconicaljars, 5-6, 22-25, 32, 37, 47;
bowls, 6, 25-29, 31ff.; fruitstands, 6f., 29;
ribbon handles, 7, 15, 29; scoops, 12-13,
35-37; tripod feet, 7, 30, 48
E.H.:
Fabrics: Burnished,55, 57, 70, 72; Patterned,
531, 14, 57, 71-72; Slipped and Polished, 11,

55f., 70-71; Urfirnis,53, 56, 71
Shapes: askoi, 56, 139; sauceboats,53, 55, 56,
70-71; tankards,57, 71-72
Cycladic:
Shapes: bowls, 57, 72; duck vases, 531, 5418,20,

58, 69, 73, 207; frying-pans,5417;pyxides, 58,
72-73; ring-shapedvases, 58f., 73
M. H.:
Decoration:
Buck's Motives
Mot. 7: 62, 80
Mot. 68: 85
Mot. 8: 65, 85
Mot. 85: 86
Mot. 12: 79
Mot. 92: 85
Mot. 20: 62, 82
Mot. 98: 84
Mot. 21: 62, 81, 84 Mot. 100: 62, 81
Mot. 30: 62, 80, 82 Mot. 106: 85
Mot. 38: 62, 79
Mot. 118: 84
Mot. 46: 80
Mot. 122: 62, 81
Mot. 47, 48: 80
Mot. 123: 84
Mot. 49: 84
Mot. 124: 85
Mattpaintedanticipationof Myc. III B decoration: 64f., 84
Fabrics: Black Burnished, 57, 60, 72, 75-76;
Coarse,66-68, 86-92; Gray Minyan, 51, 53,
57, 60-61, 76-78, 922, 130, 139287, 148, 211,

227; Mattpainted, 61-66, 67, 69, 79-86, 90,
126,130,150, 222; Red Burnished,5633,59-60,
73-75; Yellow Minyan, 61, 64, 67, 69, 78-79,
84, 88, 91, 130, 134, 210
Shapes: amphoras,62, 63, 67, 79, 83, 88; bowls,
59, 62, 73-74, 75, 86; cups, 64f., 84-85; fruitstands, 60, 75; hole-mouthedjars, 65, 85-86;
jugs, 63, 67, 87-88; kantharoi,61, 65, 77-78;
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lids, 63, 82, 90; pithoi, 62ff., 67, 81, 82, 84,
Shapes:119-141; Furumark'sTypes
88-90; spouted pots, 64, 83, 90; stemmed
FS 6-7:121
FS 188: 124f.
FS 10:121
FS 190:124
goblets,60, 61, 74, 76-77, 78f.; waterjars, 60,
FS 18: 140f.
62, 64, 75, 83
FS 194: 138f.
Buck's Shapes (Mattpainted)
FS 18-19:120
FS 195: 138f.
Al: 62, 67, 80, 82, 86
A4: 6181,79
FS 20-21: 120f., 142 FS 199: 137f.
A5: 62,80
A6: 6, 82
FS 23-24: 120
FS 201: 137f.
All: 64, 85
FS 28: 120f.
FS 204: 180f.
A12:64,65,84-85
B3: 91
B4: 64, 67, 88, 90
FS 44-45:120-121 FS 205: 129f.
B6: 653, 85
B7: 81
FS 59: 1212
FS 207: 130f.
B9: 67130
B14: 671, 88
FS 66:126
FS 213: 129
FS 68:126
C1:62, 63, 64, 67,81, 82,84
FS 215:129
C2: 67, 89
C5: 64, 67, 83
FS 69:126
FS 219: 128f.
C6:67
C7: 64, 83
FS 74: 126
FS 220: 128f.
C9: 79
C8: 62, 63, 75, 79, 83
FS 77:137
FS 226: 129f.
D6: 64, 83
D8: 67, 82
FS 82:122
FS 280: 129f.
88:
122f.
FS
286: 140
FS
Mycenaean:
General:
FS 85: 122f.
FS 240: 129f.
FS 87: 122f.
FS 249: 129f.
Chronology:69, 114-116, 148f.
Evolution from Yellow Minyan: 6176,63, 67,
FS 93-94: 122f.
FS 258: 129
69
FS 98: 122f.
FS 256: 126f.
Fabrics: 117-119
FS 105: 186
FS 258: 126f.
109:
136
259: 126f.
FS
from
the
FS
145f.,
120,121,122,
Imports
Argolid:
FS 263: 126, 128
FS 112:135
149f., 162f., 206, 248-250
FS 118-115:136
FS 264: 127
Myc. koine:114, 141,149, 151f.
FS 116:136
FS 266: 127f.
Question of local production: 118, 134wm,
FS 267:127-128
FS 121: 135f.
142-143, 146, 149"
FS 128:125
FS 271:127f.
Decoration:141-147; Furumark'sMotives
FS 129: 125f., 138 FS 272: 127f.
FM 9:141, 144, 186, 205-206
FS 274: 127f.
FM 11: 141, 144, 219, 250
FS 130:125
FS 132-133: 135
FS 281-282: 122
FM 12: 141, 143, 175, 184f., 206, 215, 288
FS 135: 185
FS 283: 130f.
FM 13: 142, 163, 264
FS 284: 130, 132
FM 14: 141, 144f., 175
FS 136:185
FS 285: 130, 132
FS 148: 133
FM 15: 141, 145, 248f.
FS 144:133f.,143,146FS 291: 130, 182
FM 16: 206
FS 145: 188f.
FS 294: 131f.
FM 18: 141, 144, 251
FS 295: 130f.
FS 150: 134f.
FM 19: 144
FS 160-161: 138f.
FS 304: 130f.
FM 20: 147, 187, 188f.
12f.
FS 171:
FS 820: 140
FM 21: 141, 146f., 187, 228, 250
124
176:
FS
FS 334: 140
FM 22: 141, 143, 145f., 162, 240, 244, 245
124
180:
FS 335:140
FS
FM 23: 141,145, 147, 239, 253
FM 82: 141, 142, 143, 237
Styles:
Amarna koine: 114f., 121, 151f.
FM 85: 145, 206, 248f.
Close: 114, 116, 15441, 257
FM 86: 145, 248f.
FM 48: 226, 229
Ephyraean: 6178,79, 1183, 114, 127, 128,188,
FM 46: 141, 142f., 175, 183, 187, 214f., 216,
143f., 151
256
233,
Granary:114, 116, 132, 15443
Late Eastern: 124, 182, 147, 15417
FM 47: 148, 146, 165, 212, 219
Palace: 114, 120f., 141, 150378
FM 49: 141, 148, 163, 191
Panel: 115, 122, 148, 158
FM 50: 1413", 143
Pictorial:1183, 121, 145, 14973,248ff.
FM 51: 148
FM 60: 226f.
Submycenaean:112, 125, 261f.
FM 62: 142, 165
Prosymna(ArgiveHeraion):
M. H. Mattpaintedpottery from: 79, 84, 85
FM 67: 188, 285
FM 70:141
Mycenaean:
Bone and ivory: 107, 167, 177, 189, 208, 217,
FM 75: 141, 256
220
FM 77: 141

INDEX
Bronzes: 10666,168, 176, 182, 189, 200, 209,
217
Buttons: 95, 10989,177, 203, 216, 220-221
Chambertombs: 9920, 002, 25-28,2012,2284,
2425;Funeralrites, 10133,36,102, 10558
Jewelry: 108, 190, 192, 193, 194, 203, 208, 220
Lead wires: 10888, 193

Pottery: 12049, 123166,12411, 125179,126186,
129205, 130296,208, 132231, 1332,

13425-246,

135251-253, 1382n, 279, 139287, 140294,142308,
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312, 314,

143324;parallels cited, 162-165, 170,

172-175, 180, 186, 191, 195, 200, 202-207,
210-211, 213, 214-216, 219, 222-224, 226227, 228, 230, 231, 233, 235-236, 237, 249,
257, 265
Terracottas:213, 258
Neolithicpottery from: 1261,35, 41, 46
Protogeometricburials:see Burials,Protogeometric
Proto-Minyan:72, 92
Pylos: destroyed tholos, 10029;early tholos near,
6397, 99, 90; Mycenaean palace, destruction of,
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Sandars,N. K.: 10563,155420-4,175-176, 182
Schachermeyr, Fritz: 418, 19, 21, 243

Scoops, Neolithic: see Pottery, Neolithic, Shapes
Sculpture,Neolithic: 16-17, 19, 20, 48-49
Sealstone,Myc.: 108, 247
Seeds for tempering:419,267-269
Servia,Macedonia,ribbedware: 10, 31
Sesklo: figurinesfrom, 16f., 48-49; pottery from,
pithoi,39, 41,42, 46; Red-on-WhiteSeskloware,8,
17, 19; scoop, 12f., 19f., 35-37; spoon, 13, 37
Shaft GravePeriod: 69, 148ff.
Shear, T. Leslie: 3, 5, 1685,52, 65112,72, 92f., 106,
107, 156, 158, 161, 166, 190f., 192
Shell, snail, for tempering:88, 267
Shells, in Myc. tombs: 109-110, 208, 216, 225
Skala Oropou,M. H. settlement: 55
Skeletalmaterial:M. H. burial,526,921;Neolithic,2
Skeletons,Myc.: analysis by Angel: 171, 1781,1792,
181, 1833,1941,1951, 2003, 2013, 204', 2051, 2082,
2091, 2121, 2132, 2181-2,2214, 2261, 2273, 23Q-3,
2313, 2321, 2332, 2341, 2351, 1-2, 2402, 2411, 2412,

116, pottery from, 119, 132219,197, 252-253, 254,
2426,2471;positionin tombs, 101
257-258, 260, stucco pavement, 147, 187; Neleid Skias, A.: 52, 93
refugeesfrom, 155, 157
Skyphos:see Pottery, Myc., ShapesFS 284-285
Pyre, sacrificial: see Burial rites
Slip: see Pottery, Techniques
Pyxis: see Ivory, pyxides and Pottery, Myc., Shapes Smithson,Evelyn L.: viii, 111, 112108,141298,154415,
FS 93-94, 98
2611
Sotira, Cyprus,Neolithicpottery from: 11, 33, 44
BEADS:108, 190, 208
SoufliMagoula,Thessaly,burialurns from: 10, 31
QUARTZ
Spata, Myc.chambertomb: 152f.40;ivoriesfrom,166
RADIOCARBONDATING:1789,18f., 21121,69
Spindlewhorls,Neolithic: 18, 50
RainbowWare, Neolithic: 19
Spiral: antithetic, see Pottery, Myc., DecorationFM
Renfrew,Colin:viii, 843
50; running,see Pottery, Myc., DecorationFM 46;
Rhodes, Myc. pottery from: 118, 124, 125, 127, 129,
stemmed,see Pottery, Myc., DecorationFM 49
131, 132, 133, 135253,
138, 142307,
314,146, 149, 154; Spiraliformpatterns, Neolithic: 7, 11, 12, 14, 20, 36,
40-41
parallels cited, 162, 165, 173, 179, 182, 186, 187,
189, 200, 202, 205, 219, 227, 228, 234, 235, 237, Spoon, Neolithic (?): 13, 37
2495,250, 257, 266
Spyropoulos,Spyro: viii
Rhyton: see Pottery, Myc., ShapesFS 199, 201
Staghorn,M. H. objects from: 68, 95
Ritual vases, Myc.: 105, 125, 137-138, 228, 229
Steatite: see Stone, beads and buttons
Roads: ancestor of PanathenaicWay (M 12:2), 525, Steatopygousstatuettes, Neolithic: 16-17, 48
113; North Road (E-F 2), 523,113; prehistoricfills Stelai, Myc., above chambertombs: 102, 226, 246
connected with, 2f., 52, 113; South Road (O-Q Stirrup-vases, scarcity in Agora tombs: 124, 144,
151f.; seealsoPottery,Myc.,ShapesFS 171,176,180
16-17), 525, 113, 248, 262-263; West Road (G-H
11-12), 113
Stone: beads, Myc., 109, 190, 253; buttons, Myc,,
Roof tiles, Mycenaean:111
109, 177, 190, 193, 196, 201, 211, 216, 220-221,
Rope-workdecoration:see Pottery, Neolithic, Deco244, 246, 258; celts, Neolithic,2, 17,49, battle axe,
ration, plastic
17, 49, handaxe,2, 49, Myc.,232,259;flintblade,68,
Rubbish deposits in Agora: dromos fill Tomb XII,
95; millstones and grinders, 18, 49-50, 68, 94;
196-199; M. H., 52; Mycenaean,97, 111, 247-253
mould for makingglass beads, 110, 231-232; paving-stone,68, 94; statuette, Neolithic,16f., 48; see
S-QUIRKS,
also Obsidian
pattern on Neolithic: 7, 11, 33
S-spirals,M. H. Mattpainted (Buck's Mots. 118 and Strawimpressions:see Grass
106): 84, 85
Stubbings,Frank: 12153,125, 138, 152
Sakellariou,Agnes: ix, 1366a,10671,166
Styrenius,Carl:2093
Salamis: Myc. pottery from, 13328, 143322,146346, Submycenaean:cist graves, see Graves, Submyce233; Submycenaeancist graves, 103f., 114, 155
naean; pottery, see Pottery, Submycenaean
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Swindler,MaryH.: viii, 1661
Swords:see Bronze,sword

Tsountas,Chr.:12, 17, 18, 49, 1067, 166, 176
UNFINISHED CHAMBERTOMBS:1781; see also

TALCOTT,Lucy: V, viii, 25, 512, 87
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Tankard:see Pottery, Myc., ShapesFS 226
Teacup:see Pottery, Myc., ShapesFS 219
Tell el Amarna: importancefor Myc. chronology,
114f., 172; pottery from, 124f., 131, 175
Terracotta:buttons, 95, 190; figurines,M. H., 68134,
Myc., 109, 194, 213, 229, 258, Neolithic,17, 48-49;
spindle whorls, E. H. to M. H., 68, 95, Neolithic,
18, 50
Thebes, Kadmeion: 151; moulds from, 110; Myc.
pottery from, 132'19,133, 134, 13521,146, 210
Theochares,D. R.: 19
Thera,Mattpaintedpot from: 6514,83, 85
Thermi, Lesbos, pottery from: 106, 20U4,30, 31, 57,
72
Theseuslegend: 107, 156, 192
ThessalianNeolithic,periods:18-19
Thessaly: Neolithic figurines, 17, handaxes, 17f.;
Neolithic pottery, A 1 Red Monochrome,7f., 19,
B wares, 11, 12, 14, 19, 33, 34, 40, r la ware, 10,
31; r 3 ware, 41, 42, 43, 46
Tholoi,Mycenaean:100, 148; absencein Athens,150;
seealsoDendra,Marathon,Menidi,Myrsinochorion,
Thorikos,Vaphio

Tomb XII
Urfirnis:E. H. II, 53, 56, 71; Neolithic,522

Agora,

VALMIN,NATAN: 68, 92
Vanderpool,Eugene: viii, 158f., 170, 217
Vaphio,tholos: 1009, 14539
Vari, Myc. tombs: 152392
Varkisa:MinoanL. M. I B import, 119, 156; Myc.

tombs, 152392

Vasilikiware: 70
Vent-holesin Myc. pottery: see Pottery, Techniques
Vermeule,Emily T.: viii, 9714,101,102, 1067?-n,108,
1099?,1211, 12316,127187,1342.4,14832,151, 166,
176, 183-190, 242-247
Vin6aA period:13
Volo, Gulfof: 151
Volos region (Iolkosand Neleia),Myc. pottery from:
123170,133m, 1454, 184, 207, 252
Voula: see Aliki Glyphada
Vourvatsi,Attica, Myc. pottery from: 12113,124171,
125177,131216,13338, 134249, 1355,
143322, 14612, 211
WACE,ALAN J. B.: viii, 1686,18, 939,

138270,273-274

2100 , 1 2 ,
1608-9,175
116, 1329, 134243,
Watersupply:Myc.,111-112,154,253-261;Neolithic,
15548,182
1-2
Thorikos:Neolithicpottery from, 844,26, 27; tholoi,
150878
Webster,T.B.L.: 192
Weinberg,Saul S.: viii, 946, 13, 16, 19, 20"5,21, 46,
Threpsiades,J.: 54
Tin: incrustation for imitation silver pottery, 105,
48, 69, 92
118, 127-128, 181, 151, 164f., 171-175; lining of Wells: Myc., 111-112, 125, 154, 253-261; Neolithic,
If., 51; M. H.: 51, 57, 58, 63, 68; Submycenaean,
largeivory pyxis, 10672,166
141
112,
H.
E.
Tiryns:
pottery, 44; Myc.palace,cisterns,112,
Wishbone
handle,Myc.: 105, 131, 251
153,
fortifications, 153405,
116, destruction, 116,
stucco pavements, 147, 187; Myc. pottery, 145m31;Wood, carbonizedin TombI: 159
Wood, Rebecca (Mrs.Henry S. Robinson):193, 195,
Myc. signet ring, 145342
1971
Townsend,Emily: see Vermeule,Emily T.
Wooden:biers,1013; coffins,100s, 101,151,242-243;
Trachones,Attica, Myc. pottery from: 138274
table, 101, 107, 171,177
Tragana,bronzebowl from: 200
1901,2121
Travlos,John: viii, 52, 54, 1024, 118113,
YOUNG, RODNEY S.: 67124, 178ff., 181f.
Travlou,Nina: viii
Tripodfeet: of Myc. cookingpots, see Pottery, Myc.,
ShapesFS 820; Neolithic, see Pottery, Neolithic, ZAFER PAPOURA CEMETERY: see Knossos
Zygouries:
Shapes
E. H. period: antler fragments, 68136,95; arrowTrojanWar: 156
head, 93; celts, 49, 94; pottery, 1579,44, 70, 71;
Troy I: date of, 21; battle axe, 18, 49; handaxes,49;
spindlewhorls,50; statuettes, 6813
loomweights,50; pottery from, 7, 10, 20, 80, 32,
M.
H. pottery: 63, 6728,79, 80, 84, 86
40, 41, 48; saddlequerns,50; scarcityof obsidian,
Myc. pottery: 12417, 13020, 136261,138275,1392,
18, 50; spindlewhorls,50
143326, 198, 203, 215, 216, 226, 255, 256
Troy II, pottery: dark burnishedjars, 57, 69, 72;
Potter's
Shop: burning of, 115; pottery from:
pithos with incised decoration,14, 88; spoons,37
119-40,
122, 1402w,2, 197, 198, 199, 213,
11524,
Troy VI, oval-shapedgrinders:94
251,
227,
253, 254, 257, 258, 265
49
252,
Tsangli,Thessaly:43,
Thompson, Homer A.: viii, 52, 6068, 65112,133232,

INDEX
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A. P. No.
120
149
153
341
392
1074
1078
1106
1275
1294
1295
1297
1298
1300
1301
1302
1803
1304
1305
1306
1307
1311
1312
1314
1315
1316
1317
1318
1320
1321
1324
1327
1329
1330
1331
1332
1337
1338
1340
1341
1342
1345
1348
1349
1350
1351
1359
1362
1366
1367
1368
1369
1372

CAT. No.

REFERENCES

441
441

11198,140290,253
11198, 140290,253
136267
150377
142315,150377
256, 261
198, 258
147365
150377
101, 32
1051,32
1051 32
1061,32
1051,32
5312,5635,71
5312,5635,70
5312,5635,71
5312,5635,71
73
5312,5635,71
5957,74
5957, 74
5957,74
70
6833, 92
6813, 92
6813, 92
72
6833, 92

454, 479
XII-5, 460

81
81
81
81
81
241
239
241
241
256
241
260
263
260
237
383
383
382
253
382

5957

270
270
270
269

6067,75
5957
6067, 75
6067,75
5957,6066,75

265

75

272

6069, 76

275

280
285

6069,76
6069
76
76
6070
6070,77
77

281
314
324
310
314
299
299

6070,77
81
83
81
81
79
79

341

66120,86

5957

278
278

A. P. No.
1373
1376

CAT.NO.
341
329

REFERENCES

1377
1378
1382
1398

318
318

82
82
90

295

6177,79

1399
1403
1405
1406
1412
1414
1416
1422
1451
2543

331

64108,65110,84

333, 336

64108,84, 85

370

6612, 86
64106,84

6285
64108

144336
339, 340
336

150377
64108,65119,86
85

463

258
141297,

2547

500

266

2549
2551

XII-1, 436
XII-1, 436
443, 476
443, 476
XII-8

128198,197, 252
128198,197, 252

2552
2553

2554
2557
2558
2559

2561
2563
2564
2565
2566
2567
2568
2571
2572
2573
2574
2575
2576
2577
2578
2579
2580
2581
2585
2586
2587

2591
2594
2603
2609

154413

136262,254, 260

199
132222

154413
XII-3, 472
VI-1, 474
480
XII-6
439
XII-6
XII-2
XII-2
456
456
XII-6
441, 465

433

132221,1543, 198, 260
181, 260

261
198
253
198
198
131212, 198

257
257
132230,198

140290,
253, 258
252

441, 465

140290,
253, 258
XII-7, 476, 481 198, 260, 262
XII-7, 476, 481 198, 260, 262
XII-7, 476
198, 260
132224

475

260

479
479

261

479

2645

475
475
496, 503
479
479
452

2652

496, 503

2620

254, 260

261
261
260
260
265, 266
261

261
143319,256
265, 266
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A. P. No.
2662
2664
2665
2667
2675
2690
2692
2693
2700
2705
2715
2716
2718
2719
2724
2731
2732
2745
2747
2776
2777
2779
2780
2786
2790
2804
2805
2819
2820
2829
2830
2831
2832
2833
2838
2839
2840
2841
2842
2843
2844
2846
2847
2848
2849

INDEX
CAT.No.
503
503
503
498
VII-25, 451
453
453

455
452
454
454
XII-4
497
497
475
475

480
499
499
VI-1
VI-1
VI-1
VI-1
458
458
458
458
459, 500
459, 500
459, 500
459, 500
459, 500
459, 500
XII-9

REFERENCES

266
266
266
265
189, 256
142315
132220,256
132220, 256
132222
132222
132222
13222, 143319, 257
14319, 256

256
154413
256
198
265
265
260
132224
260
1322m
13627
14736
154413
154413
261-262
265
265
181
181
181
181
1402, 257
140292, 257

257
14028, 257
257, 266
257, 266
257, 266
257, 266
257, 266
257, 266
14025, 199
140292,

A. P. No.
2850
2851
2852
2853
2854
2855
2856
2857
2866
2867
2868
2883
2885
2893
2894
2895
2896
2901
2910
2911
2912
2913
2914
2915
2919
2920
2930
2932
2958
2959
2960
2963
2967
2977
2978
2985
2989
2991
2994
2996
3160
3162
3165
3166
3208

CAT.NO.
XII-9
XII-9
XII-9
XII-9
XII-9
XII-9
XII-9
XII-9

140295, 199
140295, 199

445
445

138272, 254
138272, 254

REFERENCES

1402, 199
1406, 199
14029, 199
140295, 199

140296,199
1402%, 199

1443

481
481
XII-5, 460
XII-5, 460
XII-5
460, 477, 478
460, 477, 478
460, 477, 478
460, 477, 478
460, 477, 478
481
481
481

1443
1443
262
262
136257, 198, 258
13627, 198, 258

136257,198
125183,258, 261
12513, 258, 261
12513, 258, 261
1251s3,258, 261
12513, 258, 261
262
262
262
154413
154413

150375
150375
142315,150375
150377
150377

147365
150377
5312

5312
5312

5312
5312

132222

480

261-262

462

258
1473

141297
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